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Eadberht
Bishop of Lindisfarne

Appointed 688

Term ended 6 May 698

Predecessor Cuthbert

Successor Eadfrith

Personal details
Died 6 May 698

Denomination Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church[1]

Sainthood
Feast day 6 May
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Eadberht of Lindisfarne (died 6 May 698), also known as Saint
Eadberht, was Bishop of Lindisfarne, England, from 688 until his
death on 6 May 698.[2] He is notable as having founded the holy
shrine to his predecessor Saint Cuthbert on the island of
Lindisfarne, a place that was to become a centre of great
pilgrimage in later years.

It is said that Eadberht favoured poverty and long periods of
solitude and devotion as part of his service in the bishopric. When
he died he was buried in the same location from which Cuthbert's
body had been exhumed earlier the same year.
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Preceded by

Cuthbert
Bishop of Lindisfarne

688–698
Succeeded by

Eadfrith

Bishops and Prince-Bishops of Durham

Bishops of Lindisfarne Aidan · Finan · Colmán · Tuda · United to York · Eata · Cuthbert · Eadberht · Eadfrith ·
Æthelwold · Cynewulf · Higbald · Egbert · Heathwred · Ecgred · Eanbert · Eardulf

Bishops of Chester-le-Street Eardulf · Cutheard · Tilred · Wigred · Uchtred · Sexhelm · Aldred · Ælfsige · Aldhun

High Medieval Bishops of Durham Aldhun · Edmund · Eadred · Æthelric · Æthelwine

High Medieval Prince-Bishops

William Walcher · William de St-Calais · Ranulf Flambard · Geoffrey Rufus ·
William Cumin · William of St. Barbara · Hugh de Puiset · Philip of Poitou ·
Richard Poore · John de Gray · Morgan · Richard Marsh · William Scot · Richard Poore
· Thomas de Melsonby · Nicholas Farnham · Walter of Kirkham · Robert Stitchill ·
Robert of Holy Island · Antony Bek

Late Medieval Prince-Bishops
Richard Kellaw · Lewis de Beaumont · Richard de Bury · Thomas Hatfield ·
John Fordham · Walter Skirlaw · Thomas Langley · Robert Neville · Lawrence Booth ·
William Dudley · John Sherwood · Richard Foxe

Early modern Prince-Bishops

William Senhouse · Christopher Bainbridge · Thomas Ruthall · Thomas Wolsey ·
Cuthbert Tunstall · James Pilkington · Richard Barnes · Matthew Hutton ·
Tobias Matthew · William James · Richard Neile · George Montaigne · John Howson ·
Thomas Morton · John Cosin · Nathaniel Crew · William Talbot · Edward Chandler ·
Joseph Butler · Richard Trevor · John Egerton · Thomas Thurlow · Shute Barrington ·
William Van Mildert

Late modern Bishops

Edward Maltby · Charles Longley · Henry Montagu Villiers · Charles Baring ·
J. B. Lightfoot · Brooke Foss Westcott · Handley Moule · Hensley Henson ·
Alwyn Williams · Michael Ramsey · Maurice Harland · Ian Ramsey · John Habgood ·
David Jenkins · Michael Turnbull · N. T. Wright · Justin Welby · Paul Butler
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Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet

Mercian

Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
Eadweard of Maugersbury · Ealdgyth of Stortford · Earconwald of London · Egwin of Evesham ·
Freomund of Mercia · Frithuric of Breedon · Frithuswith of Oxford · Frithuwold of Chertsey ·
Hæmma of Leominster · Merefin · Mildburh of Wenlock · Mildgyth · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Milred of Worcester · Oda of Canterbury · Oswald of Worcester · Osburh of Coventry ·
Rumwold of Buckingham · Tibba of Ryhall · Werburgh of Chester · Wærstan · Wigstan of Repton ·
Wulfhild of Barking

Northumbrian

Acca of Hexham · Æbbe "the Elder" of Coldingham · Æbbe "the Younger" of Coldingham ·
Ælfflæd of Whitby · Ælfwald of Northumbria · Æthelburh of Hackness · Æthelgyth of Coldingham ·
Æthelsige of Ripon · Æthelwold of Farne · Æthelwold of Lindisfarne · Alchhild of Middleham ·
Alchmund of Hexham · Alkmund of Derby · Balthere of Tyningham · Beda of Jarrow · Bega of Copeland ·
Benedict Biscop · Bercthun of Beverley · Billfrith of Lindisfarne · Bosa of York · Botwine of Ripon ·
Ceadda of Lichfield · Cedd of Lichfield · Ceolfrith of Monkwearmouth · Ceolwulf of Northumbria ·
Cuthbert of Durham · Dryhthelm of Melrose · Eadberht of Lindisfarne · Eadfrith of Leominster ·
Eadfrith of Lindisfarne · Eadwine of Northumbria · Ealdberht of Ripon · Eanmund ·
Eardwulf of Northumbria · Eata of Hexham · Ecgberht of Ripon · Eoda · Eosterwine of Monkwearmouth ·
Hilda of Whitby · Hyglac · Iwig of Wilton · John of Beverley · Osana of Howden · Osthryth of Bardney ·
Oswald of Northumbria · Oswine of Northumbria · Sicgred of Ripon · Sigfrith of Monkwearmouth ·
Tatberht of Ripon · Wihtberht of Ripon · Wilfrith of Hexham · Wilfrith II · Wilgils of Ripon

Roman
Augustine of Canterbury · Firmin of North Crawley · Birinus of Dorchester · Blaise ·
Florentius of Peterborough · Hadrian of Canterbury · Honorius of Canterbury · Justus of Canterbury ·
Laurence of Canterbury · Mellitus of Canterbury · Paulinus of York · Theodore of Canterbury

South Saxon Cuthflæd of Lyminster · Cuthmann of Steyning · Leofwynn of Bishopstone

West Saxon

Æbbe of Abingdon · Ælfgar of Selwood · Ælfgifu of Exeter · Ælfgifu of Shaftesbury ·
Ælfheah of Canterbury · Ælfheah of Winchester · Æthelflæd of Romsey · Æthelgar of Canterbury ·
Æthelnoth of Canterbury · Æthelwine of Athelney · Æthelwold of Winchester · Aldhelm of Sherborne ·
Benignus of Glastonbury · Beocca of Chertsey · Beorhthelm of Shaftesbury · Beornstan of Winchester ·
Beornwald of Bampton · Centwine of Wessex · Cuthburh of Wimborn · Cwenburh of Wimborne ·
Dunstan of Canterbury · Eadburh of Winchester · Eadgar of England · Eadgyth of Polesworth ·
Eadgyth of Wilton · Eadweard the Confessor · Eadweard the Martyr · Eadwold of Cerne ·
Earmund of Stoke Fleming · Edor of Chertsey · Evorhilda · Frithestan of Winchester ·
Hædde of Winchester · Humbert of Stokenham · Hwita of Whitchurch Canonicorum ·
Mærwynn of Romsey · Margaret of Dunfermline · Swithhun of Winchester · Wulfsige of Sherborne ·
Wulfthryth of Wilton

Unclear origin Rumbold of Mechelen
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Eadburh of Bicester

v · t · e

Saint Eadburh of Bicester

St Edburg's Church in Bicester, Oxfordshire

Born 7th Century
England

Venerated in Catholicism
Anglican Communion

Major shrine Flanders in Belgium 
Stanton Harcourt

Feast 18 July[1]

Attributes daughter of King Penda of
Mercia

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eadburh of Bicester (often Edburga) was an English saint from
the 7th century. A daughter of King Penda of Mercia, Edburga was
a nun for most of her life.

She died around 650 at Castor or Aylesbury, her relics were
transferred to Bicester Priory Oxfordshire sometime after its
foundation circa 1182. Some of her relics were moved by papal
decree to Flanders in Belgium in 1500, but a shrine remained at
Bicester until removed at the dissolution, around 1538 to Stanton
Harcourt. In Bicester (and surrounding areas) she is generally
known as St Edburg, which is the patronal dedication of the parish
church of Bicester.[2]

Remains of the shrine survive at Stanton Harcourt.
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Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet

Mercian

Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
Eadweard of Maugersbury · Ealdgyth of Stortford · Earconwald of London · Egwin of Evesham ·
Freomund of Mercia · Frithuric of Breedon · Frithuswith of Oxford · Frithuwold of Chertsey ·
Hæmma of Leominster · Merefin · Mildburh of Wenlock · Mildgyth · Mildrith of Thanet ·
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Eadburh of Winchester

Saint
Eadburh of Winchester

Died 15 June 960

Venerated in Anglican Communion
Catholic Church
Orthodox Church

Canonized 972

Feast 15 June

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other people with this name, see Edburga.

Eadburh (or Edburga) (died 15 June 960) was the daughter of
King Edward the Elder of England and his third wife, Eadgifu of
Kent.
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Life [edit]

In the twelfth century, a Latin Life of her was written by Osbert de
Clare, who became prior of Westminster in 1136 (and who also
wrote a Life of King Edward the Confessor).[1] According to Osbert, at the age of three, Eadburh was given as
an oblate to the Queen Mother Ealhswith's foundation of St Mary's Abbey, Winchester (Nunnaminster). There
Eadburh was educated and there she remained as a nun and died probably before the age of forty.[2]

There is little contemporary information for her life, but in a Winchester charter dated 939, she was the
beneficiary of land at Droxford in Hampshire granted by her half-brother King Athelstan.[3]

According to one account, when Eadburh was three years of age, her father sought an indication as to whether
she would live in the world or as a religious. On one side he placed rings and bracelets, on the other a chalice
and gospel book. A nurse brought the child, and King Edward set her on his knee, inviting her to choose. When
he set her down, she chose the religious items.[4][5]

The hagiography written of her in the 12th century by Osbert of Clare shows evidence of some of the unusual
occurrences that might have happened in that time period when a member of a royal family became a monk or
nun. In one story, her father visits her in the monastery and she sings for him, and he asks her if there is
anything he can do for her, and she asks for him to give the community an estate at Canning, which he does
so. In another story, the abbess found her reading alone, which was against the rules of the monastery, and
then thrashed her. When the abbess realized it was the princess and not an ordinary nun, the abbess then
begged forgiveness from her. In another story, she one time insisted on cleaning the shoes of her well-born
companions, and they felt shocked by this and reported it to her father as behaviour that is not right for her.[6]

Veneration [edit]

A cult developed after her death and is first mentioned in the Salisbury Psalter from the early 970s.[7] In 972,
some of her remains were transferred to Pershore Abbey in Worcestershire, which is dedicated to SS. Mary,
Peter and Paul, and Eadburh. Her feast is celebrated on 15 June.[2]

Her cultus continued to flourish to judge by the Lives written in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

Dedication of parish churches [edit]

There are a number of Church of England parish churches dedicated to St. Eadburh of Winchester.[8] Most of
them are not far from Pershore Abbey, to which they were connected in some way.

St Eadburgha, Ebrington, Gloucestershire[10][11]

St Eadburgha, Broadway, Worcestershire[12]

St Edburga, Abberton, Worcestershire (rebuilt 1882)[13]
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St Edburga, Leigh, Worcestershire[14]

St Edburgha, Yardley, West Midlands[15]

The dedication of the church of St Aldhelm and St Eadburgha, Broadway, Somerset[16] may be relatively
modern: A Topographical Dictionary of England (1848) lists it as being dedicated to St. Aldelme (sic)
only.[17]

St Edburg, Bicester, Oxfordshire and SS Mary & Edburga, Stratton Audley, Oxfordshire are both dedicated to
Edburga of Bicester.

Dedication of abbey churches [edit]

St Mary's Abbey, Winchester was at one time co-dedicated to St. Eadburh. Pershore Abbey was also for some
time dedicated to her after Egilwado (Alwardus or Æthelweard), the nephew of the Abbess of St. Mary's Abbey,
acquired some of her bones for £100.[18] The dedication of the Abbey varied at different times in its history. In
the Domesday Book it is called the Abbey of St. Mary; in Henry VIII's time the Valor of St. Edburga. It has also
been called the Church of SS Mary, Edburga and Holy Cross (the parochial portion was dedicated to the Holy
Cross). In its earlier years SS. Mary, Peter, and Paul were its patron saints, but at the time of the introduction of
the Benedictines it was probably dedicated to St. Mary, with whom was joined St. Edburga, whose relics had
then not long been added to its treasure.[18]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ The text is edited by Susan J. Ridyard in her The Royal Saints of Anglo-Saxon England, 253 ff.
2.  ̂a b Farmer, David. "Edburga of Winchester", The Oxford Dictionary of Saints, 5th ed revised, Oxford University

Press, 2011  ISBN 9780199596607
3. ^ Sawyer no. 446
4. ^ Hervey, Thomas. The bishops of Winchester in the Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-Norman periods , 1877, p. 92]
5. ^ Hunt, William. A History of the English Church, Macmillan and Company, Limited, 1899, p. 297
6. ^ Studies in the Early History of Shaftesbury Abbey, Dorset County Council, 1999
7. ^ Forbes, Helen Foxhall. "Gender and Monastic Life in Late Anglo-Saxon Winchester", Gender and the City Before

Modernity, (Lin Foxhall and Gabriele Neher, eds.), John Wiley & Sons, 2012  ISBN 9781118234433
8. ^ Sean Blanchflower. "St Edburga" . Church of England Saint dedications. Archived from the original  on 6

March 2019. Retrieved 4 March 2019.
9. ^ *Robertson, John Drummond (1890). Moreton, Henry H. Reynolds, Lord (ed.). A glossary of dialect & archaic

words used in the County of Gloucester . London: Published for the English Dialect Society by Kegan Paul,
Trench, Trübner. p. 183 .

10. ^ The old local name for Ebrington was 'Yabberton', or more likely 'Yad-berton. See e.g. Stone, James Samuel
(1893). Over the hills to Broadway . Philadelphia: Porter & Coates. p. 15 . or Savory, Arthur H. (1920). Grain and
Chaff from an English Manor . Oxford: Basil Blackwell. p. Chapter XXV (n.p.). This echoes the name of Abberton,
Worcs., which was anciently called 'Eadbrihtinctune'. The 'Y' in Yabberton is formed in a similar way to the old
Cotswold dialect word for 'head', yud, or yarn for 'to earn':[9] thus *Yeadbrihtinctune.

11. ^ Ebrington Manor belonged to Roger de Quincy, 2nd Earl of Winchester (c.1195 – 25 April 1264), who died
without leaving a male heir."Roger de Quency alias de Quinsy, sometime earl of Winchester (C 132/40/9)" .
National Archives. Retrieved 24 July 2019.

12. ^ The advowson belonged to the Abbot and convent of Pershore from the earliest times of which records are
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The (refounded) Priory Church
building at Leominster

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eadfrith of Leominster also known as Eadridus was a seventh
century Catholic saint[1] from Anglo-Saxon England.[2] Although very
little is known of his early life, he is an important figure in the process of
Christianisation of Anglo-Saxon England.

Eadfrith came from Northumbria and worked as a missionary to the
Hwicce kingdom and in 660 converted King Merewalh of the Hwicce, a
contemporary (and possibly son)[3] of King Penda of Mercia.[4]

Around 660 Eadfrith also founded Leominster Abbey for women,[5][6] as
a conventual priory of the monks of Reading Abbey.[7] This abbey was
mentioned in the Domesday Book and was re-founded about 1139.[8] at
which time it may have been associated with the royal family.[9]

Eadfrith is known to history mainly through the hagiography of the
Secgan Manuscript,[10] but also the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle[11] and the
Catalogus sanctorum pausantium in Anglia.[12]

Eadfrith died in 675[13] and was buried in Leominster. His feast day is on
26 October.[14]
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Eadfrith of Lindisfarne

Incipit of the Gospel of Matthew from
the Lindisfarne Gospels, an illuminated
manuscript said to have been created
by Eadfrith

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eadfrith of Lindisfarne (died 721), also known as Saint Eadfrith, was
Bishop of Lindisfarne, probably from 698 onwards. By the twelfth
century it was believed that Eadfrith succeeded Eadberht and nothing in
the surviving records contradicts this belief.[1] Lindisfarne was among
the main religious sites of the kingdom of Northumbria in the early
eighth century, the resting place of Saints Aidan and Cuthbert.[2] He is
venerated as a Saint in the Roman Catholic Church, and in the Eastern
Orthodox Church, as also in the Anglican Communion.

A colophon added to the Lindisfarne Gospels in the tenth century states
that Eadfrith was the scribe and artist responsible for the work. The
Lindisfarne Gospels were the product of a single scribe and illustrator,
working full-time over a period of about two years. For this reason,
many historians who accept that the work was authored by Eadfrith in
person date it to the period before he became bishop. Not all historians
accept that he was the scribe: some argue that he may have
commissioned the work rather than creating it in person; some reject the
association as an unreliable tradition.[3]

Contemporary witnesses to Eadberht's episcopacy portray him as a
supporter of the cult of Saint Cuthbert. He commissioned three lives of
the Saint, the first by an anonymous writer, written between 699 and 705. This Anonymous Life of Saint
Cuthbert was revised on Eadfrith's orders by Bede, writing around 720, to produce both prose and verse
lives.[4]

Eadfrith also oversaw the restoration of the hermitage on Farne where Cuthbert had often lived. He is named in
Æthelwulf's ninth century poem De abbatibus as having advised Eanmund, first abbot of a monastery—its name
and location are unknown—founded during the reign of King Osred.[5]

When Lindisfarne was abandoned in the late ninth century, Eadfrith's remains were among those taken on the
community's long wanderings through Northumbria. The relics of Saint Cuthbert, and those of Eadfrith along
with them, eventually found a new home at Chester-le-Street, where they remained for a century. In 995 the
relics were translated to Durham Cathedral. At Durham Eadfrith, along with his predecessor Eadberht and
successor Æthelwold, was commemorated on 4 June.[6]
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1. ^ Dates after Fryde, et al. Handbook of British Chronology, p. 219; Thacker, "Eadfrith".
2. ^ Blair, "Lindifarne"; Alcock, Kings and warriors, p. 78.
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Eadgyth of Aylesbury

v · t · e

Eadgyth of Aylesbury, Eadridus
Born England

Died unknown

Venerated in Roman Catholicism,
Anglicanism

Major shrine Aylesbury (?)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eadgyth of Aylesbury also known as Eadridus was a Dark Ages
Catholic saint[1] from Anglo-Saxon England.[2][3]
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History [edit]

She is known to history mainly through the hagiography of the Secgan Manuscript,[4] but also the Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle[5]

She was the daughter of Penda of Mercia.[6] One of her sisters was Eadburh of Bicester; the other, Wilburga,
was married to Frithuwold of Chertsey. Wilburga's daughter St Osyth grew up in the care of her maternal aunts.

A Saint Edith is also mentioned in Conchubran's Life of Saint Modwenna, a female hermit who supposedly
lived near Burton-on-Trent. The text, written in the early 11th century, mentions a sister of King Alfred by the
name of Ite, a nun who served as the Kings tutor and had a maidservant called Osid. Although an Irish nun
called St Ita was active in the 7th century, Ite's name has been interpreted as "almost certainly a garbling of
Edith"[7] and that of Osid a rendering of Osgyth.[8]

See also [edit]

Edith of Polesworth

Further reading [edit]

Hohler, C. (1966). "St Osyth of Aylesbury". Records of Buckinghamshire 18.1: 61–72.
Hagerty, R. P. (1987). "The Buckinghamshire Saints Reconsidered 2: St Osyth and St Edith of Aylesbury".
Records of Buckinghamshire 29: 125–32
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Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton
Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
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East Anglian
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
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Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
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Northumbrian

Acca of Hexham · Æbbe "the Elder" of Coldingham · Æbbe "the Younger" of Coldingham ·
Ælfflæd of Whitby · Ælfwald of Northumbria · Æthelburh of Hackness · Æthelgyth of Coldingham ·
Æthelsige of Ripon · Æthelwold of Farne · Æthelwold of Lindisfarne · Alchhild of Middleham ·
Alchmund of Hexham · Alkmund of Derby · Balthere of Tyningham · Beda of Jarrow · Bega of Copeland ·
Benedict Biscop · Bercthun of Beverley · Billfrith of Lindisfarne · Bosa of York · Botwine of Ripon ·
Ceadda of Lichfield · Cedd of Lichfield · Ceolfrith of Monkwearmouth · Ceolwulf of Northumbria ·
Cuthbert of Durham · Dryhthelm of Melrose · Eadberht of Lindisfarne · Eadfrith of Leominster ·
Eadfrith of Lindisfarne · Eadwine of Northumbria · Ealdberht of Ripon · Eanmund ·
Eardwulf of Northumbria · Eata of Hexham · Ecgberht of Ripon · Eoda · Eosterwine of Monkwearmouth ·
Hilda of Whitby · Hyglac · Iwig of Wilton · John of Beverley · Osana of Howden · Osthryth of Bardney ·
Oswald of Northumbria · Oswine of Northumbria · Sicgred of Ripon · Sigfrith of Monkwearmouth ·
Tatberht of Ripon · Wihtberht of Ripon · Wilfrith of Hexham · Wilfrith II · Wilgils of Ripon

Roman
Augustine of Canterbury · Firmin of North Crawley · Birinus of Dorchester · Blaise ·
Florentius of Peterborough · Hadrian of Canterbury · Honorius of Canterbury · Justus of Canterbury ·
Laurence of Canterbury · Mellitus of Canterbury · Paulinus of York · Theodore of Canterbury

South Saxon Cuthflæd of Lyminster · Cuthmann of Steyning · Leofwynn of Bishopstone

West Saxon

Æbbe of Abingdon · Ælfgar of Selwood · Ælfgifu of Exeter · Ælfgifu of Shaftesbury ·
Ælfheah of Canterbury · Ælfheah of Winchester · Æthelflæd of Romsey · Æthelgar of Canterbury ·
Æthelnoth of Canterbury · Æthelwine of Athelney · Æthelwold of Winchester · Aldhelm of Sherborne ·
Benignus of Glastonbury · Beocca of Chertsey · Beorhthelm of Shaftesbury · Beornstan of Winchester ·
Beornwald of Bampton · Centwine of Wessex · Cuthburh of Wimborn · Cwenburh of Wimborne ·
Dunstan of Canterbury · Eadburh of Winchester · Eadgar of England · Eadgyth of Polesworth ·
Eadgyth of Wilton · Eadweard the Confessor · Eadweard the Martyr · Eadwold of Cerne ·
Earmund of Stoke Fleming · Edor of Chertsey · Evorhilda · Frithestan of Winchester ·
Hædde of Winchester · Humbert of Stokenham · Hwita of Whitchurch Canonicorum ·
Mærwynn of Romsey · Margaret of Dunfermline · Swithhun of Winchester · Wulfsige of Sherborne ·
Wulfthryth of Wilton
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Eadnoth the Younger

Eadnoth
Bishop of Dorchester

Miniature of a bishop and an abbot from the
14th-century Ramsey Psalter, thought to be

Oswald (left) and his kinsman Eadnoth (right)

Province Canterbury

Diocese Dorchester

Installed Between 1007 and 1009

Term ended 1016

Predecessor Ælfhelm

Successor Æthelric

Other posts Previously Abbot of Ramsey (c.
992—1007 x 1009)

Personal details
Parents Æthelstan Mannessune and

unknown (kinswoman of
Archbishop Oswald)

Profession Monk

Sainthood
Feast day 18 October

Patronage Ramsey Abbey

Shrines Ely Cathedral (medieval)

Cult
suppressed

See Dissolution of the
Monasteries

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Eadnothus)

For others of the same name, see Eadnoth (disambiguation).

Eadnoth the Younger or Eadnoth I was a medieval monk and
prelate, successively Abbot of Ramsey and Bishop of Dorchester.
From a prominent family of priests in the Fens, he was related to
Oswald, Bishop of Worcester, Archbishop of York and founder of
Ramsey Abbey. Following in the footsteps of his illustrious
kinsman, he initially became a monk at Worcester. He is found at
Ramsey supervising construction works in the 980s, and around
992 actually became Abbot of Ramsey. As abbot, he founded two
daughter houses in what is now Cambridgeshire, namely, a
monastery at St Ives and a nunnery at Chatteris. At some point
between 1007 and 1009, he became Bishop of Dorchester, a see
that encompassed much of the eastern Danelaw. He died at the
Battle of Assandun in 1016, fighting Cnut the Great.
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Family [edit]

Eadnoth the Younger was the son of Æthelstan Mannessune by a
kinswoman of Oswald, Bishop of Worcester and Archbishop of
York.[1] His father came from family of hereditary Fenland priests
from in or around the Isle of Ely.[1] Æthelstan had lands in
Cambridgeshire, Huntingdonshire and Bedfordshire, with "outlying"
[Hart] estates in Norfolk and Lincolnshire.[2] Eadnoth is styled "the
Younger", Iunior, to distinguish him from Eadnoth "the Elder",
Senior, the follower of Oswald who served as prior of the
monastery of Ramsey in the years before Eadnoth the Younger
became abbot.[3]

Eadnoth the Younger had one brother, Godric (died 1013), and at least two sisters, Ælfwaru (died 1007) and
Ælfwyn, all of whom inherited estates (in addition to a fishery) from their father.[4] Eadnoth, by contrast, became
a monk at Worcester Abbey, where his mother's kinsman Oswald was bishop, and thus could not inherit
anything.[5] Eadnoth appears for the first time in the 980s when, according to the Liber Benefactorum Ecclesiae
Ramesiensis, he supervised the repair of the western tower of Ramsey Abbey.[6] Eadnoth became Abbot of
Ramsey in 992,[7] having probably already taken over Eadnoth the Elder's duties as prior from at least 991, if
not earlier.[8]

Abbot of Ramsey [edit]

The Liber Benefactorum calls Eadnoth the Younger the "first abbot of Ramsey".[9] It says that he was elected
according to the Benedictine Rule by the monks of Ramsey, after Ealdorman Æthelwine had given Germanus
enough money to found a new monastery at Cholsey.[10] Ramsey had had two communities of monks, those
who had been moved by Oswald there from Westbury on Trym in the 960s, and those who had fled there in the
980s from Winchcombe because of the anti-monastic reaction in Mercia; until 992, Oswald, who died in 992,
had been titular abbot of the former with Eadnoth the Elder as his prior, while the Winchcombe monks had
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Germanus as their abbot.[11]

According to historian Cyril Hart, "there is no shred of doubt" that Eadnoth the Younger obtained this office
through the influence of Oswald.[12] Although such nepotism contradicted the usual spirit of the Benedictine
revival in England at the time, Oswald himself had similarly advanced because of family connections.[12] As
abbot Eadnoth founded a nunnery on his family lands at Chatteris, and his younger sister Ælfwyn became its
first abbess.[13] In 1007, the Chatteris nunnery received the lands of Over and Barley, following the death of
their sister Ælfwaru.[14]

Eadnoth also founded a monastery at St Ives, Cambridgeshire. Established as a daughter-house of Ramsey
(like Chaterris), the monastery's entire endowment consisted of Slepe (what became St Ives) as well as part of
Elsworth and Knapworth.[15] All of these lands (including their churches) had been the property of Eadnoth's
father Æthelstan.[15] Elsworth had been left to Ramsey in the will of Eadnoth's sister Ælfwaru.[15] On 24 April
1002, soon after founding St Ives, he translated its eponymous saintly resident—discovered by a ploughing
peasant a year before—to Ramsey Abbey.[16]

Bishop of Dorchester [edit]

At some point between 1007 and 1009, Eadnoth became Bishop of Dorchester.[17] Dorchester was a sprawling
diocese based far to the south of most of its territory in the eastern Danelaw, at Dorchester on Thames.[18] It
was roughly equivalent to the pre-Viking east Mercian diocese of Leicester, and after Eadnoth's episcopate
came to include the Diocese of Lindsey too.[19] In the Norman era the bishopric's seat returned north and
became the well-known bishopric of Lincoln.[20]

Little is known of Eadnoth's episcopate. His first appearance as bishop is as a witness to a charter of 1009,
issued by King Æthelred to a thegn named Morcar; the last notice of Eadnoth's predecessor as bishop,
Ælfhelm, occurs in a similar document of 1007.[21] Eadnoth subsequently subscribes at least another eight royal
charters before his death, all between 1011 and 1013, with a possible further subscription in 1016.[22] On 18
October 1016, Bishop Eadnoth fought and was martyred at the Battle of Assandun in Essex, alongside
Wulfsifge, his successor as abbot of Ramsey, and Æthelweard son of Ealdorman Æthelwine [of East Anglia].[23]

He was fighting on behalf of Edmund Ironside against Cnut, the Danish invader who was claiming the English
crown.[24]

Eadnoth's body was taken north into the Fenlands, heading back to Ramsey. According to the Liber Eliensis,
the guards of the body stopped at Ely Abbey and got drunk, during which the Ely monks seized and hid the
body.[25] The plot was led by Ælfgar, formerly Bishop of Elmham.[25] Thereafter the body remained at Ely, where
Eadnoth the Martyr was venerated as a saint.[25]

It is thought that Abbot Eadnoth is the abbot depicted alongside a bishop (his kinsman Bishop Oswald) in one of
the miniatures in the 14th-century Ramsey Psalter (not to be confused with British Museum MS Harley 2904).[26]

Below Bishop Oswald is a ram, after the first element of the place-name Ramsey, and below Eadnoth a bull, in
reference to the foundation legend of the abbey.[27]
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Christian titles

New title Abbot of Ramsey
c. 992–1006x1008

Succeeded by
Wulfsige

Preceded by
Ælfhelm

Bishop of Dorchester
1007 x 1009–1016

Succeeded by
Æthelric

Bishops of Lincoln

Leicester Cuthwine · Wilfrid · Headda · Aldwine · Torhthelm · Eadbeorht · Unwona · Wernbeorht · Hræthhun · Ealdred
· Ceobred · see removed to Dorchester

Dorchester Harlardus · Wigmund · Coenwulf · Wynsige · Æthelwold · Oscytel · united see: · Leofwine · Alnothus ·
Æscwig · Ælfhelm · Eadnoth (I) · Æthelric · Eadnoth (II) · Ulfus Normanus · Wulfwig · Remigius de Fécamp

High Medieval
Remigius de Fécamp · Robert Bloet · Alexander · Robert de Chesney · Geoffrey Plantagenet ·
Walter de Coutances · Hugh of Avalon · William de Blois · Hugh of Wells · Robert Grosseteste ·
Henry of Lexington · Richard of Gravesend · Oliver Sutton

Late Medieval
John Dalderby · Anthony Bek · Henry Burghersh · Thomas Bek · John Gynwell · John Bokyngham ·
Henry Beaufort · Philip Repyngdon · Richard Fleming · William Grey · William Alnwick · Marmaduke Lumley
· John Chadworth · Thomas Rotherham · John Russell

Early modern

William Smyth · Thomas Wolsey · William Atwater · John Longland · Henry Holbeach · John Taylor ·
John White · Thomas Watson · Nicholas Bullingham · Thomas Cooper · William Wickham ·
William Chaderton · William Barlow · Richard Neile · George Montaigne · John Williams · Thomas Winniffe
· Robert Sanderson · Benjamin Lany · William Fuller · Thomas Barlow · Thomas Tenison · James Gardiner
· William Wake · Edmund Gibson · Richard Reynolds · John Thomas · John Green · Thomas Thurlow

Late modern

George Pretyman (later Pretyman Tomline) · George Pelham · John Kaye · John Jackson ·
Christopher Wordsworth · Edward King · Edward Hicks · William Swayne · Nugent Hicks · Aylmer Skelton ·
Leslie Owen · Maurice Harland · Kenneth Riches · Simon Phipps · Bob Hardy · John Saxbee ·
Christopher Lowson
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v · t · e Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet

Mercian

Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
Eadweard of Maugersbury · Ealdgyth of Stortford · Earconwald of London · Egwin of Evesham ·
Freomund of Mercia · Frithuric of Breedon · Frithuswith of Oxford · Frithuwold of Chertsey ·
Hæmma of Leominster · Merefin · Mildburh of Wenlock · Mildgyth · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Milred of Worcester · Oda of Canterbury · Oswald of Worcester · Osburh of Coventry ·
Rumwold of Buckingham · Tibba of Ryhall · Werburgh of Chester · Wærstan · Wigstan of Repton ·
Wulfhild of Barking

Northumbrian

Acca of Hexham · Æbbe "the Elder" of Coldingham · Æbbe "the Younger" of Coldingham ·
Ælfflæd of Whitby · Ælfwald of Northumbria · Æthelburh of Hackness · Æthelgyth of Coldingham ·
Æthelsige of Ripon · Æthelwold of Farne · Æthelwold of Lindisfarne · Alchhild of Middleham ·
Alchmund of Hexham · Alkmund of Derby · Balthere of Tyningham · Beda of Jarrow · Bega of Copeland ·
Benedict Biscop · Bercthun of Beverley · Billfrith of Lindisfarne · Bosa of York · Botwine of Ripon ·
Ceadda of Lichfield · Cedd of Lichfield · Ceolfrith of Monkwearmouth · Ceolwulf of Northumbria ·
Cuthbert of Durham · Dryhthelm of Melrose · Eadberht of Lindisfarne · Eadfrith of Leominster ·
Eadfrith of Lindisfarne · Eadwine of Northumbria · Ealdberht of Ripon · Eanmund ·
Eardwulf of Northumbria · Eata of Hexham · Ecgberht of Ripon · Eoda · Eosterwine of Monkwearmouth ·
Hilda of Whitby · Hyglac · Iwig of Wilton · John of Beverley · Osana of Howden · Osthryth of Bardney ·
Oswald of Northumbria · Oswine of Northumbria · Sicgred of Ripon · Sigfrith of Monkwearmouth ·
Tatberht of Ripon · Wihtberht of Ripon · Wilfrith of Hexham · Wilfrith II · Wilgils of Ripon

Roman
Augustine of Canterbury · Firmin of North Crawley · Birinus of Dorchester · Blaise ·
Florentius of Peterborough · Hadrian of Canterbury · Honorius of Canterbury · Justus of Canterbury ·
Laurence of Canterbury · Mellitus of Canterbury · Paulinus of York · Theodore of Canterbury

South Saxon Cuthflæd of Lyminster · Cuthmann of Steyning · Leofwynn of Bishopstone

West Saxon

Æbbe of Abingdon · Ælfgar of Selwood · Ælfgifu of Exeter · Ælfgifu of Shaftesbury ·
Ælfheah of Canterbury · Ælfheah of Winchester · Æthelflæd of Romsey · Æthelgar of Canterbury ·
Æthelnoth of Canterbury · Æthelwine of Athelney · Æthelwold of Winchester · Aldhelm of Sherborne ·
Benignus of Glastonbury · Beocca of Chertsey · Beorhthelm of Shaftesbury · Beornstan of Winchester ·
Beornwald of Bampton · Centwine of Wessex · Cuthburh of Wimborn · Cwenburh of Wimborne ·
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Eadsige

Eadsige
Archbishop of Canterbury

Appointed 1038

Term ended 28 October 1050

Predecessor Æthelnoth

Successor Robert of Jumièges

Orders
Consecration 1038

Personal details
Died 29 October 1050

Sainthood
Feast day 28 October

Venerated in Anglican Communion
Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eadsige [a] (died 29 October 1050), was Archbishop of Canterbury
from 1038 to 1050. He crowned Edward the Confessor as king of
England in 1043.
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Biography [edit]

Eadsige was a royal priest for King Cnut before Cnut arranged for
him to become a monk at Christ Church, Canterbury about 1030.
About 1035, he served as a suffragan or coadjutor bishop to
Archbishop Æthelnoth of Canterbury, with his see located at the
church of St Martin in Canterbury.[1] He was translated to the Archbishopric of Canterbury in 1038 after
Æthelnoth's death.[2] In 1040, he journeyed to Rome to receive his pallium from Pope Benedict IX.[1]

Eadsige may have crowned Harthacnut in 1040,[1] but he definitely crowned Edward the Confessor on 3 April
1043 along with Ælfric Puttoc, the Archbishop of York.[3] In 1044, Eadsige, wishing to withdraw from his see
because of ill-health, appears to have approached King Edward and Godwin, Earl of Wessex, about temporarily
consecrating Siward, abbot of Abingdon in Eadsige's place.[4] This retirement lasted until 1048,[5] when Siward
became ill and returned to Abingdon to die within eight weeks.[1] While he was archbishop, he also was sheriff of
Kent.[6] William of Malmesbury relates a story that Siward deprived Eadsige of food during Eadsige's illness and
because of this Siward was not allowed to succeed Eadsige, but had to settle for the see of Rochester instead.
However this probably is a fabrication to account for the fact that Siward did not become archbishop after
Eadsige, for William had confused Siward, the abbot, with a different Siward, this one Siward of Rochester, who
was Bishop of Rochester from 1058 to 1075.[1] The see of Worcester preserved a tradition that in about 1047 it
was Eadsige, along with Lyfing the Bishop of Worcester, who forced Sweyn Godwinson to give up his wife who
had been the abbess of Leominster Abbey before Sweyn abducted her.[7]

Eadsige died on 29 October 1050[1][2] or possibly just sometime in October 1050.[8] During his occupation of the
see, many of the lands of the see were either leased, sold or given to Godwin, Earl of Wessex, an action that
angered the monks of the cathedral, and may have contributed to William of Malmesbury's dislike of the
archbishop and willingness to fabricate a story about him being mistreated.[1]

Eadsige is considered a saint, with his feast day on 28 October.[9]

Notes [edit]

a. ^ Also Edsige, Eadsimus, or Eadsin

Citations [edit]

1.  ̂a b c d e f g Hunt "Eadsige" Oxford Dictionary of National Biography
2.  ̂a b Fryde, et al. Handbook of British Chronology p. 214
3. ^ Barlow Edward the Confessor p. 61
4. ^ Barlow Edward the Confessor p. 78
5. ^ Barlow Edward the Confessor p. 104
6. ^ Barlow Edward the Confessor p. 115
7. ^ Barlow Godwins p. 53
8. ^ Hindley Brief History of the Anglo-Saxons p. 324
9. ^ Catholic Online Entry for Edsige  accessed on 4 November 2007
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Christian titles

Preceded by
Æthelnoth

Archbishop of Canterbury
1038–1050

Succeeded by
Robert of
Jumièges

Archbishops of Canterbury

List of archbishops of Canterbury

Pre-Conquest

Augustine · Laurence · Mellitus · Justus · Honorius · Deusdedit · Wighard · Theodore of Tarsus
· Berhtwald · Tatwine · Nothhelm · Cuthbert · Bregowine · Jænberht · Æthelhard · Wulfred ·
Feologild · Ceolnoth · Æthelred · Plegmund · Athelm · Wulfhelm · Oda · Ælfsige · Byrhthelm ·
Dunstan · Æthelgar · Sigeric the Serious · Ælfric of Abingdon · Ælfheah · Lyfing · Æthelnoth ·
Eadsige · Robert of Jumièges · Stigand

Conquest to Reformation

Lanfranc · Anselm · Ralph d'Escures · William de Corbeil · Theobald of Bec · Thomas Becket ·
Roger de Bailleul · Richard of Dover · Baldwin of Forde · Reginald Fitz Jocelin · Hubert Walter ·
Reginald · John de Gray · Stephen Langton · Walter d'Eynsham · Richard le Grant ·
Ralph Neville · John of Sittingbourne · John Blund · Edmund of Abingdon · Boniface ·
William Chillenden · Robert Kilwardby · Robert Burnell · John Peckham · Robert Winchelsey ·
Thomas Cobham · Walter Reynolds · Simon Mepeham · John de Stratford · John de Ufford ·
Thomas Bradwardine · Simon Islip · William Edington · Simon Langham · William Whittlesey ·
Simon Sudbury · William Courtenay · Thomas Arundel · Roger Walden · Thomas Arundel ·
Henry Chichele · John Stafford · John Kemp · Thomas Bourchier · John Morton ·
Thomas Langton · Henry Deane · William Warham · Thomas Cranmer · Reginald Pole

Post-Reformation

Matthew Parker · Edmund Grindal · John Whitgift · Richard Bancroft · George Abbot ·
William Laud · William Juxon · Gilbert Sheldon · William Sancroft · John Tillotson ·
Thomas Tenison · William Wake · John Potter · Thomas Herring · Matthew Hutton ·
Thomas Secker · Frederick Cornwallis · John Moore · Charles Manners-Sutton · William Howley
· John Bird Sumner · Charles Longley · Archibald Campbell Tait · Edward White Benson ·
Frederick Temple · Randall Davidson · Cosmo Lang · William Temple · Geoffrey Fisher ·
Michael Ramsey · Donald Coggan · Robert Runcie · George Carey · Rowan Williams ·
Justin Welby

Italics indicate a person who was elected but not confirmed.
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Eadwold of Cerne

Cerne Abbey ruins.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eadwold of Cerne was a 9th-century hermit, Anglian Prince and patron saint
of Cerne, Dorset, who lived as a hermit on a hill about four miles from Cerne.
His feast day is 29 August.
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2 Veneration
3 References
4 External links

Life [edit]

St. Eadwold was born about 835 AD, the son of Æthelweard of East Anglia[1]

and reputed brother of Edmund, king of East Anglia. He left his homeland
possibly due to Viking Invasion, to live as a hermit on a hill about four miles from
Cerne, Dorset. William of Malmesbury said he lived on bread and water,[2] and worked many miracles.[3] He is
known from the writing of William of Malmesbury and the Hagiographies of St Eadwold of Cerne, by Goscelin of
Saint-Bertin and also Secgan.

Veneration [edit]

Eadwold died, Aug 29, c900 at Cerne and is said to have been buried in his cell,[4] and was later translated to a
nearby monastery, dedicated to St Peter.[5] His veneration is credited with making Cerne Abbey the third richest
in England during the 11th Century.[6]
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Eanflæd

Saint Enflaeda
Born 19 April 626

Deira area, Northumbria

Died after 685
Whitby, Yorkshire

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Feast 24 November[1]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eanflæd (19 April 626 – after 685, also known as Enfleda) was a
Deiran princess, queen of Northumbria[1] and later, the abbess of
an influential Christian monastery in Whitby, England. She was the
daughter of King Edwin of Northumbria and Æthelburg, who in turn
was the daughter of King Æthelberht of Kent. In or shortly after
642 Eanflæd became the second wife of King Oswiu of
Northumbria.[1][2] After Oswiu's death in 670, she retired to Whitby
Abbey, which had been founded by Hilda of Whitby. Eanflæd
became the abbess around 680 and remained there until her
death. The monastery had strong association with members of the
Northumbrian royal family and played an important role in the establishment of Roman Christianity in England.
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Birth, baptism, exile [edit]

Eanflæd's mother had been raised as a Christian, but her father was raised as an Anglo-Saxon pagan and he
remained uncommitted to the new religion when she was born on the evening before Easter in 626 at a royal
residence by the River Derwent. Bede recounts that earlier on the day that Eanflæd was born, an assassin sent
by Cwichelm of Wessex made an attempt on Edwin's life. Afterward, Edwin, prompted by Æthelburg's bishop,
Paulinus, agreed to Eanflæd's baptism and promised to become a Christian if he was granted a victory over
Cwichhelm. Eanflæd was baptised, Bede says, on the feast of Pentecost (8 June 626) with eleven others of the
royal household.[3]

Edwin campaigned successfully against Cwichelm and adopted the new faith in 627.[4] His reign ended in 633
with his defeat and death at the battle of Hatfield Chase. Fleeing the unsettled times which followed Edwin's
death, Æthelburg, together with Bishop Paulinus, returned to Kent, where Eanflæd grew up under the protection
of her uncle, King Eadbald of Kent.[5]

Return, marriage [edit]

In 642 Oswiu, King of Bernicia, head of the rival Northumbrian royal family, sent a priest named Utta to Kent,
which then was ruled by Eanflæd's cousin, Eorcenberht, to ask for her hand in marriage.[6] Oswiu already had
been married, to a British princess, named Rieinmellt, but recently had become king on the death of his brother,
Oswald, at the battle of Maserfield. King Penda of Mercia, the victor of Maserfield, dominated central Britain and
Oswiu was in need of support. Marriage with Eanflæd would provide Kentish, and perhaps Frankish, support,
and any children Oswiu and Eanflæd might have would have strong claims to all of Northumbria.[7] The date of
the marriage is not recorded.[8]

If Oswiu's goal in marrying Eanflæd was the peaceful acceptance of his rule in Deira, the plan was unsuccessful.
By 644 Oswine, Eanflæd's paternal second cousin, was ruling in Deira.[9] In 651 Oswine was killed by one of
Oswiu's generals. To expiate the killing of his wife's kinsman, Oswiu founded Gilling Abbey at Gilling where
prayers were said for both kings.[10]

Children, patron of Wilfred, supporter of Rome [edit]

With varying degrees of certainty, Eanflæd's children with Oswiu are identified as Ecgfrith, Ælfwine, Osthryth,
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and Ælfflæd. Oswiu's complicated series of marriages and liaisons makes identifying the mother of each of his
children difficult. Kirby states that Aldfrith, Ealhfrith, and Ealhflæd were not born to Eanflæd.[11]

Eanflæd was the early patroness of Wilfrid, who played a large part in Northumbrian politics during the reigns of
Ecgfrith, Aldfrith, and Osred, and elsewhere in seventh century Britain. When Wilfrid wished to travel on
pilgrimage to Rome, the Queen recommended him to her cousin, the Kentish king Eorcenberht.[12]

Widow, abbess, saint [edit]

Perhaps several years after Oswiu's death, Eanflæd retired to the monastery at Whitby. This monastery was
closely associated with her royal family and many members were buried there. Divisions within the Northumbrian
church led to the Synod of Whitby held at this monastery in 664, during which Oswiu had agreed to settle a
calendar controversy about Easter by adopting the Roman dating method. Whitby Abbey was a double
monastery, housing the nuns and monks in separate quarters although they shared the church and religious
rites. Following the death of her kinswoman and the founding abbess of the monastery, Hild, in 680 Eanflæd
became abbess jointly with her daughter Ælfflæd. She died in the reign of her stepson, Aldfrith (685–704).
During this time, the remains of King Edwin were reburied at Whitby.[13]

Some late sources give the feast day of Eanflæd as 24 November. Along with Edwin, Oswiu, Hilda, and later,
Ælfflæd, she was buried at Whitby. William of Malmesbury believed that her remains later had been removed to
Glastonbury Abbey where a monument to her was said to exist in the twelfth century.[1]

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b c d Thacker, Eanflæd
2. ^ Craig, Oswiu
3. ^ Thacker; Bede, Ecclesiastical History, Book II, Chapter 9. Thacker notes that according to a Welsh tradition

recorded in the Historia Brittonum, chapter 64:

Eanfeld, his daughter, received baptism, on the twelfth day after Pentecost, with all her followers,
both men and women. ... If any one wishes to know who baptized them, it was Rhun son of Urien.

Higham, Northumbria, p. 81, suggests Sancton as the location of the royal residence in question.
4. ^ Bede, Ecclesiastical History, Book II, Chapter 13.
5. ^ Bede, Ecclesiastical History, Book II, Chapter 20. Bede states that Æthelburg did not trust her brother, or

Edwin's sainted successor Oswald, with the lives of Edwin's male descendants whom she sent to the court of King
Dagobert I in Francia.

6. ^ Bede, Ecclesiastical History, Book III, Chapter 15.
7. ^ Higham, Convert Kings, p. 225; Holdsworth "Oswiu"; Thacker.
8. ^ Thacker states "in or shortly after 642"; Holdsworth, "Oswiu", prefers 643.
9. ^ Kirby, pp. 91–92; Yorke, 'Kings, pp. 78–79.

10. ^ Bede, Ecclesiastical History, Book III, Chapter 14; Holdsworth, "Oswiu"; Thacker; Higham, Convert Kings, pp.
226–230.

11. ^ Higham, Northumbria, p. 80; Kirby, pp. 90 & 143; Thacker.
12. ^ Eddius, Life of Wilfred, cc. 2–3.
13. ^ Holdsworth, "Edwin"; Lapidge, "Eanflæd"; Thacker. Thacker gives her death date as "after 685", Lapidge, circa

704.
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Eanflæd

Saint Enflaeda
Born 19 April 626

Deira area, Northumbria

Died after 685
Whitby, Yorkshire

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Feast 24 November[1]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Eanfleda)

Eanflæd (19 April 626 – after 685, also known as Enfleda) was a
Deiran princess, queen of Northumbria[1] and later, the abbess of
an influential Christian monastery in Whitby, England. She was the
daughter of King Edwin of Northumbria and Æthelburg, who in turn
was the daughter of King Æthelberht of Kent. In or shortly after
642 Eanflæd became the second wife of King Oswiu of
Northumbria.[1][2] After Oswiu's death in 670, she retired to Whitby
Abbey, which had been founded by Hilda of Whitby. Eanflæd
became the abbess around 680 and remained there until her
death. The monastery had strong association with members of the
Northumbrian royal family and played an important role in the establishment of Roman Christianity in England.
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Birth, baptism, exile [edit]

Eanflæd's mother had been raised as a Christian, but her father was raised as an Anglo-Saxon pagan and he
remained uncommitted to the new religion when she was born on the evening before Easter in 626 at a royal
residence by the River Derwent. Bede recounts that earlier on the day that Eanflæd was born, an assassin sent
by Cwichelm of Wessex made an attempt on Edwin's life. Afterward, Edwin, prompted by Æthelburg's bishop,
Paulinus, agreed to Eanflæd's baptism and promised to become a Christian if he was granted a victory over
Cwichhelm. Eanflæd was baptised, Bede says, on the feast of Pentecost (8 June 626) with eleven others of the
royal household.[3]

Edwin campaigned successfully against Cwichelm and adopted the new faith in 627.[4] His reign ended in 633
with his defeat and death at the battle of Hatfield Chase. Fleeing the unsettled times which followed Edwin's
death, Æthelburg, together with Bishop Paulinus, returned to Kent, where Eanflæd grew up under the protection
of her uncle, King Eadbald of Kent.[5]

Return, marriage [edit]

In 642 Oswiu, King of Bernicia, head of the rival Northumbrian royal family, sent a priest named Utta to Kent,
which then was ruled by Eanflæd's cousin, Eorcenberht, to ask for her hand in marriage.[6] Oswiu already had
been married, to a British princess, named Rieinmellt, but recently had become king on the death of his brother,
Oswald, at the battle of Maserfield. King Penda of Mercia, the victor of Maserfield, dominated central Britain and
Oswiu was in need of support. Marriage with Eanflæd would provide Kentish, and perhaps Frankish, support,
and any children Oswiu and Eanflæd might have would have strong claims to all of Northumbria.[7] The date of
the marriage is not recorded.[8]

If Oswiu's goal in marrying Eanflæd was the peaceful acceptance of his rule in Deira, the plan was unsuccessful.
By 644 Oswine, Eanflæd's paternal second cousin, was ruling in Deira.[9] In 651 Oswine was killed by one of
Oswiu's generals. To expiate the killing of his wife's kinsman, Oswiu founded Gilling Abbey at Gilling where
prayers were said for both kings.[10]

Children, patron of Wilfred, supporter of Rome [edit]
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With varying degrees of certainty, Eanflæd's children with Oswiu are identified as Ecgfrith, Ælfwine, Osthryth,
and Ælfflæd. Oswiu's complicated series of marriages and liaisons makes identifying the mother of each of his
children difficult. Kirby states that Aldfrith, Ealhfrith, and Ealhflæd were not born to Eanflæd.[11]

Eanflæd was the early patroness of Wilfrid, who played a large part in Northumbrian politics during the reigns of
Ecgfrith, Aldfrith, and Osred, and elsewhere in seventh century Britain. When Wilfrid wished to travel on
pilgrimage to Rome, the Queen recommended him to her cousin, the Kentish king Eorcenberht.[12]

Widow, abbess, saint [edit]

Perhaps several years after Oswiu's death, Eanflæd retired to the monastery at Whitby. This monastery was
closely associated with her royal family and many members were buried there. Divisions within the Northumbrian
church led to the Synod of Whitby held at this monastery in 664, during which Oswiu had agreed to settle a
calendar controversy about Easter by adopting the Roman dating method. Whitby Abbey was a double
monastery, housing the nuns and monks in separate quarters although they shared the church and religious
rites. Following the death of her kinswoman and the founding abbess of the monastery, Hild, in 680 Eanflæd
became abbess jointly with her daughter Ælfflæd. She died in the reign of her stepson, Aldfrith (685–704).
During this time, the remains of King Edwin were reburied at Whitby.[13]

Some late sources give the feast day of Eanflæd as 24 November. Along with Edwin, Oswiu, Hilda, and later,
Ælfflæd, she was buried at Whitby. William of Malmesbury believed that her remains later had been removed to
Glastonbury Abbey where a monument to her was said to exist in the twelfth century.[1]

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b c d Thacker, Eanflæd
2. ^ Craig, Oswiu
3. ^ Thacker; Bede, Ecclesiastical History, Book II, Chapter 9. Thacker notes that according to a Welsh tradition

recorded in the Historia Brittonum, chapter 64:

Eanfeld, his daughter, received baptism, on the twelfth day after Pentecost, with all her followers,
both men and women. ... If any one wishes to know who baptized them, it was Rhun son of Urien.

Higham, Northumbria, p. 81, suggests Sancton as the location of the royal residence in question.
4. ^ Bede, Ecclesiastical History, Book II, Chapter 13.
5. ^ Bede, Ecclesiastical History, Book II, Chapter 20. Bede states that Æthelburg did not trust her brother, or

Edwin's sainted successor Oswald, with the lives of Edwin's male descendants whom she sent to the court of King
Dagobert I in Francia.

6. ^ Bede, Ecclesiastical History, Book III, Chapter 15.
7. ^ Higham, Convert Kings, p. 225; Holdsworth "Oswiu"; Thacker.
8. ^ Thacker states "in or shortly after 642"; Holdsworth, "Oswiu", prefers 643.
9. ^ Kirby, pp. 91–92; Yorke, 'Kings, pp. 78–79.

10. ^ Bede, Ecclesiastical History, Book III, Chapter 14; Holdsworth, "Oswiu"; Thacker; Higham, Convert Kings, pp.
226–230.

11. ^ Higham, Northumbria, p. 80; Kirby, pp. 90 & 143; Thacker.
12. ^ Eddius, Life of Wilfred, cc. 2–3.
13. ^ Holdsworth, "Edwin"; Lapidge, "Eanflæd"; Thacker. Thacker gives her death date as "after 685", Lapidge, circa

704.
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Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet

Mercian

Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
Eadweard of Maugersbury · Ealdgyth of Stortford · Earconwald of London · Egwin of Evesham ·
Freomund of Mercia · Frithuric of Breedon · Frithuswith of Oxford · Frithuwold of Chertsey ·
Hæmma of Leominster · Merefin · Mildburh of Wenlock · Mildgyth · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Milred of Worcester · Oda of Canterbury · Oswald of Worcester · Osburh of Coventry ·
Rumwold of Buckingham · Tibba of Ryhall · Werburgh of Chester · Wærstan · Wigstan of Repton ·
Wulfhild of Barking

Northumbrian

Acca of Hexham · Æbbe "the Elder" of Coldingham · Æbbe "the Younger" of Coldingham ·
Ælfflæd of Whitby · Ælfwald of Northumbria · Æthelburh of Hackness · Æthelgyth of Coldingham ·
Æthelsige of Ripon · Æthelwold of Farne · Æthelwold of Lindisfarne · Alchhild of Middleham ·
Alchmund of Hexham · Alkmund of Derby · Balthere of Tyningham · Beda of Jarrow · Bega of Copeland ·
Benedict Biscop · Bercthun of Beverley · Billfrith of Lindisfarne · Bosa of York · Botwine of Ripon ·
Ceadda of Lichfield · Cedd of Lichfield · Ceolfrith of Monkwearmouth · Ceolwulf of Northumbria ·
Cuthbert of Durham · Dryhthelm of Melrose · Eadberht of Lindisfarne · Eadfrith of Leominster ·
Eadfrith of Lindisfarne · Eadwine of Northumbria · Ealdberht of Ripon · Eanmund ·
Eardwulf of Northumbria · Eata of Hexham · Ecgberht of Ripon · Eoda · Eosterwine of Monkwearmouth ·
Hilda of Whitby · Hyglac · Iwig of Wilton · John of Beverley · Osana of Howden · Osthryth of Bardney ·
Oswald of Northumbria · Oswine of Northumbria · Sicgred of Ripon · Sigfrith of Monkwearmouth ·
Tatberht of Ripon · Wihtberht of Ripon · Wilfrith of Hexham · Wilfrith II · Wilgils of Ripon

Roman
Augustine of Canterbury · Firmin of North Crawley · Birinus of Dorchester · Blaise ·
Florentius of Peterborough · Hadrian of Canterbury · Honorius of Canterbury · Justus of Canterbury ·
Laurence of Canterbury · Mellitus of Canterbury · Paulinus of York · Theodore of Canterbury

South Saxon Cuthflæd of Lyminster · Cuthmann of Steyning · Leofwynn of Bishopstone

West Saxon

Æbbe of Abingdon · Ælfgar of Selwood · Ælfgifu of Exeter · Ælfgifu of Shaftesbury ·
Ælfheah of Canterbury · Ælfheah of Winchester · Æthelflæd of Romsey · Æthelgar of Canterbury ·
Æthelnoth of Canterbury · Æthelwine of Athelney · Æthelwold of Winchester · Aldhelm of Sherborne ·
Benignus of Glastonbury · Beocca of Chertsey · Beorhthelm of Shaftesbury · Beornstan of Winchester ·
Beornwald of Bampton · Centwine of Wessex · Cuthburh of Wimborn · Cwenburh of Wimborne ·
Dunstan of Canterbury · Eadburh of Winchester · Eadgar of England · Eadgyth of Polesworth ·
Eadgyth of Wilton · Eadweard the Confessor · Eadweard the Martyr · Eadwold of Cerne ·
Earmund of Stoke Fleming · Edor of Chertsey · Evorhilda · Frithestan of Winchester ·
Hædde of Winchester · Humbert of Stokenham · Hwita of Whitchurch Canonicorum ·
Mærwynn of Romsey · Margaret of Dunfermline · Swithhun of Winchester · Wulfsige of Sherborne ·
Wulfthryth of Wilton

Unclear origin Rumbold of Mechelen

Topics about Saints

Calendar of saints General Roman Calendar (Tridentine Calendar) · Eastern Orthodox calendar · Anglican calendars ·
Coptic calendar · Lutheran calendar

Traditions Relic · Hagiography · List of saints (Catholic) · Symbology of the Saints · Saints in Protestantism

Theology Communion of saints · Veneration · Intercession · Prayer for the dead · Confessors · Martyrs ·
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Earconwald

Earconwald
Bishop of London

Earconwald teaching monks in a historiated
initial from the Chertsey Breviary (c.1300)

Province Canterbury

Installed 675

Term ended 693

Predecessor Wine

Successor Waldhere

Other posts Abbot of Chertsey

Orders
Consecration c. 675

Personal details
Born circa 630

Kingdom of Lindsey

Died 693
Barking Abbey

Buried Old St Paul's Cathedral,
London

Denomination Christianity

Sainthood
Feast day 13 May

24 April
30 April
14 November in England

Attributes bishop in a small chariot, which
he used for travelling his
diocese; with Saint Ethelburga
of Barking

Patronage against gout, London

Shrines St. Paul's, London

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Earconwald or Erkenwald[a] (died 693) was Bishop of London
between 675 and 693.

Life [edit]

Earconwald was born at Lindsey in Lincolnshire,[1] and was
supposedly of royal ancestry.[2] Earconwald gave up his share of
family money[citation needed] to help establish two Benedictine
abbeys, Chertsey Abbey in Surrey[3] in 666 for men, and Barking
Abbey for women.[1][4] His sister, Æthelburg, was Abbess of
Barking,[1][5] while he served as Abbot of Chertsey.[6]

In 675, Earconwald became the Bishop of London, after Wine.[7]

He was the choice of Archbishop Theodore of Canterbury.[6] While
bishop, he contributed to King Ine of Wessex's law code, and is
mentioned specifically in the code as a contributor.[8] He is also
reputed to have converted Sebba, King of the East Saxons to
Christianity in 677.[citation needed] Current historical scholarship
credits Earconwald with a large role in the evolution of Anglo-
Saxon charters, and it is possible that he drafted the charter of
Caedwalla to Farnham.[5] King Ine of Wessex named Earconwald
as an advisor on his laws.[9]

Earconwald died in 693[7] and his remains were buried at Old St
Paul's Cathedral. His grave was a popular place of pilgrimage in
the Middle Ages, and was destroyed together with a number of
other tombs in the cathedral during the Reformation.[10]

Earconwald's feast day is 30 April, with translations being
celebrated on 1 February and 13 May.[2] He is a patron saint of
London.[11]

See also [edit]

St. Erkenwald (poem)

Notes [edit]

a. ^ Also Ercenwald, Eorcenwald or Erconwald

Citations [edit]

1.  ̂a b c Walsh A New Dictionary of Saints p. 182
2.  ̂a b Farmer Oxford Dictionary of Saints p. 175
3. ^ Kirby Earliest English Kings p. 83
4. ^ Yorke "Adaptation of the Anglo-Saxon Royal Courts" Cross

Goes North pp. 250–251
5.  ̂a b Kirby Earliest English Kings p. 102
6.  ̂a b Kirby Earliest English Kings pp. 95–96
7.  ̂a b Fryde, et al. Handbook of British Chronology p. 219
8. ^ Yorke Conversion of Britain p. 235
9. ^ Kirby Earliest English Kings p. 103

10. ^ Thornbury Old and New London: Volume 1 p. 248
11. ^ Farmer Oxford Dictionary of Saints p. 494
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Eorcenwald 1  at Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England

Christian titles
Preceded by

Wine
Bishop of London

675–693
Succeeded by

Waldhere

Bishops of London

Post-Augustine

Mellitus · Cedd · Wine · Earconwald · Waldhere · Ingwald · Ecgwulf · Wigheah · Eadberht ·
Eadgar · Coenwalh · Eadbald · Heathoberht · Osmund · Æthelnoth · Ceolberht · Deorwulf ·
Swithwulf · Heahstan · Wulfsige · Æthelweard · Leofstan · Theodred · Brihthelm · Dunstan ·
Ælfstan · Wulfstan · Ælfhun · Ælfwig · Ælfweard · Robert of Jumièges · Spearhafoc

Post-Conquest

William the Norman · Hugh d'Orevalle · Maurice · Richard de Belmeis I · Gilbert Universalis ·
Anselm (quashed) · Robert de Sigello · Richard de Belmeis II · Gilbert Foliot · Richard FitzNeal ·
William of Sainte-Mère-Église · Eustace of Fauconberg · Roger Niger · Fulk Basset ·
Henry Wingham · Richard Talbot · Henry of Sandwich · John Chishull · Fulke Lovell ·
Richard Gravesend · Ralph Baldock · Gilbert Segrave · Richard Newport · Stephen Gravesend ·
Richard de Wentworth · Ralph Stratford · Michael Northburgh · Simon Sudbury ·
William Courtenay · Robert Braybrooke · Roger Walden · Nicholas Bubwith · Richard Clifford ·
John Kemp · William Grey · Robert FitzHugh · Robert Gilbert · Thomas Kempe · Richard Hill ·
Thomas Savage · William Warham · William Barons · Richard FitzJames · Cuthbert Tunstall

During the Reformation John Stokesley · Edmund Bonner (1st) · Nicholas Ridley · Edmund Bonner (2nd)

Post-Reformation

Edmund Grindal · Edwin Sandys · John Aylmer · Richard Fletcher · Richard Bancroft ·
Richard Vaughan · Thomas Ravis · George Abbot · John King · George Montaigne · William Laud
· William Juxon · Gilbert Sheldon · Humphrey Henchman · Henry Compton · John Robinson ·
Edmund Gibson · Thomas Sherlock · Thomas Hayter · Richard Osbaldeston · Richard Terrick ·
Robert Lowth · Beilby Porteus · John Randolph · William Howley · Charles James Blomfield ·
Archibald Campbell Tait · John Jackson · Frederick Temple · Mandell Creighton ·
Arthur Winnington-Ingram · Geoffrey Fisher · William Wand · Henry Montgomery Campbell ·
Robert Stopford · Gerald Ellison · Graham Leonard · David Hope · Richard Chartres ·
Pete Broadbent (Acting) · Sarah Mullally

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
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Earl of Orkney

Ruins on the Brough of Birsay, once
the seat of the early Norse jarls of
Orkney. The Brough is now a tidal islet
but in earlier times it was connected to
Mainland Orkney by an isthmus.[1]

Jarldom of Orkney (Norse)
Creation date c. 892

Monarch Haraldr Hárfagri?

Peerage Peerage of Norway

First holder Sigurd Eysteinsson

Last holder Jon Haraldsson

Subsidiary titles Mormaer of Caithness

Status Extinct

Extinction date 1230[4]

Former seat(s) Brough of Birsay

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

See also: Earldom of Orkney

The Earl of Orkney was originally a Norse jarl ruling the archipelagos
of Orkney and Shetland (Norðreyjar). Originally founded by Norse
invaders, the status of the rulers of the Norðreyjar as Norwegian vassals
was formalised in 1195. Although the Old Norse term jarl is
etymologically related to "earl", and the jarls were succeeded by earls in
the late 15th century, a Norwegian jarl is not the same thing.[2] In the
Norse context the distinction between jarls and kings did not become
significant until the late 11th century[3] and the early jarls would
therefore have had considerable independence of action until that time.
The position of Jarl of Orkney was eventually the most senior rank in
mediaeval Norway except for the king himself.

The jarls were periodically subject to the kings of Alba for those parts of
their territory in what is now mainland Scotland (i.e. Caithness and
Sutherland). In 1232, a Scottish dynasty descended from the Mormaers of Angus replaced the previous family
descended from the late 10th century jarl Torf-Einarr, although the Norðreyjar remained formally subject to
Norway. This family was in turn replaced by the descendants of the Mormaers of Strathearn and later still by the
Sinclair family, during whose time Orkney and Shetland became part of Scotland.

The second earldom was created by James VI of Scotland in 1581 for his half-uncle Robert Stewart but after
only two incumbents the title was forfeited in 1614. After the third creation of 1696, which title still exists today,
the earls' influence on Orcadian affairs became negligible.
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Norse Jarls [edit]

Rognvald Eysteinsson, Earl of Møre fl. 865–890 [a][5][6][7] is
sometimes credited with being the founder of the jarldom. By
implication the Orkneyinga saga identifies him as such for he is
given "dominion" over Orkney and Shetland by King Harald
Finehair, although there is no concrete suggestion he ever held
the title. The Heimskringla states that his brother Sigurd was the
first to formally hold the title.[8][9]

Sigurd's son Guthorm ruled for a year and died childless.[10]

Rognvald's son Hallad then inherited the title. However, unable to
constrain Danish raids on Orkney, he gave up the earldom and
returned to Norway, which "everyone thought was a huge joke".[11]
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Torf-Einarr then succeeded in defeating the Danes and founded a
dynasty which retained control of the islands for centuries after his death.[12] Smyth (1984) concludes that the
role of the brothers Eysteinsson lacks historical credibility and that Torf-Einarr “may be regarded as the first
historical earl of Orkney”.[13]

Drawing on Adam of Bremen's assertion that Orkney was not conquered until the time of Harald Hardrada, who
ruled Norway from 1043–66, Woolf (2007) speculates that Sigurd “the Stout” Hlodvirsson, Torf-Einarr’s great-
grandson, may have been the first Earl of Orkney.[14] Dates are largely conjectural, at least until his death
recorded in 1014.

Assuming Torf-Einarr is a genuine historical figure, all of the subsequent earls were descended from him, save
for Sigurd Magnusson, whose short rule was imposed by his father Magnus Barelegs, and who later became
Sigurd I of Norway.[b]

One of the main sources for the lives and times of these earls is the Orkneyinga saga, which has been
described as having "no parallel in the social and literary record of Scotland".[17] One of the key events of the
saga is the "martyrdom" of Earl Magnus Erlendsson, later Saint Magnus, c. 1115. The last quarter of the saga is
taken up with a lengthy tale of Earl Rögnvald Kali Kolsson and Sweyn Asleifsson — indeed the oldest version
ends with the latter's death in 1171.[18][19]

After the murder of Earl Jon Haraldsson some sixty years later, Magnus, son of Gille Brigte became the first of
the Scottish earls. He may have been a descendant of Earl Rögnvald Kali Kolsson, although this has never
been corroborated. However, the line of specifically Norse earls is said to have come to an end when Earl
Magnus II was granted his title by Haakon IV of Norway c. 1236.[7][20]

Name Byname
Relationship to

predecessor
Rule

commences
Rule ends

Sigurd
Eysteinsson

Sigurðr inn
riki
"the
Mighty"

Brother of
Rognvald
Eysteinsson

c. 892[21][c]

Guthorm
Sigurdsson

Son of Sigurd
Eysteinsson

c. 892 c. 893[21]

Hallad
Rognvaldsson

Son of Rognvald
Eysteinsson

c. 893 c. 895

Einarr
Rognvaldsson

Torf-Einarr
"Turf"-
Einarr

Son of Rognvald
Eysteinsson

c. 895[13][22] 910[7][21][23]

Arnkel Torf-
Einarsson

Son of Torf-Einarr
Rognvaldsson

910
Date of death based on the assumption
Arnkel and Erlend Turf-Einarsson died at the
Battle of Stainmore beside Eric Bloodaxe.[25]

Erlend Torf-
Einarsson

Son of Torf-Einarr
Rognvaldsson

910 with Arnkel and Thorfinn to 954[24][25]

Thorfinn Torf-
Einarsson

Þorfinnr
hausakljúfr
"Skull-
splitter"

Son of Torf-Einarr
Rognvaldsson

910
with Erlend and Arnkel to 954[24]

alone 954–963[21][d]

Arnfinn
Thorfinnsson

Son of Thorfinn
Torf-Einarsson

963

Havard
Thorfinnsson

Hávarðr
inn ársæli
"Harvest-
happy"

Son of Thorfinn
Torf-Einarsson

On Arnfinn's
death

Ljot
Thorfinnsson

Son of Thorfinn
Torf-Einarsson

On Havard's
death

c. 980[e]

Hlodvir
Thorfinnsson

Son of Thorfinn
Torf-Einarsson

c. 980 991[28][f]

Sigurd
Hlodvirsson

Sigurðr
digri Son of Hlodvir

Thorfinnsson
991 1014[29]
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"the Stout"

Sumarlidi
Sigurdsson

Son of Sigurd
Hlodvirsson

1014
"He died in his bed not long after his father's
death" and is not referred to in an incident
dated to 1018.[30]

Brusi
Sigurdsson

Son of Sigurd
Hlodvirsson

1014

with Einar and Sumarlidi to 1016
with Einar to 1025

with Einar and Thorfinn to c. 1031[7][31]

Einar
Sigurdsson

Einar
rangmunnr
"Wry-
mouth"

Son of Sigurd
Hlodvirsson

1014
with Brusi and Sumarlidi to 1016[7]

with Brusi to 1025
with Brusi and Thorfinn to 1026

Thorfinn
Sigurdsson

Þorfinnr
inn riki
"the
Mighty"

Son of Sigurd
Hlodvirsson

c. 1025[g]

with Brusi and Einar to 1026
with Brusi to 1031
alone to 1036
with Rögnvald 1036 to 1046
alone to c.1064[7][33]

Rögnvald
Brusason

Son of Brusi
Sigurdsson

c. 1036[34] with Thorfinn to c. 1046[7]

Paul
Thorfinnsson

Son of Thorfinn
Sigurdsson

1064 with Erlend to 1098[7][35]

Erlend
Thorfinnsson

Son of Thorfinn
Sigurdsson

1064 with Paul to 1098[7][35]

Sigurd
Magnusson

Sigurðr
Jórsalafari
"the
Jerusalem-
farer"

Son of Magnus
Barelegs

1098 1103

Haakon
Paulsson

Son of Paul
Thorfinsson

1104[36]
alone to 1106
with Magnus to 1116
alone to 1123[7]

Magnus
Erlendsson

Later
"Saint
Magnus"

Son of Erlend
Thorfinnsson

1106[36] with Haakon to 1116[7]

Harald
Haakonsson

"Smooth-
tongue"

Son of Haakon
Paulsson

1123 with Paul to c. 1130[37]

Paul
Haakonsson

Son of Haakon
Paulsson

1123
with Harald to 1130
alone to 1136[37]

Rögnvald Kali
Kolsson

Later
"Saint
Rögnvald"

Son of Gunnhild,
daughter of Erlend
Thorfinnsson

1136[38][39]

alone to 1138
with Harald Maddadsson 1138 to 1151[39]

and 1154 to 1158[7]

with Harald and Erlend Haraldsson 1151 to
1154

Harald
Maddadsson

"the Old"
Son of Margaret,
daughter of
Haakon Paulsson

1138[39]

with Rögnvald to 1151 and 1154 to 1158
with Rögnvald and Erlend Haraldsson 1151
to 1154
alone 1158 to 1191
with Harald Eiriksson to 1198
alone to 1206[40]

Erlend
Haraldsson

Son of Harald
Haakonsson

1151[39] with Harald Maddadsson and Rögnvald Kali
Kolsson to 1154[37]

Harald
Eiriksson

Haraldr
ungi
"the
Young"

Son of Ingiríðr,
daughter of
Rögnvald Kali
Kolsson

1191 with Harald Maddadsson to 1198[7]

David Son of Harald
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Jarldom of Orkney (Scots)
Creation date c. 1236

Monarch Haakon Haakonsson

Peerage Peerage of Norway

First holder Magnus

Last holder William Sinclair

Subsidiary titles Mormaer of Caithness

Status Extinct

Extinction date 1472

Arms of the feudal Earldom of
Orkney[h]

Haraldsson Maddadsson 1206 with Jon to 1214[7][40]

Jon
Haraldsson

Son of Harald
Maddadsson

1206
with David to 1214
alone to 1231[7][4]

Scottish Jarls under the Norwegian Crown [edit]

After the close of the Jarls' Saga on the death of Jon Haraldsson
in 1230, the history of Orkney is "plunged into a darkness which is
illuminated by very few written sources".[41] The first jarl known to
have held the title after the Norse dynasty came to and end in
1230 was Magnus II but the title may have been held by an
unknown other prior to his investiture.[42] Although successive
Jarls of Orkney were related, they each acquired the position by
being personally appointed to the role by the Norwegian king; the
Jarldom was not inheritable.

The Angus Jarls [edit]

Name Relationship to predecessor
Rule

commences
Rule
ends

Magnus II
His parentage is unknown. Possibly a descendant of Ingrid, a
daughter of Rögnvald Kali Kolsson.[42] 1236 1239

?Gilbert
Possibly married to a niece of Magnus II, his existence is not
certain.[42] 1239 ?

Gilbert (Gille
Brigte)

Possibly the son of Gilbert, but there may have only been a single
Gilbert.[43] ? 1256

Magnus
Gilbertsson

Son of Gilbert[44] 1256 1273

Magnus
Magnusson

Son of Magnus Gilbertsson.[45][46] 1273 1284

Jón
Magnússon

Son of Magnus Gilbertsson.[47][46] 1284 1303

Magnus
Jónsson

Son of Jón Magnússon.[48] 1303 1320

Strathearn and Sinclair Jarls [edit]

The lack of haste with which a new title was granted by the Norwegians to
Orkney has led to the suggestion that Magnus Jonsson may have had an
heir who was a minor, but who died before 1330. It is also likely that
unravelling the genealogy of his potential successors and providing proofs
of their descent was a time-consuming project.[51] Whatever the reason,
about a decade after Magnus's death the title was granted to Maol Íosa,
Mormaer of Strathearn, a distant relative of Earl Gilbert. He ruled Orkney
and Caithness from 1330 to 1350 and had several daughters, but no
sons.[52]

The earldom was then left vacant for about three years,[i] following which
Erengisle Suneson was a titular earl for a few years but when his right to
the title lapsed prior to 1360[54] the jarldom lay vacant again. Haakon VI,
the Norwegian king, had married the daughter of Valdemar IV, the King of
Denmark. The sudden death of the Swedish king's rebel son, from plague,
triggered the foreign policy obligations Haakon had to Valdemar, as a result of the marriage. These drew
Haakon's attention away from Orkney, until the death of Valdemar, in 1375.

In 1375, Haakon decided upon Alexander of Ard, the son of Maol Íosa's daughter Matilda and Weland of Ard[55]

(Aird, west of Inverness)[53] as Suneson's successor. However, Alexander was merely appointed "Lieutenant,
Captain and Keeper" of Orkney for a year on 30 June 1375.[53] This was to be a probationary role, the intention
being that if Haakon had been satisfied by Alexander's behaviour after a year, he would be appointed as jarl.
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Earldom of Orkney
(Third creation of 1696)

However, Haakon did not do so, possibly because Alexander failed to deal with the violence that had become
rife during the long absence of an earl's authority.[56] In 1379, the jarldom was granted to another grandson of
Maol Íosa, Henry Sinclair, by Haakon VI on 2 August 1379.[57]

Name Relationship to predecessor
Rule

commences
Rule
ends

Maol Íosa
A descendant of Malise II, Earl of Strathearn and Matilda, a daughter of
Earl Gilbert.[52] 1330 1350

Vacant 1350 1353

Erengisle
Suneson

Married to Agneta, daughter of Maol Íosa.[58] 1353
before
1360

Vacant before 1360 1375

Alexander
of Ard

Son of Maol Íosa's daughter Matilda and Weland of Ard.[53] Appointed as
"Lieutenant" only.

1375 1376?

Vacant 1376 1379

Henry
Sinclair

Son of Maol Íosa's daughter Isabella and William de Sinclair of Rosslyn.[53] 1379 1401

Henry II Son of Henry I 1404? 1420

William
Son of Henry II. David Menzies acted as "Guardian" from 1422-1434.
William was de facto jarl from 1424. He was granted the newly created title
"Earl of Caithness" in 1455.

1434 1470

When James III of Scotland married Margaret of Denmark, her father, Christian I, king of the Kalmar Union, was
unable to immediately provide a dowry. Instead, he promised that he would provide the dowry at a later date,
and pledged the Norðreyjar as security for his promise. In 1470, James persuaded William to quitclaim his rights
over Orkney and Shetland only, in return for lands in Fife; technically the Norðreyjar remained in existence as a
Norwegian Jarldom, but William's authority became limited to the mainland parts, while Orkney and Sheltland
became jarl-free. After a few years, it became clear that the dowry was unlikely ever to be paid, so in 1472,
James declared the Norðreyjar to be forfeit (and forwent the dowry). As an immediate consequence, the
diocese of Caithness was transferred from the Archdiocese of Niðaróss (Trondheim), in Norway, to that of St
Andrews, in Scotland.[59]

Scottish Earls [edit]

Dukes of Orkney [edit]

The next Orkney title was the dukedom of Orkney, which was given to James Hepburn, 4th Earl of Bothwell,
husband of Mary, Queen of Scots, in 1567. Later that year, however, he forfeited the title when Mary was
forced to abdicate.

Earls of Orkney, Second Creation [edit]

The second earldom was created by James VI of Scotland. The Stewart earls were based at Kirkwall Castle,
which had been built by Henry I Sinclair. It was demolished on the forfeiture of the title in 1614.[60]

Name Relationship to predecessor Rule commences Rule ends

Robert Stewart Illegitimate son of James V 1581 1593

Patrick Stewart, 2nd Earl of Orkney Son of Robert Stewart 1593 1614 (forfeited)

Earls of Orkney, Third Creation (1696) [edit]

The last creation of the earldom was in favour of the man who in
1735 would become the first Field Marshal of Great Britain, Lord
George Hamilton, the fifth son of William Douglas, Duke of
Hamilton. The peerage was created with "remainder to the heirs
whatsoever of his body",[61] meaning that the title can be passed
on through both male and female lines. The title passed to the
O'Brien family, then to the Fitzmaurice family, and later to the St
John family. The subsidiary titles of Viscount of Kirkwall and Lord
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Arms of the 8th Earl of Orkney[61][j]

Creation
date

3 January 1696 (Third creation)

Monarch William II of Scotland

Peerage Peerage of Scotland

First holder Lord George Hamilton

Present
holder

Peter St John, 9th Earl of Orkney

Heir
apparent

Oliver Robert St John, Viscount
Kirkwall

Subsidiary
titles

Viscount of Kirkwall 
Lord Dechmont

Dechmont were created at the same time as the earldom.[61]

None of these earls appear to have any connection with Orkney
other than the honorific itself. The current earl, for example, was
born and lives in Canada.[62]

Name Relationship to predecessor Period

George
Hamilton, 1st
Earl of Orkney

None
1695–
1737[61]

Anne O'Brien,
2nd Countess
of Orkney

Daughter of 1st Earl
1737-
1756[61]

Mary O'Brien,
3rd Countess
of Orkney

Daughter of 2nd Countess
1756-
1790[61]

Mary
FitzMaurice,
4th Countess
of Orkney

Daughter of 3rd Countess
1790-
1831[61]

Thomas
FitzMaurice,
5th Earl of
Orkney

Grandson of 4th Countess
1831-
1877[61]

George
FitzMaurice,
6th Earl of
Orkney

Son of 5th Earl
1877-
1889[61]

Edmond
FitzMaurice,
7th Earl of
Orkney

Nephew of 6th Earl
1889-
1951[61]

Cecil
FitzMaurice,
8th Earl of
Orkney

First cousin twice removed of 7th Earl
- great-grandson of Frederick
Fitzmaurice, third son of the fifth Earl.

1951-
1998[61]

Peter St John,
9th Earl of
Orkney

Third cousin of 8th Earl
1998 to
date.[61]

The 9th Earl is the son of Frederick Oliver St John, son of Isabella Annie Fitzmaurice, daughter of James
Terence Fitzmaurice, fifth son of the fifth Earl. The heir apparent is the present holder's son Oliver Robert St
John (b. 1969), who holds the courtesy title, Viscount Kirkwall.[61]

Family tree
George

Hamilton,
1st Earl of

Orkney
1666–1737

Anne O'Brien,
2nd Countess of

Orkney
d. 1756

Mary O'Brien,
3rd Countess of
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Orkney
1835

Mary
FitzMaurice,

4th Countess of
Orkney

1755–1831

John FitzMaurice,
Viscount Kirkwall

1778–1820

Thomas
FitzMaurice,
5th Earl of

Orkney
1803–1877

George
FitzMaurice,
6th Earl of

Orkney
1827–1889

Hon. Henry
FitzMaurice
1828-1875

Hon. Frederick
O'Bryen

FitzMaurice
1830-1867

Hon. James
FitzMaurice

Edmond
FitzMaurice,
7th Earl of

Orkney
1867–1951

Douglas
FitzMaurice
1861-1932

Isabella
FitzMaurice

d. 1948

Douglas
FitzMaurice
1890-1937

Frederick St.
John

1886-1977

Cecil O'Bryen
FitzMaurice,

8th Earl of Orkney
1919-1998

Peter St John,
9th Earl of

Orkney
b. 1938

See also [edit]

Mormaer of Caithness
Viscount St John

References [edit]

Notes [edit]

a. ^ Assuming an identification of Rognvald with "Ragnall son of Albdann" in 865.
b. ^ Anders Stølen has argued that Magnus Barelegs's mother was a daughter of "Ragnvald jarl" as stated in the

genealogical text Sunnmørsættleggen[15] who has in turn been identified as Rognvald Brusason (grandson of
Sigurd Hlodvirsson) by Ola Kvalsund.[16]

c. ^ Muir (2008) suggests Sigurd Eysteinsson may have died c. 874.[7]

d. ^ Muir (2005) has a death date for Thorfinn of 976, which leaves only four years for three subsequent earls to rule
before his son Hlodvir.[7]

e. ^ Muir (2005) dates the meeting of Ljot's brother Skuli with Malcolm II to 978. Subsequent to that Skuli and "Earl
MacBeth" fought two battles with Ljot. Skuli was killed in the first, Ljot in the second.[26] Canmore states that the
battle at Skitten Mire where Ljot Thorfinnsson was mortally wounded took place "between 943 and 945" although
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this does not square with either Muir (2005) or Earl Thorfinn (his father) dying c. 963.[27]

f. ^ Woolf (2007) implies Hlodvir's death may have taken place earlier as his son Sigurd "may well have been an
active leader since the 980s".[14]

g. ^ "When Thorfinn came of age he asked Earl Einar for a third of the islands".[32] Thorfinn is said to have been five
years old when his father died at the Battle of Clontarf in 1014.[9]

h. ^ Blazon: "Azure, a lymphad at anchor or flagged gules sails furled argent oars erect in saltire within a double
tressure flory of the second" as shown today in the 1st quarter of the arms of Sinclair, Earl of Caithness.[49][50]

i. ^ Crawford (2013) states that there was no Earl of either Orkney or Caithness from c. 1350 to 1379[41] but later in
the text elaborates on Erengisle Suneson's status as earl from 1353-1360.[53] It is possible Suneson never actually
visited the earldom although he continued to use the title for decades after the death of his wife prior to 1360, at
which point his rights to it would have ceased.[54]

j. ^ Blazon. Quarterly: 1st and 4th grandquarters, Argent on a Saltire Gules a Lymphad sails furled Or a Chief
Ermine (Fitz-Maurice); 2nd grandquarter, quarterly: 1st and 4th, Gules three Cinquefoils Ermine (Hamilton); 2nd,
Argent a Lymphad sails furled Sable (Arran); 3rd, Argent a Heart Gules imperially crowned Or on a Chief Azure
three Mullets of the first (Douglas); over all at the fess point an Escallop Or for difference (for Lord George Hamilton,
1st Earl of Orkney); 3rd grandquarter, quarterly: 1st and 4th, Gules three Lions passant guardant per pale Or and
Argent (O'Brien); 2nd, Argent three Piles meeting in the point issuing from the chief Gules; 3rd, Argent a Pheon
Azure.
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The 9th and present Earl of Orkney
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Scotland Airlie · Leven · Dysart · Selkirk§ · Northesk · Kincardine · Balcarres · Newburgh ·
Dundee · Annandale and Hartfell · Dundonald · Kintore · Dunmore · Melville · Orkney
· March · Seafield · Stair · Rosebery · Glasgow

Great Britain 

Ferrers · Dartmouth · Tankerville · Aylesford · Macclesfield · Waldegrave · Harrington
· Portsmouth · Brooke · Buckinghamshire · Guilford · Hardwicke · Ilchester · Warwick
· De La Warr · Radnor · Spencer · Bathurst · Clarendon · Mansfield · Talbot ·
Mount Edgcumbe · Fortescue · Mansfield · Carnarvon · Cadogan · Malmesbury

Ireland 
Pre-1801

Waterford · Cork · Westmeath · Meath · Desmond · Cavan · Orrery ·
Drogheda · Granard · Darnley · Bessborough · Carrick · Shannon ·
Arran · Courtown · Mexborough · Winterton · Kingston · Roden ·
Lisburne · Clanwilliam · Antrim · Longford · Portarlington · Mayo ·
Annesley · Enniskillen · Erne · Lucan · Belmore · Castle Stewart ·
Caledon · Donoughmore

Post-1801 Limerick · Clancarty · Rosse · Gosford · Normanton · Kilmorey ·
Listowel · Norbury · Ranfurly

United Kingdom 

Created by King George III
Rosslyn · Craven · Onslow · Romney ·
Chichester · Wilton · Powis · Nelson · Grey ·
Lonsdale · Harrowby

Created by The Prince Regent Harewood · Minto · Cathcart · Verulam ·
St Germans · Morley · Bradford

Created by King George IV Eldon · Howe · Stradbroke · Temple of Stowe ·
Cawdor

Created by King William IV Lichfield · Durham · Granville · Effingham · Ducie
· Yarborough

Created by Queen Victoria

Leicester · Gainsborough · Strafford · Cottenham
· Cowley · Winton · Dudley · Russell · Cromartie ·
Kimberley · Wharncliffe · Cairns · Lytton ·
Selborne · Iddesleigh · Cranbrook

Created by King Edward VII Cromer · Plymouth · Liverpool

Created by King George V
Midlothian · St Aldwyn · Beatty · Haig · Iveagh ·
Balfour · Oxford and Asquith · Jellicoe · Inchcape
· Peel

Created by King George VI
Strathmore and Kinghorne · Baldwin of Bewdley ·
Halifax · Gowrie · Lloyd-George of Dwyfor ·
Mountbatten of Burma

Created by Queen Elizabeth II Alexander of Tunis · Swinton · Attlee · Woolton ·
Snowdon · Stockton · Wessex · Forfar
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Eata of Hexham

Eata of Hexham
Bishop of Hexham

Eata is the central image

Appointed 678

Term ended 681

Predecessor Trumbert

Successor John of Beverley

Other posts Bishop of Lindisfarne (682-685)
of Bernicia (678-682)
Abbot of Melrose

Personal details
Died 685 or 686

Hexham

Denomination Catholic

Sainthood
Feast day 26 October

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Eata)

Eata (died 26 October 686), also known as Eata of Lindisfarne,
was Bishop of Hexham from 678 until 681,[1] and of then Bishop of
Lindisfarne from before 681 until 685.[2] He then was translated
back to Hexham where he served until his death in 685 or 686.[1]

He was the first native of Northumbria to occupy the bishopric of
Lindisfarne.
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Life [edit]

Eata was originally taken to Lindisfarne as a boy under Aidan and
trained as a monk. He was chosen as one of the 12 monks
selected from Lindisfarne to found the new daughter monastery at
Melrose.[3] In 651 he was elected abbot of Melrose. Around 658 he
left Melrose and founded a new monastery at Ripon in Yorkshire,
taking with him the young St Cuthbert, who was his guest-master.
In 661 King Alchfrith of Deira expelled Eata from Ripon, because
he had appointed Wilfrid as the new abbot.[4][5] Eata returned to
Melrose.

The historian Bede described Eata as a gentle and greatly revered man. As an administrator Eata applied his
skills at the time of plague, civil disorders and major ecclesiastical change.[6]

In 663 Alhfrith and Wilfrid persuaded King Oswiu to hold the Synod of Whitby to decide whether the local
Church, English and Irish, would come into line with the traditions of the universal Church and would practice
the Roman [aka Western] Rite of that Church, or would continue to diverge from it where it clashed with Irish
traditions as practised in Northumbria. Thus it would decide whether Roman traditions, would take priority in
Northumbria over matters such as the clerical tonsure and the date of Easter; the synod decided to accept the
arguments of Wilfrid and the king for the universal Church traditions using the Roman Rite, to which Eata, unlike
Colmán of Lindisfarne, acquiesced.[7]

Before Whitby, the abbot of Lindisfarne was also the Bishop of Lindisfarne, after Whitby these two roles were
divided. The old abbot, Colman, left Lindisfarne to go back to Iona with 30 English monks. Tuda was selected as
the next Bishop of Lindisfarne and Eata moved from Melrose to become abbot of Lindisfarne. He appointed
Cuthbert as prior at Lindisfarne.[8]

In 678, the Archbishop of Canterbury, Theodore split the diocese of Northumbria into two new bishoprics. Eata
became bishop of Bernicia.[3] Bernicia had two episcopal sees, one at Hexham and the other at Lindisfarne.
Eata was the bishop of the whole of Bernicia for three years, after which the see of Hexham was assigned to
Trumbert, and Lindisfarne to Eata. After the death of Trumbert in 684, Cuthbert was elected Bishop of Hexham,
but was reluctant to leave his hermitage on Inner Farne. Following his consecration at York on Easter 685,
Cuthbert went to see Eata, who was at Melrose. Eata and Cuthbert exchanged sees shortly thereafter, and for
the last year of his life Eata occupied Hexham.[9] Eata died of dysentery at Hexham in 686,[9] and was buried in
the Benedictine Abbey of Hexham.[4]

Like most of the early saints of the English Church, St. Eata was canonized by general repute of sanctity among
the faithful in the regions which he helped to Christianize.[3]
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Legacy [edit]

Eata is remembered in St. Eats' Chapel and St. Eata's Well, both in Alvie, on the south shore of Loch Alvie, in
Scotland.[10]

The only church dedicated to him in England is St Eata's Church at Atcham in Shropshire, where he is depicted
in one of the stained glass windows.[6]
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Robert of Holy Island · Antony Bek

Late Medieval Prince-Bishops
Richard Kellaw · Lewis de Beaumont · Richard de Bury · Thomas Hatfield ·
John Fordham · Walter Skirlaw · Thomas Langley · Robert Neville · Lawrence Booth ·
William Dudley · John Sherwood · Richard Foxe

Early modern Prince-Bishops

William Senhouse · Christopher Bainbridge · Thomas Ruthall · Thomas Wolsey ·
Cuthbert Tunstall · James Pilkington · Richard Barnes · Matthew Hutton ·
Tobias Matthew · William James · Richard Neile · George Montaigne · John Howson ·
Thomas Morton · John Cosin · Nathaniel Crew · William Talbot · Edward Chandler ·
Joseph Butler · Richard Trevor · John Egerton · Thomas Thurlow · Shute Barrington ·
William Van Mildert

Late modern Bishops

Edward Maltby · Charles Longley · Henry Montagu Villiers · Charles Baring ·
J. B. Lightfoot · Brooke Foss Westcott · Handley Moule · Hensley Henson ·
Alwyn Williams · Michael Ramsey · Maurice Harland · Ian Ramsey · John Habgood ·
David Jenkins · Michael Turnbull · N. T. Wright · Justin Welby · Paul Butler

Bishops of Hexham

erected from united Northumbrian diocese · St Eata · Trumbert · St Cuthbert · St Eata · St John of Beverley · St Wilfrid · St Acca ·
St Frithubeorht · St Eahlmund · Tilbeorht · Æthelberht · Heardred · Eanbehrt · Tidfrith · See united to Lindisfarne

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet

Mercian

Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
Eadweard of Maugersbury · Ealdgyth of Stortford · Earconwald of London · Egwin of Evesham ·
Freomund of Mercia · Frithuric of Breedon · Frithuswith of Oxford · Frithuwold of Chertsey ·
Hæmma of Leominster · Merefin · Mildburh of Wenlock · Mildgyth · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Milred of Worcester · Oda of Canterbury · Oswald of Worcester · Osburh of Coventry ·
Rumwold of Buckingham · Tibba of Ryhall · Werburgh of Chester · Wærstan · Wigstan of Repton ·
Wulfhild of Barking

Northumbrian

Acca of Hexham · Æbbe "the Elder" of Coldingham · Æbbe "the Younger" of Coldingham ·
Ælfflæd of Whitby · Ælfwald of Northumbria · Æthelburh of Hackness · Æthelgyth of Coldingham ·
Æthelsige of Ripon · Æthelwold of Farne · Æthelwold of Lindisfarne · Alchhild of Middleham ·
Alchmund of Hexham · Alkmund of Derby · Balthere of Tyningham · Beda of Jarrow · Bega of Copeland ·
Benedict Biscop · Bercthun of Beverley · Billfrith of Lindisfarne · Bosa of York · Botwine of Ripon ·
Ceadda of Lichfield · Cedd of Lichfield · Ceolfrith of Monkwearmouth · Ceolwulf of Northumbria ·
Cuthbert of Durham · Dryhthelm of Melrose · Eadberht of Lindisfarne · Eadfrith of Leominster ·
Eadfrith of Lindisfarne · Eadwine of Northumbria · Ealdberht of Ripon · Eanmund ·
Eardwulf of Northumbria · Eata of Hexham · Ecgberht of Ripon · Eoda · Eosterwine of Monkwearmouth
· Hilda of Whitby · Hyglac · Iwig of Wilton · John of Beverley · Osana of Howden · Osthryth of Bardney ·
Oswald of Northumbria · Oswine of Northumbria · Sicgred of Ripon · Sigfrith of Monkwearmouth ·
Tatberht of Ripon · Wihtberht of Ripon · Wilfrith of Hexham · Wilfrith II · Wilgils of Ripon

Roman
Augustine of Canterbury · Firmin of North Crawley · Birinus of Dorchester · Blaise ·
Florentius of Peterborough · Hadrian of Canterbury · Honorius of Canterbury · Justus of Canterbury ·
Laurence of Canterbury · Mellitus of Canterbury · Paulinus of York · Theodore of Canterbury

South Saxon Cuthflæd of Lyminster · Cuthmann of Steyning · Leofwynn of Bishopstone
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Eata of Hexham

Eata of Hexham
Bishop of Hexham

Eata is the central image

Appointed 678

Term ended 681

Predecessor Trumbert

Successor John of Beverley

Other posts Bishop of Lindisfarne (682-685)
of Bernicia (678-682)
Abbot of Melrose

Personal details
Died 685 or 686

Hexham

Denomination Catholic

Sainthood
Feast day 26 October

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eata (died 26 October 686), also known as Eata of Lindisfarne,
was Bishop of Hexham from 678 until 681,[1] and of then Bishop of
Lindisfarne from before 681 until 685.[2] He then was translated
back to Hexham where he served until his death in 685 or 686.[1]

He was the first native of Northumbria to occupy the bishopric of
Lindisfarne.
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Life [edit]

Eata was originally taken to Lindisfarne as a boy under Aidan and
trained as a monk. He was chosen as one of the 12 monks
selected from Lindisfarne to found the new daughter monastery at
Melrose.[3] In 651 he was elected abbot of Melrose. Around 658 he
left Melrose and founded a new monastery at Ripon in Yorkshire,
taking with him the young St Cuthbert, who was his guest-master.
In 661 King Alchfrith of Deira expelled Eata from Ripon, because
he had appointed Wilfrid as the new abbot.[4][5] Eata returned to
Melrose.

The historian Bede described Eata as a gentle and greatly revered man. As an administrator Eata applied his
skills at the time of plague, civil disorders and major ecclesiastical change.[6]

In 663 Alhfrith and Wilfrid persuaded King Oswiu to hold the Synod of Whitby to decide whether the local
Church, English and Irish, would come into line with the traditions of the universal Church and would practice
the Roman [aka Western] Rite of that Church, or would continue to diverge from it where it clashed with Irish
traditions as practised in Northumbria. Thus it would decide whether Roman traditions, would take priority in
Northumbria over matters such as the clerical tonsure and the date of Easter; the synod decided to accept the
arguments of Wilfrid and the king for the universal Church traditions using the Roman Rite, to which Eata, unlike
Colmán of Lindisfarne, acquiesced.[7]

Before Whitby, the abbot of Lindisfarne was also the Bishop of Lindisfarne, after Whitby these two roles were
divided. The old abbot, Colman, left Lindisfarne to go back to Iona with 30 English monks. Tuda was selected as
the next Bishop of Lindisfarne and Eata moved from Melrose to become abbot of Lindisfarne. He appointed
Cuthbert as prior at Lindisfarne.[8]

In 678, the Archbishop of Canterbury, Theodore split the diocese of Northumbria into two new bishoprics. Eata
became bishop of Bernicia.[3] Bernicia had two episcopal sees, one at Hexham and the other at Lindisfarne.
Eata was the bishop of the whole of Bernicia for three years, after which the see of Hexham was assigned to
Trumbert, and Lindisfarne to Eata. After the death of Trumbert in 684, Cuthbert was elected Bishop of Hexham,
but was reluctant to leave his hermitage on Inner Farne. Following his consecration at York on Easter 685,
Cuthbert went to see Eata, who was at Melrose. Eata and Cuthbert exchanged sees shortly thereafter, and for
the last year of his life Eata occupied Hexham.[9] Eata died of dysentery at Hexham in 686,[9] and was buried in
the Benedictine Abbey of Hexham.[4]

Like most of the early saints of the English Church, St. Eata was canonized by general repute of sanctity among
the faithful in the regions which he helped to Christianize.[3]
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Eata is remembered in St. Eats' Chapel and St. Eata's Well, both in Alvie, on the south shore of Loch Alvie, in
Scotland.[10]

The only church dedicated to him in England is St Eata's Church at Atcham in Shropshire, where he is depicted
in one of the stained glass windows.[6]
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This page was last edited on 9 November 2019, at 03:17 (UTC).

Ebba
Gender female

Origin
Word/name Germanic

Meaning modern form of Old English
Æbbe.

Other names
Related
names

Ebbe (masculine version)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Ebba (disambiguation).

Ebba is a feminine given name, the feminine version of Ebbe,
which is a diminutive form of the Germanic name Eberhard or
Everhard, meaning "strong." Alternately, it may be a form of an Old
English name Æbbe, of unknown derivation, which was the name
of several early saints.[1] The name was the 10th most popular
name given to girls born in Sweden in 2009.

People [edit]

Ebba Amfeldt (1906–1974), Danish film actress
Ebba d'Aubert (1819–1860), Swedish concert pianist
Ebba Bielke (1570–1618), Swedish baroness convicted of high treason
Ebba Brahe (1596–1674), Swedish countess and courtier
Ebba Busch Thor (born 1987), Swedish politician, leader of the Christian Democrats
Ebba Carstensen (1885–1967), Danish-Swedish painter
Ebba Maria De la Gardie (1657–1697), Swedish poet and countess
Ebba De la Gardie (1867-1928), Swedish reporter
Ebba Eriksdotter Vasa (died 1549), Swedish noble, mother of Queen Margaret and her sister Martha
Ebba Forsberg (born 1964), Swedish singer and actress
Ebba Haslund (1917–2009), Norwegian writer
Ebba Hultkvist Stragne (born 1983), Swedish child actress, TV personality and PR consultant
Ebba Jungmark (born 1987), Swedish high jumper
Ebba Leijonhufvud (1595–1654), Swedish countess and courtier
Ebba Lindkvist (1882–1942), Swedish actress and film director
Ebba Lindqvist (1908–1995), Swedish poet
Ebba Modée, (1775–1840), Swedish noble and courtier
Ebba Morman (1769–1802), Swedish stage actress
Ebba Munck af Fulkila (1858–1946), Swedish countess and titular princess, married Prince Oscar
Bernadotte
Ebba Tove Elsa Nilsson (born 1987), Swedish singer known as Tove Lo
Ebba Sparre (1629–1662), Swedish noble and courtier
Ebba Stenbock (died 1614), Swedish noble, sister of Queen Catherine and wife of Klaus Fleming, governor
of Finland
Ebba Thomsen (1887–1973), Danish actress
Ebba von Sydow (born 1981), Swedish journalist and TV personality
Ebba Witt-Brattström (born 1953), Swedish academic in comparative literature and feminist profile
Æbbe the Younger, (died 817)

Notes [edit]

1. ^ http://www.behindthename.com/php/search.php?nmd=n&terms=Ebba

This page or section lists people that share the same given name. If an internal link led you here,
you may wish to change that link to point directly to the intended article.
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Ebbo

Saint Mark from the Ebbo
Gospels. Line figurine in colour
drawn for Ebbo in Hautvillers by
artists assembled and patronised
by Ebbo.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about the archbishop of Rheims. For the snooker player with the same nickname, see Peter
Ebdon. For the South African rugby player, see Ebbo Bastard.

Ebbo or Ebo (c. 775 – 20 March 851) was archbishop of Rheims from 816 until 835 and again from 840 to 841.
He was born a German serf on the royal demesne of Charlemagne. He was educated at his court and became
the librarian and councillor of Louis the Pious, king of Aquitaine, son of Charlemagne. When Louis became
emperor, he appointed Ebbo to the see of Rheims, then vacant after the death of Wulfaire.

He was an important figure in the spread of Christianity in the north of
Europe. At the insistence of Louis, in 822, he went to Rome and asked
Pope Pascal I to become the papal legate to the North. He was licensed to
preach to the Danes and he and Halitgar, bishop of Cambrai, and Willerich,
bishop of Bremen, went there in 823. He made short subsequent trips, but
all with little success. Ansgar was more successful a few years later.

When Louis's sons by his first marriage to Ermengarde of Hesbaye
(Lothair, Louis, and Pepin) rebelled in 830, Ebbo remained loyal. But in
833 he joined the insurrection and on 13 November presided over the
synod in the church of Saint Mary in Soissons which deposed Louis and
forced him to publicly confess many crimes, none of which he had, in fact,
committed. As a reward, Lothair gave Ebbo the Abbey of Saint Vaast.

He then became a loyal follower of Lothair. He remained with him even after
Louis's reinstatement in March 834. When Lothair had to flee to Italy,
however, Ebbo was too ill with gout to follow and took shelter with a
Parisian hermit. He was found by Louis' men and imprisoned in the Abbey
of Fulda. Events of the previous year were soon reversed. He was brought

to the Synod of Thionville (2 February 835) and made to admit, in front of 43 bishops, that Louis had never
committed the crimes of which he had accused him. Ebbo publicly recanted from the pulpit in Mainz on 28
February. The Synod then promptly deposed him. He was again imprisoned in Fulda and later given to Fréculf,
bishop of Lisieux, and later to Boso, abbot of Fleury.

Ebbo was restored when Louis died and Lothair succeeded him in December 840. A year later, however,
Charles the Bald was in control of France and Ebbo was deposed a second time. Hincmar was appointed to
succeed him in 845 and refused to recognise his acts during his reinstatement. They were declared invalid by
the Council of Soissons in 853.

Ebbo went to the court of Lothair, but Pope Sergius II ignored his pleas to be reinstated (again). When Lothair
had no use for Ebbo, however, he was forced to leave that court and go to that of Louis the German. Louis
made him Bishop of Hildesheim (between April 845 and October 847) and it was in this position that he died on
20 March 851, in the seat of his diocese.

He wrote the Apologeticum Ebbonis in defence of his reinstatement. It was probably one of his ordinations from
the period of his reinstatement who penned the Pseudo-Isidorean Decretals. He also assembled artists at
Hautvillers who transformed Carolingian art into a new thing and founded the so-called Reims School. The
beautiful Gospel Book of Ebbo is their most well known product. His influence in the Carolingian Renaissance is
enormous in the realm of art and illumination.
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Saint Eberhard
Archbishop of Salzburg

Born Nuremberg, Germany

Died 1164
Rein Abbey, Gratwein, Styria,
Austria

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 22 June

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article relies largely or entirely on a single source. Relevant
discussion may be found on the talk page. Please help improve this article
by introducing citations to additional sources.
Find sources: "Eberhard I" archbishop of Salzburg – news · newspapers · books ·
scholar · JSTOR (March 2020)

Eberhard was Archbishop of Salzburg, Austria. Eberhard was
born to a noble family of Nuremberg, Germany, he became a
Benedictine in 1125 at Pruffening, Germany. Later he was made
Abbot of Biburg near Regensburg. Eberhard was later appointed
Archbishop of Salzburg in 1146.

He rose to fame as a mediator when Pope Alexander III was faced
with the “Investiture Controversy”, led by Holy Roman Emperor
Frederick I Barbarossa and antipope Victor IV. Eberhard died in
1164, returning from another peace keeping mission.[1]
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Eberhard of Friuli

Eberhard duke of Friuli.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eberhard (c. 815 – 16 December 867) was the Frankish Duke of Friuli from 846. His name is alternatively
spelled Everard, Evrard, Erhard, or Eberard; in Latinized fashion, Everardus, Eberardus, or Eberhardus. He
wrote his own name "Evvrardus".[1] He was an important political, military, and cultural figure in the Carolingian
Empire during his lifetime. He kept a large library, commissioned works of Latin literature from Lupus Servatus
and Sedulius Scottus, and maintained a correspondence with the theologians and church leaders Gottschalk,
Rabanus Maurus, and Hincmar.[1]
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Family [edit]

Eberhard was from an illustrious Frankish family, though his parentage is debated.[2] His marriage to the
daughter of Emperor Louis the Pious cemented his eminent position at the Frankish court.

Children (with Gisela, daughter of Louis the Pious) [edit]

Eberhard (c. 837 – 840)
Ingeltrude (837 or 840 – 870), possibly married Henry, Margrave of the Franks
Unruoch III (c. 840 – 874)
Bèrenger (c. 845 – 924), King of Italy
Adélard (d. 874)
Rudolf (d. 892)
Heilwise (b. 860)
Gisèle (d. 863)
Judith of Friuli (died ca. 881), first married Arnulf I of Bavaria, second married Conrad II of Auxerre

Disputed parentage [edit]

Paternity theories

His father was Unruoch II.[3]

"His father was Berengar, the son of Count Unroch."[4]

"After other authors, Unroch, the grandfather of Saint Evrard, should have been the Duke of Frioul."[4]

"Alas, some have written that Saint Evrard had for his father Carloman I, the brother of Charlemagne."[4]

"His grandfather was, it is said, the Count Unroch who was leaving the court of Charlemagne and signatory
to the will of the emperor."[4]

Maternity theories

His mother was Engeltron of Paris, a daughter of Begue, Count of Paris.[3]

"As for his mother, she was, Buzelin says, the daughter of Didier, king of the Lombards."[4]
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Education [edit]

Although a layman, Eberhard was not only literate but possessed an extensive library, which is detailed in his
will. He acted as a patron for the theologian and heretic Gottshalk of Orbais.

Warlike exploits and role as mediator under Louis the Pious [edit]

As soon as his age permitted him to carry arms, Eberhard took part in numerous military expeditions.[5] Named
Duke of Friuli and Count or Marquis[6] de Trévise, in Italy, he defended his country against invasion by the
Bulgars and managed to completely drive them from the peninsula—825-830.[4]

He rendered service unto Louis the Pious that was still more distinguished. During the tragic years (830-839)
where the emperor had suffered at the hand of his son's revolt the most undignified treatment, Count Eberhard
remained inviolably loyal.[4] He exercised his influence in Lothair's sphere (the elder son of the emperor) to
bring about a reconciliation between father and son. It is certain that it was on his counsel in 839 that Lothaire
went to Worms to implore the pardon of his father.[7]

Marriage and life at Cysoing [edit]

In return for his services, the emperor Louis the Pious gave Count Evrard the highest honor possible: the hand
of his (acknowledged) daughter, the Princess Gisèle, in marriage.

Gisèle, a woman of piety and virtue,[4] was the daughter of Louis le Débonaire and his second wife, the empress
Judith.[7] Among the rich domains the Princess brought with her in her dowry, Count Evrard found the fisc of
Cysoing. One gives the name fisc, in this age, to large, rural properties separate from the royal domains; that is,
to sorts of farms with a residence for the master and homes for settlers.[8] The Royal Fisc of Cysoing, situated
at the center of the country of Pèvele, was one of the most beautiful in the region. The stay seemed so
agreeable to Saint Evrard and the Princess Gisèle that they made it one of their regular residences.[4]

Already, in the century before (in 752), the little hamlet established on the royal fisc of Cysoing has been made
famous through the martyrdom of Saint Arnoul.[4] Saint Arnoul, a courageous warrior, who was, it is said, the
father of Godefroid, Bishop of Cambrai-Arras, had been attached to the court of a noble lord, his relative. "His
virtues and his merits were so radiant that God accorded his prayers more than one miracle during his life. He
became even more glorious through his martyrdom."[4] He was so devoted to his master that he eventually died
for him[9] thus attaining martyrdom.[4] Saint Arnoul was already honored at Cysoing when Saint Evrard and
Princess Gisèle went to take possession of their domain. His relics were conserved there. Cysoing therefore
had a church, or less a chapel that was without doubt the same chapel as the royal fisc.[4]

Saint Evrard, at Cysoing, had a chaplain named Walgaire.[4] They (Evrard and Gisèle) decided to found a
monastery at Cysoing. The project was long and difficult, and was not complete at the time of Evrard's or
Gisèle's deaths. The monastery was initially made in honor of Saint Saveur and Mary (mother of Jesus). The
religious lived there under canon law in a community with all the rigors of the cloister. Their special function was
singing solemnly in the church. They maintained public prayer. Saint Evrard was known to enjoy singing with the
choir.[4] After his later campaigns in the defense of Italy, the remains of Pope Callixtus I were re-interred in the
Abbey at Cysoing.[1][4]

Character [edit]

Eberhard organized his home in a way so perfectly that it was more like a monastery than a castle. He was
seconded in this task by his pious wife, Gisèle, who dedicated herself to the education of their many children.
The poor and ill were sure of finding not only security at Cysoing, but also help and protection. The social
question of the time, that of serfs, also preoccupied Saint Evrard. He had freed a good number. In their
testimony, he expressly refrained from impeding their liberty. He never forgot those who he didn't free, and tried
to improve their lots. Though he was a courageous and formidable, he worked all his life for peace. His private
virtues were no less remarkable. In his elevated position, he strove to preserve modesty and humility, to avoid
splendor and arrogance. His zeal for the glory of God, to spread the Truth, to convert the infidels, was
celebrated throughout the Church. Also, his piety, his taste for ceremonies of worship, his devotion to the
saints, and his respect for the precious relics was apparent in his every act.[4]

Pacifier [edit]

Eberhard's activity was not limited to the royal fisc of Cysoing, as he involved himself freely with matters of other
domains and the empire in general. Emperor Louis the Debonaire went to die (840) and the war, a cruel war
without mercy, exploded between the Emperor Lothaire and his two brothers, Louis the German and Charles
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the Bald. Eberhard strongly deplored this fighting/battling and fratricide and made all efforts to bring it to an
end. After the bloody battle of Fontenay (25 June 841), he left the ambassadorial envoy of Lothaire near that of
Lothaire's brothers for peace negotiations. The preparatory conference took place in 842 at Milin, near Châlons
in Champagne. It was decided to divide the empire between the three brothers. The negotiators, among which
Evrard could be found, were charged with making the partitioning equitable/fair. It was not before August 843
that they presented their report to the three kings at Verdun.[4]

Wars with the Saracens [edit]

The negotiations ended and peace was re-established between the three brothers, Saint Evrard left in haste for
Italy. Italy was under threat from "African Saracens". These Saracens[4] had been named as helpers, in 842, by
the Duke of Benevento and they would soon become a threat to regimes throughout the peninsula. They
menaced Rome and pillaged it many times. Saint Evrard, in his position as Duke of Friuli, was made a
captain/leader of the resistance. The war wore on for several years and ended in 851 with the defeat of the
Saracens.

"Evrard has a reputation for being both a courageous soldier and able leader throughout these battles. In the
tradition of Charlemagne, Evrard forced the vanquished to convert to Christianity, meritoriously teaching them
the Gospel, himself."[4]

Testament and death [edit]

Sometime after this solemnity, Eberhard returned to Italy. We find him in 858 among the ambassadors whom the
emperor Louis the Younger, son of Lothaire, sent to Ulm, near his uncle Louis the German. After this date, we
know nothing more about Eberhard until his testament or will, whose authenticity is certain and in which we are
given information on the life of Eberhard. This will was made in Italy, at Musiestro Castle, in the county of
Trévise, in 867. Eberhard and his consort meticulously recorded not only their lands and possessions within a
prepared will, but the identities and relationships of family members and neighboring royals. With the agreement
of his spouse, Gisèle, Eberhard portioned his goods among his seven children.[4]

The eldest, Unroch, got all properties in Lombardy and Germany. The second, Berengar, got Annappes with its
dependencies less Gruson and the other properties in the Hesbaye [10], of and in the Condroz. The third,
Adélard, got the lands of Cysoing, Camphin, Gruson and Somain, with charges and respects of all the
properties of the Abbey in these regions. The fourth, Rodolphe, got Vitry-en-Artois and Mestucha, except for
the church at Vitry which was given with the Abbey at Cysoing.[4]

The three daughters of Eberhard, Ingletrude, Judith and Heilwich, got
various other domains : Ermen, Marshem, Balghingham, Heliwsheim,
Hostrenheim, Luisinga, Wendossa, Engerresteim. Eberhard had
another daughter who carried the name of Gisèle, her mother. But she
was dead at the time of his testimony. The testimony split equally the
jewels and ornaments of the saint, the precious objects of his chapel
and the books of his library. It is dated 867, the 24th year of the reign of
Lothaire's son, Louis the Younger. Eberhard died the same year, 16
December.[4]

Canonisation [edit]

Eberhard was later canonised as a saint, and his feast day is on
December 16.[11]
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Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b c Belgian and Celtic Saints  (in French)
2. ^ Sources : Chevalier. Répertoires des sources historiques au mot Eberhard. Don Boquet. Rerum gallicarum et

francicarum scriptores T. VII ; Acta sanctorum VIeme volume d'Octobre. --Buzelin Gallo-Flandria I 102 ; III, 107-109
usw

3.  ̂a b The Royal Ancestry Bible Royal Ancestors of 300 Colonial American Families by Michel L. Call (charts 1986
& 2022) ISBN 1-933194-22-7

4.  ̂a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w "Saint Evrard : Fondateur de L'Abbaye de Cysoing : Son Culte & Ses
Reliques" by Abbott Jules BATAILLE (1902)

5. ^ Les Sires de Cysoing par Thierry Leuridan, p. 14
6. ^ Les Sires de Cysoing par Thierry Leuridan, p. 14 -- Rerum gallicarum et francicarum scriptores usw
7.  ̂a b Les Sires de Cysoing par Thierry Leuridan
8. ^ Les sires de Cysoing par Thierry Leuridan p.11
9. ^ Acta sanctorum II p. 971. Cartul. de Cys. p. 768, 905, 914, 919.

10. ^ amongst which the small "curtis Hildina" that several writers identified as "Hosden", an old independent
seigneurie being nowadays the little hamlet Hosdent

11. ^ https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=5959
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Saint Eberhard
Archbishop of Salzburg

Born Nuremberg, Germany

Died 1164
Rein Abbey, Gratwein, Styria,
Austria

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 22 June

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Eberhard of Salzburg)

This article relies largely or entirely on a single source. Relevant
discussion may be found on the talk page. Please help improve this article
by introducing citations to additional sources.
Find sources: "Eberhard I" archbishop of Salzburg – news · newspapers · books ·
scholar · JSTOR (March 2020)

Eberhard was Archbishop of Salzburg, Austria. Eberhard was
born to a noble family of Nuremberg, Germany, he became a
Benedictine in 1125 at Pruffening, Germany. Later he was made
Abbot of Biburg near Regensburg. Eberhard was later appointed
Archbishop of Salzburg in 1146.

He rose to fame as a mediator when Pope Alexander III was faced
with the “Investiture Controversy”, led by Holy Roman Emperor
Frederick I Barbarossa and antipope Victor IV. Eberhard died in
1164, returning from another peace keeping mission.[1]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ St. Eberbard  Catholic Online
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Eberigisil
Died End of 6th century

Occupation Bishop of Cologne

Statues of Eberigisil and Severin at
the city hall tower of Cologne

Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Evergislus.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eberigisil[1] (died at the end of the sixth century, perhaps 593[2])
was Bishop of Cologne, being the fifth well-attested bishop, and
the first with a Frankish name.[3] He is mentioned by Gregory of
Tours but always using the past tense, so it is assumed that
Eberigisil died before 594. Heriger of Lobbes mentions him as a
bishop of Maastricht but this may well be a mix up.

He is revered as a Catholic saint, honoured on 24 October.

Sources and notes [edit]

Régis de la Haye, De bisschoppen van Maastricht. Maastricht, 1985
1. ^ Ebergisel, Ebergisil, Ebregisel, Ebregisil, Ebregislus, Ebregiselus,

Ebregisus, Evergislus, Evergisilus, Everigisil, Everigisilus .
2. ^ kirchensite.de - Heiliger Evergisil (Evergislus, Eberigisil) - 24.

Oktober
3. ^ [1]  Archived  2007-07-12 at the Wayback Machine, in German.
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Sebastian Ristow (2003). "Eberigisil, fünfter überlieferter Bischof von
Köln". In Bautz, Traugott (ed.). Biographisch-Bibliographisches
Kirchenlexikon (BBKL)  (in German). 22. Nordhausen: Bautz. cols.
299–304. ISBN 3-88309-133-2.
(in German) [2]
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Saint Ebontius
Bishop of Barbastro

Born Comminges, Haute Garonne,
France

Died 1104
Barbastro, Aragon, Spain

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 12 September

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Ebontius (died 1104), also known as Ebon, Pontius, or Ponce,
was Bishop of Barbastro, Spain, after its recapture from the Moors.
Born in Comminges, Haute Garonne, France, he became a
Benedictine and abbot before accepting the See of Babastro.[1]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ St. Ebontius  Catholic Online
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Eberigisil
Died End of 6th century

Occupation Bishop of Cologne

Statues of Eberigisil and Severin at
the city hall tower of Cologne

Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Evergislus.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Ebregislus)

Eberigisil[1] (died at the end of the sixth century, perhaps 593[2])
was Bishop of Cologne, being the fifth well-attested bishop, and
the first with a Frankish name.[3] He is mentioned by Gregory of
Tours but always using the past tense, so it is assumed that
Eberigisil died before 594. Heriger of Lobbes mentions him as a
bishop of Maastricht but this may well be a mix up.

He is revered as a Catholic saint, honoured on 24 October.

Sources and notes [edit]

Régis de la Haye, De bisschoppen van Maastricht. Maastricht, 1985
1. ^ Ebergisel, Ebergisil, Ebregisel, Ebregisil, Ebregislus, Ebregiselus,

Ebregisus, Evergislus, Evergisilus, Everigisil, Everigisilus .
2. ^ kirchensite.de - Heiliger Evergisil (Evergislus, Eberigisil) - 24.

Oktober
3. ^ [1]  Archived  2007-07-12 at the Wayback Machine, in German.

External links [edit]

Sebastian Ristow (2003). "Eberigisil, fünfter überlieferter Bischof von
Köln". In Bautz, Traugott (ed.). Biographisch-Bibliographisches
Kirchenlexikon (BBKL)  (in German). 22. Nordhausen: Bautz. cols.
299–304. ISBN 3-88309-133-2.
(in German) [2]
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Ebrulf

Saint Ebrulf
Born 517

Bayeux or Beauvais

Died 596

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church,
Western Rite Orthodox
communities.

Feast December 29 
August 30 (translation of relics)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"St. Evroul" redirects here. For the abbey, see Abbey of Saint-Evroul. For the commune, see Saint-Evroult-
Notre-Dame-du-Bois.

Ebrulf (Evroul, Evroult, Ebrulfus, Ebrulphus) (517–596) was a
Frankish saint, hermit, and abbot. He was born at either Bayeux or
Beauvais.[1] A Merovingian courtier at the court of Childebert I, he
was a cup-bearer to the king and an administrator of the royal
palace.[1]

It was some time before he was given leave to go from court,[1] but
Ebrulf wished to become a monk so he arranged for his wife to be
able to support herself (perhaps by placing her in a nunnery[2]),
and entered the abbey of Deux Jumeaux. He became a monk at
Bayeux before deciding to become a hermit at Exmes, but at
Exmes, crowds came to visit him and ask for his advice, so he settled in the densely wooded Pays d'Ouche in
Normandy.[1]

A legend states that he converted a robber to Christianity when the robber visited the rough settlement that
Ebrulf had built near a spring of water, which consisted of a hedge enclosure and wattle and daub huts. The
robber warned Ebrulf of the dangers of the forest, but Ebrulf informed him that he feared no one. Repenting of
his own sins, the robber brought a gift consisting of three loaves baked in ashes and a honeycomb, and asked
to be admitted as a monk.[1]

This settlement became the abbey of Saint-Evroul. He founded other monastic houses, fifteen in total, all of
which placed emphasis on manual labor both as a spiritual and economic exercise.[2] Members of the nobility
came to Ebrulf offering him money, land, houses to build monasteries.[1] He founded, after 560, several
monasteries in the diocese of Séez; one of them became the important Abbey of St-Martin-de-Séez.

Contents [hide]
1 Veneration
2 See also
3 Notes
4 External links

Veneration [edit]

He was venerated in England as a result of the Norman invasion, and the link between Ebrulf and England was
maintained by the fact that four abbots from Saint-Evroul Abbey ruled English monasteries in the 11th and 12th
centuries. They brought to England some of Ebrulf's relics.[2] There was a feast commemorating the translation
of his relics is kept at Deeping Abbey in England on August 30.[2]

See also [edit]

Asceticism
Stylites

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b c d e f Alban Butler, Butler’s Lives of the Saints (Liturgical Press, 2000), 230.
2.  ̂a b c d Saint Patrick Catholic Church: Saint of the Day, December 29
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Ecgberht of Ripon

Saint Ecgberht
Born 639

England

Died 729
Iona

Venerated in Catholic Church
Orthodox Church

Major shrine Ripon

Feast 24 April

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Ecgberht (or Egbert, and sometimes referred to as Egbert
of Rath Melsigi) (died 729) was an Anglo-Saxon monk of
Northumbria and Bishop of Lindisfarne.

Life [edit]

Ecgberht was an Anglo-Saxon nobleman, probably from
Northumbria.[1] In 664, as a youth, he traveled to Ireland to
study.[2] One of his acquaintances at this time was Chad.[3] He
settled at the monastery of Rath Melsigi, in modern-day county
Carlow.[4] His Northumbrian traveling companions, including
Æthelhun, died of the plague, and he contracted it as well.

Ecgberht vowed that if he recovered, he would become a "peregrinus" on perpetual pilgrimage from his
homeland of Britain and would lead a life of penitential prayer and fasting.[1] He was twenty-five, and when he
recovered he kept his vow until his death at age 90.[4] According to Henry Mayr-Harting, Ecgberht was one of
the most famous ‘pilgrims’ of the early Middle Ages,[1] and occupied a prominent position in a political and
religious culture that spanned northern Britain and the Irish Sea.[5]

He began to organize monks in Ireland to proselytize in Frisia;[6] many other high-born notables were associated
with his work: Saint Adalbert, Saint Swithbert, and Saint Chad. He, however, was dissuaded from accompanying
them himself by a vision related to him by a monk who had been a disciple of Saint Boisil (the Prior of Melrose
under Abbot Eata).[6] Ecgberht instead dispatched Wihtberht, another Englishman living at Rath Melsigi, to
Frisia.[5] Ecgberht then arranged the mission of Saint Wigbert, Saint Willibrord, and others to the pagans.[7]

In 684, he tried to dissuade King Ecgfrith of Northumbria from sending an expedition to Ireland under his
general Berht, but he was unsuccessful.[8]

While in Ireland, Ecgberht was one of those present at the Synod of Birr in 697, when the Cáin Adomnáin was
guaranteed.[9]

Ecgberht had influential contacts with the kings of Northumbria and of the Picts, as well as with Iona, which he
persuaded to adopt the Roman Easter dating about 716.[10] He died on Iona[11] at the age of ninety, on the first
day that the Easter feast was observed by this manner in the monastery, on 24 April 729.[12]

His feast day in the Roman Catholic Church, 24 April, is found in both the Roman and Irish martyrologies, and in
the Metrical Calendar of York. Although he is now honoured simply as a confessor, it is probable that St.
Ecgberht was a bishop.[13]

Saint Ecgberht ought not to be confused with the later Ecgberht, Archbishop of York.

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b c Mayr-Harting, Henry. "Ecgberht (639–729)", Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, 2004, accessed 24 Jan
2014

2. ^ Bede, Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum 3.4
3. ^ Bede, Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum 4.3
4.  ̂a b Bede, Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum 3.27
5.  ̂a b Costambeys, Marios. "Willibrord [St Willibrord] (657/8–739)", Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, Oxford

University Press, 2004; online edn, Jan 2011, accessed 24 Jan 2014
6.  ̂a b Bede Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum 5.9
7. ^ Bede, Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum 5.9, 5.10
8. ^ Bede, Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum 4.26
9. ^ Kuno Meyer, "Cain Adamnain: An Old-Irish Treatise on the Law of Adamnan", available at the Internet Medieval
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Coat of arms

Incumbent:
Bartholomew I

Since 2 November 1991
Style His All Holiness

Information
First holder Andrew the Apostle (as bishop)

Alexander (as archbishop)
Anatolius (as patriarch)

Established 38 (founded)
451 (granted title of patriarch)

Cathedral St. George's Cathedral, Istanbul,
Turkey

Website
patriarchate.org
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This article is about the Eastern Orthodox Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople. For the Armenian
Patriarch, see Armenian Patriarch of Constantinople. For the historical Catholic Patriarch, see Latin
Patriarch of Constantinople.
"Ecumenical Patriarch" redirects here. For the current patriarch, see Bartholomew I. For previous patriarchs,
see List of Ecumenical Patriarchs of Constantinople.

The ecumenical patriarch (Greek: Η Αυτού Θειοτάτη Παναγιότης,
ο Αρχιεπίσκοπος Κωνσταντινουπόλεως, Νέας Ρώμης και
Οικουμενικός Πατριάρχης, "His Most Divine All-Holiness the
Archbishop of Constantinople, New Rome, and Ecumenical
Patriarch"; Turkish: Konstantinopolis ekümenik patriği) is the
archbishop of Constantinople–New Rome and ranks as primus
inter pares (first among equals) among the heads of the several
autocephalous churches that make up the Eastern Orthodox
Church. He is regarded as the representative and spiritual leader
of Orthodox Christians worldwide.[a] The term ecumenical in the
title is a historical reference to the Ecumene, a Greek designation
for the civilised world, i.e. the Roman Empire, and it stems from
Canon 28 of the Council of Chalcedon.

The Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople is one of the most
enduring institutions in the world and has had a prominent part in
world history. The ecumenical patriarchs in ancient times helped in
the spread of Christianity and the resolution of various doctrinal
disputes. In the Middle Ages they played a major role in the affairs
of the Eastern Orthodox Church, as well as in the politics of the
Orthodox world, and in spreading Christianity among the Slavs.
Currently, in addition to the expansion of the Christian faith and
the Eastern Orthodox doctrine, the patriarchs are involved in
ecumenism and interfaith dialogue, charitable work, and the
defense of Orthodox Christian traditions.

Within the five apostolic sees of the Pentarchy, the ecumenical
patriarch is regarded as the successor of Andrew the Apostle. The
current holder of the office is Bartholomew I, the 270th bishop of
that see.[20]
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Status in the Orthodox Church [edit]

The ecumenical patriarch of Constantinople is first among equals, or first in honor among all Eastern Orthodox
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Autocephalous Churches who are officially
part of the communion:

Constantinople · Alexandria · Antioch ·
Jerusalem · Russia · Serbia · Romania ·

Bulgaria · Georgia · Cyprus · Greece · Poland ·
Albania · Czech Lands and Slovakia

Autocephaly recognized universally de facto, by
some Autocephalous Churches de jure.
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Partially recognized autocephaly by
Constantinople, the Church of Greece, and

Alexandria.
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Old Believers · Spiritual Christianity ·
True Orthodoxy (Catacomb Church ·
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American Orthodox Catholic Church ·

American World Patriarchs
National:
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North Macedonia · Turkey ·
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· 1996 · 2018)

bishops, who presides in
person—or through a
delegate—over any council of
Orthodox primates or bishops
in which he takes part and
serves as primary spokesman
for the Orthodox communion
especially in ecumenical
contacts with other Christian
denominations. He has no
direct jurisdiction over the

other patriarchs or the other autocephalous Orthodox churches,
but he, alone among his fellow primates, enjoys the right of
convening extraordinary synods consisting of them or their
delegates to deal with ad hoc situations and has also convened
well-attended pan-Orthodox synods in the last forty years. His
unique role often sees the ecumenical patriarch referred to as the
spiritual leader[13][19] of the Orthodox Church in some sources,
though this is not an official title of the patriarch nor is it usually
used in scholarly sources on the patriarchate. The Orthodox
Church is entirely decentralized, having no central authority,
earthly head or a single bishop in a leadership role, having
synodical system canonically, is significantly distinguished from the
hierarchically organized Catholic Church whose doctrine is the
papal supremacy. His titles primus inter pares "first among equals"
and "ecumenical patriarch" are of honor rather than authority and
in fact the ecumenical patriarch has no real authority over
churches other than the Constantinopolitan.[21][22][23][24]

The ecumenical patriarch of Constantinople is the direct
administrative superior of dioceses and archdioceses serving
millions of Greek, Ukrainian, Rusyn and Albanian believers in
North and South America, Western Europe, Australia and New
Zealand, Korea, as well as parts of modern Greece which, for
historical reasons, do not fall under the jurisdiction of the Church
of Greece.

His actual position is patriarch of the Orthodox Church of
Constantinople, one of the fourteen autocephalous and several
autonomous churches and the most senior (though not oldest) of
the four orthodox ancient primatial sees among the five patriarchal
Christian centers comprising the ancient Pentarchy of the
undivided Church. In his role as head of the Orthodox Church of
Constantinople, he is known as the "archbishop of Constantinople,
New Rome".[25]

The Ecumenical Patriarchate is also sometimes called the Greek
Patriarchate of Constantinople to distinguish him from the
Armenian Patriarchate and the extinct Latin Patriarchate, which
was created after the Latin capture of Constantinople in 1204,
during the Fourth Crusade.

History [edit]

The see of Byzantium, whose foundation was later ascribed to
Andrew the Apostle, was originally a common bishopric. It gained
importance when Emperor Constantine elevated Byzantium to a
second capital alongside Rome and named it Constantinople. The
see's ecclesiastical status as the second of five patriarchates were
developed by the Ecumenical Councils of Constantinople in 381
and Chalcedon in 451.

The Turkish government recognizes him as the spiritual leader of
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Religious style Ecumenical Patriarch

Posthumous style N/A

the Greek minority in Turkey, and refer to him as the Greek
(literally Rûm) Orthodox patriarch of Fener (Turkish: Fener
Rum Ortodoks Patriği). The patriarch was subject to the authority
of the Ottoman Empire after the conquest of Constantinople in
1453, until the declaration of Turkish Republic in 1923. Today,
according to Turkish law, he is subject to the authority of the state
of Turkey and is required to be a citizen of Turkey to be patriarch.

The patriarch of Constantinople has been dubbed the ecumenical
patriarch since the 6th century.[26] The exact significance of the
style, which has been used occasionally for other prelates since
the middle of the 5th century, is nowhere officially defined but,
according to the Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church, the title
has been criticized in the Catholic Church as incompatible with the
claims of the Holy See.[26]

Mount Athos [edit]

The monastic communities of Mount Athos are stauropegic and
are directly under the jurisdiction of the ecumenical patriarch, who
is the only bishop with jurisdiction thereover. Athos, officially the
"Autonomous Monastic State of the Holy Mountain” (Ancient
Greek: Αυτόνομη Μοναστικὴ Πολιτεία Ἁγίου Ὄρους), is a self-
governed polity within the Greek state subject to the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs in its political aspect and to the ecumenical
patriarch of Constantinopole as regards to its religious aspect[27]

and is home to 20 monasteries and numerous other monastic
communities.

Role in Orthodox episcopacy [edit]

The ecumenical patriarch has a unique role among Orthodox
bishops, though it is not without its controversy. He is primus inter
pares ("first among equals"), as he is senior among all Orthodox
bishops. This primacy, expressed in canonical literature as
presbeia ("prerogatives", literally: "seniorities"), grants to the
ecumenical patriarch the right to preside at pan-Orthodox synods.

Additionally, the canonical literature of the Orthodox Church grants
to the ecumenical patriarch the right to hear appeals in cases of
dispute between bishops. However, whether these canonical rights
are limited only to his own patriarchate or are universal throughout
the Orthodox Church is the subject of debate, especially between
the Ecumenical Patriarchate and the Russian Orthodox Church.

Historically, the ecumenical patriarch has heard such appeals and
sometimes was invited to intervene in other churches' disputes
and difficulties. Even as early as the 4th century, Constantinople
was instrumental in the deposition of multiple bishops outside its
traditional jurisdiction. This still occurs today, as when in 2006 the
patriarchate was invited to assist in declaring the archbishop of the
Church of Cyprus incompetent due to his having Alzheimer's
disease.[28] Additionally, in 2005, the Ecumenical Patriarchate
convoked a pan-Orthodox synod to express the Orthodox world's
confirmation of the deposition of Patriarch Irenaios of
Jerusalem.[29] In 2006, the patriarchate was invited to hear the
appeal of a Russian Orthodox bishop in the United Kingdom in a
dispute with his superior in Moscow, though the result of that
appeal - and the right to make it - were both rejected by the
latter.[30]

The ecumenical patriarch has no direct jurisdiction outside the Patriarchate of Constantinople granted to him in
Orthodox canonical literature, but his primary function regarding the whole Orthodox Church is one of dealing
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Throne room inside the Patriarchate
of Constantinople. The Gospel is
enthroned on the dais; the patriarch
sits on the lower throne in front.

with relations between autocephalous and autonomous churches. That is, his primary role is one of promoting
and sustaining Church unity.

This unique role often sees the ecumenical patriarch referred to as the "spiritual leader" of the Orthodox
Church in some sources, though this is not an official title of the patriarch nor is it usually used in scholarly
sources on the patriarchate. Such a title is acceptable if it refers to this unique role, but it sometimes leads to
the mistaken belief that the office is thus the equivalent of an Orthodox pope. There is, however, no Orthodox
notion equivalent to the papacy: the Orthodox churches operate in the synodical system, whereby ecclesiastical
matters are settled by the competent synod of bishops, in which each bishop has one vote. The five patriarchs
of the ancient Pentarchy (Rome, Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jerusalem, in that order) are to be
given seniority of honour, but have no actual power over other bishops other than the power of the synod they
are chairing (and in which they also wield one vote).

In 2007, the patriarch gave his approval to the Ravenna Document, a Catholic–Orthodox document re-asserting
that the bishop of Rome is indeed the prōtos ("first") of the Church, as in "first among equals" and not supreme,
although future discussions are to be held on the concrete ecclesiological exercise of papal primacy.[31]

According to Lumen Gentium, the patriarch is a validly consecrated bishop in Roman ecclesiology, and there is
merely an imperfect ecclesial communion between Constantinople and Rome, which exists nevertheless and
which may be improved at some point in history.

Environmental work [edit]

Because of the work of Ecumenical Patriarch Dimitrios, who established September 1 as the day for the
protection of the environment,[32][33][34][35] and especially the ongoing work of the current patriarch, Ecumenical
Patriarch Bartholomew has been given the title, "Green Patriarch". Thus, the person of Bartholomew and by
extension the position of the ecumenical patriarch is now being viewed as a religious spokesperson on
environmental issues and the "green" spiritual leader in the world.[36]

Early history [edit]

The (arch)bishopric of Constantinople has had a continuous history since the founding of the city in AD 330 by
Constantine the Great. After Constantine the Great had enlarged Byzantium to make it into a second capital city
in 330, it was thought appropriate that its bishop, once a suffragan of the Exarch of Thrace and Macedonia, the
Metropolitan of Heraclea, should be elevated to an archbishopric.[37] For many decades the heads of the
church of Rome opposed this ambition, not because anyone thought of disputing their first place, but because
they defended the 'Petrine principle' by which all Patriarchates were derived from Saint Peter and were unwilling
to violate the old order of the hierarchy for political reasons.

In 381, the First Council of Constantinople declared that "The Bishop of
Constantinople shall have the primacy of honour after the Bishop of
Rome, because it is New Rome" (canon iii). The prestige of the office
continued to grow not only because of the obvious patronage of the
Byzantine Emperor but because of its overwhelming geographical
importance.

The Council of Chalcedon in 451 established Constantinople as a
patriarchate with ecclesiastical jurisdiction over Asia Minor (the dioceses
of Asiane and Pontus) and Thrace as well as over the barbaric
territories, non-converted lands outside the defined area of the Western
Patriarchate (Old Rome) and the other three patriarchates, Alexandria,
Antioch and Jerusalem, gave it appellate jurisdiction extraterritorially
over canon law decisions by the other patriarchs and granted it honours
equal to those belonging to the first Christian see, Rome, in terms of
primacy, Rome retaining however its seniority (canon xxviii). Leo I
refused to accept this canon, basing himself on the fact that it was made
in the absence of his legates. In the 6th century, the official title became
that of "archbishop of Constantinople, New Rome, and ecumenical
patriarch".[37]

The current patriarch (since 1991) is Bartholomew I who has become better-known than any of his
predecessors in modern times as a result of his numerous pastoral and other visits to numerous countries in
five continents and his setting up of a permanent bureau at the EU headquarters, in addition to enhancing the
long-established Patriarchal Centre in Pregny-Chambésy, Switzerland, and also his ecological pursuits which
have won him the epithet of "the Green Patriarch".
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Ottoman ethnarchy [edit]

When the Ottoman Turks conquered Constantinople in 1453, the patriarchate ceased to function. The
Patriarchate was restored by the conquering ruler, Sultan Mehmed II, who wished to establish his dynasty as the
direct heirs of the Eastern Roman emperors, and who adopted the imperial title Kayser-i-Rûm "caesar of the
Romans", one of his subsidiary titles but a significant one. In 1454 he bestowed the office upon an illustrious
Byzantine scholar-monk who was well known for his opposition to union with the Latin West, Gennadius
Scholarius, who became Patriarch Gennadius II.

The patriarch was designated millet-başı (ethnarch) of the Millet of Rum, which included all Orthodox Christians
under Ottoman rule, regardless of their ethnicity in the modern sense. This role was carried out by ethnic
Greeks at their great peril, in the midst of enormous difficulties and traps[citation needed] and inevitably with mixed
success. Several patriarchs were summarily executed by the Ottoman authorities, most notably Gregory V, who
was lynched on Easter Monday 1821 as partial retribution for the outbreak of the last and only successful
Greek Revolution.

In the 19th century, the rising tide of nationalism and secularism among the Balkan Christian nations led to the
establishment of several autocephalous national churches, generally under autonomous patriarchs or
archbishops, leaving the ecumenical patriarch only direct control over the ethnically Greek-originated Orthodox
Christians of Turkey, parts of Greece and the archdioceses in North America, Asia, Africa and Oceania where
growing Greek and other migrant communities have gradually constituted a significant orthodox diaspora.
Turkish and Armenian Orthodox Christians in Turkey have independent churches.

Relation to the Republic of Turkey [edit]

After the proclamation of the Republic of Turkey on 29 October 1923, the Turkish state only recognises the
patriarch as the spiritual leader of the Greek minority in Turkey, and officially refers to him as the "Greek
Orthodox Patriarch of the Phanar" or "Roman Orthodox Patriarch of Constantinople" (Turkish: Fener Rum
Ortodoks Patriği) (Phanar is the neighbourhood in Istanbul where the patriarchate is located). According to
Turkish law, still in force today, he is subject to the authority of the Republic of Turkey; however, Turkey allows
the Standing Synod of Metropolitan Bishops to elect the patriarch.[38] To be electable, Turkish law requires the
candidates to be Turkish citizens by birth. Since the establishment of modern Turkey, the position of the
ecumenical patriarch has been filled by Turkish-born citizens of Greek ethnicity. As nearly all Greek Orthodox
have left Turkey (see Population exchange between Greece and Turkey and Istanbul Pogrom), this
considerably narrows the field of candidates for succession.

Human rights groups have long protested against conditions placed by the secular government of Turkey on
the ecumenical patriarch, a religious office.[39] The same policy also applied to the institution of the Islamic
Caliphate, which was abolished by Turkey. For example, the ecumenical status accorded him traditionally within
Eastern Orthodoxy, and recognized previously by the Ottoman governments, has on occasion been a source of
controversy within the Republic of Turkey. This policy results in problems in the function of the patriarchate,
since clergy coming from abroad are not eligible to apply for residence and work permits.[40] In its early days the
Turkish state promoted a rival Turkish Orthodox Patriarchate, whose congregation, however, has remained
limited.[40]

Expropriation of Church property and the conditions of state control imposed on the Orthodox Theological
School of Halki that have led to its closure by the Patriarchate, are also cited by human rights groups. However,
in 2004 Patriarch Bartholomew, with the help of the Turkish government, succeeded, after eighty years, in
altering the composition of the twelve-member Standing Synod of Metropolitan Bishops in Constantinople so
that it can include six bishops from outside Turkey. He has also been convening biennially in Constantinople
convocations of all bishops in his jurisdiction.

The Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople has suffered attacks on occasion from 1993 to 2004, including
desecration of patriarchal cemeteries as well as assaults on the ecumenical patriarch.[41]

See also [edit]

Archons of the Ecumenical Patriarchate
Church of St. George, Istanbul
Eastern Christianity
Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople
History of the Eastern Orthodox Church
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Notes [edit]

1. ^ See:[1][2][3][4][5][6][7][8][9][10][11][12][13][14][15][16][17][18][19]
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Early
Christianity
(Antiquity)

(30–325/476)

Pentarchy
(five

apostolic
sees*,

as ordered
by the

Council
of Ephesus

in 431)

Patriarch of Rome (1st century) Holy See (since 1st century)

Patriarch of Constantinople (451)

Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople
(since 330) ·
Latin Patriarchate of Constantinople (1204-
1964) ·
Armenian Patriarchate of Constantinople (since
1461)

Patriarch of Antioch (1st century)

Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Antioch (since
518) · Syriac Orthodox Patriarchate of Antioch
(since 518) · Maronite Patriarchate (since 685)
· Syriac Catholic Patriarchate of Antioch (since
1668) ·
Melkite Catholic Patriarchate of Antioch (since
1724) · Latin Patriarchate of Antioch (1099-
1964)

Patriarch of Alexandria (1st century)

Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Alexandria
(since 451) ·
Coptic Orthodox Patriarchate of Alexandria
(since 451) · Latin Patriarchate of Alexandria
(1219-1964) ·
Coptic Catholic Patriarchate of Alexandria
(since 1824)

Patriarch of Jerusalem (451)

Greek Orthodox Patriarchate of Jerusalem
(since 451) ·
Armenian Patriarchate of Jerusalem (since
638) · Latin Patriarchate of Jerusalem (since
1099)

Other

Patriarch of Carthage (2nd century-1076)
Latin Catholic titular episcopate (1518-
1964) · Archbishop of Tunis (since 1884)

Patriarch of
Seleucia-Ctesiphon (280-1552)

Chaldean Catholic Patriarchate of Babylon
(since 1553) ·
Assyrian Church of the East Patriarchate
of Seleucia-Ctesiphon (since 1830) ·
Ancient Church of the East Patriarchate
of Seleucia-Ctesiphon (since 1968)

Patriarch of Cilicia (294)
Catholicos of All Armenians (since 301) · 
Armenian Catholicosate of Cilicia (since
1058) · Patriarchate of Cilicia (since 1742)

Middle Ages
(476–1517)

Patriarchate of Aquileia (568-1751) · Patriarchate of Grado (725-1451) · Patriarchate of Bulgaria
(since 919) · Patriarchate of Georgia (since 1010) · Serbian Orthodox Patriarchate of Peć (since 1346) ·
Patriarchate of Venice (since 1451)

Early Modern era
(1517-1789)

Patriarchate of the West Indies (since 1524) · Latin Patriarchate of Ethiopia (1555-1663) ·
Patriarchate of the East Indies (since 1572) · Patriarchate of Moscow (since 1589) ·
Patriarchate of Lisbon (since 1716)

Late Modern era
(1789–present)

Malankara Orthodox Syrian Catholicos of the East (since 1912) · Patriarchate of Romania (since 1925) ·
Ethiopian Orthodox Patriarchate of Ethiopia (since 1988) · Patriarchate of Kiev (1992–2018; 2019–) ·
Eritrean Orthodox Patriarchate of Eritrea (since 1994)

Apostolic sees:̈  · Rome: Peter, Paul · Constantinople: Andrew · Antioch: Peter · Alexandria: Mark · Jerusalem: James ·
Babylon: Thomas, Bartholomew, and Thaddeus

· Cilicia: Bartholomew, and Jude ·  Christianity portal

Bishops of Byzantium and Patriarchs of Constantinople

Bishops of Heraclea/Byzantium
Roman period (38-330 AD)

Andrew · Stachys · Onesimus · Polycarpus I · Plutarch · Sedecion · Diogenes ·
Eleutherius · Felix · Polycarpus II · Athenodorus · Euzois · Laurence · Alypius · Pertinax ·
Olympianus · Marcus I · Philadelphus · Cyriacus I · Castinus · Eugenius I · Titus ·
Dometius · Rufinus · Probus · Metrophanes · Alexander

Archbishops of Constantinople
Roman period (330–451 AD)

Alexander · Paul I · Eusebius · Macedonius I · Eudoxius · Evagrius · Demophilus ·
Maximus I · Gregory I · Nectarius · John I Chrysostom · Arsacius · Atticus · Sisinnius I ·
Nestorius · Maximianus · Proclus · Flavian · Anatolius

Patriarchs of Constantinople
Byzantine period

(451–1453 AD)

Anatolius · Gennadius I · Acacius · Fravitta · Euphemius · Macedonius II · Timothy I ·
John II · Epiphanius · Anthimus I · Menas · Eutychius · John III · John IV · Cyriacus II ·
Thomas I · Sergius I · Pyrrhus · Paul II · Peter · Thomas II · John V · Constantine I ·
Theodore I · George I · Paul III · Callinicus I · Cyrus · John VI · Germanus I · Anastasius ·
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Eadberht of Northumbria

Eadberht

A sceat of Eadberht

King of Northumbria
Reign 737 – 758

Predecessor Ceolwulf

Successor Oswulf

Died 20 August 768
York, England

Burial York Minster

Issue Oswulf, King of Northubria
Oswine
Osgifu

House Idings

Father Eata

Religion Christianity

Silver sceatta of Eadberht

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Edbert)

Eadberht (died 20 August 768) was king of Northumbria from 737
or 738 to 758. He was the brother of Ecgbert, Archbishop of York.
His reign is seen as a return to the imperial ambitions of seventh-
century Northumbria and may represent a period of economic
prosperity. He faced internal opposition from rival dynasties and at
least two actual or potential rivals were killed during his reign. In
758 he abdicated in favour of his son Oswulf and became a monk
at York.
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Origins [edit]

Eadberht became ruler of Northumbria following the second
abdication of his cousin Ceolwulf, who entered the monastery at
Lindisfarne. Unlike Ceolwulf's first abdication, which clearly involved force, his second, in favour of Eadberht,
may have been voluntary.[1]

Eadberht son of Eata was a descendant of Ida of Bernicia through
either his son Ocga (Anglo-Saxon Chronicle and Anglian collection) or
Eadric (Historia Brittonum). The genealogy gives Eadberht's father Eata
the cognomen Glin Mawr.[2]

Northumbria [edit]

Eadberht appears to have faced opposition from rival families
throughout his reign. Eardwine, probably the son of King Eadwulf, and
grandfather of the future king Eardwulf, was killed in 740.[3] In 750 Offa,
son of King Aldfrith was taken from the sanctuary of Lindisfarne and put
to death after a siege, while Bishop Cynewulf of Lindisfarne, who had
presumably supported Offa, was deposed and detained in York.[4] The
importance of religious foundations in Northumbrian political struggles
and family feuds is apparent. Eardwine's family is associated with Ripon, Offa and Ceolwulf with Lindisfarne, and
Hexham appears to have supported kings and noblemen opposed by the Lindisfarne community.[5] Eadberht,
however, as brother of the Archbishop of York, enjoyed the support of the greatest Northumbrian prelate.[6]

Eadberht's reign saw major reforms to the Northumbrian coinage, and some coins name King Eadberht and
Archbishop Ecgberht. Kirby concludes that "the indications are that Eadberht was bringing new prosperity to his
kingdom."[7] A letter sent by Pope Paul I to Eadberht and Ecgberht, ordering them to return lands taken from
Abbot Fothred, and given to his brother Moll, presumed to be the same person as the later king Æthelwald Moll,
suggests that Eadberht's reign saw attempts at reclaiming some of the vast lands which had been gifted to the
church in earlier reigns.[8]

Neighbours [edit]

Kirby suggests that "a revival of seventh-century northern imperial ambitions had evidently occurred among the
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Northumbrians at the court of Eadberht".[7]

The first record of Eadberht's efforts to recreate this dominion appear in 740, the year of Earnwine's death. A
war between the Picts and the Northumbrians is reported, during which Æthelbald, King of Mercia, took
advantage of the absence of Eadberht to ravage his lands. The reason for the war is unclear, but Woolf
suggests that it was related to the killing of Earnwine. Earnwine's father had been an exile in the north after his
defeat in the civil war of 705–706, and it may be that the Pictish king Óengus, or Æthelbald, or both, had tried
to place him on the Northumbrian throne.[9]

In 750, Eadberht conquered the plain of Kyle and in 756, he campaigned alongside King Óengus against the
Britons of Alt Clut. The campaign is reported as follows:

In the year of the Lord's incarnation 756, king Eadberht in the eighteenth year of his reign, and Unust, king
of Picts led armies to the town of Dumbarton. And hence the Britons accepted terms there, on the first day
of the month of August. But on the tenth day of the same month perished almost the whole army which he
led from Ouania to Niwanbirig.[10]

That Ouania is Govan is now reasonably certain,[11] but the location of Newanbirig is less so. Although there are
many Newburghs, it is Newburgh-on-Tyne near Hexham that has been the preferred location.[7] An alternative
interpretation of the events of 756 has been advanced: it identifies Newanbirig with Newborough by Lichfield in
the kingdom of Mercia. A defeat here for Eadberht and Óengus by Æthelbald's Mercians would correspond with
the claim in the Saint Andrews foundation legends that a king named Óengus son of Fergus founded the
church there as a thanksgiving to Saint Andrew for saving him after a defeat in Mercia.[12]

Abdication [edit]

Eadberht abdicated in 758, entering the monastery attached to the cathedral of York. His death there in 768 is
recorded in Symeon of Durham's chronicle.[7] Symeon's History of the Church of Durham records that Eadberht
was buried in the porch of the cathedral, alongside his brother Ecgberht, who had died in 766.

His son Oswulf succeeded him, but was murdered within the year.[13] However, his daughter Osgifu's husband
Alhred became king, and Eadberht's descendants, such as Oswulf's son Ælfwald and Osgifu's son Osred
contested for the Northumbrian throne until the end of the century. Eadberht's last known descendant is
Osgifu's son Saint Alhmund, murdered in 800 on the orders of King Eardwulf, and reputed a martyr.[14]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Kirby, p. 149; Yorke, Kings, p. 88. Higham, p. 149, takes the Lindisfarne community's opposition to Eadberht in
750 as a sign that the abdication may not have been voluntary.

2. ^ HB, c. 61. Eda Glinmawr is mentioned in a Welsh triad, but this cannot be Eadberht's father.
3. ^ Kirby, pp. 150 & 154; Yorke, Kings, p. 89.
4. ^ Higham, pp. 148–149; Kirby, p. 150; York, Kings, p. 89.
5. ^ Higham, p. 149; Yorke, Conversion, pp. 242–243.
6. ^ Campbell, p. 103.
7.  ̂a b c d Kirby, p. 150.
8. ^ Yorke, Kings, p. 91.
9. ^ Woolf, p. 37.

10. ^ After Forsyth, p. 29.
11. ^ Forsyth, pp. 29–30; Woolf, p. 39.
12. ^ Woolf, pp. 39–40.
13. ^ A possible second son, Oswine, was killed in battle on 6 August 761 leading a rebellion against King Æthelwald

Moll; Marsden, pp. 232–233.
14. ^ Kirby, p. 151; Yorke, Kings, p. 90, table 11.
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Eadberht 11  at Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England

Preceded by
Ceolwulf

King of
Northumbria

737 or 738–758

Succeeded by
Oswulf

Monarchs of Northumbria
Kings of Bernicia

547–670
Ida · Glappa · Adda · Æthelric · Theodric · Frithuwald · Hussa · Æthelfrith · Edwin · Eanfrith ·
Oswald · Oswiu

Kings of Deira
560–679

Ælla · Æthelric · Æthelfrith · Edwin · Osric · Oswald · Oswiu · Oswine · Œthelwald · Alhfrith ·
Ælfwine

Kings of Northumbria
642–867

Oswiu · Ecgfrith · Ealdfrith · Eadwulf I · Osred I · Coenred · Osric · Ceolwulf · Eadberht ·
Oswulf · Æthelwald Moll · Ealhred · Æthelred I · Ælfwald I · Osred II · Osbald · Eardwulf ·
Ælfwald II · Eanred · Æthelred II · Redwulf · Osberht · Ælla

Kings of Viking Northumbria
867–954

Ecgberht · Ricsige · Halfdan I · Guthfrith I · Siefredus · Cnut · Æthelwold · Airdeconut · Eowils
· Halfdan II · Ingwær · Ragnall I · Sitric I Caech · Guthfrith II · Olaf I Guthfrithson · Sitric II ·
Olaf II Cuaran · Ragnall II Guthfrithson · Eric Bloodaxe

Categories: Anglo-Saxon warriors Northumbrian monarchs 768 deaths 8th-century English monarchs
Monarchs who abdicated Anglo-Saxon monks Idings 8th-century Christian monks
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Born England
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Minster-in-Thanet

Venerated in Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church
Church of England

Feast 12 December, 13 December in
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Saint Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet (also known as Eadburh
and Bugga) was a princess of Wessex, and abbess of Minster-in-
Thanet. She is regarded as a saint.

Life [edit]

Edburga was the only daughter of King Centwine and Queen
Engyth of Wessex. According to Stephen of Ripon, Engyth was a
sister of Queen Iurminburh, second wife of King Ecgfrith of
Northumbria. Centwine was not a Christian, but towards the end of
his reign, converted and became a monk.

Edburga was a friend and student of Saint Mildrith, abbess of
Minster-in-Thanet. In 716, Edburga became a Benedictine nun at the abbey.

She corresponded with Saint Boniface and Lullus.[1] Between 718 and 720 her mother wrote to Boniface and
soon after, in 720, Edburga herself wrote to him, sending him fifty shillings and an altar cloth.[2] In 716, Boniface
addresses to her a letter containing the famous Vision of the Monk of Wenlock.[3]

She succeeded Mildrith as the abbess around 733, and presided over about seventy nuns. During her time as
an abbess she was able to secure royal charters for the abbey,[4] as well as having a new church (saints Peter
and Paul) built there, to provide a shrine for the relics of St Mildrith.
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Eadburh of Winchester

Saint
Eadburh of Winchester

Died 15 June 960

Venerated in Anglican Communion
Catholic Church
Orthodox Church

Canonized 972

Feast 15 June

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Edburga of Winchester)

For other people with this name, see Edburga.

Eadburh (or Edburga) (died 15 June 960) was the daughter of
King Edward the Elder of England and his third wife, Eadgifu of
Kent.
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Life [edit]

In the twelfth century, a Latin Life of her was written by Osbert de
Clare, who became prior of Westminster in 1136 (and who also
wrote a Life of King Edward the Confessor).[1] According to Osbert, at the age of three, Eadburh was given as
an oblate to the Queen Mother Ealhswith's foundation of St Mary's Abbey, Winchester (Nunnaminster). There
Eadburh was educated and there she remained as a nun and died probably before the age of forty.[2]

There is little contemporary information for her life, but in a Winchester charter dated 939, she was the
beneficiary of land at Droxford in Hampshire granted by her half-brother King Athelstan.[3]

According to one account, when Eadburh was three years of age, her father sought an indication as to whether
she would live in the world or as a religious. On one side he placed rings and bracelets, on the other a chalice
and gospel book. A nurse brought the child, and King Edward set her on his knee, inviting her to choose. When
he set her down, she chose the religious items.[4][5]

The hagiography written of her in the 12th century by Osbert of Clare shows evidence of some of the unusual
occurrences that might have happened in that time period when a member of a royal family became a monk or
nun. In one story, her father visits her in the monastery and she sings for him, and he asks her if there is
anything he can do for her, and she asks for him to give the community an estate at Canning, which he does
so. In another story, the abbess found her reading alone, which was against the rules of the monastery, and
then thrashed her. When the abbess realized it was the princess and not an ordinary nun, the abbess then
begged forgiveness from her. In another story, she one time insisted on cleaning the shoes of her well-born
companions, and they felt shocked by this and reported it to her father as behaviour that is not right for her.[6]

Veneration [edit]

A cult developed after her death and is first mentioned in the Salisbury Psalter from the early 970s.[7] In 972,
some of her remains were transferred to Pershore Abbey in Worcestershire, which is dedicated to SS. Mary,
Peter and Paul, and Eadburh. Her feast is celebrated on 15 June.[2]

Her cultus continued to flourish to judge by the Lives written in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

Dedication of parish churches [edit]

There are a number of Church of England parish churches dedicated to St. Eadburh of Winchester.[8] Most of
them are not far from Pershore Abbey, to which they were connected in some way.

St Eadburgha, Ebrington, Gloucestershire[10][11]

St Eadburgha, Broadway, Worcestershire[12]
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St Edburga, Abberton, Worcestershire (rebuilt 1882)[13]

St Edburga, Leigh, Worcestershire[14]

St Edburgha, Yardley, West Midlands[15]

The dedication of the church of St Aldhelm and St Eadburgha, Broadway, Somerset[16] may be relatively
modern: A Topographical Dictionary of England (1848) lists it as being dedicated to St. Aldelme (sic)
only.[17]

St Edburg, Bicester, Oxfordshire and SS Mary & Edburga, Stratton Audley, Oxfordshire are both dedicated to
Edburga of Bicester.

Dedication of abbey churches [edit]

St Mary's Abbey, Winchester was at one time co-dedicated to St. Eadburh. Pershore Abbey was also for some
time dedicated to her after Egilwado (Alwardus or Æthelweard), the nephew of the Abbess of St. Mary's Abbey,
acquired some of her bones for £100.[18] The dedication of the Abbey varied at different times in its history. In
the Domesday Book it is called the Abbey of St. Mary; in Henry VIII's time the Valor of St. Edburga. It has also
been called the Church of SS Mary, Edburga and Holy Cross (the parochial portion was dedicated to the Holy
Cross). In its earlier years SS. Mary, Peter, and Paul were its patron saints, but at the time of the introduction of
the Benedictines it was probably dedicated to St. Mary, with whom was joined St. Edburga, whose relics had
then not long been added to its treasure.[18]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ The text is edited by Susan J. Ridyard in her The Royal Saints of Anglo-Saxon England, 253 ff.
2.  ̂a b Farmer, David. "Edburga of Winchester", The Oxford Dictionary of Saints, 5th ed revised, Oxford University

Press, 2011  ISBN 9780199596607
3. ^ Sawyer no. 446
4. ^ Hervey, Thomas. The bishops of Winchester in the Anglo-Saxon and Anglo-Norman periods , 1877, p. 92]
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Edgar the Peaceful

Edgar

Contemporary portrayal in the New Minster
Charter

King of the English
Reign 1 October 959 – 8 July 975

Predecessor Eadwig

Successor Edward the Martyr

Born 943 or 944

Died 8 July 975 (aged 31/32)
Winchester, Hampshire

Burial Glastonbury Abbey

Spouse Æthelflæd[1]

Wulfthryth[1]

Ælfthryth

Issue Edward, King of England
Eadgyth[1]

Edmund[2]

Æthelred, King of England

House Wessex

Father Edmund, King of England

Mother Ælfgifu of Shaftesbury

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Edgar of England" redirects here. See also Edgar the Ætheling, who was briefly proclaimed king in 1066.
"Edgar I" redirects here. See also Edgar, King of Scotland.

Edgar (Old English: Ēadgār, [æːɑdɣɑːr]; c. 943 – 8 July 975),
known as the Peaceful or the Peaceable, was King of England
from 959 until his death. He was the younger son of Edmund I and
Ælfgifu of Shaftesbury, and came to the throne as a teenager,
following the death of his older brother Eadwig. As king, Edgar
further consolidated the political unity achieved by his
predecessors, with his reign being noted for its relative stability.
His most trusted advisor was Dunstan, whom he recalled from exile
and made Archbishop of Canterbury. The pinnacle of Edgar's
reign was his coronation at Bath in 973, which was organised by
Dunstan and forms the basis for the current coronation ceremony.
After his death he was succeeded by his son Edward, although the
succession was disputed.
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Early years and accession [edit]

Edgar was the son of Edmund I and Ælfgifu of Shaftesbury. Upon
the death of King Edmund in 946, Edgar's uncle, Eadred, ruled
until 955. Eadred was succeeded by his nephew, Eadwig,
Edmund's eldest son.

Eadwig was not a popular king, and his reign was marked by
conflict with nobles and the Church, primarily St Dunstan and
Archbishop Oda. In 957, the thanes of Mercia and Northumbria
changed their allegiance to Edgar.[3] A conclave of nobles
declared Edgar as king of the territory north of the Thames.[4] Edgar became King of England upon Eadwig's
death in October 959, aged about 19.

Government [edit]

One of Edgar's first actions was to recall Dunstan from exile and have him made Bishop of Worcester and Abbot
of Glastonbury Abbey, subsequently Bishop of London and later, Archbishop of Canterbury. Dunstan remained
Edgar's advisor throughout his reign. While Edgar may not have been a particularly peaceable
man[citation needed], his reign was peaceful. The Kingdom of England was well established, and Edgar
consolidated the political unity achieved by his predecessors. By the end of his reign, England was sufficiently
unified that it was unlikely to regress back to a state of division among rival kingships, as it had to an extent
under the reign of Eadred. William Blackstone mentions that King Edgar standardised measure throughout the
realm.[5] According to George Molyneaux, Edgar's reign, "far more than the reigns of either Alfred or Æthelstan,
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A coin of Edgar, struck in
Winchcombe in Gloucestershire (c.
973-975).

was probably the most pivotal phase in the development of the institutional structures that were fundamental to
royal rule in the eleventh-century kingdom".[6] Indeed, an early eleventh century king Cnut the Great states in a
letter to his subjects that ''it is my will that all the nation, ecclesiastical and lay, shall steadfastly observe Edgar's
laws, which all men have chosen and sworn at Oxford''.[7]

Benedictine reform [edit]

The Monastic Reform Movement that introduced the Benedictine Rule to
England's monastic communities peaked during the era of Dunstan,
Æthelwold, and Oswald (historians continue to debate the extent and
significance of this movement).[8]

Dead Man's Plack [edit]

In 963, Edgar allegedly killed Earl Æthelwald, his rival in love, near present-
day Longparish, Hampshire.[9] The event was commemorated by the Dead
Man's Plack, erected in 1825.[9] In 1875, Edward Augustus Freeman
debunked the story as a "tissue of romance" in his book, Historic
Essays;[10] however, his arguments were rebutted by naturalist William
Henry Hudson in his 1920 book Dead Man's Plack and an Old Thorn.[4]

Coronation at Bath [edit]

Edgar was crowned at Bath and along with his wife Ælfthryth was anointed,
setting a precedent for a coronation of a queen in England itself.[11]

Edgar's coronation did not happen until 973, in an imperial ceremony
planned not as the initiation, but as the culmination of his reign (a move
that must have taken a great deal of preliminary diplomacy). This service,
devised by Dunstan himself and celebrated with a poem in the Anglo-Saxon
Chronicle, forms the basis of the present-day British coronation ceremony.

Main article: King Edgar's council at Chester

The symbolic coronation was an important step; other kings of Britain came and gave their allegiance to Edgar
shortly afterwards at Chester. Six kings in Britain, including the King of Scots and the King of Strathclyde,
pledged their faith that they would be the king's liege-men on sea and land. Later chroniclers made the kings
into eight, all plying the oars of Edgar's state barge on the River Dee.[12] Such embellishments may not be
factual, and what actually happened is unclear.[13]

Marriages and children [edit]

Edgar is believed to have married first Æthelflæd the White, daughter of Ordmaer, Ealdorman of the East
Anglians, between 957 and 959. Their only child was:

Edward the Martyr born likely about 960

After Æthelflæd's death about 962, Edgar abducted and married Wulfthryth of Wilton. He carried her off from
the nunnery at Wilton Abbey. They lived as husband and wife at his residence in Kemsing for 2 years. It is
unclear if they actually married or not. After the birth of one daughter, Wulfthryth was returned to Wilton Abbey,
along with their child, and became a nun, eventually Abbess. Edgar and Wulfthryth's only child was:

Edith of Wilton also known as Saint Edith

About 964/965 Edgar married, possibly for a third time, to Ælfthryth, widow of Æthelwald, Ealdorman of East
Anglia, Edgar's adopted brother. Ælfthryth was the daughter of Ealdorman Ordgar and his wife, a member of
the royal family of Wessex. Legend has it that Edgar heard of Ælfthryth's great beauty and sent Æthelwald to
arrange marriage for him (Edgar) but Æthelwald instead married her himself. In retaliation Æthelwald was killed
'in a hunting accident' and Edgar married her as he had wanted. It is not known if this is true or simply romantic
fiction. Edgar and Ælfthryth had two sons:

Edmund Atheling (born c. 966 - died c.970)
Æthelred the Unready (born c. 968 - d. 23 April 1016)

After the death of Edward the Martyr in 978, Æthelred was not yet old enough to rule on his own and Ælfthryth
acted as regent.
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Death [edit]

Edgar died on 8 July 975 at Winchester, Hampshire. He was buried at Glastonbury Abbey.[14] He left two sons,
his successor Edward, who was probably his illegitimate son by Æthelflæd, daughter of ealdorman Ordmaer,[15]

and Æthelred, the younger, the child of his wife Ælfthryth. Edgar also had a possibly illegitimate daughter by
Wulfthryth, who later became abbess of Wilton. She was joined there by her daughter, Edith of Wilton, who lived
there as a nun until her death. Both women were later regarded as saints.[16][17]

See also [edit]

House of Wessex family tree
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Edistus

Saint Edistus

Image of Saint Edistus on coat-of-arms for
Sant'Oreste

Died c. 60 AD
near present day site of
Sant'Oreste

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast October 12

Attributes Young, clean-shaven soldier;
palm of martyrdom; white flag
with red cross

Patronage Sant'Oreste

Mount Soratte seen from Via Flaminia.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Edistius)

"Saint Orestes" redirects here. For another person, see Orestes of Cappadocia.

Saint Edistus (Italian: Sant'Edisto) (also known as Aristus,
Orestes, Horestes) is venerated as a martyr and saint by the
Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox churches. His legend
states that he was martyred on the Via Laurentina and his passio
places his martyrdom during the reign of Nero, on October 12, 60
AD.[1]

His companions are named as Thermantia (Termanzia),
Christina, his servant Victoria, and the priest Priscus.[1]

Veneration [edit]

During the papacy of Gregory the Great, there existed at San
Paolo fuori le Mura a monastery dedicated to Edistus. In the
seventh century, his relics, as well as those belonging to Christina
and Victoria, were still venerated there. The sepulcher of Edistus
was located at the sixteenth milestone of the Via Ardeatina. A
church in honor of him existed there, which was restored during
the papacy of Adrian I (772-795). There also existed a papal
estate (domusculta) there called Sancti Edisti.[1][2]

He is patron of an old church on the Monte Soratte, near which a
town, Sant'Oreste, is named after him. The first mention of Sant’Oreste is made by Benedict of Soracte in his
Chronicon in 747 AD, in which he mentions Curtis Sancii Heristi.[3] One source states that the toponym derives
from the family of the Aristi or Edisti. A member of this family was martyred for his faith around 68 AD. Linguistic
corruptions transformed the name from Sanctus Edistus to Sanctus Heristus, Santo Resto, San Tresto,
Sant'Oreste.[3]

According to the legendary account of his martyrdom, he was a
soldier who had been christened by Saint Peter. At a site called
Laurento, a sandpit (arenario), Edistus participated in a mass at
which Priscus was officiating. Thermantia, Christina, and the
servant Victoria were present. When they were discovered by the
authorities, they were buried alive in the same sandpit, with the
exception of Victoria, who managed to escape, but who was later
killed in a nearby forest.[1][4]

A church and village grew on the site of sandpit. This was the curtis
Sancti Heristi. The village later moved to the slopes of Mount
Soratte for better defense against raiders. This became the

Castrum Sancti Heristi, later Sant'Oreste. The Romanesque church of Sant'Edisto still exists.[1][2]

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b c d e Ekkart Sauser (2000). "Edistus (Aristus, Orestes, Horestes)". In Bautz, Traugott (ed.). Biographisch-
Bibliographisches Kirchenlexikon (BBKL)  (in German). 17. Herzberg: Bautz. cols. 304–305. ISBN 3-88309-080-
8.

2.  ̂a b sito costruito da Carlo Portone. "sant'edisto - un patrono che viene da lontano" . Prolocosantoreste.com.
Archived from the original  on 2011-02-17. Retrieved 2011-06-27.

3.  ̂a b "Comune di Sant'Oreste" . Santoreste.it. Archived from the original  on 2011-07-22. Retrieved 2011-06-27.
4. ^ sito costruito da Carlo Portone. "Monte Soratte is characterized by the so-called ''Meri'', pits which can be up to

115 m-deep" . Prolocosantoreste.com. Archived from the original  on 2011-02-17. Retrieved 2011-06-27.
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Edistus

Saint Edistus

Image of Saint Edistus on coat-of-arms for
Sant'Oreste

Died c. 60 AD
near present day site of
Sant'Oreste

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast October 12

Attributes Young, clean-shaven soldier;
palm of martyrdom; white flag
with red cross

Patronage Sant'Oreste

Mount Soratte seen from Via Flaminia.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Saint Orestes" redirects here. For another person, see Orestes of Cappadocia.

Saint Edistus (Italian: Sant'Edisto) (also known as Aristus,
Orestes, Horestes) is venerated as a martyr and saint by the
Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox churches. His legend
states that he was martyred on the Via Laurentina and his passio
places his martyrdom during the reign of Nero, on October 12, 60
AD.[1]

His companions are named as Thermantia (Termanzia),
Christina, his servant Victoria, and the priest Priscus.[1]

Veneration [edit]

During the papacy of Gregory the Great, there existed at San
Paolo fuori le Mura a monastery dedicated to Edistus. In the
seventh century, his relics, as well as those belonging to Christina
and Victoria, were still venerated there. The sepulcher of Edistus
was located at the sixteenth milestone of the Via Ardeatina. A
church in honor of him existed there, which was restored during
the papacy of Adrian I (772-795). There also existed a papal
estate (domusculta) there called Sancti Edisti.[1][2]

He is patron of an old church on the Monte Soratte, near which a
town, Sant'Oreste, is named after him. The first mention of Sant’Oreste is made by Benedict of Soracte in his
Chronicon in 747 AD, in which he mentions Curtis Sancii Heristi.[3] One source states that the toponym derives
from the family of the Aristi or Edisti. A member of this family was martyred for his faith around 68 AD. Linguistic
corruptions transformed the name from Sanctus Edistus to Sanctus Heristus, Santo Resto, San Tresto,
Sant'Oreste.[3]

According to the legendary account of his martyrdom, he was a
soldier who had been christened by Saint Peter. At a site called
Laurento, a sandpit (arenario), Edistus participated in a mass at
which Priscus was officiating. Thermantia, Christina, and the
servant Victoria were present. When they were discovered by the
authorities, they were buried alive in the same sandpit, with the
exception of Victoria, who managed to escape, but who was later
killed in a nearby forest.[1][4]

A church and village grew on the site of sandpit. This was the curtis
Sancti Heristi. The village later moved to the slopes of Mount
Soratte for better defense against raiders. This became the

Castrum Sancti Heristi, later Sant'Oreste. The Romanesque church of Sant'Edisto still exists.[1][2]

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b c d e Ekkart Sauser (2000). "Edistus (Aristus, Orestes, Horestes)". In Bautz, Traugott (ed.). Biographisch-
Bibliographisches Kirchenlexikon (BBKL)  (in German). 17. Herzberg: Bautz. cols. 304–305. ISBN 3-88309-080-
8.

2.  ̂a b sito costruito da Carlo Portone. "sant'edisto - un patrono che viene da lontano" . Prolocosantoreste.com.
Archived from the original  on 2011-02-17. Retrieved 2011-06-27.

3.  ̂a b "Comune di Sant'Oreste" . Santoreste.it. Archived from the original  on 2011-07-22. Retrieved 2011-06-27.
4. ^ sito costruito da Carlo Portone. "Monte Soratte is characterized by the so-called ''Meri'', pits which can be up to

115 m-deep" . Prolocosantoreste.com. Archived from the original  on 2011-02-17. Retrieved 2011-06-27.
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Edith Stein

Edith Stein
OCD

Teresia Benedicta a Cruce in 1938–39

Born 12 October 1891
Breslau, German Empire
(now Wrocław, Poland)

Died 9 August 1942 (aged 50)
Auschwitz-Birkenau, Gau Upper
Silesia, German-occupied
Poland

Cause of
death

Execution by poisonous gas

Nationality German

Other names Teresia Benedicta a Cruce

Education Schlesische Friedrich-
Wilhelms-Universität
University of Göttingen
University of Freiburg (PhD,
1916)

Notable work On the Problem of Empathy
Finite and Eternal Being
Philosophy of Psychology and
the Humanities
The Science of the Cross

Era 20th-century philosophy

Region Western philosophy

School Continental philosophy
Phenomenology
Thomism

Institutions University of Freiburg (1916–
1918)

Thesis Das Einfühlungsproblem in
seiner historischen Entwicklung
und in phänomenologischer
Betrachtung (The Empathy
Problem as it Developed
Historically and Considered
Phenomenologically) (1916)

Doctoral
advisor

Edmund Husserl

Main
interests

Metaphysics, phenomenology,
philosophy of mind and
epistemology

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Edith Stein (religious name Teresia Benedicta a Cruce OCD;
also known as St. Edith Stein or St. Teresa Benedicta of the
Cross; 12 October 1891 – 9 August 1942) was a German Jewish
philosopher who converted to Catholicism and became a
Discalced Carmelite nun. She is canonized as a martyr and saint
of the Catholic Church, and she is one of six co-patron saints of
Europe.

She was born into an observant Jewish family, but had become an
atheist by her teenage years. Moved by the tragedies of World
War I, in 1915 she took lessons to become a nursing assistant and
worked in an infectious diseases hospital. After completing her
doctoral thesis at the University of Freiburg in 1916, she obtained
an assistantship there.

From reading the works of the reformer of the Carmelite Order,
Teresa of Ávila, she was drawn to the Catholic faith. She was
baptized on 1 January 1922 into the Catholic Church. At that point,
she wanted to become a Discalced Carmelite nun, but was
dissuaded by her spiritual mentors. She then taught at a Catholic
school of education in Speyer. As a result of the requirement of an
"Aryan certificate" for civil servants promulgated by the Nazi
government in April 1933 as part of its Law for the Restoration of
the Professional Civil Service, she had to quit her teaching
position.

She was admitted to the Discalced Carmelite monastery in
Cologne the following October. She received the religious habit of
the Order as a novice in April 1934, taking the religious name
Teresa Benedicta of the Cross. In 1938, she and her sister Rosa,
by then also a convert and an extern sister (tertiaries of the Order,
who would handle the community′s needs outside the monastery),
were sent to the Carmelite monastery in Echt, Netherlands, for
their safety. Despite the Nazi invasion of that state in 1940, they
remained undisturbed until they were arrested by the Nazis on 2
August 1942 and sent to the Auschwitz concentration camp, where
they died in the gas chamber on 9 August 1942.
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Saint
St. Teresa Benedicta of the Cross

OCD

Religious and martyr
Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 1 May 1987, Cologne, Germany
by Pope John Paul II

Canonized 11 October 1998, Vatican City by
Pope John Paul II

Feast 9 August

Attributes Yellow Star of David on a
Discalced Carmelite nun's habit,
flames, a book

Patronage Europe; loss of parents;
converted Jews; martyrs;
World Youth Day[4]
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Active asceticism

Stein was born in Breslau (now Wrocław, Poland), Lower Silesia,
into an observant Jewish family. She was the youngest of 11
children and was born on Yom Kippur, the holiest day of the
Hebrew calendar, which combined to make her a favorite of her
mother.[5] She was a very gifted child who enjoyed learning, in a
home where her mother encouraged critical thinking, and she
greatly admired her mother's strong religious faith. By her teenage
years, however, Stein had become an atheist.

Though her father died while she was young, her widowed mother
was determined to give her children a thorough education and
consequently sent Stein to study at the University of Breslau (also
known as "Schlesische Friedrich-Wilhelms-Universität").

Academic career [edit]

In April 1913 Stein arrived at the University of Göttingen in order to
study for the summer semester with Edmund Husserl. By the end
of the summer she had decided to pursue her doctoral degree in
philosophy under Husserl and chose empathy as her thesis topic.
Her studies were interrupted in July 1914 because of the outbreak
of World War I. She then served as a volunteer wartime Red Cross
nurse in an infectious diseases hospital at Märisch-Weisskirchen
in 1915. In 1916, Stein moved to the University of Freiburg in order
to complete her dissertation on empathy.[6] Shortly before
receiving her degree from Freiburg she agreed to become
Husserl's assistant there. Her dissertation entitled Das
Einfühlungsproblem in seiner historischen Entwicklung und in
phänomenologischer Betrachtung[7] (The Empathy Problem as it
Developed Historically and Considered Phenomenologically)[8][a]

was awarded a doctorate in philosophy with the summa cum laude
honor.[b] Stein then became a member of the faculty at Freiburg,
where she worked until 1918 as a teaching assistant to Husserl,
who had transferred to that institution.[8] The University of
Göttingen rejected her habilitation thesis in 1919.[8] Although Stein
passed her doctoral examination with distinction, her attempts to
habilitate failed due to the fact that Stein was a woman.[8]

Her rejected habilitation thesis, Beiträge zur philosophischen
Begründung der Psychologie und der Geisteswissenschaften[11]

(Contributions to the Philosophical Foundations of Psychology and
the Human Sciences), was published in the Jahrbuch für
Philosophie und phänomenologische Forschung in 1922.[8]

While Stein had earlier contacts with Catholicism, it was her
reading of the autobiography of the mystic Teresa of Ávila during
summer holidays in Bad Bergzabern in 1921 that prompted her
conversion and eventually the desire to seek the life of a
Discalced Carmelite. Baptized on 1 January 1922, and dissuaded
by her spiritual advisers from immediately seeking entry to the
enclosed and hidden life of a Carmelite nun, Stein obtained a
position to teach at the Dominican nuns' school in Speyer from
1923 to 1931. While there, Stein translated Thomas Aquinas' De
Veritate (Of Truth) into German, familiarized herself with Catholic
philosophy in general, and tried to bridge the phenomenology of
her former teacher, Husserl, to Thomism. She visited Husserl and
Heidegger at Freiburg in April 1929, the same month that
Heidegger gave a speech to Husserl on his 70th birthday. In 1932
she became a lecturer at the Catholic Church-affiliated Institute for
Scientific Pedagogy in Münster, but antisemitic legislation passed
by the Nazi government forced her to resign the post in 1933. In a
letter to Pope Pius XI, she denounced the Nazi regime and asked
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the Pope to openly denounce the regime "to put a stop to this
abuse of Christ's name."

As a child of the Jewish people who, by the grace of
God, for the past eleven years has also been a child
of the Catholic Church, I dare to speak to the Father
of Christianity about that which oppresses millions of
Germans. For weeks we have seen deeds
perpetrated in Germany which mock any sense of
justice and humanity, not to mention love of neighbor.
For years the leaders of National Socialism have
been preaching hatred of the Jews.... But the
responsibility must fall, after all, on those who brought
them to this point and it also falls on those who keep
silent in the face of such happenings.

Everything that happened and continues to happen
on a daily basis originates with a government that
calls itself 'Christian'. For weeks not only Jews but
also thousands of faithful Catholics in Germany, and, I
believe, all over the world, have been waiting and
hoping for the Church of Christ to raise its voice to
put a stop to this abuse of Christ's name. Is not this
idolization of race and governmental power which is
being pounded into the public consciousness by the
radio open heresy? Isn't the effort to destroy Jewish
blood an abuse of the holiest humanity of our Savior,
of the most blessed Virgin and the apostles? Is not all
this diametrically opposed to the conduct of our Lord
and Savior, who, even on the cross, still prayed for
his persecutors? And isn't this a black mark on the
record of this Holy Year which was intended to be a
year of peace and reconciliation? We all, who are
faithful children of the Church and who see the
conditions in Germany with open eyes, fear the worst
for the prestige of the Church, if the silence continues
any longer.

Her letter received no answer, and it is not known for certain
whether the Pope ever read it.[12] However, in 1937 the Pope
issued an encyclical written in German, Mit brennender Sorge
(With Burning Anxiety), in which he criticized Nazism, listed
violations of the Concordat between Germany and the Church of
1933, and condemned antisemitism.

Discalced Carmelite nun and martyr [edit]

Stein entered the Discalced Carmelite monastery St. Maria vom
Frieden (Our Lady of Peace) in Cologne-Lindenthal in 1933 and
took the religious name Teresia Benedicta a Cruce (Teresa
Benedicta of the Cross). In Cologne she wrote her metaphysical
book Endliches und ewiges Sein (Finite and Eternal Being), which
attempted to combine the philosophies of St. Thomas Aquinas,
Duns Scotus and Husserl.

To avoid the growing Nazi threat, the Order transferred Edith and
her sister, Rosa, who was also a convert and an extern sister of
the Carmel, to the Discalced Carmelite monastery in Echt,
Netherlands. There she wrote Studie über Joannes a Cruce:
Kreuzeswissenschaft ("Studies on John of the Cross: The Science
of the Cross"). In her testament of 9 June 1939[13] she wrote: "I
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beg the Lord to take my life and my death … for all concerns of
the sacred hearts of Jesus and Mary and the holy church,
especially for the preservation of our holy order, in particular the
Carmelite monasteries of Cologne and Echt, as atonement for the
unbelief of the Jewish People, and that the Lord will be received by
his own people and his kingdom shall come in glory, for the
salvation of Germany and the peace of the world, at last for my
loved ones, living or dead, and for all God gave to me: that none
of them shall go astray."

Stein's move to Echt prompted her to be more devout and even
more observant of the Carmelite rule. After having her teaching
position revoked by the implementation of the Law for the
Restoration of the Professional Civil Service, Stein quickly eased
back into the role of instructor at the convent in Echt, teaching
both fellow sisters and students within the community Latin and
philosophy.[14]

Even prior to the Nazi occupation of the Netherlands, Stein
believed she would not survive the war, going so far as to write the
Prioress to request her permission to "allow [Stein] to offer
[her]self to the heart of Jesus as a sacrifice of atonement for true
peace" and made a will. Her fellow sisters would later recount how
Stein began "quietly training herself for life in a concentration
camp, by enduring cold and hunger" after the Nazi invasion of the
Netherlands in May 1940.[14]

Ultimately, she would not be safe in the Netherlands. The Dutch
Bishops' Conference had a public statement read in all churches
across the nation on 20 July 1942 condemning Nazi racism. In a
retaliatory response on 26 July 1942 the Reichskommissar of the
Netherlands, Arthur Seyss-Inquart, ordered the arrest of all Jewish
converts who had previously been spared. Along with two hundred
and forty-three baptized Jews living in the Netherlands, Stein was
arrested by the SS on 2 August 1942. Stein and her sister Rosa
were imprisoned at the concentration camps of Amersfoort and
Westerbork before being deported to Auschwitz. A Dutch official at
Westerbork was so impressed by her sense of faith and calm,[15]

he offered her an escape plan. Stein vehemently refused his
assistance, stating: "If somebody intervened at this point and took
away [her] chance to share in the fate of [her] brothers and
sisters, that would be utter annihilation."[14]

On 7 August 1942, early in the morning, 987 Jews were deported
to the Auschwitz concentration camp. It was probably on 9 August
that Sister Teresa Benedicta of the Cross, her sister, and many
more of her people were killed in a mass gas chamber.[5][16]

Legacy and veneration [edit]

Stein was beatified as a martyr on 1 May 1987 in Cologne,
Germany, by Pope John Paul II and then canonized by him 11
years later on 11 October 1998 in Vatican City. The miracle that
was the basis for her canonization is the cure of Benedicta
McCarthy, a little girl who had swallowed a large amount of
paracetamol (acetaminophen), which causes hepatic necrosis.
The young girl's father, Emmanuel Charles McCarthy, a priest of
the Melkite Greek Catholic Church, immediately called together
relatives and prayed for Teresa's intercession.[17] Shortly
thereafter the nurses in the intensive care unit saw her sit up,
completely healthy. Ronald Kleinman, a pediatric specialist at
Massachusetts General Hospital in Boston who treated the girl,
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testified about her recovery to Church tribunals, stating: "I was
willing to say that it was miraculous."[17] McCarthy would later
attend Teresa's canonization.

Teresa Benedicta of the Cross is one of the six patron saints of
Europe, together with Benedict of Nursia, Cyril and Methodius,
Bridget of Sweden, and Catherine of Siena.

Today there are many schools named in tribute to her, for example
in Darmstadt, Germany,[18] Hengelo, Netherlands,[19] and
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada.[20] Also named for her are a
women's dormitory at the University of Tübingen[21] and a
classroom building at The College of the Holy Cross in Worcester,
Massachusetts.

The philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre published a book in 2006 titled
Edith Stein: A Philosophical Prologue, 1913–1922, in which he
contrasted her living of her own personal philosophy with Martin
Heidegger, whose actions during the Nazi era, according to
MacIntyre, suggested a "bifurcation of personality."[22]

Playwright Arthur Giron wrote Edith Stein, a play that was inspired
by Stein's life. It was produced at the Pittsburgh Public Theater in
1988.[23]

In 1995, Hungarian film director Márta Mészáros made a movie
about the life and death of Edith Stein with the title A hetedik
szoba (The Seventh Room/Chamber), starring Maia Morgenstern.

In 1999, a memorial statue by German sculptor Bert Gerresheim
was dedicated in Cologne, Germany. The statue comprises three
different views of Stein reflecting her Jewish and Christian faith,
and a pile of empty shoes representing the victims of the
holocaust.

In 2007, Stein's life and work was dramatised in the novel Winter
Under Water (Picador, London) by author James Hopkin.[24]

In 2008, a memorial Stolperstein (Polish: kamienie pamięci) was
placed near Stein's childhood home at 38 ul. Nowowiejska
(formerly the Michaelisstrasse) in Wrocław.

In 2009 her bust was installed at the Walhalla Memorial near Regensburg, Germany. In June 2009 the
International Association for the Study of the Philosophy of Edith Stein (IASPES) was founded, and held its first
international conference at Maynooth University, Ireland, in order to advance the philosophical writings of
Stein.[25]

On 6 June 2014, the 70th anniversary of D-Day, a bell dedicated to her was named by Prince Charles at
Bayeux Cathedral.

Also in 2014, the book Edith Stein and Regina Jonas: Religious Visionaries in the Time of the Death Camps, by
Emily Leah Silverman, was published.

Controversy as to the cause of her murder [edit]

The beatification of St. Teresa Benedicta as a martyr generated criticism. Critics argued that she was murdered
because she was Jewish by birth, rather than for her Catholic faith,[26] and that, in the words of Daniel Polish,
the beatification seemed to "carry the tacit message encouraging conversionary activities" because "official
discussion of the beatification seemed to make a point of conjoining Stein's Catholic faith with her death with
'fellow Jews' in Auschwitz."[27][28] The position of the Catholic Church is that St. Teresa Benedicta also died
because of the Dutch episcopacy's public condemnation of Nazi racism in 1942; in other words, that she died
because of the moral teaching of the Church and is thus a true martyr.[5][29]

Gallery [edit]
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Writings translated into English [edit]

Life in a Jewish Family: Her Unfinished Autobiographical Account, translated by Sister Josephine Koeppel,
O.C.D., from The Collected Works of Edith Stein, Volume 1, ICS Publications, 1986
On the Problem of Empathy, translated by Waltraut Stein, from The Collected Works of Edith Stein, Volume
3, ICS Publications, 1989
Essays on Woman, translated by Freda Mary Oben, 1996
The Hidden Life, translated by Sister Josephine Koeppel, O.C.D., 1993[30]

The Science of the Cross, translated by Sister Josephine Koeppel, O.C.D. The Collected Works of Edith
Stein, Volume Six, 1983, 2002, 2011, ICS Publications
Knowledge and Faith
Finite and Eternal Being: An Attempt to an Ascent to the Meaning of Being
Philosophy of Psychology and the Humanities, translated by Mary Catharine Baseheart, S.C.N., and
Marianne Sawicki, 2000
An Investigation Concerning the State, translated by Marianne Sawicki, 2006, ICS Publications
Martin Heidegger's Existential Philosophy[31]

Self-Portrait in Letters, 1916–1942
Spirituality of the Christian Woman[32]

Potency and Act, Studies Toward a Philosophy of Being Translated by Walter Redmond, from The Collected
Works of Edith Stein, Volume Eleven, 1998, 2005, 2009, ICS Publications

See also [edit]

Book of the First Monks
Carmelite Rule of St. Albert
Constitutions of the Carmelite Order
Emmanuel Charles McCarthy
Phenomenology
St. Teresa Benedicta of the Cross OCD, patron saint archive

Notes [edit]

a. ^ Parts II–IV of the dissertation were published under the title Zum Problem der Einfühlung (On the Problem of
Empathy) in 1917.[9]

b. ^ In his 2007 M.A. thesis, "The Philosophical Contributions of Edith Stein",[10] John C. Wilhelmsson argues that
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Stein influenced the work of Husserl significantly during this period.
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Edith of Polesworth

Saint Edith of Polesworth (Eadgyth)
Born England

Died 10th Century

Venerated in Roman Catholicism,
Anglicanism

Major shrine Tamworth, Staffordshire,
England

Feast 15 July

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For figures also named Edith or Eadgyth, see Eadgyth (disambiguation).

Saint Edith of Polesworth (also known as Editha or Eadgyth; d.
?c.960s [1]) is an obscure Anglo-Saxon abbess associated with
Polesworth (Warwickshire) and Tamworth (Staffordshire) in Mercia.
Her historical identity and floruit are uncertain. Some late sources
make her a daughter of King Edward the Elder, while other
sources claim she is the daughter of Egbert of Wessex. Her feast
day is 15 July.
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Identity [edit]

Edith (Ealdgyth) is included in the first section of the late Old English saints' list known as Secgan, which locates
her burial place at Polesworth.[2] The question of St Edith's historical identity is fraught with difficulties.

As sister to a West-Saxon king [edit]

The tradition which was written down at the monastery of Bury St Edmunds in the 12th century and was later re-
told by Roger of Wendover (d. 1236) and Matthew Paris (d. 1259) asserts that she was a sister of King
Æthelstan, who gave her in marriage to Sihtric Cáech, a hiberno-scandinavian King of southern Northumbria
and Dublin. It then suggests that the marriage was never consummated. When Sihtric broke his side of the
agreement by renouncing the Christian religion and died soon thereafter, she returned south and founded a
nunnery at Polesworth, not far from the Mercian royal seat at Tamworth, spending the rest of her life as a
devout nun and virgin.[2][3]

The story appears to take its cue from an earlier source, the D-version of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, which
confirms that on 30 January 926 King Æthelstan married his sister to Sihtric (d. 927) and attended the wedding
feast at the Mercian royal centre of Tamworth. The Chronicle, however, gives no name. Reporting on the same
event in the early part of the 12th century, William of Malmesbury identified her as a daughter of Edward the
Elder and Ecgwynn, and therefore a full-blooded sister to Æthelstan, but says that he was unable to discover
her name in any of the sources available to him.[4] A variant version of the Bury tradition, which locates her
burial place at Tamworth rather than Polesworth, identifies this Edith as a daughter of Ælfflæd, Edward's second
wife, and hence Æthelstan's half-sister.[5][6] However, another late source drawing upon earlier material, the
early 13th-century Chronicle of John of Wallingford, names Sihtric's wife Orgiue.[3][7]

These late, contradictory statements have garnered a mixed response from modern historians. Some scholars
favour Roger's identification or at least the possibility that her name was Eadgyth/Edith.[5][8] Alan Thacker, for
instance, states that "given the strong Mercian connections of Æthelstan himself, it is not at all unlikely that
such a woman, if repudiated, should have ended her days in a community in the former heartlands of the
Mercian royal family. Perhaps, like Æthelstan, she had been brought up at the Mercian court.".[5] Barbara
Yorke, however, argues that the name Eadgyth is unlikely to belong to two of Edward's daughters at the same
time, the other being a daughter by Ælfflæd.[2]
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A slightly earlier if largely legendary source which potentially casts some light on traditions surrounding St Edith
is Conchubran's Life of Saint Modwenna, a female hermit who supposedly lived near Burton-on-Trent. The text,
written in the early 11th century, mentions a sister of King Alfred by the name of Ite, a nun who served as the
saint's tutor and had a maidservant called Osid. Although an Irish nun called St Ita was active in the 7th century,
Ite's name has been interpreted as "almost certainly a garbling of Edith"[5] and that of Osid a rendering of
Osgyth.[9]

As early Mercian saint [edit]

Yorke prefers to identify the historical figure of Edith with an earlier namesake instead. The saint's inclusion in
Secgan, grouped as she is with other early saints buried near rivers, may be taken as evidence for the
hypothesis that she was a Mercian saint who flourished in the 7th or 8th century.[10] According to Alan Thacker,
on the other hand, the entry in Secgan may also be a later addition, along with at least two other items which
seem to reflect interests peculiar to Æthelstan's time.[5]

Later traditions [edit]

The saint is commemorated in a number of churches around the Midlands, the most notable of these being
Polesworth Abbey and the Collegiate Church of Tamworth, which bears her name. Other churches dedicated to
St. Edith include Church Eaton in Staffordshire, Amington Parish Church (in Tamworth), St Edith's Church in
Monks Kirby, Warwickshire as well as a number of churches in Louth, Lincolnshire.

See also [edit]

Church of St Editha, a Grade I listed building

Notes [edit]

1. ^ G C Baugh et al (1970), "Colleges: Tamworth, St Edith" , in A History of the County of Stafford: Volume 3, ed.
M W Greenslade and R B Pugh (London, Victoria County History series), pp. 309-315, notes 2–6 . Accessed 1
February 2016.

2.  ̂a b c Yorke, Nunneries and the Anglo-Saxon royal houses, pp. 77-8.
3.  ̂a b Hudson, Viking Pirates and Christian Princes. pp. 28-9.
4. ^ William of Malmesbury, Gesta regum, Book II, ch. 126.
5.  ̂a b c d e Thacker, "Dynastic monasteries and family cults", pp. 257-8
6. '̂  Hyde' Chronicle, ed. Edwards, p. 11.
7. ^ Hudson, "Óláf Sihtricson"
8. ^ Hudson, Viking pirates and Christian princes, p. 29, considers it possible that her name was Eadgyth (and

hence also a source for confusion with namesakes).
9. ^ Bartlett, Geoffrey of Burton. Life and miracles of Modwenna, pp. xviii-xix.

10. ^ Yorke, Nunneries and the Anglo-Saxon royal houses, pp. 22, 39 n. 58, 77-8.
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Mercian

Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
Eadweard of Maugersbury · Ealdgyth of Stortford · Earconwald of London · Egwin of Evesham ·
Freomund of Mercia · Frithuric of Breedon · Frithuswith of Oxford · Frithuwold of Chertsey ·
Hæmma of Leominster · Merefin · Mildburh of Wenlock · Mildgyth · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Milred of Worcester · Oda of Canterbury · Oswald of Worcester · Osburh of Coventry ·
Rumwold of Buckingham · Tibba of Ryhall · Werburgh of Chester · Wærstan · Wigstan of Repton ·
Wulfhild of Barking

Northumbrian
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Æthelsige of Ripon · Æthelwold of Farne · Æthelwold of Lindisfarne · Alchhild of Middleham ·
Alchmund of Hexham · Alkmund of Derby · Balthere of Tyningham · Beda of Jarrow · Bega of Copeland ·
Benedict Biscop · Bercthun of Beverley · Billfrith of Lindisfarne · Bosa of York · Botwine of Ripon ·
Ceadda of Lichfield · Cedd of Lichfield · Ceolfrith of Monkwearmouth · Ceolwulf of Northumbria ·
Cuthbert of Durham · Dryhthelm of Melrose · Eadberht of Lindisfarne · Eadfrith of Leominster ·
Eadfrith of Lindisfarne · Eadwine of Northumbria · Ealdberht of Ripon · Eanmund ·
Eardwulf of Northumbria · Eata of Hexham · Ecgberht of Ripon · Eoda · Eosterwine of Monkwearmouth ·
Hilda of Whitby · Hyglac · Iwig of Wilton · John of Beverley · Osana of Howden · Osthryth of Bardney ·
Oswald of Northumbria · Oswine of Northumbria · Sicgred of Ripon · Sigfrith of Monkwearmouth ·
Tatberht of Ripon · Wihtberht of Ripon · Wilfrith of Hexham · Wilfrith II · Wilgils of Ripon

Roman
Augustine of Canterbury · Firmin of North Crawley · Birinus of Dorchester · Blaise ·
Florentius of Peterborough · Hadrian of Canterbury · Honorius of Canterbury · Justus of Canterbury ·
Laurence of Canterbury · Mellitus of Canterbury · Paulinus of York · Theodore of Canterbury

South Saxon Cuthflæd of Lyminster · Cuthmann of Steyning · Leofwynn of Bishopstone

West Saxon

Æbbe of Abingdon · Ælfgar of Selwood · Ælfgifu of Exeter · Ælfgifu of Shaftesbury ·
Ælfheah of Canterbury · Ælfheah of Winchester · Æthelflæd of Romsey · Æthelgar of Canterbury ·
Æthelnoth of Canterbury · Æthelwine of Athelney · Æthelwold of Winchester · Aldhelm of Sherborne ·
Benignus of Glastonbury · Beocca of Chertsey · Beorhthelm of Shaftesbury · Beornstan of Winchester ·
Beornwald of Bampton · Centwine of Wessex · Cuthburh of Wimborn · Cwenburh of Wimborne ·
Dunstan of Canterbury · Eadburh of Winchester · Eadgar of England · Eadgyth of Polesworth ·
Eadgyth of Wilton · Eadweard the Confessor · Eadweard the Martyr · Eadwold of Cerne ·
Earmund of Stoke Fleming · Edor of Chertsey · Evorhilda · Frithestan of Winchester ·
Hædde of Winchester · Humbert of Stokenham · Hwita of Whitchurch Canonicorum ·
Mærwynn of Romsey · Margaret of Dunfermline · Swithhun of Winchester · Wulfsige of Sherborne ·
Wulfthryth of Wilton

Unclear origin Rumbold of Mechelen

Categories: West Saxon saints Christian female saints of the Middle Ages 10th-century Christian saints
Anglo-Saxon abbesses House of Wessex
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Edith of Wilton

Edith of Wilton

Born c. 963
Kemsing, Kent

Died c. 986
Wilton Abbey

Venerated in Anglican Communion, Catholic
Church, Eastern Orthodox
Church

Feast 16 September

Attributes Learning, beauty

Patronage Wilton Abbey

Edgar the
Peaceful

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Edith of Wilton (c. 963[1] - 16 September 984-987[2] ) (also
known as Eadgyth, her name in Old English, or as Editha or
Ediva, the Latinised forms of her name) was an English nun, a
daughter of Edgar the Peaceful, king of England (r. 959–975). She
was born between 961 and 964 and died on 16 September in a
year between 984 and 987.[3] Following her death in 984, she
became the patron saint of her community at Wilton Abbey in
Wiltshire and churches were dedicated to her in Wiltshire and in
other parts of Anglo-Saxon England. Her biography was written by
Goscelin and her feast day is on 16 September.
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Life [edit]

Edith was the daughter of Edgar, by
Wilfrida (or Wulfthryth), a woman of noble
birth whom Edgar carried off from the nunnery at Wilton Abbey. He took her to his
residence at Kemsing, near Sevenoaks, where Edith was born.[4] Under Dunstan's
direction, Edgar did penance for this crime by not wearing his crown for seven years.
Although forms of bride-abduction were a traditional part of Anglo-Saxon society,
whether Edgar took Wulfryth forcibly is unclear. What we do know is that she stayed
with him for at least a year, and that for some time after her return to Wilton, they were
on good terms. As soon as Wulfthryth could, she returned to Wilton, taking Edith with
her. Edgar continued to support the abbey financially and also with land grants.[5]

Edith was educated by the nuns of Wilton Abbey, where her mother had become
abbess. Standing not far from a royal residence at Wilton, as part of its devotional work
the Abbey functioned as the contemporary equivalent of a boarding school for young

ladies, as did many abbeys at the time.[4] Edgar died in 975, when Edith was about thirteen.

Religious texts, and in particular Edith's biography, written by Goscelin, have probably embellished many details
of her life for political and dramatic effect.

She was reported to have always dressed magnificently, the mediaeval chronicler William of Malmesbury stating
that she wore luxurious golden garments.[6] When rebuked by Æthelwold of Winchester, she answered that the
judgment of God, which alone penetrated through the outward appearance, was alone true and infallible,
adding, "For pride may exist under the garb of wretchedness; and a mind may be as pure under these
vestments as under your tattered furs".[7] It is known that as abbess St. Wilfrid, Edith's mother, preferred all the
nuns at Wilton to dress in white habits with gold ornamentation, to the glory of God. Edgar continued to support
Wulfthryth and Edith through the abbey. According to Goscelin, Edgar appointed her abbess of three abbeys,
but she was at most thirteen at the time and appointed deputies to act in her place.[8]

Edith built a church at Wilton and dedicated it to Saint Denis. Saint Dunstan was invited to the dedication and is
said to have wept during the Mass. When he was asked why he wept, Dunstan said it was because he knew that
Edith would die in three weeks. His prediction was proved to be correct when she died on 15 September 984:
the story suggests that Edith was suffering from a fatal illness.[4] She was buried at Wilton in the newly
dedicated church.[9]
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Sainthood [edit]

According to her hagiography, Edith was greatly celebrated for her learning, her beauty, and her sanctity.[10]

Minor miracles were reported shortly after her death.[4] A week after she died, Edith appeared in glory to her
mother and told her that the Devil had tried to accuse her, but that she had broken his head.[11] The early
mediaeval writer Goscelin reported that thirteen years after her death Edith appeared in visions to Dunstan and
others, to inform them that her body was uncorrupted in the grave. He stated that Dunstan had opened her
tomb in the presence of her mother, and that its "fragrant perfumes gave off the breath of paradise". However,
the dating of this event must be doubted, as Dunstan himself died only four years after Edith, and it has been
suggested that Goscelin may have chosen to enhance Edith's story by associating Dunstan with her
translation.[4]

Following her exhumation and subsequent reburial, Edith's thumb was enshrined separately and became an
important relic.[9] She was elevated to sainthood at her mother's instigation, and also upon the initiative of her
brother Aethelred, and her cause was supported by her nephew, Edmund Ironside. Edmund's successor,
Canute, was renowned for his veneration of Edith. Goscelin wrote that while Canute was crossing the North Sea
from England to Denmark, his fleet suffered a terrible storm and fearing for his life, he appealed to Edith. The
storm calmed and on his return to England, Canute visited Wilton to give thanks for his rescue, "with solemn
gifts, and published this great miracle with prolific testimony", subsequently ordering a golden shrine to Edith to
be erected at the abbey.[4][12]

Edith became the focus of a major cult in Wilton and an important national saint.[13] Goscelin wrote her Life,
under the title Vita Edithe, in about 1080.[14] The community at Wilton, in looking to her as its heavenly patron,
remembered her as a royal lady who had been dedicated to its protection.[15] In his Liber Confortatorius,
Goscelin wrote that he often thought of Edith and felt her presence.[16]

At least three churches were certainly dedicated to Edith, at Baverstock near Wilton, Bishop Wilton in Yorkshire,
and Limpley Stoke in Wiltshire. In the 16th century, after some five hundred years, the third of these churches
was rededicated to St Mary, but the other two dedications survive.[4] Another eighteen churches in England are
dedicated to an unspecified St Edith, and it has been suggested that most of these dedications are intended for
Edith of Wilton.[17] According to The Calendar of the Anglican Church, "There are twenty-one churches
dedicated in this name in England, eight of which are in Lincolnshire, and three in Warwickshire. It is now
impossible to assign them to their respective saints, especially as two were located in the same county; the one
whom William of Malmesbury mentions with most honour was S. Editha of Wilton, whose festival he relates was
in his time kept in several parts of the kingdom with great solemnity; probably the majority, if not all, these
churches are named in her honour".[10]

Two stories exist related to supernatural events and supposed violations of Edith's remains. In one story, a
monk from Ghent tried to cut off a piece of her tunic, and when his knife slipped, it hit her body, which gushed
with blood. In another story a nun tried to steal her head-dress, but when she touched it, Edith's head raised
itself up.[18]

Wilton Abbey, which was dedicated to St Edith and later to her mother St. Wilfrid as well, is typically described in
the later Middle Ages as "the convent of the house and church of St Editha of Wilton" or as the "monastery of St
Mary and St Editha of Wilton".[19]

Later abbesses of Wilton told stories relating to private revelations given by St Edith in their times. In one story,
in which an abbess's authority was perhaps being doubted, one of the members of the community had a vision
in which she saw St Edith appear and put her own veil on the abbess's head, and said that she would bring
many goods for the community but would not last long, and these words proved to be true. In another story,
dating from the time of Herman, bishop of Sherborne, an abbess complained to the bishop that Edith was not
protecting them. After she said this, however, the abbess's cousin had a dream of Edith, in which Edith asked
why the abbess had said these things, and Edith had glowing hands and said, "Whatever I want to do with
divine aid, I can", and after this was reported to the abbess, she made public repentance of her words.[18]

Edith's feast day is on 16 September, the day of, or the day after the date of her death,[20] although it has also
been reported as 15 September.[10] She shares the date with her paternal aunt, At Edith, the abbess of
Polesworth.[10]

Seal [edit]

Two casts of the seal of Edith have survived, one dating to the fourteenth century and one dating to the
sixteenth century.[21] The original seal matrix (now lost) would have dated to the period 975–984. The seal
impressions show a portrait of her, standing with one hand raised and the other holding a book. The inscription
identifies her as regalis adelpha, or 'royal sister', which is taken to be a reference both to her status as a nun
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and to her being the sister of Edward and Ethelred. The casts show that the handle of the matrix had a rich
acanthus decoration: a gilded bronze seal matrix of an Ælfric found in Hampshire in 2010 and now at the
Fitzwilliam museum in Cambridge has a similar handle.[22]
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Edmund Arrowsmith

Saint
Edmund Arrowsmith SJ

Martyr, Priest
Born 1585

Haydock, England

Died 1628 (aged 42–43)
Lancaster, England

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 15 December 1929 by Pope
Pius XI

Canonized 25 October 1970, Vatican City, by
Pope Paul VI

Major shrine Catholic Church of St Oswald
and St Edmund Arrowsmith,
Ashton-in-Makerfield, England

Feast 28 August

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Edmund Arrowsmith, SJ, (1585 – 28 August 1628) is one
of the Forty Martyrs of England and Wales of the Catholic Church.
The main source of information on St Edmund is a contemporary
account written by an eyewitness and published a short time after
his death. This document, conforming to the ancient style of the
"Acts of martyrs" includes the story of the execution of another
17th-century Recusant martyr, Richard Herst.
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Life [edit]

Bryan Arrowsmith was born at Haydock, Lancashire, England, in
1585, the eldest child of Robert Arrowsmith, a yeoman farmer, who
had served in Sir William Stanley’s regiment which fought for Spain
in the Low Countries. His mother was Margery Gerard, a member
of the Lancashire Gerard family. Among his mother's relations was
Father John Gerard, who wrote The Diary of an Elizabethan Priest,
as well as another martyr, the Blessed Miles Gerard. He was
baptised Brian, but always used his confirmation name of Edmund,
after an uncle who trained English priests in France.[1] The family
was constantly harassed for its adherence to Roman Catholicism.
One of his grandfathers died a confessor in prison. On one occasion, as a child, he was left shivering in his
night-clothes by the pursuivants, who carried his parents off to Lancaster jail; he and his three siblings were
cared for by neighbours.[2]

Education [edit]

In 1605, at the age of twenty, Edmund left England and went to the English College, Douai, to study for the
priesthood. He was soon forced to return to England due to ill health, but recovered and returned to Douai in
1607.[3]

Ecclesiastical career [edit]

He was ordained in Arras on 9 December 1612, and sent on the English mission a year later.[3] He ministered to
the Catholics of Lancashire without incident until around 1622, when he was arrested and questioned by the
Anglican Bishop of Chester.[2] Edmund was released when King James I of England ordered an amnesty for all
arrested priests, in furtherance of negotiations to arrange a Spanish marriage for his son Prince Charles.[1]

Arrowsmith joined the Jesuits in 1624.

In the summer of 1628, Fr. Edmund was reportedly betrayed by a man named Holden, who denounced him to
the authorities.[1] Arrowsmith ministered to Catholics of Lancashire at the still-standing Arrowsmith House,
located in Hoghton before being arrested and questioned on Brindle Moss where his horse refused to jump a
ditch. He was convicted of being a Roman Catholic priest in England. He was sentenced to death, and hanged,
drawn and quartered at Lancaster on 28 August 1628.[4] His final confession was heard by Saint John
Southworth, who was imprisoned along with Edmund.
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Veneration [edit]

Edmund Arrowsmith's beatification occurred in 1929. He was canonized as one of the Forty Martyrs of England
and Wales by Pope Paul VI in 1970. His feast days are 28 August alone and 25 October with 39 others. His
hand was preserved and kept by the Arrowsmith family as a relic until he was beatified and it now rests in the
Catholic Church of St Oswald and St Edmund Arrowsmith, Ashton-in-Makerfield. Stonyhurst College retains the
small trunk of vestments and equipment which he carried from house to house.[5]

Lancaster Cathedral celebrates St Edmund as one of the Lancashire Martyrs, whose feast is kept throughout
the diocese on 7 August each year.[4]

Legacy [edit]

St Edmund Arrowsmith Catholic High School is located in Ashton-in-Makerfield, Greater Manchester, England.[6]

There is also St Edmund Arrowsmith Catholic High School in Whiston, Merseyside.[7]
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Edmund Bojanowski

Blessed
Edmund Bojanowski

Layman
Born 14 November 1814

Grabonóg, Piaski, Gostyń, Duchy
of Warsaw

Died 7 August 1871 (aged 56)
Górka Duchowna, Lipno,
Leszno, Congress Poland1

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 13 June 1999, Warsaw, Poland
by Pope John Paul II

Feast 7 August

Patronage Poets
Against tuberculosis

Bojanowski's signature.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Edmund Bojanowski (14 November 1814 - 7 August 1871) was a
Polish Roman Catholic and the founder of four separate religious
congregations.[1][2] He studied art and literature during his
education in Breslau and Berlin before distinguishing himself
during a cholera epidemic in which he tended to the ill. Bojanowski
founded several orphanages and libraries for the poor and even
worked in them to provide for those people.[2] But his main desire
was to enter the priesthood: ill health blocked this once and his
own death prevented his second attempt after his deteriorating
health forced him to stop his ecclesial studies.[1][3]

His beatification cause opened decades after his death and
culminated on 13 June 1999 after Pope John Paul II beatified him
in Warsaw on the occasion of his apostolic visit to the nation.[1][2]
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Life [edit]

Edmund Bojanowski was born in
Poland on 14 November 1814 to
the nobles (szlachta) Walentego
Bojanowski and Teresa Umińska.
Both his parents were devout in their faith which proved a critical influence on
his deep religious convictions formed from childhood.[2]

In 1819 he became ill and appeared to die but seemed to return to life a short while later despite doctors
declaring that there were slim chances the child would recover.[2] His parents considered this a form of
miraculous healing based on their constant petitions for intercession from above. It was upon his recuperation
that the child vowed to dedicate his life to the Blessed Mother. Bojanowski continued to suffer ill health
throughout his lifetime and it was due to this that he could not attend school and had to be tutored at home. In
1835 he developed tuberculosis during the course of his education.[3] He later continued his studies at the
Breslau college (1832-35; where he studied art and literature) and also at the college in Berlin (1836-38;
studied art and music but did not complete his philosophical studies).[2][1] But Bojanowski was far too frail at this
time to join the priesthood; this was a vocation that he would attempt again later in life.

Bojanowski also translated works from Serbian to Polish during this time. The current period proved one of
cultural change and exploration to which he himself contributed through the publication of a historical account of
Serbia as well as a contribution of his own poems.[1] He was known to spend hours in Eucharistic adoration and
often meditated on Sacred Scripture. He made his Confession once a week and made annual retreats in order
to undergo the Spiritual Exercises.[3]

His interest in people led him to collect stories as well as songs and proverbs from the rural areas and publish
them in "The Friend of the People". Bojanowski also became involved in providing books for schools as well as
establishing new libraries and creating orphanages for poor children. During the cholera epidemic during the
period 1848-49 he tended to the sick while helping to medicate and comfort them. Due to the rampant sickness
he saw around him he helped organize a new hospital (Dom Miłosierdzia). He helped to fund hospices and
orphanages.[1]
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Monument in
Luboń-Żabikowo.

Stained glass window in the
Saint Adalbert church in Poznań.

He deemed service to the poor as an important task and due to this was able to found a religious order of nuns
known as called the Congregation of the Sisters Servants of the Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mother of
God. This later led to the creation of separate religious orders in Poznań as well as other cities such as
Wrocław. In 1867 he authorized the founding of the Congregation of the Poor Servants of the Mother of God
which Mother Magdalen of the Sacred Heart led in England.[3][1][2]

Bojanowski later decided to attempt an education for the priesthood once more in 1869 in Gniezno; but his
health continued to deteriorate to the point where he later died 7 August 1871 in Górka Duchowna without
becoming ordained as a priest as he had wished for.[1]

Religious orders [edit]

Bojanowski either founded or co-founded four separate religious congregations:

Sisters Servants of Mary Immaculate
Sisters Servants of the Holy and Immaculate Virgin Mary
Little Servant Sisters of the Immaculate Conception
Sisters Servants of the Mother of God

Beatification [edit]

The beatification process opened in Poznań some decades after his death
and was closed at a solemn Mass that Archbishop Antoni Baraniak led on 24
October 1960. The Congregation for the Causes of Saints granted their
validation to this diocesan investigation on 8 March 1991 prior to receiving the
Positio dossier for additional assessment later in 1996. Historians advising the
C.C.S. confirmed their approval to the cause on 22 October 1996 as did the
congress of theologians on 16 December 1997. The C.C.S. members also
voiced their approval some months later on 21 April 1998. Pope John Paul II
declared Bojanowski as Venerable on 3 July 1998 after confirming his heroic
virtue.

Bojanowski was beatified following papal recognition of a miracle (a healing)
attributed to his intercession. The investigation into the alleged miracle took
place in the diocese of its origin prior to that investigation receiving the
needed validation from the C.C.S. on 15 October 1993. Medical experts
confirmed the miraculous nature of the healing on 4 June 1998 as did
theologians months later on 9 October and the C.C.S. members later that 15
December. John Paul II granted final approval for the miracle less than a week
later on 21 December.

John Paul II beatified Bojanowski in Warsaw on 13 June 1999 during his
apostolic visit to Poland. The pope - during the beatification itself - referred to
Bojanowski as a "good man with a big heart" who became an "exceptional
example of generous and industrious work for man".[4]

See also [edit]

Frances Margaret Taylor
Marcelina Darowska
Poor Servants of the Mother of God
Chronological list of saints and blesseds in the 19th century
List of people beatified by Pope John Paul II
Church of Our Lady of Perpetual Help in Tarnobrzeg
Parish of Our Lady of Perpetual Help in Tarnobrzeg
Tarnobrzeg
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Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus
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Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
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Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima
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Portrait of St Edmund Campion

Religious priest and martyr
Born 25 January 1540

London, Kingdom of England

Died 1 December 1581 (aged 41)
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For the Australian priest and historian, see Edmund Campion (historian).

Saint Edmund Campion, S.J., (born 24 January 1540 – 1
December 1581), was an English Catholic Jesuit priest and martyr.
While conducting an underground ministry in officially Anglican
England, Campion was arrested by priest hunters. Convicted of
high treason, he was hanged, drawn and quartered at Tyburn.
Campion was beatified by Pope Leo XIII in 1886 and canonised in
1970 by Pope Paul VI as one of the Forty Martyrs of England and
Wales. His feast day is celebrated every 1st of December.
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Early years and education (1540–1569) [edit]

Born in London on 24 January 1540, Campion was the son of a
bookseller in Paternoster Row, near St Paul's Cathedral. He
received his early education at Christ's Hospital school and, at the
age of 13, was chosen to make the complimentary speech when
Queen Mary visited the city in August 1553.[1][2]:p30 William
Chester, a governor of Christ's Hospital, took a special interest in
him, and sponsored him as a scholar to St John's College,
Oxford,[3] where he became junior fellow in 1557[4] and took the
required Oath of Supremacy, probably on the occasion of his B.A.
degree in 1560.[5] He took a master's degree at Oxford in 1564.[6]

Two years later, Campion welcomed Queen Elizabeth to the
university, and won her lasting regard.[6] He was selected to lead a
public debate in front of the Queen. By the time the Queen had left
Oxford, Campion had earned the patronage of the powerful
William Cecil and also the Earl of Leicester, tipped by some to be
future husband of the young Queen.

When Sir Thomas White, the founder of the college, was buried in
1567, it fell to Campion to give the Latin oration.[6]

Rejecting Anglicanism [edit]

Religious difficulties then arose; but at the persuasion of Richard
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Cheyney, Bishop of Gloucester, although holding Catholic
doctrines, he received Holy Orders in 1564 as a deacon in the
Anglican Church. Inwardly "he took a remorse of conscience and
detestation of mind." Rumours of his opinions began to spread
and he left Oxford in 1569 and went to Ireland for private study
and research, but not, as Simpson said (now corrected by Fr. P. Joseph's revision of Simpson, 2010) to take
part in a proposed establishment of the University of Dublin.[6]

Ireland (1569–1570) [edit]

Campion was appointed tutor to Richard Stanihurst, son of James Stanyhurst, the Speaker of the Irish House of
Commons, and attended the first session of the House of Commons, which included the prorogation. He was
transferred through Stanihurst's arrangement to the house of Christopher Barnewall at Turvey in the Pale,
which he acknowledged saved him from arrest and torture by the Protestant party in Dublin. For some three
months he eluded his pursuers, going by the name "Mr Patrick" and occupying himself by writing A Historie of
Ireland.

Douai (1571–1573) [edit]

In the year of 1571, Campion left Ireland in secret and escaped to Douai in the Low Countries (now France)
where he was reconciled to the Catholic Church and received the Eucharist that he had denied himself for the
past twelve years. He entered the English College founded by William Allen. The enrollment of the college grew,
and a papal subsidy was granted a little time after Campion's arrival. Campion found himself reunited with
Oxford friends. He was to teach rhetoric while there and finish studying for the degree of Bachelor of Divinity,
which was granted him by the University of Douai on 21 January 1573. He received minor orders after this and
was ordained sub-deacon.[7]

Rome, Brunn and Prague (1573–1580) [edit]

Campion then travelled to Rome on foot, alone and in the guise of a pilgrim, to join the Jesuits. In April 1573, in
Rome, he became the first novice accepted into the Society of Jesus by Mercurianus, the order's fourth
Superior General. He was assigned to the Austrian Province as there was not yet an English province of the
Jesuits and began his two-year novitiate at Brunn (now Brno) in Moravia. He was ordained deacon and priest by
Anthony Brus, O.M.C.R.S., Archbishop of Prague[8] and said his first Mass on 8 September 1578.[9] For six
years, Campion taught at the Jesuit college in Prague as professor of both rhetoric and philosophy.[10]

Mission to England (1580–1581) [edit]

In 1580, the Jesuit mission to England began. The mission was strictly forbidden, according to Campion's
Challenge to the Privy Council, "to deal in any respects with matters of state or policy of this [English]
realm..."[11] Campion accompanied Fr. Robert Persons who, as superior, was intended to counterbalance his
own fervour and impetuousness. He had been surprised to learn that he was chosen to take part in the mission,
and expressed the fear that he lacked constitutional courage.[12] The members of the mission were instructed to
avoid the company of boys and women and to avoid giving the impression of being legacy hunters. Before
embarking, the members of the mission were embarrassed to receive news of a landing by papal-sponsored
forces in the Irish province of Munster in support of the Irish rebel James Fitzmaurice Fitzgerald. They also
learned that a letter detailing their party and mission had been intercepted and that they were expected in
England.[13]

Campion finally entered England in the guise of a jewel merchant, arriving in London on 24 June 1580, and at
once began to preach. His presence soon became known to the authorities and to his fellow Catholics lying in
London's prisons. Among the latter was Thomas Pounde in the Marshalsea, where a meeting was held to
discuss means of counteracting rumours circulated by the Privy Council to the effect that Campion's mission
was political and treasonous. Pounde rode in haste after Campion and explained the need for Campion to write
a brief declaration of the true causes of his coming.[14] The diffusion of this declaration, known as the Challenge
to the Privy Council, or, Campion's Brag, made his position more difficult. He led a hunted life, administering the
sacraments and preaching to Catholics in Berkshire, Oxfordshire, Northamptonshire, and Lancashire.[6]

During this time he wrote his Decem Rationes ("Ten Reasons"), arguments against the validity of the Anglican
Church. This pamphlet, in Latin, was printed in a clandestine press at Stonor Park, Henley, and 400 copies
were found on the benches of St Mary's, Oxford, at the Commencement, on 27 June 1581. It caused great
sensation, and the hunt for Campion was stepped up. On his way to Norfolk, he stopped at Lyford Grange, the
house of a certain Francis Yate, then in Berkshire, where he preached on 14 July and the following day, by
popular request.[15] Here, he was captured by a spy named George Eliot and taken to London with his arms
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part of Campion's Challenge to the
Privy Council

Edmund Campion, in a 1631 print.

pinioned and bearing on his hat a paper with the inscription
"Campion, the Seditious Jesuit".[6]

Imprisonment, torture and disputations [edit]

Imprisoned for four days in the Tower of London in a tiny cell called
"Little Ease",[16] Campion was then taken out and questioned by
three Privy Councillors—Lord Chancellor Sir Thomas Bromley, Vice-
Chamberlain of the Royal Household Sir Christopher Hatton and
Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester—on matters including whether he
acknowledged Queen Elizabeth to be the true Queen of England. He
replied that he did, and was offered his freedom, wealth and
honours, including a possibility of the Archbishopric of
Canterbury,[2]:pp.32–33[17] which he could not accept in good
conscience.[a]

Campion was imprisoned in the Tower more than four months and
tortured on the rack two[2]:p.33 or three times.[18] False reports of a
retraction and of a confession by Campion were circulated.[19] He
had four public disputations with his Anglican adversaries, on 1, 18, 23 and 27 September 1581, at which they
attempted to address the challenges of Campion's Challenge to the Privy Council and Decem Rationes.
Although still suffering from the effects of his torture, and allowed neither time nor books for preparation, he
reportedly conducted himself so easily and readily that "even the spectators in the court looked for an
acquittal".[2]:p.33

He was arraigned and indicted on 14 November 1581[20] with several others at Westminster on a charge of
having conspired, in Rome and Reims, to raise a sedition in the realm and dethrone the Queen.[6]

Trial, sentence and execution [edit]

The trial was held on 20 November 1581. After hearing the pleadings
for three hours, the jury deliberated an hour before delivering its
verdict:[21] Campion and his fellow defendants were found guilty of
treason. He answered the verdict:

In condemning us, you condemn all your own ancestors, all
our ancient bishops and kings, all that was once the glory
of England—the island of saints, and the most devoted
child of the See of Peter.

Lord Chief Justice Wray read the sentence: "You must go to the place
from whence you came, there to remain until ye shall be drawn through
the open city of London upon hurdles to the place of execution, and
there be hanged and let down alive, and your privy parts cut off, and
your entrails taken out and burnt in your sight; then your heads to be
cut off and your bodies divided into four parts, to be disposed of at Her
Majesty’s pleasure. And God have mercy on your souls."[22]

On hearing the death sentence, Campion and the other condemned men broke into the words of the Te Deum.
After spending his last days in prayer he was dragged with two fellow priests, Fathers Ralph Sherwin and
Alexander Briant, to Tyburn where the three were hanged, drawn and quartered on 1 December 1581. Campion
was 41 years of age.

Veneration and feast day [edit]

Edmund Campion was beatified by Pope Leo XIII on 9 December 1886.[23] Edmund Campion was canonised
nearly eighty-four years later in 1970 by Pope Paul VI as one of the Forty Martyrs of England and Wales with a
common feast day of 4 May. His feast day is celebrated on 1 December, the day of his martyrdom.

The actual ropes used in his execution are now kept in glass display tubes at Stonyhurst College[24] in
Lancashire; each year they are placed on the altar of St Peter's Church for Mass to celebrate Campion's feast
day—which is always a holiday for the school.
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Educational institutions named for Campion [edit]

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Campion_House

Campion Hall, Oxford, England
Campion School, Hornchurch, England[25]

Indo Scottish Global School, Kamothe, India[26]

St Edmund Campion Catholic Primary School, Maidenhead, Berkshire, England[27]

St Edmund Campion Catholic School, Erdington, Birmingham, England
St Edmund Campion RC Primary School, West Bridgford, Nottingham, England[28]

St Edmund's Catholic Academy, Wolverhampton, England
Campion Jesuit High School, Prairie du Chien, Wisconsin, United States
St. Edmund Campion Academy, Cincinnati, Ohio, United States[29]

Campion College, Regina, Canada
St. Edmund Campion Catholic School, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada[30]

St. Edmund Campion Secondary School, Brampton, Ontario, Canada
Campion College, Sydney, Australia
Campion College, Gisborne, New Zealand
Campion Anglo-Indian Higher Secondary School, Tiruchirappalli, Tamil Nadu, India
Campion School, Mumbai, India
Campion School, Bhopal, India
Campion School, Kochi, India[31]

Campion School, Athens, Greece
Campion College, Kingston, Jamaica
Ocer Campion Jesuit College, Gulu, Uganda

See also [edit]

Robert Persons

Notes [edit]

a. ^ It has often been reported that the Queen herself was present at this meeting, based upon second-hand reports,
contained in letters sent after the supposed meeting, from people who were not present. More recently, however,
correspondence has been located from Lord Burghley, chief advisor to Elizabeth I, which refers to the meeting and
those present but makes no mention of the Queen. This suggests that the Queen was not present, but that her
questions were put to Campion on her behalf by the Privy Councillors. See Peter Joseph's (2010) revision and
enlargement of Simpson's 1867 biography, pp.357–358 and citations.
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Edmund Catherick (c. 1605 – 13 April 1642) was an English Roman Catholic priest. He is a Catholic martyr,
beatified in 1929.

Life [edit]

Catherick was probably born in Lancashire about 1605. He was descended from the Catholic family of Catherick
of Carlton, North Yorkshire and Stanwick, in the North Riding of Yorkshire. Educated at Douai College, he was
ordained in the same institution, and about 1635 went out to the English mission where he began his seven
years' ministry which closed with his death. During this time he was known under the alias Huddleston, which
was probably his mother's maiden name.

Apprehended in the North Riding, near Watlas, Catherick was brought by pursuivants before Justice Dodsworth,
a connection by marriage—possibly an uncle. Gillow states (IV, 310) that it was through admissions made to
Dodsworth, under the guise of friendship, that Catherick was convicted. He was arraigned at York and
condemned to death together with Father John Lockwood.

The execution was stayed by the king Charles I of England for a short time, but he finally signed the warrant
and it was carried out during his presence at The Manor in York. Catherick and Lockwood were dragged
through the streets of York on a hurdle to the place of execution and hanged, drawn, and quartered.
Catherick's head was placed on Micklegate Bar, and what remained of the body was buried at Toft Green (later
taken to St. Gregory's Monastery, Downside). The skull, said to have been found at Hazlewood Castle, was
examined by John Lingard in 1845.

See also [edit]

Catholic Church in the United Kingdom
Douai Martyrs
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Edmund Gennings

St. Edmund Gennings

Martyr
Born 1567

Lichfield, England

Died 1591 (aged 23–24)
Gray's Inn, London, England

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 15 December 1929 by Pope
Pius XI

Canonized 25 October 1970, Vatican City, by
Pope Paul VI

Feast 10 December

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Edmund Genings)

Saint Edmund Gennings (1567 – 10 December 1591) was an
English martyr, who was executed during the English Reformation
for being a Catholic priest. He came from Lichfield, Staffordshire.
His name is sometimes spelled Jennings.

Life [edit]

Edmund was born at Lichfield in 1567. A thoughtful, serious boy
naturally inclined to matters of faith at the age of sixteen he
became a page to a Catholic gentleman, Richard Sherwood.
Impressed by his master's example, when Mr Sherwood left
England to become a priest, Edmund followed. He went
immediately to the English College at Rheims where he was
ordained a priest at Soissons in 1590,[1] being then only twenty-
three years of age. He immediately returned to the dangers of
England under the assumed name of "Ironmonger".[2]

On his return to England, Gennings landed at Whitby. He was
estranged from his family because of his conversion, but headed
straight for Lichfield to seek out his kindred. He found that all his
relatives were dead except one brother, who had left his native city
and gone to London. There Edmund proceeded and for a whole
month searched the city, visiting every place where he thought his
brother might be found. Eventually, when he was about to give up
the search, he achieved his purpose, but the younger brother, far
from being won over to Edmund's faith, only besought him to go
away, lest he himself should become suspect.[2] Gennings then
returned to France.

Gennings returned to London in 1591. His missionary career was brief. He and Polydore Plasden were seized
by Richard Topcliffe and his officers whilst in the act of saying Mass in the house of Saint Swithun Wells at
Gray's Inn in London on 7 November 1591 and he was hanged, drawn and quartered outside the same house
on 10 December.[1] His execution was particularly bloody, as his final speech angered Topcliffe, who ordered
the rope to be cut down when he was barely stunned from the hanging. It is reported that he uttered the words,
Sancte Gregori ora pro me (Saint Gregory, pray for me) while he was being disembowelled, and that the
hangman swore, Zounds! See, his heart is in my hand, and yet Gregory is in his mouth. O egregious Papist.
Saint Swithun Wells was hanged immediately afterwards. The martyrdom of Edmund Gennings was the
occasion of several extraordinary incidents, chief of which was the conversion of his younger brother John, who
later wrote his biography, published in 1614 at Saint-Omer.

Edmund Gennings was canonized as one of the Forty Martyrs of England and Wales by Pope Paul VI on 25
October 1970. His feast day, along with that of the other thirty-nine martyrs, is on 25 October. A Catholic Mass
centre opened in 1967 in the New Invention area of Willenhall, West Midlands, was later upgraded to a church
and was dedicated to Edmund Gennings.[3]
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Edmund Gennings

St. Edmund Gennings

Martyr
Born 1567

Lichfield, England

Died 1591 (aged 23–24)
Gray's Inn, London, England

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 15 December 1929 by Pope
Pius XI

Canonized 25 October 1970, Vatican City, by
Pope Paul VI

Feast 10 December

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Edmund Gennings (1567 – 10 December 1591) was an
English martyr, who was executed during the English Reformation
for being a Catholic priest. He came from Lichfield, Staffordshire.
His name is sometimes spelled Jennings.

Life [edit]

Edmund was born at Lichfield in 1567. A thoughtful, serious boy
naturally inclined to matters of faith at the age of sixteen he
became a page to a Catholic gentleman, Richard Sherwood.
Impressed by his master's example, when Mr Sherwood left
England to become a priest, Edmund followed. He went
immediately to the English College at Rheims where he was
ordained a priest at Soissons in 1590,[1] being then only twenty-
three years of age. He immediately returned to the dangers of
England under the assumed name of "Ironmonger".[2]

On his return to England, Gennings landed at Whitby. He was
estranged from his family because of his conversion, but headed
straight for Lichfield to seek out his kindred. He found that all his
relatives were dead except one brother, who had left his native city
and gone to London. There Edmund proceeded and for a whole
month searched the city, visiting every place where he thought his
brother might be found. Eventually, when he was about to give up
the search, he achieved his purpose, but the younger brother, far
from being won over to Edmund's faith, only besought him to go
away, lest he himself should become suspect.[2] Gennings then
returned to France.

Gennings returned to London in 1591. His missionary career was brief. He and Polydore Plasden were seized
by Richard Topcliffe and his officers whilst in the act of saying Mass in the house of Saint Swithun Wells at
Gray's Inn in London on 7 November 1591 and he was hanged, drawn and quartered outside the same house
on 10 December.[1] His execution was particularly bloody, as his final speech angered Topcliffe, who ordered
the rope to be cut down when he was barely stunned from the hanging. It is reported that he uttered the words,
Sancte Gregori ora pro me (Saint Gregory, pray for me) while he was being disembowelled, and that the
hangman swore, Zounds! See, his heart is in my hand, and yet Gregory is in his mouth. O egregious Papist.
Saint Swithun Wells was hanged immediately afterwards. The martyrdom of Edmund Gennings was the
occasion of several extraordinary incidents, chief of which was the conversion of his younger brother John, who
later wrote his biography, published in 1614 at Saint-Omer.

Edmund Gennings was canonized as one of the Forty Martyrs of England and Wales by Pope Paul VI on 25
October 1970. His feast day, along with that of the other thirty-nine martyrs, is on 25 October. A Catholic Mass
centre opened in 1967 in the New Invention area of Willenhall, West Midlands, was later upgraded to a church
and was dedicated to Edmund Gennings.[3]
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Edmund Ignatius Rice

Blessed
Edmund Ignatius Rice

Founder of the Congregation of Christian
Brothers

Born 1 June 1762
Callan, County Kilkenny, Ireland

Died 29 August 1844 (aged 82)
Waterford, County Waterford,
Ireland

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 6 October 1996, Vatican City by
Pope John Paul II

Major shrine Westcourt, Callan, Ireland
International Heritage Centre,
Mount Sion, Waterford, Ireland

Feast 5 May

Rice's childhood home at Callan

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other people named Edmund Rice, see Edmund Rice (disambiguation).

Edmund Ignatius Rice, (Irish: Éamonn Iognáid Rís; 1 June
1762 – 29 August 1844), was a Catholic missionary and
educationalist. He was the founder of two religious institutes of
religious brothers: the Congregation of Christian Brothers and the
Presentation Brothers.

Rice was born in Ireland at a time when Catholics faced
oppression under Penal Laws enforced by the British authorities,
though reforms began in 1778 when he was a teenager. He forged
a successful career in business and, after an accident which killed
his wife and left his daughter disabled and with learning difficulties,
thereafter devoted his life to education of the poor.

Christian Brothers and Presentation Brothers schools around the
world continue to follow the traditions established by Edmund Rice
(see List of Christian Brothers schools).

Contents [hide]
1 Early life and career
2 Vocation and beginnings
3 Foundation of the Christian Brothers and Presentation Brothers
4 Retirement and death
5 Beatification and legacy
6 See also
7 References
8 Further reading
9 External links

Early life and career [edit]

Edmund Rice was born to Robert Rice and Margaret Rice (née Tierney) on
the farming property of "Westcourt", in Callan, County Kilkenny.[1] Edmund
Rice was the fourth of seven sons, although he also had two half sisters,
Joan and Jane Murphy, the offspring of his mother's first marriage.

Rice's education, like that of every other Irish Catholic of the day, was
greatly compromised by the 1709 amendment to the Popery Act, which
decreed that any public or private instruction in the Catholic faith would
render teachers liable to prosecution, a measure that was not reformed
until 1782. In this environment, hedge schools proliferated. The boys of the
Rice family obtained an education at home through Patrick Grace, a

member of the small community of Augustinian friars in Callan.[2] As a young man, Rice spent two years at a
school which, despite the provisions of the penal laws, the authorities suffered to exist in the City of Kilkenny.[3]

His uncle Michael owned a merchant business in the nearby port town of Waterford. In 1779 Edmund was
apprenticed to him, moving into a house in the market parish of Ballybricken, entering the business of trading
livestock and other supplies, and the supervising of loading of victuals onto ships bound for the British colonies.
Michael Rice died in 1785, and this business passed to Edmund.[4] He was an active member of a society
established in the city for the relief of the poor.[3] His favourite charity was the Sick and Indigent Roomkeepers’
Association whose members visited the sick poor in their homes.[1]

In about 1785 he married a young woman (perhaps Mary Elliott, the daughter of a Waterford tanner).[5] Little is
known about their married life, and Mary died in January 1789 following an accident, possibly by a fever that set
in afterwards. The circumstances surrounding this accident are unclear, but she may have fallen off a horse
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that she was riding, or thrown out of a carriage by panicking horses. Pregnant at the time, a daughter was born
on Mary's deathbed.[6] The daughter (also named Mary) was born handicapped. Edmund Rice was left a
widower, with an infant daughter in delicate health.

Vocation and beginnings [edit]

Following his wife's death, he began discerning a vocation to join a monastery, perhaps in France. One day,
while discussing his vocation with the sister of Thomas Hussey, the Bishop of Waterford, a band of ragged boys
passed by. She pointed to them, and cried:

"What! Would you bury yourself in a cell on the continent rather than devote your wealth and your
life to the spiritual and material interest of these poor youths?"

After settling his business affairs in 1802, Rice devoted his life to prayer and charitable work, particularly with
the poor and marginalised of Waterford. In 1802, when he established a makeshift school in a converted stable
in New Street, Waterford, he found the children were so difficult to manage that the teachers resigned. This
prompted him to sell his thriving business to another prominent Catholic merchant, a Mr. Quan, and devote
himself to training teachers who would dedicate their lives to prayers and to teaching the children free of
charge. Despite the difficulties involved, Edmund's classes were so popular that another temporary school had
to be set up on another of his properties, this time in nearby Stephen Street.[7]

The turning point of Rice's ministry was the arrival of two young men, Thomas Grosvenor and Patrick Finn, from
his hometown of Callan. They came to him with the desire of joining a congregation, but had not decided which
they would join. As it turned out, they remained to teach at Edmund Rice's school, and formed their own. The
subsequent success of the New Street school led to a more permanent building, named "Mount Sion", where
construction began on 1 June 1802. The Mount Sion monastery was officially blessed by Bishop Thomas
Hussey on 7 June 1803. Since the schoolhouse was not yet completed, Rice, Finn, and Grosvenor took up
residence but walked each day from Mt Sion to their schools on New Street and Stephen Street. On 1 May
1804, the adjoining school was opened and blessed by Hussey's successor, Bishop John Power, and their
pupils transferred to the new building.[8]

A request made to the local Church of Ireland bishop for a school licence was eventually granted, thanks to the
appeals of some of Rice's more influential friends.[9] By 1806 Christian schools were established in Waterford,
Carrick-on-Suir, and Dungarvan.[3]

Foundation of the Christian Brothers and Presentation Brothers [edit]

In 1808, seven of the staff including Edmund Rice, took religious vows under the authority of Bishop Power of
Waterford. Following the example of Nano Nagle's Presentation Sisters, they were called Presentation
Brothers.[1] This was the first congregation of men to be founded in Ireland and one of the few ever founded by
a layman. Gradually a transformation had taken place amongst the "quay kids" of Waterford, largely attributed
to the work of Edmund and his Brothers, who educated, clothed and fed the boys. Other bishops in Ireland
supplied Edmund Rice with men, and these he prepared for the religious life and for a life of teaching. In this
way the Presentation Brothers spread throughout Ireland.

However, the communities were under the control of the bishop in each diocese rather than Edmund Rice, and
this created problems when Brothers were needed to be transferred from one school to another. Rice sought
approval from Pope Pius VII for the community to be made into a pontifical congregation with a Superior
General. He obtained this in 1820. The pope's brief specified that the members were to be bound by vows of
obedience, chastity, poverty and perseverance, and to give themselves to the free instruction, religious and
literary, of male children, especially the poor. The heads of houses were to elect a Superior General; Rice held
this office from 1822 to 1838, and he was then able to move brothers across diocesan boundaries to wherever
they were most needed. During this time the institution extended to several English towns (especially in
Lancashire), and the course of instruction grew out of the primary stage.[10]

In the 1820s further difficulties emerged owing to the expansion of the society and its becoming two distinct
congregations. From this time on they were called Christian Brothers and the Presentation Brothers. The motto
of the Christian Brothers was: "The Lord has given, and the Lord has taken away; blessed be the name of the
Lord forever" (Job 1: 21).

In 1828, the North Richmond Street house and schools in Dublin were established by Rice, the foundation stone
being laid by the politician Daniel O'Connell. The building housed the Brothers' headquarters for many years
and the present residence incorporates the original house built by Rice, who lived here for several years
beginning in 1831.
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Memorial erected in Callan on
Green Street (also known as
Edmund Ignatius Rice Street),
unveiled and blessed in July 1951

Retirement and death [edit]

In February 1838, Edmund Rice left the North Richmond Street community and returned to Mount Sion in
Waterford. Aged seventy-six, and by now in poor health, he wrote to the different communities calling for a
General Chapter to elect a new Superior General. The Chapter, which opened on 24 July 1838, resulted in the
election of Brother Michael Paul Riordan as Rice's successor.[11]

From this time on, Edmund Rice spent an increasing proportion of his time at Mount Sion and the adjoining
school, showing a continued interest in the pupils and their teachers. He would also take a short walk each day
on the slope of Mount Sion, but his increasingly painful arthritis led the community superior, Brother Joseph
Murphy, to purchase a wheelchair for his benefit.[12] At Christmas time, 1841, Rice's health took a turn for the
worse, and even though expectations of his imminent death did not turn out to be justified, he was increasingly
confined to his room.[13]

After living in a near-comatose state for more than two years (in the constant care of a nurse since May 1842),
Rice died at 11 a.m. on 29 August 1844 at Mount Sion, Waterford, where his remains lie in a casket to this day.
Large crowds filled the streets around his house in Dublin to honour him.

Beatification and legacy [edit]

The first attempt to introduce Rice's cause to sainthood was in 1911 by
Brother Mark Hill who travelled Waterford and other parts of Ireland
collecting statements from people as to why they thought Rice should be
made a saint, but very little progress was made. The cause was taken up by
Pius Noonan, who was the superior general at the time. With the help of
Monsignor Giovanni Battista Montini (the future Pope Paul VI), the cause was
officially opened in Dublin in 1957.

In 1976 the Historical Commission of the Dublin Archdiocese recommended
that Rice's cause be brought to Rome, and the Holy See agreed to look into
it. Three brothers had the burden of investigating archives and collecting
evidence as to why Rice should be declared a saint: Mark Hill, David
Fitzpatrick and Columba Normoyle.

As a result of these investigations and the examination in Rome of the
results, on 2 April 1993, Pope John Paul II approved the pursual of the
Roman phase of the cause, declaring Edmund Rice to be venerable. Two
years later, the same Pope approved a miracle attributed to Edmund Rice's
intercession. The miracle occurred in 1976, when Kevin Ellison of Newry, had
been given only 48 hours to live due to complications from a gangrenous
colon, and an apparent lack of viable colon tissue (a conclusion reached by
five doctors after hours in surgery). A family friend, Christian Brother
Laserian O'Donnell, gave Ellison's parents a relic of Edmund Rice. Many
friends prayed for a miracle through the intercession of Rice and a special

Mass was offered for Ellison's recovery. Only the relic of Edmund Rice was placed at the bedside of the dying
man. The latter survived the 48-hour period during which he was supposed to die, and more besides. Upon
investigation, surgeons discovered a considerable length of previously undetected colon. Ellison fully recovered
after a few weeks.

These events the way for Rice's beatification on 6 October 1996 by Pope John Paul II.[14] His official feast day is
5 May.

A segment of his kneecap (in a reliquary) is on display in the new sports hall at St. Joseph's College in Stoke-
on-Trent, "part of the Edmund Rice family of schools, founded by the Christian Brothers and following the
charism of Blessed Edmund Rice."[15]

See also [edit]

Edmund Rice Camps
Saint Edmund Ignatius Rice, patron saint archive
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Edmund of Abingdon

Edmund
Archbishop of Canterbury

Image of Edmund from the Nuremberg
Chronicle (1493)

Appointed 1233

Term ended 1240

Predecessor John Blund

Successor Boniface of Savoy

Orders
Consecration 2 April 1234

Personal details
Born perhaps 20 November c. 1175

St Edmund's Lane, Abingdon,
Berkshire (now Oxfordshire),
England

Died 16 November 1240
Soisy-Bouy, Seine-et-Marne,
France

Buried Pontigny Abbey, Burgundy,
France

Sainthood
Feast day 16 November

Venerated in Catholic Church
Anglican Communion

Title as Saint Archbishop

Canonized 16 December 1246
by Pope Innocent IV

Attributes archbishop making a vow
before a statue of the Blessed
Virgin Mary; embracing the Child
Jesus; placing a ring on the
finger of a statue of the Blessed
Virgin Mary; receiving a lamb
from the Blessed Virgin Mary;
with Saint Richard of
Chichester; with Saint Thomas
of Canterbury

Patronage Abingdon, Oxfordshire; Roman
Catholic Diocese of
Portsmouth; St Edmund's

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Edmund Rich)

Saint Edmund of Abingdon (circa 1174 – 1240) (also known as
Edmund Rich, St Edmund of Canterbury, Edmund of
Pontigny, French: St Edme) was an English born prelate who
served as Archbishop of Canterbury. He became a respected
lecturer in mathematics, dialectics and theology at the Universities
of Paris and Oxford, promoting the study of Aristotle. Having
already an unsought reputation as an ascetic, he was ordained a
priest, took a doctorate in divinity and soon became known not
only for his lectures on theology but as a popular preacher,
spending long years travelling within England, and engaging in
1227 preaching the sixth crusade. Obliged to accept an
appointment as Archbishop of Canterbury by Pope Gregory IX, he
combined a gentle personal temperament with a strong public
stature and severity towards King Henry III in defence of Magna
Carta and in general of good civil and Church government and
justice. He also worked for strict observance in monastic life and
negotiated peace with Llywelyn the Great. His policies earned him
hostility and jealousy from the king, and opposition from several
monasteries and from the clergy of Canterbury Cathedral. He died
in France at the beginning of a journey to Rome in 1240. He was
canonised in 1246.
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Life [edit]

Early life and career [edit]

Edmund was born circa 1174, possibly on 20 November (the feast
of St Edmund the Martyr), in Abingdon in Berkshire (now
Oxfordshire), 7 miles south of Oxford, England.[1] He was the
oldest of four children.

"Rich" was an epithet sometimes given to his wealthy merchant
father, Reynold.[2] It was never applied to Edmund or his siblings in
their lifetimes. His father retired, with his wife's consent, to the
monastery at Eynsham Abbey, leaving in her hands the education
of their family. Her name was Mabel; she was a devout woman who
lived an ascetic life and encouraged her children to do the same.
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College, Cambridge; St
Edmund Hall, Oxford ; St
Edmund’s College, Ware.

Shrines Pontigny Abbey, Pontigny,
Yonne, France

Statue of St. Edmund on the altar in
St. John the Evangelist Church (Logan,
Ohio)

Both her daughters took the veil.[3]

Edmund may have been educated at the monastic school in
Abingdon. He developed a taste for religious learning, saw visions
while still at school, and at the age of twelve took a vow of
perpetual chastity in the Virgin's church at Oxford.[3] His early
studies were in England, but he completed his higher learning in France at the University of Paris. About 1195,
in company with his brother Richard, he was sent to the schools of Paris. He studied at the universities of
Oxford and Paris and became a teacher about 1200, or a little earlier. For six years he lectured on mathematics
and dialectics, apparently dividing his time between Oxford and Paris, and helped introduce the study of
Aristotle.

Edmund became one of Oxford's first lecturers with a Master of Arts, but was not Oxford's first Doctor of
Divinity.[4] Long hours at night spent in prayer had the result that he often "nodded off" during his lectures.
There is a long-established tradition that he utilised his lecture-fees to build the Lady Chapel of St Peter's in the
East at Oxford.[5] The site where he lived and taught was formed into a mediaeval academic hall in his name
and later incorporated as the college of St Edmund Hall.

His mother's influence then led to his taking up the study of theology. Though for some time Edmund resisted
the change, he finally entered upon his new career between 1205 and 1210. He spent a year in retirement with
the Augustinian canons of Merton Priory,[3] received ordination, took a doctorate in divinity and soon became
known as a lecturer on theology and as an extemporaneous preacher. In this capacity he gained some
reputation for eloquence. He spent the fees which he received in charity,[6] and refused to spend upon himself
the revenues which he derived from several benefices. He often retired for solitude to Reading Abbey, and it is
possible that he would have become a monk if that profession had afforded more scope for his gifts as a
preacher and expositor.[3]

Some time between 1219 and 1222 he was appointed vicar of the parish of Calne in Wiltshire, and treasurer of
Salisbury Cathedral.[7] He held this position for eleven years, during which time he also engaged in preaching.
In 1227 he preached the sixth crusade through a large part of England.[1] He formed a friendship with Ela,
countess of Salisbury, and her husband, William Longespée, and was noted for his works of charity and the
austerity of his life.[3]

Archbishop of Canterbury [edit]

In 1233 came the news of Edmund's appointment, by Pope Gregory IX,
to the Archbishopric of Canterbury. The chapter had already made
three selections which the pope had declined to confirm. Edmund's
name had been proposed as a compromise by Gregory, perhaps on
account of his work for the crusade. He was consecrated on 2 April
1234.[8]

Before his consecration Edmund became known for supporting
ecclesiastical independence from Rome, maintenance of the Magna
Carta and the exclusion of foreigners from civil and ecclesiastical office.
Reluctant to accept appointment as archbishop, Edmund was
persuaded when it was pointed out that if he refused, the Pope might
very well appoint a foreign ecclesiastic.[5] He chose as his chancellor
Richard of Wich, known to later ages as St Richard of Chichester.

In the name of his fellow bishops Edmund admonished Henry III of
England at Westminster, on 2 February 1234, to heed the example of
his father, John of England. A week after his consecration he again
appeared before the king with the barons and bishops, this time
threatening Henry with excommunication if he refused to dismiss his
councillors, many of them foreign,[9] and particularly Peter des Roches,
Bishop of Winchester. Henry yielded, and the favourites were dismissed, Hubert de Burgh (whom they had
imprisoned) was released and reconciled to the king and soon the archbishop was sent to Wales to negotiate
peace with Llywelyn the Great. Edmund's success, however, turned the king against him.[5]

Edmund was valued by the local people for his teaching, preaching, study, and his prayer; but his
uncompromising stand in favour of good discipline in both civil and ecclesial government, of strict observance in
monastic life, and of justice in high quarters brought him into conflict with Henry III, with several monasteries,
and with the priests of Canterbury cathedral.[10] He claimed and exercised metropolitan rights of visitation, this
was often challenged and he had to resort to litigation to maintain his authority, not the least with his own
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Coat of arms of Saint Edmund of
Abingdon: Or, a cross patonce gules
between four Cornish choughs proper
(now used by St Edmund Hall, Oxford)

Bronze statue of Edmund at St
Edmund Hall, Oxford

monastic chapter at Canterbury.[11]

In 1236, with the object of emancipating himself from Edmund's control,
the king asked the pope to send him a legate. On the arrival of Cardinal
Odo in 1237 the archbishop found himself thwarted and insulted at
every point. The politically significant marriage between Simon de
Montfort and Henry's sister Eleanor, which Edmund had pronounced
invalid, was ratified at Rome upon appeal. The king and legate upheld
the monks of Canterbury in their opposition to Edmund's authority.
Edmund protested to the king, and excommunicated in general terms all
who had infringed the liberties of Canterbury. These measures had no
impact, and the pope could not be moved to reverse the legate's
decisions. Edmund complained that the discipline of the national church
was ruined by this conflict of powers, and began to consider
retirement.[3]

Journey to Rome [edit]

Notwithstanding the gentleness of his disposition, Edmund firmly
defended the rights of Church and State against the exactions and
usurpations of Henry III. In December 1237 Edmund set out for Rome to
plead his cause in person.[1] From this futile mission he returned to
England in August 1238 where his efforts to foster reform were
frustrated. Edmund submitted to the papal demands and, early in 1240
paid to the pope's agents one fifth of his revenue, which had been
levied for the pope's war against Emperor Frederick II. Other English
prelates followed his example.

The papacy then ordered that 300 English benefices should be
assigned to Romans. In 1240 Edmund set out for Rome. At the
Cistercian Pontigny Abbey in France he became sick, began travelling
back to England, but died only 50 miles further north, on 16 November
1240,[8] at the house of Augustinian Canons at Soisy-Bouy and was
taken back to Pontigny.

Veneration [edit]

Less than a year after Edmund's death, miracles were alleged to be wrought at his grave. Despite Henry's
opposition,[9] he was canonised only six years after his death, in December 1246. His feast day is 16
November.[12] A few years later, the first chapel dedicated to him, St Edmund's Chapel, was consecrated in
Dover by his friend Richard of Chichester, making it the only chapel dedicated to one English saint by another;
this small building still stands.[13]

At Salisbury, a collegiate church founded in 1269 by Bishop de la Wyle was dedicated to Saint Edmund; rebuilt
in 1407, the church is now Salisbury Arts Centre.[14] An altar in the cathedral is also dedicated to him.[11]

Today he is remembered in the name of St Edmund Hall, Oxford and St Edmund's College, Cambridge. His
name is given also to St Edmund's College, Ware; St Edmund's School, Canterbury; St Edmund's School,
Hindhead; St Edmund's Catholic School, Portsmouth and St Edmund Preparatory High School, Brooklyn, NY.

Relics [edit]

Edmund's body was never translated to Canterbury, because the Benedictine community there resented what
they regarded as Edmund's attacks on their independence.[11] After his death he was taken back to Pontigny
Abbey, where his main relics are now found in a baroque reliquary tomb dating to the 17th century.[15]

An arm is enshrined in the Chapel of Our Lady of the Assumption at St. Edmund's Retreat on Enders Island off
the coast of Mystic, Connecticut. The retreat is operated by the Society of the Fathers and Brothers of St.
Edmund.[16]

In 1853, the fibula of the Edmund's left leg was presented to St Edmund's College, Ware,[17] by Cardinal
Wiseman. Many local cures of serious illnesses were attributed to the intercession of St Edmund; one of the
earliest of these was of a student who nearly died after a fall in 1871. His complete healing led to the
accomplishment of a vow to extend the beautiful Pugin chapel with a side chapel to honour the saint.[18]

The Islamic silk chasuble, with the main fabric probably made in Al-Andaluz, that Edmund had with him at his
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death remains in a local church, with a stole and maniple.[19]

Character [edit]

Edmund's life was one of self-sacrifice and devotion to others. From boyhood he practised asceticism; such as
fasting on Saturdays on bread and water, and wearing a hair shirt. After snatching a few hours' sleep, most of
the night he spent in prayer and meditation.[1]

Works [edit]

Besides his "Constitutions," issued in 1236 (printed in W. Lynwood's Constitutiones Angliae, Oxford, 1679),
Edmund wrote a work in the genre of the Speculum literature entitled Speculum ecclesiae (London, 1521; Eng.
transl., 1527; reprinted in M. de la Bigne's Bibliotheca veterum patrum, v., Paris, 1609),[20] which was translated
into Anglo-Norman around the second half of the thirteenth century as Mirour de Seinte Eglyse ('a mirror of the
holy Church'), a treatise about the Christian faith aimed at religious practitioners. (The French text was then
revised in a version labelled by its editor as a 'lay version', which is attested principally in the manuscript
London, British Library, MS Arundel 288).[21]

Religious Congregation of the Society of St Edmund [edit]

Main article: Society of Saint Edmund

Edmund's life inspired the formation of the Society of Saint Edmund at Pontigny, France, in 1843 by Revs. Jean
Baptiste Muard and Pierre Boyer. The Society intended to keep Saint Edmund's memory and life alive by
conducting parish missions in the archdiocese of Sens, so as to revitalize the faith of the people who had
become alienated from the Church. Members of the Society, based in Pontigny, fled to the United States in
1889 after widespread anticlericalism in France. The Society of Saint Edmund settled in Winooski Park,
Vermont and in 1904 established Saint Michael's College where the deeds and values of Saint Edmund's life
continue through the college mission. Today members of the Society of Saint Edmund devote themselves to
parochial work in the Diocese of Burlington, Vermont, ministry to the African American community through the
Edmundite Missions in Selma, Alabama, to higher education at Saint Michael's College, and retreat ministry at
Saint Anne's Shrine in Vermont.
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Edmund of Abingdon

Edmund
Archbishop of Canterbury

Image of Edmund from the Nuremberg
Chronicle (1493)

Appointed 1233

Term ended 1240

Predecessor John Blund

Successor Boniface of Savoy

Orders
Consecration 2 April 1234

Personal details
Born perhaps 20 November c. 1175

St Edmund's Lane, Abingdon,
Berkshire (now Oxfordshire),
England

Died 16 November 1240
Soisy-Bouy, Seine-et-Marne,
France

Buried Pontigny Abbey, Burgundy,
France

Sainthood
Feast day 16 November

Venerated in Catholic Church
Anglican Communion

Title as Saint Archbishop

Canonized 16 December 1246
by Pope Innocent IV

Attributes archbishop making a vow
before a statue of the Blessed
Virgin Mary; embracing the Child
Jesus; placing a ring on the
finger of a statue of the Blessed
Virgin Mary; receiving a lamb
from the Blessed Virgin Mary;
with Saint Richard of
Chichester; with Saint Thomas
of Canterbury

Patronage Abingdon, Oxfordshire; Roman
Catholic Diocese of
Portsmouth; St Edmund's
College, Cambridge; St

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Edmund of Abingdon (circa 1174 – 1240) (also known as
Edmund Rich, St Edmund of Canterbury, Edmund of
Pontigny, French: St Edme) was an English born prelate who
served as Archbishop of Canterbury. He became a respected
lecturer in mathematics, dialectics and theology at the Universities
of Paris and Oxford, promoting the study of Aristotle. Having
already an unsought reputation as an ascetic, he was ordained a
priest, took a doctorate in divinity and soon became known not
only for his lectures on theology but as a popular preacher,
spending long years travelling within England, and engaging in
1227 preaching the sixth crusade. Obliged to accept an
appointment as Archbishop of Canterbury by Pope Gregory IX, he
combined a gentle personal temperament with a strong public
stature and severity towards King Henry III in defence of Magna
Carta and in general of good civil and Church government and
justice. He also worked for strict observance in monastic life and
negotiated peace with Llywelyn the Great. His policies earned him
hostility and jealousy from the king, and opposition from several
monasteries and from the clergy of Canterbury Cathedral. He died
in France at the beginning of a journey to Rome in 1240. He was
canonised in 1246.
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Life [edit]

Early life and career [edit]

Edmund was born circa 1174, possibly on 20 November (the feast
of St Edmund the Martyr), in Abingdon in Berkshire (now
Oxfordshire), 7 miles south of Oxford, England.[1] He was the
oldest of four children.

"Rich" was an epithet sometimes given to his wealthy merchant
father, Reynold.[2] It was never applied to Edmund or his siblings in
their lifetimes. His father retired, with his wife's consent, to the
monastery at Eynsham Abbey, leaving in her hands the education
of their family. Her name was Mabel; she was a devout woman who
lived an ascetic life and encouraged her children to do the same.
Both her daughters took the veil.[3]
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Edmund Hall, Oxford ; St
Edmund’s College, Ware.

Shrines Pontigny Abbey, Pontigny,
Yonne, France

Statue of St. Edmund on the altar in
St. John the Evangelist Church (Logan,
Ohio)

Edmund may have been educated at the monastic school in
Abingdon. He developed a taste for religious learning, saw visions
while still at school, and at the age of twelve took a vow of
perpetual chastity in the Virgin's church at Oxford.[3] His early
studies were in England, but he completed his higher learning in France at the University of Paris. About 1195,
in company with his brother Richard, he was sent to the schools of Paris. He studied at the universities of
Oxford and Paris and became a teacher about 1200, or a little earlier. For six years he lectured on mathematics
and dialectics, apparently dividing his time between Oxford and Paris, and helped introduce the study of
Aristotle.

Edmund became one of Oxford's first lecturers with a Master of Arts, but was not Oxford's first Doctor of
Divinity.[4] Long hours at night spent in prayer had the result that he often "nodded off" during his lectures.
There is a long-established tradition that he utilised his lecture-fees to build the Lady Chapel of St Peter's in the
East at Oxford.[5] The site where he lived and taught was formed into a mediaeval academic hall in his name
and later incorporated as the college of St Edmund Hall.

His mother's influence then led to his taking up the study of theology. Though for some time Edmund resisted
the change, he finally entered upon his new career between 1205 and 1210. He spent a year in retirement with
the Augustinian canons of Merton Priory,[3] received ordination, took a doctorate in divinity and soon became
known as a lecturer on theology and as an extemporaneous preacher. In this capacity he gained some
reputation for eloquence. He spent the fees which he received in charity,[6] and refused to spend upon himself
the revenues which he derived from several benefices. He often retired for solitude to Reading Abbey, and it is
possible that he would have become a monk if that profession had afforded more scope for his gifts as a
preacher and expositor.[3]

Some time between 1219 and 1222 he was appointed vicar of the parish of Calne in Wiltshire, and treasurer of
Salisbury Cathedral.[7] He held this position for eleven years, during which time he also engaged in preaching.
In 1227 he preached the sixth crusade through a large part of England.[1] He formed a friendship with Ela,
countess of Salisbury, and her husband, William Longespée, and was noted for his works of charity and the
austerity of his life.[3]

Archbishop of Canterbury [edit]

In 1233 came the news of Edmund's appointment, by Pope Gregory IX,
to the Archbishopric of Canterbury. The chapter had already made
three selections which the pope had declined to confirm. Edmund's
name had been proposed as a compromise by Gregory, perhaps on
account of his work for the crusade. He was consecrated on 2 April
1234.[8]

Before his consecration Edmund became known for supporting
ecclesiastical independence from Rome, maintenance of the Magna
Carta and the exclusion of foreigners from civil and ecclesiastical office.
Reluctant to accept appointment as archbishop, Edmund was
persuaded when it was pointed out that if he refused, the Pope might
very well appoint a foreign ecclesiastic.[5] He chose as his chancellor
Richard of Wich, known to later ages as St Richard of Chichester.

In the name of his fellow bishops Edmund admonished Henry III of
England at Westminster, on 2 February 1234, to heed the example of
his father, John of England. A week after his consecration he again
appeared before the king with the barons and bishops, this time
threatening Henry with excommunication if he refused to dismiss his
councillors, many of them foreign,[9] and particularly Peter des Roches,
Bishop of Winchester. Henry yielded, and the favourites were dismissed, Hubert de Burgh (whom they had
imprisoned) was released and reconciled to the king and soon the archbishop was sent to Wales to negotiate
peace with Llywelyn the Great. Edmund's success, however, turned the king against him.[5]

Edmund was valued by the local people for his teaching, preaching, study, and his prayer; but his
uncompromising stand in favour of good discipline in both civil and ecclesial government, of strict observance in
monastic life, and of justice in high quarters brought him into conflict with Henry III, with several monasteries,
and with the priests of Canterbury cathedral.[10] He claimed and exercised metropolitan rights of visitation, this
was often challenged and he had to resort to litigation to maintain his authority, not the least with his own
monastic chapter at Canterbury.[11]
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Coat of arms of Saint Edmund of
Abingdon: Or, a cross patonce gules
between four Cornish choughs proper
(now used by St Edmund Hall, Oxford)

Bronze statue of Edmund at St
Edmund Hall, Oxford

In 1236, with the object of emancipating himself from Edmund's control,
the king asked the pope to send him a legate. On the arrival of Cardinal
Odo in 1237 the archbishop found himself thwarted and insulted at
every point. The politically significant marriage between Simon de
Montfort and Henry's sister Eleanor, which Edmund had pronounced
invalid, was ratified at Rome upon appeal. The king and legate upheld
the monks of Canterbury in their opposition to Edmund's authority.
Edmund protested to the king, and excommunicated in general terms all
who had infringed the liberties of Canterbury. These measures had no
impact, and the pope could not be moved to reverse the legate's
decisions. Edmund complained that the discipline of the national church
was ruined by this conflict of powers, and began to consider
retirement.[3]

Journey to Rome [edit]

Notwithstanding the gentleness of his disposition, Edmund firmly
defended the rights of Church and State against the exactions and
usurpations of Henry III. In December 1237 Edmund set out for Rome to
plead his cause in person.[1] From this futile mission he returned to
England in August 1238 where his efforts to foster reform were
frustrated. Edmund submitted to the papal demands and, early in 1240
paid to the pope's agents one fifth of his revenue, which had been
levied for the pope's war against Emperor Frederick II. Other English
prelates followed his example.

The papacy then ordered that 300 English benefices should be
assigned to Romans. In 1240 Edmund set out for Rome. At the
Cistercian Pontigny Abbey in France he became sick, began travelling
back to England, but died only 50 miles further north, on 16 November
1240,[8] at the house of Augustinian Canons at Soisy-Bouy and was
taken back to Pontigny.

Veneration [edit]

Less than a year after Edmund's death, miracles were alleged to be
wrought at his grave. Despite Henry's opposition,[9] he was canonised only six years after his death, in
December 1246. His feast day is 16 November.[12] A few years later, the first chapel dedicated to him, St
Edmund's Chapel, was consecrated in Dover by his friend Richard of Chichester, making it the only chapel
dedicated to one English saint by another; this small building still stands.[13]

At Salisbury, a collegiate church founded in 1269 by Bishop de la Wyle was dedicated to Saint Edmund; rebuilt
in 1407, the church is now Salisbury Arts Centre.[14] An altar in the cathedral is also dedicated to him.[11]

Today he is remembered in the name of St Edmund Hall, Oxford and St Edmund's College, Cambridge. His
name is given also to St Edmund's College, Ware; St Edmund's School, Canterbury; St Edmund's School,
Hindhead; St Edmund's Catholic School, Portsmouth and St Edmund Preparatory High School, Brooklyn, NY.

Relics [edit]

Edmund's body was never translated to Canterbury, because the Benedictine community there resented what
they regarded as Edmund's attacks on their independence.[11] After his death he was taken back to Pontigny
Abbey, where his main relics are now found in a baroque reliquary tomb dating to the 17th century.[15]

An arm is enshrined in the Chapel of Our Lady of the Assumption at St. Edmund's Retreat on Enders Island off
the coast of Mystic, Connecticut. The retreat is operated by the Society of the Fathers and Brothers of St.
Edmund.[16]

In 1853, the fibula of the Edmund's left leg was presented to St Edmund's College, Ware,[17] by Cardinal
Wiseman. Many local cures of serious illnesses were attributed to the intercession of St Edmund; one of the
earliest of these was of a student who nearly died after a fall in 1871. His complete healing led to the
accomplishment of a vow to extend the beautiful Pugin chapel with a side chapel to honour the saint.[18]

The Islamic silk chasuble, with the main fabric probably made in Al-Andaluz, that Edmund had with him at his
death remains in a local church, with a stole and maniple.[19]
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Character [edit]

Edmund's life was one of self-sacrifice and devotion to others. From boyhood he practised asceticism; such as
fasting on Saturdays on bread and water, and wearing a hair shirt. After snatching a few hours' sleep, most of
the night he spent in prayer and meditation.[1]

Works [edit]

Besides his "Constitutions," issued in 1236 (printed in W. Lynwood's Constitutiones Angliae, Oxford, 1679),
Edmund wrote a work in the genre of the Speculum literature entitled Speculum ecclesiae (London, 1521; Eng.
transl., 1527; reprinted in M. de la Bigne's Bibliotheca veterum patrum, v., Paris, 1609),[20] which was translated
into Anglo-Norman around the second half of the thirteenth century as Mirour de Seinte Eglyse ('a mirror of the
holy Church'), a treatise about the Christian faith aimed at religious practitioners. (The French text was then
revised in a version labelled by its editor as a 'lay version', which is attested principally in the manuscript
London, British Library, MS Arundel 288).[21]

Religious Congregation of the Society of St Edmund [edit]

Main article: Society of Saint Edmund

Edmund's life inspired the formation of the Society of Saint Edmund at Pontigny, France, in 1843 by Revs. Jean
Baptiste Muard and Pierre Boyer. The Society intended to keep Saint Edmund's memory and life alive by
conducting parish missions in the archdiocese of Sens, so as to revitalize the faith of the people who had
become alienated from the Church. Members of the Society, based in Pontigny, fled to the United States in
1889 after widespread anticlericalism in France. The Society of Saint Edmund settled in Winooski Park,
Vermont and in 1904 established Saint Michael's College where the deeds and values of Saint Edmund's life
continue through the college mission. Today members of the Society of Saint Edmund devote themselves to
parochial work in the Diocese of Burlington, Vermont, ministry to the African American community through the
Edmundite Missions in Selma, Alabama, to higher education at Saint Michael's College, and retreat ministry at
Saint Anne's Shrine in Vermont.
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Edmund the Martyr

Edmund
King of the East Angles

A medieval illumination depicting the death of
Edmund the Martyr on 20 November 869 by the

Vikings

Reign 25 December 855
(traditionally) – 20 November
869 (or 870)

Predecessor Ethelweard

Successor Oswald

Born circa 841

Died killed in battle 20 November 869
(or 870)
see ...legends

House unknown

Father possibly Æthelweard

Religion Christian

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Not to be confused with Edward the Martyr.

Edmund the Martyr (also known as St Edmund or Edmund of
East Anglia, died 20 November 869)[note 1] was king of East Anglia
from about 855 until his death.

Almost nothing is known about Edmund. He is thought to have
been of East Anglian origin and was first mentioned in an annal of
the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, written some years after his death.
The kingdom of East Anglia was devastated by the Vikings, who
destroyed any contemporary evidence of his reign. Later writers
produced fictitious accounts of his life, asserting that he was born
in 841, the son of Æthelweard, an obscure East Anglian king,
whom it was said Edmund succeeded when he was 14 (or
alternatively that he was the youngest son of a Germanic king
named Alcmund). Later versions of Edmund's life relate that he
was crowned on 25 December 855 at Burna (probably Bures St
Mary in Suffolk), which at that time functioned as the royal
capital,[2] and that he became a model king.

In 869, the Great Heathen Army advanced on East Anglia and
killed Edmund. He may have been slain by the Danes in battle, but
by tradition he met his death at an unidentified place known as
Haegelisdun, after he refused the Danes' demand that he
renounce Christ: the Danes beat him, shot him with arrows and
then beheaded him, on the orders of Ivar the Boneless and his
brother Ubba. According to one legend, his head was then thrown
into the forest, but was found safe by searchers after following the
cries of an ethereal wolf that was calling out in Latin, "Hic, Hic, Hic"
– "Here, Here, Here".

A coinage commemorating Edmund was minted from around the
time East Anglia was absorbed by the kingdom of Wessex and a
popular cult emerged. In about 986, Abbo of Fleury wrote of his life
and martyrdom. The saint's remains were temporarily moved from
Bury St Edmunds to London for safekeeping in 1010. His shrine at
Bury was visited by many kings, including Canute, who was
responsible for rebuilding the abbey: the stone church was rebuilt again in 1095. During the Middle Ages, when
Edmund was regarded as the patron saint of England, Bury and its magnificent abbey grew wealthy, but during
the Dissolution of the Monasteries his shrine was destroyed. Medieval manuscripts and works of art relating to
Edmund include Abbo's Passio Sancti Eadmundi, John Lydgate's 14th-century Life, the Wilton Diptych, and a
number of church wall paintings.
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King of the East Angles [edit]

Accession and rule [edit]

Edmund is first mentioned in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle annal for 870,
which was compiled twenty years after his death.[3] By tradition, Edmund is
thought to have been born in 841 and to have acceded to the East Anglian
throne in around 855.[4] Nothing is known of his life or reign, as no
contemporary East Anglian documents from this period have survived. The
devastation in East Anglia that was caused by the Vikings destroyed any
books or charters that may have referred to Edmund[5] and a lack of
contemporary evidence means that it is not known for certain when his
reign began, or his age when he became king. Later medieval chroniclers
have provided dubious accounts of his life, in the absence of any real
details. The most credible theory for Edmund's parentage suggests
Ealhhere, brother-in-law to King Æthelstan of Kent, as Edmund's father and Edith (Æthelstan's sister) as
Edmund's mother.[6]

Edmund cannot be placed within any ruling dynasty. Numismatic evidence suggests he succeeded Æthelweard.
According to the historian Susan Ridyard, Abbo of Fleury's statement that Edmund was 'ex antiquorum
Saxonum nobili prosapia oriundus' can be taken to mean that he was descended from a noble and ancient
race.[7]

It is known that a variety of different coins were minted by Edmund's moneyers during his reign.[8] The letters
AN, standing for 'Anglia', only appear on the coins of Edmund and Æthelstan of East Anglia: they appear on
Edmund's coins as part of the phrase + EADMUND REX AN. Later specimens read + EADMUND REX and so it
is possible for his coins to be divided chronologically.[9] Otherwise, no chronology for his coins has been
confirmed.[10]

Death [edit]

The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, which generally described few matters
relating to the East Angles and their rulers, is the only source for a
description of the events for the year 869 that led to the defeat of
Edmund's army at the hands of the Danes. It relates that "Her rad se
here ofer Mierce innan East Engle and wiñt setl namon. æt Đeodforda.
And þy wint' Eadmund cying him wiþ feaht. and þa Deniscan sige naman
þone cyning ofslogon. and þæt lond all ge eodon." – 'here the army
rode across Mercia into East Anglia, and took winter-quarters at
Thetford; and that winter King Edmund fought against them, and the
Danish took the victory, and killed the king and conquered all that
land'.[11][12] By tradition the leaders who slew the king were Ivar the
Boneless and his brother Ubba.

The Great Heathen Army went on to invade Wessex in late 870, where
they were confronted by King Ethelred and his brother, the future King
Alfred the Great.[13][14]

Memorial coinage [edit]

Edmund's body was buried in a wooden chapel near to where he was killed, but was
later transferred to Beadoriceworth (modern Bury St Edmunds), where in 925
Athelstan founded a community devoted to a newly developing cult.[15] Thirty years
after Edmund's death, he was venerated by the Vikings of East Anglia, who produced
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A St Edmund
memorial penny

Saint Edmund the Martyr

Edmund being crowned by angels, from a
13th-century manuscript.

King, Martyr
Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church[20][21]

Roman Catholic Church
Anglican Communion

Major shrine Bury St Edmunds, destroyed

Feast 20 November

Attributes Crowned and robed king holding
a scepter, orb, arrow, or a sword,
wolf, severed head

Patronage Kings, pandemics, the Roman
Catholic diocese of East Anglia,
Douai Abbey, wolves, torture
victims, protection from the
plague

A depiction of St Edmund's shrine.
The shrine was destroyed in 1539.

a coinage to commemorate him.[16] It was minted from around 895 to 915 (close to the
time when East Anglia was conquered by Edward the Elder of Wessex) and was based
on the design of coins produced during Edmund's reign. All the pennies and (more
rarely) half-pennies that were produced read SCE EADMVND REX—'O St Edmund the king!'. Some of them
have a legend that provides evidence that the Vikings experimented with their initial design.[17]

The St Edmund memorial coins were minted in great quantities by a group of more than 70 moneyers, many of
whom appear to have originated from continental Europe: over 1800 specimens were found when the great
Cuerdale Hoard was discovered in Lancashire in 1840.[18] The memorial coins were widely used within the
Danelaw. Coins have mainly been found in the east of England, but the exact location of any of the mints they
came from is not known with certainty, although scholars have assumed that they were made in East Anglia.[19]

Veneration [edit]

Cult at Bury St Edmunds [edit]

During the 11th century a
stone church was built in
Bury St Edmunds, which
was replaced by a larger
church in 1095, into which
Edmund's relics were
translated. The abbey's
power grew upon being
given jurisdiction over the
growing town in 1028 and
the creation in 1044[15] of

the geographical and political area of the Liberty of Saint Edmund,
established by Edward the Confessor, which remained a separate
jurisdiction under the control of the abbot of Bury St Edmunds
Abbey until the dissolution of the monasteries.

The shrine at Bury St Edmunds soon became one of the most
famous and wealthy pilgrimage locations in England. In 1010,
Edmund's remains were translated to London to protect them from
the Vikings, where they were kept for three years before being
returned to Bury.[15] For centuries the shrine was visited by
various kings of England, many of whom gave generously to the
abbey: Sweyn's son, King Canute, converted to Christianity and
rebuilt the abbey at Bury St Edmunds. In 1020, he made a
pilgrimage and offered his own crown upon the shrine as
atonement for the sins of his forefathers.

The town arose as the wealth and fame of the abbey grew. After
the Norman conquest of England in 1066, the abbot planned out
over 300 new houses within a grid-iron pattern at a location that
was close to the abbey precincts.[22] Edmund's cult was promoted
and flourished, but it declined in subsequent years and the saint
did not reappear in any liturgical calendars until the appearance of
Abbo of Fleury's Passio Sancti Eadmundi in the 12th century.[23]

King John is said to have given a great sapphire and a precious stone set in gold to the shrine, which he was
permitted to keep upon the condition that it was returned to the abbey when he died.[24]

Edmund's shrine was destroyed in 1539, during the English Reformation. According to a letter (which now
belongs to the Cotton Collection in the British Library), the shrine was defaced, and silver and gold to the value
of over 5000 marks was taken away. On 4 November 1539 the abbot and his monks were expelled and the
abbey was dissolved.[25]

Cult at Toulouse [edit]

After the Battle of Lincoln (1217), it was traditionally claimed that Edmund's body was stolen by the Count of
Melun and subsequently donated to the Basilica of Saint-Sernin in the French city of Toulouse by the future
Louis VIII of France.[26] The first record of this is a relic list for Saint-Sernin of around 1425, which included St
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Edmund among the basilica's relics.[26] After the city was saved from the plague in the years from 1628 to 1631
— by the saint's intercessions — the city built, in 1644,[26] a new shrine for his relics in gratitude for its
deliverance: his cult flourished there for over two centuries. Edmund's shrine was of silver and adorned with
solid silver statues and when his relics were translated to it, the population came for eight days to honour the
saint.[27]

Relics at Arundel Castle [edit]

In 1901, the Archbishop of Westminster, Herbert Vaughan, received some relics from the basilica of Saint-
Sernin. The relics, believed at the time to be those of St Edmund, were intended for the high altar of London's
Westminster Cathedral, which was then under construction.[26]

The acceptance of the relics required the intercession of Pope Leo XIII, after an initial refusal by the church in
France.[28] Upon their arrival in England, they were housed in the Fitzalan Chapel at Arundel Castle, prior to
their translation to Westminster. Although the relics had been verified and catalogued in 1644 for interment in
the new shrine and in 1874 when two pieces were given to Cardinal Manning, concerns were raised about their
validity by Dr. Montague James and Dr Charles Biggs in The Times. They remained at Arundel under the care
of the Duke of Norfolk, whilst a historical commission was set up by Cardinal Vaughan and Archbishop Germain
of Saint-Sernin. They remain to this day at Arundel.[29] In 1966, three teeth from the collection of relics from
France were donated to Douai Abbey.[26]

Passio Sancti Eadmundi [edit]

Edmund's cult re-emerged in the 10th century and the site of his burial grew wealthy as a result of receiving
grants of land from royally connected benefactors. In about 986, the monks of Ramsey Abbey commissioned
Abbo of Fleury to write an account of the saint's life and early cult.[30][31] In his preface or dedicatory epistle
Abbo addresses the work to St Dunstan, Archbishop of Canterbury 960–988. Dunstan himself is the source of
the story of the martyrdom, which he had heard told long before, in the presence of King Æthelstan, by an old
man who swore an oath that he had been Edmund's own sword-bearer (armiger) on the fatal day.[32] Abbo
therefore clearly makes Dunstan, then still living and the recipient of his work, the authority for what he has to
say.

According to Abbo, Edmund was "ex antiquorum Saxonum nobili prosapia oriundus".[33] This statement has
confused later translators into thinking that Edmund was of continental Old Saxon origin. However the historian
Steven Plunkett notes that Abbo, describing the Migration Age settlement of the East Anglian region
(Eastengle) at the opening of his work, attributed that occupation to 'Saxons' (the Jutes and Angles going
elsewhere): therefore by the use of the term 'of the noble lineage of the old Saxons' for Edmund, he was not
attempting to make a distinction between Edmund's own ancestry and that of the people over whom he ruled.[34]

In Abbo's version of events, the king refused to meet the Danes in battle, preferring to die a martyr's death. The
historian Susan Ridyard maintains that Edmund's martyrdom cannot be proved and the nature of his fate —
whether he died fighting or was cruelly murdered in the battle's aftermath — cannot be read from the Anglo-
Saxon Chronicle. She notes that the story that Edmund had an armour-bearer implies that he would have been
a warrior king who was prepared to fight the Vikings on the battlefield, but she acknowledges the possibility that
later accounts belong to "the realm of hagiographical fantasy".[35]

Edmund's death, according to Ælfric of Eynsham
"King Edmund, against whom Ivar advanced, stood inside his hall, and mindful of the Saviour, threw out his weapons. He
wanted to match the example of Christ, who forbade Peter to win the cruel Jews with weapons. Lo! the impious one then
bound Edmund and insulted him ignominiously, and beat him with rods, and afterwards led the devout king to a firm living
tree, and tied him there with strong bonds, and beat him with whips. In between the whip lashes, Edmund called out with true
belief in the Saviour Christ. Because of his belief, because he called to Christ to aid him, the heathens became furiously
angry. They then shot spears at him, as if it was a game, until he was entirely covered with their missiles, like the bristles of a
hedgehog (just like St Sebastian was). When Ivar the impious pirate saw that the noble king would not forsake Christ, but
with resolute faith called after Him, he ordered Edmund beheaded, and the heathens did so. While Edmund still called out to
Christ, the heathen dragged the holy man to his death, and with one stroke struck off his head, and his soul journeyed
happily to Christ."

Ælfric of Eynsham, Old English paraphrase of Abbo of Fleury, 'Passio Sancti Eadmundi' .[36]

Abbo named one of Edmund's killers as Hinguar, who can probably be identified with Ivarr inn beinlausi (Ivar the
Boneless), son of Ragnar Lodbrok.[37] After describing the horrific manner of Edmund's death, the Passio
continued the story. His severed head was thrown into the wood. As Edmund's followers went seeking, calling
out "Where are you, friend?" the head answered, "Here, here, here," until at last they found it, clasped between
a wolf's paws, protected from other animals and uneaten. The villagers then praised God and the wolf that
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A 12th-century depiction of
Edmund's martyrdom in the Morgan
Library & Museum in New York.

served him. It walked tamely beside them, before vanishing back into the forest.[32]

The body was buried in a coffin and later translated to Beodericsworth, but Abbo failed to date either events,[38]

although from the text it can be seen that he believed that the relics had been taken to Beodericsworth by the
time that Theodred became Bishop of London in around 926.[39] Upon exhumation of the body, a miracle was
discovered. All the arrow wounds upon Edmund's corpse had healed and his head was reattached. The only
evidence of decapitation was a line around his neck and his skin was still soft and fresh, as if he had been
sleeping.[32] [note 2] The last recorded inspection of the body whilst at Bury St Edmunds was in 1198.[26][41]

The resemblance between the deaths of St Sebastian and St Edmund was remarked upon by Abbo: both saints
were attacked by archers, although only Edmund is supposed to have been decapitated. His death bears some
resemblance to the fate suffered by other saints: St Denis was whipped and beheaded and the body of Mary of
Egypt was said to have been guarded by a lion.[42] Gransden describes Abbo's Passio as "little more that a
hotch-potch of hagiographical commonplaces" and argues that Abbo's ignorance of what actually happened to
Edmund would have led him to use aspects of the Lives of well known saints such as Sebastian and Denis as
models for his version of Edmund's martydom. Gransden acknowledges that there are some aspects of the
story—such as the appearance of the wolf that guards Edmund's head—that do not have exact parallels
elsewhere.[43]

Medieval hagiographies and legends [edit]

De Infantia Sancti Edmundi, a fictitious 12th-century hagiography of
Edmund's early life by Geoffrey of Wells, represented him as the
youngest son of 'Alcmund', a Saxon king of Germanic descent.
'Alcmund' may never have existed.[44]

Edmund's fictitious continental origins were later expanded into legends
which spoke of his parentage, his birth at Nuremberg, his adoption by
Offa of Mercia, his nomination as successor to the king and his landing
at Hunstanton on the North Norfolk coast to claim his kingdom.[45] Other
accounts state that his father was the king he succeeded, Æthelweard
of East Anglia, who died in 854, apparently when Edmund was a boy of
fourteen.

He was said to have been crowned by St Humbert (Bishop Humbert of
Elmham) on 25 December 855, at a location known as Burna (probably
Bures St Mary in Suffolk) which at that time functioned as the royal
capital.[2] Later versions of his life recorded that he was a model king
who treated all his subjects with equal justice and who was unbending to
flatterers. It was written that he withdrew for a year to his royal tower at
Hunstanton and learned the whole Psalter, so that he could recite it
from memory.[44][46]

Edmund may have been killed at Hoxne, in Suffolk.[47] His martyrdom is mentioned in a charter that was written
when the church and chapel at Hoxne were granted to Norwich Priory in 1101. Place-name evidence has been
used to link the name of Hoxne with Haegelisdun,[48] named by Abbo of Fleury as the site of Edmund's
martyrdom, but this evidence is dismissed by the historian Peter Warner.[49] The association of Edmund's cult
with the village has continued to the present day.[note 3] Dernford in Cambridgeshire[51] and Bradfield St
Clare[52][53] (near Bury St Edmunds) are other possible sites for where Edmund was martyred.[note 4] Edmund's
death bears resemblance to the fate suffered by St Sebastian, St Denis and St Mary of Egypt.[54]

The ancient wooden church of St Andrew, Greensted-juxta-Ongar, is said to have been a resting place for his
body on the way to Bury St Edmunds in 1013.[55]

Banner [edit]

In Bernard Burke's Vicissitudes of Families, published in 1869, Burke proposed that Edmund's banner was
among those borne during the Norman invasion of Ireland, after which the three crowns on a blue background
became the standard for Ireland during the Plantagenet era. Richard de Clare, 2nd Earl of Pembroke, Robert
Fitz-Stephen and Raymond le Gros, who all featured prominently in the Anglo-Norman invasion, dedicated a
chapel of Christ Church Cathedral, Dublin to Edmund.[57] When the Scottish castle at Caevlerlock was taken by
Edward I of England in 1300, the banners of Edmund, St George and Edward the Confessor were displayed by
the victorious English from the castle battlements, as "powerful, unifying symbols of the holy guardians and
supporters of their cause".[58] According to the antiquarian Sir Harris Nicolas' account of the Battle of Agincourt
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Attributed arms of Edmund, dating
from the medieval period.[56]

in 1415, five banners were flown on the English side, one of which was
probably that of St Edmund.[59]

In a preface to the Life of the saint written by the poet John Lydgate, in
which Edmund's banners are described,[note 5][61] the three crowns are
said to represent Edmund's martyrdom, virginity and kingship.[62]

Patronages [edit]

Edmund is the patron saint of pandemics as well as kings,[63] the Roman
Catholic diocese of East Anglia,[64] and Douai Abbey in Berkshire.[65]

Churches dedicated to his memory are to be found all over England,
including St Edmund the King and Martyr's Church in London, designed
by Sir Christopher Wren during the 1670s. St Edmund King and Martyr's Church in Godalming, Surrey was
dedicated to Edmund because its founder was from Suffolk.[66]

During the Middle Ages, St George replaced Edmund as the patron saint of England when Edward III associated
George with the Order of the Garter.[22] In 2006, a group that included BBC Radio Suffolk and the East Anglian
Daily Times failed in their campaign to reinstate Edmund.[note 6] In 2013 another campaign[68] to reinstate St
Edmund as patron saint was begun with the backing of representatives from businesses, churches, radio and
local politicians.[69]

St Edmund in the arts [edit]

The veneration of Edmund throughout the centuries has left a legacy of noteworthy works of art.

A beautifully illustrated copy of Abbo of Fleury's Passio Sancti Eadmundi, made at Bury St Edmunds in
around 1130, is now kept at the Morgan Library in New York City.[15]

The copy of John Lydgate's 15th century Life written for Henry VI of England is now in the British Library.[70]

The Wilton Diptych was painted during the reign of Richard II of England and is the most famous
representation of Edmund in art. Painted on oak panels, it shows Richard kneeling in front of three saints as
they present the young king to the Virgin and Child.[15][71]

The poet John Lydgate (1370–1451), who lived all his life in Bury St Edmunds, presented his twelve-year-
old king Henry VI of England with a long poem (now known as Metrical Lives of Saints Edmund and
Fremund) when Henry came to the town in 1433 and stayed at the abbey for four months.[72] The book is
now kept by the British Library in London.[60]

Edmund's martyrdom features on several medieval wall-paintings to be found in churches across
England.[73]

The market town of Bury St Edmunds features several representations of St Edmund, most notably a
recently commissioned contemporary artwork designed by Emmanuel O’Brien, constructed by Nigel Kaines
of Designs on Metal in 2011.
Edmund appears as a fictional character in Bernard Cornwell's novel The Last Kingdom, and in C. Walter
Hodges' novel The Namesake. In the television adaptation of the former, he is portrayed by Jason Flemyng.
Edmund is the subject of the song "Barbarian" by The Darkness on the album Last of Our Kind.
Wolf guarding the head of St Edmund is a painting by Doris Zinkeisen (1898 - 1991) owned by the West
Suffolk Heritage Service.
Edmund appears as a character in Simon Edge's 2020 comic novel Anyone for Edmund?, which begins with
the rediscovery of his body amid the ruins of Bury St Edmunds Abbey.[74]
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A statue of the saint outside St Edmund's
Church, Southwold.

The saint features in a romantic poem, Athelston, whose 15th-century author is unknown. In the climactic scene
of the poem, Edyff, the sister of King 'Athelston' of England, gives birth to Edmund after passing through a ritual
ordeal by fire.[75]

See also [edit]

List of Catholic saints
List of monarchs of East Anglia

Notes [edit]

1. ^ The year of Edmund's death may have been 870, according to some calculations. The uncertainty has arisen
because the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle sometimes began in September, meaning that an event that took place in
November 869 (according to the modern calendar) would have been recorded by the Anglo-Saxons as having taken
place in 870.[1]

2. ^ These details induced the writers of the British Museum's account of the bog body called Lindow Man to suggest
that the body of St Edmund recovered in the fens "was in fact a prehistoric bog body, and that in trying to find their
murdered king, his people had recovered the remains of a sacred king of the old religion still bearing the marks of
his ritual strangulation".[40]

3. ^ Until 1849, an old tree stood in Hoxne Park that was believed to be where Edmund had been martyred. In the
heart of the tree, an arrow head was found. A piece of the tree was used to form part of an altar of a church
dedicated to Edmund. Another legend relates that after being routed in battle, Edmund hid under the Goldbrook
bridge at Hoxne, but his hiding place was revealed to a wedding party, who gave him away to his enemies.[50]

4. ^ However, there is a spot where places named in the early accounts occur close together. A field called
'Hellesdon' lay just south of Pitcher's Green at Bradfield St Clare; Sutton Hall stands a mile south of Bradfield St
Clare on the parish boundary; Kingshall Farm, Kingshall Green and Kingshall Street occur in Rougham, two miles
to the north. Bradfield St Clare is approximately six miles from Bury St Edmunds, which was an Anglo-Saxon royal
vill (settlement). A monastery already existed, founded by King Sigeberht in 633AD. There was also a building
called Bradfield Hall that stood within the St Edmund's Abbey, and accounts show that the Abbey's Cellarer paid
rent for small pieces of land at Bradfield St Clare Hall (6 shillings 8d pence) and Sutton Hall (3s 2d.).

5. ^ See the British Library image of the three crowns banner from Lydgate's book.[60]

6. ^ The Bury St Edmunds MP at that time, David Ruffley, had taken up the cause and helped deliver a large petition
to the government in London. Prime Minister Tony Blair rejected the request; however, their attempt was
successful on another level: "St Edmund (was) named patron saint of Suffolk...the high point of a successful
campaign which was launched by Breakfast show presenter Mark Murphy and producer Emily Fellows in the
autumn of 2006".[67]

Footnotes [edit]

1. ^ Swanton, Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, p. xv.
2.  ̂a b Saint Edmund King and Martyr. 1970. p. 19. ISBN 9780900963186.
3. ^ "This year the army rode over Mercia into East-Anglia, and there fixed their winter-quarters at Thetford. And in the

winter King Edmund fought with them; but the Danes gained the victory, and slew the king; whereupon they overran
all that land, and destroyed all the monasteries to which they came. The names of the leaders who slew the king
were Hingwar and Hubba. At the same time came they to Medhamsted, burning and breaking, and slaying abbot
and monks, and all that they there found. They made such havoc there, that a monastery, which was before full
rich, was now reduced to nothing. The same year died Archbishop Ceolnoth; and Ethered, Bishop of Witshire, was
chosen Archbishop of Canterbury." (trans. Ingram 1823).

4. ^ Ridyard, The Royal Saints of Anglo-Saxon England, p. 61.
5. ^ Yorke, Kings and Kingdoms of Early Anglo-Saxon England, p. 58.
6. ^ Hervey, "Corolla Sancti Eadmundi. The Garland of Saint Edmund, King and Martyr", Preface 43.
7. ^ Ridyard, The Royal Saints of Anglo-Saxon England, p. 217.
8. ^ "Treasure hunters found nearly 1,000 items in 2012" . BBC News. BBC. Retrieved 19 January 2014.
9. ^ Grierson and Blackburn, Medieval European Coinage, p. 294.

10. ^ Grierson and Blackburn, Medieval European Coinage, p. 588.
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[c] co-kings · [km] also king of Kent and king of Mercia · [m] also king of Mercia · [s] sub-kings · [d] Danes

Viking activity in the British Isles

Anglo-Saxon
Major monarchs

Offa of Mercia (757–796) · Ælla of Northumbria (unk–867) · Edmund the Martyr of East
Anglia (855–869) · Æthelred the Unready (978–1013, 1014–1016) · Wessex: (Ecgberht
(802–839) · Æthelwulf (839–858) · Alfred the Great (871–899) · Edward the Elder
(899–924) · Æthelstan (924–939) · Eadred (946–954)

Major leaders Æthelred, Lord of the Mercians (c. 881–911) · Æthelflæd, Lady of the Mercians (911–
918) · Odda, Ealdorman of Devon (878)

Viking

Monarchs

Knýtlinga (Harthacnut (1035-1042) · Cnut the Great (1016–1035) · Harold Harefoot (1035-
1040) · Svein Knutsson (1030-1035)) · Northumbria: (Guthred (883–895) · Eric Bloodaxe
(947–948, 952–954) · Amlaíb Cuarán (941-944) · Gofraid ua Ímair (921–934) ·
Olaf Guthfrithson (939–941) · Ragnall ua Ímair (c. 914–921)) · England (Sweyn Forkbeard
(1013–1014)) · Ecgberht I of Northumbria (867–872) · Burgred of Mercia (852–874) ·
Ceolwulf II of Mercia (874–880) · Eohric of East Anglia (917–927)

Major leaders
Ivar the Boneless (865–870) · Halfdan Ragnarsson (865–877) · Ubba (865–878) ·
Hvitserk (865–870) · Guthrum (874–890) · Hastein (892–896) · Thorkell the Tall (c.970–
1024)

Battles

Viking raids: 793–850 Battle of Ellendun (825) · Battle of Hingston Down (838) ·
Battle of Rochester (842) · Carhampton (843) · Battle of Aclea (851)

First invasion 865–896

Great Heathen Army
(865–78)

Battle of York (867) · Siege of Nottingham (867)
Battle of Englefield (870) · Battle of Ashdown
(871) · Battle of Meretun (871) · Battle of Basing
(871) · Battle of Reading (871) ·
Sea Battle near Swanage (877) ·
Battle of Chippenham (878) · Battle of Cynwit
(878)

Battle of Edington (878) · Battle of London (886) · Siege of Exeter (893,
1001) · Battle of Fearnhamme (893) · Battle of Benfleet (894)

The Danelaw

Buttington (893) · First Stamford (894) · The Holme
(902) · Tettenhall (910) · Tempsford (917) · Derby (917)
· Second Stamford (918) · Corbridge (918) · Brunanburh
(937) · Stainmore (954)

Second invasion: 980–1012 The Danelaw
Maldon (991) · Battle of Pinhoe (1001) · First Alton
(1001) · St Brice's Day (1002) · Pinhoe (1001) ·
Ringmere (1010)

Cnut's invasion (1015–1016) Assandun · Brentford

Harald's invasion (1066) Fulford (1066) · Stamford Bridge (1066)

Places
Viking settlements Danelaw (865–896) · Jorvik (866–954) · North Sea Empire

English petty kingdoms Wessex (519-927) · Kent (410-825) · Northumbria (653-954) · Mercia (527-918)
· East Anglia (c.550-918)

Treaties Treaty of Wedmore (886) · Treaty of Alfred and Guthrum (c. 890)
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Edward Bamber
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Edward Bamber (alias Reading) (b. at the Moor, Poulton-le-Fylde, Lancashire; executed at Lancaster 7
August 1646) was an English Roman Catholic priest. He was beatified in 1987.

Life [edit]

Educated at the English College, Valladolid, he was ordained and sent to England. On landing at Dover, he
knelt down to thank God. Seen doing this by the Governor of Dover Castle, he was arrested and banished.

He returned again, and was soon afterwards apprehended near Standish, Lancashire; he had probably been
chaplain at Standish Hall. On his way to Lancaster Castle he was lodged at the Old-Green-Man Inn near
Claughton-on-Brock, and managed to escape, his keepers being drunk. He was found wandering in the fields
by a Mr. Singleton of Broughton Tower and was sheltered by him.

Arrested the third time, he was committed to Lancaster Castle, where he remained in close confinement for
three years, once escaping, but recaptured. At his trial with two other priests, Thomas Whitaker and John
Woodcock, two apostates witnessed against him that he had administered the sacraments, and he was
condemned to die.

A stained glass window in the church of St.Marie's in Standish depicts the Ven. Edward being pushed off a
ladder, which served as a gallows for his execution, by two soldiers.

An ode composed on his death is still extant.

See also [edit]

Catholic Church in the United Kingdom
Douai Martyrs
Eighty-five martyrs of England and Wales
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 This article incorporates text from a publication now in the public domain: Herbermann, Charles, ed.
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Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
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Main article: Eighty-five martyrs of England and Wales

Edward Burden (c.1540–1588)[1] was a sixteenth century recusant priest. Born in County Durham, he was a
graduate of Corpus Christi College, Oxford.[2] He studied at Duoay College[3] and was ordained a priest in
Rheims[4] in 1584.[3] He is probably best known for being one of the Eighty-five martyrs of England and Wales,
for, arriving in England in 1586, he was captured two years later and executed by hanging, drawing and
quartering[3] in York on 29 November 1588,[4]

He was beatified by Pope John Paul II on 22 November 1987.[5]
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Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
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Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
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Oaten Hill Martyrs
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Edward Campion)

For the Protestant martyrs of 1555 to 1558, see Canterbury Martyrs.

The Oaten Hill Martyrs were Catholic Martyrs who were executed by hanging, drawing and quartering at
Oaten Hill, Canterbury, on 1 October 1588. The gallows had been put up in 1576. These four were beatified by
Pope Pius XI in 1929.[1]
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Robert Wilcox [edit]

Robert Wilcox was born in Chester, England in 1558 and entered the seminary at Rheims when he was twenty-
five years old and was ordained on 20 April 1585.[2] He was sent to England with other priests seeking to
expand the Catholic faith and deal with the country's expanding Protestantism under Queen Elizabeth I. Wilcox
arrived in England on 7 June 1586 but was arrested almost immediately at Lydd in Kent, near to where he
entered the country. As a captive, he was sent to the Marshalsea prison where he was examined on 15 August
1588. Here he admitted he was a Catholic priest and was sent for trial with the others to Canterbury, England.
Wilcox was the first of the four to be executed. It is recorded that he told his companions to be of good heart. He
was going to heaven before them, where he would carry the tidings of their coming after him.[3] Wilcox was thirty
years of age.

Gerard Edwards ("Edward Campion") [edit]

Gerard Edwards, a Catholic priest, was born at Ludlow, Shropshire, and studied at Jesus College, Oxford, but
left without obtaining a degree, as he was unable to take the Oath of Supremacy.[1] He was for some time in the
service of Gregory Fiennes, 10th Baron Dacre.[2] On 22 February 1586 he left England to study for the
priesthood in Rheims. In accordance with the custom of many Douai priests of taking an alias for their greater
safety on the English mission, he changed his name to "Edward Campion" in honour of St Edmund Campion.[4]

Because of his education he was ordained after just a year and returned to England at Easter 1587. He was
captured in Sittingbourne, Kent, just a few weeks later, however, and was imprisoned at the Newgate and the
Marshalsea prisons in London following questioning by order of the Privy Council on 22 April 1587. Upon a
second examination on 14 August 1588, he admitted to being a priest.[5] He was thirty-six years of age at the
time of his execution.

Christopher Buxton [edit]

Christopher Buxton (1562 – 1588) was born in Derbyshire in 1562. He was a student of Nicholas Garlick at the
Grammar School, Tideswell, Peak District. Garlick entered the English College at Rheims on 22 June 1581.[6]

Buxton arrived about a month later.[7]

In 1584 he was sent to the English College in Rome where he was ordained on 26 October 1586.[8] He had a
lengthy and difficult journey across Europe, calling in at Rheims on his way to Dieppe. Word had already
reached the continent concerning the government's plans to exile or execute the priests then held in prison. A
Dr. Darbishire in Paris directed Buxton to delay his departure for the time being, and in obedience complied. But
having learned that Darbishire's counsel was not a directive of Father Persons in England, Buxton crossed to
Kent in early September 1587.

He was arrested in Kent about two minths later, and taken to the Marshalsea prison. On 15 August 1588, he
was examined at which time he admitted he was a priest. As he was so young, it was thought that his constancy
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might be shaken by the sight of the deaths of his companions, and his life was offered him if he would conform
to the new religion; but he answered that he would not purchase a corruptible life at such a price, and that if he
had a hundred lives he would willingly surrender them all in defence of his faith.[9]

While in the Marshalsea Prison he wrote a Rituale, the manuscript of which is now preserved as a relic at Olney,
Buckinghamshire. He sent this manuscript to a priest, as a last token of his friendship, the day before he was
taken from the prison. He was taken to Canterbury for trial and execution. Buxton died at the age of twenty-six.
Christopher Buxton was beatified by Pope Pius XI in 1929.[8]

Robert Widmerpool [edit]

Robert Widmerpool, a layman, was born in Nottinghamshire. He attended Gloucester Hall, Oxford, but did not
graduate. He obtained a post as tutor at the home of the Countess of Northumberland, and was arrested there
for giving aid to a Catholic priest. He was imprisoned with the others at the Marshalsea.[1] When he had the
rope round his neck, he thanked God for the glory of dying in Canterbury for the cause for which St. Thomas
died.[2] He was twenty-eight years old.

See also [edit]
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Edward Colman

"Coleman drawn to his execution";
one of a set of playing cards depicting
the Popish Plot by Francis Barlow, c.
1679

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Edward Colman (disambiguation).

Edward Colman or Coleman (17 May 1636 – 3 December 1678) was
an English Catholic courtier under Charles II of England. He was
hanged, drawn and quartered on a treason charge, having been
implicated by Titus Oates in his false accusations concerning a Popish
Plot.[1] He is a Catholic martyr, beatified by Pope Pius XI in 1929.[2]
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Life [edit]

He was born at Brent Eleigh, Suffolk, son of the local vicar Thomas
Colman and his wife Margaret Wilson; he was a cousin of the Salisbury
MP, Richard Colman. He attended Trinity College, Cambridge, receiving
an MA in 1659.[3] Colman, who had been reared as a strict Puritan,
converted to Roman Catholicism in the early 1660s. He has been described as a man of considerable charm
and ability, but lacking in common sense or political realism. Sir Robert Southwell, who knew him well, called him
"a man who must run himself into the briars". He was married: his wife has been described as a woman of great
charm, but little else seems to be known of her. In appearance he was strikingly pale and emaciated, due it was
said to his practice of regular fasting; his white face being all the more noticeable because he always wore a
black periwig.

Career [edit]

In June 1661 he became a gentleman pensioner to Charles II. He was a charismatic advocate of the Catholic
cause and is credited with several high-profile conversions, including possibly the future James II. In 1673
James appointed him secretary to his wife, Mary of Modena, despite warnings from several quarters, including
Charles II himself, that he was not a man to be trusted.[1]

The passing of the Test Act in the same year, barring Catholics from public office, has been described as a
shattering blow to his hopes of an important political career, and condemned him to a life of "backstairs
intrigue", unless he could get the Act repealed. This explains his repeated efforts to obtain a dissolution of the
Cavalier Parliament, although his belief that a new Parliament would be disposed to repeal the Test Act was
shared by no one else. His intrigues were so ill-judged that they led to the Cavalier Parliament in its final
session passing a second and more stringent Test Act, while the next Parliament, elected after Colman's death
was, quite contrary to his predictions, even more hostile to Catholicism than its predecessor.

He visited Brussels in the hope of gaining support from the Papal nuncio there for a scheme for increased
tolerance for English Catholics, but nothing came of it. He also visited Paris without an official pass, which was
later used in evidence against him at his trial in 1678. Subsequently, he was in contact with highly placed
Catholics in France. Through an English Catholic army officer stationed in Paris, Sir William Throckmorton, he
passed on political information to the Jesuit Jean Ferrier who was confessor to Louis XIV.[4]:40 In 1675 he
offered his services in favour of Catholicism to François de la Chaise, successor to Ferrier as royal confessor;
in 1676 he was in communication with Father Saint-Germain, former confessor to Charles II's sister-in-law Mary
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of Modena, offering his assistance to prevent a rupture between England and France. These attempts failed to
procure money, due mainly to the scepticism of Simon Arnauld, Marquis de Pomponne, Louis' Foreign Minister,
who put no faith in Colman, Throckmorton or indeed King Charles II, whom he did not even think worth the
trouble of bribing. Louis evidently shared this view: as Throckmorton admitted "he (Louis) hath so mean an
opinion of King Charles and all his partners, he scarce thinks anything we do worth money". Colman succeeded
later in obtaining £3500 from three successive French ambassadors, whom he supplied with information on the
proceedings of Parliament.[5]

Colman acted independently of Charles II in trying to obtain French financial assistance to reduce the King's
dependence on the anti-Catholic Parliament. When money was eventually secured by Charles, it was not
through any of Colman's efforts. Throckmorton had been killed in a duel in the spring of 1675: this, following
Ferrier's death the previous winter, deprived Colman of his most useful contacts at the French Court. He was
still in touch with Father Saint-Germain, but this connection did him nothing but harm, as Saint-Germain, who
had been forced to flee from England after allegedly threatening the life of a former Catholic priest called de
Luzancy, was regarded as even more unstable and fanatical than Colman himself.[1]

Lord High Treasurer Thomas Osborne, Earl of Danby viewed Colman as a dangerous influence on James, a
view shared by the King. Danby had him dismissed in 1676 after Colman was caught leaking naval intelligence
in a newsletter; according both to the Dictionary of National Biography and recent research, the dismissal was
at the prompting of the Bishop of London, Henry Compton, although Antonia Fraser notes that the King himself
had on several occasions urged his brother to dismiss him. [6] Edward continued with unofficial duties for James
and he may have disbursed bribes to MPs on behalf of the French ambassador.[1] In the summer of 1678 he
clashed with the vehemently anti-Catholic Welsh landowner John Arnold of Monmouthshire, who challenged him
to a duel, alleging that Colman was responsible for Arnold being dismissed from his office as justice of the
peace (the dismissal was in fact the result of a local feud in Monmouthshire). The duel never took place. Arnold
was no doubt delighted by Colman's ruin and death, but does not seem to have played any part in his downfall.

The Popish Plot [edit]

Colman was targeted by Oates when the latter presented his fantasy, the Popish Plot, before the King and the
Privy Council on 28 September 1678. Oates did not know Colman personally: this caused him some awkward
moments at Colman's trial, where he had great difficulty in explaining his failure to recognise him at the
subsequent Council meeting of 30 September. Oates however had evidently learnt enough about Colman to
realise that he was vulnerable to attack, due to his intrigues with the French Court, futile though they were.
According to Oates, Colman would become secretary of state on the death of Charles.[1] It later emerged that
the magistrate, Sir Edmund Berry Godfrey, had contacted Colman, who was a friend of his, shortly after the
meeting and the following day Colman's house was searched; letters covering his dealings with France were
uncovered.[1]

Arrest [edit]

The warrant for his apprehension was sent out on Sunday night, 29 September. At the suggestion of Danby,
Colman's papers were to be searched for thoroughly. William Bedloe carried the warrant to apprehend Colman
and search for his papers. Oates, in what seems to have been an inspired piece of guesswork, had already
suggested that if Colman's letters were opened, in particular his letters to Father La Chaise, they would contain
treasonable matter, "which might cost him his neck". Whether this was his own notion, or whether it was
suggested to him by someone else, is unclear. Colman's papers were found, some of recent date in paper
bags; incriminating letters of earlier years were in a deal box, slightly nailed down. The Government expressed
its surprise that after several days warning Colman should have made so little effort to hide them properly: a
new pavement had recently been laid in the house, though it is not clear if it was intended as a hiding place.
Inexplicably, Colman continued to deny having written the letters for several weeks after they were discovered. It
is possible, as Kenyon suggests, that after a lapse of four or five years he had actually forgotten writing them,
or perhaps he did not yet realise the danger they put him in. [7] The letters were carried off, but Colman's wife
declared him to be absent, and to the Government's later embarrassment she persuaded the searchers to let
her keep several bundles of letters which she claimed were personal. His sister removed a trunk full of
documents from his house a week later, rousing further suspicions about what incriminating evidence her
brother was concealing.

On Monday morning he came forward voluntarily, and offered himself to the Secretary of State, Sir Joseph
Williamson. In the afternoon he was heard before Sir Robert Southwell, and others of the Privy Council, in the
presence of Oates, who was unable to recognise him. He made so "voluble and fair a defence", urging his
voluntary appearance as proof of his "innocence of these vile things", that the Council, exhausted by the long
day's proceedings, decided not to order his arrest. He was only committed to the care of a messenger, and his
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papers were not searched carefully till a week later. [8]

The informers seemed about to lose credit when the death of Sir Edmund Berry Godfrey revived the flagging
investigation. On 16 October Colman was removed from the messenger's care and committed to Newgate
Prison.[9] Even a careful scrutiny of his letters revealed nothing directly pertaining to Oates' allegations, but the
Government was horrified at the manner in which a minor civil servant had undertaken on behalf of a foreign
power to alter the Government of England, while they were naturally irritated by the unflattering portraits
Colman had given Louis XIV of themselves.[10] The legal advice to the Crown was that some of the letters were
clearly treasonable. Kenyon argues that the King decided to make an example of Colman, in order to reassure
the public that the Crown would allow the law to take its course even against Court officials, and that he was
happy to sacrifice a man whom he had always distrusted.[11] By 10 November Colman, having been shown the
allegedly treasonable letters, at last admitted to having written them. The strange optimism (Kenyon attributes it
to a natural levity of mind) which he had shown up to then finally deserted him: he predicted correctly to the
House of Lords that "I have confessed to that which will destroy me"[12] (although many believed that he
continued to hope in vain for a pardon right up to the very end).

Trial [edit]

Parliament had reassembled on 21 October, in an atmosphere of unprecedented hysteria about the Plot.
Ominously for Colman, the simple cry of "Colman's letters!" was enough to cause uproar in the House of
Commons. The Government decided that to appease the public's desire for blood, it was vital that a few of the
suspected plotters be sacrificed as quickly as possible. The first victim of the plot was William Staley, a young
Catholic banker who had allegedly vowed to kill the King (in fact the threat seems to have been simply a foolish
remark spoken in drink). Staley was executed on 26 November 1678, but clearly the death of an unknown
Catholic layman would not be enough to appease public anger: indeed at Staley's trial the prosecution had
some difficulty in explaining why he, as opposed to the leading Jesuit fathers, was on trial at all. On 10
November Colman was offered a pardon, if he made a full confession; he was warned that if found guilty he
would suffer in its full horror the gruesome death prescribed for convicted traitors. Colman refused to confess,
and preparations were made to try him as quickly as possible.

On Saturday, 23 November 1678, Colman was arraigned for high treason, and the trial took place on
Wednesday, the 27th, at the King's Bench bar, before the Lord Chief Justice William Scroggs and three junior
judges. Scroggs was a firm believer in the Popish Plot, and although he assured Colman that he would receive
a fair trial- "we seek no man's blood, but only our own safety"[13]- there is no doubt that he was determined to
secure a conviction by any means necessary.

Colman declared that he had not continued the correspondence beyond 1674. Oates swore that he had carried
a treasonable letter from Colman to the rector of St. Omer, containing a sealed answer to Father La Chaise,
with thanks for the ten thousand pounds given for the propagation of the Catholic religion, and chiefly to cut off
the King of England. Then followed details of the narrative according to Oates of 'consults' with the Jesuits in
May 1678. Arrangements had been made to assassinate the King. 'This resolve of the Jesuits was
communicated to Mr. Colman in my hearing at Wild House (i.e. the Spanish Embassy in London)' said Oates.
Then Oates told of a consultation in August at the Savoy, with Colman present, arranging to poison the Duke of
Ormonde and to rise in rebellion. Four Irish ruffians had been sent to Windsor, and £80 for their payment was
ordered to be carried by a messenger, to whom Colman gave a guinea. Ten thousand pounds were to be
offered to Sir George Wakeman, physician to Queen Catherine of Braganza, to poison the king; instructions
had been seen and read by Colman, copied out by him and sent to other conspirators. Colman had been
appointed a principal secretary of state by commission from Father D'Oliva (Giovanni Paolo Oliva), Superior
General of the Society of Jesus, (unfortunately for Colman the Government knew that he had corresponded
with Oliva as well as with the French Court). In cross-examination Oates shuffled and excused himself. In
particular he could not explain to the Court's satisfaction why he had not recognised Colman at the crucial
Council meeting of 30 September: the judges were not impressed with his pleas that it had been late and he
was tired. Bedloe was examined concerning the packets of letters from Colman to Father La Chaise in 1675,
which Colman admitted to sending, and the money which Colman had received from the French Government to
bribe members of Parliament; again, Colman admitted receiving the money, but insisted that he had simply
pocketed it. Bedloe, there as at later trials, made a very poor impression. Scroggs, who could never resist the
urge to bully a witness, even one appearing for the Crown, gave both Oates and Bedloe a most unpleasant time
in the witness box, but, mindful of the need to secure a conviction, did not go so far as to accuse them of
perjury. In his summing up he referred briefly to their evidence ("you have heard it") but made no comment, one
way or the other, on their veracity

To spare the Duke of York any embarrassment, the prosecution did not tell the jury that Colman had ever been
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in his employment, instead referring vaguely to Colman holding an unspecified public office (although they can
scarcely have believed that the jury were unaware of his true position). Colman in his defence could have
pleaded that he had acted throughout the exchange of correspondence on the Duke's express orders. He was
clearly tempted to do so, but at the last moment he seems to have suffered from a fatal hesitation (perhaps he
still hoped for a pardon), and took refuge in evasion and ambiguous remarks such as "I might possibly make
use of the Duke's name; it is possible, they say I did it". Scroggs, not unreasonably, said : "you have such a
swimming way of melting words that it is a troublesome thing for a man to collect matter out of them".

The finding of the letters having been certified, and the handwriting identified as Colman's, they were put in
evidence, and the Attorney-General William Jones laid great stress on them; they did prove the strong desire of
Colman for the dissolution of parliament. He plainly had advocated foreign bribery of the king to insure such a
dissolution, and used some strong phrases as to the Catholic hopes of suppressing heresy.[9] Kenyon argues
that a case may be made for his guilt, noting similarities between Colman's case and that of Thomas Wentworth,
1st Earl of Strafford, executed for treason by act of attainder in 1640.[14]

Verdict and execution [edit]

There was no proof of any conspiracy by Colman in a plot for the assassination of, or a rebellion against
Charles II except the perjured testimony of Oates and Bedloe. Nonetheless the jury, following the unmistakable
instructions from Scroggs in his summing up, found Colman guilty. Scroggs replied to his solemn declarations of
innocence: 'Mr. Colman, your own papers are enough to condemn you.' Next morning a sentence of death and
confiscation of property was pronounced, and on Tuesday, 3 December, he was executed, avowing his faith
and declaring his innocence. Some onlookers thought that he was hoping for a reprieve, even at the very end,
but it did not come.[9]

Ring [edit]

A gold signet ring, believed to be Colman's, was found on the banks of Loch Lomond in 2017 by a
detectorist.[15]
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Blessed William Andleby
Priest and Martyr

Born Etton, East Riding of Yorkshire

Died 4 July 1597
York, England

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 1929, Rome

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Edward Fulthrop)

William Andleby (Anlaby) (executed at York, 4 July 1597) was an
English Roman Catholic priest. He is a Catholic martyr, beatified in
1929.

Life [edit]

William Andleby was born in Etton, Yorkshire into a gentry family.
At 25 he went to the Netherlands to take part in the Dutch war. He
visited Douay College out of curiosity and met William Allen; a
discussion led to his conversion, and eventually Andleby became a Catholic priest, being ordained 23 March
1577, along with Ralph Sherwin. Andleby returned to England in April 1578.[1]

At first he worked alone. According to Challoner, "For the first four years of his mission he travelled always on
foot, meanly attired, and carrying with him usually in a bag his vestments and other things for saying Mass; for
his labours lay chiefly among the poor, who were not shocked with such things."[2]

Later Andleby acquired a horse, and around 1587 worked with another Douai priest and native of the Riding,
William Atkinson. They travelled widely from Richmond through York to Howden, Hemingbrough and Hull. He is
known to have taken his ministry to Mr. Tyrwhitt's, in Lincolnshire, and also to the Catholic prisoners in Kingston
upon Hull's blockhouse.[3]

In 1597, he was arrested and condemned as a Catholic priest. He was executed at York with three laymen:
Henry Abbot, Thomas Warcop, and Edward Fulthrop.[4]
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Edward Oldcorne

Edward Oldcorne

Edward Oldcorne.

Born 1561
York

Died 7 April 1606
Red Hill, Worcester

Cause of death Hanged, drawn and quartered

Nationality English

Occupation Jesuit priest

Parent(s) John and Mary Oldcorne

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Edward Oldcorne or Oldcorn alias Hall (1561 – 7 April 1606)
was an English Jesuit priest. He was known to people who knew of
the Gunpowder Plot to destroy the Parliament of England and kill
King James I; and although his involvement is unclear, he was
caught up in the subsequent investigation. He is a Roman Catholic
martyr, and was beatified in 1929.
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Early life [edit]

Oldcorne was born in York in 1561, the son of John Oldcorne, a
bricklayer, and his wife Mary.[1] His father was a Protestant, and
his mother a Catholic who had spent some time in prison due to
her faith. He was educated at St Peter's School in York; school
friends were John and Christopher Wright and Guy Fawkes.[2]

Oldcorne was educated as a doctor, but later decided to enter the
priesthood. He went to the English College at Reims, then to Rome
where after ordination in 1587, he became a Jesuit in 1588.[3]

On the English mission [edit]

In late 1588 Oldcorne returned to England, in the company of Father John Gerard.[4] In early 1589 he went with
Father Henry Garnet to the West Midlands, visiting Coughton, Warwickshire and settling at Baddesley Clinton.[5]

He then worked chiefly in Worcestershire for 17 years. Oswald Tesimond assisted him after 1596;[6] Father
Thomas Lister, another Jesuit, also supported Oldcorne's mission but found the requirements of the covert life
difficult.[7]

Oldcorne sometimes stayed with Thomas Abington, whose house at Hindlip Hall was near Baddesley Clinton.
There he converted Thomas's sister Dorothy.[5] The house was then was adapted by Nicholas Owen to help
conceal Catholic priests.[8]

From 1601 to 1605 [edit]

On 3 November 1601, Oldcorne went on a pilgrimage to St Winefride's Well at Holywell in north Wales to obtain
a cure for a cancer of the throat. The cancer cleared up and in 1605 about thirty people returned with him to
give thanks for his recovery. Amongst this group were the priests Oswald Tesimond, Ralph Ashley, and Henry
Garnet, as well as Nicholas Owen and John Gerard .

Also in the group was plotter Everard Digby and his wife, whose priest was Oldcorne. The timing of this second
pilgrimage and the people involved later aroused suspicion. The government investigation used this gathering
as circumstantial evidence to implicate some of those there in the plot.[1]

Aftermath of the Plot [edit]

When the Gunpowder Plot was discovered, Oldcorne was at Hindlip Hall, his base for fourteen years. In
December, he was joined there by Nicholas Owen, Henry Garnet and Ralph Ashley who were hiding because
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Holt Castle (in 2008), where
Oldcorne was briefly held

Edward Oldcorne and Nicholas
Owen, engraving by Gaspar Bouttats.

Wikisource has original text
related to this article:

Catholic Encyclopedia
(1913)/Ven. Edward
Oldcorne

they were under suspicion of involvement. Hindlip was searched in January but the four were not discovered:
Garnet and Oldcorne were in one hiding place while the two lay brothers were in another. Their conditions were
poor, and after eight days they surrendered.[1] Oldcorne was arrested with Garnet[3] by Sir Henry Bromley and
held briefly at the castle at Holt in Worcestershire before being taken to the Tower of London. It has been said
that Bromley would have abandoned his search much earlier but he had information from Humphrey Littleton
that Oldcorne and possibly Garnet were hiding there.[9]

Trial and execution [edit]

Oldcorne was tortured, but no evidence was found to connect him to the
Gunpowder Plot. He recounted under interrogation that on 8 November
1605 there arrived Tesimond from Robert Wintour's who told Mr
(H)Abington and himself that "he brought them the worst news that they
had ever heard, and they were all undone." Tesimond said that certain
people had intended to blow up the parliament house but they had been
discovered a few days before it was meant to happen.[10]

Some allege that Oldcorne was
executed just for his
priesthood.[3] Others suppose that it may have been because he was
notorious or because he had provided safe refuge through Father
Jones for the plotters, Robert Wintour and Stephen Littleton; or for
providing a hiding place for his superior Henry Garnet at Hindlip.[11] At
his trial, Humphrey Littleton asked for his forgiveness and it was said
that he believed he deserved to die for revealing his friend's
whereabouts.[9] Two letters of his are at Stonyhurst, the second written
from prison. On the day before his execution John Floyd, a fellow Jesuit,
was arrested for trying to visit him.[12]

Oldcorne was executed at Red Hill, Worcester, together with John
Wintour, Humphrey Littleton and Ralph Ashley, his servant.[2] He was
hanged, drawn, and quartered; it is said that, as Oldcorne waited on the
ladder to die, Ashley kissed his feet and said, "What a happy man am I
to follow in the steps of my sweet father". Oldcorne died with the name
of St Winifred on his lips.[1] When Ashley came to die he prayed and
asked for forgiveness and noted that like Oldcorne he was dying for his

religion and not as a traitor.

Legacy [edit]

Oldcorne's portrait was painted after his death for the Church of the Gesù. A number of his relics survived[3]

including one of his eyes[13] which he lost when the executioner decapitated him: it is said that the force of the
blow was so great that his eye flew out of its socket.[14] A secondary school, Blessed Edward Oldcorne Catholic
College, named in his honour, is in Worcester.[15] His right eye and the rope that bound him are kept as relics at
Stonyhurst College. They believe that the eye was taken by a Catholic sympathiser while his body was being
parboiled after he was quartered.[16]

Abington's wife Mary was the sister of William Parker, 4th Baron Monteagle;[1] Lord Monteagle was later to
become a pivotal figure in the capture of the gunpowder plotters.[1] The authorship of Monteagle's letter has
been a significant problem to historians. One of the candidates put forward is Oldcorne.[11]
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Edward Osbaldeston

v · t · e

Blessed Edward Osbaldeston
Born c.1560

Died 16 November 1594

Beatified 22 November 1987 by Pope John
Paul II

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Edward Osbaldeston was an English martyr, born about 1560.
Не was hanged, drawn and quartered at York, 16 November 1594.

Life [edit]

Edward Osbaldeston was born about 1560 at Osbaldeston Hall
near Blackburn, Lancashire.[1] He was the son of Thomas
Osbaldeston, and nephew of Edward Osbaldeston, of Osbaldeston Hall. He went to the English College of
Douai, then at Reims, where he was ordained deacon in December 1583, and priest 21 September 1585. He
was sent on the English mission 27 April 1589, and was apprehended at night through the instrumentality of an
Anglican priest named Thomas Clark at an inn at Tollerton, Yorkshire, upon St. Jerome's day, 30 September
1594.[2]

He had said his first Mass on the feast day of St. Jerome, and in consequence had a great devotion to that
saint.

The day following his arrest he was taken to York where he was tried at the next assizes and attained of high
treason for being a priest.

Bishop Challoner prints the greater part of a letter addressed by the martyr to his fellow-prisoners in York
Castle, the full text of which is still extant, and which reveals the great humility and serene trust in God with
which he anticipated his death.

Edward Osbaldeston was among the eighty-five martyrs of England and Wales beatified by Pope John Paul II on
22 November 1987.

See also [edit]

Catholic Church in the United Kingdom
Douai Martyrs

References [edit]

1. ^ " "Bl. Edward Osbaldeston", Diocese of Salford" . Archived from the original  on 28 December 2013. Retrieved
4 February 2014.

2. ^ Wainewright, John. "Ven. Edward Osbaldeston." The Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. 11. New York: Robert Appleton
Company, 1911. 18 Jan. 2013
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Edward Poppe

Blessed
Edward Poppe

Bust.

Priest
Born 18 December 1890

Temse, East Flanders, Belgium

Died 10 June 1924 (aged 33)
Moerzeke, Hamme, Belgium

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 3 October 1999, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 10 June

Attributes Priest's attire

Patronage Moerzeke
Laborers
Military chaplains

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Edward Poppe (18 December 1890 – 10 June 1924) was a
Belgian Roman Catholic priest.[1] Poppe was an advocate for the
frequent reception of the sacraments and established a children's
league dedicated to the Eucharist; he was a strong critic of
Marxism and materialism as well as rampant secularism in his
region. He was also a dedicated pastor who was strong in his
support for the rights of the common laborer and people in Ghent
came to love him for all the positive work he did. But his time in
Ghent came to close due to ill health which forced him to move
though he was an extensive writer during his illnesses.[2][3]

Poppe's beatification cause commenced on 5 April 1966 under
Pope Paul VI and he became titled as a Servant of God as a result
while the affirmation of his life of heroic virtue saw Pope John Paul
II name him as Venerable on 30 June 1986. That same pope
beatified Poppe in Saint Peter's Square on 3 October 1999.
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Life [edit]

Childhood and education [edit]

Edward Joannes Maria Poppe was born in Temse on 18 December
1890 as the third of eight children to the baker Dèsirè Aloies
Poppe (25.12.1851-10.01.1907) and Josepha Ogiers (31.08.1863-21.10.1947). One brother became a priest
while five sisters were nuns and one daughter remained home alone with her mother; his siblings were:

Juliette Poppe (29.12.1886-24.07.1918)
Eugénie Poppe (01.01.1888-23.09.1969)
Madeleine Poppe (13.07.1895-06.04.1979)
Leonie Poppe (28.06.1898-25.08.1934)
Josef Poppe (10.10.1899-08.05.1992)
Maria Poppe (12.03.1903-12.06.1958)
Suzanne Poppe (05.09.1904-25.11.1980)

He was an energetic child and an excellent student.[1] His mischievousness saw him often knock things over
even putting himself at risk of being harmed. He was also quite stubborn and never left his sisters alone though
his sisters would often get back at him and would muss up his hair when he was caught combing in front of the
mirror.[2] He was also a big eater and liked to devour treats from his father's store. But in 1902 he received his
First Communion and Confirmation and this made him more serious which meant jokes and teasing became
rarer. In spring 1904 his father introduced him to his business plans and had hoped to see his son begin a
baking apprenticeship though Poppe remained silent at first though his resolution to become a priest led him to
tell his father as much. Not long after a priest friend to his parents gave a favorable opinion of Poppe's vocation
to which his father told his mother: "Let's not be selfish. God has not given us our children for ourselves".[2][1]
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He studied at the Sint-Niklaas St. Joseph Minor Seminary from 1905 until 1910 where he became a member the
De Klauwaerts association which was a student movement in the Flemish Movement before World War I.

Despite his father's death on 10 January 1907 he was able to continue his studies and went commence his
ecclesial studies in 1910 to become a priest. But at first he wanted to take over his father's business though his
mother did not like the idea and told him: "Before he died, Papa made me promise to let you continue with your
studies. I want to keep that promise".[2] He was drafted in September 1910 and being a seminarian made him a
target for harassment (he was mocked and provoked) while his companions' vulgar nature was unendurable to
him to what he called "a hell".[1] He was also quite pained that he could not receive the Eucharist and go to
Mass each week due to the service. But his time in the service still allowed for him to do his philosophical
studies. He liked to read poems which was something he had done since his childhood.[3]

He began his studies in Thomism on 13 March 1912 at the Catholic University of Leuven where he became
influenced by the works of Louis de Montfort which made him a fervent devotee of the Blessed Mother of God. It
was also around this time that he learnt about Thérèse of Lisieux but he also had a love for Francis of Assisi.[2]

In September 1913 he moved to the Major Seminary of Ghent for his studies where he became a member of the
Filioli Caritatis which was a group of priests who aimed for holiness. On 14 July 1913 he graduated in letters
and philosophical studies at Louvain.[3]

The outbreak of World War I in 1914 saw Poppe called to arms as a battlefield nurse on 1 August but he fell ill
in Namur at Bourlers on 25 August after having been at the battle site since 4 August. He was placed half-dead
in an ambulance van and was taken to Bourlers where the priest Castelain took care of him until December. In
his period of recuperation the Germans advancing had with them several prisoners of war and he appealed to
Saint Joseph that these men be freed which led to their miraculous freeing all except a Frenchman; Poppe
renewed the appeal and the Frenchman returned.[1] Father Castelain also told him about the life of Antoine
Chevrier. Once he recovered he went to Mechelen to continue with his ecclesial studies in April 1915 after
Cardinal Désiré-Joseph Mercier obtained for him a dispensation to leave the armed forces.[2]

Priesthood [edit]

On 1 May 1916 he was ordained to the priesthood. His motto was "Accendatur" in reference to Luke 12: 49.
Poppe became the parish associate pastor in Sint-Coleta on 16 June 1916 which was a poor laborers' parish in
Ghent. He started the Eucharistic League for the children (he dedicated this to Pope Pius X) and introduced
them to the countless aspects of the faith and also taught catechism and handed children devotional cards.[1]

He also made it a practice to greet workers after their shifts ended in the late afternoon. Poppe also chose to
live in poorness in order to be like his parishioners.

He became exhausted in July 1917 due to his manner of living and his weak health and so was transferred to a
convent in Moerzeke. He was ordered to rest for a month though when he returned the pastor was concerned
for him so discharged him from league meetings and catechetical lessons; this made him heartbroken but he
was obedient.[2] He was often confined to his bed but from there wrote numerous texts for the "Eucharistische
Kruistocht") of the Averbode convent while often appearing in the popular adolescent magazine Zonneland. In
July 1918 he asked the Bishop of Ghent for a different post and so from 4 October 1918 until 1922 he served
as the rector to the Vincentian Sisters. But Poppe suffered a severe heart attack on 11 May 1919 (and received
the Extreme Unction) though spent his time recovering in his bed while writing letters and articles that were
criticisms of materialism and Marxism. He suffered a much more serious heart attack on 8 June and could no
longer have visits or celebrate Mass due to the severe status of his health. He was weak but recovered over the
next several months to the point where he managed to make a trip to visit the tomb of Thérèse of Lisieux in
France on 15 September 1920.[1][2][3]

Declining health and death [edit]

Improvement in his health saw him appointed as the spiritual leader of the armed forces school in Leopoldsburg
in October 1922 for seminarians and priests drawn into service. But a cardiac crisis in 1923 - while visiting his
mother on Christmas - made it impossible for him to return to Leopoldsburg and he again was confined to the
Moerzeke convent.[3] He suffered a heart attack on 1 January 1924 but suffered a severe relapse on 3
February. Poppe died from a stroke on the morning of 10 June 1924 as he prepared to dress and take care of
affairs.[1] He received the Extreme Unction and gazed at an image of the Sacred Heart of Jesus as he died.

Post-mortem [edit]

Cardinal Désiré-Joseph Mercier promoted him as an ideal of a good priest who was spiritual and ascetic and
who was prepared to sacrifice his life for the faith. His birth house in Temse has become a museum and the
street is renamed "Priester Poppestraat"; another museum can be found in the Moerzeke convent. There are
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statues of Poppe in both Moerzeke and Ghent.

Beatification [edit]

The beatification process opened in Ghent in an informative process that spanned from 21 March 1946 until its
closure on 29 September 1952 at which stage the theologians approved all his spiritual writings on two
instances on 13 February 1959 and 15 January 1971. The formal introduction to the cause came under Pope
Paul VI on 5 April 1966 and he was titled as a Servant of God while an apostolic process was later held from 18
November 1967 until 25 June 1969. The Congregation for the Causes of Saints validated the previous
processes in Rome on 28 April 1975 and received the Positio dossier from postulation officials in 1984. The
theologians approved the cause on 25 March 1986 as did the C.C.S. on 10 June 1986. The confirmation of his
life of heroic virtue on 30 June 1986 allowed for Pope John Paul II to title him as Venerable.

One miracle was required for his beatification which had to be a healing that science could not explain and
account for. One such miracle was investigated in the diocese of its origin from 4–19 January 1996 at which
stage all documentation was sent to Rome and received C.C.S. validation in a decree on 28 June 1996. Medical
experts approved this healing as a miracle on 6 November 1997 as did the theologians on 31 March 1998 and
the C.C.S. members on 1 July 1998. John Paul II issued his approval to this miracle on 3 July 1998 and beatified
Poppe in Saint Peter's Square on 3 October 1999.
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Edward Powell
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other people named Edward Powell, see Edward Powell (disambiguation).

Edward Powell (c.1478 – 30 July 1540) was a Welsh Roman Catholic priest and theologian, in opposition to
Henry VIII of England. He is a Catholic martyr, beatified in 1886.

Life [edit]

Powell was born in Wales. He was M.A. of the University of Oxford, and a Fellow of Oriel College in 1495. He
received the degree of Doctor of Divinity on 26 June 1506 and was styled perdoctus vir by the university.MLA
citation.[1] He was rector of Bleadon, Somerset, and prebendary of Centum Solidorum in Lincoln, which he
exchanged for Carlton-cum-Thurlby in 1505, and the latter for Sutton-in-Marisco in 1525. He also held the
prebends of Lyme Regis, Calstock, Bedminster, and St. Mary Redcliffe, Bristol, and the living of St. Edmond's,
Salisbury.

A court preacher in high favour with Henry VIII, he helped the King write Assertio Septem Sacramentorum,[2] a
reply to Martin Luther, and then published his own work on the subject in December 1523.[3] The University of
Oxford commended this work, and styled Powell "the glory of the university" in a letter to the king. Powell was
one of the four theologians selected to defend the legality of the marriage of Catherine of Aragon, in connection
with which he wrote the "Tractatus de non dissolvendo Henrici Regis cum Catherina matrimonio" (London).[1]

In March, 1533, Powell was selected to answer Hugh Latimer at Bristol, and was alleged to have disparaged his
moral character. Latimer complained to Thomas Cromwell, and Powell fell into further disfavour by denouncing
Henry's marriage with Anne Boleyn. He was discharged from the proctorship of Salisbury in January, 1534, and
in November he was attainted, together with John Fisher, for high treason in refusing to take the oath of
succession, deprived of his benefices, and imprisoned in the Tower of London. His keeper was sent to the
Marshalsea Prison for allowing Powell and Thomas Abel out on bail.[1]

The sentence was not carried out until 30 July 1540. Three Catholics (Powell, Abel, and Richard Featherstone)
and three Protestants suffered together. The victims were dragged on hurdles from the Tower to Smithfield, a
Catholic and a Protestant on each hurdle. Powell's companion was Robert Barnes, the Protestant divine. A
dialogue in verse was published shortly after, "The Metynge of Doctor Barnes and Dr. Powell at Paradise Gate
and of theyre communicacion bothe drawen to Smithfylde fro the Towar" (London, 1540), in the British Museum.
The Catholics were hanged, drawn, and quartered as traitors; the others were burned as heretics.

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b c Brown, C.F. Wemyss. "Bl. Edward Powell." The Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. 14. New York: Robert Appleton
Company, 1912. 28 May 2013

2. ^ xi, Richard Rex, Henry VIII: His Defence of the Faith
3. ^ "Propugnaculum summi Sacerdotii Evangelici, ac septem Sacramentorum, aeditum per virum eruditum,

sacrarum literarum professorem Edoardum Poelum adversus Maratinum Lutherum fratrem famosum et Wiclifistan
insignem", London, 1523, three books in the form of a dialogue between Powell and Luther.
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William Dean (priest)

Blessed William Dean
Born Grassington, West Riding of

Yorkshire, England

Died 28 August 1588
Mile End, London, England

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 15 December 1929 by Pope
Pius XI

Blessed Edward Shelley
Born c.1530

Warminghurst, Sussex, England

Died 30 August 1588
Tyburn, London, England

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 15 December 1929 by Pope

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Edward Shelley)

William Dean or Deane (died 28 August 1588) was an English
Roman Catholic priest. He is one of the Catholic martyrs, beatified
in 1929.[1][2]
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Life [edit]

Son of Thomas B. of Grassington, West Riding of Yorkshire, William Dean attended schools in Leeds and
Clitheroe.[2]

Dean was matriculated sizar from Magdalene College, Cambridge in 1575 and was admitted pensioner at Caius
College, Cambridge in November 1577, aged 20.[2] He then became a minister. In 1581, he was reconciled to
the Catholic faith by the seminary priest Thomas Alfield.[3]

That same year he studied at Reims and was ordained priest at Soissons, 21 December 1581, together with the
martyrs George Haydock and Robert Nutter. Their ordination coincided with the time that the news of Edmund
Campion's death reached the college.[4]

Dean said his first Mass 9 January and left for England 25 January 1582. He was probably being tracked the
whole time and was arrested 21 February and sent to Newgate prison and subjected to torture. In April 1584 he
was moved to The Clink. He was banished with a number of other priests in early 1585, put ashore on the coast
of Normandy, and threatened with death if he dared to go back to England. Nevertheless, in November he
returned to his mission work there and was again arrested and confined to Gatehouse Prison. He was tried, and
condemned for his priesthood on 22 August 1588.[4]

The failure of the Spanish Armada brought about a fierce anti-Catholic persecution and some twenty-seven
Catholics were executed that year. Six new gibbets were erected in London, it is said at the Earl of Leicester's
instigation, and Dean, who had been condemned with five other priests and four laymen, was the first to suffer
on the gallows erected at Mile End. With him died a layman, Henry Webley, for relieving and assisting him.[4]

At his execution Dean tried to speak to the people, but he was struck on the head and gagged.[3]

Henry Webley [edit]

Henry Webley was born in Gloucester around 1558. From there he went to London, where he assisted William
Dean during the priest's brief mission in the city. By 1586, the ports were being closely watched by both
government officials and government spies. In April of that year, Webley was seized onboard a ship at
Chichester bound for France and sent to the Marshalsea, where he remained for two years. His crimes included
being reconciled to the Catholic religion, making his confession to Fr. Dean, and aiding and assisting the priest.
His trial was held in the latter part of August 1588 at the Old Bailey, but appears to have been merely a formality
since those sent for trial were those selected for execution.[5] Webley was hanged, along with Dean, at Mile End
Green on 28 August 1588.

Edward Shelley [edit]

Edward Shelley of Warminghurst, Sussex, and East Smithfield,
London (son of Edward Shelley, of Warminghurst, a Master of the
Household of the sovereign, and the settlor in "Shelley's case",
and Joan, daughter of Paul Eden, of Penshurst, Kent). His
grandfather was Sir John Shelley of Michelgrove near Arundel. He
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Pius XI
Feast 30 August

was apparently uncle by marriage to Benjamin Norton, afterwards
one of the seven vicars of Dr. Richard Smith.[6]

Aged 50 or 60, Shelley was already in The Clink for his religion in
April, 1584. He was condemned for keeping a book called My Lord Leicester's Commonwealth and for having
assisted the Venerable William Dean. He was hanged at Tyburn 30 August 1588.[7]
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Edward Stransham (born at Oxford about 1557;[1] executed at Tyburn, 21 January 1586) was an English
Roman Catholic priest. He is a Catholic martyr, beatified in 1929.

Life [edit]

Edward Stransham was born at Oxford around 1557. He was educated at St John's College, Oxford, becoming
B.A. in 1575-6. He arrived at Douai College in 1577, and went with the college to Reims in 1578, but returned to
England due to illness.[1]

In 1579, however, he returned to Reims with four potential students, and was ordained priest at Soissons in
December 1580. Although ill he left for England 30 June 1581, as it was thought his native air might do him
good.[1] With him went fellow priest Nicholas Woodfen, of the London Diocese, ordained priest at Reims, 25
March 1581.

In 1583 Stransham came back to Reims with ten Oxford converts. After five months there he went to Paris,
where he remained about eighteen months at death's door from consumption.

He was arrested in Bishopsgate Street Without, London, 17 July 1585, while saying Mass, and was condemned
at the next assizes for being a priest.

He was hanged, drawn and quartered at Tyburn. His beatification took place in 1929, under Pope Pius XI.

See also [edit]

Catholic Church in the United Kingdom
Douai Martyrs
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Edward Thwing
Blessed

Born c. 1565

Died 26 July 1600

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 22 November 1987 by Pope
John Paul II

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Edward Thwing (c. 1635 - 26 July 1600) was an English Catholic
priest and martyr.

Life [edit]

Edward Thwing was born about 1635, the second son of Thomas
Thwing of Heworth, York and Jane (née Kellet, of York), his wife.
He was related to the 14th century saint John Thwing of
Bridlington.[1]

Thwing went to the English College at Reims in the summer of 1583. Then he spent some time with the Jesuits
at Pont-à-Mousson. He returned to Reims in July, 1585, where he remained until September 1587. He then went
to Rome to complete his studies. He returned to Reims because of ill health and became a reader in Greek and
Hebrew, and a professor of rhetoric and logic. He was ordained priest at Laon in 20 December 1590.[2] In
November 1592, he went to Spa suffering from an ulcer in the knee. He returned to the English College, which
had in the meantime been transferred from Reims to Douai.

He was sent on the English mission in 1597. He seems to have been immediately arrested and charged under
the Jesuits, etc. Act 1584, ("An act against Jesuits, seminary priests, and such other like disobedient persons")
(27 Eliz.1, c. 2). The Act commanded all Roman Catholic priests to leave the country in 40 days or they would
be punished for high treason, unless within the 40 days they swore an oath to obey the Queen. Those who
harboured them, and all those who knew of their presence and failed to inform the authorities would be fined
and imprisoned for felony.[3] He and Dominican friar Robert Nutter were sent to Wisbech Castle, a state
ecclesiastical prison.[4] The area of Wisbech was an important centre for English Catholicism. The castle's
residents were supported by Catholic alms and were relatively comfortable. Henry Garnet reported that the
keeper would allow detainees permission to move within a five mile radius.[5]

Thwing and Nutter escaped to Lancashire and eluded capture for three years. They were arrested again in May
1600 and were committed to Lancaster Castle,[6] tried at the next assizes and condemned for being priests.[7]

Thwing was hung, drawn, and quartered at Lancaster, along with Robert Nutter on 26 July 1600. Thwing's
grand-nephew, Thomas Thwing suffered the same fate in 1680 for his supposed part in the Barnbow Plot, an
offshoot of the fabricated Popish Plot invented by Titus Oates. Thomas Thwing was beatified by Pope Pius XI in
1929.

Edward Thwing was beatified by Pope John Paul II in 1982 as one of the Eighty-five martyrs of England and
Wales.

See also [edit]

Catholic Church in the United Kingdom
Douai Martyrs
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 This article incorporates text from a publication now in the public domain: Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913).
"Vens. Robert Nutter and Edward Thwing". Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton Company.

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus ·
Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan
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Edward Waterson

Blessed Edward Waterson
Born London

Died 7 January 1594
Newcastle upon Tyne

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Edward Waterson (? – 7 January 1594 (NS)) was an English
Catholic priest and martyr. He served the hidden Catholics in
England during the reign of Elizabeth I. Edward was arrested in
1593 and executed at Newcastle upon Tyne. He was beatified in
1929.
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Life [edit]

Born in London, Waterson was brought up in the Church of England. As a young man he travelled to Turkey
with some English merchants. In 1588, on his return, he stopped in Rome and was brought into the Catholic
Church there by Richard Smith. The Pilgrim-book of the English College records his stay there, 29 November-
11 December, 1588. Waterson proceeded to Reims, arriving there 24 January, 1589. He received the tonsure
and minor orders on 18 August, 1590, subdiaconate on 21 September, 1591, diaconate on 24 February, 1592,
and was ordained priest 11 March 1592.[1]

In summer 1592 Waterson returned to England, where legal restrictions on Catholics were severe, in order to
minister to hidden Catholics. [2] Joseph Lambton, a young Catholic priest who was on the same ship, was
arrested upon landing, but Waterson escaped.[3] However, he was captured by the authorities in midsummer
1593. Lambton was executed 31 July 1592. The sheriff then took part of the quartered remains and showed
them to Waterson in an effort to frighten him, but Waterson viewed them as holy relics. Waterson was held until
just after Christmas (OS), when he was hanged, drawn and quartered, as a traitor. When he was tied to the
hurdle to be drawn to the place of execution, the horse would not move, so he had to be brought on foot. While
incarcerated in the Newgate prison, Newcastle, he had attempted to escape by burning down his cell door.[4]

See also [edit]

Catholic Church in the United Kingdom
Douai Martyrs

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Burton, Edwin. "Ven. Edward Waterson." The Catholic Encyclopedia  Vol. 15. New York: Robert Appleton
Company, 1912. 3 February 2019

2. ^ Richard Stanton, Richard. A Menology of England and Wales, 1887. CatholicSaints.Info. 15 April 2015
3. ^ "Ven. Joseph Lambton" Catholic Encyclopedia (1913)
4. ^ "Records of Newgate Prison" St Matthew's Guild History of Newcastle-Upon-Tyne  Archived  2007-08-15 at

the Wayback Machine
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Edward the Confessor

Edward the Confessor

EDWARD(US) REX: Edward the Confessor,
enthroned, opening scene of the Bayeux

Tapestry

King of England
Reign 8 June 1042 – 5 January 1066

Coronation 3 April 1043, Winchester
Cathedral

Predecessor Harthacnut

Successor Harold Godwinson

Born c. 1003–1005
Islip, Oxfordshire, England

Died 5 January 1066 (aged 60–63)
London, England

Burial Westminster Abbey, England

Spouse Edith of Wessex

House Wessex

Father Æthelred the Unready

Mother Emma of Normandy

Saint Edward the Confessor

King of England
Born circa 1003—1005

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Not to be confused with Edward the Martyr.

Edward the Confessor[a] (Old English: Ēadƿeard Andettere
[æːɑdwæɑrˠd ɑndetere]; Latin: Eduardus Confessor [ɛdʊˈardʊs kõː
ˈfɛssɔr], Ecclesiastical Latin: [eduˈardus konˈfessor]; c. 1003 – 5
January 1066) was among the last Anglo-Saxon kings of England.
Usually considered the last king of the House of Wessex, he ruled
from 1042 to 1066.

Edward was the son of Æthelred the Unready and Emma of
Normandy. He succeeded Cnut the Great's son – and his own half
brother – Harthacnut. He restored the rule of the House of Wessex
after the period of Danish rule since Cnut conquered England in
1016. When Edward died in 1066, he was succeeded by Harold
Godwinson, who was defeated and killed in the same year by the
Normans under William the Conqueror at the Battle of Hastings.
Edgar the Ætheling of the House of Wessex was proclaimed king
after the Battle of Hastings in 1066 but never ruled and was
deposed after about eight weeks.

Historians disagree about Edward's fairly long (24-year) reign. His
nickname reflects the traditional image of him as unworldly and
pious. Confessor reflects his reputation as a saint who did not
suffer martyrdom as opposed to his uncle, King Edward the Martyr.
Some portray Edward the Confessor's reign as leading to the
disintegration of royal power in England and the advance in power
of the House of Godwin, because of the infighting that began after
his death with no heirs to the throne. Biographers Frank Barlow
and Peter Rex, on the other hand, portray Edward as a successful
king, one who was energetic, resourceful and sometimes ruthless;
they argue that the Norman conquest shortly after his death
tarnished his image.[1][2] However, Richard Mortimer argues that
the return of the Godwins from exile in 1052 "meant the effective
end of his exercise of power", citing Edward's reduced activity as
implying "a withdrawal from affairs".[3]

About a century later, in 1161, Pope Alexander III canonised the
king. Saint Edward was one of England's national saints until King
Edward III adopted Saint George as the national patron saint in
about 1350. Saint Edward's feast day is 13 October, celebrated by
both the Church of England and the Catholic Church in England
and Wales.
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Early years and exile [edit]

Edward was the seventh son of Æthelred the Unready, and the
first by his second wife, Emma of Normandy. Edward was born
between 1003 and 1005 in Islip, Oxfordshire,[1] and is first
recorded as a 'witness' to two charters in 1005. He had one full
brother, Alfred, and a sister, Godgifu. In charters he was always
listed behind his older half-brothers, showing that he ranked
behind them.[4]

During his childhood, England was the target of Viking raids and
invasions under Sweyn Forkbeard and his son, Cnut. Following Sweyn's seizure of the throne in 1013, Emma
fled to Normandy, followed by Edward and Alfred, and then by Æthelred. Sweyn died in February 1014, and
leading Englishmen invited Æthelred back on condition that he promised to rule 'more justly' than before.
Æthelred agreed, sending Edward back with his ambassadors.[5] Æthelred died in April 1016, and he was
succeeded by Edward's older half-brother Edmund Ironside, who carried on the fight against Sweyn's son, Cnut.
According to Scandinavian tradition, Edward fought alongside Edmund; as Edward was at most thirteen years
old at the time, the story is disputed.[6][7] Edmund died in November 1016, and Cnut became undisputed king.
Edward then again went into exile with his brother and sister; in 1017 his mother married Cnut.[1] In the same
year, Cnut had Edward's last surviving elder half-brother, Eadwig, executed,[8] leaving Edward as the leading
Anglo-Saxon claimant to the throne.[citation needed]

Edward spent a quarter of a century in exile, probably mainly in Normandy, although there is no evidence of his
location until the early 1030s. He probably received support from his sister Godgifu, who married Drogo of
Mantes, count of Vexin in about 1024. In the early 1030s, Edward witnessed four charters in Normandy, signing
two of them as king of England. According to William of Jumièges, the Norman chronicler, Robert I, Duke of
Normandy attempted an invasion of England to place Edward on the throne in about 1034 but it was blown off
course to Jersey. He also received support for his claim to the throne from several continental abbots,
particularly Robert, abbot of the Norman abbey of Jumièges, who later became Edward's Archbishop of
Canterbury.[9] Edward was said to have developed an intense personal piety during this period, but modern
historians regard this as a product of the later medieval campaign for his canonisation. In Frank Barlow's view
"in his lifestyle would seem to have been that of a typical member of the rustic nobility".[1][10] He appeared to
have a slim prospect of acceding to the English throne during this period, and his ambitious mother was more
interested in supporting Harthacnut, her son by Cnut.[1][11]

Cnut died in 1035, and Harthacnut succeeded him as king of Denmark. It is unclear whether he intended to
keep England as well, but he was too busy defending his position in Denmark to come to England to assert his
claim to the throne. It was therefore decided that his elder half-brother Harold Harefoot should act as regent,
while Emma held Wessex on Harthacnut's behalf.[12] In 1036, Edward and his brother Alfred separately came to
England. Emma later claimed that they came in response to a letter forged by Harold inviting them to visit her,
but historians believe that she probably did invite them in an effort to counter Harold's growing popularity.[1][13]

Alfred was captured by Godwin, Earl of Wessex who turned him over to Harold Harefoot. He had Alfred blinded
by forcing red-hot pokers into his eyes to make him unsuitable for kingship, and Alfred died soon after as a
result of his wounds. The murder is thought to be the source of much of Edward's hatred for Godwin and one of
the primary reasons for Godwin's banishment in autumn 1051.[10] Edward is said to have fought a successful
skirmish near Southampton, and then retreated back to Normandy.[14][b] He thus showed his prudence, but he
had some reputation as a soldier in Normandy and Scandinavia.[16]

In 1037, Harold was accepted as king, and the following year he expelled Emma, who retreated to Bruges. She
then summoned Edward and demanded his help for Harthacnut, but he refused as he had no resources to
launch an invasion, and disclaimed any interest for himself in the throne.[1][16] Harthacnut, his position in
Denmark now secure, planned an invasion, but Harold died in 1040, and Harthacnut was able to cross
unopposed, with his mother, to take the English throne.[17]

In 1041, Harthacnut invited Edward back to England, probably as heir because he knew he had not long to
live.[12] The 12th-century Quadripartitus, in an account regarded as convincing by historian John Maddicott,
states that he was recalled by the intervention of Bishop Ælfwine of Winchester and Earl Godwin. Edward met
"the thegns of all England" at Hursteshever, probably modern Hurst Spit opposite the Isle of Wight. There he
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A sealed writ of Edward the
Confessor

was received as king in return for his oath that he would continue the laws of Cnut.[18] According to the Anglo-
Saxon Chronicle Edward was sworn in as king alongside Harthacnut, but a diploma issued by Harthacnut in
1042 describes him as the king's brother.[19][20]

Early reign [edit]

Following Harthacnut's death on 8 June 1042, Godwin, the most
powerful of the English earls, supported Edward, who succeeded to the
throne.[1] The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle describes the popularity he
enjoyed at his accession – "before he [Harthacnut] was buried, all the
people chose Edward as king in London."[21] Edward was crowned at
the cathedral of Winchester, the royal seat of the West Saxons, on 3
April 1043.[22]

Edward complained that his mother had "done less for him than he
wanted before he became king, and also afterwards". In November
1043, he rode to Winchester with his three leading earls, Leofric of
Mercia, Godwin and Siward of Northumbria, to deprive her of her
property, possibly because she was holding on to treasure which belonged to the king. Her adviser, Stigand,
was deprived of his bishopric of Elmham in East Anglia. However, both were soon restored to favour. Emma
died in 1052.[23] Edward's position when he came to the throne was weak. Effective rule required keeping on
terms with the three leading earls, but loyalty to the ancient house of Wessex had been eroded by the period of
Danish rule, and only Leofric was descended from a family which had served Æthelred. Siward was probably
Danish, and although Godwin was English, he was one of Cnut's new men, married to Cnut's former sister-in-
law. However, in his early years Edward restored the traditional strong monarchy, showing himself, in Frank
Barlow's view, "a vigorous and ambitious man, a true son of the impetuous Æthelred and the formidable
Emma."[1]

In 1043, Godwin's eldest son Sweyn was appointed to an earldom in the south-west midlands, and on 23
January 1045 Edward married Godwin's daughter Edith. Soon afterwards, her brother Harold and her Danish
cousin Beorn Estrithson, were also given earldoms in southern England. Godwin and his family now ruled
subordinately all of Southern England. However, in 1047 Sweyn was banished for abducting the abbess of
Leominster. In 1049, he returned to try to regain his earldom, but this was said to have been opposed by Harold
and Beorn, probably because they had been given Sweyn's land in his absence. Sweyn murdered his cousin
Beorn and went again into exile, and Edward's nephew Ralph was given Beorn's earldom, but the following year
Sweyn's father was able to secure his reinstatement.[24]

The wealth of Edward's lands exceeded that of the greatest earls, but they were scattered among the southern
earldoms. He had no personal powerbase, and it seems he did not attempt to build one. In 1050–51 he even
paid off the fourteen foreign ships which constituted his standing navy and abolished the tax raised to pay for
it.[1][25] However, in ecclesiastical and foreign affairs he was able to follow his own policy. King Magnus I of
Norway aspired to the English throne, and in 1045 and 1046, fearing an invasion, Edward took command of the
fleet at Sandwich. Beorn's elder brother, Sweyn II of Denmark "submitted himself to Edward as a son", hoping
for his help in his battle with Magnus for control of Denmark, but in 1047 Edward rejected Godwin's demand that
he send aid to Sweyn, and it was only Magnus's death in October that saved England from attack and allowed
Sweyn to take the Danish throne.[1]

Modern historians reject the traditional view that Edward mainly employed Norman favourites, but he did have
foreigners in his household, including a few Normans, who became unpopular. Chief among them was Robert,
abbot of the Norman abbey of Jumièges, who had known Edward from the 1030s and came to England with him
in 1041, becoming bishop of London in 1043. According to the Vita Edwardi, he became "always the most
powerful confidential adviser to the king".[26][27][c]

Crisis of 1051–52 [edit]

In ecclesiastical appointments, Edward and his advisers showed a bias against candidates with local
connections, and when the clergy and monks of Canterbury elected a relative of Godwin as Archbishop of
Canterbury in 1051, Edward rejected him and appointed Robert of Jumièges, who claimed that Godwin was in
illegal possession of some archiepiscopal estates. In September 1051, Edward was visited by his brother-in-law,
Godgifu's second husband, Eustace II of Boulogne. His men caused an affray in Dover, and Edward ordered
Godwin as earl of Kent to punish the town's burgesses, but he took their side and refused. Edward seized the
chance to bring his over-mighty earl to heel. Archbishop Robert accused Godwin of plotting to kill the king, just
as he had killed his brother Alfred in 1036, while Leofric and Siward supported the king and called up their
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Edward's seal: SIGILLVM
EADWARDI ANGLORVM BASILEI (Seal
of Edward crowned/King of the
English).

Penny of Edward the Confessor

vassals. Sweyn and Harold called up their own vassals, but neither side
wanted a fight, and Godwin and Sweyn appear to have each given a
son as hostage, who were sent to Normandy. The Godwins' position
disintegrated as their men were not willing to fight the king. When
Stigand, who was acting as intermediary, conveyed the king's jest that
Godwin could have his peace if he could restore Alfred and his
companions alive and well, Godwin and his sons fled, going to Flanders
and Ireland.[1] Edward repudiated Edith and sent her to a nunnery,
perhaps because she was childless,[29] and Archbishop Robert urged
her divorce.[1]

Sweyn went on pilgrimage to Jerusalem (dying on his way back), but
Godwin and his other sons returned with an army following a year later,
and received considerable support, while Leofric and Siward failed to
support the king. Both sides were concerned that a civil war would leave
the country open to foreign invasion. The king was furious, but he was
forced to give way and restore Godwin and Harold to their earldoms, while Robert of Jumièges and other
Frenchmen fled, fearing Godwin's vengeance. Edith was restored as queen, and Stigand, who had again acted
as an intermediary between the two sides in the crisis, was appointed Archbishop of Canterbury in Robert's
place. Stigand retained his existing bishopric of Winchester, and his pluralism was a continuing source of
dispute with the pope.[1][30] [d]

Later reign [edit]

Until the mid-1050s Edward was able to structure his earldoms so as to
prevent the Godwins from becoming dominant. Godwin died in 1053,
and although Harold succeeded to his earldom of Wessex, none of his
other brothers were earls at this date. His house was then weaker than
it had been since Edward's succession, but a succession of deaths from
1055 to 1057 completely changed the control of earldoms. In 1055,
Siward died, but his son was considered too young to command
Northumbria, and Harold's brother, Tostig, was appointed. In 1057,
Leofric and Ralph died, and Leofric's son Ælfgar succeeded as Earl of
Mercia, while Harold's brother Gyrth succeeded Ælfgar as Earl of East
Anglia. The fourth surviving Godwin brother, Leofwine, was given an
earldom in the south-east carved out of Harold's territory, and Harold
received Ralph's territory in compensation. Thus by 1057, the Godwin

brothers controlled all of England subordinately apart from Mercia. It is not known whether Edward approved of
this transformation or whether he had to accept it, but from this time he seems to have begun to withdraw from
active politics, devoting himself to hunting, which he pursued each day after attending church.[1][32]

In the 1050s, Edward pursued an aggressive and generally successful policy in dealing with Scotland and
Wales. Malcolm Canmore was an exile at Edward's court after his father, Duncan I, was killed in battle in 1040,
against men led by Macbeth who seized the Scottish throne. In 1054, Edward sent Siward to invade Scotland.
He defeated Macbeth, and Malcolm, who had accompanied the expedition, gained control of southern Scotland.
By 1058, Malcolm had killed Macbeth in battle and had taken the Scottish throne. In 1059, he visited Edward,
but in 1061, he started raiding Northumbria with the aim of adding it to his territory.[1][33]

In 1053, Edward ordered the assassination of the south Welsh Prince Rhys ap Rhydderch in reprisal for a raid
on England, and Rhys's head was delivered to him.[1] In 1055, Gruffydd ap Llywelyn established himself as the
ruler of Wales, and allied himself with Ælfgar of Mercia, who had been outlawed for treason. They defeated Earl
Ralph at Hereford, and Harold had to collect forces from nearly all of England to drive the invaders back into
Wales. Peace was concluded with the reinstatement of Ælfgar, who was able to succeed as Earl of Mercia on
his father's death in 1057. Gruffydd swore an oath to be a faithful under-king of Edward. Ælfgar likely died in
1062, and his young son Edwin was allowed to succeed as Earl of Mercia, but Harold then launched a surprise
attack on Gruffydd. He escaped, but when Harold and Tostig attacked again the following year, he retreated
and was killed by Welsh enemies. Edward and Harold were then able to impose vassalage on some Welsh
princes.[34][35]

In October 1065, Harold's brother, Tostig, Earl of Northumbria, was hunting with the king when his thegns in
Northumbria rebelled against his rule, which they claimed was oppressive, and killed some 200 of his followers.
They nominated Morcar, the brother of Edwin of Mercia, as earl and invited the brothers to join them in
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Harold meeting Edward shortly
before Edward's death, depicted in
scene 25 of the Bayeux Tapestry

Edward's funeral depicted in scene
26 of the Bayeux Tapestry

marching south. They met Harold at Northampton, and Tostig accused
Harold before the king of conspiring with the rebels. Tostig seems to
have been a favourite with the king and queen, who demanded that the
revolt be suppressed, but neither Harold nor anyone else would fight to
support Tostig. Edward was forced to submit to his banishment, and the
humiliation may have caused a series of strokes which led to his
death.[1][36] He was too weak to attend the dedication of his new church
at Westminster, which was then still incomplete, on 28 December.[37][38]

Edward probably entrusted the kingdom to Harold and Edith shortly
before he died on 5 January 1066. On 6 January he was buried in
Westminster Abbey, and Harold was crowned on the same day.[1]

Succession [edit]

Starting as early as William of Malmesbury in the early 12th century, historians have puzzled over Edward's
intentions for the succession. One school of thought supports the Norman case that Edward always intended
William the Conqueror to be his heir, accepting the medieval claim that Edward had already decided to be
celibate before he married, but most historians believe that he hoped to have an heir by Edith at least until his
quarrel with Godwin in 1051. William may have visited Edward during Godwin's exile, and he is thought to have
promised William the succession at this time, but historians disagree how seriously he meant the promise, and
whether he later changed his mind.[e]

Edmund Ironside's son, Edward Ætheling, had the best claim to be considered Edward's heir. He had been
taken as a young child to Hungary, and in 1054 Bishop Ealdred of Worcester visited the Holy Roman Emperor,
Henry III to secure his return, probably with a view to becoming Edward's heir. The exile returned to England in
1057 with his family but died almost immediately.[39] His son Edgar, who was then about 6 years old, was
brought up at the English court. He was given the designation Ætheling, meaning throneworthy, which may
mean that Edward considered making him his heir, and he was briefly declared king after Harold's death in
1066.[40] However, Edgar was absent from witness lists of Edward's diplomas, and there is no evidence in the
Domesday Book that he was a substantial landowner, which suggests that he was marginalised at the end of
Edward's reign.[41]

After the mid-1050s, Edward seems to have withdrawn from affairs as he became increasingly dependent on
the Godwins, and he may have become reconciled to the idea that one of them would succeed him. The
Normans claimed that Edward sent Harold to Normandy in about 1064 to confirm the promise of the succession
to William. The strongest evidence comes from a Norman apologist, William of Poitiers. According to his
account, shortly before the Battle of Hastings, Harold sent William an envoy who admitted that Edward had
promised the throne to William but argued that this was over-ridden by his deathbed promise to Harold. In reply,
William did not dispute the deathbed promise but argued that Edward's prior promise to him took
precedence.[42] In Stephen Baxter's view, Edward's "handling of the succession issue was dangerously
indecisive, and contributed to one of the greatest catastrophes to which the English have ever succumbed."[43]

Westminster Abbey [edit]

Edward's Norman sympathies are most clearly seen in the major
building project of his reign, Westminster Abbey, the first Norman
Romanesque church in England. This was commenced between 1042
and 1052 as a royal burial church, consecrated on 28 December 1065,
completed after his death in about 1090, and demolished in 1245 to
make way for Henry III's new building, which still stands. It was very
similar to Jumièges Abbey, which was built at the same time. Robert of
Jumièges must have been closely involved in both buildings, although it
is not clear which is the original and which the copy.[38] Edward does not
appear to have been interested in books and associated arts, but his abbey played a vital role in the
development of English Romanesque architecture, showing that he was an innovating and generous patron of
the church.[44]

Canonisation [edit]

Edward the Confessor was the first Anglo-Saxon and the only king of England to be canonised, but he was part
of a tradition of (uncanonised) English royal saints, such as Eadburh of Winchester, a daughter of Edward the
Elder, Edith of Wilton, a daughter of Edgar the Peaceful, and the boy-king Edward the Martyr.[45] With his
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The left panel of the Wilton
Diptych, where Edward
(centre), with Edmund the
Martyr (left) and John the
Baptist, are depicted
presenting Richard II to the
Virgin Mary and Christ Child.

Audio description of the shrine of
Edward the Confessor by John Hall

proneness to fits of rage and his love of hunting, Edward the Confessor is
regarded by most historians as an unlikely saint, and his canonisation as
political, although some argue that his cult started so early that it must have had
something credible to build on.[46]

Edward displayed a worldly attitude in his church appointments. When he
appointed Robert of Jumièges as Archbishop of Canterbury in 1051, he chose
the leading craftsman Spearhafoc to replace Robert as Bishop of London.
Robert refused to consecrate him, saying that the pope had forbidden it, but
Spearhafoc occupied the bishopric for several months with Edward's support.
After the Godwins fled the country, Edward expelled Spearhafoc, who fled with a
large store of gold and gems which he had been given to make Edward a
crown.[47] Stigand was the first archbishop of Canterbury not to be a monk in
almost a hundred years, and he was said to have been excommunicated by
several popes because he held Canterbury and Winchester in plurality. Several
bishops sought consecration abroad because of the irregularity of Stigand's
position.[48] Edward usually preferred clerks to monks for the most important
and richest bishoprics, and he probably accepted gifts from candidates for
bishoprics and abbacies. However, his appointments were generally
respectable.[1] When Odda of Deerhurst died without heirs in 1056, Edward

seized lands which Odda had granted to Pershore Abbey and gave them to his Westminster foundation;
historian Ann Williams observes that "the Confessor did not in the 11th century have the saintly reputation
which he later enjoyed, largely through the efforts of the Westminster monks themselves".[49]

After 1066, there was a subdued cult of Edward as a saint, possibly discouraged by the early Norman abbots of
Westminster,[50] which gradually increased in the early 12th century.[51] Osbert of Clare, the prior of
Westminster Abbey, then started to campaign for Edward's canonisation, aiming to increase the wealth and
power of the Abbey. By 1138, he had converted the Vita Ædwardi, the life of Edward commissioned by his
widow, into a conventional saint's life.[50] He seized on an ambiguous passage which might have meant that their
marriage was chaste, perhaps to give the idea that Edith's childlessness was not her fault, to claim that Edward
had been celibate.[52] In 1139, Osbert went to Rome to petition for Edward's canonisation with the support of
King Stephen, but he lacked the full support of the English hierarchy and Stephen had quarrelled with the
church, so Pope Innocent II postponed a decision, declaring that Osbert lacked sufficient testimonials of
Edward's holiness.[53]

In 1159, there was a disputed election to the papacy, and Henry II's support helped to secure recognition of
Pope Alexander III. In 1160, a new abbot of Westminster, Laurence, seized the opportunity to renew Edward's
claim. This time, it had the full support of the king and the English hierarchy, and a grateful pope issued the bull
of canonisation on 7 February 1161,[1] the result of a conjunction of the interests of Westminster Abbey, King
Henry II and Pope Alexander III[54] He was called 'Confessor' as the name for someone who was believed to
have lived a saintly life but was not a martyr.[55] In the 1230s, King Henry III became attached to the cult of Saint
Edward, and he commissioned a new life by Matthew Paris.[56] Henry also constructed a grand new tomb for
Edward in a rebuilt Westminster Abbey in 1269.[37] He named his eldest son after him.

Until about 1350, Edmund the Martyr, Gregory the Great, and Edward the Confessor were regarded as English
national saints, but Edward III preferred the more war-like figure of Saint George, and in 1348 he established
the Order of the Garter with Saint George as its patron. It was located at Windsor Castle, and its chapel of Saint
Edward the Confessor was re-dedicated to Saint George, who was acclaimed in 1351 as patron of the English
race.[57] Edward was never a popular saint, but he was important to the Norman dynasty, which claimed to be
the successor of Edward as the last legitimate Anglo-Saxon king.[58]

The shrine of Saint Edward the Confessor in Westminster Abbey
remains where it was after the final translation of his body to a chapel
east of the sanctuary on 13 October 1269 by Henry III.[59] The day of his
translation, 13 October (his first translation had also been on that date
in 1163), is regarded as his feast day, and each October the abbey holds a week of festivities and prayer in his
honour. [60] 13 October is an optional feast day in the Catholic Church of England and Wales,[61] and the
Church of England's calendar of saints designates it as a Lesser Festival.[62] Edward is also regarded as a
patron saint of difficult marriages.[63] For some time the abbey had claimed that it possessed a set of coronation
regalia that Edward had left for use in all future coronations. Following Edward's canonisation, these were
regarded as holy relics, and thereafter they were used at all English coronations from the 13th century until the
destruction of the regalia by Oliver Cromwell in 1649.[64]
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Appearance and character [edit]

The Vita Ædwardi Regis states "[H]e was a very proper figure of a man—of outstanding height, and
distinguished by his milky white hair and beard, full face and rosy cheeks, thin white hands, and long
translucent fingers; in all the rest of his body he was an unblemished royal person. Pleasant, but always
dignified, he walked with eyes downcast, most graciously affable to one and all. If some cause aroused his
temper, he seemed as terrible as a lion, but he never revealed his anger by railing.".[65] This, as the historian
Richard Mortimer notes, 'contains obvious elements of the ideal king, expressed in flattering terms – tall and
distinguished, affable, dignified and just.'[66]

Edward was allegedly not above accepting bribes. According to the Ramsey Liber Benefactorum, the
monastery's abbot decided that it would be dangerous to publicly contest a claim brought by "a certain powerful
man", but he claimed he was able to procure a favourable judgment by giving Edward twenty marks in gold and
his wife five marks.[67]

See also [edit]

Encomium Emmae Reginae, encomium to Edward's mother
Vita Ædwardi Regis, life commissioned by Edward's wife
Játvarðar Saga, Icelandic saga about the king
List of monarchs of Wessex
List of Catholic saints
Saint Edward the Confessor, patron saint archive
St Edward's Crown
Burial places of British royalty
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Notes [edit]

a. ^ The regnal numbering of English monarchs starts after the Norman conquest, which is why Edward the
Confessor, who was the third King Edward, is not referred to as Edward III.

b. ^ Pauline Stafford believes that Edward joined his mother at Winchester and returned to the continent after his
brother's death.[15]

c. ^ Robert of Jumièges is usually described as Norman, but his origin is unknown, possibly Frankish.[28]

d. ^ Edward's nephew, Earl Ralph, who had been one of his chief supporters in the crisis of 1051–52, may have
received Sweyn's marcher earldom of Hereford at this time.[31] However, Barlow 2006, states that Ralph received
Hereford on Sweyn's first expulsion in 1047.

e. ^ Historians' views are discussed in Baxter 2009, pp. 77–118, which this section is based on.
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Edward the Confessor
House of Wessex

Born: c. 1003  Died: 4 or 5 January 1066

Regnal titles

Preceded by
Harthacnut

King of the English
1042–1066

Succeeded by
Harold

Godwinson

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
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Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet

Mercian

Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
Eadweard of Maugersbury · Ealdgyth of Stortford · Earconwald of London · Egwin of Evesham ·
Freomund of Mercia · Frithuric of Breedon · Frithuswith of Oxford · Frithuwold of Chertsey ·
Hæmma of Leominster · Merefin · Mildburh of Wenlock · Mildgyth · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Milred of Worcester · Oda of Canterbury · Oswald of Worcester · Osburh of Coventry ·
Rumwold of Buckingham · Tibba of Ryhall · Werburgh of Chester · Wærstan · Wigstan of Repton ·
Wulfhild of Barking

Northumbrian

Acca of Hexham · Æbbe "the Elder" of Coldingham · Æbbe "the Younger" of Coldingham ·
Ælfflæd of Whitby · Ælfwald of Northumbria · Æthelburh of Hackness · Æthelgyth of Coldingham ·
Æthelsige of Ripon · Æthelwold of Farne · Æthelwold of Lindisfarne · Alchhild of Middleham ·
Alchmund of Hexham · Alkmund of Derby · Balthere of Tyningham · Beda of Jarrow · Bega of Copeland ·
Benedict Biscop · Bercthun of Beverley · Billfrith of Lindisfarne · Bosa of York · Botwine of Ripon ·
Ceadda of Lichfield · Cedd of Lichfield · Ceolfrith of Monkwearmouth · Ceolwulf of Northumbria ·
Cuthbert of Durham · Dryhthelm of Melrose · Eadberht of Lindisfarne · Eadfrith of Leominster ·
Eadfrith of Lindisfarne · Eadwine of Northumbria · Ealdberht of Ripon · Eanmund ·
Eardwulf of Northumbria · Eata of Hexham · Ecgberht of Ripon · Eoda · Eosterwine of Monkwearmouth ·
Hilda of Whitby · Hyglac · Iwig of Wilton · John of Beverley · Osana of Howden · Osthryth of Bardney ·
Oswald of Northumbria · Oswine of Northumbria · Sicgred of Ripon · Sigfrith of Monkwearmouth ·
Tatberht of Ripon · Wihtberht of Ripon · Wilfrith of Hexham · Wilfrith II · Wilgils of Ripon

Roman
Augustine of Canterbury · Firmin of North Crawley · Birinus of Dorchester · Blaise ·
Florentius of Peterborough · Hadrian of Canterbury · Honorius of Canterbury · Justus of Canterbury ·
Laurence of Canterbury · Mellitus of Canterbury · Paulinus of York · Theodore of Canterbury

South Saxon Cuthflæd of Lyminster · Cuthmann of Steyning · Leofwynn of Bishopstone

West Saxon

Æbbe of Abingdon · Ælfgar of Selwood · Ælfgifu of Exeter · Ælfgifu of Shaftesbury ·
Ælfheah of Canterbury · Ælfheah of Winchester · Æthelflæd of Romsey · Æthelgar of Canterbury ·
Æthelnoth of Canterbury · Æthelwine of Athelney · Æthelwold of Winchester · Aldhelm of Sherborne ·
Benignus of Glastonbury · Beocca of Chertsey · Beorhthelm of Shaftesbury · Beornstan of Winchester ·
Beornwald of Bampton · Centwine of Wessex · Cuthburh of Wimborn · Cwenburh of Wimborne ·
Dunstan of Canterbury · Eadburh of Winchester · Eadgar of England · Eadgyth of Polesworth ·
Eadgyth of Wilton · Eadweard the Confessor · Eadweard the Martyr · Eadwold of Cerne ·
Earmund of Stoke Fleming · Edor of Chertsey · Evorhilda · Frithestan of Winchester ·
Hædde of Winchester · Humbert of Stokenham · Hwita of Whitchurch Canonicorum ·
Mærwynn of Romsey · Margaret of Dunfermline · Swithhun of Winchester · Wulfsige of Sherborne ·
Wulfthryth of Wilton

Unclear origin Rumbold of Mechelen

Links to related articles

English monarchs

Anglo-Saxon England
927–1066

Æthelstan · Edmund I · Eadred · Eadwig · Edgar · Edward the Martyr ·
Æthelred the Unready · Sweyn · Edmund Ironside · Cnut · Harold Harefoot ·
Harthacnut · Edward the Confessor · Harold Godwinson · Edgar Ætheling

Kingdom of England
1066–1649

William I · William II · Henry I · Stephen · Matilda · Henry IILI · Henry the Young King ·
Richard I · JohnLI · Louis · Henry IIILI · Edward ILI · Edward IILI · Edward IIILI ·
Richard IILI · Henry IVLI · Henry VLI · Henry VILI · Edward IVLI · Edward VLI ·
Richard IIILI · Henry VIILI · Henry VIIILI, KI · Edward VIKI · JaneQI · Mary IQI with PhilipKI

· Elizabeth IQI · James IKSI · Charles IKSI

Lords Protectors
of the Commonwealth 1653–1659 Oliver Cromwell · Richard Cromwell

Kingdom of England
1660–1707 Charles IIKSI · James IIKSI · William IIIKSI and Mary IIQSI · AnneQSI

LI Also Lord of Ireland · KI Also King of Ireland · QI Also Queen of Ireland · KSI Also King of Scots and King of Ireland · QSI

Also Queen of Scots and Queen of Ireland
Debatable or disputed rulers are in italics.

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew ·
Matthias · Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael
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Confessors
Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria
· Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch ·
Irenaeus of Lyons · Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus ·
Maximus the Confessor · Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus
· Polycarp of Smyrna · Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I ·
Anicetus · Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V ·
Clement I · Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus ·
Fabian · Felix I · Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius ·
Hormisdas · Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV ·
Leo IX · Linus · Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I
· Paul VI · Peter · Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I ·
Sixtus II · Sixtus III · Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I ·
Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary · Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah
· Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet)
· Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus ·
Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan

 Catholic Church portal ·  Saints portal

Norman conquest of England
Leaders William the Conqueror · Harold Godwinson · Harald Hardrada · Sweyn II of Denmark

Battles Battle of Fulford · Battle of Stamford Bridge · Battle of Hastings

Combatants
Gyrth Godwinson · Odo of Bayeux · Leofwine Godwinson · Hereward the Wake · Edwin · Morcar ·
Tostig · Waltheof · Eustace of Boulogne · Eadric the Wild · Robert of Mortain · Ralph de Gael ·
Roger de Breteuil · Companions of William the Conqueror

Associated people Edward the Confessor · Stigand · Edith the Fair · Edgar Ætheling · Ealdred · Malcolm III of Scotland ·
Matilda of Flanders

Locations Battle Abbey · Battle, East Sussex · Pevensey · Tower of London

Events Harrying of the North · Revolt of the Earls · Council of London · Trial of Penenden Heath

Miscellaneous Bayeux Tapestry · Domesday Book · Carmen de Hastingae Proelio · William of Poitiers
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Edward the Martyr

Edward

Edward in an early fourteenth century
Genealogical Roll of the Kings of England

King of the English
Reign 8 July 975 – 18 March 978

Predecessor Edgar

Successor Æthelred

Born c. 962

Died 18 March 978 (aged 15–16)
Corfe Castle, Dorset, England

Burial Wareham, Dorset; later
Shaftesbury; later Woking

House House of Wessex

Father Edgar, King of England

Mother Æthelflæd or Wulfthryth

Saint
Edward the Martyr

Statue of St Edward on the chancel gable of St
Edward the Martyr parish church, Corfe Castle,

Dorset

King of England
Born c. 962

Died 18 March 978 (aged 15–16)
Corfe Castle, Dorset, England

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Not to be confused with Edmund the Martyr or Edward the Confessor.

Edward the Martyr (Old English: Eadweard, pronounced
[æːɑdweɑrd]; c. 962 – 18 March 978) was King of England from
975 until he was murdered in 978. Edward was the eldest son of
King Edgar the Peaceful but was not his father's acknowledged
heir. On Edgar's death, the leadership of England was contested,
with some supporting Edward's claim to be king and others
supporting his younger half-brother Æthelred the Unready,
recognised as a legitimate son of Edgar. Edward was chosen as
king and was crowned by his main clerical supporters, the
archbishops Dunstan of Canterbury and Oswald of York.

The great nobles of the kingdom, ealdormen Ælfhere and
Æthelwine, quarrelled, and civil war almost broke out. In the so-
called anti-monastic reaction, the nobles took advantage of
Edward's weakness to dispossess the Benedictine reformed
monasteries of lands and other properties that King Edgar had
granted to them.

Edward's short reign was brought to an end by his murder at Corfe
Castle in 978 in circumstances that are not altogether clear. He
was hurriedly buried at Wareham, but was reburied with great
ceremony at Shaftesbury Abbey early in 979. In 1001 Edward's
remains were moved to a more prominent place in the abbey,
probably with the blessing of his half-brother King Æthelred.
Edward was already reckoned a saint by this time.

A number of lives of Edward were written in the centuries following
his death in which he was portrayed as a martyr, generally seen as
a victim of the Queen Dowager Ælfthryth, mother of Æthelred. He
is today recognized as a saint in the Catholic Church, the
Orthodox Church, and the Anglican Communion.
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Family [edit]

Edward's date of birth is unknown, but he was the eldest of
Edgar's three children. He was probably in his teens when he
succeeded his father, who died at age 32 in 975.[1] Edward was
known to be King Edgar's son, but he was not the son of Queen
Ælfthryth, the third wife of Edgar. This much and no more is known
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Venerated in Catholic Church
Church of England
Western Orthodoxy

Major shrine St Edward the Martyr Orthodox
Church[dubious – discuss]

Feast 18 March
3 September (Orthodox)
13 February (Orthodox -
Translation of Relics)

Attributes crown
scepter

from contemporary charters.[2]

Later sources of questionable reliability address the identity of
Edward's mother. The earliest such source is a life of Dunstan by
Osbern of Canterbury, probably written in the 1080s. Osbern
writes that Edward's mother was a nun at Wilton Abbey whom the
king seduced.[3] When Eadmer wrote a life of Dunstan some
decades later, he included an account of Edward's parentage
obtained from Nicholas of Worcester. This denied that Edward was
the son of a liaison between Edgar and a nun, presenting him as
the son of Æthelflæd, daughter of Ordmær, "ealdorman of the East
Anglians", whom Edgar had married in the years when he ruled Mercia (between 957 and Eadwig's death in
959).[4] Additional accounts are offered by Goscelin in his life of Edgar's daughter Saint Edith of Wilton and in
the histories of John of Worcester and William of Malmesbury.[5] Together these various accounts suggest that
Edward's mother was probably a noblewoman named Æthelflæd, surnamed Candida or Eneda—"the White" or
"White Duck".[6]

A charter of 966 describes Ælfthryth, whom Edgar had married in 964, as the king's "lawful wife", and their
eldest son Edmund as the legitimate son of the king. Edward is noted as the king's son.[7] Bishop Æthelwold of
Winchester was a supporter of Ælfthryth and Æthelred, but Dunstan, the Archbishop of Canterbury, appears to
have supported Edward, and a genealogy created at his Glastonbury Abbey circa 969 gives Edward
precedence over Edmund and Æthelred.[8] Ælfthryth was the widow of Æthelwald, Ealdorman of East Anglia,
and perhaps Edgar's third wife.[9] Cyril Hart argues that the contradictions regarding the identity of Edward's
mother, and the fact that Edmund appears to have been regarded as the legitimate heir until his death in 971,
suggest that Edward was probably illegitimate.[10] However, Barbara Yorke thinks that Æthelflæd was Edgar's
wife, but Ælfthryth was a consecrated queen when she gave birth to her sons, who were therefore considered
more "legitimate" than Edward.[11] Æthelwold denied that Edward was legitimate, but Yorke considers this
"opportunist special pleading".[12]

Edmund's full brother Æthelred may have inherited his position as heir.[13] On a charter to the New Minster at
Winchester, the names of Ælfthryth and her son Æthelred appear ahead of Edward's name.[1] When Edgar died
on 8 July 975, Æthelred was probably nine and Edward only a few years older.[14]

Disputed succession [edit]

Edgar had been a strong ruler who had forced monastic reforms on a probably unwilling church and nobility,
aided by the leading clerics of the day, Dunstan, Archbishop of Canterbury; Oswald of Worcester, Archbishop
of York; and Bishop Æthelwold of Winchester. By endowing the reformed Benedictine monasteries with the
lands required for their support, he had dispossessed many lesser nobles, and had rewritten leases and loans
of land to the benefit of the monasteries. Secular clergy, many of whom would have been members of the
nobility, had been expelled from the new monasteries. While Edgar lived, he strongly supported the reformers,
but following his death, the discontents which these changes had provoked came into the open.[15]

The leading figures had all been supporters of the reform, but they were no longer united. Relations between
Archbishop Dunstan and Bishop Æthelwold may have been strained.[16] Archbishop Oswald was at odds with
Ealdorman Ælfhere, Ealdorman of Mercia,[17] while Ælfhere and his kin were rivals for power with the affinity of
Æthelwine, Ealdorman of East Anglia.[18] Dunstan was said to have questioned Edgar's marriage to Queen
Dowager Ælfthryth and the legitimacy of their son Æthelred.[19]

These leaders were divided as to whether Edward or Æthelred should succeed Edgar. Neither law nor
precedent offered much guidance. The choice between the sons of Edward the Elder had divided his kingdom,
and Edgar's elder brother Eadwig had been forced to give over a large part of the kingdom to Edgar.[20] The
Queen Dowager certainly supported the claims of her son Æthelred, aided by Bishop Æthelwold; and Dunstan
supported Edward, aided by his fellow archbishop Oswald. It is likely that Ealdorman Ælfhere and his allies
supported Æthelred and that Æthelwine and his allies supported Edward, although some historians suggest the
opposite.[21]

Later sources suggest that perceptions of legitimacy played a part in the arguments, as did the relative age of
the two candidates. In time, Edward was anointed by Archbishops Dunstan and Oswald at Kingston upon
Thames, most likely in 975.[22] There is evidence that the settlement involved a degree of compromise.
Æthelred appears to have been given lands which normally belonged to the king's sons, some of which had
been granted by Edgar to Abingdon Abbey and which were forcibly repossessed for Æthelred by the leading
nobles.[23]
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A penny minted during Edward's
reign at Stamford, Lincolnshire, one
of the Five Burghs

In the 19th-century depiction by
James William Edmund Doyle, Edward
the Martyr is offered a cup of mead by
Ælfthryth, widow of the late Edgar,
unaware that her attendant is about to
murder him.

Edward's reign [edit]

After recording Edward's succession, the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle reports
that a comet appeared, and that famine and "manifold disturbances"
followed.[24] The "manifold disturbances", sometimes called the anti-
monastic reaction, appear to have started soon after Edgar's death. During
this time, the experienced Ealdorman Oslac of Northumbria, effective ruler
of much of northern England, was exiled due to unknown circumstances.[25]

Oslac was followed as ealdorman by Thored, either Oslac's son of that
name or Thored Gunnar's son mentioned by the Chronicle in 966.[26]

Edward, or rather those who were wielding power on his behalf, also
appointed a number of new ealdormen to positions in Wessex. Little is
known of two of these men, and it is difficult to determine which faction, if
any, they belonged to. Edwin, probably ruling in Sussex, and perhaps also
parts of Kent and Surrey, was buried at Abingdon, an abbey patronised by

Ælfhere. Æthelmær, who oversaw Hampshire, held lands in Rutland, perhaps suggesting links to Æthelwine.

The third ealdorman, Æthelweard, today best known for his Latin history, ruled in the west. Æthelweard was a
descendant of King Æthelred of Wessex and probably the brother of King Eadwig's wife. He appears to have
been a supporter of Edward rather than of either faction.[27]

In some places, the secular clergy who had been driven from the monasteries returned, driving the regular
clergy out in their turn. Bishop Æthelwold had been the main enemy of the seculars, and Archbishop Dunstan
appears to have done little to aid his fellow reformer at this time.[28] More generally, the magnates took the
opportunity to undo many of Edgar's grants to monasteries and to force the abbots to rewrite leases and loans
to favour the local nobility. Ealdorman Ælfhere was the leader in this regard, attacking Oswald's network of
monasteries across Mercia.[29] Ælfhere's rival Æthelwine, while a staunch protector of his family monastery of
Ramsey Abbey, treated Ely Abbey and other monasteries harshly.[30] At some point during these disorders,
Ælfhere and Æthelwine appear to have come close to open warfare. This may well have been related to
Ælfhere's ambitions in East Anglia and to attacks upon Ramsey Abbey. Æthelwine, supported by his kinsman
Ealdorman Byrhtnoth of Essex and others unspecified, mustered an army and caused Ælfhere to back down.[31]

Very few charters survive from Edward's reign, perhaps as few as three,
leaving Edward's brief reign in obscurity. By contrast, numerous
charters survived from the reigns of his father Edgar and half-brother
Æthelred. All of the surviving Edward charters concern the royal
heartland of Wessex; two deal with Crediton where Edward's former
tutor Sideman was bishop.[32] During Edgar's reign, dies for coins were
cut only at Winchester and distributed from there to other mints across
the kingdom. Edward's reign permitted dies to be cut locally at York and
at Lincoln. The general impression is of a reduction or breakdown of
royal authority in the midlands and north.[33] The machinery of
government continued to function, as councils and synods met as
customary during Edward's reign, at Kirtlington in Oxfordshire after
Easter 977, and again at Calne in Wiltshire the following year. During
the meeting at Calne, some councillors were killed and others injured by
the collapse of the floor of their room.[34]

Death [edit]

The version of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle containing the most detailed account records that Edward was
murdered in the evening of 18 March 978, while visiting Ælfthryth and Æthelred, probably at or near the mound
on which the ruins of Corfe Castle now stand. It adds that he was buried at Wareham "without any royal
honours". The compiler of this version of the Chronicle, manuscript E, called the Peterborough Chronicle, says:

"No worse deed for the English race was done than this was, since they first sought out the land of
Britain. Men murdered him, but God exalted him. In life he was an earthly king; after death he is
now a heavenly saint. His earthly relatives would not avenge him, but his Heavenly Father has
much avenged him."[35]

Other recensions of the Chronicle report less detail, the oldest text stating only that he was killed, while versions
from the 1040s say that he was martyred.[36]
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Corfe Castle from below

Ælfthryth looks on as Edward is
stabbed to death: from a Victorian
edition of Foxe's Book of Martyrs

The Great Seal of
Shaftesbury Abbey, where
Edward's relics lay until
the English Reformation

Of other early sources, the life of Oswald of Worcester, attributed to Byrhtferth of Ramsey, adds that Edward
was killed by Æthelred's advisers, who attacked him when he was
dismounting. It agrees that he was buried without ceremony at
Wareham.[37] Archbishop Wulfstan II alludes to the killing of Edward in
his Sermo Lupi ad Anglos, written not later than 1016. A recent study
translates his words as follows:

"And a very great betrayal of a lord it is also in the world,
that a man betray his lord to death, or drive him living from
the land, and both have come to pass in this land: Edward
was betrayed, and then killed, and after that burned ..."[38]

Later sources, further removed
from events, such as the late
11th-century Passio S. Eadwardi
and John of Worcester, claim
that Ælfthryth organised the

killing of Edward, while Henry of Huntingdon wrote that she killed Edward
herself.[39]

Modern historians have offered a variety of interpretations of Edward's
killing. Three main theories have been proposed. Firstly, that Edward
was killed, as the life of Oswald claims, by nobles in Æthelred's service,
either as a result of a personal quarrel, or to place their master on the
throne.[40] The life of Oswald portrays Edward as an unstable young
man who, according to Frank Stenton: "had offended many important
persons by his intolerable violence of speech and behaviour. Long after
he had passed into veneration as a saint it was remembered that his
outbursts of rage had alarmed all who knew him, and especially the
members of his own household."[41] This may be a trope of hagiography.[42]

In the second version, Ælfthryth was implicated, either beforehand by plotting the killing, or afterwards in
allowing the killers to go free and unpunished.[43]

A third alternative, noting that Edward in 978 was very close to ruling on his own, proposes that Ealdorman
Ælfhere was behind the killing so as to preserve his own influence and to prevent Edward taking revenge for
Ælfhere's actions earlier in the reign.[44] John notes this and interprets Ælfhere's part in Edward's reburial as
being a penance for the assassination.[45]

Reburial and early cult [edit]

Edward's body lay at Wareham for a year before being disinterred. Ælfhere
initiated the reinterment, perhaps as a gesture of reconciliation. According to the
life of Oswald, Edward's body was found to be incorrupt when it was disinterred
(which was taken as a miraculous sign). The body was taken to the Shaftesbury
Abbey, a nunnery with royal connections which had been endowed by King Alfred
the Great and where Edward and Æthelred's grandmother Ælfgifu had spent her
latter years.

Edward's remains were reburied with lavish public ceremony. Later versions, such
as the Passio S. Eadwardi, have more complicated accounts. It said that Edward's
body was concealed in a marsh, where it was revealed by miraculous events. The
Passio dates the reburial to 18 February.[46]

In 1001, Edward's relics (for he was considered a saint, although never canonized)
were translated to a more prominent place within the nunnery at Shaftesbury. The

ceremonies are said to have been led by the then-Bishop of Sherborne, Wulfsige III, accompanied by a senior
cleric whom the Passio calls Elsinus, sometimes identified with Ælfsige, the abbot of the New Minster,
Winchester. King Æthelred, preoccupied with the threat of a Danish invasion, did not attend in person, but he
issued a charter to the Shaftesbury nuns late in 1001 granting them lands at Bradford on Avon, which is
thought to be related. A 13th-century calendar of saints gives the date of this translation as 20 June.[47]

The rise of Edward's cult has been interpreted in various ways. It is sometimes portrayed as a popular
movement, or as the product of a political attack on King Æthelred by former supporters of Edward.
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Alternatively, Æthelred has been seen as one of the key forces in the promotion of Edward's cult and that of
their sister Eadgifu (Edith of Wilton). He was thought to make the charter in 1001 granting land to Shaftesbury
at the elevation of Edward's relics, and some accounts suggest that Æthelred legislated the observation of
Edward's feast days across England in a law code of 1008. It is unclear whether this innovation, seemingly
drafted by Archbishop Wulfstan II, dates from Æthelred's reign. It may instead have been promulgated by King
Cnut. David Rollason has drawn attention to the increased importance of the cults of other murdered royal
saints in this period. Among these are the cults of King Ecgberht of Kent's nephews, whose lives form part of
the Mildrith Legend, and those of the Mercian Saints Kenelm and Wigstan.[48]

Later cult [edit]

During the sixteenth century and English Reformation, King Henry VIII led the
dissolution of the monasteries and many holy places were demolished. Edward's
remains were hidden so as to avoid desecration.[49]

In 1931, the relics were recovered by Wilson-Claridge during an archaeological
excavation; their identity was confirmed by Dr. T. E. A. Stowell, an osteologist. In
1970, examinations performed on the relics suggested that the young man had
died in the same manner as Edward.[50] Wilson-Claridge wanted the relics to go to
the Russian Orthodox Church Outside Russia. His brother, however, wanted them
to be returned to Shaftesbury Abbey. For decades, the relics were kept in a
cutlery box in a bank vault at the Midland Bank in Woking, Surrey[51] because of
the unresolved dispute about which of two churches should have them.[52]

In time, the Russian Orthodox Church Outside Russia was victorious and placed
the relics in a church in Brookwood Cemetery in Woking, with the enshrinement
ceremony occurring in September 1984.[50] The St Edward Brotherhood of monks
was organized there as well.[50] The church is now named St Edward the Martyr
Orthodox Church, and it is under the jurisdiction of a traditionalist Greek Orthodox
community. However, while the bones are of approximately the right date, they
are of a man in his late twenties or early thirties rather than a youth in his mid
teens.[53]

In the Orthodox Church, St Edward is ranked as a Passion-bearer, a type of saint
who accepts death out of love for Christ.[50] Edward was widely venerated before
the canonization process was formalized,[54] and he is also regarded as a saint in
the Eastern Orthodox Church, the Roman Catholic Church and the Anglican
Communion.[50][55] His feast day is celebrated on 18 March, the day of his murder.
The Orthodox Church commemorates him a second time each year on 3
September and commemorates the translation of his relics into Orthodox possession on 13 February.

See also [edit]
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List of Catholic saints
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Edward 12  at Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England
St Edward the Martyr (c959-978/9)

Regnal titles
Preceded by

Edgar
King of the English

975–978
Succeeded by

Æthelred the Unready

English monarchs

Anglo-Saxon England
927–1066

Æthelstan · Edmund I · Eadred · Eadwig · Edgar · Edward the Martyr ·
Æthelred the Unready · Sweyn · Edmund Ironside · Cnut · Harold Harefoot · Harthacnut
· Edward the Confessor · Harold Godwinson · Edgar Ætheling

Kingdom of England
1066–1649

William I · William II · Henry I · Stephen · Matilda · Henry IILI · Henry the Young King ·
Richard I · JohnLI · Louis · Henry IIILI · Edward ILI · Edward IILI · Edward IIILI ·
Richard IILI · Henry IVLI · Henry VLI · Henry VILI · Edward IVLI · Edward VLI · Richard IIILI

· Henry VIILI · Henry VIIILI, KI · Edward VIKI · JaneQI · Mary IQI with PhilipKI · Elizabeth IQI

· James IKSI · Charles IKSI

Lords Protectors
of the Commonwealth 1653–1659 Oliver Cromwell · Richard Cromwell

Kingdom of England
1660–1707 Charles IIKSI · James IIKSI · William IIIKSI and Mary IIQSI · AnneQSI

LI Also Lord of Ireland · KI Also King of Ireland · QI Also Queen of Ireland · KSI Also King of Scots and King of Ireland · QSI

Also Queen of Scots and Queen of Ireland
Debatable or disputed rulers are in italics.

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme
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Edwin of Northumbria

Edwin of Northumbria
King of Deira and Bernicia

St. Edwin of Northumbria depiction at St Mary,
Sledmere, Yorkshire

Reign 616 – 12 October 632/633

Predecessor Æthelfrith

Born c. 586
Deira, England

Died 12 October 632/633
Hatfield Chase, England

Spouse Cwenburg
Æthelburg of Kent

Issue Osfrith, Uscfrea, Eadfrith,
Æthelhun, Eanflæd, Æthelthryth

Father Ælle

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Edwin (Old English: Ēadwine; c. 586 – 12 October 632/633), also
known as Eadwine or Æduinus, was the King of Deira and
Bernicia – which later became known as Northumbria – from about
616 until his death. He converted to Christianity and was baptised
in 627; after he fell at the Battle of Hatfield Chase, he was
venerated as a saint.

Edwin was the son of Ælle king of Deira and seems to have had
(at least) two siblings. His sister Acha was married to Æthelfrith,
king of neighbouring Bernicia. An otherwise unknown sibling
fathered Hereric, who in turn fathered Abbess Hilda of Whitby and
Hereswith, wife to Æthelric, the brother of king Anna of East
Anglia.[1]
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Early life and exile [edit]

The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle reported that on Ælle's death a certain
"Æthelric" assumed power. The exact identity of Æthelric is
uncertain. He may have been a brother of Ælle, an elder brother
of Edwin, an otherwise unknown Deiran noble, or the father of Æthelfrith. Æthelfrith himself appears to have
been king of "Northumbria"—both Deira and Bernicia—by no later than 604.[2] During the reign of Æthelfrith,
Edwin was an exile. The location of his early exile as a child is not known, but late traditions, reported by
Reginald of Durham and Geoffrey of Monmouth, place Edwin in the kingdom of Gwynedd, fostered by king
Cadfan ap Iago, so allowing biblical parallels to be drawn from the struggle between Edwin and his supposed
foster-brother Cadwallon. By the 610s he was certainly in Mercia under the protection of king Cearl, whose
daughter Cwenburg he married.[3]

By around 616, Edwin was in East Anglia under the protection of king Raedwald. Bede reports that Æthelfrith
tried to have Raedwald murder his unwanted rival, and that Raedwald intended to do so until his wife persuaded
him otherwise with Divine prompting.[4] Æthelfrith faced Raedwald in battle by the River Idle in 616, and
Æthelfrith was defeated; Raedwald installed Edwin as king of Northumbria. Raedwald's son Raegenhere may
have been killed at this battle, but the exact date or manner of Raedwald's death are not known. He likely died
between the years 616–627, and the efficacy of Edwin's kingship ostensibly depended greatly on his fealty to
Raedwald.[5]

Edwin was installed as king of Northumbria, effectively confirming Raedwald as bretwalda: Æthelfrith's sons went
into exile in Irish Dál Riata and Pictland. That Edwin was able to take power not only in his native Deira but also
in Bernicia may have been due to his support from Raedwald, to whom he may have remained subject during
the early part of his reign. Edwin's reign marks an interruption of the otherwise consistent domination of
Northumbria by the Bernicians and has been seen as "contrary to the prevailing tendency".[6]

As king [edit]
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The main Anglo-Saxon
Kingdoms in Edwin's time.

Depiction of Edwin from
John Speed's 1611 "Saxon
Heptarchy".

With the death of Æthelfrith, and of the powerful Æthelberht of Kent the same year, Raedwald and his client
Edwin were well placed to dominate England, and indeed Raedwald did so
until his death a decade later. Edwin expelled Ceretic from the minor British
kingdom of Elmet in either 616 or 626. Elmet had probably been subject to
Mercia and then to Edwin.[7] The larger kingdom of Lindsey appears to
have been taken over c. 625, after the death of king Raedwald.

Edwin and Eadbald of Kent were allies at this time, and Edwin arranged to
marry Eadbald's sister Æthelburg. Bede notes that Eadbald would agree to
marry his sister to Edwin only if he converted to Christianity. The marriage
of Eadbald's Merovingian mother Bertha had resulted in the conversion of
Kent and Æthelburg's would do the same in Northumbria.[8]

Edwin's expansion to the west may have begun early in his reign. There is
firm evidence of a war waged in the early 620s between Edwin and
Fiachnae mac Báetáin of the Dál nAraidi, king of the Ulaid in Ireland. A lost
poem is known to have existed recounting Fiachnae's campaigns against the Saxons, and the Irish annals
report the siege, or the storming, of Bamburgh in Bernicia in 623–624. This should presumably be placed in the
context of Edwin's designs on the Isle of Man, a target of Ulaid ambitions. Fiachnae's death in 626, at the hands
of his namesake, Fiachnae mac Demmáin of the Dál Fiatach, and the second Fiachnae's death a year later in
battle against the Dál Riata probably eased the way for Edwin's conquests in the Irish sea province.[9]

The routine of kingship in Edwin's time involved regular, probably annual, wars with neighbours to obtain tribute,
submission, and slaves. By Edwin's death, it is likely that these annual wars, unreported in the main, had
extended the Northumbrian kingdoms from the Humber and the Mersey north to the Southern Uplands and the
Cheviots.[10]

The royal household moved regularly from one royal vill to the next, consuming the food renders given in tribute
and the produce of the royal estates, dispensing justice, and ensuring that royal authority remained visible
throughout the land. The royal sites in Edwin's time included Yeavering in Bernicia, where traces of a timber
amphitheatre have been found. This "Roman" feature makes Bede's claim that Edwin was preceded by a
standard-bearer carrying a "tufa" (OE thuuf, this may have been a winged globe) appear to be more than
antiquarian curiosity, although whether the model for this practice was Roman or Frankish is unknown. Other
royal sites included Campodunum in Elmet (perhaps Barwick), Sancton in Deira, and Goodmanham, the site
where the pagan high priest Coifi destroyed the idols according to Bede.[11] Edwin's realm included the former
Roman cities of York and Carlisle, and both appear to have been of some importance in the 7th century,
although it is not clear whether urban life continued in this period.[12]

Conversion to Christianity [edit]

The account of Edwin's conversion offered by Bede turns on two events. The
first, during Edwin's exile, tells how Edwin's life was saved by Paulinus of York.
The second, following his marriage to Æthelburg, was the attempted
assassination at York, at Easter 626, by an agent of Cwichelm of Wessex. Edwin's
decision to allow the baptism of his daughter Eanfled and his subsequent promise
to adopt Christianity if his campaign against Cwichelm proved
successful. [clarification needed] Apart from these events, the general character of
Bede's account is one of an indecisive king, unwilling to take risks, unable to
decide whether to convert or not.[13]

Along with these events, the influence of Edwin's half-Merovingian Queen cannot
be ignored, and the letters which Bede reproduces, sent by Pope Boniface V to
Edwin and Athelburg, are unlikely to have been unique. Given that Kent was under Frankish influence, while
Bede sees the mission as being "Roman" in origin, the Franks were equally interested in converting their fellow
Germans and in extending their power and influence.[14] Bede recounts Edwin's baptism, and that of his chief
men, on 12 April 627.[15] Edwin's zeal, so Bede says, led to Raedwald's son Eorpwald also converting.[16]

Bede's account of the conversion is oft-cited. After Paulinus explains the tenets of Christianity, the king asks his
counselors what they think of the new doctrine. Edwin's priest Coifi responds that they may be worthwhile; after
all, he says, no one has been more respectful of and devoted to their gods than he, and he has seen no
benefits from his dedication to them. Then, an unnamed counselor stands up and addresses the king, also
seeing the benefit of the new faith. Coifi speaks again and announces that they should destroy the idols and
temples they had hitherto worshiped. King Edwin agrees and embraces Christianity; Coifi himself will set fire to
the idols.[17] declaring "I will do this myself, for now that the true God has granted me knowledge, who more
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suitably than I can set a public example, and destroy the idols that I worshipped in ignorance?” Bede goes on to
describe the scene as Coifi "formally renounces his superstitions, and asked the king to give him arms and a
stallion." Armed with both a sword and spear, Coifi rides Edwin's horse towards the idols, all within view of the
crowd gathered to witness Edwin's conversion. Upon reaching the temple, Coifi "cast a spear into it and
profaned it."

In an article titled "How Coifi Pierced Christ’s Side", Julia Barrow examines Bede's Latinate text and pays
particular attention to the passage concerning Coifi's attack upon the temple. Barrow notes that Bede's use of
lancea was "not the word medieval writers normally used for spear", while “hasta was the usual choice." Barrow
goes on to claim that lancea was likely used by Bede as a reference to the details of the crucifixion of Christ
provided in the vulgate book of John, thus Coifi's desecration of the shrine is to be understood "as an inversion
of the piercing of the temple of Christ’s body." All of these details support an understanding that Bede had great
"warmth and admiration" for Edwin.[18]

The brief speech by the unnamed counselor, a nobleman, has attracted much attention; suggesting the
"wisdom and hopefulness of the Christian message",[19] it has inspired poets such as William Wordsworth[20]

and was called "the most poetic simile in Bede":[21]

The present life man, O king, seems to me, in comparison with that time which is unknown to us,
like to the swift flight of a sparrow through the room wherein you sit at supper in winter amid your
officers and ministers, with a good fire in the midst whilst the storms of rain and snow prevail
abroad; the sparrow, I say, flying in at one door and immediately out another, whilst he is within is
safe from the wintry but after a short space of fair weather he immediately vanishes out of your
sight into the dark winter from which he has emerged. So this life of man appears for a short space
but of what went before or what is to follow we are ignorant. If, therefore, this new doctrine contains
something more certain, it seems justly to deserve to be followed.[22]

Noteworthy is Bede's summation of the nature of Edwin's reign as King of Northumbria:

“It is told that at the time there was so much peace in Britannia, that whenever King Edwin’s power
extended, as is said proverbially right up to today, even if a woman with a recently born child
wanted to walk across the whole island, from sea to sea, she could do so without anyone harming
her.”

Kershaw indicates that “Bede’s decision to couch Edwin’s peace in proverbial terms offers ...a chilling insight
into the levels of lawlessness accepted in eighth-century England”. Furthermore, a definition of “peace” is to be
understood as “freedom from robbery, rape, or violence; security to travel at will and to literally ‘go in peace.’”

Edwin's conversion and Eorpwald's were reversed by their successors, and in the case of Northumbria the
Roman Paulinus appears to have had very little impact. Indeed, by expelling British clergy from Elmet and
elsewhere in Edwin's realm, Paulinus may have weakened the Church rather than strengthening it. Very few
Roman clergy were present in Paulinus's time, only James the Deacon being known, so that the "conversion"
can have been only superficial, extending little beyond the royal court. Paulinus's decision to flee Northumbria
at Edwin's death, unlike his acolyte James who remained in Northumbria for many years afterwards until his
death, suggests that the conversion was not popular, and the senior Italian cleric unloved.[23]

As overlord [edit]

The first challenge to Edwin came soon after his marriage-alliance with Kent, concluded at Canterbury in the
summer of 625. By offering his protection to lesser kings, such as the king of Wight, Edwin thwarted the
ambitions of Cwichelm of Wessex. Cwichelm's response was to send an assassin, as noted already. Edwin did
not immediately respond to this insult, suggesting either that he felt unable to do so, or that Bede's portrayal of
him as a rather indecisive ruler is accurate. Following the failed assassination, as noted, Edwin committed
himself to Christianity provided only that he was victorious against Cwichelm.

From about 627 onwards, Edwin was the most powerful king among the Anglo-Saxons, ruling Bernicia, Deira
and much of eastern Mercia, the Isle of Man, and Anglesey. His alliance with Kent, the subjection of Wessex,
and his recent successes added to his power and authority. The imperium, as Bede calls it, that Edwin
possessed was later equated with the idea of a Bretwalda, a later concept invented by West Saxon kings in the
9th century. Put simply, success confirmed Edwin's overlordship, and failure would diminish it.[24]

Edwin's supposed foster-brother Cadwallon ap Cadfan enters the record circa 629, but Cadwallon was defeated
and either submitted to Edwin's authority or went into exile.[25] With the defeat of Cadwallon, Edwin's authority
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Edwin of Northumbria
Convert, King, Martyr[27]

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church,
Roman Catholic Church,
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Feast 12 October
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appears to have been unchallenged for a number of years, until Penda of Mercia and Cadwallon rose against
him in 632–633.

Edwin faced Penda and Cadwallon at the Battle of Hatfield in the autumn of 632 or 633 and was defeated and
killed. For a time his body was (allegedly) hidden in Sherwood Forest at a location that became the village of
Edwinstowe (trans. Edwin's resting place), his head being eventually buried at York and the rest of his body at
Whitby. Of his two grown sons by Cwenburh of Mercia, Osfrith died at Hatfield, and Eadfrith was captured by
Penda and killed some time afterwards.[26]

After his death, Edwin's Queen Æthelburg, along with Paulinus, returned to Kent, taking her son Uscfrea,
daughter Eanfled, and Osfrith's son Yffi into exile with her. Uscfrea and Yffi were sent to the court of
Æthelburg's kinsman Dagobert I, king of the Franks, but died soon afterwards. Eanfled, however, lived to marry
her first cousin, King Oswiu, son of Acha and Æthelfrith.

Death and legacy [edit]

Edwin's realm was divided at his death. He was succeeded by
Osric, son of Edwin's paternal uncle Ælfric, in Deira, and by
Eanfrith, son of Æthelfrith and Edwin's sister Acha, in Bernicia.[28]

Both reverted to paganism, and both were killed by Cadwallon;
eventually Eanfrith's brother Oswald defeated and killed Cadwallon
and united Northumbria once more. Thereafter, with the exception
of Oswine son of Osric, power in Northumbria was in the hands of
the Idings, the descendants of Ida of Bernicia, until the middle of
the 8th century.[citation needed]

After his death, Edwin came to be venerated as a saint by some,
although his cult was eventually overshadowed by the ultimately more successful cult of Oswald, who was killed
in 642. They met their deaths in battle against similar foes, the pagan Mercians and the British, thus allowing
both of them to be perceived as martyrs; however, Bede's treatment of Oswald clearly demonstrates that he
regarded him as an unambiguously saintly figure, a status that he did not accord to Edwin.[29]

Edwin's renown comes largely from his treatment at some length by Bede, writing from an uncompromisingly
English and Christian perspective, and rests on his belated conversion to Christianity. His united kingdom in the
north did not outlast him, and his conversion to Christianity was renounced by his successors. When his
kingship is compared with his pagan brother-in-law Æthelfrith, or to Æthelfrith's sons Oswald and Oswiu, or to
the resolutely pagan Penda of Mercia, Edwin appears to be something less than a key figure in Britain during
the first half of the 7th century. Perhaps the most significant legacies of Edwin's reign lay in his failures: the rise
of Penda and of Mercia, and the return from Irish exile of the sons of Æthelfrith, which tied the kingdom of
Northumbria into the Irish sea world for generations.[30]

See also [edit]

List of Catholic saints
Christianisation of Anglo-Saxon England
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Edwin 2  at Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England
Bede's Ecclesiastical History and its Continuation (pdf) , at CCEL , translated by A.M. Sellar, Latin
edition  at the Latin Library .
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle  an XML edition by Tony Jebson, including Ms. E.
Archive Copy  of Annales Cambriae  (translated) at the Internet Medieval Sourcebook.
Anglo-Saxon texts , selected Anglo-Saxon texts at Fordham University, Internet Medieval Sourcebook.
CELT: Corpus of Electronic Texts  at University College Cork  includes the Annals of Ulster and
Tigernach. Most works are translated into English, or translations are in progress.

Bretwaldas
Ælle of Sussex · Ceawlin of Wessex · Æthelberht of Kent · Rædwald of East Anglia · Edwin of Deira · Oswald of Bernicia ·

Oswy of Northumbria · Wulfhere of Mercia 1 · Æthelred of Mercia 1 · Æthelbald of Mercia 1 · Offa of Mercia 1 · Cœnwulf of Mercia 1 ·
Egbert of Wessex

1 Not listed in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, but held equivalent or greater power.

Monarchs of Northumbria
Kings of Bernicia

547–670
Ida · Glappa · Adda · Æthelric · Theodric · Frithuwald · Hussa · Æthelfrith · Edwin · Eanfrith ·
Oswald · Oswiu

Kings of Deira
560–679

Ælla · Æthelric · Æthelfrith · Edwin · Osric · Oswald · Oswiu · Oswine · Œthelwald · Alhfrith ·
Ælfwine

Kings of Northumbria
642–867

Oswiu · Ecgfrith · Ealdfrith · Eadwulf I · Osred I · Coenred · Osric · Ceolwulf · Eadberht ·
Oswulf · Æthelwald Moll · Ealhred · Æthelred I · Ælfwald I · Osred II · Osbald · Eardwulf ·
Ælfwald II · Eanred · Æthelred II · Redwulf · Osberht · Ælla

Kings of Viking Northumbria
867–954

Ecgberht · Ricsige · Halfdan I · Guthfrith I · Siefredus · Cnut · Æthelwold · Airdeconut · Eowils
· Halfdan II · Ingwær · Ragnall I · Sitric I Caech · Guthfrith II · Olaf I Guthfrithson · Sitric II ·
Olaf II Cuaran · Ragnall II Guthfrithson · Eric Bloodaxe

Monarchs of Deira
Ælla (559–588) · Æthelric (589–604) · Æthelfrith (604–616) · Edwin (616–632) · Osric (633–634) · Oswald (634–642) · Oswiu
(642–644) · Oswine (644–651) · Œthelwald (651–654) · Oswiu (654–670) · Alchfrith (656–664 - joint king) · Ælfwine (670–679)

Monarchs of Bernicia
Ida (547–559) · Glappa (559–560) · Adda (560–568) · Æthelric (568–572) · Theodric (572–579) · Frithuwald (579–585) ·
Hussa (585–593) · Æthelfrith (593–616) · Edwin (616–632) · Eanfrith (632–633) · Oswald (634–641) · Oswiu (642–670)

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet
Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
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Egidio Maria of Saint Joseph

Saint
Egidio Maria of Saint Joseph

O.F.M.

Born 16 November 1729
Taranto, Apulia, Kingdom of
Naples

Died 7 February 1812 (aged 82)
Naples, Kingdom of the Two
Sicilies

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 5 February 1888, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Kingdom of Italy by
Pope Leo XIII

Canonized 2 June 1996, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 7 February

Attributes Franciscan habit

Patronage Taranto
Ill people
Outcast people
Children
People looking for work

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Egidio Maria of Saint Joseph (16 November 1729 – 7 February
1812) - born Francesco Postillo - was an Italian professed
religious of the Order of Friars Minor.[1] Postillo became a
Franciscan brother rather than an ordained priest due to his lack
of a proper education and so dedicated himself to the care of the
poor and ill in southern Italian cities such as Taranto and Naples
where he earned the moniker of the "Consoler of Naples".[2][3]
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Life [edit]

Francesco Postillo was born in Taranto on 16 November 1729 to
Cataldo Postillo and Grazia Procaccio; three siblings later followed
him.[4] He was baptized as Francesco Domenico Antonio Pasquale
Postillo.

His father died in 1747 and this forced Postillo to seek work to
provide for his widowed mother and siblings. For a brief period of
time he worked as a rope maker. The lack of a personal education
meant that he was unable to become a priest and served instead
as a professed religious in the Order of Friars Minor in Naples. He
applied to enter the order on 27 February 1754 and made his
solemn profession of vows on 28 February 1755 at the convent of
Santa Maria delle Grazie in Galatone.[2] He assumed the religious
name of "Egidio of the Mother of God" but he later altered this
instead to "Egidio Maria of Saint Joseph".[4] Postillo served as a
porter and gatekeeper at his convent and worked as a cook at the
convent in Squinzano while also working with lepers; he often
travelled outside the confines of his convent to beg for alms and to
aid those who were shunned and isolated. Postillo spent almost a
week at a convent in Capuso near Bari in 1759 when he was
assigned to the convent of San Pasquale in Chiaia near Naples.[3]

Postillo died in Naples in 1812. His death came as a result of severe sciatica coupled with severe asthma and
then dropsy. His remains are housed at San Pasquale convent's adjacent church in Chiaia.

Sainthood [edit]

The process for sainthood commenced in Naples in an informative process that Cardinal Filippo Giudice
Caracciolo opened and later closed in 1843. Pope Pius IX named him as venerable on 24 February 1868 after
confirming that Postillo had lived a model life of heroic virtue and Pope Leo XIII later beatified the late religious
on 5 February 1888 after the confirmation of two miracles attributed to his intercession. On 29 June 1919 the
Archbishop of Taranto Orazio Mazzella named him the patron of Taranto.

The third miracle - and the one that led to Postillo's canonization - was investigated and received validation from
the Congregation for the Causes of Saints on 2 October 1992 which led to a medical board approving it on 27
January 1994; theologians did likewise on 13 May 1994 as did the C.C.S. on 18 October 1994. Pope John Paul
II declared the healing to be a miracle - the 1937 cure of Mrs. Angela Mignogna - on 15 December 1994 and
canonized Postillo on 2 June 1996.
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His liturgical feast is celebrated on the date of his death.
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Egilona
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

  (Redirected from Egilo)

Egilona (or Egilo) was a Visigothic noblewoman and the last known queen of the Visigoths. She was the wife
first of Roderic, the Visigothic king (710–11), and then of ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz, Muslim governor (walī ) of al-Andalus
(714–16). Her name is rendered Aylū by Arabic writers, who also give her the kunya Umm ʿAṣim ("mother of
ʿAṣim").[1] She was independently wealthy.[2]

Egilona may have been related to Kings Egica and Wittiza. Since the succession of 710 was contested, Roderic
may have married Egilona to strengthen his position. Their marriage did not last long, as he died at the Battle of
the Guadalete the following year.[3]

The date of Egilona's second marriage is uncertain. She may have married ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz before he became
governor, when he was still merely the son of the conquering general, Mūsā bin Nuṣayr, who had overthrown
the Visigothic kingdom.[2] There is no reference in the sources to Egilona converting to Islam, and scholars are
divided on whether it is likely that she did.[4] Although both Arabic and Latin sources depict Egilona and her
second husband as communicating directly, it is not clear whether they could have done so directly, since
Egilona would have spoken a vulgar Latin dialect and did not likely have time or reason to learn Arabic quickly.
Likewise, ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz could have had little reason to learn Latin, although he was criticised for certain foreign
(ʿajamī) practices.[2]

Both Christian and Muslims sources make her responsible for the governor's assassination, and there is no
reason to doubt the general portrayal of her role.[5] The Christian Chronicle of 754 records that "on the advice
of Queen Egilona, wife of the late king Roderic, whom he had joined to himself, [ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz] tried to throw off
the Arab yoke from his neck and retain the conquered kingdom of Iberia for himself."[1] The ninth-century
Muslim historian ʿAbd al-Ḥakam, on the other hand, says that he ʿAbd al-ʿAzīz was killed because Eglina "had
made him a Christian". This seems unlikely, since he took refuge in a mosque and recited from the Koran when
attacked. Al-Ḥakam does corroborate the Chronicle of 754's claim that Egilona stoked his royal ambitions,
urging him to act so as to attain the respect her first husband had.[2] The Akhbār majmūʿa of 858 even claims
that Egilona had a crown made out of her own jewels and forced her husband to wear it on the grounds that "a
king without a crown is a king without a kingdom".[4] She also tried to have his men perform acts of obeisance to
him in Seville.[5]

Egilona's life and legend have been given dramatic treatment several times in the modern era. In 1760,
Cándido María Trigueros published the play La Egilona, viuda del rey don Rodrigo. In 1785, Antontio
Valladares de Sotomayor staged a similar play that has been called by the same title, La Egilona, viuda del rey
don Rodrigo. In 1788, an anonymous play entitled La Egilona, drama heroica en prosa was put on during the
coronation ceremonies of Charles IV.[6] In 1845, the Cuban playwright Gertrudis Gómez de Avellaneda
published a play titled Egilona.[7]
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Eglantyne Jebb

Eglantyne Jebb

Jebb in 1920

Born 25 August, 1876
Ellesmere, Shropshire, England

Died 17 December, 1928 (aged 52)
Geneva, Switzerland

Nationality United Kingdom

Alma mater University of Oxford

Known for founder of Save the Children

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eglantyne Jebb (25 August 1876 – 17 December 1928) was a
British social reformer who founded the Save the Children
organisation at the end of the First World War to relieve the
effects of famine in Austria-Hungary and Germany. She drafted
the document that became the Declaration of the Rights of the
Child.[1][2][3]
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Early life [edit]

She was born in 1876 in Ellesmere, Shropshire, and grew up on her family's estate. The Jebbs were a well-off
family and had a strong social conscience and commitment to public service. Her mother, Eglantyne Louisa
Jebb, had founded the Home Arts and Industries Association, to promote Arts and Crafts among young people
in rural areas; her sister Louisa would help found the Women's Land Army in World War I. Another sister,
Dorothy Frances Jebb, who married the Labour MP Charles Roden Buxton, campaigned against the
demonisation of the German people after the war. She also served as a faculty member at Wellesley College in
1929, teaching courses in English literature.[4] Another aunt, Eglantyne's father's sister, a Victorian "new
woman", introduced her and her siblings to carpentry, fishing and melting lead to cast bullets, and inspired her
to go to University at a time when very few women did.[1]

Social activism [edit]

Having studied history at Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford,[5] Jebb trained to become a school teacher, but a year's
experience as a primary school teacher, at St. Peter's Junior School in Marlborough, convinced her that this
was not her vocation, though it increased her awareness of the difficulties and widespread nature of poverty
faced by young children.

She moved to Cambridge to look after her sick mother. There she became involved in the Charity Organisation
Society, which aimed to bring a modern scientific approach to charity work. This led her to carry out an
extensive research project into conditions in the city, and in 1906 she published a book, Cambridge, a Study in
Social Questions based on her research.[6]

The Cambridge Independent Press, a weekly Liberal-supporting newspaper, published a number of articles
covering Eglantyne's campaigning and political activities in Cambridge in the run up to the First World War. She
was appointed to the Education Committee of Cambridge Borough Council in 1907, although in her first year
only attended 13 of a possible 31 meetings.[7] She was also on the committee of the newly formed League for
Physical Education and Improvement, but resigned citing pressures from other workloads.[8]

Under the watchful eye of Florence Ada Keynes Eglantyne and Florence's daughter Margaret set up and ran
the Boys' Employment Registry, shortly followed by a similar one for girls.[9] There is now a Blue Plaque above
82 Regent Street where the employment registry was sited.[10] Eglantyne and Margaret would engage in a
homosexual relationship for a few years until Margaret Keynes' marriage with a man.[1]

In 1913 she was influenced by Charles Roden Buxton to undertake a journey to Macedonia on behalf of the
Macedonian Relief Fund.[6] She returned shortly before the First World War broke out, and soon was drawn into
a project organised by Dorothy, who had begun importing European newspapers – including ones from
Germany and Austria-Hungary for which a special licence had to be obtained from the government – and
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Memorial garden to Eglantyne Jebb
on the ICRC site in Geneva.

publishing extracts in English in the Cambridge Magazine, which revealed that everyday life in the enemy
countries was far worse than government propaganda suggested.[1]

As the war was coming to an end, and the German and Austro-Hungarian economies came near to collapse, it
was clear to Dorothy and Eglantyne that the children of these countries were suffering appallingly from the
effects of the war and the Allied blockade, which continued even when an armistice was signed. A pressure
group, the Fight the Famine Council, was set up in 1919[6] to persuade the British government to end the
blockade.

Save the Children [edit]

Soon, however, the focus shifted to organising relief. On 15 April 1919,
the Council set up a fund to raise money for the German and Austrian
children – the Save the Children Fund. Unexpectedly, this organisation,
launched at the Royal Albert Hall in London on 19 May 1919, quickly
raised a large sum of money from the British public, and officials were
dispatched to organise relief work.

The success of the Fund led Eglantyne and Dorothy to attempt to set
up an international movement for children. The International Save the
Children Union (Union International de Secours à l'Enfant) was founded
in Geneva in 1920, with the British Save the Children Fund and the
Swedish Rädda Barnen as leading members.

In London, it was now Eglantyne who was in charge, and she ensured that the Fund adopted the professional
approach she had learnt in the Charity Organisation Society. A manager, Lewis Golden, was recruited to put
the organisation on a businesslike foundation. He adopted the innovative – and controversial – approach of
taking full-page advertisements in national newspapers; it was highly effective, and raised very substantial
amounts of income for the Fund's work.

As the problems in central Europe receded, there was a new focus of the Fund's attention – a refugee crisis in
Greece and the surrounding areas, a consequence of the continuing conflict in the area. Then in 1921, just as
this situation was coming under control, there was a new and bigger emergency. Partly as a consequence of
the devastation of war, revolution and civil war, and partly due to the disastrous economic policies of the
Bolshevik government, the people of Soviet Russia faced a famine as crops failed. A new fundraising effort
brought a surge of donations, and a Save the Children team was dispatched to the city of Saratov, one of the
main famine centres.

Declaration of the Rights of the Child [edit]

In all the work the Fund did, a major element in Eglantyne's thinking was the importance of a planned, research-
based approach. In 1923, when the Russian relief effort was coming to an end, and the Fund's income was
sharply reducing, she turned to another issue – that of children's rights. She headed to Geneva, to a meeting of
the International Union, with a plan for a Children's Charter. The result was a short and clear document –
drafted by Eglantyne – which asserted the rights of children and the duty of the international community to put
children's rights in the forefront of planning. The Declaration of the Rights of the Child, or the Declaration of
Geneva as it came to be known, was adopted a year later by the League of Nations.[6]

With peace returning to Europe, and relief efforts in decline, the focus of the Save the Children movement
shifted to promoting the Declaration. In 1925, the first International Child Welfare congress was held in Geneva.
The Declaration was widely discussed and supported by organisations and governments. An expanded version
would be adopted by the United Nations in 1959, and it was one of the main inspirations behind the 1989 UN
Convention on the Rights of the Child.

Personal life and legacy [edit]

For several years prior to World War One Eglantyne had what today would be respected as a lesbian
relationship with Margaret Keynes (sister of Maynard Keynes). In their extensive correspondence they shared
their wish for a time when they could live together or even live as a married couple. The correspondence
reveals a very loving and intense relationship.[1] Sadly, the social mores of the time (and Margaret’s mother’s
intentions for her daughter) meant that their relationship came to an end with Margaret’s marriage.

After many years of ill health due to a thyroid problem, including three operations for goitre, Eglantyne Jebb
died in a nursing home in Geneva in 1928, and is buried there in St George's cemetery. Save the Children,
which she and her sister Dorothy (who converted to the Society of Friends with her husband) founded in
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England in 1919 and as an international organisation based in Geneva the following year, remains active today.
Also, the Church of England remembers her life and service annually on its liturgical calendar on 17 December.

Archives [edit]

Archives of Save the Children are held at the Cadbury Research Library, University of Birmingham.[11]
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Egwin of Evesham

Saint
Egwin

Scenes from the life of Saint Egwin, St
Lawrence's Church, Evesham

Bishop of Worcester
Founder of Evesham

Born 7th century
Worcester, Mercia

Died 30 December 717
Evesham Abbey, Mercia

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Major shrine Evesham Abbey

Feast 30 December

Attributes bishop holding a fish and
a key[1]

Catholic cult
suppressed

1540

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Egwin)

Saint Egwin of Evesham[a] (died 30 December 717) was a
Benedictine monk and, later, the third Bishop of Worcester in
England.
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Life [edit]

Egwin was born in Worcester of a noble family, and was a
descendant of Mercian kings.[2] He may possibly have been a
nephew of King Æthelred of Mercia. Having already become a
monk, his biographers say that king, clergy, and commoners all
united in demanding Egwin's elevation to bishop; but the popularity
which led him to the episcopal office dissipated in response to his
performance as bishop.[2] He was consecrated bishop after 693.[3]

As a bishop he was known as a protector of orphans and widows
and a fair judge. He struggled with the local population over the
acceptance of Christian morality, especially Christian marriage and
clerical celibacy. Egwin's stern discipline created a resentment
which, as King Æthelred was his friend, eventually found its way to
his ecclesiastical superiors. He undertook a pilgrimage to Rome to
seek vindication from the pope himself. According to a legend, he
prepared for his journey by locking shackles on his feet, and
throwing the key into the River Avon.

According to one account, as Egwin and his companions were
passing through the Alps, they began to thirst. Those among his
companions who did not acknowledge the bishop's sanctity asked
him mockingly to pray for water as Moses once did in the desert.
But others, who did believe in him, rebuked the unbelievers and
asked him in a different tone, with true faith and hope. Egwin prostrated himself in prayer. On arising, they saw
a pure stream of water gush forth out of the rock.[4]

While he prayed before the tomb of the Apostles in Rome, one of his servants brought him this very key—found
in the mouth of a fish that had just been caught in the Tiber.[2] Egwin then released himself from his self-
imposed bonds and straight away obtained from the pope an authoritative release from his enemies' obloquy.

Upon his return to England, he founded Evesham Abbey, which became one of the great Benedictine houses of
medieval England. It was dedicated to the Virgin Mary, who had reportedly made known to a swineherd named
Eof just where a church should be built in her honour.[5]

One of the last important acts of his episcopate was his participation in the first great Council of Clovesho.
According to the Benedictine historian, Jean Mabillon, he died on 30 December 720,[2] although his death is
generally accepted as having occurred three years earlier on 30 December 717.[3] He died at the abbey he had
founded, and his remains were enshrined there.

A hagiography, the Vita Sancti Egwini, was written by Dominic of Evesham, a medieval prior of Evesham Abbey
around 1130.[6] His tomb was destroyed, along with the abbey church, at the time of the dissolution of the abbey
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Egwin of Evesham

Saint
Egwin

Scenes from the life of Saint Egwin, St
Lawrence's Church, Evesham

Bishop of Worcester
Founder of Evesham

Born 7th century
Worcester, Mercia

Died 30 December 717
Evesham Abbey, Mercia

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Major shrine Evesham Abbey

Feast 30 December

Attributes bishop holding a fish and
a key[1]

Catholic cult
suppressed

1540

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Egwin of Evesham[a] (died 30 December 717) was a
Benedictine monk and, later, the third Bishop of Worcester in
England.
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Life [edit]

Egwin was born in Worcester of a noble family, and was a
descendant of Mercian kings.[2] He may possibly have been a
nephew of King Æthelred of Mercia. Having already become a
monk, his biographers say that king, clergy, and commoners all
united in demanding Egwin's elevation to bishop; but the popularity
which led him to the episcopal office dissipated in response to his
performance as bishop.[2] He was consecrated bishop after 693.[3]

As a bishop he was known as a protector of orphans and widows
and a fair judge. He struggled with the local population over the
acceptance of Christian morality, especially Christian marriage and
clerical celibacy. Egwin's stern discipline created a resentment
which, as King Æthelred was his friend, eventually found its way to
his ecclesiastical superiors. He undertook a pilgrimage to Rome to
seek vindication from the pope himself. According to a legend, he
prepared for his journey by locking shackles on his feet, and
throwing the key into the River Avon.

According to one account, as Egwin and his companions were
passing through the Alps, they began to thirst. Those among his
companions who did not acknowledge the bishop's sanctity asked
him mockingly to pray for water as Moses once did in the desert.
But others, who did believe in him, rebuked the unbelievers and
asked him in a different tone, with true faith and hope. Egwin prostrated himself in prayer. On arising, they saw
a pure stream of water gush forth out of the rock.[4]

While he prayed before the tomb of the Apostles in Rome, one of his servants brought him this very key—found
in the mouth of a fish that had just been caught in the Tiber.[2] Egwin then released himself from his self-
imposed bonds and straight away obtained from the pope an authoritative release from his enemies' obloquy.

Upon his return to England, he founded Evesham Abbey, which became one of the great Benedictine houses of
medieval England. It was dedicated to the Virgin Mary, who had reportedly made known to a swineherd named
Eof just where a church should be built in her honour.[5]

One of the last important acts of his episcopate was his participation in the first great Council of Clovesho.
According to the Benedictine historian, Jean Mabillon, he died on 30 December 720,[2] although his death is
generally accepted as having occurred three years earlier on 30 December 717.[3] He died at the abbey he had
founded, and his remains were enshrined there.

A hagiography, the Vita Sancti Egwini, was written by Dominic of Evesham, a medieval prior of Evesham Abbey
around 1130.[6] His tomb was destroyed, along with the abbey church, at the time of the dissolution of the abbey
in 1540.
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Early modern
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Late modern
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Roman
Augustine of Canterbury · Firmin of North Crawley · Birinus of Dorchester · Blaise ·
Florentius of Peterborough · Hadrian of Canterbury · Honorius of Canterbury · Justus of Canterbury ·
Laurence of Canterbury · Mellitus of Canterbury · Paulinus of York · Theodore of Canterbury

South Saxon Cuthflæd of Lyminster · Cuthmann of Steyning · Leofwynn of Bishopstone

West Saxon
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Earmund of Stoke Fleming · Edor of Chertsey · Evorhilda · Frithestan of Winchester ·
Hædde of Winchester · Humbert of Stokenham · Hwita of Whitchurch Canonicorum ·
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Egwine was a 6th century Celtic princess and saint, who is a patron saint of the village of Llanigon, east of
Hay-on-Wye, in the Wye Valley of Wales.

Very little is known of her life. She was the sister of saints Cadoc,[1] Maches and Cyndr,[2] who all built churches
in the same area.

She was also the daughter of Gwladys,[3] and granddaughter of king Brychan of Brycheiniog.
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  (Redirected from Eigil)

Eigil (also called Aeigil or Egil) (c.750–822) was the fourth abbot of Fulda. He was the nephew and biographer
of the abbey's founder and first abbot Saint Sturm.[1] We know about Eigil primarily from the Latin Life (Vita
Aegili) that the monk and teacher of Fulda, Candidus Bruun composed about him after his death.[2]

Eigil's parents, who were nobles of Norica, sent him to the abbey of Fulda (still Under Sturm's rule) for his
education.[3] Sturm died in 779 and was succeeded by Baugulf.[4]

The next abbot, Ratgar, with his excessive severity, caused deep divisions in the monastery. In 811, monks from
Fulda, possibly including Egil, petitioned Emperor Charlemagne to remove the abbot. Finally, in 817, Ratgar
was denounced by the monks. Charlemagne's son and successor, Louis the Pious, banished Ratgar and sent
two of his delegates, Aaron and Adalfrid, along with their associates to reform the abbey according to proper
monastic discipline .[2][3] Eigil was elected in 818,[5] and, says Candidus, brought harmony to the monastery
once again.[2][6] In a poem,[7] his student and successor Hrabanus Maurus celebrated his clemency and
gentleness, supporting Candidus' positive portrait.

Under Eigil, several building projects were dedicated at Fulda. In 819, the Archbishop Haistolf came to Fulda to
dedicate the Basilica of Saint Boniface (who was considered a co-founder of the abbey, with his disciple Sturm),
and Boniface's holy relics - his bones - were translated (that is, conveyed in a public religious ceremony) to the
new Basilica.[5]

Eigil died in 822 and was succeeded by the head teacher of Fulda's school, Hrabanus Maurus,[5] one of his
former pupils. Candidus' Vita treats Eigil as a saint, but other writers, such as Hrabanus do not.
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Eigil wrote a Life of Saint Sturm , who was a disciple of Saint Boniface as well as the founder, in 742 or 744,
and first abbot of the abbey of Fulda (747-779).
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The critical edition is found in Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Scriptores, vol. II, pp. 366–77.
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Friedrich Wilhelm Bautz (1975). "Eigil (Egil), 4. Abt von Fulda". In Bautz, Friedrich Wilhelm (ed.).
Biographisch-Bibliographisches Kirchenlexikon (BBKL)  (in German). 1. Hamm: Bautz. col. 1479. ISBN 3-
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Eimhin /ˈɛvɪn/ was the abbot and bishop of Ros-mic-Truin (Ireland), probably in the sixth century.

Eimhin came from Munster, and was brother of two other saints, Culain and Diarmuid. Of the early part of his
religious life little is known.

Although the Abbey of Ros-mic-Truin was founded by St Abban, it is said to have been colonized by St Eimhin,
and from the number of religious and students belonging to the south of Ireland who dwelt there the place came
to be called "Ros-glas of the Munstermen". St Eimhin is said by some to have been the author of the life of St
Patrick, called the Vita Tripartita (ed. Whitley Stokes in R.S.), originally published by the Franciscan John
Colgan.

The date of Eimhin's death has not been recorded; however, competent authorities assign it to the earlier half
of the sixth century.[1] The town of Monasterevin in County Kildare and the village of Effin in County Limerick are
named after Eimhin.

The feast-day of Saint Eimhin is observed in the Irish calendars on 22 December.

References [edit]

1. ^ Cullen, John. "St. Eimhin." The Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. 5. New York: Robert Appleton Company, 1909. 19
Jan. 2013
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Einion Frenin

Saint Einion the King

The 15th-century Llanengan church
holding Einion's remains

King of Llŷn
Died 6th century

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Major shrine Llanengan

Feast 9 February (lapsed)

Patronage Llanengan

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Not to be confused with Einion Yrth, king of Gwynedd and Einion Frenin's grandfather.

Saint Einion Frenin (Welsh: old Enniaun, mod. Sant Einion
or Engan Frenin, lit. "Saint Einion the King"; Latin: Ennianus
or Anianus[1]) was a late 5th-[2] and early 6th-century[3]

Welsh confessor and saint of the Celtic Church. His feast
day was originally given as 9 February, although this had
moved to the 10th or 12th by the 16th century[1] and is no
longer observed by either the Anglican[4] or Catholic church
in Wales.[5]

Contents [hide]
1 Life
2 Legacy
3 See also
4 References

Life [edit]

Saint Einion was a son of Owain Whitetooth (Ddantgwyn)
and the brother of Cuneglas, king of Rhos, and of saints
Seiriol and Meirion.[6][9] Part of Gwynedd's Cuneddan
dynasty, he seems to have ruled as a local king (Latin:
regulus) over the Llŷn Peninsula southwest of Anglesey and
possibly over Anglesey itself.[1][10][11] He was credited with granting his brother Seiriol the land for his monastery
(Welsh: clas) at Penmon on Anglesey[1] and, later, his hermitage on Puffin Island.[12] He also lured the Breton
saint Cadfan from Tywyn to found St Mary's Abbey, the first religious establishment on Bardsey Island.[1]

Although not part of the Cistercian Way, this became a major site of pilgrimage in Wales. Einion himself is
sometimes said to have joined Cadfan's community on the island,[13] although his relics were claimed by the
church at Llanengan.[1]

Legacy [edit]

Einion Frenin was credited with the establishment of the original church at Llanengan (St Einion's).[1] The
present church there, which was erected in the late 15th or early 16th century,[2] had a gilt and crowned statue
of him prior to the Reformation[14] and bears Latin inscriptions reading Æniani Rex Wallie and Rex Walliæ
("Einion, king of Wales"). Miraculous locations nearby include Ffynnon Engan ("Einion's Well") and Ol Troed
March Engan ("The Hoofprint of Einion's Horse"), a petrosomatoglyph near Castell Cinan whose collected
rainwater was claimed to possess curative powers.[1] Other placenames possibly related to the king are Ogo'
Engan ("Einion's Cave"), Bryn Engan ("Einion's Hill"), Caer Engan ("Engan's Camp"), and Croes Engan
("Einion's Cross"), a farm in Denbighshire.[1]

Llandogo in Monmouthshire was also sometimes previously known as Lann Enniaun ("Llanennion") and the
bard Hywel Rheinallt composed a cywydd to the "golden-handed" Saint Einion in the late 15th century,
recording another (now unknown) church in Gwynedd dedicated to St Einion.[1]

See also [edit]

Einion, for other Welshmen of the same name
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1.  ̂a b c d e f g h i j Baring-Gould, Sabine & al. The Lives of the British Saints: The Saints of Wales and Cornwall and
Such Irish Saints as Have Dedications in Britain, Vol. II, pp. 422 ff . Chas. Clark (London), 1908. Hosted at
Archive.org. Accessed 18 Nov 2014.
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Eithne and Sodelb
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eithne and her sister Sodelb[1] are two relatively obscure Irish saints from Leinster who are supposed to have
flourished in the 5th century. They are commemorated together in the Irish martyrologies on 29 March,[2]

though 2 and 15 January were also marked out as feast-days.[3] The 17th-century scholar John Colgan
believed that a Life written for them had been witnessed in c. 1490 by Cathal Óg Mac Maghnusa (d. 1498),
whom he regarded as the author of additions to the Félire Óengusso (see below).[4] Although nothing of the
kind has come to light, they do make cameo appearances in the Lives of two better known 6/7th-century saints,
Áedan and Moling, both bishops of Ferns.

Ever since their first appearances in the two earliest Irish martyrologies, the Martyrology of Tallaght and Félire
Óengusso (early 8th century), the sisters are typically referred to as the daughters of Baite or Baithe.[5] They
appear anonymously by that description in the Félire Óengusso, while a late commentator to the text, often
identified as Cathal Óg Mac Maghnusa, names them Eithne and Sodelb.[6]

As Colgan already noted, the Genealogies of the Saints of Ireland describe them as daughters of Cairbre, king
of Leinster, son of Cormac, son of Ailill, son of Dunlong (etc.), and sisters to one Cumania.[7] The Life of St
Áedan of Ferns, on the other hand, makes them daughters of Cairbre's son and successor Áed.[8] Based on
the entry for Cairbre's death in 546 in the Annals of the Four Masters,[9] Colgan dates their floruit to the mid-6th
century or later.[10]

Colgan proposes that the name Baite must either refer to their (grand)father Cairbre son of Cormac or
represent the Irish noun baide denoting divine affection or charity rather than any personal name or
epithet.[11][12][13] This designation he explains as referring to the miraculous act of piety for which they were
chiefly remembered, namely their nurturing of the infant Christ.[14] The commentary to the Félire states that they
had a vision in which they "used to nurture Christ [...] and Christ used to come in the shape of a babe", so that
he was lovingly cradled in their bosom and kissed (in sinu earum et osculabantur eum, et ille babtizauit eas et si
apostoli praedicauerint illis tamen plus ab ipso acceperunt fidem quam ab illis).[6]

The church or hermitage of the two sisters is identified by the commentator of the Félire as Tech ingen mBóiti
"House of the Baite's daughters" near Swords,[6] i.e. in the barony of Nethercross (Co. Dublin), which the
Martyrology of Cashel locates in Fingal, on the plain of Brega.[15] According to the Genealogies, Eithne and
Sodelb were (also) venerated at Killnais, the former name of a townland in the same locality.[8]

In one of the legends contained in the Acts of St Moling, Bishop of Ferns, it is told that Eithne and her sister
were visited by this venerable saint.[16]

Saint Eithne is reportedly buried at the Church of Ireland's St. Patrick's Cathedral in Armagh.

Sources [edit]

1. ^ Other forms of their names include Ethne, Eithene and Eithnea (Latinised) and Sodbhealbh, Soidhelbh and
Sodelbia (Latinised).

2. ^ Martyrology of Tallaght, 29 March; Félire Óengusso, 29 March; Martyrology of Gorman, 29 March; Martyrology of
Donegal, 29 March ("Eithne and Sodhealbh, two daughters of Bait, by the side of Sord Coluim Cille"); Martyrology
of Drummond, 29 March ("Apud Hiberniam sanctae virgines filiae Baite ad Christum perrexerunt").

3. ^ O'Hanlon, Lives of the Irish saints, p. 994, citing the Bollandists.
4. ^ Colgan, Acta Sanctorum Hiberniae; O'Hanlon, Lives of the Irish saints, 995.
5. ^ Martyrology of Tallaght, 29 March (ingena Baite).
6.  ̂a b c Félire Óengusso, pp. 102–3.
7. ^ Colgan, Acta Sanctorum, 785; O'Hanlon, Lives of the Irish saints, 995. For a modern critical edition, see Pádraig

Ó Riain (ed), Corpus genealogiarum sanctorum Hiberniae. Dublin, 1985.
8.  ̂a b O'Hanlon, Lives of the Irish saints, 995.
9. ^ Annals of the Four Masters M546.4 ("Cairbre, son of Cormac, King of Leinster, died.").

10. ^ Colgan, Acta Sanctorum, 785.
11. ^ Dictionary of Christian Biography
12. ^ Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913). "St. Eithene" . Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton

Company.
13. ^ For Irish baide, buide "love, affection", see the electronic Dictionary of the Irish Language  (eDIL): B, column

13."
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Ekvtime Takaishvili

  
Ekvtime Takaishvili

Еквтиме Такаишвили

Member of the Constituent Assembly of
Georgia
In office

1919–1921

Personal details
Born January 5, 1862

Likhauri, Imereti, Russian Empire

Died February 21, 1953 (aged 91)
Tbilisi, Georgian SSR, Soviet
Union

Resting
place

Mtatsminda Pantheon

Nationality Georgian

Education Saint Petersburg State University

Occupation Archeologist, Proffesor, Historian
and public figure

Signature

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Ekvtime Takaishvili (also spelled Taqaishvili) (Georgian:
 ) (January 5, 1862 – February 21, 1953) was a

Georgian historian, archaeologist and public benefactor.

Born in the village of Likhauri in the western Georgian province of
Guria to a local nobleman Svimon Takaishvili, he graduated from
St. Petersburg University in 1887. From 1887 to 1917, he lectured
on the history of Georgia at various prestigious schools in Tbilisi,
including the Tbilisi Gymnasium for Nobility. During these years, he
was actively involved in extensive scholarly activities and chaired,
from 1907 to 1921, the Society of History and Ethnography of
Georgia. Between 1907 and 1910, he organized a series of
archaeological expeditions to the historic Georgian region of Tao-
Klarjeti (now part of Turkey).

After the February Revolution, he engaged also in politics, taking
part in the establishment of the National Democratic Party of
Georgia in 1917 and being elected to a post of Deputy Chairman
in the Constituent Assembly of the Democratic Republic of Georgia
from 1919 to 1921.

Georgian national treasury [edit]

In 1917, he was among the founders and professors of the Tbilisi
State University (TSU). He lost his tenure both in the parliament
and at the TSU in 1921, when Bolshevik Russia's 11th Red Army
put an end to Georgia's independence. He followed the Georgian
government in their French exile, taking the Georgian national
treasury – numerous precious pieces of Georgian material culture
- with him to Europe.

The treasury, filling 39 immense boxes, was shipped to Marseille
and placed in a bank depository. Subsequently, this precious
cargo was transferred to one of the banks in Paris. Although the
treasury was officially the property of the Georgian government-in-
exile, it was actually Ekvtime Takaishvili who supervised this huge
collection. In the early 1930s, Takaishvili won a lawsuit against Salome Obolenskaya, daughter of the last
Mingrelian prince Niko Dadiani, who also laid claim to a part of the treasury taken from the former Dadiani
Palace in Zugdidi, Georgia. Despite numerous attempts by various European museums to purchase portions of
this treasury, and extreme economic hardship, Takaishvili never sold a single piece of the priceless collection to
live on and guarded it until 1933, when the League of Nations recognized the Soviet Union; the Georgian
embassy in Paris was abolished and transformed into the "Georgian Office". The treasury passed into the
possession of the French state. In 1935, Takaishvili urged the French government to hand the collections to
Georgia, but it was not until the end of the World War II when he was able, in November 1944, to attract the
attention of the Soviet ambassador Aleksandr Bogomolov to the fate of the Georgian treasury. Joseph Stalin's
good relations with General Charles de Gaulle enabled Takaishvili to bring the treasury back to Georgia.
However, Takaishvili had to spend his long days in Tbilisi under house arrest, seemingly considered to be too
old to be imprisoned.

He was an author of numerous scholarly works on the history and archaeology of Georgia and the Caucasus
which are of special value even today. In Tbilisi, Tbilisi Second Gymnasium has been named after him. He has
been canonized by the Georgian Orthodox Church. In 2013, he was posthumously awarded the title and Order
of National Hero of Georgia.[1]
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  (Redirected from Elen (saint))

For other uses, see Saint Helena (disambiguation).

Saint Elen (Welsh: Elen Luyddog, lit. "Helen of the Hosts"), often anglicized as Helen, was a late 4th-century
founder of churches in Wales. Traditionally, she is said to have been a daughter of the Romano-British ruler
Eudaf Hen (Octavius) and the wife of Macsen Wledig (Magnus Maximus), the 4th-century emperor in Britain,
Gaul, and Spain who was killed in battle in 388. Although never formally canonized by Rome, Elen is traditionally
considered a saint in the Welsh Church; she is known as Saint Helen of Caernarfon in English to distinguish
her from the better-known Saint Helena ("Helen of Constantinople").
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Church tradition [edit]

Elen was mother of five, including a boy named Custennin or Cystennin (Constantine). She lived about sixty
years later than Helena of Constantinople, the mother of Constantine the Great, whom she has been confused
with in times past. She is patron of Llanelan in West Gower and of the church at Penisa'r-waun near
Caernarfon, where her feast day is 22 May.[1] Together with her sons, Cystennin and Peblig (Publicus, named
in the calendar of the Church in Wales), she is said to have introduced into Wales the Celtic form of
monasticism from Gaul. Saint Gregory of Tours and Sulpicius Severus record that Maximus and his wife met
Saint Martin of Tours while they were in Gaul.

Literary tradition [edit]

Elen's story is told in The Dream of Macsen Wledig, one of the tales associated with the Mabinogion. Welsh
mythology remembers her as the daughter of a chieftain of north Wales named Eudaf or Eudwy, who probably
lived somewhere near the Roman base of Segontium, now Caernarfon. She is remembered for having Macsen
build roads across her country so that the soldiers could more easily defend it from attackers, thus earning her
the name Elen Luyddog (Elen of the Hosts).

Legacy [edit]

She is said to have ordered the making of Sarn Helen, the great Roman road running from Caernarfon to south
Wales via Dolgellau, Pennal and Bremia (Llanddewi Brefi). Though this road bears her name, it is considerably
older than Elen's accepted time period. Many other Roman roads in Wales bear her name (e.g. Llwybr Elen)
and she is thus acknowledged as the patron saint of British roadbuilders[citation needed] and the protectress of
travellers. There are over 20 holy wells in Britain dedicated to a "Saint Helen", although these are frequently
taken as honoring the mother of Constantine the Great.

References [edit]

1. ^ (in Greek) Ἡ Ἁγία Ἑλένη ἡ Πριγκίπισσα . 22 Μαΐου. ΜΕΓΑΣ ΣΥΝΑΞΑΡΙΣΤΗΣ.
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Morris, Lewis; Evans, Daniel Silvan (1878). Celtic Remains . J. Parker. p. 159. LCCN 10-13761 .
OCLC 12825229 . OCLC 34225220 . Google Book Search. Retrieved on January 25, 2009. (She is listed
as ELEN verch Eudaf.)
Farmer, David Hugh (1997). The Oxford Dictionary of Saints (4th ed). Oxford [u.a.]: Oxford University Press.
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Elena Duglioli

Blessed
Elena Duglioli

Laywoman
Born 1472

Bologna, Republic of Florence

Died 23 September 1520 (aged 48)
Bologna, Republic of Florence

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 26 March 1828, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Papal States by Pope
Leo XII

Feast 23 September

Patronage Married couples

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Elena Duglioli (1472 - 23 September 1520) was an Italian Roman
Catholic aristocrat from Bologna noted for her devotion to
Christian life and social teachings.[1] Duglioli wanted to become a
nun for the Poor Clares but instead married in order to please her
parents. Duglioli is best known for commissioning a chapel with an
image of Saint Cecilia to whom she was devoted.

Her beatification received confirmation from Pope Leo XII on 26
March 1828 after the approval of her local 'cultus' (or popular
devotion). Cardinal Prospero Lorenzo Lambertini - the future Pope
Benedict XIV - spoke for her beatification cause while it was in its
initial stages and included the example of her cultus as part of his
work "De Servorum Dei Beatificatione et Beatorum
Canonizatione".[2]
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Life [edit]

Elena Duglioli was born in Bologna in 1472 to the aristocrats Silverio Duglioli and Pentisilea Boccaferri.[2]

In her childhood and adolescence she desired to become a professed religious and decided to enroll at the
Poor Clare convent of Corpus Domini, Bologna but decided instead to please her parents and enter into
marriage to the much older Benedetto dall'Olio in 1487.[2] Duglioli remained married to her husband for a total
of three decades before he died and left her widowed.[2] She was a close friend of Antonio Pucci who was the
nephew of Cardinal Lorenzo Pucci. Personalities such as Pope Julius II and Pope Leo X learned of Duglioli and
drew from her wisdom and insight despite never having met her.[1]

Duglioli harbored a particular devotion to Saint Cecilia and the papal legate to Bologna - Cardinal Francesco
Alidosi - gave her a knucklebone relic of the late saint to keep. In her marriage she had struggled to live the
chaste life in emulation of the saint but managed to persuade her husband not to consummate their marriage in
order to achieve this.[2] Her devotion to the saint led to her commissioning a chapel that would see Raphael
paint an image of the saint in that chapel.[1]

Duglioli died on 23 September 1520. Her incorrupt remains are housed in the church of San Giovanni in
Monte.[1]

Beatification [edit]

The beatification for Duglioli received official confirmation on 26 March 1828 once Pope Leo XII approved her
local 'cultus' - or popular devotion. Prospero Lorenzo Lambertini - the future Pope Benedict XIV - spoke in favor
of Duglioli's beatification was in its initial stages and as pontiff mentioned her in his "De Servorum Dei
Beatificatione et Beatorum Canonizatione" as an example of a spontaneous and popular cultus.[2]

See also [edit]
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Saints SQPN

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima
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Elena Guerra

Blessed
Elena Guerra

Religious
Born 23 June 1835

Lucca, Duchy of Lucca

Died 11 April 1914 (aged 78)
Lucca, Kingdom of Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 26 April 1959, Saint Peter's
Basilica, Vatican City by Pope
John XXIII

Feast 11 April
23 May (Lucca)

Attributes Religious habit
Crucifix

Patronage Oblates of the Holy Spirit

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the Uruguayan athlete, see Elena Guerra (athlete).

Elena Guerra (23 June 1835 – 11 April 1914) was an Italian
Roman Catholic professed religious and the founder of the
Oblates of the Holy Spirit. Guerra dedicated her life to the
education of girls and made it the sole focus of her religious life
while also making a strong emphasis on devotion to the Holy
Spirit.[1] To that end she sent a total of twelve private letters with
Pope Leo XIII who held great esteem for Guerra's work to the point
he issued three documents on it.[2] Leo XIII renamed Guerra's
order further strengthening it though Guerra was forced to resign
as the Superior General in August 1906 due to internal friction.[3]

Guerra was beatified on 26 April 1959 after the recognition of two
miracles attributed to her intercession.[3]
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Life [edit]

Elena Guerra was born into a wealthy, aristocratic family in Lucca
on 23 June 1835 as one of six children to Antonio Guerra and
Faustina Franceschi.[2] In her childhood she was known to be
talented but timid in nature. Guerra made her Confirmation on 5
June 1843.[3]

Guerra worked with the Vincentians, caring for the poor and the
sick. Cholera struck Lucca in 1853 and she tended to the ill after
her parents granted her permission to do so.[1] Guerra studied
French as well as music and art but also learnt Latin and the lives
and works of the Church Fathers during an illness that spanned from 1857 to 1864 as she could not leave the
house because of it. In 1866 she established a lay association dedicated to the education of girls, which she
decided would be the sole focus of her life. It was called the Order of Saint Zita in honor of the patron saint of
Lucca whom she admired.[2] One of her students was Gemma Galgani.

Guerra travelled to Rome in 1870 to attend a session of the First Vatican Council that Pope Pius IX had
convened. Guerra and her father made an Easter pilgrimage there in April 1870 and visited the tomb of Saint
Peter before she was able to meet with the pope on 23 June 1870. In 1885 she wrote Pope Leo XIII and asked
him to rekindle in the faithful devotion to the Holy Spirit. Leo XIII responded with an apostolic letter (Provida
matris caritate). Encouraged, Guerra wrote thirteen letters to Leo between 1895 and 1903. Leo issued the
encyclical Divinum illud munus (subtitled "On the Holy Spirit") in 1897, in which he established the Novena to the
Holy Spirit to be said between Ascension Thursday and Pentecost.[4] He followed this in 1902, with a letter to the
bishops, Ad fovendum in Christiano populo.[5]

Leo XIII granted her a private audience on 18 October 1897 in which he encouraged her work and renamed the
order. It was at some stage that she corresponded with Arnold Janssen regarding a "militia of the Holy Spirit"
that would be dedicated to working against the Freemasons.[3] In August 1906 the Archbishop of Lucca told her
that he would not permit her prospective religious from vesting or taking their vows unless she resigned as the
order's Superior General. Guerra resigned her position after reflection more so in light of internal friction with
some nuns questioning the manner in which she was leading the congregation. Her order received papal
approval from Pope Pius X on 6 March 1911. John Bosco once referred to Guerra as a "golden pen" in
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Tomb of Blessed Elena Guerra in the church
of Sant'Agostino in Lucca.
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reference to her spiritual writings.[1]

Guerra died on 11 April 1914 (on Holy Saturday) and is buried
in Lucca at the church of Sant'Agostino. Her order continues its
work with houses in nations such as Iran and the Philippines
amongst others; in 2008 there were 232 members of her order
in 36 houses across the globe.[1]

Beatification [edit]

The beatification process commenced in Lucca on 5 May 1936
under Pope Pius XI. With the commencement of the cause she

was granted the posthumous title of Servant of God. Two local processes were held on a diocesan level and
were both ratified on 13 April 1945 after documents were sent to the Congregation for Rites; her spiritual
writings received theological approval on 21 May 1935. An antepreparatory committee approved the documents
pertaining to the cause on 26 June 1951 as did a preparatory one on 20 January 1953 and a general
committee on 21 April 1953. Pope Pius XII approved her life of heroic virtue and proclaimed her to be Venerable
on 26 June 1953.

Two investigations into two alleged miracles were held and were both validated and ratified on 16 October
1953. The miracle was soon approved (after passing several boards) and allowed for Pope John XXIII to
celebrate her beatification on 26 April 1959 in Saint Peter's Basilica.[6] 5000 of her own congregation attended
the beatification celebration.[2] The apostolic letter Renovanis faciem terrae' was the document that authorized
the beatification, signed by Cardinal Secretary of State Cardinal Domenico Tardini.[2]

The current postulator overseeing this cause is the Cistercian priest Ugo Gianluigi Tagni.
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· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
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Doctors Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima

See also Calendar of saints · Fourteen Holy Helpers · Military saints (Athleta Christi · Miles Christianus ·
Church Militant) · Virtuous pagan
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Elena Valentinis

Blessed
Elena Valentinis

O.S.A.
Laywoman

Born 1396
Udine, Republic of Venice

Died 23 April 1458 (aged 62)
Udine, Republic of Venice

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 27 September 1848, Saint
Peter's Basilica, Papal States by
Pope Pius IX

Major shrine Udine Cathedral, Italy

Feast 23 April

Attributes Augustinian habit

Patronage Widows
Against temptations

Tomb in the Udine Cathedral.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Elena Valentinis (1396 - 23 April 1458) was an Italian Roman
Catholic professed religious from the tertiaries of the Order of
Saint Augustine.[1] Valentinis was born to nobles and married a
knight during her adolescence while mothering six children before
she was widowed in 1441. She soon became a professed religious
and dedicated herself to austerities and a life of complete
penance.[2][3]

Her beatification was ratified on 27 September 1848 after Pope
Pius IX approved her local 'cultus' - or popular veneration.[4]
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Life [edit]

Elena Valentinis was born in Udine in 1396 to the nobleman Count Valentinis - a lord of Maniago. She had at
least one sister: Perfetta.[4]

In her adolescence in 1411 she married the Florentine knight Antonio del Cavalcanti and the pair had six
children - three males and three females.[1][2] He died in 1441 and as a result she cut off her hair and placed it
with her jewels in his coffin and said: "These I wore for love of you; take them to the grave with you". Valentinis
later attended a sermon that Fra Angelo da San Severino gave at the Augustinian church of Santa Lucia and
decided then and there to join the order. She became a professed third order member of the Order of Saint
Augustine (the first for the third order in Udine) sometime in 1441 where she soon became known for her
several austerities and her life of dedication to her fellow man and woman.[2] One of her austerities was to take
a vow of silence though she spoke on Christmas night alone.

She continued to live at home though later moved in with her sister in 1446 who also was a third order
Augustinian and resided there until her death. Valentinis was known for her ecstatic trances as well as the
noted gift of healing others.[1][3] She became known for her ardent devotion to the Eucharist and to the Passion
of Jesus Christ. Valentinis also placed 33 pebbles in her shoes as an act of penance.[4]

Valentinis became bedridden in 1455 after fracturing both her femurs in a fall and she preferred a pallet of
stones and straw to an actual bed.[1] Her declining health led to her death on the Saturday evening of 23 April
1458. On her deathbed Mass was celebrated and friars from a convent not too far from her came to sing
psalms.[2] Her remains were interred in Santa Lucia but later moved to the Udine Cathedral in 1845.[3]

Beatification [edit]

Her local 'cultus' - otherwise known as popular veneration to her - received
official ratification from Pope Pius IX on 27 September 1848 which allowed
for him to issue his approval for her beatification.[4]

See also [edit]

Catholic Church in Italy
Chronological list of saints and blesseds
List of beatified people
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Saints SQPN

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
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Kaleb of Axum

Caleb of Axum ( : Kaleb 
  : Kaleb ʾƎllä ʾAṣbəḥa 

Ελεσβόάς --  : Ellesboas)

King of Aksum
Predecessor Ousas

Successor Alla Amidas

Saint Elesbaan
King of Ethiopia

Born c. 510

Died c. 540

Venerated in Oriental Orthodoxy
Eastern Orthodox Churches
Catholic Church

Feast 24 October - Eastern
Orthodox Churches[1][2]

Ginbot 20 (28 May) -
Ethiopian Orthodox[3][4]

27 October - Catholic
Church[note 1]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Elesbaan)

For other people called Kaleb, see Kaleb (name).

Kaleb (c. 520), also known as Saint Elesbaan, is perhaps the
best-documented, if not best-known, King of Aksum, which was
situated in modern-day Eritrea and Tigray, Ethiopia.

Procopius calls him "Hellestheaeus", a variant of Koinē Greek:
Ελεσβόάς version of his regnal name, Ge'ez:   ʾƎllä
ʾAṣbəḥa (Histories, 1.20). Variants of his name are Hellesthaeus,
Ellestheaeus, Eleshaah, Ellesboas, and Elesboam.

At Aksum, in inscription RIE 191, his name is rendered in
unvocalized Gə‘əz as KLB ’L ’ṢBḤ WLD TZN (Kaleb ʾElla ʾAṣbeḥa,
son of Tazena). In vocalized Gə‘əz, it is    (Kaleb ʾƎllä
ʾAṣbəḥa).

Kaleb, a name derived from the Biblical character Caleb, is his
given name; on both his coins and inscriptions he left at Axum, as
well as Ethiopian hagiographical sources and king lists, he refers
to himself as the son of Tazena.[6]
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History [edit]

Procopius, John of Ephesus, and other contemporary historians
recount Kaleb's invasion of Yemen around 520, against the Himyarite king, Yusuf Asar Yathar, known as Dhu
Nuwas, a Jew who was persecuting the Christian community of Najran. After much fighting, Kaleb's soldiers
eventually routed Yusuf's forces and killed the king, allowing Kaleb to appoint Sumuafa' Ashawa', a native
Christian (named Esimiphaios by Procopius), as his viceroy of Himyar.

As a result of his protection of the Christians, Kaleb is known as Saint Elesbaan after the sixteenth-century
Cardinal Caesar Baronius added him to his edition of the Roman Martyrology despite his being a
miaphysite.[7][8][9] However, the question of whether Miaphysitism—the actual Christology of Oriental Orthodoxy,
including the Coptic Orthodox Church of Alexandria)—was a heresy is a question which remains to this day.

Axumite control of Arabia Felix continued
until c. 525 when Sumuafa' Ashawa' was
deposed by Abraha, who made himself
king. Procopius states that Kaleb made
several unsuccessful attempts to recover
his overseas territory; however, his
successor later negotiated a peace with
Abraha, where Abraha acknowledged the
Axumite king's authority and paid tribute.
Munro-Hay opines that by this expedition
Axum overextended itself, and this final
intervention across the Red Sea, "was
Aksum's swan-song as a great power in the
region."[10]
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A reference map of the empire of Kaleb of Axum. A historical record survives of a meeting
between the Byzantine ambassador and

historian Nonnosus and Kaleb in the year 530.[11]

Ethiopian tradition states that Kaleb eventually abdicated his throne, gave his crown to the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre at Jerusalem, and retired to a monastery.[12]

Later historians who recount the events of King Kaleb's reign include ibn Hisham, ibn Ishaq, and al-Tabari.
Taddesse Tamrat records a tradition he heard from an aged priest in Lalibela that "Kaleb was a man of Lasta
and his palace was at Bugna where it is known that Gebre Mesqel Lalibela had later established his centre. The
relevance of this tradition for us is the mere association of the name of Kaleb with the evangelization of this
interior province of Aksum."[13]

Besides several inscriptions bearing his name,[14] Axum also contains a pair of ruined structures, one said to be
his tomb and its partner said to be the tomb of his son, Gabra Masqal. (Tradition gives him a second son, Israel,
whom it has been suggested is identical with king Israel of Axum.[15]) This structure was first examined as an
archaeological subject by Henry Salt in the early 19th century; almost a century later, it was partially cleared
and mapped out by the Deutsche Aksum-Expedition in 1906. The most recent excavation of this tomb was in
1973 by the British Institute in Eastern Africa.[16]

The Eastern Orthodox Church commemorates Kaleb as "Saint Elesbaan, King of Ethiopia" on 24 October (O.S.)
/ 6 November (N.S.).

See also [edit]

Saifu
Gregentios of Himyaritia

Notes [edit]

1. ^ "In Ethiopia, St. Elesbaan, king, who, after having defeated the enemies of Christ and sent his royal diadem to
Jerusalem, in the time of the emperor Justin, led a monastical life, as he had vowed, and went to his reward."[5]
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Saint Eleuchadius
Bishop of Ravenna

Died 112

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church and
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast 14 February

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Eleuchadius (died 112) is a 2nd-century Christian saint
venerated by the Roman Catholic and Eastern Orthodox Church.

He was a Greek who was converted to Christianity by Saint
Apollinaris. He was Bishop of Ravenna from 100 to 112 AD,
succeeding Saint Adheritus.[1]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Catholic Online
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Eleutherius and Antia

Saints
Eleutherius and Antia

The martyrdom of Eleutherius, from the
Menologion of Basil II

Martyrs
Venerated in Catholic Church

Eastern Orthodoxy
Oriental Orthodoxy

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Major shrine Cathedral of Rieti, Italy

Feast April 18, September 5,
November 24

Attributes Martyr's palm

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Eleutherius and Anthia)

Eleutherius (or Eleut(h)erus or Eleftherios; sometimes called
Liberalis or Liberator,[1] the former transliterations and the latter
translations of his (Albanian: Shën Lefter, Greek: Ἐλευθέριος) and
his mother Antia (or Anthia) (Albanian: Shën Anthi,Greek: Ἀνθία,
Italian: Santi Eleuterio e Anzia) are venerated as Christian saints
and martyrs in Albania.[2]

Born in Rome, Eleutherius's father died when he was a young child
and his mother, Anthia, took him to Anicetus, the Bishop of Rome,
who taught him in the divine scriptures.[3] Eleutherius is venerated
as a bishop of Illyricum; according to tradition, Antia was his
mother.[4] According to a source in Greek dating from before the
5th century, Antia was the widow of a consul named Eugenius. Her
son Eleutherius was ordained a deacon and priest and then
consecrated as bishop by a man named Anicetus. This tradition
may have originated through confusion with Pope Eleutherius, who
may have been a deacon of Pope Anicetus (c. 154-164).[5]

The tradition states that Eleutherius was appointed bishop of
Messina and Illyricum at the age of twenty and apparently settled
in Valona. He was imprisoned by a comes named Felix; Eleutherius
and Antia were taken to Rome to be judged by the Emperor
Hadrian. According to this source, Eleutherius and Antia were both condemned to death on December 15.[4]

According to tradition, Eleutherius was clubbed to death, while Antia was beheaded.[6]

A Latin translation of this Greek text, dating from around the 8th century, states that Anicetus, after
consecrating Eleutherius, assigned him to the see of Apuliam Aecanam civitatem (Aeca). Eleutherius and Antia
were then taken to Rome and killed on April 18. The source states that the citizens of Aeca retrieved the bodies
of the two martyrs from Rome and returned to their city with them.[4]

Baronius uses the descriptive Episcopi Illyrici (bishop of Illyricum) in his Roman Martyrology, since he consulted
the Greek source. Hippolyte Delehaye believed the association with Aeca was erroneous, and centuries earlier,
Florus had believed Apuliam Aecanam was an error for Apuliam Messenam (Messina), but the association with
Messina may also be erroneous. The confusion is increased when it is taken into account the fact that
Eleutherius' name, which means "one who is free," was translated into Latin as Liberator or Liberalis; he may
have been confused with other saints named Liberalis.[4]

Messina still claims Eleutherius and Antia as natives, stating that he was born in this Sicilian city on April 18,
121, and that later Eleutherius became a bishop of Illyricum.[7] They were tortured with hot boiling oil, resin, and
heated irons, and then thrown to the lions; none had the desired effect and finally the two were executed.

Their bodies were then, according to tradition, buried in the Roman church of Santa Sabina, in the altar of San
Lorenzo, and then moved to San Giovanni della Pigna, near the Pantheon, with the relics of Genesius of
Rome.[7] The association with San Giovanni della Pigna may also be a result of confusion with Pope Eleuterus,
whose relics were also said to have been translated to San Giovanni della Pigna. Christians from Rieti then may
have carried their relics to their city, which still claims them.[8]
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San Liberatore a Maiella.

Veneration [edit]

Despite this confusion, Eleutherius' cult is ancient and widespread,
and his name appears not only in ancient Greek calendars, but
also in the Martyrologium Hieronymianum (under April 18,
September 5, November 24, where it states “in civitate Riatensi”, a
reference to Rieti, where he was also venerated);[9] the Marble
Calendar of Naples (under April 18), and in Mozarabic calendars.[4]

Rieti [edit]

The church of Sant'Eleuterio was built outside of the city walls of
Rieti around the 5th century. According to tradition, the church
claimed the relics of Eleutherius and Antia, carried from Rome by
Bishop Primus of Rieti.[8] Around the 5th or 6th centuries, the
Benedictine Stephen of Rieti founded a monastic community near
the tomb of the two martyrs.[10]

Devotion to Eleutherius increased after a legend associated with
the bishop Probus of Rieti: that before his death a vision appeared
of the two saints, Eleutherius and Juvenal (Giovenale), to
accompany the bishop into heaven.[10]

The church of Sant'Eleuterio acquired importance during the age of the Lombards, with its foundation confirmed
with solemn honors by Liutprand. It acquired greater splendor after 1000 AD, when Peter, a local abbot,
restored the church and its monastery, which lay near a stream and the city cemetery. In 1122, Count Grimald
granted Sant'Eleuterio, the monastery, and its lands to the Cathedral of Santa Maria of Rieti. On August 13,
1198, Bishop Adolphus Secenari and Pope Innocent III translated the relics of the two saints to the cathedral,
elevating the church to the status of a collegiate church with twelve canon priests and an abbot-rector.[8]

Other places in Italy [edit]

Numerous churches rose in Italy in honor of this saint. There was a church dedicated to him at Rome, on the
Via Labicana. He was venerated on April 18 at Nepi, Vasto, and at Poreč (Parenzo) in Istria. At Chieti,
Benevento, Salerno, and Sulmona, he was venerated on May 21; at Terracina on May 13; on May 23 at Arce,
and on 31 December at Canne, where he described as a bishop of that town and a son of Evantia (a corruption
of Antia).[4] There were other churches dedicated to him at Mugnano del Cardinale and Ariano Irpino.[1]

The monastery of San Liberatore a Maiella is dedicated to him.[4]
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Eleutherius and Antia

Saints
Eleutherius and Antia

The martyrdom of Eleutherius, from the
Menologion of Basil II

Martyrs
Venerated in Catholic Church

Eastern Orthodoxy
Oriental Orthodoxy

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Major shrine Cathedral of Rieti, Italy

Feast April 18, September 5,
November 24

Attributes Martyr's palm

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eleutherius (or Eleut(h)erus or Eleftherios; sometimes called
Liberalis or Liberator,[1] the former transliterations and the latter
translations of his (Albanian: Shën Lefter, Greek: Ἐλευθέριος) and
his mother Antia (or Anthia) (Albanian: Shën Anthi,Greek: Ἀνθία,
Italian: Santi Eleuterio e Anzia) are venerated as Christian saints
and martyrs in Albania.[2]

Born in Rome, Eleutherius's father died when he was a young child
and his mother, Anthia, took him to Anicetus, the Bishop of Rome,
who taught him in the divine scriptures.[3] Eleutherius is venerated
as a bishop of Illyricum; according to tradition, Antia was his
mother.[4] According to a source in Greek dating from before the
5th century, Antia was the widow of a consul named Eugenius. Her
son Eleutherius was ordained a deacon and priest and then
consecrated as bishop by a man named Anicetus. This tradition
may have originated through confusion with Pope Eleutherius, who
may have been a deacon of Pope Anicetus (c. 154-164).[5]

The tradition states that Eleutherius was appointed bishop of
Messina and Illyricum at the age of twenty and apparently settled
in Valona. He was imprisoned by a comes named Felix; Eleutherius
and Antia were taken to Rome to be judged by the Emperor
Hadrian. According to this source, Eleutherius and Antia were both condemned to death on December 15.[4]

According to tradition, Eleutherius was clubbed to death, while Antia was beheaded.[6]

A Latin translation of this Greek text, dating from around the 8th century, states that Anicetus, after
consecrating Eleutherius, assigned him to the see of Apuliam Aecanam civitatem (Aeca). Eleutherius and Antia
were then taken to Rome and killed on April 18. The source states that the citizens of Aeca retrieved the bodies
of the two martyrs from Rome and returned to their city with them.[4]

Baronius uses the descriptive Episcopi Illyrici (bishop of Illyricum) in his Roman Martyrology, since he consulted
the Greek source. Hippolyte Delehaye believed the association with Aeca was erroneous, and centuries earlier,
Florus had believed Apuliam Aecanam was an error for Apuliam Messenam (Messina), but the association with
Messina may also be erroneous. The confusion is increased when it is taken into account the fact that
Eleutherius' name, which means "one who is free," was translated into Latin as Liberator or Liberalis; he may
have been confused with other saints named Liberalis.[4]

Messina still claims Eleutherius and Antia as natives, stating that he was born in this Sicilian city on April 18,
121, and that later Eleutherius became a bishop of Illyricum.[7] They were tortured with hot boiling oil, resin, and
heated irons, and then thrown to the lions; none had the desired effect and finally the two were executed.

Their bodies were then, according to tradition, buried in the Roman church of Santa Sabina, in the altar of San
Lorenzo, and then moved to San Giovanni della Pigna, near the Pantheon, with the relics of Genesius of
Rome.[7] The association with San Giovanni della Pigna may also be a result of confusion with Pope Eleuterus,
whose relics were also said to have been translated to San Giovanni della Pigna. Christians from Rieti then may
have carried their relics to their city, which still claims them.[8]
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San Liberatore a Maiella.

Despite this confusion, Eleutherius' cult is ancient and widespread,
and his name appears not only in ancient Greek calendars, but
also in the Martyrologium Hieronymianum (under April 18,
September 5, November 24, where it states “in civitate Riatensi”, a
reference to Rieti, where he was also venerated);[9] the Marble
Calendar of Naples (under April 18), and in Mozarabic calendars.[4]

Rieti [edit]

The church of Sant'Eleuterio was built outside of the city walls of
Rieti around the 5th century. According to tradition, the church
claimed the relics of Eleutherius and Antia, carried from Rome by
Bishop Primus of Rieti.[8] Around the 5th or 6th centuries, the
Benedictine Stephen of Rieti founded a monastic community near
the tomb of the two martyrs.[10]

Devotion to Eleutherius increased after a legend associated with
the bishop Probus of Rieti: that before his death a vision appeared
of the two saints, Eleutherius and Juvenal (Giovenale), to
accompany the bishop into heaven.[10]

The church of Sant'Eleuterio acquired importance during the age of the Lombards, with its foundation confirmed
with solemn honors by Liutprand. It acquired greater splendor after 1000 AD, when Peter, a local abbot,
restored the church and its monastery, which lay near a stream and the city cemetery. In 1122, Count Grimald
granted Sant'Eleuterio, the monastery, and its lands to the Cathedral of Santa Maria of Rieti. On August 13,
1198, Bishop Adolphus Secenari and Pope Innocent III translated the relics of the two saints to the cathedral,
elevating the church to the status of a collegiate church with twelve canon priests and an abbot-rector.[8]

Other places in Italy [edit]

Numerous churches rose in Italy in honor of this saint. There was a church dedicated to him at Rome, on the
Via Labicana. He was venerated on April 18 at Nepi, Vasto, and at Poreč (Parenzo) in Istria. At Chieti,
Benevento, Salerno, and Sulmona, he was venerated on May 21; at Terracina on May 13; on May 23 at Arce,
and on 31 December at Canne, where he described as a bishop of that town and a son of Evantia (a corruption
of Antia).[4] There were other churches dedicated to him at Mugnano del Cardinale and Ariano Irpino.[1]

The monastery of San Liberatore a Maiella is dedicated to him.[4]
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St. Eleutherius was a 6th-century Bishop of Auxerre in France and Pre-congregational Saint, who attended
four Councils of Orléans between 533 and 549.
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St. Eleutherius of Nicomedia (died 303) was a soldier who was martyred under Diocletian. He was accused of
trying to burn the palace of Diocletian. His feast day is October 2.[1]

In popular culture [edit]

St. Eleutherius of Nicomedia is one of the saints that appears to come to life to chastise Reverend Lovejoy
in the season 8 episode of The Simpsons, "In Marge We Trust".
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This ancient Roman biographical article is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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Eleutherius of Rocca d'Arce

v · t · e

Saint Eleutherius of Rocca d'Arce
Born England

Died Rocca d'Arce

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast May 29

Patronage Arce; Rocca d'Arce

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Eleutherius of Rocca d'Arce (12th century?) was,
according to tradition, an English pilgrim who died at Rocca d'Arce
and was afterwards venerated as a saint. Tradition also makes him
a brother of Saints Grimwald and Fulk (possibly Saint Grimoaldus
and Saint Fulk, both also according to tradition 12th century
Englishmen who relocated to and died in Italy). Little is known
about him.[1][2]
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Eleutherius of Tournai

Saint Eleutherius of Tournai

St Eleutherius of Tournai Baptizing Converts
(detail), workshop of Arnold of Nijmegen,

Flemish, c. 1500-1525

Bishop
Died c. 532

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 20 February;[1] 25 August
(translation of relics)

Church of Saint-Eleuthère at
Blandain.

The Reliquary Shrine of Saint
Eleutherius, 1247, in the Cathedral of

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Eleutherius of Tournai (French: Eleuthère) (died c. 532)
is venerated as a saint and considered the first bishop of
Tournai.[2] The Catholic Encyclopedia writes that "historically there
is very little known about St. Eleutherius, but he was without doubt
the first Bishop of Tournai."[2]

Tradition makes him a lifelong friend of St. Medardus, and the two
saints had been courtiers before becoming bishops.[2]

Eleutherius was probably named bishop of Tournai after St.
Remigius organized the church hierarchy of northern Gaul at the
end of the fifth century.[2]

Some sermons on the Trinity, Nativity, and the feast of the
Annunciation (Bibliotheca Patrum, vol. XV) are falsely attributed to
him.[2]
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Martyrdom [edit]

Eleutherius is venerated as a martyr although this legend is considered an invention of the canon priest Henri
of Tournai, who wrote a vita of Eleutherius in 1141.[2] At the end of the 11th century the Church of Tournai had
been trying to become independent from the diocese of Noyon, and Henri had been motivated by the need to
prove the antiquity of the Church of Tournai.[2] Catholic Online repeats the legend that a "group of Arians
enraged by his preaching beat him severely He died some weeks later [sic]."[3]

Henri's account states that Eleutherius was a native of Tournai who was
born during the reign of Childeric I. Eleutherius' parents were Christians
and were named Terenus and Blanda; Terenus was a descendant in
the family of Irenaeus of Lyons. Persecutions of Christians forced the
family to flee to a village named Blandinium (Blandain), but after the
conversion of Clovis to Christianity, the family built a church at
Blandinium (Blandain). Eleutherius eventually became bishop of
Tournai, and was consulted by Pope Hormisdas on the matter of
eradicating Arianism. Eleutherius convened a church council, and
argued effectively against the Arians, who were angered by this. One
day, as he was going to church, he was beaten up by a group of Arians
and left for dead. He subsequently died from the wounds he received, on his death-bed confiding his flock to
Medardus.[2]

Veneration [edit]

There exists a testimony recording the recovery of his relics during the
episcopate of Bishop Hedilo of Tournai, in 897 or 898.[2] Bishop
Baudoin translated Eleutherius' relics in 1064 or 1065.[2] Eleutherius'
relics were translated again in 1247,[2] when the great reliquary shrine
was commissioned by Bishop Walter de Marvis. In its gable end St
Eleutherius appears, holding his crozier in one hand and in the other a
model of the cathedral with its five spires.
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Tournai The monastery of St. Martin at Tournai and the cathedral of Bruges also
claimed some of the saint's relics.[2]
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Elfleda)

Ælfflæd is a name of Anglo-Saxon England meaning Ælf (Elf) and flæd (beauty). It may refer to:

Saint Ælfflæd of Whitby (654–714)
Ælfflæd of Mercia, daughter of Offa, wife of King Æthelred I of Northumbria
Ælfflæd, wife of Edward the Elder, mother of Ælfweard and Edwin
Ælfflæd, daughter of Edgar the Peaceful[1]

Aelfled of Bernicia
Ælfflæd of Mercia (II), daughter of Ceolwulf I of Mercia, wife of Wigmund of Mercia, mother of Wigstan of
Mercia

This page or section lists people that share the same given name. If an internal link led you here,
you may wish to change that link to point directly to the intended article.
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Elias I of Antioch

Elias I
Syriac Orthodox Patriarch of Antioch and All the

East

Church Syriac Orthodox Church

See Antioch

Installed 709

Term ended 723

Predecessor Julian III

Successor Athanasius III

Personal details
Died 3 October 723

Sainthood
Feast day 3 November

Venerated in Syriac Orthodox Church

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Elias I of Antioch (Syriac:  ܐ, Arabic: لوالا ایلیا  )[1] was the
Patriarch of Antioch and head of the Syriac Orthodox Church from
709 until his death in 723. He is commemorated as a saint by the
Syriac Orthodox Church in the Martyrology of Rabban Sliba, and
his feast day is 3 November.[2]
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Biography [edit]

Elias was born to a Chalcedonian family, but joined the non-
Chalcedonian Syriac Orthodox Church upon reading the works of
Severus of Antioch.[3] He became a monk at the monastery of Gubo Baroyo,[4] and was later ordained as bishop
of Apamea in c. 691.[3] Elias succeeded Julian III as patriarch of Antioch in 709,[5] and was consecrated at the
monastery of Gubo Baroyo.[6] Elias' consecration is placed in 709 (AG 1020) by the Chronicle of 819, the
Chronicle of 846, the Chronicle of Michael the Syrian, and the Ecclesiastical History of Bar Hebraeus, whereas
the Zuqnin Chronicle gives 708 (AG 1019).[7][8]

Upon his ascension to the patriarchal office, Elias released Denha, archbishop of Tikrit, who had been
imprisoned by the Patriarch Julian III at the monastery of Qenneshre for insubordination, and accompanied him
on his return to Tikrit to ensure he was accepted there before returning to his residence at the monastery of
Gubo Baroyo.[9][10] Elias presented himself before the Caliph Al-Walid I at Hasarta, and was honoured by
him.[6][11]

Elias consecrated a church at Sarmada in Syria in 722, despite the protestations of the local Chalcedonians.[12]

He became the first non-Chalcedonian patriarch of Antioch to enter Antioch since the deposition of Severus of
Antioch in 518 when, in the last year of his life, he consecrated a new church there.[13] Elias died at the age of
eighty-two on 3 October 723, and was buried at the monastery of Gubo Baroyo.[8][14] Elias' death is placed in
723 (AG 1035) by the Chronicle of 819, the Chronicle of 846, and the histories of Michael the Syrian and Bar
Hebraeus, whilst it is dated to 729 (AG 1041) by the Zuqnin Chronicle.[8][14]

Works [edit]

Whilst bishop of Apamea, Elias composed a defence of the christological doctrine of the Syriac Orthodox
Church in a letter in response to Leo, the Chalcedonian bishop of Harran.[3] The forty-page letter consisted of
twelve chapters, and cited Church Fathers, including Athanasius of Alexandria, Gregory of Nazianzus, Gregory
of Nyssa, Ambrose, and Cyril of Alexandria.[3] He also referenced Simeon of the Olives, the non-Chalcedonian
bishop of Harran, and the Chalcedonian bishops John of Damascus, George of Martyropolis, and Constantine
of Harran.[3] The letter survives in two manuscripts.[3]

As patriarch, Elias wrote a letter with George, bishop of Ruḥīn, to the clergy of the village of Ruḥīn; only an
extract of the letter is still extant.[3]
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Preceded by
Julian III

Syriac Orthodox Patriarch of Antioch
709–723

Succeeded by
Athanasius III

Patriarchs of the Syriac Orthodox Church

6th–9th centuries
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Athanasius III (724–739/740) · Iwannis I (739/740–754/755) · Isaac I (755–756)† ·
Athanasius Sandalaya (756–758)† · George I (758/759–789/790) · John of Raqqa (758–762)† ·
David of Dara (762–774)† · Joseph (790–791/792) · Quriaqos (793–817) · Abraham (807/808–837)† ·
Dionysius I Telmaharoyo (818–845) · Simeon (c. 837)† · John IV (846/847–873/874) · Ignatius II
(878–883) · Theodosius Romanus (887–896) · Dionysius II (896/897–908/909)

10th–13th centuries

John V (910–922) · Baselius I (923–935) · John VI (936–953) · Iwannis II (954–957) ·
Dionysius III (958–961) · Abraham I (962–963) · John VII Sarigta (965–985) ·
Athanasius IV Salhoyo (986/987–1002/1003) · John VIII bar Abdoun (1004–1030/1031/1033) ·
Dionysius IV Yahyo (1031–1042) · John IX bar ʿ Abdun (1042/1048/1049–1057) ·
Athanasius V Yahyo (1057/1058–1062/1064) · John X bar Shushan (1063/1064–1072/1073) ·
Baselius II (1074–1075) · John bar ʿAbdun (1075–1076/1077)† · Dionysius V Laʿzar (1077–
1078/1079) · Iwannis III (1086–1087/1088) · Dionysius VI (1088–1090) ·
Athanasius VI bar Khamoro (1090/1091–1129) · John XI bar Mawdyono (1129/1130–1137) ·
Athanasius VII bar Qatra (1138/1139–1166) · Michael I Rabo (1166–1199) · Theodore bar Wahbun
(1180–1193)† · Athanasius VIII (1199–1207) · Michael II the Younger (1199/1200–1215)† · John XII
(1207/1208–1219/1220) · Ignatius III David (1222–1252) · Dionysius VII ʿAngur (1252–1261)† ·
John XIII bar Ma'dani (1252–1263) · Ignatius IV Yeshu (1264–1282/1283) · Philoxenus I Nemrud
(1283–1292) · Michael II (1292–1312)

Patriarchs of Mardin,
1293–1445

Ignatius bar Wahib (1293–1333) · Ignatius Ismail (1333–1365/1366) · Ignatius Shahab
(1365/1366–1381) · Ignatius Abraham bar Garib (1382–1412) · Ignatius Behnam Hadloyo
(1412–1445)

Patriarchs of Melitene,
1293–1360 Ignatius Constantine (1292–1293) · Ignatius Philoxenus (1349–c. 1360)

Patriarchs of Tur Abdin,
1364–1844

Ignatius Saba of Salah (1364–1389) · Ignatius Yeshu of Midyat (1389–1418) ·
Ignatius Masʿud I Salhoyo (1418–1420) · Ignatius Enoch ʿ Enwardoyo (1421–1444/1445) ·
Ignatius Qumo of Beth Sbirino (1444/1446–1454/1455) · Ignatius Yeshu Salhoyo (1455–1460) ·
Ignatius Philoxenus bar Sobto (1460–1482) · Ignatius Sobo of Arbo (1482–1488/1489) ·
Ignatius John Quphar ʿ Enwardoyo (1489–1492/1493) · Ignatius Masʿud II Zazoyo (1492/1493–
1494/1509/1512) · Ignatius Yeshu Zazoyo (1515–1524) · Ignatius Simon of Hattakh (1524–1551)
· Ignatius Jacob of Hesna d’Kifa (1551–1571) · Ignatius Sohdo of Midyat (1584–1621) ·
Ignatius Abdallah of Midyat (c. 1628) · Ignatius Habib of Midyat (1674–1707) ·
Ignatius Denho of Arnas (1707–1725) · Ignatius Barsawmo of Midyat (1740–1791) ·
Ignatius Aho of Arbo (1791–1816) · Ignatius Ishaʿya of Arbo (1791–1816) ·
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Severus Isaac of Azekh (1804–1816) · Joseph of Arnas (1805–1834) · Barsawmo of Hbob
(1816–1839) · Mirza of Beth Sbirino (1816–1842) · Gregory Zaitun Ghomo of Midyat (1821–1844)
· Severus Abd al-Nur of Arbo (1834–1839)

14th–17th centuries

Michael III Yeshu (1313–1349) · Baselius III Gabriel (1349–1387) · Philoxenus II (1387–c. 1421) ·
Baselius IV Simon (1421/1422–1444/1445) · Ignatius Behnam Hadloyo (1445–1455) ·
Ignatius Khalaf Maʿdnoyo (1455/1456–1484) · Ignatius John XIV (1484–1493) ·
Ignatius Noah of Lebanon (1493/1494–1509) · Ignatius Yeshu I (1509–1510/1519) ·
Ignatius Jacob I (1510/1512–1517/1519) · Ignatius David I (1519–1521) · Ignatius Abdullah I
(1521–1557) · Ignatius Nimat Allah (1557–1576) · Ignatius David II Shah (1576–1591) ·
Ignatius Pilate (1591–1597) · Ignatius Hidayat Allah (1597/1598–1640) · Ignatius Simon I (1640–
1653) · Ignatius Shukrallah I (1640–1670)† · Ignatius Yeshu II (1653/1655–1661) ·
Ignatius Abdulmasih I (1661/1662–1686) · Ignatius George II (1687–1708)

18th century–present

Ignatius Isaac II (1709–1722) · Ignatius Shukrallah II (1722/1723–1745) · Ignatius George III
(1745/1746–1768) · Ignatius George IV (1768–1781) · Ignatius Matthew (1782–1817/1819) ·
Ignatius George V (1819–1836/1839) · Ignatius Elias II (1836/1839–1847) · Ignatius Jacob II
(1847–1871) · Ignatius Peter IV (1872–1894) · Ignatius Abdulmasih II (1894/1895–1903) ·
Ignatius Abdullah II (1906–1915) · Ignatius Elias III (1917–1932/1933) ·
Ignatius Aphrem I Barsoum (1933–1957) · Ignatius Jacob III (1957–1980) · Ignatius Zakka I Iwas
(1980–2014) · Ignatius Aphrem II (2014–Present)
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Elias of Jerusalem (d. c. 518) was a bishop and Patriarch of Jerusalem from 494 until he was deposed by
Byzantine Emperor Anastasius I in 516 for supporting the decrees of the Council of Chalcedon.[1] At the Synod
of Sidon (512) he successfully defended, together with Flavian II of Antioch, the dyophysite Christological
doctrine proclaimed by the Council of Chalcedon.[2]

See also [edit]

Patriarch Euphemius of Constantinople
Patriarch Timothy I of Constantinople
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1. ^ Margaret Bunson, Stephen Bunson (2003). Our Sunday Visitor's Encyclopedia of Saints . ISBN 1-931709-75-0.
2. ^  Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913). "Elias of Jerusalem" . Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton

Company.

Bishops and Patriarchs of the Greek Orthodox Church of Jerusalem

Bishops of Jerusalem
(until 451)

James, brother of Jesus · Simeon of Jerusalem · Justus · Zacchaeus · Tobias · Benjamin
· John I · Matthias · Philip · Senecas · Justus II · Levis · Ephram · Joseph I · Judas ·
Marcus · Cassianus · Poplius · Maximus I · Julian I · Gaius I · Symmachus · Gaius II ·
Julian II · Capion · Maximus II · Antoninus · Valens · Dolichianus · Narcissus · Dius ·
Germanion · Gordius · Alexander · Mazabanis · Imeneus · Zamudas · Ermon · Macarius ·
Maximus III · Cyril I · John II · Praulius · Juvenal

Patriarchs of Jerusalem
(from 451)

Juvenal · Anastasius I · Martyrius · Sallustius · Elias I · John III · Peter · Macarius II ·
Eustochius · John IV · Amos · Isaac · Zacharias · Modestus · Sophronius · Anastasius II ·
John V · Theodore · Elias II · George · Thomas I · Basileus · John VI · Sergius I · Solomon
· Theodosius · Elias III · Sergius II · Leontius I · Athanasius I · Christodulus · Agathon ·
John VII · Christodulus II · Thomas II · Joseph II · Orestes · Theophilus I · Nicephorus I ·
Joannichius · Sophronius II · Euthemius · Simeon II · Savvas§ · John VIII§ · Nicolas§ ·
John IX§ · Nicephorus II§ · Leontius II§ · Dositheos I · Marcus II · Euthemius II ·
Athanasius II · Sophronius III · Gregory I · Thaddaeus · Athanasius III · Gregory II · Lazarus
· Dorotheus I · Theophilus II · Theophanes I · Joachim · Theophanes II · Athanasius IV ·
Jacob II · Abraham I · Gregory III · Marcus III · Dorotheus II · Germanus · Sophronius IV ·
Theophanes III · Paiseus · Nectarius I · Dositheos II · Chrysanthus · Meletius · Parthenius
· Ephram II · Sophronius V · Abraham II · Procopius I · Anthemus · Polycarpus ·
Athanasius V · Cyril II · Procopius II · Hierotheus · Nicodemus I · Gerasimus I · Damian I ·
Timotheus I · Benedict I · Diodoros I · Irenaios I · Theophilus III
§: in exile at Constantinople due to the Latin rule over Jerusalem

This Byzantine biographical article is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.

 This article about a bishop of the Early Church is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.

This article about a saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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Elias and four companions, Daniel, Isaiah, Jeremiah (also known as Jeremy and Jeremias), and Samuel
were Egyptian martyrs. Their feast day is February 16.

During Maximinus' persecution, a number of Christians were condemned for life to slavery in the copper mines
of Roman Cilicia. Elias and his companions visited them to provide comfort.[1]

Upon their return to Egypt in 309, they were stopped at the gates of Caesarea, Palestine, and questioned.
Upon confessing the reason for their journey, they were arrested. The following day they, along with Pamphilus
who had also been caught up in the persecutions, were brought before the provincial governor Firmilian.[2]

Accused of being Christians, they were racked and interrogated. Elias and his friends identified themselves by
their baptismal names and their country as "Jerusalem", a reference to the Christians' heavenly Jerusalem. The
city of Jerusalem had been sacked by Titus and later rebuilt as Aelia Capitolina. Firmilian had them further
tortured to discover the location of their true country, and at last, tired with tormenting them, condemned them
to be beheaded.[3]

When Porphyry, a servant of Pamphilus, demanded that the bodies be buried, he was tortured and then burned
to death when it was found that he was a Christian.[2] St. Seleucus witnessed his death and was overheard
applauding Porphyry's constancy in the face of this terrible death; whereupon he was arrested by the soldiers
involved in the execution, brought before the governor, and beheaded at Firmilian's order.[4] The historian
Eusebius was in Caesarea, and gave a vivid account of their martyrdom by torture and beheading.[1]
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Elias of Enna

Saint Elias of Enna

SS. Elias and Filarete

Born Enna

Died Thessaloniki

Venerated in Catholicism, Eastern Orthodoxy,
Oriental Orthodoxy

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Elias of Enna, born John Rachites (Greek: Ἰωάννης
Ῥαχίτης; 822/823 in Enna – August 17, 903 in Thessaloniki), is
venerated as a saint by the Catholic Church and the Orthodox
Church. Elias is also known as Saint Elias the Younger, or Junior,
to distinguish him from the biblical prophet Elijah. He lived a very
adventurous life during the ninth century and was the protagonist
of repeated ups and downs. He is commemorated on Aug. 17.
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Biography [edit]

Because of the Muslim conquest of Sicily, John forced to abandon
the town, which was conquered by the Saracens in 859, despite its
strength as a military stronghold. The Arabs still managed to
imprison Elias, who was taken to Ifriqiya to be sold as a slave. After
managing to regain his freedom, Elias decided to preach the
Gospel, putting more times to risk his own life, and arrived in Palestine, he received the monastic habit from the
Patriarch of Jerusalem. After three years in a monastery of Sinai, Brother Elias undertaken an adventurous
travel series, going first to Alexandria in Egypt, and Persia, Antioch and again to Africa. After 878 Syracuse also
fell into Arab hands. Elias returned to the island, where he met his elderly mother in Palermo. At Taormina he
met Daniel, his new disciple. Going north, Elias lived in Calabria, where in the year 884, in the "Valley of Salt"
and precisely on Mount Aulinas (now Mount Saint Elias near Palmi), he founded a monastery later named after
him. subsequent Arab invasions forced Elias to repair to Patras in Greece, and then at Santa Caterina in
Aspromonte.

Elias then went on a pilgrimage to Rome. The adventures, the wonders and the work of evangelization that Elias
had undertaken on three continents extended his fame to Constantinople, where the Byzantine Emperor Leo VI
the Wise invited him to visit. Elias, however, now seventy, though he had begun the journey to Constantinople,
fell ill and died at Thessaloniki. The most faithful friend and companion, the monk Daniel, buried him in the
monastery of Monte Aulinas, at Palmi, founded by the saint.

Places of worship dedicated to the saint [edit]

In Italy the following churches are dedicated to him:

Church of Saint Elias of Palmi
Orthodox Monastery of Saints Elias and Filaret of Seminara
Church of Saint Elias of Reggio Calabria
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Elias of Palestine was an early Christian martyr. A priest, Elias was one of four Christians who led Mass for the
persecuted Christians condemned to work in the Palestinian quarries in the wake of the Diocletianic
Persecution. When the Roman emperor Galerius learned of this, he had Elias burned alive along with the other
leaders (Peleus, Nilus and Patermutius), and the Christians dispersed to mines in Cyprus and Lebanon. He is
venerated as a saint in the Roman Catholic Church and Orthodox Church.[1]

See also [edit]

Diocletianic Persecution
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1. ^ Butler, Alban (December 1, 1956). Butler's Lives of the Saints (New Full ed.). St John's Abbey, Collegeville,
Minnesota: Christian Classics. p. 181. ISBN 0-8146-2385-9.

This biographical article about person in connection with Christianity is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by
expanding it.
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Elias the Hermit

v · t · e

Elias the Hermit, fresco from
Gračanica Monastery (1320).

Saints portal

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article does not cite any sources. Please help improve this article
by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Elias the Hermit" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (June
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Venerable Elias the Hermit was a desert dwelling monk of the fourth
century AD. He led the ascetic life for nearly eighty years in a mountain
cave of Egypt. He is recorded to have lived 110 years.

Venerable Elias the Hermit, of Egypt is commemorated 8 January by the
Eastern Orthodox and Byzantine Catholic Churches.
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Saint Eliphius

12th century statue of St. Eliphius in Great St.
Martin Church, Cologne.

Bishop and Martyr
Born Ireland

Died 362 AD
Toul, France

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast October 16

Attributes Eliphius is sometimes depicted
as a cephalophore

Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Saint
Eliphius.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Eliphius or Eloff (Élophe, Éliphe, Alophe) is venerated as a
Christian martyr. Tradition holds that he was the child of a king of
Scotia, and preached in Toul, where he converted 400 people to
Christianity.[1] He was accompanied by his siblings: St. Eucharius,
and three sisters, Menna, Libaria, and Susanna.[1][2] Tradition
also makes him a bishop of Toul.[3]

In regard to their alleged royal and Irish birth, James Henthorn
Todd states “that we cannot place much reliance on the statement
that they were the children of a king of Scotia. Their names are not
Irish.”[4] In the 12th century, Abbot Rupert of Duitz (Rupertus
Tuitiensis), author of the Acts of the saint, was of the opinion that
Eliphius and his siblings were natives of Toul.[4]

In his History of Lorraine, Antoine Augustin Calmet does not
mention Scotia (which can refer to Ireland or Scotland) and states
that according to some scholars, Eliphius could be a native of
Soulosse-sous-Saint-Élophe or Gran;[5] as well as the princely son
of a man named Baccius.[2][4]

All of the siblings, except Menna,[2] were beheaded at or near
Toul, at the order of Julian the Apostate.[1]

Veneration [edit]

They were buried at Mount Eliph.[1] The Lorsch Codex mentions
the donation of the relics of St. Eliphius to the Great St. Martin
Church, Cologne and was the second named patron of the
church.[6] These relics were later transferred to Toul.[6]

Sources [edit]

1.  ̂a b c d "Saints of October 16" . St. Patrick Catholic
Church:Saint of the Day. Retrieved June 21, 2015.

2.  ̂a b c Lanigan, John (1822). An ecclesiastical history of Ireland, from
the first introduction of Christianity among the Irish to the beginning of
the 13. century, Volume 1. An Ecclesiastical History of Ireland, from the First Introduction of Christianity Among
the Irish to the Beginning of the 13. Century . Graisberry. p. 8.

3. ^ MacManus, Seamus (1921). The Story of the Irish Race: A Popular History of Ireland . Irish publishing
Company. p. 237.

4.  ̂a b c Henthorn Todd, James (1864). St. Patrick: Apostle of Ireland: a Memoir of His Life and Mission, with an
Introductory Dissertation on Some Early Usages of the Church in Ireland, and Its Historical Position from the
Establishment of the English Colony to the Present Day . Hodges, Smith & Company. p. 195.

5. ^ In the 18th century, Augustin Calmet made a scholarly, but unsuccessful, attempt to determine the location of
"Gran". He found that the name only appears in the older records. He suggested that "Gran" might be a French
contraction of the Latin "Urbs grandis" ("the big town"), and to have referred within the neighbourhood of Toul to that
town itself. (Calmet, Augustin (1840) [1756]. "Gran-en-Bassigny" . Notice de la Lorraine (in French). 1 (2nd ed.).
Lunéville: M. George. pp. 419–425. Retrieved 10 August 2016.). Another possibility is the nearby town of Grand.

6.  ̂a b Paul Clemen, Die Kirchlichen Kunstdenkmäler der Stadt Köln II, page 354.
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Elisa Angela Meneguzzi

Blessed
Elisa Angela Meneguzzi

Religious
Born 12 September 1901

Abano Terme, Padua, Kingdom
of Italy

Died 2 December 1941 (aged 40)
Dire Dawa, Ethiopia

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 20 October 2002, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 1 December (Padua)[1]

2 December

Attributes Religious habit

Patronage Dire Dawa
Missionaries
Nurses

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Blessed Elisa Angela Meneguzzi (12 September 1901 - 2
December 1941) was an Italian Roman Catholic professed
religious and a member of the Sisters of Saint Francis de Sales.[2]

She assumed the religious name of "Liduina" upon making her
solemn profession into the order. She also served in the missions
in Ethiopia where she became known for her care of the ill and for
her efforts at increased ecumenism; this earned her two titles:
"Sister Gudda" (meaning 'Great') and the "Ecumenical Flame".[3][4]

The beatification was held in Saint Peter's Square on 20 October
2002.
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Life [edit]

Elisa Angela Meneguzzi was born on 12 September 1901 in Padua to poor farmers and lived on the farm with
her brothers and sisters.[3]

Her childhood was noted for her consideration of the religious life as well as her flair for instructing others in
catechism and attending Mass on a frequent basis.[2] At the age of fourteen - in 1915 - she began to work as a
servant to families of considerable wealth in the area and also worked in the hotels around the hot springs near
the town.[3]

On 5 March 1926 she joined the Sisters of Saint Francis de Sales - dedicated to the saint of that name - and
upon her solemn profession assumed the religious name of "Liduina".[2][4] She worked at this time at the Santa
Croce boarding school as both a housekeeper and sacristan in addition to her post as that of a nurse.[3]

In 1937 she was granted her ardent desire to join the missions in Ethiopia and was sent to Dire Dawa.[3] She
later became known as "Sister Gudda" (meaning 'Great') for her passionate commitment to the needs of the ill
and the poor of the town while working as a nurse at Parini Civil Hospital; the outset of World War II saw her
tend to wounded soldiers.[2] When the town was bombed she went about moving the wounded to shelters and
baptizing those who had fatal injuries.

She became known as the "Ecumenical Fire" due to her strong efforts at ecumenism with Coptic Christians and
Muslims while also catering to the latter two and their relations with the Catholics of Dire Dawa.[4]

She acts as a nurse in the Parini Civil Hospital which, after the outbreak of the Second World War,
becomes a militar hospital. Liduina is a true "charity angel" to the injured soldiers who arrive at the
hospital. She nurses their phisical aches with tendernss and tireless devotion .She sees in every
suffering brother the image of Christ.Soon her name is known by everybody and everyone looks
for her and invokes her as a blessing.Natives call her "Sister Gudda" (Great). When the bombings
raged on the city and on the hospital, only a cry comes out from everybody' s mouth "Help,Sister
Liduina!". And she, careless of the risks, carries the wounded to the shelters and she immediately
runs to help others. She bends over the dying to suggest an act of contriction and with her
inseparable ampoule of holy water she baptizes the dying children.Her gift is not only for the
Italians, the Christians but also for whites and blacks, for Catholics and Coptics, for Muslims and
Pagans. Behaving like that, she follows her true ecumenical spirit. She especially loves to speak
about the goodness of Father God and about the beautiful heaven which God has prepared for all
of us, his sons. The Christian magazine
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Meneguzzi died on 2 December 1941 due to cancer. Because of the insistence of soldiers helped by her, she
was buried in Dire Dawa where fellow soldiers were buried. Her remains were later moved to the motherhouse of
the congregation she served in Padua in July 1961.[2] The doctor who tended to her before her death said: "I've
never seen someone dying with such joy and bliss".[1]

Beatification [edit]

The beatification process commenced in the Diocese of Padua - and not in Ethiopia - in an informative process
that commenced on 21 January 1963 in order to collect evidence and testimonies that could attest to the
saintliness of Meneguzzi. The process later closed on 18 June 1965 while all findings from the process were
enclosed in large boxes and sent to Rome for assessment. Theologians voiced their approval on 1 June 1968
that all of Meneguzzi's writings were orthodox in nature and did not contradict the faith. An apostolic process
was also held as a mere extension of the previous one.

The formal introduction of the cause - under Pope Paul VI - granted Meneguzzi the formal title of Servant of
God: the first official stage in the process.

On 3 December 1982 the Congregation for the Causes of Saints validated the previous two processes in what
would allow for the so-called "Roman Phase" to commence in which the C.C.S. could begin their own
assessment of the cause. It also enabled for the C.C.S. to receive the Positio of Meneguzzi's life and saintliness
in 1990.

On 25 June 1996 she was proclaimed to be Venerable after Pope John Paul II acknowledged the fact that the
late religious had lived a model life of heroic virtue.

The process for a miracle needed for her beatification took place in the diocese of its origin and received
C.C.S. validation on 8 April 1994 in Rome. The pope approved the healing to be a credible miracle in 2002 and
beatified her in Saint Peter's Square on 20 October 2002. The miracle in question was the 1977 cure of a man
who received grave injuries following a motor vehicle accident.[4]

The current postulator assigned to the cause is Dr. Andrea Ambrosi.[5]

See also [edit]

Catholic Church in Italy
Chronological list of saints and blesseds
List of beatified people
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Elisabeth Canori Mora

Blessed
Elisabetta Canori Mora

O.SS.T.

Painting.

Laywoman; Mystic
Born 21 November 1774

Rome, Papal States

Died 5 February 1825 (aged 50)
Rome, Papal States

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 24 April 1994, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Major shrine San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane,
Rome, Italy

Feast 4 February

Patronage Trinitarian tertiaries

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Elisabetta Canori Mora (21 November 1774 – 5 February 1825)
was an Italian Roman Catholic professed member from the Secular
Trinitarians.[1][2] Mora married an abrasive husband who remained
unfaithful and abusive to her but at the time of her death secured
his repentance - he ended up as a priest.[3] Mora had a range of
spiritual experiences in which she heard the voice of God and
visions of the Madonna and other saints while also experiencing
religious ecstasies during her life.[4][5]

Her beatification cause opened in 1874 under Pope Pius IX and in
1928 named Venerable under Pope Pius XI. The beatification for
Mora was celebrated in Saint Peter's Square under Pope John
Paul II in 1994.[6][7]
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Life [edit]

Elisabetta Canori Mora was born in Rome on 21 November 1774
to the aristocrats Tommaso Canori and Teresa Primoli as one of
twelve children; six of these children died as infants.[1][5] One sister
was Benedetta. She was baptized on 22 November in the names of
"Maria Elisabetta Cecilia Gertrude".

Her parents first entrusted her to the religious at the convent of
Santa Euphemia for her initial studies and the Superioress
Gertrude Riggoli discovered her keen gifts and wanted her there
as a full-time student.[3] Canori received her Confirmation in Saint
Peter's Basilica on 5 July 1782 and Sister Riggoli was her
godmother. Her father withdrew her from the Santa Euphemia
convent due to their poorness and soon after sought help from his Spoleto-based brother when their fortunes
began to dwindle. Her uncle responded to this and assumed the care of her and her sister Benedetta and
entrusted them to a convent for education.[5] The Augustinian Sisters from Casica oversaw her education from
1785 until 1788. During her education she became noted for her intelligence and her interior spirit of
penance.[4]

Elisabetta married the successful solicitor Cristoforo Mora (d. 9 September 1845) on 10 January 1796 in the
church of Santa Maria in Campo Corleo and the couple went on to have a total of four children. The first two
children died within the week of their births with two surviving daughters Marianne (b. 1799) and Luciana (b. 5
July 1801) left; Marianna later married and had a single child while Lucina became a nun in 1795. Her father-in-
law was the doctor Francesco Mora. Her husband proved unfaithful and sometimes violent and reduced the
Mora's to a state of poorness to his abrasive nature.[1][2] Her husband was also jealous and controlling and he
became suspicious of his wife's ties to her parents - this led to him becoming cold and indifferent to her.
Cristoforo - at the beginning of their marriage - liked to parade her around and guard her like a treasure and
called her his "pearl of great price" though as the marriage deteriorated took up a mistress.[4][6] Her confessor
and spiritual director before 1807 was the Jesuit priest Giovanni Giacomo Pegna.

On 15 August 1801 she fell ill with severe colic despite the attempts of her father-in-law to treat her and she
almost died from this but was cured; there was no medical explanation for her cure and she deemed it to be a
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miracle.[3] Her illness caused her to sell her jewels and her wedding dress to make up for the medical bills. Mora
- in 1807 - soon became a member of the Secular Trinitarians and her fame spread throughout Rome at a rapid
pace. The Trinitarian priest Fernando de San Luis became her spiritual director in 1807 and exposed her to the
order before she joined it.[6] Mora predicted that her husband would soon repent to the faith and become
devout.

Her husband had reduced them to much poorness to the point that he had stolen a considerable sum from his
father who found out and suffered an apoplectic stroke - he was cured due to Mora turning to God for His divine
intercession. Her sisters-in-law grew concerned for Mora - as did her mother-in-law - and Cristoforo's sisters
went to the Roman authorities for the Papal States to have them reprimand him for his vile mannerisms that ran
counter to the faith held dear. The Cardinal Vicar of Rome received him at the convent of Santi Giovanni e
Paolo and this enraged Cristoforo when he learnt his sisters were behind it and his wife knew of it.[3] Cristoforo
became so enraged with his wife that he pulled out a knife and lunged at her but did not strike her so instead
fell to his knees and begged for her pardon in a sudden and unexpected moment of fear for him. Her father-in-
law later died on 25 August 1813 which caused her great pain.

Mora recorded all her spiritual experiences at her confessor's request and this ended up spanning countless
notebooks. She saw the Madonna on 7 September 1803 with a dove and this caused her to faint though she
later awoke and saw a flame where her heart was. On 22 March 1814 she turned her mind in reflection to Pope
Pius VII and had a sudden vision in which she saw the pontiff in the midst of a pack of "wolves". On 16 January
1815 she had a vision in which she saw angels and on 29 June 1820 saw Saint Peter descend from heaven in
papal vestments with a legion of angels behind him.[7] On 19 October 1816 she went to receive Communion and
a voice said that God would speak with her on 23 October at midnight - on that date the Madonna appeared
with the Infant Jesus and beckoned her to come to them. Mora approached them trembling and the Infant Jesus
placed a ring on her finger. Pius VII at one point suffered a fall with near fatal results and she suffered profound
sadness because of this.[5] Mora had an intense devotion to the Eucharist and once saw Felix of Valois and
John of Matha appear to her with the Host.[3] It was also said that Mora cured the epileptic Giovanni Maria
Mastai-Ferretti - the future Pope Pius IX - before the latter became a priest. This is lesser known for the future
pope credited this to Pius VII when the pair met.[7] In 1820 she was vested in the Trinitarian habit and assumed
the name of "Jane Felica della Santissima Trinità". When she learnt that Pius VII would return from his French
exile she - in great happiness - asked God to grant the pope safe passage through to Rome. On 29 September
1809 she saw the Archangel Michael with a legion of angels.

Mora had an intense devotion for Ignatius of Loyola and called him both her "father" and her "protector". She
was a friend of Anna Maria Taigi. On 17 June 1814 she returned from church and had a vision in which she saw
the late Pope Pius VI who told her that he was in Purgatory for negligence's committed in his pontificate. She
hurried to tell his confessor who requested her to go five times to the tomb of Pope Pius V and to the tomb of
Pudentiana at the church of Santa Pudenziana. God later appeared to Mora and confirmed that Pius VI had
been assumed into heaven.[3]

In late December 1824 she became ill - the death of her mother-in-law on 12 December exacerbated this - and
she summoned her daughters to her when she felt that her death was near. Her breathing became slow and
deep and on the date of her death her confessor celebrated Mass and gave her the Eucharist. At 7:00pm she
called Lucina to her and requested that she take all of her writings and to give them to her confessor; she
confided that she wanted to burn them but would have them given to her confessor out of obedience. Mora died
during the evening on 5 February 1825 while her two daughters were caring for her.[1] Her husband Cristoforo
arrived too late at her deathbed and wept when he saw her dead in the bed; it was there that he repented and
felt great shame for his conduct during their marriage. Her prediction came to fruition for her husband joined the
Trinitarian Order and later became an ordained priest - in the name of "Antonio" - of the Conventual
Franciscans in Sezze and died there on 9 September 1845 (he was ordained in 1834). Her remains were
interred in the San Carlo alle Quattro Fontane church in Rome.[2] Her nun daughter became the Superioress of
the Oblate Nuns of Saint Philip Neri in Rome as "Maria Josephina" while her nephew Romualdo Canori was a
professed brother and the then Vicar-General of the De La Salle Brothers.[1][3]

Beatification [edit]

The beatification process commenced in Rome in an informative process that opened on 6 September 1864
and later concluded not too long after in July 1867. The formal introduction to the cause came under Pope Pius
IX on 26 February 1874 who titled her as a Servant of God while Pope Pius XI later confirmed her heroic virtue
and named her as Venerable on 26 February 1928.

The miracle needed for her to be beatified was investigated and it received validation from the Congregation for
the Causes of Saints on 10 April 1992 while a medical board approved it on 5 November 1992, as did
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theologians on 23 April 1993 and the C.C.S. themselves on 15 June 1993. On 6 July 1993, it received the papal
approval of Pope John Paul II who later beatified her on 24 April 1994 at Saint Peter's Square.

The current postulator for this cause is the Trinitarian priest Javier Carnerero Peñalver.
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Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)
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Elisabetta Sanna

Blessed
Elisabetta Sanna

O.F.S.

Image c. 1900.

Laywoman
Born 23 April 1788

Codrongianos, Sassari,
Kingdom of Sardinia

Died 17 February 1857 (aged 68)
Rome, Papal States

Resting
place

San Salvatore in Onda, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 17 September 2016,
Codrongianos, Italy by Cardinal
Angelo Amato

Feast 17 February

Attributes Rosary

Patronage Franciscan tertiaries
Codrongianos
Disabled people

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Elisabetta Sanna" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(December 2017) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Elisabetta Sanna (full name Elisabetta Sanna Porcu) (23 April
1788 – 17 February 1857) was an Italian Roman Catholic from
Codrongianos Province of Sassari who was an active member of
both the Secular Franciscan Order and the Union of the Catholic
Apostolate. In the latter she was a friend and compatriot of Vincent
Pallotti. As a result of smallpox, Sanna was for the most part
disabled and further ailments prevented her from returning to her
hometown after departing on a pilgrimage; this forced her to take
up residence in Rome where she later died.

Sanna married and bore seven children but was widowed after
almost two decades of marriage.[1][2]

Pope Francis proclaimed her to be Venerable in 2014 after
determining that she lived a model Christian life of heroic virtue.
The pope approved the miracle attributed to her in 2016 which
allowed for her beatification to occur. Cardinal Angelo Amato – on
the behalf of the pope – presided over the beatification on 17
September 2016.
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Life [edit]

Elisabetta Sanna Porcu was born on 23 April 1788 as the second
of five children to poor farmers of harsh economic conditions; a
brother was Antonio Luigi. At three months old she contracted
smallpox and as a result was never able to again raise her arms.
She was able to move her fingers and wrists but could not bring
food to the mouth nor make the sign of the Cross amongst other things.[2]

She received her Confirmation on 27 April 1794 from the Archbishop of Sassari Giacinto della Torre. She was
later entrusted to the care of Lucia Pinna who was a member of the Secular Franciscan Order. Pinna taught
Sanna the importance of frequent rosaries as well as Eucharistic Adoration and both proper treatment and love
of the poor. Despite being in a strong household of fundamental Christian values she learned the importance of
loving Jesus Christ while at school despite the fact that she remained illiterate during her entire life.[3] Not long
after she received her First Communion and her first Reconciliation. Each week Sanna attended sessions that
her father's cousin Father Luigi Sanna held in which she learnt the basics of catechism; she encouraged others
to follow suit. On one particular occasion Sanna dazed into a Crucifix and heard a voice: "Take courage and
love me"; she realized that she had a personal mission to profess the message of the Gospel in the spirit of
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evangelization.[3]

On 13 September 1807 she married Antonio Porcu and the two went on to have seven children. The oldest was
born in 1808 and the last was born in 1822 and two died soon after their births. Her husband died on 25
January 1825 when her oldest was seventeen and her last child was three. This meant she had to double the
workload in the house in order to provide for her children.[3]

In 1829 Sanna met the priest Giuseppe Valle who soon became her spiritual advisor. The two decided to go on
a pilgrimage to the Holy Land and as a result Sanna had to entrust her children to her mother and her brother
Father Antonio Luigi; she also sought the help of her niece and neighbours.[2] Sanna and Valle departed from
Porto Torres to Genoa at the end of June 1830 where the pair waited for over a week for a ship to Cyprus.
However the two could not continue further to their destination due to the fact that Valle had no visa and was
forbidden to keep going. The pair decided to go to Rome and arrived there on 23 July 1830. Valle remained at
her side as an assistant until 1839.[3]

Sanna became a professed member of the Secular Franciscan Order and she devoted herself to the example
of Francis of Assisi.

On a visit to Saint Peter's Basilica she met Father Camillo Loria who heard her confession; Loria ordered her to
return to Sassari but she found with her ailments that she could not return home at all. She soon came into
contact with Vincenzo Pallotti who took her in his care and contacted her brother to tell him that she was unfit to
return home. Sanna wept but entrusted herself to God and His providence for sustenance. Around this time she
also worked in the house of the future cardinal Giovanni Saglia. Pallotti continued to serve as her spiritual
director for almost two decades and he held her in considerable esteem realizing her to be a true agent of God.

In Rome she educated other children in catechism and she also prepared them for the sacraments. Her house
was open to all women who wanted to learn religious litanies and of catechism in general. Sanna also visited the
ill and comforted them in private homes and in the Hospital for Incurables.[2] She knitted and the end result as
well as gifts given to her were used to help the poor and the orphans in the two houses that Pallotti founded.
She attended several Masses on a frequent basis and also took time for Eucharistic Adoration. People visited
her for advice and even Pallotti and his Pallottines visited her for advice too. She soon witnessed the foundation
of the Union of the Catholic Apostolate and she became an active member of that organization. With Pallotti's
death in 1850 she felt alone more than ever before but she continued to place her complete trust in God
despite this great personal loss.[3]

Elisabetta Sanna died in 1857 and garnered the strong recognition of being a great saint. She was buried in the
church of San Salvatore in Onda in Rome.

Beatification [edit]

Process and Venerable [edit]

The process for beatification was held on two fronts in both Rome and in Sassari. The first process opened on
15 June 1857 and concluded its work prior to the formal introduction of the cause decades later on 22 April
1880 under Pope Leo XIII; this conferred upon her the title Servant of God. The second process was then
conducted and was closed before the Congregation of the Causes of Saints revitalized the cause and declared
"nihil obstat" (nothing against) to the continuation of the cause on 4 March 1994; on 11 March 1994 the two
previous processes were validated so that the next step of the process could commence.[citation needed]

The postulation then submitted the Positio to officials for further investigation in 1997 and the cause was moved
at once to its historical commission on 22 April 1997 as is the case with older causes.[citation needed]

Pope Francis recognized that Sanna had lived a model life of heroic virtue on 27 January 2014 and proclaimed
that Elisabetta Sanna was therefore Venerable.[citation needed]

Miracle and beatification [edit]

The miracle required for beatification was investigated in the diocese of origin and was validated before it could
proceed to the Rome-based medical board; it met and approved the healing as a miracle on 26 March 2015.
Theologians followed suit and approved it on 9 June 2015 and transferred it to the members of the
Congregation for the Causes of Saints who approved the miracle also on 12 January 2016.[citation needed]

The miracle in question concerned a Brazilian girl in 2008 who contracted an aggressive arm tumor and was
cured of it as a result of the intercession of Sanna.[citation needed]

Pope Francis approved the miracle on 21 January 2016 and this allowed for Elisabetta Sanna to be beatified. It
was suggested that the beatification would take place either in the following September or October.[4] On 25
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January 2016, it was made public that the potential dates were either 17, 18 or 25 September 2016.[5] Cardinal
Angelo Amato presided over the beatification on the pontiff's behalf.

Postulation [edit]

The current postulator of the cause is Father Jan Korycki.[citation needed]
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Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
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Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers
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Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
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Elisabetta Vendramini

Blessed
Elisabetta Vendramini

T.O.S.F.
Religious

Born 9 April 1790
Bassano del Grappa, Vicenza,
Republic of Venice

Died 2 April 1860 (aged 69)
Padua, Kingdom of Lombardy-
Venetia

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 4 November 1990, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 2 April

Attributes Religious habit

Patronage Franciscan Elizabethan Sisters
Educators

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Elisabetta Vendramini (9 April 1790 - 2 April 1860) was an Italian
Roman Catholic professed religious who established the
Franciscan Elizabethan Sisters in 1830 in Padua.[1] She relocated
there after she broke off her engagement to a man from
Ferrara.[2][3]

Her beatification process commenced on 30 December 1938 -
under Pope Pius XI - in a move that granted her the title of Servant
of God. She was declared to be Venerable in 1989 while Pope
John Paul II presided over her beatification on 4 November 1990.[4]
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Life [edit]

Elisabetta Vendramini was born on 9 April 1790 in Vicenza.[1] She was educated in an Augustinian convent as a
child and received her religious upbringing from both them and from her parents.[2]

In 1811 she became engaged - despite parental objection - to a man of humble origins from Ferrara.[4] She
broke off this engagement on the night before her wedding in 1817 because she felt a clear and concise call to
the religious life so that she could devote herself to the needs of the poor. She began to take care of children in
her hometown and later joined the staff of a Capuchin orphanage in 1820.[2] In 1821 she became professed
into the Third Order of Saint Francis and assumed their habit. Vendramini relocated to Padua and worked with
two of her friends at a tuition-free school.[2][4]

On 10 November 1828 she established the Franciscan Elizabethan Sisters in Padua - with the aid of the priest
Luigi Maran (1794-1859) and named it in honor of Elizabeth of Hungary.[1][3] The institute was set to follow the
rule of Francis of Assisi - the rule that Pope Nicholas IV approved in 1289.[3] Her congregation distinguished
itself in 1836 during an epidemic of fever.

She died on 2 April 1860. Her remains disappeared in 1872 after graves where she was located underwent a
renovation.[4]

Her order was aggregated to the Order of Friars Minor on 19 February 1904 while Pope Pius X issued the
decree of praise on 5 April 1910. It received full approval from Pope Pius XI on 18 June 1934. The order now
operates in Kenya, Ecuador, Argentina, Egypt, Israel and in South Sudan amongst other states and as of 2005
has 117 houses with a total of 1032 religious.[3]

Beatification [edit]

This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Elisabetta Vendramini" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(November 2016) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

The beatification process commenced in the Diocese of Padua on 30 December 1938 - under Pope Pius XI - in
an informative process that granted the title of Servant of God as the first official stage in the process. The
informative investigation concluded its business on 18 April 1947. Theologians collected her writings and
approved them as being in line with the faith in a decree of 2 April 1964. The second process opened on 8 June
1963 to continue the work of the first process and closed on 30 November 1964. The final one opened on 12
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January 1965 and closed sometime later.

The Positio was submitted to the Congregation for the Causes of Saints in 1986 and was sent to a session of
historians in order for the latter group to assess whether or not the cause had historical obstacles that would
prevent it from proceeding. The team of historians approved the cause on 10 March 1987. On 11 March 1988
the C.C.S. validated the previous three processes and assigned theologians to discuss the cause to which the
latter voiced approval to the contents of the Positio on 28 June 1988. The C.C.S. themselves also approved it
on 7 February 1989 which would allow them to pass on their findings to the pope for his own approval.

She was proclaimed to be Venerable - on 18 February 1989 - after Pope John Paul II approved the fact that the
late religious had lived a model Christian life of heroic virtue in which she was said to have exemplified the
cardinal virtues and the theological virtues.

The miracle required for her beatification was investigated in the Italian diocese of its origin from May 1956 until
July 1956. It received the validation of the C.C.S. on 21 April 1989 and received the approval of the medical
board on 15 November 1989. The consulting theologians also voiced their approval to the miracle on 23 March
1990 while the C.C.S. also voiced approval on 19 June 1990. The pope voiced his approval on 10 July 1990
and beatified her on 4 November 1990.

The miracle in question involved the perfect and rapid cure of Sergia De Carlo - from Vendramini's own order -
in December 1936 in Padua who was suffering from a combination of tuberculosis and Pott's Disease.

The current postulator assigned to the cause is Giovangiuseppe Califano.
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Elizabeth (biblical figure)

Saint Elizabeth

Elizabeth (left) visited by Mary, the Visitation, by
Philippe de Champaigne

Righteous
Born 1st century BC

Hebron

Died 1st century BC (or early AD)
(probably Hebron)

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church
Oriental Orthodox Church
Anglican Church
Lutheran Church
Islam

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Feast November 5 (Roman Catholic,
Lutheran)
September 5 (Eastern Orthodox,
Anglican)

Patronage Pregnant women

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Saint Elisabeth" redirects here. For other saints of this name, see Saint Elizabeth.

Elizabeth, also spelled Elisabeth derives from Elisheba: (in the
Hebrew עַבָׁשיִלֱא עַבֶׁשיִלֱא /   "My God has sworn"; Standard Hebrew
Elišévaʿ Elišávaʿ, Tiberian Hebrew ʾĔlîšéḇaʿ ʾĔlîšāḇaʿ; in Greek
Ἐλισάβετ (Elisavet)), was the mother of John the Baptist and the
wife of Zechariah, according to the Gospel of Luke. She was at
least 60 years of age and well past child bearing years when she
gave birth to John.
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Biblical narrative [edit]

According to the Gospel of Luke, Elizabeth was "of the daughters
of Aaron" (1:5 ). She and her husband Zachariah were "righteous
before God, walking in all the commandments and ordinances of
the Lord blameless" (1:6–7 ), but childless. While he was in the
temple of the Lord (1:8–12 ), Zacharias was visited by the angel
Gabriel:

But the angel said to him: “Do not be afraid,
Zechariah; your wife Elizabeth will bear you a son,
and you are to call him John. He will be a joy and
delight to you, and many will rejoice because of his
birth, for he will be great in the sight of the Lord. He is
never to take wine or other fermented drink, and he
will be filled with the Holy Spirit even before he is
born.

— Luke 1:13–15

Zacharias doubted whereby he could know this since both he and his wife were old. The angel identified himself
as Gabriel and told Zacharias that he would be "dumb, and not able to speak" until the words were fulfilled,
because he did not believe. When the days of his ministry were complete, he returned to his house
(Luke 1:16–23 ).

After this his wife Elizabeth became pregnant and for five months remained in seclusion. “The Lord
has done this for me,” she said. “In these days he has shown his favor and taken away my
disgrace among the people.”

— Luke 1:24–25

According to the account, the angel Gabriel was then sent to Nazareth in Galilee to her relative[Luke 1:36]  Mary,
a virgin, espoused to a man called Joseph, and informed her that she would conceive by the Holy Ghost and
bring forth a son to be called Jesus. After she was also informed that her "relative Elizabeth" had begun her
sixth month of pregnancy, she traveled to "Hebron, in the hill country of Judah",[1] to visit Elizabeth.
(Luke 1:26–40 )
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15th century depiction of the Nativity of St.
John the Baptist, with Elizabeth on the left.

When Elizabeth heard Mary’s greeting, the baby leaped in her womb, and Elizabeth was filled with
the Holy Spirit. In a loud voice she exclaimed: “Blessed are you among women, and blessed is the
child you will bear! But why am I so favored, that the mother of my Lord should come to me? As
soon as the sound of your greeting reached my ears, the baby in my womb leaped for joy. Blessed
is she who has believed that the Lord would fulfill his promises to her!”

— Luke 1:41–45

Matthew Henry comments, "Mary knew that Elizabeth was with child,
but it does not appear that Elizabeth had been told any thing of her
relative Mary's being designed for the mother of the Messiah; and
therefore what knowledge she appears to have had of it must have
come by a revelation, which would be a great encouragement to
Mary."[2] After Mary heard Elizabeth's blessing, she spoke the
words now known as the Magnificat (Luke 1:46–55 ).

Mary stayed with Elizabeth for about three months and
then returned home.
When it was time for Elizabeth to have her baby, she
gave birth to a son. Her neighbors and relatives heard
that the Lord had shown her great mercy, and they
shared her joy.
On the eighth day they came to circumcise the child,
and they were going to name him after his father
Zechariah, but his mother spoke up and said, “No! He
is to be called John.”
They said to her, “There is no one among your
relatives who has that name.”
Then they made signs to his father, to find out what he
would like to name the child. He asked for a writing
tablet, and to everyone’s astonishment he wrote, “His
name is John.” Immediately his mouth was opened and
his tongue set free, and he began to speak, praising
God.

— Luke 1:56–64

That is the last mention of Elizabeth, who is not mentioned in any other chapter in the Bible. The chapter
continues with the prophecy of Zacharias, (known as the Benedictus,) and ends with the note that John "grew,
and became strong in spirit, and was in the deserts" until his ministry to Israel began; so it is unknown how long
Elizabeth and her husband lived after that (Luke 1:65–80 ).

A traditional "tomb of Elizabeth" is shown in the Franciscan Monastery of Saint John in the Wilderness near
Jerusalem.

Apocrypha [edit]

Elizabeth is mentioned in several books of the Apocrypha, most prominently in the Protevangelion of James, in
which the birth of her son and the subsequent murder of her husband are chronicled.

Sainthood [edit]

Elizabeth is revered as a saint in the Roman Catholic Church on November 5, and in the Orthodox and Anglican
traditions on September 5, on the same day with her husband Zacharias/Zechariah. She is commemorated as a
matriarch in the Calendar of Saints (September 5) of the Lutheran Church–Missouri Synod and Zacharias is
commemorated as a prophet.[3]

Islam [edit]

Elizabeth (Arabic: تاباصیلأ , romanized: ʾ Ilīṣābāt), the wife of Zachariah, the mother of John the Baptist, is an
honored woman in Islam.[4] Although Zachariah himself is frequently mentioned by name in the Qur'an,
Elizabeth, while not mentioned by name, is referenced. She is revered by Muslims as a wise, pious and
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Mariotto Albertinelli's imagining of
Elizabeth (right), here pictured with Mary

Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Saint
Elizabeth (biblical figure).

believing person who, like her relative Mary, was exalted by God to a
high station.[4] She lived in the household of Imran, and is said to have
been a descendant of the prophet and priest Aaron.[5][relevant? – discuss]

Zachariah and his wife were both devout and steadfast in their duties.
They were, however, both very old and they had no son. Therefore,
Zachariah would frequently pray to God for a son.[6] This was not only
out of the desire to have a son but also because the great Jesus Christ
wanted someone to carry on the services of the Temple of prayer and
to continue the preaching of the Lord's message before his death. God
cured Elizabeth's barrenness and granted Zachariah a son, Yahya
(John the Baptist), who became a prophet.[7] God thus granted the
wishes of the couple because of their faith, trust and love for God. In the
Qur'an, God speaks of Zachariah, his wife and John describes the three
as being humble servants of the LORD:

So We listened to him: and We granted him John: We
cured his wife's (Barrenness) for him. These (three) were
ever quick in emulation in good works; they used to call on
Us with love and reverence, and humble themselves before
Us.

— Qur'an, chapter 21 (Prophets), verse 90[8]

In Shia hadith she is named Hananah, and is identified as a sister of Mary's mother Hannah. Abu Basir recorded
that Imam Ja'far al-Sadiq, the great grandson of the Islamic Prophet Muhammad, had stated "Hannah, the wife
of Imran, and Hananah, the wife of Zechariah, were sisters. He goes on to say that Mary was born from Hannah
and John was born from Hananah. Mary gave birth to Jesus and he was the son of the daughter of John's aunt.
John was the son of the aunt of Mary, and the aunt of one's mother is like one's aunt."[9]

See also [edit]

Gospel of Luke
Visitation (Catholic feast)
Biblical figures in Islamic tradition
Saint Elizabeth, patron saint archive

Notes and references [edit]

1. ^ Compare Luke 1:39–40 with Joshua 21:11  The Treasury of Scripture Knowledge  says, "This was most
probably Hebron, a city of the priests, and situated in the hill country of Judea, (Jos 11:21; 21:11, 13,) about 25
miles south of Jerusalem, and nearly 100 from Nazareth."

2. ^ Matthew Henry's Whole Bible Commentary  Archived  2011-09-19 at the Wayback Machine
3. ^ Lutheran Church–Missouri Synod (2006). Lutheran Service Book . St. Louis, MO: Concordia Publishing House.

pp. x–xiii. ISBN 978-0-7586-1217-5.}
4.  ̂a b Women in the Qur'ān, Traditions, and Interpretation. Oxford University Press. 1994. pp. 68–69.
5. ^ Luke 1:5 : "There was in the days of Herod, the king of Judæa, a certain priest named Zacharias, of the course

of Abia: and his wife [was] of the daughters of Aaron, and her name [was] Elizabeth."
6. ^ Quran 21:89 : "And Zachariah, when he cried unto his Lord: My Lord! Leave me not childless, though Thou art

the Best of inheritors."
7. ^ Quran 19:12 : "(To his son came the command): 'O John! take hold of the Book with might': and We gave him

Wisdom even as a youth,"
8. ^ Quran 21:90 : "So We listened to him: and We granted him John: We cured his wife's (Barrenness) for him.

These (three) were ever quick in emulation in good works; they used to call on Us with love and reverence, and
humble themselves before Us."

9. ^ Muntazir Qa'im, Mahdi (2007). Jesus Through the Qur’an and Shi’ite Narrations (Bilingual ed.). Queens, New
York: Tahrike Tarsile Qur'an. pp. 14–15. ISBN 978-1879402140.
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New Testament people
Jesus Christ In Christianity · Historical · Life of Jesus in the New Testament

Gospels

Individuals

Alphaeus · Anna the Prophetess · Annas · Barabbas · Bartimaeus · Blind man (Bethsaida) ·
Caiaphas · Celidonius · Cleopas · Clopas · Devil · Penitent thief ("Dismas") · Elizabeth ·
Gabriel · Impenitent thief ("Gestas") · Jairus' daughter · Joanna · John the Baptist · Joseph ·
Joseph of Arimathea · Joses · Jude · Lazarus · Legion · Luke · Lysanias · Malchus ·
Martha · Mary, mother of Jesus · Mary Magdalene · Mary, mother of James · Mary of Bethany
· Mary of Clopas · Naked fugitive · Son of Nain's widow ·
Nicodemus (Nicodemus ben Gurion) · Salome · Samaritan woman · Satan · Simeon ·
Simon, brother of Jesus · Simon of Cyrene · Simon the Leper · Simon the Pharisee ·
Susanna · Syrophoenician woman · Theophilus · Zacchaeus · Zebedee · Zechariah

Groups
Angels · Jesus's brothers · Demons · Disciples · Evangelists · Female disciples of Jesus
· God-fearers · Herodians · Magi · Myrrhbearers · Nameless · Pharisees · Proselytes ·
Sadducees · Samaritans · Sanhedrin · Scribes · Seventy disciples · Shepherds · Zealots

Apostles
Andrew · Bartholomew (Nathanael) · James of Alphaeus (Less) · James of Zebedee · John (Evangelist ·
Patmos · "Disciple whom Jesus loved") · Judas Iscariot · Jude Thaddeus · Matthew · Philip · Simon Peter ·
Simon the Zealot · Thomas

Acts

Aeneas · Agabus · Ananias (Damascus) · Ananias (Judaea) · Ananias son of Nedebeus · Apollos · Aquila ·
Aristarchus · Barnabas · Blastus · Cornelius · Demetrius · Dionysius · Dorcas · Elymas · Egyptian ·
Ethiopian eunuch · Eutychus · Gamaliel · James, brother of Jesus · Jason · Joseph Barsabbas ·
Judas Barsabbas · Judas of Galilee · Lucius · Luke · Lydia · Manaen · (John) Mark (Evangelist ·
cousin of Barnabas) · Mary, mother of (John) Mark · Matthias · Mnason · Nicanor · Nicholas · Parmenas ·
Paul · Philip · Priscilla · Prochorus · Publius · Rhoda · Sapphira · Sceva · Seven Deacons · Silas / Silvanus
· Simeon Niger · Simon Magus · Sopater · Sosthenes · Stephen · Theudas · Timothy · Titus · Trophimus ·
Tychicus · Zenas

Romans
Herod's family

Gospels Antipas · Archelaus · Herod the Great · Herodias · Longinus · Philip · Pilate · Pilate's wife ·
Quirinius · Salome · Tiberius

Acts Agrippa · Agrippa II · Berenice · Cornelius · Drusilla · Felix · Festus · Gallio · Lysias ·
Paullus

Epistles

Achaicus · Alexander · Andronicus · Archippus · Aretas IV · Artemas · Carpus · Claudia · Crescens ·
Demas · Diotrephes · Epaphras · Epaphroditus · Erastus · Eunice · Euodia and Syntyche · Herodion ·
Hymenaeus · Jesus Justus · John the Presbyter · Junia · Linus · Lois · Mary · Michael · Nymphas ·
Olympas · Onesimus · Onesiphorus · Pudens · Philemon · Philetus · Phoebe · Quartus · Sosipater ·
Tertius

Revelation Antipas · Four Horsemen · Apollyon · Two witnesses · Woman · Beast · Three Angels · Whore of Babylon
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People and things in the Quran

Characters

Non-humans

Allāh ("The God") (Names of Allah found in the Quran, such as Karīm (Generous))

Animals

Related

The baqarah (cow) of Israelites · The dhiʾb (wolf) that
Jacob feared could attack Joseph · The fīl (elephant) of the
Abyssinians · Ḥimār (Domesticated donkey) · The hud-hud
(hoopoe) of Solomon · The kalb (dog) of the sleepers of
the cave · The namlah (female ant) of Solomon · The nūn
(fish or whale) of Jonah · The nāqat (she-camel) of Saleh

Non-related
ʿAnkabūt (Female spider) · Dābbat al-Arḍ (Beast of the
Earth) · Ḥimār (Wild ass) · Naḥl (Honey bee) · Qaswarah
("Lion", "beast of prey" or "hunter")

Malāʾikah (Angels)

Angels of Hell (Mālik · Zabāniyah) · Bearers of the Throne · Harut and Marut
· Kirāman Kātibīn (Honourable Scribes) (Raqib · Atid) · Munkar and Nakir ·
Riḍwan

Archangels

Jibrīl (Gabriel, chief) (Ar-Rūḥ ("The Spirit") (Ar-Rūḥ al-Amīn
("The Trustworthy Spirit") · Ar-Rūḥ al-Qudus ("The Holy
Spirit"))) · Angel of the Trumpet (Isrāfīl or Raphael) ·
Malakul-Mawt (Angel of Death, Azrael) · Mīkāil (Michael)

Jinn (Genies)
Jann · ʿ Ifrīt · Qarīn

Shayāṭīn (Demons or Devils) Iblīs ash-Shayṭān (the (chief) Devil) ·
Mārid ("Rebellious one")

Others Ghilmān or Wildān · Ḥūr
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Prophets
Mentioned

Ādam (Adam) · Al-Yasaʿ (Elisha) · Ayyūb (Job) · Dāwūd (David) · Dhūl-Kifl (Ezekiel?) ·
Hārūn (Aaron) · Hūd (Eber?) · Idrīs (Enoch?) · Ilyās (Elijah) · ʿ Imrān (Joachim the
father of Maryam) · Isḥāq (Isaac) · Ismāʿīl (Ishmael) (Dhabih Ullah) · Lūṭ (Lot) · Ṣāliḥ
· Shuʿayb (Jethro, Reuel or Hobab?) · Sulaymān ibn Dāwūd (Solomon son of David)
· ʿ Uzair (Ezra?) · Yaḥyā ibn Zakariyyā (John the Baptist the son of Zechariah) · Yaʿqūb
(Jacob) (Isrāʾīl (Israel)) · Yūnus (Jonah) (Dhūn-Nūn ("He of the Fish (or Whale)" or
"Owner of the Fish (or Whale)") · Ṣāḥib al-Ḥūt ("Companion of the Whale")) · Yūsuf
ibn Ya‘qūb (Joseph son of Jacob) · Zakariyyā (Zechariah)

Ulul-ʿAzm
("Those of the Perseverance and Strong Will")

Muḥammad (Aḥmad · Other
names and titles of
Muhammad) · ʿ Īsā (Jesus) (Al-
Masīḥ (The Messiah) · Ibn
Maryam (Son of Mary)) · Mūsā
Kalīmullāh (Moses He who
spoke to God) · Ibrāhīm
Khalīlullāh (Abraham Friend of
God) · Nūḥ (Noah)

Debatable ones
Dhūl-Qarnain · Luqmān ·
Maryam (Mary) · Ṭālūt (Saul or
Gideon?)

Implied Irmiyā (Jeremiah) · Ṣamūʾīl (Samuel) · Yūshaʿ ibn Nūn (Joshua, companion and
successor of Moses)

People of Prophets

Good ones

Adam's immediate relatives (Martyred son · Wife) · Believer of Ya-Sin · Family of
Noah (Father Lamech · Mother Shamkhah bint Anush or Betenos) · Luqman's son
· People of Aaron and Moses (Egyptians (Believer (Hizbil or Hizqil ibn Sabura) ·
Imraʾat Firʿawn (Āsiyá bint Muzāḥim the Wife of Pharaoh, who adopted Moses) ·
Magicians of the Pharaoh) · Wise, pious man · Moses' wife · Moses' sister-in-law ·
Mother · Sister) · People of Abraham (Mother Abiona or Amtelai the daughter of
Karnebo · Ishmael's mother · Isaac's mother) · People of Jesus (Disciples
(including Peter) · Mary's mother · Zechariah's wife) · People of Joseph (Brothers
(including Binyāmin (Benjamin) and Simeon) · Egyptians (ʿAzīz (Potiphar, Qatafir
or Qittin) · Malik (King Ar-Rayyān ibn Al-Walīd)) · Wife of ʿ Azīz (Zulaykhah)) ·
Mother) · People of Solomon (Mother · Queen of Sheba · Vizier) · Zayd
(Muhammad's adopted son)

Evil ones
Āzar (possibly Terah) · Firʿawn (Pharaoh of Moses' time) · Hāmān · Jālūt (Goliath)
· Qārūn (Korah, cousin of Moses) · As-Sāmirī · Abū Lahab · Slayers of Saleh's
she-camel (Qaddar ibn Salif and Musda' ibn Dahr)

Implied or
not specified

Abraha · Abu Bakr · Bal'am/Balaam · Barṣīṣā · Caleb or Kaleb the companion of
Joshua · Luqman's son · Nebuchadnezzar II · Nimrod · Rahmah the wife of Ayyub
· Shaddad

Groups

Mentioned

Aṣḥāb al-Jannah (People of Paradise · People of the Burnt Garden) · Aṣḥāb
as-Sabt (Companions of the Sabbath) · Christian apostles (Ḥawāriyyūn
(Disciples of Jesus)) · Companions of Noah's Ark · Aṣḥāb al-Kahf war-Raqīm
(Companions of the Cave and Al-Raqaim? · Companions of the Elephant ·
People of al-Ukhdūd · People of a township in Surah Ya-Sin · People of
Yathrib or Medina · Qawm Lūṭ (People of Sodom and Gomorrah) · Nation of
Noah

Tribes, ethnicities
or families

Aʿrāb (Arabs or Bedouins) (ʿĀd (people of Hud) ·
Companions of the Rass · Qawm Tubbaʿ (People of
Tubba) (People of Sabaʾ or Sheba) · Quraysh ·
Thamūd (people of Saleh) (Aṣḥāb al-Ḥijr
("Companions of the Stoneland"))) · ‘Ajam · Ar-Rūm
(literally "The Romans") · Banī Isrāʾīl (Children of
Israel) · Muʾtafikāt (The overthrown cities of Sodom
and Gomorrah) · People of Ibrahim · People of Ilyas ·
People of Nuh · People of Shuaib (Ahl Madyan People
of Madyan) · Aṣḥāb al-Aykah ("Companions of the
Wood")) · Qawm Yūnus (People of Jonah) · Ya'juj and
Ma'juj/Gog and Magog · Ahl al-Bayt ("People of the
Household") (Household of Abraham (Brothers of
Yūsuf · Lot's daughters · Progeny of Imran ·
Household of Moses · Household of Muhammad ibn
Abdullah ibn Abdul-Muttalib ibn Hashim (Daughters of
Muhammad · Muhammad's wives)) · Household of
Salih) · People of Fir'aun · Current Ummah of Islam
(Ummah of Muhammad) (Aṣḥāb Muḥammad
(Companions of Muhammad) (Anṣār (Muslims of
Medina who helped Muhammad and his Meccan
followers, literally 'Helpers') · Muhajirun (Emigrants
from Mecca to Medina))) · People of Mecca (Wife of Abu
Lahab) · Children of Ayyub · Sons of Adam · Wife of
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Nuh · Wife of Lut · Yaʾjūj wa Maʾjūj (Gog and Magog) ·
Son of Nuh

Implicitly
mentioned

Amalek · Ahl as-Suffa (People of the Verandah) · Banu Nadir · Banu Qaynuqa ·
Banu Qurayza · Iranian people · Umayyad Dynasty · Aus and Khazraj · People
of Quba

Religious groups

Ahl al-Dhimmah · Kāfirūn (disbelievers) · Majūs Zoroastrians · Munāfiqūn
(Hypocrites) · Muslims (Believers) · Ahl al-Kitāb (People of the Book) (Naṣārā
(Christian(s) or People of the Injil) (Ruhban (Christian monks) · Qissis
(Christian priest)) · Yahūd (Jews) (Ahbār (Jewish scholars) · Rabbani/Rabbi) ·
Sabians) · Polytheists (Meccan polytheists at the time of Muhammad ·
Mesopotamian polytheists at the time of Abraham and Lot)

Locations

Mentioned

Al-Arḍ Al-Muqaddasah ("The Holy Land") ('Blessed' Land) · In the Arabian Peninsula
(excluding Madyan) (Al-Aḥqāf ("The Sandy Plains," or "the Wind-curved Sand-hills")
(Iram dhāt al-ʿImād (Iram of the Pillars)) · Al-Madīnah (formerly Yathrib) · ʿ Arafāt · Al-
Ḥijr (Hegra) · Badr · Ḥunayn · Makkah (Mecca) (Bakkah · Ḥaraman Āminan
("Sanctuary (which is) Secure") · Kaʿbah (Kaaba) · Maqām Ibrāhīm (Station of
Abraham) · Safa and Marwa) · Sabaʾ (Sheba) (ʿArim Sabaʾ (Dam of Sheba)) · Rass)
· Al-Jannah (Paradise, literally "The Garden") · Jahannam (Hell) · In Mesopotamia:
(Al-Jūdiyy (Munzalanm-Mubārakan ("Place-of-Landing Blessed")) · Bābil (Babylon) ·
Qaryat Yūnus ("Township of Jonah," that is Nineveh)) · Door of Hittah · Madyan
(Midian) · Majmaʿ al-Baḥrayn · Miṣr (Mainland Egypt) · Salsabīl (A river in Paradise) ·
Sinai Region or Tīh Desert (Al-Wād Al-Muqaddas Ṭuwan (The Holy Valley of Tuwa)
(Al-Wādil-Ayman (The valley on the 'righthand' side of the Valley of Tuwa and Mount
Sinai) (Al-Buqʿah Al-Mubārakah ("The Blessed Place"))) · Mount Sinai or Mount
Tabor)

Religious locations

Bayʿa (Church) · Miḥrāb · Monastery · Masjid (Mosque,
literally "Place of Prostration") (Al-Mashʿar Al-Ḥarām ("The
Sacred Grove") · Al-Masjid Al-Aqṣā (Al-Aqsa Mosque, literally
"The Farthest Place-of-Prostration") · Al-Masjid Al-Ḥarām
(The Sacred Mosque of Mecca) · Masjid al-Dirar · A Mosque
in the area of Medina, possibly: (Masjid Qubāʾ (Quba
Mosque) · The Prophet's Mosque)) · Salat (Synagogue)

Implied

Antioch (Antakya) · Arabia (Al-Ḥijāz (literally "The Barrier") (Black Stone (Al-Ḥajar al-
Aswad) & Al-Hijr of Isma'il · Cave of Hira · Ghār ath-Thawr (Cave of the Bull) ·
Hudaybiyyah · Ta'if)) · Ayla · Barrier of Dhul-Qarnayn · Bayt al-Muqaddas & 'Ariha ·
Bilād ar-Rāfidayn (Mesopotamia) · Canaan · Cave of Seven Sleepers · Dār an-
Nadwa · Jordan River · Nile River · Palestine River · Paradise of Shaddad

Plant matter

Baṣal (Onion) · Fūm (Garlic or wheat) · Shaṭʾ  (Shoot) · Sūq (Plant stem) · Zarʿ (Seed)

Fruits
ʿAdas (Lentil) · Baql (Herb) · Ḥabb dhul-ʿaṣf (Corn of the husk) · Qith-thāʾ
(Cucumber) · Rummān (Pomegranate) · Tīn (Fig) · Ukul khamṭ (Bitter fruit or food
of Sheba) · Zaytūn (Olive) · In Paradise (Forbidden fruit of Adam)

Bushes, trees
or plants

Plants of Sheba (Athl (Tamarisk) · Sidr (Lote-tree)) · Līnah (Tender Palm tree) ·
Nakhl (Date palm) · Rayḥān (Scented plant) · Sidrat al-Muntahā · Zaqqūm

Holy books
Al-Injīl (The Gospel of Jesus) · Al-Qurʾān (The Book of Muhammad) · Ṣuḥuf-i Ibrāhīm (Scroll(s) of
Abraham) · At-Tawrāt (The Torah) (Ṣuḥuf-i-Mūsā (Scroll(s) of Moses) · Tablets of Stone) · Az-Zabūr
(The Psalms of David) · Umm al-Kitāb ("Mother of the Book(s)")

Objects of people
or beings

Heavenly Food of Christian Apostles · Noah's Ark · Staff of Musa · Tābūt as-Sakīnah (Casket of
Shekhinah) · Throne of Bilqis · Trumpet of Israfil

Mentioned idols
(cult images)

'Ansāb · Jibt and Ṭāghūt (False god)
Of Israelites Baʿal · The ʿ ijl (golden calf statue) of Israelites

Of Noah's people Nasr · Suwāʿ · Wadd · Yaghūth · Yaʿūq

Of Quraysh Al-Lāt · Al-ʿUzzā · Manāt

Celestial bodies
Maṣābīḥ (literally 'lamps'):
Al-Qamar (The Moon) · Kawākib (Planets) (Al-Arḍ (The Earth)) · Nujūm (Stars) (Ash-Shams (The
Sun))

Liquids
Māʾ (Water or fluid)
(Nahr (River) · Yamm (River or sea))
· Sharāb (Drink)
Incident of Ifk · Laylat al-Qadr · Event of Mubahala · Sayl al-ʿArim (Flood of the Great Dam of Ma'rib in
Sheba) · The Farewell Pilgrimage · Treaty of Hudaybiyyah

Battles or
military expeditions

Battle of al-Aḥzāb ("the Confederates") · Battle of Badr · Battle of Hunayn ·
Battle of Khaybar · Battle of Uhud · Expedition of Tabuk · Conquest of
Mecca

Days Al-Jumuʿah (The Friday) · As-Sabt (The Sabbath or Saturday) · Days of battles · Days of
Hajj · Doomsday

Months of the
Islamic calendar

12 months:
Four holy months (Ash-Shahr Al-Ḥarām (The Sacred or Forbidden Month) ·
Ramaḍān)
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Events, incidents,
occasions or times Pilgrimages

Al-Ḥajj (literally "The Pilgrimage", the Greater Pilgrimage) · Al-ʿUmrah (The Lesser
Pilgrimage)

Times for Prayer
or Remembrance

Times for Duʿāʾ ('Invocation'), Ṣalāh and Dhikr ('Remembrance', including
Taḥmīd ('Praising'), Takbīr and Tasbīḥ):
Al-ʿAshiyy (The Afternoon or the Night) · Al-Ghuduww ("The Mornings") (Al-
Bukrah ("The Morning") · Aṣ-Ṣabāḥ ("The Morning")) · Al-Layl ("The Night")
(Al-ʿIshāʾ ("The Late-Night")) · Aẓ-Ẓuhr ("The Noon") · Dulūk ash-Shams
("Decline of the Sun") (Al-Masāʾ ("The Evening") · Qabl al-Ghurūb ("Before the
Setting (of the Sun)") (Al-Aṣīl ("The Afternoon") · Al-ʿAṣr ("The Afternoon"))) ·
Qabl ṭulūʿ ash-Shams ("Before the rising of the Sun") (Al-Fajr ("The Dawn"))

Implied Event of Ghadir Khumm · Laylat al-Mabit · The first pilgrimage

Note: The names are sorted alphabetically. Standard form: Islamic name / Biblical name (title or relationship)

Important women in Islam
Generations of Adam Hawwa

Generations of Ibrāhīm and his sons Sarah · Hājar · Rafqā · Rāḥīl

Generation of Mūsa Asiya · Yukabad · Maryam · Ṣaffūrah

Reign of Kings Bilquis, the Queen of Sheba

House of Imran Hannah · Mariam · Alyassabat

Time of Muhammad Aminah · Halimah al-Sa'diyah · Mothers of the Believers · Khadija · Aisha · Fatimah
· Zaynab bint Ali

Early Sufism Rabia al-Adawiyya

Mary, mother of Jesus

Family Joseph (husband) · Jesus (son) · Joachim (father) · Anne (mother) · Elizabeth ·
Brothers of Jesus (Antidicomarianites)

Life

Tradition: Early Life Immaculate Conception · Birth · Presentation ·
Marriage to Joseph (Perpetual virginity)

In the Bible

Annunciation (Virginal motherhood) · Visitation ·
Nativity of Jesus · Presentation of Jesus · Flight into Egypt ·
Return to Nazareth · Finding of Jesus in the Temple ·
Miracle at the Wedding at Cana · Passion of Jesus
(Crucifixion · Deposition · Resurrection) · Pentecost

Tradition: Later Life Bilocation to St. James · Dormition · Assumption ·
Coronation · Queenship (Woman of the Apocalypse)

Apocryphal Protoevangelium of James

Mariology
Christian Anglican · Catholic (history) · Orthodox · Protestant (Lutheran)

Other Islamic

Veneration

Apparitions (list) · Catholic churches · Devotions (month of May) · Feast days ·
Patronage · Shrines · Veneration of Mary in the Catholic Church

Titles

Christotokos · Coredemptrix · Help of Christians · Immaculate Heart ·
Life-giving Spring · Mediatrix (of all graces) · New Eve · Panagia ·
Our Lady of Sorrows · Our Lady of Victory · Star of the Sea ·
Seat of Wisdom · Theotokos

Prayers
Angelus · Antiphons (Alma Redemptoris Mater · Ave Regina caelorum ·
Salve Regina · Regina caeli) · Hymns (Akathist) · Magnificat · Memorare
· Rosary

Art

West Assumption · Black Madonna · Pietà · Queen of Heaven ·
Stabat Mater

East Derzhavnaya · Eleusa (Theotokos of Vladimir) · Hodegetria

Related Life of the Virgin

 Category ·  Saints Portal

Authority control GND: 118529862  · VIAF: 316389421  · WorldCat Identities: viaf-316389421

Categories: 1st-century BC births 1st-century deaths 1st-century BC women
1st-century Christian female saints Muslim female saints from the Old Testament Biblical people in Islam
Family of Jesus Gospel of Luke People from Hebron People in the canonical gospels
Prophets of the New Testament Roman-era Jews Saints from the Holy Land
Christian saints from the New Testament Women in the New Testament Joachim
1st-century BC Christian saints
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Elizabeth Ann Seton

Saint
Elizabeth Ann Seton

SC

Saint, Foundress, and educator
Born Elizabeth Ann Bayley

August 28, 1774
New York City, Province of New
York, British America

Died January 4, 1821 (aged 46)
Emmitsburg, Maryland, United
States

Venerated in Catholic Church, Episcopal
Church (United States)

Beatified March 17, 1963, by Pope John
XXIII

Canonized September 14, 1975, by Pope
Paul VI

Major shrine National Shrine of St. Elizabeth
Ann Seton, Emmitsburg,
Maryland (where her remains
are entombed); Shrine of St.
Elizabeth Ann Bayley Seton at 9
State Street in New York City
(site of her former residence)

Feast January 4

Patronage Catholic Schools; seafarers;
widows; Shreveport, Louisiana;
and the State of Maryland

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Elizabeth Ann Bayley Seton, SC, (August 28, 1774 – January 4,
1821) was the first person born in what would become the United
States to be canonized by the Catholic Church (September 14,
1975).[1][2][3] She established the first Catholic girls' school in the
nation in Emmitsburg, Maryland, where she also founded the first
American congregation of religious sisters, the Sisters of Charity.
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Biography [edit]

Early life [edit]

Elizabeth Ann Bayley was born on August 28, 1774, the second
child of a socially prominent couple, a surgeon, Dr. Richard Bayley
and Catherine Charlton of New York City.[4] The Bayley and
Charlton families were among the earliest European settlers in the
New York area. Her father's parents were French Huguenots and
lived in New Rochelle, New York. As Chief Health Officer for the
Port of New York, Dr. Bayley attended to immigrants disembarking
from ships onto Staten Island, and cared for New Yorkers when
yellow fever swept through the city (for example, killing 700 in four
months).[5] Dr. Bayley later served as the first professor of
anatomy at Columbia College.[6] Elizabeth's mother was the
daughter of a Church of England priest who was rector of St.
Andrew's Church on Staten Island for 30 years. Elizabeth was
raised in what would eventually become (in the years after the
American Revolution) the Episcopal Church.

Her mother, Catherine, died in 1777 when Elizabeth was three years old, possibly due to complications from the
birth of her namesake Catherine, who died early the following year. Elizabeth's father then married Charlotte
Amelia Barclay, a member of the Jacobus James Roosevelt family,[4] to provide a mother for his two surviving
daughters. The new Mrs. Bayley participated in her church's social ministry, and often took young Elizabeth with
her on charitable rounds, as she visited the poor in their homes to distribute food and needed items.

The couple had five children, but the marriage ended in separation. During the breakup, their stepmother
rejected Elizabeth and her older sister. Their father then traveled to London for further medical studies, so the
sisters lived temporarily in New Rochelle with their paternal uncle, William Bayley, and his wife, Sarah Pell
Bayley. Elizabeth endured a time of darkness, grieving the absence of a second mother, as she later reflected
in her journals. In these journals, Elizabeth showed her love for nature, poetry, and music, especially the piano.
Other entries expressed her religious aspirations, and favorite passages from her reading showing her
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Elizabeth Ann Seton, from
Appleton's Cyclopaedia

The Seton home in New York City
was located at the site on which a
church now stands in her honor, with
the adjacent James Watson House
serving as the rectory.

introspection and natural bent toward contemplation. Elizabeth was fluent
in French, a fine musician, and an accomplished horsewoman.[7]

Marriage and motherhood [edit]

On January 25, 1794, at age 19, Elizabeth married William Magee Seton,
aged 25, a wealthy businessman in the import trade. Samuel Provoost,
the first Episcopal bishop of New York, presided at their wedding.[8] Her
husband's father, William Seton (1746–1798), belonged to an
impoverished noble Scottish family, and had emigrated to New York in
1758, and became superintendent and part owner of the iron-works of
Ringwood, New Jersey. A loyalist, the senior William Seton was the last
royal public notary for the city and province of New York. He brought his
sons William (Elizabeth's husband) and James into the import-export
mercantile firm, the William Seton Company, which became Seton,
Maitland and Company in 1793. The younger William had visited
important counting houses in Europe in 1788, was a friend of Filippo
Filicchi (a renowned merchant in Leghorn, Italy, with whom his firm
traded), and brought the first Stradivarius violin to America.[5]

Shortly after they married, Elizabeth and William moved into a fashionable
residence on Wall Street. Socially prominent in New York society, the Setons belonged to Trinity Episcopal
Church, near Broadway and Wall Streets. A devout communicant, Elizabeth took the Rev. John Henry Hobart
(later bishop) as her spiritual director. Along with her sister-in-law Rebecca Mary Seton (1780–1804) (her soul-
friend and dearest confidante), Elizabeth continued her former stepmother's social ministry—nursing the sick
and dying among family, friends, and needy neighbors. Influenced by her father she became a charter member
of The Society for the Relief of Poor Widows with Small Children (1797) and also served as the organization's
treasurer.[9]

When the elder William Seton died, the Seton family fortunes waned during the volatile economic climate
preceding the War of 1812. The couple took in William's six younger siblings, ages seven to seventeen, in
addition to their own five children: Anna Maria (Annina) (1795–1812), William II (1796–1868), Richard Seton
(1798–1823), Catherine (1800–1891) (who was to become the first American to join the Sisters of Mercy) and
Rebecca Mary (1802–1816). This necessitated a move to the larger Seton family residence.[5]

Widowhood and conversion to Catholicism [edit]

A dispute between the United States of America and the French
Republic from 1798 to 1800 led to a series of attacks on American
shipping. The United Kingdom's blockade of France and the loss of
several of his ships at sea led William Seton into bankruptcy, and the
Setons lost their home at 61 Stone Street in lower Manhattan.[8] The
following summer she and the children stayed with her father, who was
still the health officer for the Port of New York on Staten Island.[7] From
1801 to 1803 they lived in a house at 8 State Street, on the site of the
present Church of Our Lady of the Most Holy Rosary (built in 1964).
Through most of their married life, William Seton suffered from
tuberculosis. The stress worsened his illness; his doctors sent him to
Italy for the warmer climate, with Elizabeth and their eldest daughter as
his companions. Upon landing at the port of Leghorn, they were held in
quarantine for a month, for authorities feared they might have brought yellow fever from New York. William died
on December 27, 1803,[6] and was buried in Italy's Old English Cemetery. Elizabeth and Anna Maria were
received by the families of her late husband's Italian business partners, Filippo and Antonio Filicchi, who
introduced her to Catholicism.

Returning to New York, the widow Seton was received into the Catholic Church on March 14, 1805, by the
Reverend Matthew O'Brien, pastor of St. Peter's Church,[9] then the city's only Catholic church. (Anti-Catholic
laws had been lifted just a few years before.) A year later, she received the sacrament of Confirmation from the
Bishop of Baltimore, the Right Reverend John Carroll, the only Catholic bishop in the nation.

In order to support herself and her children, Seton had started an academy for young ladies, as was common
for widows of social standing in that period. After news of her conversion to Catholicism spread, however, most
parents withdrew their daughters from her tutelage. In 1807, students attending a local Protestant Academy
were boarded at her house on Stuyvesant Lane in the Bowery, near St. Mark's Church.[10]
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St. Peter's, Barclay Street, 1785

Mother Seton's tomb in Emmitsburg

Sign of the New York shrine

Seton was about to move to Canada when she met a visiting priest, the
Abbé Louis William Valentine Dubourg, SS, who was a member of the
French émigré community of Sulpician Fathers and then president of St.
Mary's College, Baltimore. The Sulpicians had taken refuge in the
United States from the religious persecution of the Reign of Terror in
France and were in the process of establishing the first Catholic
seminary for the United States, in keeping with the goals of their society.
For several years, Dubourg had envisioned a religious school to meet
the educational needs of the new nation's small Catholic community.[9]

Founder [edit]

After living through many difficulties in life, in 1809 Seton accepted the
invitation of the Sulpicians and moved to Emmitsburg, Maryland. A year
later she established the Saint Joseph's Academy and Free School, a
school dedicated to the education of Catholic girls. This was possible
due to the financial support of Samuel Sutherland Cooper,[6] a wealthy
convert and seminarian at the newly established Mount Saint Mary's
University, begun by John Dubois, S.S., and the Sulpicians.

On July 31, Seton established a religious community in Emmitsburg dedicated to the care of the children of the
poor. This was the first congregation of religious sisters to be founded in the United States, and its school was
the first free Catholic school in America. This modest beginning marked the start of the Catholic parochial
school system in the United States.[11] The congregation was initially called the Sisters of Charity of St.
Joseph's. From that point on, she became known as "Mother Seton". In 1811, the sisters adopted the rules of
the Daughters of Charity, co-founded in France by St. Vincent de Paul and St. Louise de Marillac.

Later life and death [edit]

The remainder of Seton's life was spent in leading and developing the
new congregation. Seton was described as a charming and cultured
lady. Her connections to New York society and the accompanying social
pressures to leave the new life she had created for herself did not deter
her from embracing her religious vocation and charitable mission. The
greatest difficulties she faced were actually internal, stemming from
misunderstandings, interpersonal conflicts and the deaths of two
daughters, other loved ones, and young sisters in the community.

Seton died on January 4, 1821, at the age of 46. Today, her remains
are entombed in the National Shrine of Saint Elizabeth Ann Seton in
Emmitsburg, Maryland.

Legacy [edit]

This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. (September 2016) (Learn how and
when to remove this template message)

By 1830, the Sisters were running orphanages and schools as far west
as Cincinnati and New Orleans, and had established the first hospital
west of the Mississippi in St. Louis.[11]

It had been Seton's original intention to join the Daughters of Charity of
St. Vincent de Paul, but the embargo of France due to the Napoleonic
Wars prevented this connection. It was only decades later, in 1850, that
the Emmitsburg community took the steps to merge with the Daughters,
and to become their first American branch, as their foundress had
envisioned.[11]

Today, six separate religious congregations trace their roots to the beginnings of the Sisters of Charity in
Emmitsburg. In addition to the original community of Sisters at Emmitsburg (now part of the Vincentian order),
they are based in New York City;[12] Cincinnati, Ohio;[13] Halifax, Nova Scotia;[14] Convent Station, New
Jersey;[15] and Greensburg, Pennsylvania.[16] The community at Convent Station established the Academy of
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Statue in St. Raymond's Cemetery,
Bronx, New York

Saint Elizabeth in 1860 and the College of Saint Elizabeth in 1899.

The Daughters of Charity Health Network established Bayley Seton
Hospital in 1980 on the site of the former Marine Hospital Service
hospital in Stapleton, Staten Island, New York.[17] Most of the property is
now the Bayley Seton campus of Richmond University Medical Center,
while a portion is used by New York Foundling, a Catholic social
services organization.

Mother Seton School in Emmitsburg, Maryland, is a direct descendant of
the Saint Joseph's Academy and Free School.[18] It is located less than
a mile from the site of the original school and is sponsored by the
Daughters of Charity.[19] Mother Seton School is a private elementary
school located in Emmitsburg and enrolls 306 students from pre-
kindergarten through 8th grade. Mother Seton School is the 84th-
largest private school in Maryland and the 3,381st-largest nationally. It
has 15 students to every teacher.[20]

In the Philippines, the Elizabeth Seton School in BF Resort Village, Las
Piñas City was established in 1975, the year of Seton's canonization. It
is the largest Catholic school in the city in terms of population.[21]

Elizabeth Seton College, located in Yonkers, New York, was a college
opened to assist young struggling women and men in need of furthering
their education, offering Associate of Science or Associate of
Occupational Science degrees. It merged with Iona College in 1989.

Seton Hall College (now known as Seton Hall University) in South Orange, New Jersey, was founded in 1856 by
Seton's nephew Bishop James Roosevelt Bayley and named after his aunt.[22] Seton Hall Prep is an all boys
High School in West Orange, New Jersey, was formerly associated with the University, but is now independent.

The Seton Hill Schools (now part of Seton Hill University), named for Seton were founded by the Sisters of
Charity in 1885. The university continues to operate in Greensburg, Pennsylvania, under the auspices of the
Sisters of Charity of Seton Hill.

Niagara University in Lewiston, New York, near Niagara Falls, also has a dormitory building named after her,
called Seton Hall.

Elizabeth Seton High School, a Roman Catholic all-girls high school in Bladensburg, Maryland, sponsored by
the Daughters of Charity, and Seton School in Manassas, Virginia, are also named for Mother Seton.

A number of Catholic churches are named for Mother Seton. These include St. Elizabeth Ann Seton Catholic
Church in Crofton, Maryland, established upon her canonization in 1975,[23] in the same Archdiocese of
Baltimore where she had founded Saint Joseph's Academy and Free School. As of 2018, there are churches in
her name in more than 40 states of the United States, plus Canada and Italy.[24]

Saint Seton has been inducted into the National Women's Hall of Fame.[25]

Canonization [edit]

Seton was beatified by Pope John XXIII on March 17, 1963. The pope said on the occasion, "In a house that was
very small, but with ample space for charity, she sowed a seed in America which by Divine Grace grew into a
large tree."[26]

Pope Paul VI canonized Seton on September 14, 1975, in a ceremony in St. Peter's Square. In his words,
"Elizabeth Ann Seton is a saint. St. Elizabeth Ann Seton is an American. All of us say this with special joy, and
with the intention of honoring the land and the nation from which she sprang forth as the first flower in the
calendar of the saints. Elizabeth Ann Seton was wholly American! Rejoice for your glorious daughter. Be proud
of her. And know how to preserve her fruitful heritage."[1]

Seton's feast day is January 4, the eleventh day of Christmastide and the anniversary of her death.[27]

Seton is the patron saint of seafarers[28] and widows.[29]

See also [edit]

Saint Elizabeth Ann Seton, patron saint archive
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Maryland Women's Hall of Fame

1980s
1985 Margaret Brent · Rachel Carson · Rita C. Davidson · Gladys Spellman · Harriet Tubman

1986 Lillie Mae Carroll Jackson · Elizabeth Ann Seton · Henrietta Szold · Jeanette Rosner Wolman · Hiltgunt Zassenhaus

1987 Clara Barton · Frances Harper · Juanita Jackson Mitchell · Mary Shaw Shorb · Helen B. Taussig

1988 Barbara Mikulski · Sadie Kneller Miller · Mary Eliza Risteau · Martha Carey Thomas · Verda Welcome

1989 Bertha Adkins · Eugenie Clark · Lavinia Engle · Lena King Lee · Estelle R. Ramey

1990s
1990 Lucille Maurer · Enolia McMillan · Pauli Murray · Adele Hagner Stamp · Mary Lemist Titcomb

1991 Rita R. Colwell · Mary Elizabeth Lange · Claire McCardell · Bessie Moses · Alta Schrock

1992 Annie Armstrong · Anna Ella Carroll · Rose Kushner · Margaret Collins Schweinhaut · Carmen Delgado Votaw

1993 Rosalyn Blake Bell · Lucille Clifton · Elizabeth King Ellicott · Jean Spencer · Martha Ellicott Tyson

1994 Rosalie Silber Abrams · Mary Elizabeth Banning · Harriet Elizabeth Brown · Connie Morella · Mary Adelaide Nutting

1995 Jill Moss Greenberg · Mary L. Nock · Amanda Taylor Norris · Nettie Barcroft Taylor ·
Euphemia Mary Goldsborough Willson

1996 Madeleine L. Ellicott · Ethel Ennis · Mary Digges Lee · Brigid G. Leventhal · Barbara A. Robinson

1997 Diane L. Adams · Sol del Ande Mendez Eaton · Catherine R. Gira · Helen L. Koss · Rosa Ponselle

1998 Constance Ross Beims · Mary Katherine Goddard · Elaine Ryan Hedges · Mary Carter Smith

1999 Florence Riefle Bahr · Lillian C. Compton · Edith Houghton Hooker · Elizabeth Fran Johnson · Bernice Smith White

2000s
2000 Constance Uriolo Battle · Lois Green Carr · Sonia Pressman Fuentes · Josephine Jacobsen · Rosetta Stith

2001 Kathleen Feeley · Misbah Khan · Charmaine Krohe · Eunice Kennedy Shriver · Sandra W. Tomlinson

2002 Mabel Houze Hubbard · Florence P Kendall · Mary Young Pickersgill · Lorraine Sheehan
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2006 Susan P. Baker · Liebe Sokol Diamond · Bea Gaddy · Marilyn Hughes Gaston · Rebecca Alban Hoffberger ·
Grace Snively

2007 Annette M.Deener · Sally T. Grant · Prasanna Nair · Karen H. Rothenberg · Audrey E. Scott

2008 Ramona McCarthy Hawkins · Ellen Moses Heller · Billie Holiday · Pauline Menes · Toby Orenstein ·
Emily Wilson Walker
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2009 Ilia Fehrer · Diane E. Griffin · Harriet Legum · Allyson R. Solomon · Anne St. Clair Wright

2010s

2010 Claire M. Fraser · Anne Catherine Hoof Green · Irene Morgan Kirkaldy · Almira Hart Lincoln Phelps ·
Bernice R. Sandler · Lillie D. Shockney

2011 Carol W. Greider · Barbara Holdridge · Ligia Peralta · Gertrude Poe · Lucy Diggs Slowe · June A. Willenz

2012 Maureen Black · Margaret Dunkle · Nancy Kopp · Alice Manicur · Diana Gribbon Motz · Gwendolyn Rooks

2013 Helen Delich Bentley · Jean B. Cryor · Charlene Mickens Dukes · Ellen Sauerbrey · Linda A. Shevitz ·
Beatrice P. Tignor

2014 Dorothy F. Bailey · Agnes Kane Callum · Renee E. Fox · Susan K. Goering · Henrietta Lacks · Ann Cipriano Rees

2015 Beverly B. Byron · E. Gail de Planque · Mary S. Feik · Katherine O'Brien · Linda L. Singh · Sue Fryer Ward

2016 Sophia Arabatzis Balis · Oretha Bridgwaters-Simms · Mary C. Goodwillie · Elaine Danforth Harmon · Joanne Katz ·
Lizette Woodworth Reese

2017 Marsha Coleman-Adebayo · Carolyn W. Colvin · Donna F. Edwards · Mary Elizabeth Garrett ·
Katharine Blodgett Gebbie · Kathleen Ledecky · Helen Maroulis · Lilian Welsh

2018 Sandra I. Barnes · Sandra Williams Ortega · Emily Saunders Plummer · Rita L. Robinson · Hattie N. Washington

2019 Marielsa A. Bernard · Augusta T. Chissell · Dominique Dawes · Virginia Hall · Rosa Gumataotao Rios ·
Evelyn Williams Townsend · Phyllis B. Trickett · Pauline Woo Tsui

2020s
2010 Victoria Quille Adams · Evelyn O.A. Darden · Claire L. Parkinson · Nancy Grace Roman · Leslie R. Wolfe

Inductees to the National Women's Hall of Fame

1970–1979

1973

Jane Addams · Marian Anderson · Susan B. Anthony · Clara Barton · Mary McLeod Bethune · Elizabeth Blackwell ·
Pearl S. Buck · Rachel Carson · Mary Cassatt · Emily Dickinson · Amelia Earhart · Alice Hamilton · Helen Hayes ·
Helen Keller · Eleanor Roosevelt · Florence Sabin · Margaret Chase Smith · Elizabeth Cady Stanton ·
Helen Brooke Taussig · Harriet Tubman

1976 Abigail Adams · Margaret Mead · Mildred "Babe" Didrikson Zaharias

1979 Dorothea Dix · Juliette Gordon Low · Alice Paul · Elizabeth Bayley Seton

1980–1989
1981 Margaret Sanger · Sojourner Truth

1982 Carrie Chapman Catt · Frances Perkins

1983 Belva Lockwood · Lucretia Mott

1984 Mary "Mother" Harris Jones · Bessie Smith

1986 Barbara McClintock · Lucy Stone · Harriet Beecher Stowe

1988 Gwendolyn Brooks · Willa Cather · Sally Ride · Ida B. Wells-Barnett

1990–1999
1990 Margaret Bourke-White · Barbara Jordan · Billie Jean King · Florence B. Seibert

1991 Gertrude Belle Elion

1993

Ethel Percy Andrus · Antoinette Blackwell · Emily Blackwell · Shirley Chisholm · Jacqueline Cochran · Ruth Colvin ·
Marian Wright Edelman · Alice Evans · Betty Friedan · Ella Grasso · Martha Wright Griffiths · Fannie Lou Hamer ·
Dorothy Height · Dolores Huerta · Mary Jacobi · Mae Jemison · Mary Lyon · Mary Mahoney · Wilma Mankiller ·
Constance Baker Motley · Georgia O'Keeffe · Annie Oakley · Rosa Parks · Esther Peterson · Jeannette Rankin ·
Ellen Swallow Richards · Elaine Roulet · Katherine Siva Saubel · Gloria Steinem · Helen Stephens · Lillian Wald ·
Madam C. J. Walker · Faye Wattleton · Rosalyn S. Yalow · Gloria Yerkovich

1994

Bella Abzug · Ella Baker · Myra Bradwell · Annie Jump Cannon · Jane Cunningham Croly · Catherine East ·
Geraldine Ferraro · Charlotte Perkins Gilman · Grace Hopper · Helen LaKelly Hunt · Zora Neale Hurston ·
Anne Hutchinson · Frances Wisebart Jacobs · Susette La Flesche · Louise McManus · Maria Mitchell ·
Antonia Novello · Linda Richards · Wilma Rudolph · Betty Bone Schiess · Muriel Siebert · Nettie Stevens ·
Oprah Winfrey · Sarah Winnemucca · Fanny Wright

1995

Virginia Apgar · Ann Bancroft · Amelia Bloomer · Mary Breckinridge · Eileen Collins · Elizabeth Hanford Dole ·
Anne Dallas Dudley · Mary Baker Eddy · Ella Fitzgerald · Margaret Fuller · Matilda Joslyn Gage · Lillian Moller Gilbreth
· Nannerl O. Keohane · Maggie Kuhn · Sandra Day O'Connor · Josephine St. Pierre Ruffin · Pat Schroeder ·
Hannah Greenebaum Solomon

1996
Louisa May Alcott · Charlotte Anne Bunch · Frances Xavier Cabrini · Mary A. Hallaren · Oveta Culp Hobby ·
Wilhelmina Cole Holladay · Anne Morrow Lindbergh · Maria Goeppert Mayer · Ernestine Louise Potowski Rose ·
Maria Tallchief · Edith Wharton

1998

Madeleine Albright · Maya Angelou · Nellie Bly · Lydia Moss Bradley · Mary Steichen Calderone ·
Mary Ann Shadd Cary · Joan Ganz Cooney · Gerty Cori · Sarah Grimké · Julia Ward Howe · Shirley Ann Jackson ·
Shannon Lucid · Katharine Dexter McCormick · Rozanne L. Ridgway · Edith Nourse Rogers · Felice Schwartz ·
Eunice Kennedy Shriver · Beverly Sills · Florence Wald · Angelina Grimké Weld · Chien-Shiung Wu
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2000–2009

2000

Faye Glenn Abdellah · Emma Smith DeVoe · Marjory Stoneman Douglas · Mary Dyer · Sylvia A. Earle ·
Crystal Eastman · Jeanne Holm · Leontine T. Kelly · Frances Oldham Kelsey · Kate Mullany · Janet Reno ·
Anna Howard Shaw · Sophia Smith · Ida Tarbell · Wilma L. Vaught · Mary Edwards Walker · Annie Dodge Wauneka ·
Eudora Welty · Frances E. Willard

2001
Dorothy H. Andersen · Lucille Ball · Rosalynn Carter · Lydia Maria Child · Bessie Coleman · Dorothy Day ·
Marian de Forest · Althea Gibson · Beatrice A. Hicks · Barbara Holdridge · Harriet Williams Russell Strong ·
Emily Howell Warner · Victoria Woodhull

2002 Paulina Kellogg Wright Davis · Ruth Bader Ginsburg · Katharine Graham · Bertha Holt · Mary Engle Pennington ·
Mercy Otis Warren

2003
Linda G. Alvarado · Donna de Varona · Gertrude Ederle · Martha Matilda Harper · Patricia Roberts Harris ·
Stephanie L. Kwolek · Dorothea Lange · Mildred Robbins Leet · Patsy Takemoto Mink · Sacagawea · Anne Sullivan ·
Sheila E. Widnall

2005 Florence Ellinwood Allen · Ruth Fulton Benedict · Betty Bumpers · Hillary Clinton · Rita Rossi Colwell ·
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Ruth Patrick · Rebecca Talbot Perkins · Susan Solomon · Kate Stoneman

2010–2019

2011 St. Katharine Drexel · Dorothy Harrison Eustis · Loretta C. Ford · Abby Kelley Foster · Helen Murray Free ·
Billie Holiday · Coretta Scott King · Lilly Ledbetter · Barbara A. Mikulski · Donna E. Shalala · Kathrine Switzer

2013 Betty Ford · Ina May Gaskin · Julie Krone · Kate Millett · Nancy Pelosi · Mary Joseph Rogers · Bernice Sandler ·
Anna Schwartz · Emma Willard
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Carlotta Walls LaNier · Philippa Marrack · Mary Harriman Rumsey · Eleanor Smeal

2017 Matilda Cuomo · Temple Grandin · Lorraine Hansberry · Victoria Jackson · Sherry Lansing · Clare Boothe Luce ·
Aimee Mullins · Carol Mutter · Janet Rowley · Alice Waters

2019 Gloria Allred · Angela Davis · Sarah Deer · Jane Fonda · Nicole Malachowski · Rose O'Neill · Louise Slaughter ·
Sonia Sotomayor · Laurie Spiegel · Flossie Wong-Staal
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Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael
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Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor
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Doctors
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Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
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Elizabeth Fedde

Fedde circa 1880

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Elisabeth Fedde (December 25, 1850 - February 25, 1921) was a
Norwegian Lutheran Deaconess who established the Norwegian Relief
Society to better serve the Norwegian-American immigrant community.[1]
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Biography [edit]

Elisabeth Fedde was born in Feda in Vest-Agder, Norway on Christmas
Day, December 25, 1850 to Captain Andreas Willumsen Fedde (1814-
1873) and Anne Marie Olsdatter (1818-1864). Her father was a sea
captain who retired when his wife became ill, and he became a farmer.
She had six siblings. After her father died in 1873, Elisabeth trained as
a deaconess at the Lovisenberg Deaconess House (Diakonissehuset Christiania) in Christiania under the
supervision of Cathinka Guldberg, who had herself been trained at the Kaiserswerther Diakonie school and
hospital founded by Theodore Fliedner in Kaiserswerth, Germany.[2][3]

Fedde spent much of her early ministerial career Norway's newest and northernmost diocese. She and another
young deaconess established a medical house in Tromsø, the largest city in Troms county, in 1878, where they
lived and worked under harsh and primitive conditions. On Christmas Day, 1882 (also her thirty-second
birthday), Sister Elisabeth received a letter from her brother-in-law Gabriel Fedde, challenging her to set up a
ministry in New York City for Norwegian seamen there.[4] She sailed for the United States three months later and
arrived on April 9, 1883.[5]

Nine days later, Sister Elisabeth helped found the Norwegian Relief Society, thus establishing her American
ministry. Pastor Andreas Mortensen, whom Gabriel Fedde had served as secretary (after marrying the sister of
the Swedish/Norwegian consul in New York), presided over the service establishing the society. Sister Elizabeth
established a boarding house at 109 Williams Street, near the Seaman's Church (where Rev. Mortensen
served), and rented out three small rooms at $9 per month. Sister Elisabeth also often visited the sick and
distressed poor; her diary about those experiences was later published.[6]

In 1885, Fedde opened a deaconess house to train other women, as well as a nine-bed hospital that expanded
to 30 beds and ultimately became Lutheran Medical Center of Brooklyn. After several years in New York (during
which she corresponded with William Passavant who urged her to take charge of his new hospital in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania), Fedde accepted the invitation of midwestern Lutherans and moved to Minnesota. Shortly after
she arrived in Minneapolis in 1888, Fedde established the Lutheran Deaconess Home. The next year she
helped found the Hospital of the Lutheran Free Church. Fedde also helped Mortensen plan for a third hospital
in Chicago (which opened in 1897), and another in Grand Forks, North Dakota.[7][8]

Eventually, exhausted by her thirteen years working in America, Sister Elisabeth returned to Norway in
November 1895. Shortly after her return, she married the patient Ole Slettebo, a suitor whom she had left to
conduct her missionary work. After nearly a decade on his farm near the southern port city of Egersund,
Rogaland, Fedde sailed back to Brooklyn in 1904 to celebrate an anniversary.[9]

Sister Elisabeth Fedde died on February 25, 1921 in Egersund, Rogaland, Norway. Her husband Ole died three
years later.

Legacy [edit]

The Calendar of Saints of both the Evangelical Lutheran Church in America and the Evangelical Lutheran
Church in Canada remembers Elizabeth Fedde on the anniversary of her death.[10]
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Elizabeth Fry

Elizabeth Fry

Born Elizabeth Gurney
21 May 1780
Norwich, England

Died 12 October 1845 (aged 65)
Ramsgate, England

Spouse(s) Joseph Fry (m. 1800)

Children 11

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Elizabeth Fry (née Gurney; 21 May 1780 – 12 October 1845),
sometimes referred to as Betsy Fry, was an English prison
reformer, social reformer and, as a Quaker, a Christian
philanthropist. She has been called the "angel of prisons".

Fry was a major driving force behind new legislation to make the
treatment of prisoners more humane, and she was supported in
her efforts by Queen Victoria. She was depicted on the Bank of
England £5 note from 2001–2016. Fry kept extensive and
revealing diaries.
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Birth and family background [edit]

Elizabeth Fry was born in Gurney Court, off Magdalen Street, Norwich, Norfolk, England into a prominent
Quaker family, the Gurneys. Her childhood family home was Earlham Hall, which is now part of the University of
East Anglia.[1] Her father, John Gurney (1749–1809), was a partner in Gurney's Bank. Her mother, Catherine,
was a member of the Barclay family who were among the founders of Barclays Bank. Her mother died when
Elizabeth was twelve years old. As one of the oldest girls in the family, Elizabeth was partly responsible for the
care and education of the younger children, including her brother Joseph John Gurney, a philanthropist. One of
her sisters was Louisa Gurney Hoare (1784–1836), a writer on education.

Awakening of social concern [edit]

According to her diary Elizabeth was moved by the preaching of Priscilla Hannah Gurney, Deborah Darby and
William Savery. She had more religious feelings than her immediate family.[2]

Marriage and family [edit]

She met Joseph Fry (1777–1861), a banker and a cousin of the Bristol Fry family, who was also a Quaker,
when she was 20 years old. They married on 19 August 1800 at the Norwich Goat Lane Friends Meeting House
and moved to St Mildred's Court in the City of London. Elizabeth Fry was recorded as a minister of the Religious
Society of Friends in 1811.

Joseph and Elizabeth Fry lived in Plashet House in East Ham between 1809 and 1829, then moved to The
Cedars on Portway in Forest Gate, where they lived until 1844.[3][4] They had eleven children, five sons and six
daughters:

1. Katharine (Kitty) Fry born 22 August 1801, unmarried, died 9 May 1886,[5] who wrote A History of the
Parishes of East and West Ham (published posthumously, 1888)

2. Rachel Elizabeth Fry born 25 March 1803 died 4 Dec 1888, married Francis Cresswell
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Fry reading to inmates in Newgate
prison

3. John Gurney Fry of Warley Lodge, born 1804 died 1872, married Rachel Reynolds, whose mother was a
Barclay

4. William Storrs Fry born 1 June 1806, died 1844, married Juliana Pelly
5. Richenda Fry born 18 February 1808, died 1884, married Foster Reynolds
6. Joseph Fry born 20 September 1809, died 1896, married Alice Partridge
7. Elizabeth (Betsy) Fry born February 1811, died 1816, aged 5
8. Hannah Fry born on 12 September 1812 died on 10 March 1895, married William Champion Streatfeild
9. Louisa Fry born 1814, died 1896, married Raymond Pelly (brother of Juliana, William's wife)

10. Samuel Fry born 1816 (known as "Gurney"), died 1902, married Sophia Pinkerton, aunt to poet and
translator Percy Edward Pinkerton

11. Daniel Fry, known as "Henry" or "Harry", born October 1822 died 1892, married Lucy Sheppard

Prompted by a family friend, Stephen Grellet, Fry visited Newgate Prison
in 1813. The conditions she saw there horrified her.[6] The women's
section was overcrowded with women and children, some of whom had
not even received a trial. The prisoners did their own cooking and
washing in the small cells in which they slept on straw.

She returned the following day with food and clothes for some
prisoners. She was unable to personally further her work for nearly four
years because of difficulties within the Fry family, including financial
difficulties in the Fry bank. During the 1812 financial panic in the City of
London, William Fry had lent a large amount of the bank's money to his
wife's family, undermining its solvency. Elizabeth's brother John Gurney, brother-in-law Samuel Hoare III and
cousin Hudson Gurney made a large investment in the W.S. Fry & Sons bank to stabilize things.[7]

Fry returned in 1816 and was eventually able to fund a prison school for the children who were imprisoned with
their mothers. Rather than attempt to impose discipline on the women, she suggested rules and then asked the
prisoners to vote on them. In 1817 she helped found the Association for the Reformation of the Female
Prisoners in Newgate. This association provided materials for women so that they could learn to sew patchwork
which was calming and also allowed skills to develop, such as needlework[8] and knitting which could offer
employment when they were out of prison and then could earn money for themselves.[9] This approach was
copied elsewhere and led to the eventual creation of the British Ladies' Society for Promoting the Reformation
of Female Prisoners in 1821.[10] Hannah Bevan, Elizabeth Pryor, Elizabeth Hanbury and Katherine Fry were
visiting convict ships the following year. (Elizabeth Pryor was in time disowned after she asked the prison
authorities for remuneration for her work.[11])

She also promoted the idea of rehabilitation instead of harsh punishment which was taken on by the city
authorities in London as well as many other authorities and prisons.

In 1827, Fry visited women prisoners in Ireland (see Memoirs of Mrs. Elizabeth Fry, Thomas Timpson, NY:
Stanford & Swords, 1847, pp. 82-99).

Elizabeth Fry also campaigned for the rights and welfare of prisoners who were being transported. The women
of Newgate Prison were taken through the streets of London in open carts, often in chains, huddled together
with their few possessions. They were pelted with rotten food and filth by the people of the city. The fear was
often enough to make women condemned to transportation riot on the evening before. Fry's first action was to
persuade the Governor of Newgate prison to send the women in closed carriages and spare them this last
indignity before transportation. She visited prison ships and persuaded captains to implement systems to
ensure each woman and child would at least get a share of food and water on the long journey. Later she
arranged each woman to be given scraps of material and sewing tools so that they could use the long journey
to make quilts and have something to sell as well as useful skills when they reached their destination. She also
included a bible and useful items such as string and knives and forks in this vital care package. Elizabeth Fry
visited 106 transport ships and saw 12,000 convicts. Her work helped to start a movement for the abolition of
transportation. Transportation was officially abolished in 1837, however Elizabeth Fry was still visiting
transportation ships until 1843.[12]

Elizabeth Fry wrote in her book Prisons in Scotland and the North of England that she stayed the night in some
of the prisons and invited nobility to come and stay and see for themselves the conditions prisoners lived in. Her
kindness helped her gain the friendship of the prisoners and they began to try to improve their conditions for
themselves. Thomas Fowell Buxton, Fry's brother-in-law, was elected to Parliament for Weymouth and began to
promote her work among his fellow MPs. In 1818 Fry gave evidence to a House of Commons committee on the
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conditions prevalent in British prisons, becoming the first woman to present evidence in Parliament.

Humanitarian work [edit]

Elizabeth Fry also helped the homeless, establishing a "nightly shelter" in London after seeing the body of a
young boy in the winter of 1819/1820. In 1824, during a visit to Brighton, she instituted the Brighton District
Visiting Society.[6] The society arranged for volunteers to visit the homes of the poor and provide help and
comfort to them. The plan was successful and was duplicated in other districts and towns across Britain.

Elizabeth Fry used her influential network and worked with other prominent Quakers to campaign for the
abolition of the slave trade.

After her husband went bankrupt in 1828, Fry's brother became her business manager and benefactor. Thanks
to him, her work went on and expanded.

In 1838, the Friends sent a party to France. Fry and her husband, as well as Lydia Irving, and abolitionists
Josiah Forster and William Allen were among the people sent. They were there on other business but despite
the language barrier, Fry and Lydia Irving visited French prisons.[10]

In 1840 Fry opened a training school for nurses. Her programme inspired Florence Nightingale, who took a
team of Fry's nurses to assist wounded soldiers in the Crimean War.

In 1842, Frederick William IV of Prussia went to see Fry in Newgate Prison during an official visit to Great
Britain. The King of Prussia, who had met the social reformer during her previous tours of the continent
promoting welfare change and humanitarianism, was so impressed by her work that he told his reluctant
courtiers that he would personally visit the gaol when he was in London.[13]

Reputation [edit]

One admirer was Queen Victoria, who granted her an audience a few times before she was Queen and
contributed money to her cause after she ascended to the throne.[12] Another admirer was Robert Peel who
passed several acts to further her cause including the Gaols Act 1823. The act was largely ineffective, because
there were no inspectors to make sure that it was being followed.

Following her death in 1845, a meeting chaired by the Lord Mayor of London, resolved that it would be fitting "to
found an asylum to perpetuate the memory of Mrs Fry and further the benevolent objects to which her life had
been devoted."[citation needed] A fine 18th-century town house was purchased at 195 Mare Street, in the London
Borough of Hackney and the first Elizabeth Fry refuge opened its doors in 1849. It was intended to provide
temporary shelter for young women discharged from metropolitan gaols or police offices.[14] Funding came via
subscriptions from various city companies and private individuals, supplemented by income from the inmates'
laundry and needlework. Such training was an important part of the refuge's work. In 1924, the refuge merged
with the Manor House Refuge for the Destitute, in Dalston in Hackney. The hostel soon moved to larger
premises in Highbury, Islington and then, in 1958, to Reading, where it remains today. The original building in
Hackney became the CIU New Lansdowne Club but became vacant in 2000 and has fallen into disrepair.
Hackney Council, in 2009, was leading efforts to restore the building and bring it back into use. The building did
undergo substantial refurbishment work in 2012 but as of July 2013, the entire building is for sale. The building
and Elizabeth Fry are commemorated by a plaque at the entrance gateway.

Death [edit]

Fry died from a stroke in Ramsgate, England, on 12 October 1845. Her remains were buried in the Friends'
burial ground at Barking.[6] Seamen of the Ramsgate Coast Guard flew their flag at half mast in respect of Mrs
Fry; a practice that until this occasion had been officially reserved for the death of a ruling monarch.[15] More
than a thousand people stood in silence during the burial at the Ramsgate memorial.

Memorials [edit]

There are a number of memorials which commemorate places where Fry lived. There are plaques located at
her birthplace of Gurney Court in Norwich; her childhood home of Earlham Hall; St. Mildred's Court, City of
London, where she lived when she was first married; and Arklow House, her final home and place of death in
Ramsgate. Her name heads the list on the southern face of the Reformers Monument in Kensal Green
Cemetery, London. She is depicted in stained glass at All Saints Church, Cambridge alongside Edith Cavell and
Josephine Butler.

Due to her work as a prison reformer, there are several memorials to Elizabeth Fry. One of the buildings which
make up the Home Office headquarters, 2 Marsham St, is named after her. She is also commemorated in
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Elizabeth Fry's name on the
Reformers Monument, Kensal Green
Cemetery

Fry's statue in the Old Bailey

prisons and courthouses, including a terracotta bust in the gatehouse of
HM Prison Wormwood Scrubs and a stone statue in the Old Bailey. The
Canadian Association of Elizabeth Fry Societies honours her memory by
advocating for women who are in the criminal justice system. They also
celebrate and promote a National Elizabeth Fry Week in Canada each
May.

Elizabeth Fry is also commemorated in a number of educational and
care-based settings. The University of East Anglia's School of Social
Work and Psychology is housed in a building named after her. There is
an Elizabeth Fry Ward at Scarborough General Hospital in North
Yorkshire, United Kingdom. A road is named for Fry at Guilford College,
a school in Greensboro, North Carolina, which was founded by
Quakers. There is a bust of Elizabeth Fry located in East Ham Library,
in the London Borough of Newham.

Quakers also acknowledge Elizabeth Fry as a prominent member. Her
grave at the former Society of Friends Burial Ground, located off
Whiting Avenue in Barking, Essex, was restored and received a new
commemorative marble plinth in October 2003. In February 2007, a
plaque was erected in her honour at the Friends Meeting House in
Upper Goat Lane, Norwich. Fry is also depicted in the Quaker Tapestry,
on panels E5 and E6. She is also honoured by other Christian
denominations. In the Lady Chapel of Manchester's Anglican Cathedral,
one of the portrait windows of Noble Women on the west wall of the
Chapel features Elizabeth Fry. The Church of England includes her on
its liturgical calendar  on Oct. 12.

From 2001–2016, Fry was depicted on the reverse of £5 notes issued
by the Bank of England. She was shown reading to prisoners at
Newgate Prison. The design also incorporated a key, representing the
key to the prison which was awarded to Fry in recognition of her work.[16] However, as of 2016, Fry's image on
these notes was replaced by that of Winston Churchill.[17] She was one of the social reformers honoured on an
issue of UK commemorative stamps in 1976.

There is a road in Johannesburg, South Africa named after Fry.[18]

Fry's extensive diaries have been transcribed and studied.[19]

Selected works [edit]

(1827) Observations on the visiting, superintendence and government, of female prisoners Y E S

(1831) Texts for every day in the year, principally practical & devotional
(1841) An address of Christian counsel and caution to emigrants to newly-settled colonies

Ancestry [edit]

16. John Gurney
8. Joseph Gurney

17. Elizabeth Swanton
4. John Gurney

18. Joshua Middleton
9. Hannah Middleton

19. Dorothy Draper
2. John Gurney

20. Henry Kett
10. Richard Kett

21. Sarah Baker
5. Elizabeth Kett

22. Thomas Tyrrell
11. Rachel Tyrrell

23. Elizabeth
1. Elizabeth Gurney Fry

24. Jonathan Bell
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Elizabeth Hesselblad

Saint
Elizabeth Hesselblad

O.Ss.S.

Religious
Born 4 June 1870

Fåglavik, Västra Götaland
County, Sweden

Died 24 April 1957 (aged 86)
Rome, Italy

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 9 April 2000, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Canonized 5 June 2016, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
Francis

Feast June 4

Attributes Religious habit

Patronage Bridgettine Sisters
Nurses
Converts

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Maria Elizabeth Hesselblad (4 June 1870 – 24 April 1957), was
a Swedish nurse who was a convert to the Catholic Church and
founded a new form of life of the Bridgettines known as the
Bridgettine Sisters. She was a professed member of the
Bridgettine order. Hesselblad is recognized as a Righteous Among
the Nations due to her efforts in World War II saving the lives of
Jews during the genocide of the Holocaust.

Pope John Paul II beatified her on 9 April 2000 and Pope Francis
approved her canonization in late 2015; the canonization date was
determined on 15 March 2016 and was celebrated on 5 June 2016
in Saint Peter's Square.[1]
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Life [edit]

Early life and conversion [edit]

Maria Elizabeth Hesselblad born on 4 June 1870 as the fifth of
thirteen children born to August Robert Hesselblad and Cajsa
Petersdotter Dag – Lutheran parents from Fåglavik in Västra
Götaland County; she had a brother: Thur. She was baptized the
following month and received into the Lutheran Church of Sweden
in her parish of Hudene.[2]

By 1886, she had to work to help them make ends meet. At first she looked for work in Sweden, but eventually
emigrated to the United States of America in 1888, where she studied nursing at Roosevelt Hospital in New York
City. While there, she did home nursing, which brought her into contact with the Catholic faith of many of the
poor for whom she cared. She developed an interest in that faith while deep prayer and personal study led her
down the path of conversion, and on 15 August 1902 – the Feast of the Assumption – she received conditional
baptism from a Jesuit priest, Johann Georg Hagen, in the chapel of the Georgetown Visitation Monastery in
Washington, D.C.[3] Hagen also became her spiritual director.[2] As she reflected on that moment, she wrote: "In
an instant the love of God was poured over me. I understood that I could respond to that love only through
sacrifice and a love prepared to suffer for His glory and for the Church. Without hesitation I offered Him my life,
and my will to follow Him on the Way of the Cross".[2] Two days later, she received her First Communion and
would depart for Europe.

Hesselblad approached Hagen and asked that she be received into the Church at once to which Hagen said:
"My dear daughter, how could I do that? I have just met you". She said: "My father, forgive me, but I have fought
in darkness for twenty years; for many years I have studied the Catholic faith and have prayed for a strong faith
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Canonization Mass on 5 June 2016.

... I now possess this faith, and I am ready to submit to an examination on all the points of doctrine". Hagen
questioned this, and after great consideration told her: "I see no reason not to receive you unto the Church.
Today is August 12, and the 15th will be the Feast of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary. That day, I will
receive you into the Catholic Church; the following Sunday, the 17th, you will be able to receive Holy
Communion. Spend these few days in retreat and come to see me twice a day for lessons".[4] It was in that same
year that her brother, Thur, converted to Catholicism.

As a religious [edit]

Hesselblad then made a pilgrimage to
Rome, where she received the sacrament
of Confirmation. She also visited the house
of Bridget of Sweden there, where Bridget
had spent the last half of her life, which
made a deep impression upon her. At that
point she felt called to dedicate her life to

the work of Christian unity. She returned to New York City briefly, only to go back to Rome, where, on 25 March
1904, she was welcomed as a guest by the nuns of the Carmelite monastery housed there; Mother Hedwig –
the prioress – welcomed her after hesitating to accept her due to her weak health. However, she allowed her on
the condition of a period of probation.[3] Yet it was at this point she fell gravely ill and even had to receive the
Extreme Unction.[4] She slowly recovered and held out against her family's pleas to return to Sweden.

She petitioned the Holy See to be able to make religious vows under the Rule of the Order which Brigid had
founded, and had been a prominent presence in the Church in Sweden before the Protestant Reformation had
taken hold there. She received special permission for this from Pope Pius X in 1906, at which time she assumed
the Bridgettine religious habit, including its distinctive element of a silver crown.[5] She professed into the hands
of Hagen on 22 June 1906, the Feast of the Sacred Heart.

Hesselblad attempted to revive interest in the order and its founder in both Sweden and Rome. Her proposal to
establish a monastery of the order on the site where Bridget had lived received no volunteers from the few
monasteries of the order still in existence. Giving up on the intention of following the established way of life in
the order, she proposed one which included the care of the sick. To this end she was joined by three young
women from England, whom she received on 9 November 1911, with which the new congregation was
established. Their particular mission was to pray and work, especially for the conversion of the Scandinavian
people to the Catholic Church.[3]

Hesselblad returned to her homeland of Sweden in 1923, where she was able to establish a community in
Djursholm, while she worked nursing the sick poor. The new congregation was established in England in 1931
after receiving the approval of the Holy See.[6] That same year, Hesselblad obtained the House of Saint Bridget
in Rome for her new congregation. A foundation was made in India in 1937 which drew many new members.[5]

Her order received canonical approval on 7 July 1940.

Hesselblad became known as "the second Bridget". During World War II – and after – she performed many
charitable works on the behalf of the poor and those that suffered due to racial laws and also promoted a
movement for peace that involved Christians and non-Christians, and she became part of their journey to faith
and to the Church.[2] The war also saw her save the lives of Jews who would have otherwise perished in the
Holocaust had it not been for her direct intervention.

Her apostolic zeal contributed to the conversion of the Baptist minister Piero Chuminelli – author of a
biographical account of Bridget of Sweden – and she also had close ties to the former Chief Rabbi of Rome
Israel Zolli (Eugenio) who converted to the faith in 1946.[4]

Death [edit]

Her health declined around the time when officials prepared the canonical visit of her order. On 23 April 1957
she gave her blessing to the sisters and held her raised hands in a solemn gesture in which she murmured: "Go
to Heaven with hands full of love and virtues". She received the sacraments thereafter.[4]

Hesselblad died in Rome on 24 April 1957 in the first hours of the morning – it was Easter Wednesday.

Sainthood [edit]

Process and beatification [edit]

The sainthood process commenced in Rome in 1987 and concluded its work in 1990. During this period the
Congregation for the Causes of Saints approved the cause and her being granted the title of Servant of God on
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4 February 1988 – the first official stage in the process. The diocesan process was ratified on 21 June 1991
which allowed for the submission of the Positio to Rome for further investigation. Theologians granted the cause
their approval on 10 November 1998 while the C.C.S. approved it also on 16 March 1999.

Pope John Paul II proclaimed her to be Venerable on 26 March 1999 after he recognized that she had lived a
model Christian life of heroic virtue. The miracle requested for her beatification was investigated in 1996 and
received ratification in Rome on 17 October 1998. The pope approved it at the beginning of 2000 allowing for
her beatification on the following 9 April 2000.

Canonization [edit]

Pope Francis approved the second miracle attributed to her on 14 December 2015 which would allow for her
future canonization; the date was decided at an ordinary consistory of cardinals on 15 March 2016 and was
celebrated in Saint Peter's Square on 5 June 2016.[7]

The miracle was investigated in the diocese of its origin in Cuba in February 2014 – the miracle in question
occurred in the late 2000s – and was validated in Rome on 20 June 2014. A medical board approved the
miracle in April 2015.

Distinctions [edit]

 Israel: Righteous Among the Nations by Yad Vashem (2004), due to her work in assisting Jews during
World War II[8]

 Sovereign Military Order of Malta: Order pro merito Melitensi

See also [edit]

Rescue of Jews by Catholics during the Holocaust
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Saint Elizabeth Rose
Died 1130

Rozoy le Vieil, Loiret, France

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 13 December

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other people named Elizabeth Rose, see Elizabeth Rose (disambiguation).

Elizabeth Rose was a Benedictine nun at Chelles, France. She
founded the convent of Sainte-Marie-du-Rozoy,[1] near Courtenay,
Loiret, France, and served as its first abbess. Eventually she
retired to live as an anchoress in a hollow oak tree.[2]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ St. Elizabeth Rose  Catholic Online
2. ^ Saint Elizabeth Rose  Archived  2009-12-16 at the Wayback Machine Patron Saint Index
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Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
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  (Redirected from Elizabeth Rose (benedict nun))

For other people named Elizabeth Rose, see Elizabeth Rose (disambiguation).

Elizabeth Rose was a Benedictine nun at Chelles, France. She
founded the convent of Sainte-Marie-du-Rozoy,[1] near Courtenay,
Loiret, France, and served as its first abbess. Eventually she
retired to live as an anchoress in a hollow oak tree.[2]
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Elizabeth of Hungary

Saint
Elizabeth of Hungary T.O.S.F.

Elizabeth of Hungary by Francisco de Zurbarán

Widow and religious
Born 7 July 1207

Pozsony, Kingdom of Hungary
(modern-day Bratislava,
Slovakia)

Died 17 November 1231 (aged 24)
Marburg, Landgraviate of
Thuringia, Holy Roman Empire
(modern-day Hesse, Germany)

Venerated in Catholic Church
Anglican Communion
Lutheranism

Canonized 27 May 1235[1][2][3], Perugia,
Italy by Pope Gregory IX

Major shrine St Elisabeth Cathedral, Košice,
Slovakia 
St. Elizabeth Church, Marburg,
Germany

Feast 17 November
19 November (General Roman
Calendar of 1960)[4]

Attributes Roses, crown, food basket

Patronage hospitals, nurses, bakers,
brides, countesses, dying
children, exiles, homeless
people, lace-makers, widows,
Roman Catholic Archdiocese of
Jaro, Third Order of Saint Francis
and the city of Košice, Slovakia[5]

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other Hungarian princesses named Elizabeth, see Elizabeth of Hungary (disambiguation).

Elizabeth of Hungary (German: Heilige Elisabeth von Thüringen,
Hungarian: Árpád-házi Szent Erzsébet; 7 July 1207 – 17
November 1231),[6] also known as Saint Elizabeth of Thuringia
or Saint Elisabeth of Thuringia, was a princess of the Kingdom
of Hungary, Landgravine of Thuringia, Germany, and a greatly
venerated Catholic saint who was an early member of the Third
Order of St. Francis, by which she is honored as its patroness.[7]

Elizabeth was married at the age of 14, and widowed at 20.[8] After
her husband's death she sent her children away and regained her
dowry, using the money to build a hospital where she herself
served the sick. She became a symbol of Christian charity after
her death at the age of 24 and was canonized on 25 May 1235.
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Early life and marriage [edit]

Elizabeth was the daughter of King Andrew II of Hungary and
Gertrude of Merania. Her mother's sister was Hedwig of Andechs,
wife of Duke Heinrich I of Silesia.[6] Her ancestry included many
notable figures of European royalty, going back as far as Vladimir
the Great of the Kievan Rus. According to tradition, she was born
in Hungary, possibly in the castle of Sárospatak (discussed below),
on 7 July 1207.[9][10][11]

A sermon printed in 1497 by the Franciscan friar Osvaldus de Lasco, a church official in Hungary, is the first to
name Sárospatak as Elizabeth's birthplace, perhaps building on local tradition. The veracity of this account is
not without reproach: Osvaldus also translates the miracle of the roses (see below) to Elizabeth's childhood in
Sárospatak and has her leave Hungary at the age of five.[12]

According to a different tradition she was born in Pozsony, Hungary, (present-day Bratislava, Slovakia), where
she lived in the Castle of Posonium until the age of four. Elizabeth was brought to the court of the rulers of
Thuringia in central Germany, to be betrothed to Louis IV, Landgrave of Thuringia[8] (also known as Ludwig IV),
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St. Elizabeth washing a sick man
a scene from the main altar of St.
Elisabeth Cathedral in Kassa, 15th
century

St. Elizabeth spinning wool for the
poor by Marianne Stokes (1895)

a future union which would reinforce political alliances between the families.[a] She was raised by the Thuringian
court and would have been familiar with the local language and culture.

In 1221, at the age of fourteen, Elizabeth married Louis; the same year
he was enthroned as Landgrave, and the marriage appears to have
been happy.

Religious inclinations, influences [edit]

In 1223, Franciscan friars arrived, and the teenage Elizabeth not only
learned about the ideals of Francis of Assisi, but started to live them.[14]

Louis was not upset by his wife's charitable efforts, believing that the
distribution of his wealth to the poor would bring eternal reward; he is
venerated in Thuringia as a saint, though he was never canonized by
the Church.[15]

It was also about this time that the priest and later inquisitor Konrad von
Marburg gained considerable influence over Elizabeth when he was
appointed as her confessor. In the spring of 1226, when floods, famine,
and plague wrought havoc in Thuringia, Louis, a staunch supporter of
the Hohenstaufen Frederick II, Holy Roman Emperor, represented
Frederick II at the Imperial Diet held in Cremona.

Elizabeth assumed control of affairs at home and distributed alms in all
parts of their territory, even giving away state robes and ornaments to the poor. Below Wartburg Castle, she
built a hospital with twenty-eight beds and visited the inmates daily to attend to them.

Widowhood [edit]

Elizabeth's life changed irrevocably on 11 September 1227 when Louis,
en route to join the Sixth Crusade, died of a fever in Otranto, Italy, just a
few weeks before the birth of her daughter Gertrude. Upon hearing the
news of her husband's death, Elizabeth reportedly said, "He is dead. He
is dead. It is to me as if the whole world died today."[16] His remains were
returned to Elizabeth in 1228 and entombed at the Abbey of
Reinhardsbrunn.

After Louis' death, his brother, Henry Raspe, assumed the regency
during the minority of Elizabeth's eldest child, Hermann (1222–1241).
After bitter arguments over the disposal of her dowry — a conflict in
which Konrad was appointed as the official Defender of her case by
Pope Gregory IX — Elizabeth left the court at Wartburg and moved to
Marburg in Hesse.

Up to 1888 it was believed, on account of the testimony of one of
Elizabeth's servants during the canonization process, that Elizabeth was
driven from the Wartburg in the winter of 1227 by her brother-in-law,
Heinrich Raspe, who acted as regent for her son, then only five years
old. About 1888 various investigators (Börner, Mielke, Wenck, E.
Michael, etc.) asserted that Elizabeth left the Wartburg voluntarily. She
was not able at the castle to follow Konrad's command to eat only food
obtained in a way that was certainly right and proper.[6]

Following her husband's death, Elizabeth made solemn vows to Konrad similar to those of a nun. These vows
included celibacy, as well as complete obedience to Konrad as her confessor and spiritual director. Konrad's
treatment of Elizabeth was extremely harsh, and he held her to standards of behavior which were almost
impossible to meet. Among the punishments he is alleged to have ordered were physical beatings; he also
ordered her to send away her three children. Her pledge to celibacy proved a hindrance to her family's political
ambitions. Elizabeth was more or less held hostage at Pottenstein, the castle of her uncle, Bishop Ekbert of
Bamberg, in an effort to force her to remarry. Elizabeth, however, held fast to her vow, even threatening to cut
off her own nose so that no man would find her attractive enough to marry.[17]

Elizabeth's second child Sophie of Thuringia (1224–1275) married Henry II, Duke of Brabant, and was the
ancestress of the Landgraves of Hesse, since in the War of the Thuringian Succession she won Hesse for her
son Heinrich I, called the Child. Elizabeth's third child, Gertrude of Altenberg (1227–1297), was born several
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A statue showing the miracle of the
roses in the rose garden in front of the
neo-Gothic church dedicated to her at
Roses' Square (Rózsák tere),
Budapest.[20]

Elisabethkirche in Marburg

Floorplan of Elisabethkirche

weeks after the death of her father; she became abbess of the monastery of Altenberg Abbey, Hesse near
Wetzlar.[18]

Elizabeth built a hospital at Marburg for the poor and the sick with the money from her dowry, where she and
her companions cared for them.[19]

Lifetime legends [edit]

Miracle of the Roses [edit]

Elizabeth is perhaps best known for her miracle of the roses which says
that whilst she was taking bread to the poor in secret, she met her
husband Ludwig on a hunting party, who, in order to quell suspicions of
the gentry that she was stealing treasure from the castle, asked her to
reveal what was hidden under her cloak. In that moment, her cloak fell
open and a vision of white and red roses could be seen, which proved
to Ludwig that God's protecting hand was at work.[21]

Her husband, according to the vitae, was never troubled by her charity
and always supported it. In some versions of this story, it is her brother
in law, Heinrich Raspe, who questions her. Hers is one of many miracles
that associate Christian saints with roses.

Crucifix in the bed [edit]

Another story told of Elizabeth, also found in Dietrich of Apolda's Vita,
relates how she laid the leper Helias of Eisenach in the bed she shared
with her husband. Her mother-in-law, who was horrified, told this
immediately to Ludwig on his return. When Ludwig removed the
bedclothes in great indignation, at that instant "Almighty God opened
the eyes of his soul, and instead of a leper he saw the figure of Christ
crucified stretched upon the bed."[21] This story also appears in Franz Liszt's oratorio about Elizabeth.[22]

Death and legacy [edit]

In 1231, Elizabeth died in Marburg at the age of twenty-four.[23]

Miracles after death and canonization [edit]

Very soon after the death of Elizabeth, miracles were reported that
happened at her grave in the church of the hospital, especially those of
healing. On the suggestion of Konrad, and by papal command,
examinations were held of those who had been healed between August
1232 and January 1235. The results of those examinations was
supplemented by a brief vita of the saint-to-be, and together with the
testimony of Elizabeth's handmaidens and companions (bound in a
booklet called the Libellus de dictis quatuor ancillarum s. Elizabeth
confectus), proved sufficient reason for quick canonization. She was
canonized by Pope Gregory IX on 24 May 1235.[23]

Elizabeth's shrine became one of the main German centers of
pilgrimage of the 14th century and early 15th century. During the
course of the 15th century, the popularity of the cult of St Elizabeth
slowly faded, though to some extent this was mitigated by an aristocratic
devotion to St Elizabeth, since through her daughter Sophia she was an
ancestor of many leading aristocratic German families.

The papal bull declaring her a saint is on display in the Schatzkammer
of the Deutschordenskirche in Vienna, Austria. Her body was laid in a
magnificent golden shrine—still to be seen today—in the Marburg
church bearing her name. But three hundred years after her death, one
of Elizabeth's many descendants, the Landgrave Philip I "the
Magnanimous" of Hesse, a leader of the Protestant Reformation and one of the most important supporters of
Martin Luther, raided the church in Marburg and demanded that the Teutonic Order hand over Elizabeth's
bones, in order to disperse her relics and thus put an end to the already declining pilgrimages to Marburg.[6]
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Elisabeth church in Grave, The
Netherlands

Philip took away the crowned agate chalice in which her head rested,
but returned it after being imprisoned by Charles V, Holy Roman
Emperor.

The reliquary chalice was subsequently plundered by Swedish troops
during the Thirty Years' War and is now on display at The Swedish
History Museum in Stockholm.[24] Her skull and some of her bones can
be seen at the Viennese convent bearing her name. A portion of her
relics were kept in the church of the Carmelites at Brussels; another in
the magnificent chapel of La Roche-Guyon, upon the Seine, and a
considerable part in a precious shrine is in the electoral treasury of
Hanover.[25]

The Elisabethkirche is now a Protestant church, but has spaces set aside for Catholic worship. Marburg
became a center of the Teutonic Order, which adopted St. Elizabeth as its secondary patroness. The Order
remained in Marburg until its official dissolution by Napoleon in 1803.

Association with the Franciscans [edit]

After her death, Elizabeth was commonly associated with the Third Order of Saint Francis, the primarily lay
branch of the Franciscan Order, which has helped propagate her cult. Whether she ever actually joined the
order, only recently founded in 1221, the year when she married Louis at the age of fourteen, is not proven to
everyone's satisfaction.[26]

It must be kept in mind though that the Third Order was such a new development in the Franciscan movement,
that no one official ritual had been established at that point. Elizabeth clearly had a ceremony of consecration in
which she adopted a Franciscan religious habit in her new way of life, as noted above.

From her support of the friars sent to Thuringia, she was made known to the founder, St Francis of Assisi, who
sent her a personal message of blessing shortly before his death in 1226. Upon her canonization she was
declared the patron saint of the Third Order of St Francis, an honor she shares with St Louis IX of France.

Depiction in art and music [edit]

Saint Elizabeth is often depicted holding a basket of bread, or some other sort of food or beverage,
characteristic of her devotion to the poor and hungry.[27] The "Miracle of the roses" has also proved a popular
theme for artists.

Miracle of the roses

 

St Elizabeth, Miracle of
the roses

 

From Sint
Elisabethskerk, Grave,
Netherlands

 

From Sint
Elisabethskerk, Grave,
Netherlands

Statue of Saint Elizabeth
in St Francis Xavier
Catholic Church,
Superior, Wisconsin

 

Berg Maria Trost - St
Elisabeth von Thüringen

 

Karl von Blaas,
Rosenwunder

 

St. Elisabeth of Hungary
(stained glass, 18th
century, City Museum of
Ljubljana)

Peter Janssens composed a musical play ("Musikspiel") Elisabeth von Thüringen in 1984 on a libretto by
Hermann Schulze-Berndt [de].
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2007 octocentennial celebrations [edit]

The year 2007 was proclaimed Elizabeth Year in Marburg. All year, events commemorating Elizabeth's life and
works were held, culminating in a town-wide festival to celebrate the 800th anniversary of her birth on 7 July
2007. Pilgrims came from all over the world for the occasion, which ended with a special service in the Elisabeth
Church that evening.

A new musical based on Elizabeth's life, Elisabeth--die Legende einer Heiligen (Elizabeth--Legend of a Saint),
starring Sabrina Weckerlin as Elizabeth, Armin Kahn as Ludwig, and Chris Murray as Konrad, premiered in
Eisenach in 2007. It was performed in Eisenach and Marburg for two years, and closed in Eisenach in July
2009.[28][29]

The entire Third Order of St. Francis, both the friars and sisters of the Third Order Regular and the Secular
Franciscan Order, joined in this celebration through a two-year-long program of study of her life. This was
conducted throughout the Order, across the globe. There were also religious ceremonies held worldwide during
that period. The yearlong observance of the centennial which began on her feast day in 2007 was closed at the
General Chapter of the Order, held in Budapest in 2008. The New York region of the Order produced a movie
of her life, produced by a sister of the Order, Lori Pieper.[30]

Ancestry [edit]

Ancestors of Elizabeth of Hungary
16. Béla II of Hungary

8. Géza II of Hungary
17. Helena of Raška

4. Béla III of Hungary
18. Mstislav I of Kiev

9. Euphrosyne of Kiev
19. Liubava Dmitrievna Zavidich

2. Andrew II of Hungary
20. Henri, Lord of Châtillon

10. Raynald of Châtillon
21. Ermengarde de Montjay

5. Agnes of Antioch
22. Bohemund II of Antioch

11. Constance of Antioch
23. Alice of Jerusalem

1. Saint Elisabeth of
Hungary

24. Berthold II, Count of Andechs
12. Berthold III, Count of Andechs

25. Sophie of Istria
6. Berthold IV, Duke of Merania

26. Otto IV, Count of Wittelsbach
13. Hedwig of Wittelsbach

27. Heilika of Pettendorf-Lengenfeld-Hopfenohe
3. Gertrude of Merania

28. Conrad, Margrave of Meissen
14. Dedi III, Margrave of Lusatia

29. Luitgard of Elchingen-Ravenstein
7. Agnes of Wettin and Rochlitz

30. Goswin II of Heinsberg
15. Matilda of Heinsberg

31. Aleidis von Sommerschenburg

Honors [edit]

Saint Elisabeth Of Hungary: on the seventh century of her death, Hungary issued a set of four stamps in her
honor: on 21 April 1932;[31] on 1 August 1944 one postage stamp was issued;[32] on 16 July 1938
Czechoslovakia issued a stamp in her honor showing the St. Elisabeth Cathedral in Košice.[33] She was
declared the patron saint of the same city in 2019. [34]

Gallery [edit]
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Woodcarved polychrome
sculpture of St Elizabeth
with a beggar, by Rudolf
Moroder, Parish church
of Urtijëi, Italy.

 

Saint Elizabeth takes
care of the sick

 

From Sint
Elisabethskerk, Grave,
Netherlands
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Netherlands

The Charity of St
Elizabeth of Hungary,
1895

 

The Elizabeth Bower,
Wartburg.

 

Philip Hermogenes
Calderon, St Elizabeth of
Hungary's Great Act of
Renunciation (1891)

 

Engraved print of St
Elizabeth, Birmingham
Museum of Art

Saint Elizabeth of
Hungary by Théophile
Lybaert

 

17th Century engraving of
Saint Elizabeth with a
beggar, by A. Houatt

 

The Reliquary of St.
Elizabeth, taken as war
booty by the Swedish
army during the Thirty
Years War and currently
in the Swedish History
Museum, Stockholm

See also [edit]

Nobility and royalty of the Kingdom of Hungary
Saint Elizabeth of Hungary, patron saint archive

Notes [edit]

a. ^ Some, however, (see the Catholic Encyclopedia) have suggested that Ludwig's brother Hermann was in fact the
eldest, and that she was first betrothed to him until his death in 1232, but this is doubtful. An event of this
magnitude would almost certainly be mentioned at least once in the many original sources at our disposal, and
this is not the case. Rather, the 14th-century "Cronica Reinhardsbrunnensis" specifically names Hermann as the
second son. In addition, the only contemporary document (dated 29 May 1214) that might support Hermann's
claim to be the eldest by putting his name before that of Louis relates to a monastery in Hesse. This, it has been
suggested, actually supports the claim that Hermann was the younger of the two, as Hesse was traditionally the
domain of the second son, and thus it would be normal that his name be mentioned first, as this document deals
with his territory.[13]
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Elizabeth of Portugal

Elizabeth of Aragon

Queen Santa Isabel and the Miracle of the
Roses; c. 1540

Queen consort of Portugal
Tenure 26 June 1282 – 7 January 1325

Born 4 January 1271
Aljafería Palace, Zaragoza, Kingdom
of Aragon[1]

Died 4 July 1336 (aged 64–65)
Estremoz Castle in Estremoz,
Alentejo, Kingdom of Portugal

Spouse Denis, King of Portugal

Issue Constança, Queen of Castile 
Afonso IV, King of Portugal

House House of Barcelona

Father Peter III, King of Aragon

Mother Constance of Sicily

Religion Roman Catholicism

King Denis of Portugal, the Rei
Lavrador, and Queen Elizabeth of
Portugal

Queen Elizabeth, mounted on a
mule, prevents a civil war in 1323, on
the field of Alvalade

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other people named Isabella of Aragon, see Isabella of Aragon (disambiguation).
"Saint Elizabeth of Portugal" redirects here. For the painting, see Saint Elizabeth of Portugal (Zurbarán).

Elizabeth of Aragon, more commonly known as Saint Elizabeth
of Portugal,[2] T.O.S.F. (1271 – 4 July 1336; Elisabet in Catalan,
Isabel in Aragonese, Portuguese and Spanish), was queen
consort of Portugal, a tertiary of the Franciscan Order and is
venerated as a saint of the Catholic Church.
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Family and early life [edit]

Born in 1271 into the royal house of Aragon,[3] Elizabeth was the
daughter of Infante Peter (later King Peter III) and his wife
Constance of Sicily and the sister of three kings: Alfonso II and
James II of Aragon and Frederick III of Sicily.

Elizabeth showed an early enthusiasm for her faith. She said the
full Divine Office daily, fasted and did other penance, as well as
attended twice-daily choral Masses.[citation needed]

Marriage [edit]

Her marriage to King Denis
of Portugal was arranged
in 1281 when she was 10
years old, receiving the
towns of Óbidos, Abrantes
and Porto de Mós as part of her
dowry.[4] It was only in 1288 that
the wedding was celebrated,
when Denis was 26 years old,
while Elizabeth was 17.[4] Denis,
a poet and statesman, was
known as the Rei Lavrador
(English: Farmer King), because
he planted a large pine forest
near Leiria to prevent the soil
degradation that threatened the region.[5]

Elizabeth quietly pursued the regular religious practices of her youth
and was devoted to the poor and sick. Such a life was taken as a
reproach to many around her and caused ill will in some quarters.
Eventually, her prayer and patience succeeded in converting her
husband, who had been leading what she considered a sinful life.[6]
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Portrait by José Gil de
Castro

Elizabeth took an active interest in Portuguese politics and was a
decisive conciliator during the negotiations concerning the Treaty of Alcañices, signed by Denis and Fernando
IV of Castile in 1297 (which fixed the borders between the two countries). In 1304, the Queen and Denis
returned to Spain to arbitrate between Fernando IV of Castile and James II of Aragon, brother of Elizabeth.[4]

She had two children:[7]

a daughter named Constance, who married King Ferdinand IV of Castile;
a son Afonso (who later became King Afonso IV of Portugal).

Elizabeth would serve as intermediary between her husband and Afonso, during the Civil War between 1322
and 1324. The Infante greatly resented the king, whom he accused of favoring the king's illegitimate son,
Afonso Sanches. Repulsed to Alenquer, which supported the Infante, Denis was prevented from killing his son
through the intervention of the Queen. As legend holds, in 1323, Elizabeth, mounted on a mule, positioned
herself between both opposing armies on the field of Alvalade in order to prevent the combat. Peace returned
in 1324, once the illegitimate son was sent into exile, and the Infante swore loyalty to the king.[4]

Dowager Queen [edit]

After Denis' death in 1325, Elizabeth retired to the monastery of the Poor Clare nuns, now known as the
Monastery of Santa Clara-a-Velha (which she had founded in 1314) in Coimbra. She joined the Third Order of
St. Francis, devoting the rest of her life to the poor and sick in obscurity.[6] During the great famine in 1293, she
donated flour from her cellars to the starving in Coimbra. She was also known for being modest in her dress
and humble in conversation, for providing lodging for pilgrims, distributing small gifts, paying the dowries of poor
girls, and educating the children of poor nobles. She was a benefactor of various hospitals (Coimbra, Santarém
and Leiria) and of religious projects (such as the Trinity Convent in Lisbon, chapels in Leiria and Óbidos, and
the cloister in Alcobaça.[8]

She was called to act once more as a peacemaker in 1336, when Afonso IV marched his troops against King
Alfonso XI of Castile, to whom he had married his daughter Maria, and who had neglected and ill-treated her. In
spite of age and weakness, the Queen-dowager insisted on hurrying to Estremoz, where the two kings' armies
were drawn up. She again stopped the fighting and caused terms of peace to be arranged. But the exertion
brought on her final illness. As soon as her mission was completed, she took to her bed with a fever from which
she died on 4 July, in the castle of Estremoz. She earned the title of Peacemaker on account of her efficacy in
solving disputes.[6]

Although Denis' tomb was located in Odivelas, Elizabeth was buried in the Convent of Santa Clara in Coimbra,[3]

in a magnificent Gothic sarcophagus. After frequent flooding by the Mondego River in the 17th century, the
Poor Clares moved her mortal remains to the Monastery of Santa Clara-a-Nova (also in Coimbra). Her body was
transferred to the main chapel, where it was buried in a sarcophagus of silver and crystal.[citation needed]

Sainthood [edit]

She was beatified in 1526 and canonized by Pope Urban VIII on 25 May 1625.[9]

Her feast was inserted in the General Roman Calendar for celebration on 4 July.
In the year 1694 Pope Innocent XII moved her feast to 8 July, so it would not
conflict with the celebration of the Octave of Saints Peter and Paul, Apostles.[10]

In 1955, Pope Pius XII abolished this octave.[11] The 1962 Roman Missal
changed the rank of the feast from "Double" to "Third-Class Feast".[12] The
1969 revision of the Calendar classified the celebration as an optional memorial
and restored it to 4 July. Her feast is also kept on the Franciscan Calendar of
Saints. Since the establishment in 1819 of the Diocese of San Cristóbal de La
Laguna (Canary Islands, Spain), Saint Elizabeth is the co-patron of the diocese
and of its cathedral pursuant to the papal bull issued by Pope Pius VII.[13] In the
United States her memorial has been transferred to 5 July since 4 July is the
date of the independence of that nation, a national holiday.

St. Elizabeth is usually depicted in royal garb with a dove or an olive branch.[3]

Popular culture [edit]

She was the subject of a 1947 Portuguese-Spanish film, The Holy Queen, in which she was played by Maruchi
Fresno. In Portuguese popular culture, she is commonly associated with a "miracle of the roses".
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Infantas of Aragon
1st generation Sancha, Countess of Urgell

2nd generation none

3rd generation Petronilla

4th generation Dulce, Queen of Portugal

5th generation Constance, Holy Roman Empress · Eleanor, Countess of Toulouse · Sancha

7th generation Violant, Queen of Castile · Constance, Lady of Villena · Isabella, Queen of France

8th generation Elizabeth, Queen of Portugal · Yolanda, Duchess of Calabria · Sancha, Queen of Naples*
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Elisabeth, Duchess of Bavaria** · Margaret, Countess Palatine of the Rhine**

10th generation
Constance, Queen of Majorca · Eleanor, Queen of Cyprus · Eleanor, Queen of Aragon** ·
Beatrice, Countess Palatine of the Rhine** · Eleonor, Countess of Caltabellotta** ·
Isabella, Marchioness of Montferrat* · Alice, Countess of Ibelin*

11th generation Constance, Queen of Sicily · Joanna, Countess of Ampurias · Eleanor, Queen of Castile ·
Isabella, Countess of Urgell · Maria of Sicily**

12th generation Joanna, Countess of Foix · Yolande, Duchess of Anjou · Margarida, Queen of Aragon

13th generation Isabella of Urgell, Duchess of Coimbra

14th generation Maria, Queen of Castile · Eleanor, Queen of Portugal

15th generation Blanche II of Navarre · Eleanor of Navarre · Joanna, Queen of Naples

16th generation Isabella, Queen of Portugal · Joanna, Queen of Castile and Aragon · Maria, Queen of Portugal ·
Catherine, Queen of England

17th generation Eleanor, Queen of Portugal and France · Isabella, Queen of Denmark-Norway · Mary, Queen of Hungary ·
Catherine, Queen of Portugal

*also a princess of Majorca · **also a princess of Sicily

Royal consorts of Portugal
Matilda of Savoy (1146–1157) · Dulce of Aragon (1185–1198) · Urraca of Castile (1211–1220) · Mécia Lopes de Haro (1246–
1248) · Matilda II, Countess of Boulogne (1248–1253) · Beatrice of Castile (1253–1279) · Elizabeth of Aragon (1282–1325) ·
Beatrice of Castile (1325–1357) · Inês de Castro (posthumous) · Leonor Teles (1372–1383) · Philippa of Lancaster (1387–

1415) · Eleanor of Aragon (1433–1438) · Isabel of Coimbra (1447–1455) · Joanna "la Beltraneja" (1475–1479) ·
Eleanor of Viseu (1481–1495) · Isabella of Aragon (1497–1498) · Maria of Aragon (1500–1517) · Eleanor of Austria (1518–
1521) · Catherine of Austria (1525–1557) · Anna of Austria (1580) · Margaret of Austria (1598–1611) · Élisabeth of France
(1621–1640) · Luisa de Guzmán (1640–1656) · Marie Françoise of Savoy (1666–1668); (1683) · Maria Sophia of Neuburg

(1687–1699) · Maria Anna of Austria (1708–1750) · Mariana Victoria of Spain (1750–1777) · Carlota Joaquina of Spain (1816–
1826) · Maria Leopoldina of Austria (1826) · Auguste de Beauharnais (1835) · Ferdinand of Saxe-Coburg and Gotha (1836–
1837) · Stephanie of Hohenzollern-Sigmaringen (1858–1859) · Maria Pia of Savoy (1862–1889) · Amélie of Orléans (1889–

1908)
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Elisabeth of Schönau

Saint Elisabeth of Schönau

Depiction of Elisabeth in a manuscript at the
Austrian National Library

Born c. 1129
Germany

Died 18 June 1164 (aged 34)
Schönau Abbey, Strüth, Germany

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized pre-congregation

Feast 18 June

Altar of St. Elisabeth of Schönau
(with the reliquary in which
Elisabeth's skull is kept) in the
monastery church of St. Florin,
Kloster Schönau im Taunus

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Elizabeth of Schonau)

Elisabeth of Schönau (c. 1129 – 18 June 1164) was a German
Benedictine visionary.[a] She was an abbess at the Schönau
Abbey in the Duchy of Nassau, and experienced numerous
religious visions, for which she became widely sought after by
many powerful men as far away as France and England.
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Life [edit]

Elisabeth was born about 1129, of an obscure family named
Hartwig.[1] She was educated at the double monastery of Schönau
in Nassau and made her profession as a Benedictine in 1147. In
1157 she became abbess of the nuns under the supervision of
Abbot Hildelin.[2] F.W.E. Roth points out that in the 12th century
only women of noble birth were promoted to spiritual offices in the
Benedictine order; it seems probable that Elisabeth was of noble
birth.[1]

Her hagiography describes her as given to works of piety from her youth,
much afflicted with bodily and mental suffering, a zealous observer of the
Rule of Saint Benedict and of the regulation of her convent, and devoted to
practices of mortification.[2] In the years 1147 to 1152 Elisabeth suffered
recurrent disease, anxiety and depression as a result of her strict
asceticism. St. Hildegard of Bingen admonished Elisabeth in letters to be
prudent in the ascetic life.

In 1152, Elisabeth began to experience ecstatic visions of various kinds.
These generally occurred on Sundays and Holy Days at Mass or Divine
Office or after hearing or reading the lives of saints. Christ, the Virgin Mary,
an angel, or the special saint of the day would appear to her and instruct
her; or she would see quite realistic representations of the Passion,
Resurrection, and Ascension, or other scenes of the Old and New
Testaments.[2]

She died on 18 June 1164[1] and was buried in the abbey church of St.
Florin.

Works [edit]

What Elisabeth saw and heard she put down on wax tablets. Her abbot, Hildelin, told her to relate these things
to her brother Eckebert, then a cleric at Saint Cassius in Bonn, who acted as an editor.[3](p36) At first she
hesitated fearing lest she be deceived or be looked upon as a deceiver; but she obeyed. Eckebert (who
became a monk of Schönau in 1155 and eventually succeeded Hildelin as second abbot) put everything in
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Statue likely representing Saint
Elisabeth of Schönau, German, 16th
century (Morgan Library and Museum,
New York City)

writing, later arranged the material at leisure, and then published all
under his sister's name. While this relationship between brother and
sister allowed for Elisabeth's wide broadcasting of her visionary
experiences, it is evident that Eckebert attempted to have a degree of
authority over Elisabeth.[3](p38) Elisabeth's response to Eckebert's
efforts regarding certain visions is just one example of how Elisabeth's
actions blurred the conventional gender roles.

The events in the first book probably took place before Hildelin
intervened and told her to write these things down, while the things in
the later books may have been after this point in time and occurred
when Elisabeth had already begun writing.[4]

Thus came into existence three books of "Visions". Of these the first is
written in language very simple and in unaffected style. The other two
are more elaborate and replete with theological terminology.

"Liber viarum Dei". This seems to be an imitation of the Scivias (scire
vias Domini) of St. Hildegarde of Bingen, her friend and correspondent.
It contains admonitions to all classes of society, to the clergy and laity,
to the married and unmarried. Here the influence of Eckebert is plain.
She utters prophetic threats of judgment against priests who are
unfaithful shepherds of the flock of Christ, against the avarice and
worldliness of the monks who only wear the garb of poverty and self-
denial, against the vices of the laity, and against bishops and superiors
delinquent in their duty; she urges all to combat earnestly the heresy of
the Cathari; she declares Victor IV, the antipope supported by Holy
Roman Emperor Frederick I against Pope Alexander III, as the one
chosen of God. All of this appears in Eckebert's own writings.
The revelation on the martyrdom of St. Ursula and her companions.
This is full of fantastic exaggerations and anachronisms, but has
become the foundation of the subsequent Ursula legends.

The first diary opens with an account of the devil appearing to her in
various forms to torment her. She wrote down many supposed
conversations between herself and the saints, Mary, her guardian angel
and occasionally God Himself.

On one occasion of religious frustration and fear, she wrote down an
experience she supposedly had at a mass on a Saturday when the Blessed Virgin was being celebrated, when
she saw in the heavens "an image of a regal woman, standing on high, clothed in white vestments and wrapped
with a purple mantle".[4] The lady then eventually came closer to Elisabeth and blessed her with the sign of the
cross, and reassured her that she would not be harmed by the things she had been frightened of. After
receiving communion at the mass, she then went into an ecstatic trance and had another vision, declaring "I
saw my Lady standing beside the altar, in a garment like a priestly chasuble and she had on her head a
glorious crown".[4] In her third text, she has Mary acting as an intercessor to hold back the anger of her Son
from punishing the world in His anger for sin.[4]

Her works are found in the 195th volume of the Patrologia Latina.

Eckebert's role in managing Elisabeth's visions [edit]

Oftentimes Eckebert felt that it was necessary to further investigate the meaning of Elisabeth's visions, rather
than to simply take her word.[3](p38) Elisabeth had a vision in which she saw the virgin emerging with the sun
surrounding her on all sides, and the virgin's great brilliance seemed to illuminate the entire earth.[5](p362) Along
with the great brilliance which emanated from the virgin, a dark cloud appeared, which Elisabeth described as
"extremely dark and horrible to see".[5](p362) Elisabeth asked the holy Angel of God, who often appeared to her
during visions, what the latter vision meant. The Angel said that the virgin in the vision she saw is the humanity
of the Lord Jesus. The Angel went on to explain that the darkness represents God's anger with the world, but
that the brightness signifies that he has not altogether stopped watching over the earth.[5](p363) As ordered by
Abbot Hildelin, Elisabeth revealed her vision to Eckebert.

Eckebert was struck with confusion after hearing this vision; he could not understand the purpose of the Lord
the Savior's humanity being represented by a virgin instead of a man. Elisabeth relayed the answer provided to
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her by the Angel, explaining that "the humanity of Christ was symbolized by a female figure so that the symbol
could also refer to the Virgin Mary".[3](p38) Eckebert's wariness of the meaning of this particular vision points to
his carefulness to maintain conventional gender boundaries. However, Elisabeth did not waiver from her initial
explanation of her vision which did just the opposite of maintaining these boundaries. Elisabeth does fully
engage Eckbert's questioning, which implies her understanding of his authority in their relationship, but in the
end Eckebert does choose to publish this vision, and includes that the Lord the Savior's humanity is
represented by a virgin . This incident represents Eckebert's strong belief in the reality of his sister's visionary
experiences, despite his weariness of the controversy this latter vision could bring about due to the vision's
unusually gendered expression.[3](p38)

Veneration [edit]
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Because the population soon venerated Elisabeth as a saint, her bones were reburied between 1420 and 1430
in a special chapel. This chapel was destroyed in the great fire of the Schönau Abbey in 1723 and not rebuilt.

During the Thirty Years War Swedish and Hessian soldiers attacked Schönau Monastery. The Swedes expelled
the monks, plundered the monastery, broke into the grave of Elisabeth, and scattered her bones. Only the skull
was saved. It is now preserved in a reliquary on the right side of the altar of the church.

The parish of St. Florin Schönau Monastery annually celebrates the traditional Elisabethen-Fest on the Sunday
after 18 June.

Reputation [edit]

Elisabeth's popularity is evident considering those who called upon her for advice. The number of men who
were very learned and religious who asked for letters from Elisabeth is astonishing. One monk, from an abbey
in Busendorf, came to meet with Elisabeth in order to be provided with a deeper understanding of Elisabeth's
visions, and in an effort to comprehend what God was doing with this woman. Upon leaving, he asked Elisabeth
if he might be worthy enough to receive a letter from her. Elisabeth fulfilled his request and wrote the abbot of
Busendorf a letter that provided him and his monks with spiritual advice through the grace of God. The letter
emphasized the importance of the abbot's responsibility over his monks and the guidance the abbot must
extend to his monks. Elisabeth states the importance of living one's life for God and of not getting sidetracked
by worldly affairs.[6]

Elisabeth wrote to powerful men when they did not ask for it, as well. Elisabeth scolded the archbishop, Hillin, of
the city of Trier for not telling her divine message of condemnation to the people of Rome.[7] She commanded
that he, "Rise up in the spirit of humility and fear of the Lord your God."[7] Throughout the letter it is evident that
Elisabeth's Angel has spoken to her, and she is relaying this message to the archbishop. The letter is filled with
anger and shows great disappointment in the archbishop of Trier, for God has taken notice of his failure to
carry out his episcopal duties. Elisabeth informs him that if he does not tell the people of Rome the divine
message in which Elisabeth has revealed to him, he will suffer on the final judgment day.[7] Again, as in her
letter to the abbot of Busendorf, her authority and belief in herself of a vessel of God is evident, and she has
clearly gone above and beyond the limits of the traditional female gender role.

Translations [edit]

Critical Edition (Latin): Ferdinand Wilhelm Emil Roth, ed. (Brunn, 1884)
Modern English Translation: Elisabeth of Schönau: the complete works , Anne L. Clark, trans. and intro.,
Barbara J. Newman, preface (New York: Paulist Press, 2000)
Modern German translation: Die Werke der Heiligen Elisabeth von Schönau, Peter Dinzelbacher, trans.
(Verlag Ferdinand Schöningh, 2006) ISBN 3-506-72937-3
Translations have been published in modern Italian (Venice, 1859) and French (Tournai, 1864), as well as
medieval Icelandic (ca. 1226–1254)
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List of Catholic saints
Saint Elisabeth of Schönau, patron saint archive

Notes [edit]

a. ^ When her writings were published, the title of "Saint" was added to her name. She was never canonized, but in
1584 her name was entered in the Roman Martyrology and has remained there. Her feast day is 18 June.
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Elizabeth of the Trinity

Saint
Elizabeth of the Trinity

O.C.D.

Religious
Born 18 July 1880

Avord, Farges-en-Septaine,
(Cher), France

Died 9 November 1906 (aged 26)
Dijon, France

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 25 November 1984, Paris,
France by Pope John Paul II

Canonized 16 October 2016, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
Francis

Feast 8 November

Attributes Religious habit

Patronage Sick people
Loss of parents
Against illness

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Elizabeth of the Trinity (French: Élisabeth de la Trinité), born
Élisabeth Catez (18 July 1880 – 9 November 1906), was a
French Discalced Carmelite professed religious in addition to
being a mystic and a spiritual writer. She was known for the depth
of her spiritual growth as a Carmelite as well as bleak periods in
which her religious calling was perceived to be unsure according
to those around her; she however was acknowledged for her
persistence in pursuing the will of God and in devoting herself to
the charism of the Carmelites.[1]

Elizabeth was a gifted pianist and had strong feelings for the
Carmelite charism. Of that experience as a professed religious she
wrote in a letter: "I can't find words to express my happiness. Here
there is no longer anything but God. He is All; He suffices and we
live by Him alone" (Letter 91).[1]

Pope John Paul II celebrated her beatification in Paris on 25
November 1984; Pope Francis approved her canonization on 3
March 2016, the date was decided at a gathering of cardinals on
20 June 2016 and she was canonized as a saint on 16 October
2016.
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Life [edit]

She was born on 18 July 1880 as Élisabeth Catez at the military
base at Avord in Cher as the first child of Captain Joseph Catez
and Marie Rolland. She was baptized at the camp's chapel on the
following 22 July. Elizabeth's father died unexpectedly on 2
October 1887 and as a result the family moved to Dijon.[1] During that same year she made her first confession.
Her First Communion was on 19 April 1891 at Saint-Michel [fr], and her Confirmation was at Notre-Dame on the
following 8 June.[1]

Elizabeth had a terrible temper as a child. After receiving her First Communion
in 1891 she gained more self-control and had a deeper understanding of God
and the world. She also gained a profound understanding of the Trinity to which
she cultivated an ardent devotion. Elizabeth visited the sick, sang in the church
choir and taught religion to children who worked in factories.[2]

As she grew older Elizabeth became interested in entering the Discalced
Carmelite Order, though her mother strongly advised against it. Men had asked
for Elizabeth's hand in marriage, but she declined such offers because her
dream was to enter the Discalced Carmelite monastery that was located 200
meters from her home. Elizabeth entered the Dijon Carmel on 2 August 1901.
She said: "I find Him everywhere while doing the wash as well as while praying."
Her time in the convent amongst other Carmelites had some high times as well
as some very low times. She wrote of when she felt she needed a richer
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Élisabeth Catez as a girl

Elizabeth's monastic cell
in Dijon.
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understanding of God’s great love.[3]

At the end of her life, she began to call herself "Laudem Gloriae." Elizabeth
wanted that to be her appellation in Heaven because it means "praise of glory." She said: "I think that in Heaven
my mission will be to draw souls by helping them to go out of themselves in order to cling to God by a wholly
simple and loving movement, and to keep them in this great silence within which will allow God to communicate
Himself to them and to transform them into Himself." Her spirituality is considered to be remarkably similar to that
of her contemporary and compatriot Discalced Carmelite sister, Thérèse of Lisieux, who was cloistered at the
Carmel in Lisieux; the two share a zeal for contemplation and the salvation of souls.[3]

Elizabeth died at the age of 26 of Addison's disease,[2] which has no cure.
Though her death was painful, Elizabeth gratefully accepted her suffering as a
gift from God. Her last words were: "I am going to Light, to Love, to Life!"

Sainthood [edit]

In Dijon the beatification process started in 1931 in a process that lasted a
decade until 1941. Her writings were gathered and after careful investigation were
incorporated into the cause and approved as being valid additions in 1944. A
second process opened in 1948 and closed in 1950; the official introduction of
the cause - under Pope John XXIII - came on 25 October 1961 and bestowed the
title of Servant of God on the late nun.

The third and final process was opened in 1963 and closed in 1965 while two decrees ratified both processes in
1969 and on 13 March 1970; this allowed the Congregation of Rites to assume control of the cause to further
investigate her life and her spiritual works. After an extensive investigation that spanned more than a decade,
on 12 July 1982 she was made Venerable after Pope John Paul II acknowledged the fact that she had lived a
full life of heroic virtue.

The miracle needed for her beatification was investigated from 1964 and closed in 1965; it received validation
and was deemed to have fulfilled its duties in 1969. John Paul II approved the healing as being a legitimate
miracle in 1984, allowing for Elizabeth to be proclaimed "Blessed."

Pope John Paul II on the occasion of an apostolic visit to Paris beatified Elizabeth on 25 November 1984.

The second miracle needed for sanctification was investigated in the diocese of the healing's origin from 11 July
2011 until 25 August 2012; it received ratification several months later on 28 June 2013.[4]

Pope Francis on 3 March 2016 approved a second healing as being a miracle attributed to Elizabeth's
intercession and thus approved her canonization as a saint. A date of canonization was determined at a
gathering of cardinals on 20 June 2016.[2] Her canonization was celebrated on 16 October 2016.

The postulator of the cause at the time of her canonization was Father Romano Gambalunga.[4]

Feast and patronage [edit]

Her liturgical feast is celebrated on an annual basis on 8 November. Her most famous prayer is: "Holy Trinity
Whom I Adore",[5] written out of her love of the Most Blessed Trinity. Elizabeth of the Trinity is a patron against
illness, of sick people, and of the loss of parents.

See also [edit]

Constitutions of the Carmelite Order
Saint Elizabeth of the Trinity, patron saint archive
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Elizabeth of Reute

Blessed Elizabeth of Reute, T.O.R.

Image of St. Elizabeth the Good, T.O.R., in the
Kornhausmuseum, Bad Waldsee, Germany

Born November 25, 1386
Waldsee, Upper Swabia

Died November 25, 1420
Waldsee, Upper Swabia

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
(Germany)

Beatified 19 June 1766 by Pope Clement
XIII

Major shrine Convent of the Franciscan
Sisters of Reute
Bad Waldsee, Germany[1]

Feast 25 November

Patronage Swabia

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Elizabeth the Good)

The Blessed Elizabeth of Reute, T.O.R., (also known as Betha
the Good; Betha von Reute; Elisabeth Acheer; Elisabeth Achlin;
Elisabeth Bona von Reute; Elisabeth den Gode; Elisabeth the
Good; Elizabeth Acheer; Elizabeth of Reute; Elizabeth the Good;
Elizabeth the Recluse; Elsbeth Achler; Elsbeth Achlin; Elsbeth von
Reute) (November 25, 1386 - November 25, 1420) was a German
Franciscan tertiary sister who is venerated as a mystic and as
having borne the Stigmata.
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Life [edit]

Elizabeth was born on November 25, 1386 to Hans and Anna
Achler in Waldsee in the region of Upper Swabia (an historic and
linguistic region in Germany).[2] She was raised in a pious home,
hearing the Gospels explained to her by her mother in the form of
stories, where she developed a strong devotion to the Passion of
Christ. She became a member of the Third Order of St. Francis at
the age of fourteen. Seeking to further her spiritual growth, she
took as her confessor the provost of the local Canonry of St. Peter
in Waldsee, Dom Konrad Kügelin (1366-1428).[3] Under his
guidance, she and several other girls who belonged to that
Franciscan fraternity sought to follow a more intense experience of
their Franciscan vocation. To this end, they acquired a house in
Reute on the outskirts of Waldsee in 1403.[4]

This community was a proto-monastery of the Order, as tertiaries
of the mendicant orders had not yet been allowed to profess vows.
Elizabeth threw herself into a life of prayer and service, working in
the cloister kitchen and in the garden, where she would spend
long hours in prayer.[5]

She was known for her hospitality to visitors to the little monastery,
especially for her concern for the poor who came to the gate to
beg. Her love of the Blessed Sacrament was so great that she
lived the last twelve years of her life subsisting solely on the consecrated hosts.[6] She died on her birthday in
1420.

Her head is said to have showed the marks of the crown of thorns worn by Christ, and her body the marks of
Christ's scourging. Although Stigmata only occasionally appeared on her hands, she always felt its pain. She
was credited with the gift of prophecy foretelling the election of Pope Martin V and the end of the Great Western
Schism.[5]

Veneration [edit]

She was buried in the parish church of Reute. A biography of her was written by Kügelin, her confessor, and
sent to the Bishop of Konstanz. However, popular veneration for Elizabeth occurred only after 1623, when her
tomb was opened by the then-provost of Waldsee. Miracles were attributed to her, which were compiled into a
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formal document by a contemporary canon, Heinrich Scheffler (d. 1635).[7] Pope Clement XIII officially approved
her cultus on 19 June 1766. Her feast day is celebrated in Germany on 25 November.[5]
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Saint Elpidius the Cappadocian
Died 4th century

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine Sant'Elpidio a Mare

Feast September 2

Attributes vine in leaf in winter

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Elpidius the Cappadocian (Italian: Sant'Elpidio, Santo
Abate Elpidio) (4th century) was an abbot and saint of Asia Minor.
Tradition states that he lived in a cave in Cappadocia for twenty-
five years. Disciples, such as Eustace (Eustachio) and Ennesius
(Ennesio), gathered around him.

Veneration [edit]

The village of Cluana, in the Marches of Ancona, acquired Elpidius' relics in the 7th century in exchange for the
donation of a piece of land. The relics of Elpidius and his companions Eustace and Ennesius were consigned to
the local inhabitants, and the town later acquired the new name of Sant'Elpidio a Mare. The relics of Elpidius
are considered to have saved the town from a Lombard siege; tradition states that the saint appeared in the sky
asking the inhabitants to defend the village.[1]
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the commune and town in Luxembourg, see Troisvierges.
Not to be confused with the possibly legendary Saint Elvan who appears in the stories surrounding the
baptism of King Lucius.

Elwen (also known as Elvan, Elven, etc.) was the name of an early saint or saints venerated in Cornwall and
Brittany. The hagiographical material asserts that he came to Cornwall from Ireland in the company of Breage
and six others, but this is attested late. A chapel at Porthleven in Sithney parish, Cornwall, dedicated to Elwen,
existed from the 13th century until 1549, and in Brittany several sites and placenames are associated with
possibly related figures.

History [edit]

The name St Elvan is attached to a chapel at Porthleven in Sithney recorded as early as 1270.[1] This chapel
was rebuilt c. 1510 but was destroyed in 1549.[2] Elwen appears in John Leland's extracts from a lost late-
medieval Life of Saint Breage included in his Itinerary. Leland's extracts name Elwen as one of Saint Breage's
seven Irish companions who join her on her mission to Cornwall, the others being Sithney, Germoe, Mavuanus
(perhaps Mawnan), Crowan, Helena, and Tecla.[3] The text also refers to a Life of St Elwinus, evidently a lost
hagiography of Elwin. A few medieval and early modern Cornish sources mention Elwen and his chapel, but little
else is known of him there. One document mentions him in connection to an otherwise unknown Saint Gelvin,
though this may be based on a mistake or a fraud.[4] In Brittany two apparently distinct saints with
corresponding names are known. A Saint Elouan is said to have had his chapel at Saint-Guen, and to have
been buried there, while a Saint Elven gave his name to the commune of Elven, Morbihan.[1] It is unknown
which, if either, may be identified with the Cornish Elwen. In modern times a Church of St Elwyn has been
established at Hayle, probably inspired by the legend recorded in Leland's work that Elwen and company had
landed there from Ireland.[1]

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b c Orme, p. 112.
2. ^ Cornish Church Guide (1925). Truro: Blackford; p. 185
3. ^ Orme, pp. 71–72.
4. ^ Orme, p. 124.
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Saint

Elzéar of Sabran

Layman

Born 1285 Provence, France

Died
27 September 1323

Paris, France

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized 1369 by Urban V

Feast 27 September

Attributes crown, royal attire

Elzéar of Sabran, T.O.S.F., Baron of Ansouis, Count of Ariano,
was born in the castle of Saint-Jean-de-Robians, near Cabrières-
d'Aigues in Provence, southern France, in 1285. He died in Paris,
France, on September 27, 1323. He was a tertiary of the
Franciscan Order as well as a ruler, diplomat and military leader.
He was recognised as a saint in the Catholic Church.

Biography [edit]

In his youth, Elzéar was given a thorough training in the Christian
faith as well as in the sciences under the supervision of his uncle,
William of Sabran, at the Abbey of St. Victor in Marseille, where his
uncle ruled as the Abbot. When he had reached the appropriate
age, he acceded to the wish of King Charles II of Naples and married Delphine of Glandèves (1284–1358).
Upon their wedding night, Delphine advised her new husband that she had taken a private vow of chastity. Even
though he had the right in canon law to make her abandon this commitment, Elzéar chose to respect her desire
to live in virginity and even copied her example in making the same vow. Together they joined the Third Order
of Saint Francis.

Elzéar and Delphine lived a married life in which they vied with one another in the practice of prayer,
mortification of the flesh and in charity towards the unfortunate. At the age of twenty he moved with his wife from
Ansouis to Puimichel for greater solitude, and formulated for his servants rules of conduct that made his
household a model of Christian virtue.

Upon the death of his father in 1309, he went to his new domains in Italy. There he gained by kindness the trust
and support of his subjects, who had despised their Norman conquerors. In 1312 he marched to Rome at the
head of the army of King Robert of Naples, which was mobilized to aid in expelling the Emperor Henry VII from
that city. Returning to Provence after the war, he again set up a household in which piety and faithful practice of
the Catholic faith were expected of all the members of his house.

In 1317 Elzéar went to Naples to become the tutor of Duke Charles, son of King Robert, and later became
Charles' castellan, when Charles became Vicar General of the Kingdom of Sicily. He was sent as ambassador to
the King of France in 1323 to obtain the hand of Marie of Valois in marriage for Charles, edifying a worldly court
by his heroic virtues. While serving in that post he died, shortly after accomplishing his mission.

His body was returned to his domain, and he was buried in the Franciscan habit in the church of the Friars
Minor at Apt, Vaucluse. The decree of his canonization was signed by his godson, Pope Urban V, and was
carried out by his successor, Pope Gregory XI about 1371. Countess Delfine was also beatified by Pope Urban
at that time. Their liturgical feast day, which they share, is celebrated by the Franciscan Third Order on 26
September.
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Saint

Elzéar of Sabran

Layman

Born 1285 Provence, France

Died
27 September 1323

Paris, France

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized 1369 by Urban V

Feast 27 September

Attributes crown, royal attire

Elzéar of Sabran, T.O.S.F., Baron of Ansouis, Count of Ariano,
was born in the castle of Saint-Jean-de-Robians, near Cabrières-
d'Aigues in Provence, southern France, in 1285. He died in Paris,
France, on September 27, 1323. He was a tertiary of the
Franciscan Order as well as a ruler, diplomat and military leader.
He was recognised as a saint in the Catholic Church.

Biography [edit]

In his youth, Elzéar was given a thorough training in the Christian
faith as well as in the sciences under the supervision of his uncle,
William of Sabran, at the Abbey of St. Victor in Marseille, where his
uncle ruled as the Abbot. When he had reached the appropriate
age, he acceded to the wish of King Charles II of Naples and married Delphine of Glandèves (1284–1358).
Upon their wedding night, Delphine advised her new husband that she had taken a private vow of chastity. Even
though he had the right in canon law to make her abandon this commitment, Elzéar chose to respect her desire
to live in virginity and even copied her example in making the same vow. Together they joined the Third Order
of Saint Francis.

Elzéar and Delphine lived a married life in which they vied with one another in the practice of prayer,
mortification of the flesh and in charity towards the unfortunate. At the age of twenty he moved with his wife from
Ansouis to Puimichel for greater solitude, and formulated for his servants rules of conduct that made his
household a model of Christian virtue.

Upon the death of his father in 1309, he went to his new domains in Italy. There he gained by kindness the trust
and support of his subjects, who had despised their Norman conquerors. In 1312 he marched to Rome at the
head of the army of King Robert of Naples, which was mobilized to aid in expelling the Emperor Henry VII from
that city. Returning to Provence after the war, he again set up a household in which piety and faithful practice of
the Catholic faith were expected of all the members of his house.

In 1317 Elzéar went to Naples to become the tutor of Duke Charles, son of King Robert, and later became
Charles' castellan, when Charles became Vicar General of the Kingdom of Sicily. He was sent as ambassador to
the King of France in 1323 to obtain the hand of Marie of Valois in marriage for Charles, edifying a worldly court
by his heroic virtues. While serving in that post he died, shortly after accomplishing his mission.

His body was returned to his domain, and he was buried in the Franciscan habit in the church of the Friars
Minor at Apt, Vaucluse. The decree of his canonization was signed by his godson, Pope Urban V, and was
carried out by his successor, Pope Gregory XI about 1371. Countess Delfine was also beatified by Pope Urban
at that time. Their liturgical feast day, which they share, is celebrated by the Franciscan Third Order on 26
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Saint Emebert
Bishop of Cambrai

Born 7th century
Brabant, Frankish Empire

Died 710
Cambrai, Frankish Empire

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church in
Arras, Cambrai and Ghent.

Canonized pre-congregation

Major shrine Maubeuge Abbey

Feast 15 January

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article includes a list of references, related reading or external links,
but its sources remain unclear because it lacks inline citations.
Please help to improve this article by introducing more precise citations.
(March 2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Emebert was an early Bishop of Cambrai, often identified with
Bishop Ablebert of Cambrai (early 8th century).

Emebert was the son of Duke Witger of Lotharingia and Saint
Amalberga of Maubeuge. His siblings include four other saints,
Ermelinde, Gudula, Pharaildis and the martyred Reineldis,
beheaded during an invasion by the Huns.According to the Gesta
Episcoporum Cameracensis (Acts of the Bishops of Cambrai), he
was buried in a place called Ham, located in the vicinity of
Cambrai. His body was afterwards taken to Maubeuge Abbey,
where his mother had become a nun.

His feast day is celebrated on the 15 January at Arras, Cambrai
and Ghent.
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Emmelia (or Emilia) of Caesarea
Saint

Born Unknown

Died 30 May 375
Caesarea in Cappadocia

Venerated in Catholic Church
Orthodox Church

Canonized Pre-congregation

Feast 30 May (Western Church, Some
Eastern Churches)
8 May (Some Eastern Churches)
1 January (Russian Orthodox)

Attributes Mother of Saints

Patronage Mothers

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Emelia)

Emmelia of Caesarea was born in Cappadocia, a province of the
Roman Empire (nowadays Central Anatolia, Turkey). She died
May 30th, 375 AD. She was born in the late third to early fourth
century, a period in time when Christianity was becoming more
widespread, posing a challenge to the Roman government and its
pagan rule.[1] She was the wife of Basil the Elder and bore nine or
ten children,[2] including Basil of Caesarea (born circa 330[3]),
Macrina the Younger, Peter of Sebaste, Gregory of Nyssa, and
Naucratius.

Emmelia—also known as Emilia or Emily—is venerated as a saint
in both the Eastern Orthodox Church and the Roman Catholic
Church[4] and is said to have died on May 30, 375.[2] However, she
is not the only woman in her family to be venerated as a saint.
Both her mother-in-law, Macrina the Elder, as well as her
daughters, Macrina the Younger and Theosebia are recognized as
saints in the Catholic Church (except for Theosebia) and Eastern Orthodox Church.

Emmelia spent much of her later years living with her eldest daughter, Macrina the Younger. Macrina the
Younger had a profound impact on her mother. With her husband no longer around, Emmelia and her daughter
lived a life dedicated to Christianity, surrounded by servants whom they treated as equals, at Macrina the
Younger's insistence. Their ascetic way of life attracted a following of women which created a convent-like
atmosphere, where one was considered rich if she lived a pure and devout Christian life and disregarded the
materialistic lure of earthly pleasures and possessions.[5]
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Saint Emerentiana

Emerentiana's likeness on the Royal Gold Cup

Died ca. 304
Rome, Roman Empire

Venerated in Roman Catholicism, Antiochian
Orthodox Church

Major shrine Basilica of Sant'Agnese fuori le
mura, Rome, Italy

Feast January 23

Attributes young woman with stones in her
lap and lilies in her hand; young
lady being stoned to death

Patronage stomach problems

Emerentiana with stones in
her lap

Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Saint
Emerentiana.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Emerentiana was a Roman martyr, who lived around the
start of the 4th century. Her feast day is January 23.
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Life [edit]

According to the legend of St. Agnes, Emerentiana was her foster-
sister. [1] St. Agnes was a rich Roman heiress who was martyred
after refusing her engagement due to her Christian religion.
Emerentiana's mother was the wet nurse and nanny of Saint
Agnes.[2]

A few days after Agnes' death, Emerentiana, who was a
catechumen still learning about Christianity before being officially
baptized, went to the tomb to pray and was suddenly attacked by
the pagans, stoned to death by the crowd.[1]

Veneration [edit]

Her feast day is January 23,[1] She is represented as a young girl who either
has stones in her lap and lilies in her hand,[2] or as being stoned to death by a
mob. Her tomb is in the church of Sant'Agnese fuori le mura in Rome.[3] An
altar dedicated to her with a marble relief by Ercole Ferrata depicting her
martyrdom is in Sant'Agnese in Agone.

Popular culture [edit]

Emerentiana had a tiny cameo role in Cardinal Nicholas Wiseman's novel,
Fabiola, where she is seen mourning for Agnes right after the latter's
martyrdom.

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b c Kirsch, Johann Peter. "St. Emerentiana." The Catholic Encyclopedia
Vol. 5. New York: Robert Appleton Company, 1909. 4 December 2015

2.  ̂a b "St. Emerentiana of Rome", Antiochian Orthodox Christian Archdiocese of North America
3. ^ David Farmer, Oxford Dictionary of Saints (Oxford University Press,1996) p157.
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Emeterius and Celedonius

Saints Emeterius and Celedonius

Statue of Emeterius, Cathedral of Santo
Domingo de la Calzada, La Rioja.

Died ~300
Calahorra

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Orthodox Catholic Church

Feast August 30

Attributes depicted as two young soldiers

Patronage Calahorra; Santander

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Another Saint Emeterius is associated with the legend of Saint Severus of Barcelona.

Saints Emeterius (Hemeterius) and Celedonius (Spanish: San
Emeterio y San Celedonio; Latin: Emeterius et Caeledonius; died
c. 300 AD) are venerated as saints by the Catholic Church. Two
Roman legionaries (and possibly also brothers), they were
martyred for their faith around 300. They are patron saints of
Calahorra (La Rioja), which is traditionally regarded as the place
of their death.

They are said to have been serving in this city at the end of the
third century or at the beginnings of the fourth. According to one
legend, they were the sons of the martyr Marcellus the
Centurion.[1] It may have been during either the persecutions of
Diocletian or of Valerian when they were imprisoned and forced to
decide between renouncing the faith or leaving the army.

Their legend states that they were tortured and finally decapitated
on the banks of the Cidacos River outside of Calahorra, which
became the site of the actual cathedral of the city and explains its
strange location beyond the city walls. The heads of these saints
are said to have floated to Santander aboard a boat made of
stone. A community of monks who lived in that city became
custodians of these holy relics.

According to Prudentius, the brothers Emeterius and Celedonius,
soldiers of the Legio VII Gemina, were martyred at Calahorra, but
the exact date of their martyrdom is unknown.

Veneration [edit]

In the fourth century pilgrims from distant lands came to pray at
the tomb of these saints, whose relics are still preserved in
Calahorra Cathedral.

At Santander, Alfonso II of Aragon founded the abbey of Saints
Hemeterius and Celedonius, or Santander Abbey, where the heads of those holy martyrs were kept. The
toponym "Santander" actually takes its name not from Saint Andrew as some, misled by the sound of the name,
believe, but from Saint Emeterius (Santemter, Santenter, Santander), one of the patrons of the city and ancient
abbey, the other being Saint Celedonius.[2] The former abbey church is now Santander Cathedral.

They are patron saints of Calahorra, Santander, and other towns of Cantabria. Their feast day is August 30.

Statue of Celedonius,
Cathedral of Santo
Domingo de la Calzada,
La Rioja.

 

Santander Cathedral,
built between the 13th
and 14th centuries over
the ancient abbey of
Saints Emeterius and
Celedonius

 

Coat-of-arms of
Calahorra, featuring the
names of Saints
Emeterius and
Celedonius

 

Coat of arms of
Cantabria, featuring the
heads of Saints
Emeterius and
Celedonius
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Find sources: "Emil Szramek" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (July
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Emil Szramek (September 29, 1887 – January 13, 1942) was a Polish
and Roman Catholic priest. He graduated from the University of
Wrocław. He died in a Nazi concentration camp at Dachau. He is one of
the 108 Martyrs of World War II who were beatified in 1999 by Pope
John Paul II.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Emilas)

The Martyrs of Córdoba were forty-eight Christian martyrs who
were executed under the rule of Muslim conquerors in what is now
southern Spain. At the time the area was known as Al-Andalus.
The hagiography describes in detail the executions of the martyrs
for capital violations of Islamic law, including apostasy and
blasphemy. The martyrdoms related by Eulogius (the only
contemporary source) took place between 851 and 859.

With few exceptions, the Christians knowingly risked execution by
making public statements proclaiming their Christianity in the
presence of Muslims. Some of the martyrs were executed for
blasphemy after they appeared before the Muslim authorities and
denounced Muhammad, while others who were Christian children of
Muslim–Christian marriages publicly proclaimed their Christianity and thus
were executed as apostates. (Coope 1995)[page needed]. Still others who had
previously converted to Islam denounced their new faith and returned to
Christianity, and thus were also executed as apostates.

The lack of another source after Eulogius's own martyrdom has given way
to the misimpression that there were fewer episodes later in the 9th
century.[1]
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Historical background [edit]

In 711 AD, a Muslim army from North Africa had conquered Visigoth
Christian Iberia.[2] Under their leader Tariq ibn-Ziyad, they landed at
Gibraltar and brought most of the Iberian Peninsula under Islamic rule in an
eight-year campaign. The Iberian Peninsula was called al-Andalus by its
Muslim rulers. When the Umayyad Caliphs were deposed in Damascus in
750, the dynasty relocated to Córdoba, ruling an emirate there;
consequently the city gained in luxury and importance, as a center of
Iberian Muslim culture.

Once the Muslims conquered Iberia, they governed it in accordance with
Islamic law. Blasphemy and apostasy from Islam were both capital offenses.
In Islam, blasphemy includes insulting Muhammad and the Muslim faith. Apostasy is the crime of converting
away from Islam. Under Islamic law, anyone whose father is Muslim is automatically a Muslim at birth and will be
automatically be guilty of apostasy if they proclaim any faith other than Islam. Anyone found guilty of either
blasphemy or apostasy was swiftly executed.

During this time, Christians could retain their churches and property on condition of paying a tribute (jizya) for
every parish, cathedral, and monastery; frequently such tribute was increased at the will of the conqueror.
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Roderick, a priest of Cabra,
Spain, executed at Córdoba,
Bartolomé Esteban Perez
Murillo.

Christians also had to abstain from any public displays of their faith in the presence of Muslims, as such an act
was considered blasphemy under Islamic law and punishable by death.

Many Christians fled to Northern Spain; others took refuge in the monasteries of Sierras. Still others converted
in order to gain favor or avoid the jizya, and thus the number of Christians shrank eventually to small
proportions.[2]

In 786 the Muslim caliph, Abd-er Rahman I, began the construction of the great mosque of Córdoba, now a
cathedral, and compelled many Christians to take part in the preparation of the site and foundations. The
executions of the martyrs caused tension not only between Muslims and Christians, but within the Christian
community. Abd er-Rahman II at first ordered the arrest and detention of the clerical leadership of the local
Christian community. As the civil disobedience seemed to subside, the clergy were released in November 851.
When several months later there was a new wave of protests, the emir turned again to the Christian leaders as
the ones most capable of controlling the Christian community.[3] Instead of imprisoning them, he ordered them
to convene a council in Córdoba to review the matter and develop some strategy for dealing with the dissidents
internally. He gave the bishops a choice: Christians could stop the public dissent or face harassment, loss of
jobs, and economic hardship.[4] Upon the death of Abd-er Rahman II in 852, his son and successor, Muhammad
I removed all Christian officials from their palace appointments.

Reccafred, Bishop of Córdoba, urged compromise with the Muslim authorities. Eulogius, who has been
venerated as a saint from the 9th century, viewed the bishop as siding with Muslim authorities against the
Christians. The closures of monasteries where some of the martyrs had lived occurred towards the middle of
the 9th century.

The monk Eulogius encouraged the public declarations of the faith as a way to reinforce the faith of the
Christian community and protest the Islamic laws that Christians saw as unjust. He composed tractates and
martyrologies, of which a single manuscript, containing his Documentum martyriale, the three books of his
Memoriale sanctorum and his Liber apologeticus martyrum, was preserved in Oviedo, in the Christian kingdom
of Asturias in the far northwestern coast of Hispania. The relics of Eulogius were moved there in 884.[5]

Causes [edit]

Wolf points out that it is important to distinguish between the motivations of the individual martyrs, and those of
Eulogius and Alvarus in writing the Memoriale.[6] Jessica A. Coope says that while it would be wrong to ascribe a
single motive to all forty-eight, she suggests that it reflects a protest against the process of assimilation. They
demonstrated a determination to assert Christian identity.[7] Wolf maintains that it is necessary to view the
actions of the martyrs in the context of the penitential aspect of 9th century Iberian Christianity. "Martyrdom was
in fact a perfect solution... Not only did it epitomize self-abnegation and separation from the world, but it
guaranteed that there would be no opportunity to sin again."[8]

The executions [edit]

The forty-eight Christians (mostly monks) were martyred in Córdoba, between
the years 850 AD and 859 AD, being decapitated for publicly proclaiming their
Christian beliefs. Dhimmis (non-Muslims living under Muslim rule) were not
allowed to speak of their faith to Muslims under penalty of death.

The detailed Acta of these martyrs were ascribed to the aptly named
"Eulogius" ("blessing"), who was one of the last two to die. Although most of
the martyrs of Córdoba were Hispanic, either Baeto-Roman or Visigothic, one
name is from Septimania, another Arab or Berber, and another of
indeterminate nationality. There were also connections with the Orthodox East:
one of the martyrs was Syrian, another an Arab or Greek monk from Palestine,
and two others had distinctive Greek names.[5] The Greek element recalls the
Byzantine interlude of power in southernmost Hispania Baetica, until they were
finally expelled in 554: representatives of the Byzantine Empire had been
invited to help settle a Visigothic dynastic struggle, but had stayed on, as a
hoped-for spearhead to a "Reconquest" of the far west envisaged by emperor
Justinian I.

List of martyrs [edit]

The following list is from Kenneth Wolf's Christian Martyrs in Muslim Spain.[1]
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Charged with blasphemy [edit]

Perfectus - April 18, 850. A priest in Córdoba beheaded for denouncing Islam.
Isaac - June 3, 851. Born to a wealthy Córdoban family, he was well educated and fluent in Arabic which
helped him rise quickly to the position of exceptor rei publicae in the Moorish government. He resigned in
order to become a monk at his family's monastery of Tábanos, a few miles from Córdoba. One day he left
his retreat and returned to the emir's palace where he proclaimed his faith in Christ in front of the court. He
was arrested subsequently beheaded.
Sancho - (also known as Sanctius, Sancius) June 5, 851. Born in Albi in Septimania (modern-day France),
he was taken to Córdoba in Al-Andalus as a prisoner of war, educated at the royal court, and enrolled in the
guards of the Emir. He was beheaded for the crime of blasphemy under unknown circumstances, just two
weeks after the death of Isaac. The passio that Eulogius composed for Sanctius is unusually brief.
Peter, Walabonsus, Sabinian, Wistremundus, Habentius and Jeremiah - June 7, 851. Peter was a
priest; Walabonsus, a deacon; Sabinian and Wistremundus, monks of St Zoilus in Córdoba in Al-Andalus;
Habentius, a monk of St Christopher's; Jeremiah, a very old man, had founded the monastery of Tábanos,
near Córdoba. For publicly denouncing Muhammad they were executed under Abderrahman in Córdoba.
Jeremiah was scourged to death; the others were beheaded.
Sisenandus - July 16, 851. Born in Beja in Portugal, he became a deacon in the church of St Acisclus in
Córdoba. He was beheaded under Abd ar-Rahman II.
Paul of St Zoilus - July 20, 851. A deacon in Córdoba who belonged to the monastery of St Zoilus and who
ministered to Christians imprisoned by the Muslims. He was beheaded; his relics are enshrined in the church
of St Zoilus.
Theodemir - July 25, 851. A monk executed in Córdoba in Al-Andalus under Abd ar-Rahman II.
Flora and Maria - November 24, 851. These two women were both the offspring of marriages between a
Christian and a Muslim. In addition, Maria was the sister of Walabonsus, who had been executed earlier.
Flora's father, who died when she was very young, was a Muslim, and so her Christianity was legally defined
as apostasy. Although Maria and Flora denounced Islam and proclaimed their Christian faith in court
together, Maria was executed for blasphemy and Flora for apostasy.
Gumesindus and Servusdei - January 13, 852. Gusemindus, a parish-priest, and Servusdei, a monk,
were executed in Cordoba under Abd ar-Rahman II.
Leovigild and Christopher - August 20, 852. Leovigild was a monk and pastor in Córdoba and
Christopher a monk of the monastery of St Martin de La Rojana near Córdoba. They were executed in
Córdoba under Abd ar-Rahman II.
Emilas and Jeremiah - September 15, 852. Two young men, the former of whom was a deacon, imprisoned
and beheaded in Cordoba under the Emir Abderrahman.
Rogellus and Servus-Dei - September 16, 852. A monk and his young disciple executed in Córdoba for
publicly denouncing Islam inside a mosque. They were the first Christian martyrs executed under
Muhammad I.
Fandilas - June 13, 853. A priest and Abbot of Peñamelaria near Córdoba. He was beheaded in Córdoba
by order of Muhammad I.
Anastasius, Felix, and Digna - June 14, 853. Anastasius was a deacon of the church of St. Acisclus in
Córdoba, who became a monk at nearby Tábanos. Felix was born in Alcalá of a Berber family, became a
monk in Asturias but joined the monastery at Tábanos, hoping for martyrdom. Digna belonged to the
convent there.
Benildis - June 15, 853. Anastasius' execution inspired this woman of Cordoba to choose martyrdom
herself the next day. Her ashes were thrown into the Guadalquivir.
Columba - September 17, 853. Born in Córdoba and a nun at Tábanos, she was detained with the rest of
the nuns, to prevent them from giving themselves up to the courts, when the Emirate closed the monastery
in 852. She escaped, openly denounced Muhammad and was beheaded.
Pomposa - September 19, 853. Another nun, from the monastery of San Salvador at Peñamelaria. She
escaped the imprisonment of the nuns, went before the court and was executed, despite protests from her
fellow nuns.
Abundius - July 11, 854. A parish priest in Ananelos, a village near Córdoba. He was arrested for having
maligned Muhammad. Unlike most of the other martyrs, Abundius was betrayed by others and did not
volunteer to face the Emir's court. He was beheaded and his body was thrown to the dogs. His feast day is
celebrated on July 11.[9]

Amator, Peter and Louis - April 30, 855. Amator was born in Martos, near Córdoba, where he was an
ordained priest. Together with a monk named Peter and a layman called Louis (Ludovicus), the brother of
the previous martyr Paul, he was executed by the Emirate for blaspheming Islam.
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Eulogius and Leocritia

Witesindus - (also known as Witesind) 855. A Christian layman from Cabra, who had converted to Islam
but later recanted; he was executed for apostasy.
Elias, Paul and Isidore - April 17, 856. Elias, born in Beja in Portugal and a priest in Córdoba, was
executed in his old age by the Moors, together with the young monks Paul and Isidore, two of his students.
According to the "Great Synaxaristes", their feast day in the Orthodox Church is on April 30.[10]

Argymirus - (also known as Argimirus, Argimir) June 28, 856. Argimir, a nobleman from Cabra, was Emir
Muhammad I's censor. He was deprived of his office on account of his faith and became a monk. He was
accused by others of having insulted the prophet Muhammad and publicly proclaimed the divinity of Jesus.
Argimir was offered mercy if he renounced Christianity and professed Islam; he refused, and was executed.

Charged with apostasy [edit]

George, Aurelius and Natalia; Sabigotho, Felix and Liliosa – July 27 c. 852. Martyrs in Córdoba under
Emir Abd ar-Rahman II. Aurelius and Felix, with their wives, Natalia and Liliosa, were Iberians whose family
backgrounds, although religiously mixed, legally required them to profess Islam. After given four days to
recant, they were condemned as apostates for revealing their previously secret Christian faith. The deacon
George was a monk from Palestine who was arrested along with the two couples. Though offered a pardon
as a foreigner, he chose to denounce Islam again and die with the others.
Aurea of Córdoba (also known as Aura) – July 19, 856. Born in Córdoba in Al-Andalus and a daughter of
Muslim parents. She witnesses the execution of her brothers, Adolphus and John on 27 September 822
(their feast day).[11] (Adolphus is the saint of the fictional Kingsbridge Cathedral in the epic historical novels
The Pillars of the Earth and World Without End by Ken Follett.)[citation needed] In her widowhood she quietly
became a Christian and a nun at Cuteclara, where she remained for more than 30 years.[11] She was
discovered by Muslim relatives, brought before a judge, and renounced her Christianity under duress.[12]

However, she regretted this, and continued to practice Christianity in secret. Her family brought charges
against her again, and when she refused to recant her Christian faith again, was executed.[13][14]

Rudericus (Roderick) and Salomon (Solomon) – March 13, 857. Roderick was a priest in Cabra who was
betrayed by his Muslim brother, who falsely accused him of converting to Islam and then returning to
Christianity (i.e. apostasy). In prison he met his fellow-martyr, Salomon. They were both executed in
Córdoba.

Eulogius of Cordoba – March 11, 859. A prominent priest in
Córdoba Al-Andalus during this period. Outstanding for his courage
and learning, he encouraged some of the voluntary martyrs and
wrote The Memorial of the Saints for their benefit. He himself was
executed for aiding and abetting apostasy by hiding and protecting a
young girl St. Leocritia that had converted from Islam.
Leocritia (also known as Lucretia) – March 15, 859. A young girl in
Córdoba. Her parents were Muslims, but she was converted to
Christianity by a relative. On Eulogius's advice and with his aid,
Leocritia escaped her home and went into hiding. Once found, both
were arrested. Eulogius, after years of being in and out of prison
and encouraging voluntary martyrdom, was executed for
proselytization, and Leocritia for apostasy.
Sandila (also known as Sandalus, Sandolus, Sandulf) –
September 3 c. 855. Executed in Córdoba under the Emirate.[15]

See also [edit]

Saint Laura
Nunilo and Alodia, martyred at Bosca
Aurelius and Natalia
Pelagius of Córdoba
Reconquista
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Omelyan Kovch

v · t · e

Omelyan Kovch

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Emilian Kovch)

This article includes a list of references, but its sources remain unclear
because it has insufficient inline citations. Please help to improve this
article by introducing more precise citations. (February 2013) (Learn how and
when to remove this template message)

Оmelyan Hryhorovych Kovch (Ukrainian: Омелян Григорович Ковч;
August 20, 1884, Kosmach — March 25, 1944) was a Ukrainian Greek-
Catholic priest murdered in Majdanek concentration camp.

He was born in a peasant family in the town of Tlumach in the Kosiv
region of Western Ukraine, and was ordained in 1911 by Hryhorij
Chomyszyn after graduating from the Sts. Sergius and Bacchus College
in Rome.[1] He served as a parish priest from 1921 to 1943 at the
church of St. Nicholas in the village of Peremyshliany, and was the
father of six children.

In the spring of 1943 he was arrested by the Gestapo for harboring
Jews, specifically for providing Jews with more than 600 baptismal
certificates. On March 25, 1944 he died in the infirmary of Majdanek
concentration camp near Lublin, Poland.

On September 9, 1999, the Jewish Council of Ukraine awarded him the
title of "Ukraine's righteous."

His beatification took place on June 27, 2001 in Lviv, during the
Byzantine rite liturgy conducted by Pope John Paul II.
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1. ^ http://ukrweekly.com/archive/pdf3/2012/The_Ukrainian_Weekly_2012-35.pdf
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Emilian of Cogolla

Emilianus

Abbot
Born 12 November 472

La Rioja, Spain

Died 11 June 573
Spain

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church
Anglican Communion

Major shrine Augustinian Recollets
monastery of La Cogolla

Feast 12 November

Attributes monk on horseback

Patronage Castile

Monastery of San Millán de
Yuso

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Emilian of Cogolla" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(February 2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

For the Italian city, see Milan. For other saints with this name, see Emilianus (disambiguation).

Saint Aemilian (in Latin Emilianus or Aemilianus) (12 November
472 – 11 June 573) is an Iberic saint, widely revered throughout
Spain, who lived during the age of Visigothic rule.

Contents [hide]
1 Life
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3 See also
4 References
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Life [edit]

According to his Vita, written by Braulius, bishop of Caesaraugusta
(modern Zaragoza) roughly a hundred years after the saint's
death, Emilianus was born in Vergaja,[1] which is identified with
Berceo in La Rioja, where he was a shepherd.

Emilian had a religious experience, perhaps around the age of
twenty, which led him to decide to dedicate himself to God's
service. He sought out an experienced hermit in Bilibio,[2] Felix
(more usually known by the Spanish form of his common name,
San Felices), where Emilianus lived for a number of years.

After leaving his teacher, Emilianus lived as a hermit (perhaps
even a gyrovagus) in the mountains or on the historic Roman road
which became the Camino de Santiago. Didymus the Bishop of
Tarazona ordained Emilianus and appointed him parish priest of
Vergaja. However, Emilianus aroused the opposition of his fellow
priests because of his heavy distribution of alms or reputation for
holiness or miracleworking. Emilianus returned to the wilderness,
and a small community of disciples gathered around his cell. He
died at a venerable age, and his body, was initially interred at his
hermitage, but later transferred to a monastery built in memory of
him.

Veneration [edit]

Braulius also recorded miracles that occurred after Aemilian's death, but
the fame of the San Millán de la Cogolla monastery dedicated in his
memory (and which held his tomb) eclipsed that of its founder. San Millán
de Suso monastery is known for its Mozarabic architecture, and its growing
popularity during the heyday of the pilgrimage rout led to its expansion in
the eleventh century with San Millán de Yuso (the communities however
having separate abbots until the 12th century).

The longstanding monastic community (Benedictine by the mid-medieval era) is credited with one of the oldest
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books written in the Spanish language, the Vida de San Millán de la Cogolla (biography by Gonzalo de Berceo).
St. Dominic of Silos (the miracleworker for whom Saint Dominic was named) also received his education and
began his religious career at San Millan monastery.

He is a patron saint of La Rioja; the longer name of San Millán de la Cogolla refers to the monastic cowl.
Because of the monastery's role on the traditional pilgrimage route, representations of Emilianus can be mixed
with that of Saint James the Moor-slayer, such as a Benedictine on horseback with a banner and sword.

See also [edit]

San Millán de la Cogolla, La Rioja
es:Monasterio de San Millán de Yuso
es:Monasterio de San Millán de Suso7
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1. ^ Monks of Ramsgate. "Aemilian". Book of Saints, 1921  CatholicSaints.Info. 26 November 2016  This article
incorporates text from this source, which is in the public domain.

2. ^ "Bilibio, también conocido como Haro la Vieja, fue una aldea situada en la falda norte de los Riscos de Bilibio,
donde el río Ebro entra en La Rioja por el lugar de Las Conchas, municipio de Haro." (Paloma Torrijos, "Historia y
Genealogìa" )
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Emilianus of Trevi (Italian: Emiliano di Trevi), sometimes[1] known as Miliano (died 304), was a 4th-
century bishop of Trevi, martyred under Diocletian.
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Life [edit]

An account of his life is given in the Passio Sancti Miliani.[2]

Emilianus came to Spoleto from Armenia at the end of the 3rd century. He was consecrated bishop by Pope
Marcellinus and sent to Trevi.

Under the Persecution of Diocletian he was subjected to innumerable tortures and was eventually put to death
on 28 January 304 together with three companions. He was decapitated three kilometres from Trevi, at Bovara,
then a pagan holy place, bound to an olive tree (which is said still to exist).

Cult [edit]

Emilianus is the patron of Trevi, of which he was the first bishop. The relics had been forgotten (possibly stolen
or hidden during the Middle Ages) but were rediscovered in 1660 during restoration work on Spoleto Cathedral,
where they are still preserved.

His feast day is 28 January. The celebrations, going back to remote antiquity, were formerly very solemn,
comprising many different events both sacred and secular, of which the most important is the striking nocturnal
procession, the Processione dell’Illuminata, held on the evening of the vigil of the feast (27 January).[3]

The saint is also venerated at Ripa in Perugia where his feast in celebrated on the Sunday closest to 28
January.

Notes and references [edit]

1. ^ and apparently more accurately
2. ^ two codices exist of this account, one of the 9th century at Montecassino and one of the 12th century in the

archives of Spoleto Cathedral. There are also extant what may be copies from an older document, of the 5th or 6th
century.

3. ^ Processione notturno
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Saint
Émilie de Rodat

Nun
Born September 6, 1787

Rodez, Aveyron, France

Died September 19, 1852 (aged 65)
Villefranche-de-Rouergue,
Aveyron, France

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified June 9, 1940 by Pope Pius XII

Canonized April 23, 1950 by Pope Pius XII

Feast 19 September

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Emily de Rodat)

Émilie de Rodat (September 6, 1787 – September 19, 1852) was
the founder of the French female order of Sisters of the Holy
Family of Villefranche and a mystic.[1]

Pope Pius XII beatified her on June 9, 1940, and canonized her on
April 23, 1950. Her feast day is September 19. Her foundation,
created in the year 1815, focused on young women and girls with
difficulties, prisoners of war and people in prison. It was not known
during her lifetime that Emilie de Rodat was also a mystic. Her
revelations are included in a diary, which was found after her
death. At the time of her death, she had opened at least 38
charities
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1. ^ Histoire de la spiritualité chrétienne 2010 Page 227

V. Schauber: Pattloch-Namenstagskalender, Dokumentation H.
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Emily de Vialar

Emily de Vialar

Her Reliquary in Gaillac.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Emily de Vialar or Émilie de Vialar (1797–1856) was a French nun
who founded the missionary congregation of the Sisters of St. Joseph of
the Apparition. She is revered as a saint by the Catholic Church.

Early life [edit]

Emily de Vialar was born on 12 September 1797[1] to Jacques and
Antoinette Portal de Vialar, in Gaillac. Her father was a doctor. De Vialar
was born 3 years after the Reign of Terror, in the same year as Pope
Pius VI was taken prisoner by French troops. She was the oldest of 3
children and was baptized in secret. At a young age, de Vialar was
taught by her mother how to read.

At the age of thirteen she went to the Parisian college of the Abbaye-
au-Bois Ladies, for young ladies of quality, accompanied by her mother,
who became ill on the long journey. Despite the best efforts of de
Vialar's father, on 17 September 1810 her mother died at the age of 35.
At the age of fifteen, De Vialar returned to Gaillac to live with her father
and two younger brothers. She found that her father, overwhelmed with
grief had relinquished management of the household to Toinon, a
devoted but autocratic servant.[2]

In her attempts to help the poor, the old and the destitute, de Vialar
invited them to the house, causing considerable tension in the
household. Other young women joined her efforts. In 1832 her maternal
grandfather left her an inheritance, with which she bought a house for
herself and her companions. Inspired by Matthew 1:20, where an angel
appeared to Joseph to reassure him: "Joseph, son of David, do not be
afraid to take Mary, your bride, because what is generated in her comes
from the Holy Spirit," and with the help of the bishop of Albi, François-Marie de Gauly, on Christmas, de Vialar
and three other women established the congregation of the Sisters of St. Joseph of the Apparition.[2]

Her brother Agostino lived in French Algeria and proposed to open a hospital in Boufarik, near Algiers. De
Vialar and her first companions arrived at a time of an outbreak of cholera. She used the money her
grandfather left her to open hospitals and schools. De Vialar and 17 other sisters received a formal approval for
the rule of congregation in 1835. However, in 1843 the bishop of Algiers had all the nuns return to France. De
Vialar left France to establish schools and hospitals in Cyprus, Tripoli, and Beirut.[2]

In 1845, de Vialar was on her way from Tunisia to Algeria when the ship on which she was traveling was caught
in a terrible storm for nine days. De Vialar vowed “that wherever they landed safe and sound, she would open a
house and dedicate it to St Paul”. The ship came to rest at Malta, where St. Paul had also been shipwrecked. [3]

There de Vialar opened one of the first Catholic schools for young ladies. [4]

Meanwhile back in Gaillac the local superior, deceived by an unscrupulous businessman, had accumulated
debts. She abandoned the Congregation and sued for the return of his dowry. Beset by slander and creditors
Mother de Vialar was forced to leave her hometown. Her inheritance now long gone on the many institutions she
built, in 1852 de Vialar found help and hope in Marseilles with the benevolent acceptance of Eugène de
Mazenod, founder of the Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate.[5]

Emily de Vialar died in Marseilles on 24 August 1856.[6] "The saint is dead," said the poor people who knew her
kindness. She was declared on 24 June 1951; her feast day is 24 August in the General Calendar, and
celebrated on 17 June by the Sisters of St. Joseph of the Apparition.[7]

References [edit]

1. ^ Congregation of the Sisters of St. Joseph of the Apparition
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Emma Üffing

Blessed
Emma Üffing

Painting.

Religious
Born 8 April 1914

Halverde, North Rhine-
Westphalia, German Empire

Died 9 September 1955 (aged 41)
Münster, North Rhine-
Westphalia, West Germany

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 7 October 2001, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 9 September

Attributes Religious habit

Patronage Halverde
Against bowel cancer
Against rickets
Nurses
Sick people

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Emma Üffing (8 April 1914 - 9 September 1955) - in religious
Maria Euthymia - was a German Roman Catholic professed
religious from the Clemens Sisters (official title: Sisters of Charity
of the Blessed Virgin and Our Lady of Sorrows).[1] Üffing was born
to humble farmers and worked as an apprentice in home
management until she decided to enter the religious life in the
interwar period - she assumed her religious name in honor of a
nun she once knew.[2]

Üffing worked in various German hospitals in her religious career
and she also tended to ill people during World War II. She tended
to foreigners who were admitted into these hospitals such as
Russian and British people and was hailed as an "Angel of Love"
due to her affectionate care of the patients under her care.[3]

Her cause for sainthood was initiated under Pope Paul VI on 9
January 1976 and she was titled as a Servant of God before Pope
John Paul II named her as Venerable on 1 September 1988 and
later beatified her on 7 October 2001.

Contents [hide]
1 Life
2 Beatification
3 References
4 External links

Life [edit]

Emma Üffing was born in the German Empire on 8 April 1914 as
the ninth of eleven children to August Üffing (1868 - 8 December
1932) and Maria Schmidt (1878-1975) - her father's second
marriage. Üffing received her baptism mere hours later in the
parish church of Halverde.[3] She had at least five sisters and four
brothers.

In October 1915 she contracted some form of rickets that stunted
her growth as a result and also left her in the shadow of poor health for the remainder of her life.[2]

Üffing made her First Communion on 27 April 1924 and received her Confirmation on 3 September 1924 from
Bishop Johannes Poggenburg.[3]

In her childhood she worked on her parents' farm (until she turned seventeen) and felt called to the religious life
in her adolescence in 1928.[2] She then commenced a period of apprenticeship in the field of housekeeping
management at the hospital of Saint Ann in Hopsten on 1 November 1931 and concluded this period of
education in May 1933.[1] During this period she came to know the Clemens Sisters and met the superior
Euthymia Linnenkämper who appreciated her attitude of constant service to others. She returned home in
December 1932 to tend to her ailing father though he later died not long after she returned on 8 December
1932. On 25 March 1934 - with the explicit permission of her mother - she sent a letter to the motherhouse of
the Clemens Sister in Münster asking to be admitted into the order though the superiors were hesitant due to
her frail health; the superiors later relented and approved of her request to be admitted and she became one of
47 other postulants.[2][3]

Üffing entered the Clemens Sisters on 23 July 1933 and at once assumed her new religious name in honor of
the nun she once knew with the same name. She took her initial vows on 11 October 1936 and made her full
solemn profession on 15 September 1940.[2] After she made her initial vows she sent a letter to her mother in
which she said: "I found Him who my heart loves; I want to hold Him and never let him go".
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Chapel containing her tomb.

In October 1936 she was assigned to work at Saint Vincent's Hospital in Dinslaken and she graduated from her
nursing program with special distinctions on 3 September 1939 - not long after the start of World War II with the
Polish invasion. The nun worked as a nurse during the conflict and in 1943 was assigned to nurse prisoners of
war and foreign workers who had infectious diseases and she tended to the likes of British and Ukrainian
people though Polish and Russian foreigners would later flood in.[2] One of her P.O.W. patients - Father Emile
Esche - said: "Sister Euthymia's life was a canticle of hope in the midst of the war".[1]

The conclusion of the war in 1945 saw her assigned to the washrooms of the Dinslaken hospital and later on 14
January 1948 saw her sent to work in her order's motherhouse and the Saint Raphael Clinic in Münster.[1] She
was ill for a brief period of time after contracting a high fever on 24 March 1945 while working.[3]

On 8 July 1955 she was diagnosed with bowel cancer after she experienced a sudden collapse while at work in
the washhouse.[3] At the end of August 1955 she suffered an extreme fever and was confined to her bed - she
also requested for the Anointing of the Sick.

Üffing died at 7:30am on 9 September 1955 from bowel cancer; she had received her final Communion at
6:00am. During her viewing - before her funeral - a fellow sister went to her remains asking for her intercession
in healing a hand she had burned in an ironing accident, of which she was later healed. Her remains were
exhumed in 1985 and were reburied.

Beatification [edit]

The beatification process commenced under Pope Paul VI on 9 January
1976 after the Congregation for the Causes of Saints issued the official
"nihil obstat" ('nothing against') to the cause and titled her as a Servant
of God. The cognitional process was then held in Münster and received
validation from the C.C.S. on 14 December 1981.

The submission of the official Positio dossier to the C.C.S. in 1986
allowed for a board of theologians to voice their approval to the cause's
merits in their meeting of 12 January 1988 while the cardinal and bishop
members of the C.C.S. themselves also granted their approval to the
cause on 26 April 1988. This in turn allowed for Pope John Paul II to issue his final approval and name Üffing as
Venerable on 1 September 1988 after confirming that the late nun had in fact lived a model Christian life of
heroic virtue.

The miracle required for her beatification was investigated in the German diocese of its origin and after the
process received the validation of the C.C.S. on 10 July 1992 which allowed for a special medical board to
evaluate the documents presented to them and approve the cause on 4 March 1999. A board of theologians
likewise approved the healing to be a legitimate miracle in their meeting of 22 October 1999 while the C.C.S.
issued their own approval on 7 March 2000. John Paul II issued his final approval to the miracle on 1 July 2000
and beatified Üffing on 7 October 2001 in Saint Peter's Square.

The current postulator assigned to this cause is Dr. Andrea Ambrosi.
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Emma of Lesum

Saint Emma of Lesum

Statue of Saint Emma of Lesum

Born 10th century
Duchy of Saxony

Died 3 December 1038
Lesum, now Bremen-Burglesum

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

Major shrine Werden Abbey; Bremen
Cathedral

Feast 19 April or 3 December

"Cripple" at the feet of the Roland
statue in Bremen

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Emma of Lesum or Emma of Stiepel (also known as Hemma
and Imma) (ca. 975-980 – 3 December 1038) was a countess
popularly venerated as a saint for her good works; she is also the
first female inhabitant of Bremen to be known by name.
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Life [edit]

Emma was born into the Saxon noble family of the Immedinger,
descendants of Widukind. She was the daughter of Count Immed
(or Imad) from the diocese of Utrecht and also, according to Adam
of Bremen, the sister of Meinwerk, Bishop of Paderborn. She married Liudger, a son of the Saxon duke
Hermann Billung and brother of Bernard I, Duke of Saxony. Emperor Otto III made the couple a present in 1001
of the Pfalz or palatium in Stiepel (now Bochum-Stiepel), where in 1008 Emma had a church built dedicated to
the Virgin Mary, which later became a popular place of pilgrimage. The only child of the marriage was Imad,
consecrated Bishop of Paderborn in 1051.

After the early death of her husband by going to Russia and getting a rare sickness.[1] in 1011, Emma withdrew
to the estate of Lesum (now Bremen-Burglesum) and with her fortune generously supported Bremen Cathedral,
where Unwan, Archbishop of Bremen, was another of her relatives, and granted the cathedral chapter her
property at Stiepel with its church. She was portrayed as a great benefactress of the church, and indeed
founded a number of churches in the Bremen area, although her greatest care was for the poor.

Emma was later venerated as a saint, although there is no evidence that she was formally ever either beatified
or canonised. She was buried in Bremen Cathedral, where her tomb was still to be seen in the 16th century. Her
tomb is one of the biggest in the cemetery.

There is a stained glass window of her in the Roman Catholic church of St. John's at Schnoor in Bremen.

Her feast day is 3 December or 17 April, although some sources name 19 April instead. When the tomb was
opened, her body had crumbled to dust except for her right hand (the hand that dispensed gifts). That relic was
placed in the abbey of Saint Ludger at Werden.

Legend of the meadow [edit]

There is a well-known Bremen legend concerning her gift of meadow to
the town in 1032. When a delegation of the townspeople approached
her with a request for more meadowland, Emma promised them as much
meadow as a man could run round in an hour. Her brother-in-law
Bernard or Benno, duke of Saxony, with an appraising eye on his
inheritance, suggested mockingly that she might as well give them as
much land as a man could run round in a day. Emma agreed to this, but
Bernard asked to choose the man who was to do the running, and when
Emma agreed to that too, picked out a legless cripple past whom they
had just walked. This man proved however to have extraordinary
strength and endurance and by the end of the day had succeeded in
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making his way round a very substantial area, bigger even than the
present Bremen town meadow.

This story has been current in various forms since at least the 18th century, although there is no documentary
evidence for it, and gives a whole new possible meaning to the inclusion of the figure of the "cripple" at the feet
of the statue of Bremen Roland.

Naming [edit]

In Bremen the "Emmasee" (Lake Emma) and a café in the main park are named after Emma, besides streets in
the districts of Bremen-Burglesum and Bremen-Schwachhausen.

In Bochum-Stiepel there is a Gräfin-Imma-Strasse (Countess Emma Street), a Countess Emma church (Gräfin-
Imma-Kirche), as well as a primary school (Gräfin-Imma-Grundschule) and a kindergarten (Gräfin-Imma-
Kindergarten), named after her.

This article is largely translated from that on the German Wikipedia

See also [edit]

List of Catholic saints
Saint Emma of Lesum, patron saint archive

Notes [edit]

1. ^ It is sometimes stated that until the death of her husband she had a very sudden and violent temper that
occasionally led her to commit physical violence

Sources [edit]

Schwarzwälder, Herbert, 2003: Das Große Bremen-Lexikon. Edition Temmen. ISBN 3-86108-693-X

External links [edit]

Ekkart Sauser (1999). "Emma of Lesum". In Bautz, Traugott (ed.). Biographisch-Bibliographisches
Kirchenlexikon (BBKL)  (in German). 16. Herzberg: Bautz. cols. 453–454. ISBN 3-88309-079-4.
(in German) Heiligenlexikon
(in German) Kirchensite.de
(in German) Bremen Town Park
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Manuel Domingo y Sol

Blessed

Manuel Domingo y Sol

Photograph.

Priest
Born 1 April 1836

Tortosa, Tarragona, Kingdom of
Spain

Died 25 January 1909 (aged 72)
Tortosa, Tarragona, Kingdom of
Spain

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 29 March 1987, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 29 January

Attributes Priest's attire

Patronage Pontifical Spanish College
Diocesan Labour Priests of the
Sacred Heart of Jesus

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Emmanuel Domingo y Sol)

Manuel Domingo y Sol (1 April 1836 - 25 January 1909) was a
Spanish Roman Catholic priest and the founder of the Pontifical
Spanish College in Rome and the religious order known as the
Diocesan Labour Priests of the Sacred Heart of Jesus (1883).[1] As
a new priest he had built a sports arena and a theater to provide a
place for adolescents to engage in sport activities and to act.[2]

His beatification cause started under Pope Pius XII in 1946 and he
was titled as a Servant of God while Pope Paul VI later titled him as
Venerable in 1970 upon the confirmation of his heroic virtue; Pope
John Paul II beatified the late priest on 29 March 1987 in Saint
Peter's Square.
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Life [edit]

Manuel Domingo y Sol was born on 1 April 1836 in Tortosa as the
last of twelve children and was baptized in the same month at
some point.[2]

In 1851 he commenced his studies at Tortosa for the priesthood
and was later ordained as such on 2 June 1860; he celebrated his
first Mass on 7 June at the church of Saint Blai. The Bishop of
Tortosa Benet Vilamitjana i Vila - in 1862 - requested he go to the
Valencia college for further studies and in 1865 he obtained a
licentiate in theology.[2] He became a religious education teacher
in 1864 and a professor at his old seminary in 1865. On 7 March
1862 he was made a pastor of La Aldea and in 1863 sent to the
parish of Santiago de Tortosa.

On one cold day in February 1873 he met the seminarian Ramón Valero who could not continue his studies
because his Tortosa seminary was destroyed during the 1868 revolution. This touched Sol who - in September
1873 - opened "Saint Joseph's House" for seminarians and on 11 April 1879 opened the "College of Saint
Joseph for Ecclesiastical Vocations".[1][2]

He became firm in the need for a college in Rome to cater to Spanish seminarians and this idea would later
come to fruition after he met Rafael Merry del Val in Rome at Piazza Navona; the latter decided to aid Sol in his
mission.[1] Sol founded the Pontifical Spanish College in Rome on 1 April 1892 and he soon lodged the first
eleven seminarians at Via Giulia as the first students for that college. At the time there were some in the
Spanish episcopate who were hostile to the idea and tried to stop it. It was their view that Spanish students
should train at Spanish universities - in particular at Salamanca - and believed the students would become too
"Romanized" as a result.[1]

Pope Leo XIII welcomed Sol's efforts and ended up finding a home himself for the students and issued a grant
on 25 October 1893 in the letter "Non medicori cura" for them to live at the usufruct of Palazzo Altemps near the
Piazza Navona. The college was granted the honor of being "pontifical" during the pontificate of Pope Pius X
due to the now Cardinal del Val's intervention.[1] Sol founded a religious order - the Diocesan Labour Priests of
the Sacred Heart of Jesus - on 29 January 1883 and it received diocesan approval on 1 January 1886 and the
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papal decree of praise from Leo XIII on 1 August 1898.

Sol died in 1909. His order received papal approval from Pope Pius XI after his death on 19 March 1927 and it
now operates in states such as Portugal and the Democratic Republic of Congo.[2]

Beatification [edit]

The beatification process opened in Tortosa that opened on 13 November
1930 in an informative process that closed sometime later while the formal
introduction to the cause came under Pope Pius XII on 12 July 1946 in which
he was titled as a Servant of God; the confirmation of his heroic virtue allowed
for Pope Paul VI to name him as Venerable on 4 May 1970.

The process for a miracle opened in Caracas and closed in 1976. The miracle
in question involved an individual's complete and lasting cure from lung cancer
in 1972; a medical board approved this miracle on 5 March 1986 as did
theologians on 27 June 1986 and the Congregation for the Causes of Saints
on 21 October 1986. Pope John Paul II approved this miracle on 10 November
1986 and later beatified Sol in Saint Peter's Square on 29 March 1987.

The current postulator for this cause is the Rev. Santiago Luis de Vega
Alonso.
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Vietnamese Martyrs

Martyrs of Vietnam

Died 1745–1862, Vietnam

Venerated
in

Catholic Church

Beatified May 27, 1900, by Pope Leo XIII
May 20, 1906 & May 2, 1909, by
Pope Pius X
April 29, 1951, by Pope Pius XII

Canonized June 19, 1988, Vatican City,
by Pope John Paul II

Feast November 24

Patronage Vietnam

Vietnamese martyrs Paul Mi, Pierre
Duong, Pierre Truat, martyred on 18
December 1838.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Emmanuel Trieu)

The Vietnamese Martyrs (Vietnamese: Các Thánh Tử đạo Việt Nam), also known as the Martyrs of Annam, Martyrs of Tonkin and Cochinchina,
Martyrs of Indochina, or Andrew Dung-Lac and Companions (Anrê Dũng-Lạc và các bạn tử đạo), are saints on the General Roman Calendar who
were canonized by Pope John Paul II. On June 19, 1988, thousands of overseas Vietnamese worldwide gathered at the Vatican for the Celebration of
the Canonization of 117 Vietnamese Martyrs, an event chaired by Monsignor Tran Van Hoai. Their memorial is on November 24 (although several of
these saints have another memorial, as they were beatified and on the calendar prior to the canonization of the group).
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History [edit]

The Vatican estimates the number of Vietnamese martyrs at between 130,000 and 300,000. John Paul II decided to canonize those whose names are
known and unknown, giving them a single feast day.

The Vietnamese Martyrs fall into several groupings, those of the Dominican and Jesuit missionary era of the 18th century and those killed in the
politically inspired persecutions of the 19th century. A representative sample of only 117 martyrs—including 96 Vietnamese, 11 Spanish Dominicans,
and 10 French members of the Paris Foreign Missions Society (Missions Etrangères de Paris (MEP))—were beatified on four separate occasions: 64 by
Pope Leo XIII on May 27, 1900; eight by Pope Pius X on May 20, 1906; 20 by Pope Pius X on May 2, 1909; and 25 by Pope Pius XII on April 29,
1951.[citation needed] All these 117 Vietnamese Martyrs were canonized on June 19, 1988. A young Vietnamese Martyr, Andrew Phú Yên, was beatified in
March, 2000 by Pope John Paul II.

The tortures these individuals underwent are considered by the Vatican to be among the worst in the history of Christian martyrdom. The torturers hacked off
limbs joint by joint, tore flesh with red hot tongs, and used drugs to enslave the minds of the victims. Christians at the time were branded on the face with the
words "tà đạo" (邪道, lit. "Left (Sinister) religion")[1] and families and villages which subscribed to Christianity were obliterated.[2]

The letters and example of Théophane Vénard inspired the young Saint Thérèse of Lisieux to volunteer for the Carmelite nunnery at Hanoi, though she
ultimately contracted tuberculosis and could not go. In 1865 Vénard's body was transferred to his Congregation's church in Paris, but his head remains in
Vietnam.[3]

There are several Catholic parishes in the United States, Canada, and elsewhere dedicated to the Martyrs of Vietnam (Holy Martyrs of Vietnam Parishes),
one of which is located in Arlington, Texas in the Dallas-Fort Worth area.[4] Others can be found in Houston, Austin, Texas,[5] Denver, Seattle, San Antonio,[6]

Arlington, Virginia, Richmond, Virginia, and Norcross, Georgia. There are also churches named after individual saints, such as St. Philippe Minh Church in
Saint Boniface, Manitoba.[7]

The Nguyen Campaign against Catholicism in the 19th century [edit]

The Catholic Church in Vietnam was devastated during the Tây Sơn rebellion in the late 18th century. During the turmoil, the missions revived, however, as a
result of cooperation between the French Vicar Apostolic Pigneaux de Behaine and Nguyen Anh. After Nguyen's victory in 1802, in gratitude to assistance
received, he ensured protection to missionary activities. However, only a few years into the new emperor's reign, there was growing antipathy among officials
against Catholicism and missionaries reported that it was purely for political reasons that their presence was tolerated.[8] Tolerance continued until the death
of the emperor and the new emperor Minh Mang succeeding to the throne in 1820.

Converts began to be harassed without official edicts in the late 1820s, by local governments. In 1831 the emperor passed new laws on regulations for
religious groupings in Viet Nam, and Catholicism was then officially prohibited. In 1832, the first act occurred in a largely Catholic village near Hue, with the entire community being incarcerated and
sent into exile in Cambodia. In January 1833 a new kingdom-wide edict was passed calling on Vietnamese subjects to reject the religion of Jesus and required suspected Catholics to demonstrate
their renunciation by walking on a wooden cross. Actual violence against Catholics, however, did not occur until the Lê Văn Khôi revolt.[8]

During the rebellion, a young French missionary priest named Joseph Marchand was living in sickness in the rebel Gia Dinh citadel. In October 1833, an officer of the emperor reported to the court
that a foreign Christian religious leader was present in the citadel. This news was used to justify the edicts against Catholicism, and led to the first executions of missionaries in over 40 years. The
first executed was named Francois Gagelin. Marchand was captured and executed as a "rebel leader" in 1835; he was put to death by "slicing".[8] Further repressive measures were introduced in
the wake of this episode in 1836. Prior to 1836, village heads had only to simply report to local mandarins about how their subjects had recanted Catholicism; after 1836, officials could visit villages
and force all the villagers to line up one by one to trample on a cross and if a community was suspected of harbouring a missionary, militia could block off the village gates and perform a rigorous
search; if a missionary was found, collective punishment could be meted out to the entire community.[8]

Missionaries and Catholic communities were able to sometimes escape this through bribery of officials; they were also sometimes victims of extortion attempts by people who demanded money under
the threat that they would report the villages and missionaries to the authorities.[8] The missionary Father Pierre Duclos said:

with gold bars murder and theft blossom among honest people.[8]

The court became more aware of the problem of the failure to enforce the laws and applied greater pressure on its officials to act; officials that failed to act or those tho who were seen to be acting
too slowly were demoted or removed from office (and sometimes were given severe corporal punishment), while those who attacked and killed the Christians could receive promotion or other
rewards. Lower officials or younger family members of officials were sometimes tasked with secretly going through villages to report on hidden missionaries or Catholics that had not apostasized.[8]

The first missionary arrested during this (and later executed) was the priest Jean-Charles Cornay in 1837. A military campaign was conducted in Nam Dinh after letters were discovered in a
shipwrecked vessel bound for Macao. Quang Tri and Quang Binh officials captured several priests along with the French missionary Bishop Pierre Dumoulin-Borie in 1838 (who was executed). The
court translator, Francois Jaccard, a Catholic who had been kept as a prisoner for years and was extremely valuable to the court, was executed in late 1838; the official who was tasked with this
execution, however, was almost immediately dismissed.[8]

A priest, Father Ignatius Delgado, was captured in the village of Can Lao (Nam Định Province), put in a cage on public display for ridicule and abuse, and died of hunger and exposure while waiting
for execution; [1]  the officer and soldiers that captured him were greatly rewarded (about 3 kg of silver was distributed out to all of them), as were the villagers that had helped to turn him over to
the authorities.[8] The bishop Dominic Henares was found in Giao Thuy district of Nam Dinh (later executed); the villagers and soldiers that participated in his arrest were also greatly rewarded
(about 3 kg of silver distributed). The priest, Father Joseph Fernandez, and a local priest, Nguyen Ba Tuan, were captured in Kim Song, Nam Dinh; the provincial officials were promoted, the
peasants who turned them over were given about 3 kg of silver and other rewards were distributed. In July 1838, a demoted governor attempting to win back his place did so successfully by
capturing the priest Father Dang Dinh Vien in Yen Dung, Bac Ninh province. (Vien was executed). In 1839, the same official captured two more priests: Father Dinh Viet Du and Father Nguyen Van
Xuyen (also both executed).[8]

In Nhu Ly near Hue, an elderly catholic doctor named Simon Hoa was captured and executed. He had been sheltering a missionary named Charles Delamotte, whom the villagers had pleaded with
him to send away. The village was also supposed to erect a shrine for the state-cult, which the doctor also opposed. His status and age protected him from being arrested until 1840, when he was
put on trial and the judge pleaded (due to his status in Vietnamese society as both an elder and a doctor) with him to publicly recant; when he refused he was publicly executed.[8]

A peculiar episode occurred in late 1839, when a village in Quang Ngai province called Phuoc Lam was victimized by four men who extorted cash from the villagers under threat of reporting the
Christian presence to the authorities. The governor of the province had a Catholic nephew who told him about what happened, and the governor then found the four men (caught smoking opium)
and had two executed as well as two exiled. When a Catholic lay leader then came to the governor to offer their gratitude (thus perhaps exposing what the governor had done), the governor told him
that those who had come to die for their religion should now prepare themselves and leave something for their wives and children; when news of the whole episode came out, the governor was
removed from office for incompetence.[8]

Many officials preferred to avoid execution because of the threat to social order and harmony it represented, and resorted to use of threats or torture in order to force Catholics to recant. Many
villagers were executed alongside priests according to mission reports. The emperor died in 1841, and this offered respite for Catholics. However, some persecution still continued after the new
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emperor took office. Catholic villages were forced to build shrines to the state cult. The missionary Father Pierre Duclos (quoted above) died in prison in after being captured on the Saigon river in
June 1846. The boat he was traveling in, unfortunately contained the money that was set for the annual bribes of various officials (up to 1/3 of the annual donated French mission budget for
Cochinchina was officially allocated to 'special needs') in order to prevent more arrests and persecutions of the converts; therefore, after his arrest, the officials then began wide searches and
cracked down on the catholic communities in their jurisdictions. The amount of money that the French mission societies were able to raise, made the missionaries a lucrative target for officials that
wanted cash, which could even surpass what the imperial court was offering in rewards. This created a cycle of extortion and bribery which lasted for years.[8]

List of Vietnamese Martyrs [edit]
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Those whose names are known are listed below:

Please keep in mind that these are the anglicized versions of their names

Andrew Dung-Lac An Tran
Augustin Schoeffler, MEP, a priest from France
Agnes Le Thi Thanh
Bernard Vũ Văn Duệ
Emmanuel Le Van Phung
Emmanuel Trieu Van Nguyen
Francis Chieu Van Do
Francis Gil de Frederich|Francesc (Francis) Gil de Federich, OP, a priest from Catalonia (Spain)
François-Isidore Gagelin, MEP, a priest from France
Francis Jaccard, MEP, a priest from France
Francis Trung Von Tran
Francis Nguyen
Ignatius Delgado y Cebrian, OP, a bishop from Spain
Jacinto (Hyacinth) Casteñeda, OP, a priest from Spain
James Nam
Jerome Hermosilla, OP, a bishop from Spain
John Baptist Con
John Charles Cornay, MEP, a priest from France
John Dat
John Hoan Trinh Doan
John Louis Bonnard, MEP, a priest from France
John Thanh Van Dinh
José María Díaz Sanjurjo, OP, a bishop from Spain
Joseph Canh Luang Hoang
Joseph Fernandez, OP, a priest from Spain
Joseph Hien Quang Do
Joseph Khang Duy Nguyen
Joseph Luu Van Nguyen
Joseph Marchand, MEP, a priest from France
Joseph Nghi Kim
Joseph Thi Dang Le
Joseph Uyen Dinh Nguyen
Joseph Vien Dinh Dang
Joseph Khang, a local doctor
Joseph Tuc
Joseph Tuan Van Tran
Lawrence Ngon
Lawrence Huong Van Nguyen
Luke Loan Ba Vu
Luke Thin Viet Pham
Martin Tho
Martin Tinh Duc Ta
Matthew Alonzo Leziniana, OP, a priest from Spain
Matthew Phuong Van Nguyen
Matthew Gam Van Le
Melchor García Sampedro, OP, a bishop from Spain
Michael Dinh-Hy Ho
Michael My Huy Nguyen
Nicholas Thé Duc Bui
Paul Hanh
Paul Khoan Khan Pham
Paul Loc Van Le
Paul Tinh Bao Le
Paul Tong Viet Buong
Paul Duong
Pere (Peter) Almató i Ribera, OP, a priest from Catalonia (Spain)
Peter Tuan
Peter Dung Van Dinh
Peter Da
Peter Duong Van Truong
Peter Francis Néron, MEP, a priest from France
Peter Hieu Van Nguyen
Peter Quy Cong Doan
Peter Thi Van Truong Pham
Peter Tuan Ba Nguyen, a fisherman
Peter Tuy Le
Peter Van Van Doan
Philip Minh Van Doan
Pierre Borie, MEP, a bishop from France
Simon Hoa Dac Phan
Stephen Theodore Cuenot, MEP, a bishop from France
Stephen Vinh
Théophane Vénard, MEP, a priest from France
Thomas De Van Nguyen
Thomas Du Viet Dinh
Thomas Thien Tran
Thomas Toan
Thomas Khuong
Valentine Berriochoa, OP, a bishop from the Basque Country
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Valentine Berriochoa, OP, a bishop from the Basque Country

Martyrdom of Joseph
Marchand, 1835.

 

Martyrdom of Saint Pierre
Borie, 24 November 1838,
Tonkin, Vietnam.

 

Martyrdom of Jean-Charles
Cornay in 1837.

 

Théophane Vénard in chains,
martyred in 1861.

The causes are being promoted [edit]

Andrew of Phú Yên, Jesuit missionary
François Xavier Truong Buu Diep
Marcel Nguyễn Tân Văn, C.Ss.R., Servant of God
Phanxicô Xaviê Nguyễn Văn Thuận, Cardinal

See also [edit]

Roman Catholicism in Vietnam
Vietnamese Martyrs, patron saint archive

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Les Missions Etrangeres, p. 291
2. ^ Attwater, Donald and Catherine Rachel John. The Penguin Dictionary of Saints. 3rd edition. New York: Penguin Books, 1993. ISBN 0-14-051312-4.
3. ^ St. Andrew Dung-Lac and his 116 companions , Attwater dk, Farmer, Lodi, Butler, Den katolske kirke (Catholic Church in Norway)
4. ^ Vietnamese Martyrs Catholic Church, Arlington, Texas (The Biggest Vietnamese Catholic Church In the United States)
5. ^ Holy Vietnamese Martyrs Catholic Church, Yager Lane, Austin, TX
6. ^ Vietnamese Martyrs Catholic Parish, Holbrook Rd, San Antonio, Texas
7. ^ Archdiocese of Saint Boniface web-site, Parishes Chaplaincies and Stations, St. Philippe Minh Church, Winnipeg
8.  ̂a b c d e f g h i j k l m Jacob Ramsay. "Extortion and Exploitation in the Nguyên Campaign against Catholicism in 1830s–1840s Vietnam". Journal of Southeast Asian Studies, Vol. 35, No. 2 (June 2004), pp.

311–328.
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Blessed
Emmanuel d'Abreu

Personal
Born 1708

Arouca, Portugal

Died 12 January 1737
Tonkin

Religion Catholic

Nationality Portuguese Empire

Institute Society of Jesus

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Emmanuel d'Abreu was a Roman Catholic priest who joined the
Jesuit order in 1674. He was deputed to Goa in 1733 and then in
Macau in 1734.[1] In March 1736, he was arrested in the kingdom
of Tonkin (today's Vietnam). He was tortured and martyred by
beheading for his work in the following year with three of his
companions, John Gaspard Cratz, Bartholomew Alvarez and
Vincent da Cunha.[2][3] Their memorial is on 12 January, the date
of their execution.[4]
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salige Johannes Kasper Kratz, Emmanuel d'Abreu, Bartolomeus Álvarez og Vincent da Cunha (d. 1737)
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This article about a saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.

This article about a Catholic clergyman is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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Emmelia (or Emilia) of Caesarea
Saint

Born Unknown

Died 30 May 375
Caesarea in Cappadocia

Venerated in Catholic Church
Orthodox Church

Canonized Pre-congregation

Feast 30 May (Western Church, Some
Eastern Churches)
8 May (Some Eastern Churches)
1 January (Russian Orthodox)

Attributes Mother of Saints

Patronage Mothers

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Emmelia of Caesarea was born in Cappadocia, a province of the
Roman Empire (nowadays Central Anatolia, Turkey). She died
May 30th, 375 AD. She was born in the late third to early fourth
century, a period in time when Christianity was becoming more
widespread, posing a challenge to the Roman government and its
pagan rule.[1] She was the wife of Basil the Elder and bore nine or
ten children,[2] including Basil of Caesarea (born circa 330[3]),
Macrina the Younger, Peter of Sebaste, Gregory of Nyssa, and
Naucratius.

Emmelia—also known as Emilia or Emily—is venerated as a saint
in both the Eastern Orthodox Church and the Roman Catholic
Church[4] and is said to have died on May 30, 375.[2] However, she
is not the only woman in her family to be venerated as a saint.
Both her mother-in-law, Macrina the Elder, as well as her
daughters, Macrina the Younger and Theosebia are recognized as
saints in the Catholic Church (except for Theosebia) and Eastern Orthodox Church.

Emmelia spent much of her later years living with her eldest daughter, Macrina the Younger. Macrina the
Younger had a profound impact on her mother. With her husband no longer around, Emmelia and her daughter
lived a life dedicated to Christianity, surrounded by servants whom they treated as equals, at Macrina the
Younger's insistence. Their ascetic way of life attracted a following of women which created a convent-like
atmosphere, where one was considered rich if she lived a pure and devout Christian life and disregarded the
materialistic lure of earthly pleasures and possessions.[5]
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Emygdius

Saint Emygdius

Statue of Saint Emygdius baptizing Polisia, in
Foligno Cathedral, by the sculptor Cody

Swanson

Born c. 279 AD
Trier

Died c. 309 AD (aged 29–30)

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church

Major shrine Ascoli Piceno

Feast August 5; August 18

Attributes episcopal robes; palm;
supporting a crumbling wall or
building

Patronage Ascoli Piceno; Guardiagrele;
Naples (co-patron); Los
Angeles; invoked against
earthquakes

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Emygdius (Latin: Emidius, Æmedius, Emigdius, Hemigidius;
Italian: Sant'Emidio; c. 279 – c. 309 AD) was a Christian bishop
who is venerated as a martyr. Tradition states that he was killed
during the persecution of Diocletian.[1]
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Legend [edit]

His legend[1] states that he was a pagan of Trier who became a
Christian. He traveled to Rome and cured the paralytic daughter of
his host Gratianus, who had let him stay with him at his house on
Tiber Island. Gratianus' family then converted to Christianity.

Emygdius also cured a blind man. The people of Rome believed
him to be the son of Apollo and carried him off by force to the
Temple of Aesculapius on the island in the Tiber, where he cured
many of the sick. Emygdius declared himself a Christian, however,
and tore down the pagan altars and smashed into pieces a statue
of Aesculapius. He also converted many to Christianity; this
enraged the prefect of the city.

He was made a bishop by Pope Marcellus I (or Pope Marcellinus),
and sent to Ascoli Piceno.

On his way to Ascoli, Emydgius made more conversions, and
performed a miracle where he made water gush out of a mountain
after striking a cliff. Polymius, the local governor, attempted to
convince Emygdius to worship Jupiter and the goddess Angaria,
the patroness of Ascoli. Polymius also offered him the hand of his
daughter Polisia. Instead Emygdius baptized her as a Christian in
the waters of the Tronto, along with many others.

Enraged, Polymius decapitated him on the spot now occupied by the Sant'Emidio Red Temple, as well as his
followers Eupolus (Euplus), Germanus, and Valentius (Valentinus). Emygdius stood up, carried his own head to
a spot on a mountain where he had constructed an oratory (the site of the present-day Sant'Emidio alla Grotte).
After Emygdius' martyrdom, his followers attacked Polymius' palace and pulled it down.[1]

Veneration [edit]

His hagiography was written probably by a monk of Frankish origin in the eleventh century, after the rediscovery
of the saint's relics, which had been conserved in a Roman sarcophagus.[1] However, his hagiography was
attributed to his disciple Valentius, who was martyred with him. The cult of Saint Emygdius is ancient,
documented by churches dedicated to him since the eighth century. The translation of his relics from the
catacomb of Sant'Emidio alla Grotte to the crypt of the cathedral happened probably around the year 1000
under Bernardo II, bishop of Ascoli Piceno.[2]

In 1703, a violent earthquake occurred in the Marche but did not affect the city of Ascoli Piceno. The city's
salvation was attributed to Emygdius and he was thenceforth invoked against earthquakes. As a result of this
event, the church dedicated a church to the saint in 1717.[1] Additionally, many towns appointed him as patron,
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erecting statues in his honor in the churches (L'Aquila, 1732; Cingoli, 1747; San Ginesio, 1751; and Nocera
Umbra, 1751).[3]

Emygdius is considered to have protected Ascoli from other dangers. A dazzling vision of Emygdius is said to
have deterred Alaric I from destroying Ascoli in 409.[4] The troops of Conrad II, Holy Roman Emperor passed
through the region in 1038 carrying the plague; Bernardo I, bishop of Ascoli, invoked Emydgius' aid and the
plague stopped. During World War II, on October 3, 1943, Emygdius is said to have protected the city against
German movements against the Italian partisans.[4]
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Annunciation with St.
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Statue of Saint
Emydgius converting
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"Red Temple" of
Sant'Emidio, Ascoli
Piceno, built on the
supposed spot of
Emygdius' martyrdom.
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1.  ̂a b c d e Sant' Emidio Martire
2. ^ Comune di Ascoli Piceno
3. ^ Abruzzo Heritage  Archived  2007-10-31 at the Wayback Machine
4.  ̂a b Sant' Emidio  Archived  2007-09-27 at the Wayback Machine
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Enda of Aran

Saint Enda of Aran
Abbot of Aran

Born c. 450[1]

Meath, Ireland

Died c. 530

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast 21 March

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Enda of Aran (Éanna, Éinne or Endeus, died c. 530 AD) is
an Irish saint. His feast day is 21 March.

Enda was a warrior-king of Oriel in Ulster, converted by his sister,
Saint Fanchea, an abbess. About 484 he established the first Irish
monastery at Killeaney on Aran Mor. St Enda is described as the
"patriarch of Irish monasticism". Most of the great Irish saints had
some connection with Aran.
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Early life and conversion [edit]

According to the Martyrdom of Oengus, Enda was an Irish prince, son of Conall Derg of Oriel (Ergall) in Ulster.
Legend has it that when his father died, he succeeded him as king and went off to fight his enemies.[2] The
soldier Enda was converted by his sister, Saint Fanchea, an abbess.[3] He visited Fanchea, who tried to
persuade him to lay down his arms. He agreed, if only she would give him a young girl in the convent for a wife.
He renounced his dreams of conquest and decided to marry. The girl she promised turned out to have just
died, and Fanchea forced him to view the girl's corpse, to teach him that he, too, would face death and
judgment.[4]

Faced with the reality of death, and by his sister's persuasion, Enda decided to study for the priesthood, and
studied first at St Ailbe’s monastery at Emly.[5] Fanchea sent him to Rosnat, a great center of monasticism.
There he took monastic vows and was ordained. The stories told of the early life of Saint Enda and his sister
are unhistorical. More authentic vitae survive at Tighlaghearny at Inishmore, where he was buried.[3]

Drogheda. About 484 he was given land in the Aran Islands by his brother-in-law, Aengus, King of Munster.[5]

Three limestone islands make up the Aran Islands: Inishmore, Inishmaan and Inisheer (respectively, the Great,
Central and Eastern Island). The three islands of Aran stretch across the mouth of Galway Bay, forming a
natural breakwater against the Atlantic Ocean. The largest of the three, Inishmore, is about nine miles long. In
many places it is quite barren.[6] Geologically, the islands are an extension of the Burren in Clare, on the
mainland to the southeast: an uplifted limestone block, striated by gashes ranging from inches to hundreds of
feet deep. Water percolates right through the stone, leading sometimes to water shortages and preventing the
formation of the typically boggy western Irish land form. Peat for fires had to be imported from Galway. The
resulting flora are unique; Mediterranean and Alpine species meet here, attracting masses of tiny multicoloured
butterflies.[7]

Enda's monks imitated the asceticism and simplicity of the earliest Egyptian desert hermits. He established the
monastery of Enda, which is regarded as the first Irish monastery, at Killeany on Inismór. He also established a
monastery in the Boyne valley, and several others across the island, and along with Finnian of Clonard is
known as the father of Irish monasticism. At Killeaney the monks lived a hard life of manual labour, prayer,
fasting, and study of the Scriptures. The monks of Aran lived alone in their stone cells, slept on the ground, ate
together in silence, and survived by farming and fishing.[4]
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Teampall Brecan – Inis Mór

Enda divided the island into two parts, one half assigned to the monastery of Killeany, and the western half to
such of his disciples as chose "to erect permanent religious houses on the island".[6] Later he divided the island
into 8 parts, in each of which he built a "place of refuge". The life of Enda and his monks was frugal and
austere. The day was divided into fixed periods for prayer, labour, and sacred study. Each community had its
own church and its village of stone cells, in which they slept either on the bare ground or on a bundle of straw
covered with a rug, but always in the clothes worn by day. They assembled for their daily devotions in the
church or oratory of the saint under whose immediate care they were placed. The monks took their meals in
silence in a common refectory, from a common kitchen, having no fires in their cloghauns or stone cells,
however cold the weather or wild the seas.

They invariably carried out the monastic rule of procuring their own food and clothing by the labour of their
hands. Some fished around the islands; others cultivated patches of oats or barley in sheltered spots between
the rocks. Others ground grain or kneaded the meal into bread, and baked it for the use of the brethren. They
spun and wove their own garments from the undyed wool of their own sheep. They could grow no fruit in these
storm-swept islands; they drank neither wine nor mead, and they had no flesh meat, except perhaps a little for
the sick.[6] St Enda himself died in old age around the year 530.[4]

Enda's monastery flourished until Viking times, but much of the stone was ransacked by Cromwell's men in the
1650s for fortifications, so only scattered ruins remain.[7] Most survive as coastal ruined towers. Cattle, goats,
and horses now huddle and shiver in the storm under many of the ruins of old walls where once men lived and
prayed. These structures were the chosen home of a group of poor and devoted men under Saint Enda. He
taught them to love the hard rock, the dripping cave, and the barren earth swept by the western gales. They
were "men of the caves", and "also men of the Cross".

Enda and St Brecan [edit]

One tale tells that Saint Brecan was not happy with Enda's land division
so Enda and Brecan made an agreement. Each say mass at his own
monastery on either end of the island, and when they finished they
would begin walking towards the centre. Wherever they met, that's
where they'd divide the land. But Brecan began saying mass earlier
than the agreed time. Enda prayed for divine intervention. Brecan's feet
became stuck in the sand at the beach of Kilmurvey, and Enda wound
up getting most of the land.[8]

Enda and Corban [edit]

Corbanus, who was still a heathen, and a churl to boot, vacated the isle, and conveyed his people and their
property to the opposite coast. There he met St Enda and his monks preparing to cross in their slender
currachs, and seemingly ill provided with food and furniture. There were several sacks and casks of corn and
meal on the shore belonging to Corbanus, and as the boats were putting off he joked to the saint, "Here are
some barrels and sacks of good corn which I would gladly give to save you and these poor men with the shorn
heads, from starvation, but your wretched boats could not bear their weight across." "Do not mind that," said the
saint; "let the gift be from your heart—that is the main thing." "Surely!" said the other, "I make a free offer!" At
the word, sacks and barrels, with much bustle, shot forward over the boats and over the men in them, and in a
direct line to the eastern landing-place of Inishmore.[9]

Influence on early Gaelic Church [edit]

During his own lifetime, Enda's monastic settlement on the Aran islands became an important pilgrimage
destination, as well as a centre for the evangelisation of surrounding areas. At least two dozen canonised
individuals had some association with "Aran of the Saints".[4] Among these were Saint Brendan the Voyager,[6]

who was blessed for his voyage there; Jarlath of Tuam, Finnian of Clonard, and Saint Columba of Iona who
called it the "Sun of the West".[1] Aran became a miniature Mount Athos, with a dozen monasteries scattered
over the island, the most famous, Killeany, where Enda himself lived. There, a great tradition of austerity,
holiness, and learning was begun.[2]

Saint Ciaran of Clonmacnoise came there first as a youth to grind corn, and would have remained there for life
but for Enda's insistence that his true work lay elsewhere, reluctant though he was to part with him. When he
departed, the monks of Enda lined the shore as he knelt for the last time to receive Enda's blessing, and
watched as the boat bore him from them. Saint Finnian left St Enda and founded the monastery of Moville
(where Columba spent part of his youth) and who afterwards became bishop of Lucca in Tuscany, Italy. Among
those who spent time with Enda was Carthach the Elder. Ciarán is said to have walked to Clonmacnoise with his
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Tobar Éinne (Tobar Éanna), Saint
Enda's holy well on Inis Oírr

pet cow, which was a particularly good milker; long after her death in great old age the Book of the Dun Cow
was bound in her skin.

St Enda's well [edit]

Barna, Co. Galway [edit]

This holy well is situated on the approach road to Silver Strand close to
the village of Barna, Co Galway Galway, about 5 kilometres from Galway
city. It is reputed to have been the resting place of St Enda of Aran on
his way to the Aran islands. Local tradition has it that St Enda used it to
spend the night here on his way to the islands and that one day a well
sprung up as he prayed. Through the years pilgrimages were made
regularly to the well.

Inis Oirr [edit]

Tobar Éinne (or Tobar Éanna) is located near the west coast of Inis Oírr. Locals still carry out a ceremony (or
pilgrimage) called Turas to the Well of Enda.[10] It is said that the well has healing powers and that it never runs
dry.[11][12]

Saint Brendan's stone [edit]

When Saint Brendan returned from his travels far to the West he thanked God at the Abbey and laid down the
only gift he bought back from his travels, a stone with an eye carved on one end and a rune on the other. It was
given to him by a dwarf. This stone was said to float if placed on water and the gem pointed to the Last Isle of
the West. The rune is a variant of the Norse Reith rune which resembles the letter 'r'. This is called the
"Styrimathr" (STEE-ri-mah-thur) meaning in Norse "the Captain of the Seas path". It is carried in a small silk
purse by the Abbot of the Abbey of St Enda.

Those who lived there loved the islands which "as a necklace of pearls, God has set upon the bosom of the
sea", and all the more because they had been the scene of heathen worship. according to a prophecy, "there
will be left only three islands altogether, when Innish is sent from mortal planes: Inishmore, Inishmaan, and
Inisheer." On the largest will stand Saint Enda's well and altar, and the round tower of the church where the bell
was sounded which gave the signal that Saint Enda had taken his place at the altar. At the tolling of the bell the
service of the Mass began in all the churches of the island.

Legacy [edit]

Patrick Pearse named his bilingual boys' school Scoil Éanna, or St Enda's School, in honour of the saint in
1908.[13] Ballyboden has a Gaelic Athletic Association club named after him, Ballyboden St. Enda's. Omagh St
Enda's Gaelic Athletic Club is also named in his honour and in 2011, members of the club paid tribute to their
patron by visiting his church on the Aran Islands before 150 members of the club cycled from Galway to Omagh.

See also [edit]

Conainne
Nem Moccu Birn
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Engelbert II of Berg

Saint Engelbert of Cologne

Archbishop of Cologne and Martyr
Born 1185 or 1186

Burg an der Wupper, Germany

Died 7 November 1225
Gevelsberg, near Schwelm,
Germany

Venerated in Catholic Church

Major shrine Cologne, Germany

Feast 7 November

Attributes a crosier in one hand, with an
upraised sword, in the other,
piercing a crescent moon

Statue of Archbishop Engelbert at
Schloss Burg (sculptor Paul Wynand)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Count Engelbert II of Berg, also known as Saint Engelbert,
Engelbert of Cologne, Engelbert I, Archbishop of Cologne
or Engelbert I of Berg, Archbishop of Cologne (1185 or 1186,
Schloss Burg – 7 November 1225, Gevelsberg) was archbishop of
Cologne and a saint;[a] he was notoriously murdered by a member
of his own family.
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Early life [edit]

Engelbert was born in 1185 or 1186 in Schloss Burg (present Burg
an der Wupper [de]), the younger son of Count Engelbert I of Berg
and his wife Margarete of Guelders. He was educated at the
cathedral school in Cologne. From 1198 (at the age of twelve or
thirteen) he held the office of provost of St. George in Cologne
and from 1199 to 1216 he also held the office of cathedral provost
at Cologne Cathedral. He further acquired at various times a
number of other provostships: in Cologne, Aachen, Deventer and
Zutphen. He was elected Bishop of Münster in 1203 but he
declined because of his age.

Engelbert was excommunicated by Pope Innocent III in 1206, on account of his support for his cousin Adolf of
Altena, archbishop of Cologne, in the interests of Philip of Swabia against Otto of Brunswick but was pardoned
in 1208. In 1212, as an act of penance for his earlier rebellion, he took part in the Albigensian Crusade. He
gave his allegiance to the future Frederick II, Holy Roman Emperor, after the Battle of Bouvines in 1214.

Archbishop of Cologne and after [edit]

Engelbert was elected Archbishop of Cologne as Engelbert I on 29
February 1216 and was consecrated on 24 September 1217, in which
office he remained until his violent death.

Engelbert came to enjoy the trust of Frederick II, Holy Roman Emperor,
becoming imperial administrator (Reichsverweser) in 1220 and guardian
of the Emperor's son Henry. In 1222, Engelbert crowned twelve-years-
old Henry as King of the Romans in Aachen. Engelbert remained
Henry's tutor and guardian until his death.

It is not clear to what extent Engelbert was personally involved with the
Confoederatio cum principibus ecclesiasticis, a treaty with the
ecclesiastical princes, which Frederick signed on 26 April 1220,
although as Administrator of the German Kingdom (Gubernator Regni
Teutonici) he must have had at least some input. Clearly, however, in
the increased powers it gave to all ecclesiastical princes it was of benefit
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also to the archbishops of Cologne, and the establishment and development of the new powers was part of
Engelbert's archiepiscopal strategy.

When Engelbert succeeded, the rights and territories of the archdiocese were in bad order, following a long
period of civil unrest in Germany. He engaged himself at once in a series of campaigns and strategies to win
them back and safeguard them, principally against the Dukes of Limburg and their allies the County of Cleves.
Engelbert in turn set up alliances with Brabant and Namur.

Engelbert also defended his personal inheritance as Count of Berg against Duke Waleran III of Limburg. In
1218 Engelbert's elder brother Count Adolf VI of Berg died on the Fifth Crusade without a male heir. Waleran
considered himself entitled to inherit the County of Berg because his son Henry was married to Irmgard of Berg,
Adolf's only daughter. According to the Salic law, however, Engelbert was the heir. He won the dispute in two
feuds. In 1220 a peace was concluded and Waleran's claim settled by the payment of a year's revenues.

Engelbert granted town privileges to many places, including Wipperfürth, Attendorn, Brilon, Siegen, Werl and
Herford, Vianden, Hamm, Neuerburg and Manderscheid.

During his incumbency as archbishop, Engelbert continued to fight for the re-establishment and security of the
Archdiocese of Cologne both as an ecclesiastical authority and also as a secular territory. (It was said of him
that despite his personal piety he was more of a monarch than a churchman). Not only did he constantly battle,
by all means necessary, for the secular well-being of the lands of the archdiocese, of which he may be counted
the de facto founder as a significant state; he also took energetic measures for the effective regulation of the
City of Cologne itself; and he was a zealous champion of the religious throughout his archdiocese.

Death [edit]

Engelbert earned the respect and affection of his subjects through his
devotion to justice and his energy in maintaining law, and took great
pains to ensure the well-being of the religious within his authority.
However, his effectiveness in achieving his goals by all means
necessary, including military action, his allegiance to the pope and the
emperor, and his uncompromising defence of the law and the rights of
religious persons and bodies, brought him into conflict with the nobility,
including his own family, and this led to his death.

His cousin Count Frederick of Isenberg was vogt of Essen Abbey, and
abused his position by defrauding the nuns. Engelbert was determined
to protect the nuns' interests and sought to bring Frederick to justice.
On 7 November 1225 while they travelled together to Cologne from a
judicial hearing in Soest, Engelbert was killed, possibly by Frederick, in
a defile near present-day Gevelsberg near Schwelm.

It seems probable that a group of disaffected nobility was behind the
attack which may have been intended to take Engelbert captive rather
than kill him.

Engelbert's body was taken to Cologne on a dung-cart, and when
examined, found to have forty-seven wounds.

Veneration [edit]

Engelbert's body was buried in Cologne Cathedral on 24 February 1226 by order of Cardinal Conrad of Urach,
the papal legate, who declared him a martyr, though a formal canonization did not take place.[1] His remains are
preserved today in a Baroque shrine prepared on the authority of Ferdinand of Bavaria, archbishop of
Cologne, who in 1618 also ordered the celebration of his feast on 7 November.

See also [edit]

Notes [edit]

a. ^ The description "Engelbert I of Berg" can refer either to Count Engelbert I of Berg or to the
subject of this article, his son, Count Engelbert II of Berg, if referred to by his ecclesiastical office, when the form
"Engelbert I of Berg, Archbishop of Cologne" sometimes occurs besides the more usual "Engelbert I of Cologne".
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Saint Engelmond

Sculpture of Engelmund in Velsen

Died c. 739 AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast June 21[1]

Attributes depicted as a pilgrim abbot with
a fountain springing under his
staff

Patronage invoked against toothache

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Engelmund)

Saint Engelmund (Engelmond, Ingelmund) of Velsen (died
May 14, c. 739) was an English-born missionary to Frisia. He was
educated in his native country and entered the Benedictine Order.
He was ordained a priest and later became an abbot.
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Life [edit]

Although born in England, he had lived in Friesland with his
parents and so knew the language.[2] He traveled to Frisia to join
Saint Willibrord in evangelizing the region. Engelmund was based
at Velsen near Haarlem, where he later died at an advanced age,
of fever.[3]

Iconography [edit]

Saint Engelmund is depicted as a pilgrim abbot with a fountain
springing under his staff.[4]
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Saint Engelmond

Sculpture of Engelmund in Velsen

Died c. 739 AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast June 21[1]

Attributes depicted as a pilgrim abbot with
a fountain springing under his
staff

Patronage invoked against toothache

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Engelmund (Engelmond, Ingelmund) of Velsen (died
May 14, c. 739) was an English-born missionary to Frisia. He was
educated in his native country and entered the Benedictine Order.
He was ordained a priest and later became an abbot.
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Life [edit]

Although born in England, he had lived in Friesland with his
parents and so knew the language.[2] He traveled to Frisia to join
Saint Willibrord in evangelizing the region. Engelmund was based
at Velsen near Haarlem, where he later died at an advanced age,
of fever.[3]

Iconography [edit]

Saint Engelmund is depicted as a pilgrim abbot with a fountain
springing under his staff.[4]
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Engratia

Saint Engratia

The flagellation of Saint Engratia. Bartolomé
Bermejo, 1474-1478.

Martyr
Born Braga, Portugal

Died ~303 AD
Zaragoza, Spain

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church

Major shrine Zaragoza

Feast April 16

Attributes palm, depicted as a richly-
dressed girl

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Engratia (Portuguese: Santa Engrácia, Spanish: Santa
Engracia) is venerated as a virgin martyr and saint. Tradition
states that she was martyred with eighteen companions in 303 AD.
She should not be confused with the 8th-century Spanish martyr of
the same name.
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History [edit]

Although their martyrdom is traditionally placed around 303 during
the Diocletianic Persecution, more recently it is considered
probable that they died during the persecution of Valerian (254-
260).[1]

Legend [edit]

Engratia was a native of Braga who had been promised in
marriage to a nobleman of Roussillon. He sent as her escort to
Gaul her uncle Lupercius (sometimes identified with the
Luperculus who was a bishop of Eauze[2]) and a suite of sixteen
noblemen and a servant named Julie or Julia.[3]

Upon reaching Zaragoza, they learned of the persecution of
Christians there by the governor Dacian, who reigned in the time
of the emperors Diocletian and Maximian. She attempted to
dissuade him from his persecution, but was whipped and
imprisoned when it was discovered that she was a Christian. She
died of her wounds. Her companions were decapitated.

Martyrs of Zaragoza [edit]

Many others, called the Martyrs of Zaragoza, were martyred at the same time.[3] Also called the Countless
Martyrs of Zaragoza,[3]

It is said that Dacian, to detect and so make an end of all the faithful of Saragossa, ordered that liberty to
practice their religion should be promised them on condition that they all went out of the city at a certain fixed
time and by certain designated gates. As soon as they had thus gone forth, he ordered them to be put to the
sword and their corpses burned. Their ashes were mixed with those of criminals, so that no veneration might be
paid them. But a shower of rain fell and washed the ashes apart, forming those of the martyrs into certain white
masses. These, known as the "holy masses" (las santas masas) were deposited in the crypt of the church
dedicated to St. Engratia, where they are still preserved.[1]

Their number includes, besides Engratia, Lupercius and Julia:

Caius and Crescentius, confessors rather than martyrs: they were imprisoned and tortured, but did not
succumb to their treatment.[4]

Successus, Martial, Urban, Quintilian, Publius, Fronto, Felix, Cecilian, Evodius, Primitivus, Apodemius, and
four men all sharing the name Saturninus.[5] who, according to St. Eugenius II of Toledo would be Jenaro,
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Casiano, Matutino and Fausto.
Januarius[6]

Veneration [edit]

Prudentius, a native of Zaragoza, wrote a hymn in honor of these martyrs, and lists their
names, and describes the terrible tortures suffered by Encratis (Engratia).[5] An important
cult arose around these saints. Engratia was certainly the most venerated of the group,
and her cult was diffused throughout Spain and the Pyrenees. Engracia was declared
patroness of the city of Saragossa in 1480.

During a synod held at Zaragoza in 592, the church dedicated to her there was
reconsecrated, an act celebrated on November 3, which sometimes served as an alternate
feast day.[5]

The Church of Santa Engrácia in Lisbon is dedicated to her.

The Church of Santa Engracia de Zaragoza was built on the spot where Engratia and her
companions were said to have been martyred. It was destroyed in the Spanish War of
Independence, with only the crypt and the doorway being left. It was rebuilt in the late 19th
or early 20th century, and served as a parish church.[1]
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Enmegahbowh

Enmegahbowh (left) with Rev.
James Lloyd Breck (right) and Isaac
Manitowab (center).
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Enmegahbowh (c. 1820 – June 12, 1902; from Enami'egaabaw, meaning "He
that prays [for his people while] standing"; also known as John Johnson) was the
first Native American to be ordained a priest in the Episcopal Church in the United
States of America.

Born around 1820, Enmegahbowh
(pronounced En-meh-GAH-boe),[1] was the
only child of the chief of an Ojibwe Band on
Rice Lake near Peterborough, Canada.
Because this group of Ojibwe "trade
Indians" remained behind while the others
pressed farther up the Great Lakes in
search of furs, some consider
Enmegahbowh an Ottawa.[2] He was raised
in a Christian Anishinaabe (Ojibwe)[3] village near Petersburg which was
affiliated with the Methodists. An Episcopal clergyman of the vicinity, Mr.
Armour, persuaded Enmegahbowh's reluctant parents to send him to be

educated with the clergyman's own sons. Enmegahbowh did learn to read and speak English, but after three
months, the homesick boy ran away in the night and walked for two days to return to his own people.[3] About
1831, Enmegahbowh's grandfather, a medicine man of high rank, inducted him into the tribal religious
organization Midewiwin.[2]

On July 4, 1841 Enmegahbowh married Biwabikogeshigequay (a/k/a Iron Sky Woman and baptized Charlotte),
niece of Hole-in-the-Day.[2] He met the Rev. Ezekiel Gilbert Gear, chaplain at Fort Snelling at the confluence of
the Mississippi and Minnesota Rivers, and became an Episcopalian. Gear eventually introduced Enmegahbowh
to the Rev. James Lloyd Breck, a missionary who had arrived in Minnesota in 1851, and who baptised
Enmegahbowh.[4]

Bishop Jackson Kemper ordained the youth a deacon in 1859,[4] and Enmegahbowh went to Crow Wing,
Minnesota to assist in founding St. Columba Mission. Mille Lacs Chief Fine-Day was an early member of
Enmegahbowh's church, and took over the mission in 1861.
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The Dakota War [edit]

In 1821, the Sioux on the upper Minnesota River entered into two treaties with the United States government,
the Treaty of Traverse des Sioux and the Treaty of Mendota, which together ceded their claims to millions of
acres and enabled white settlement in Minnesota. In exchange, the Sioux were to receive a reservation and
annual payments totaling more than two million dollars, but ultimately received little other than a few trade
goods. Most of the payments were actually made to white traders (supposedly for goods provided to the Sioux)
or stolen through corruption within the Bureau of Indian Affairs. When Minnesota became a state in 1858, the
tribes sent representatives to Washington, D.C. led by Little Crow to complain about not receiving the benefits
negotiated in the treaty, but had little success. The land on their reservation proved not arable, and new
settlement practices restricted hunting.

During the Dakota War of 1862, which began as treaty payments were due for distribution to the starving Sioux
at Fort Ridgely, the Gull Lake Band of Mississippi Chippewa rose to attack near-by Fort Ripley. Enmegahbowh
prevented other Ojibwa bands from joining the Gull Lake Band, for which the rebels imprisoned him.
Enmegahbowh escaped and traveled thirty miles at night to warn Fort Ripley. This discouraged the Gull Lake
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Band from attacking the fort. However, many Ojibwe resented Enmegahbowh's actions for years, even though
he followed his people (and the Gull Lake band and other Ojibwa) when they were removed to the environs of
the Leech Lake Indian Reservation and then eventually to the White Earth Indian Reservation.[4]

In 1867 Bishop Whipple ordained Enmegahbowh a priest.[5] In 1869 he encouraged Chief White Cloud's mission
to establish peace between the Ojibwe and the Sioux in 1869.[4]

In March 1880, Enmegahbowh and Chief Fine-Day traveled across the eastern United States for three months
in order to raise money for a new St. Columba Episcopal Church at White Earth. While in Ohio, they impressed
the governor, and also addressed the Ohio state legislature, raising $6000 for their project. After Chief Fine-
Day died in 1883, Enmegahbowh referred to him as "our noblest chief" and recommended that a stained glass
window in the church memorialize him.

Death and legacy [edit]

Enmegahbowh died at the White Earth Indian Reservation in northern Minnesota on June 12, 1902 at the age
of 95, and is buried in St. Columba's churchyard. The people of St. Columba's honor him each June during the
White Earth Pow-Wow.[5] The Episcopal calendar of saints remembers Enmegahbowh on June 12.

Owanah Anderson, in Jamestown Commitment: The Episcopal Church and the American Indian, states that
"Church historians have slighted the role of an Indian man, Enmegahbowh, in chronicling the coming of
Christianity to the Ojibwa of northern Minnesota. While Whipple was the broker, Enmegahbowh was the
implementer. While Whipple would come to be known as Apostle to the Indians, it was Enmegahbowh who
served as the bishop's enabler, loyal companion, associate, and interpreter for more than 40 years."[3][6] He is
memorialized in the Enmegahbowh Healing and Reconciliation Station at St. Mark's Cathedral, Minneapolis.[7]
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This biographical article needs more biographical information on
the subject. Statistical information, such as date and place of birth,
information on historical significance, and information on accomplishments
is desired. Please remove this message when done. See this article's talk
page for more information. (October 2015)

Saint Enoder, (also known as Tenenan, Tinidor and Ternoc)[1] was a
6th-century AD abbot of South Wales. He is venerated in the Eastern
Orthodox, Anglican and Roman Catholic Churches.

He is known to history through royal lists, hagiographies and the writings
of Llangynidir of Powys. He was a grandson of King Brychan of
Brecknock, and built numerous churches. He was also an abbot,
although his monastery is not known.[2]

Legend [edit]

Enoder, the son of an Irish prince, was a student of Carantoc.

Today, he is remembered in the name St Enoder a parish and hamlet in
Cornwall and his Feast day is 27 April.[2]
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Enodoch, also known as Wenedoc, is a 6th-century Pre-
congregational saint of South Wales.

Enodoch is believed by some historians to have been a woman, called
Qendydd.[1] She died about 520AD.[2] and her feast day is 7 March.[3]

St Enodoc's Church, the parish church of Trebetherick in Cornwall is
dedicated to this saint, and its churchyard is home to the grave of John
Betjeman.

References [edit]

1. ^ Enodoch  at Catholic online.
2. ^ Book of Saints, by the Monks of Ramsgate.
3. ^ Saint Enodoch  at Saints.sqpn.com.
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Enravota
Енравота

Born early 9th century

Died c. 833

Venerated in Bulgaria, the Eastern Orthodox
world

Feast 28 March

A depiction of
Enravota

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Enravota (Bulgarian: Свети Енравота) or Voin (Воин,
"warrior") or Boyan (Боян) was the eldest son of Omurtag of
Bulgaria and the first Bulgarian Christian martyr, as well as the
earliest Bulgarian saint to be canonized.

Born in the early 9th century, Enravota was the elder brother of
Malamir of Bulgaria, who succeeded their father Omurtag to the
Bulgarian throne in 831. Enravota was possibly deprived of the
throne because he favoured Christianity, which the boyars feared
might endanger the court. Not long after the death of Omurtag, Enravota asked his brother
to release a pious Byzantine captive who had been imprisoned by Omurtag. The captive's
sermons persuaded Enravota to convert to Christianity and be baptized.

Once informed of his brother's deeds, Malamir attempted to make him renounce
Christianity, but did not succeed. Enravota was killed on the order of Malamir, around 833.
11th-century chronicler Theophylact of Bulgaria claimed he delivered the following
prophetic speech before his death:

This faith, which I now die for, will spread and increase across the whole
Bulgarian land, although you may wish to oppress it with my death. In any
case, the Sign of Christ will establish itself and churches of God will be built
everywhere and pure priests will serve the pure God and will deliver "sacrifice
of praise and confession" to the invigorating Trinity. Idols, and priests as well,
and their ungodly temples, will crumble and will turn into nothing, as if they had
not existed. Besides, you alone (to Malamir), after many years, will cast away
your ungodly soul without receiving anything in reward for your cruelty.

In the Bulgarian Orthodox Church, Enravota's feast day is 28 March.

Honours [edit]

Enravota Glacier on Nordenskjöld Coast in Graham Land, Antarctica is named after St. Enravota.

References [edit]

Zlatarski, Vasil. Istoriya na balgarskata darzhava prez srednite vekove. Tom I. Istoriya na Parvoto balgarsko
tsarstvo  (in Bulgarian) (2 ed.).
"Sv. machenik Boyan — Enravota, knyaz Balgarski"  (in Bulgarian). Pravoslavieto. Retrieved 2007-03-09.
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Enrichetta Alfieri

Blessed
Enrichetta Alfieri

S.D.C.
Religious

Born 23 February 1891
Borgo Vercelli, Vercelli, Kingdom
of Italy

Died 23 November 1951 (aged 60)
Milan, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 26 June 2011, Milan Cathedral,
Italy by Cardinal Angelo Amato

Feast 23 November
26 November (Archdiocese of
Milan)

Attributes Religious habit

Patronage Prison chaplains

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Enrichetta Alfieri (23 February 1891 – 23 November 1951) –
born Maria Angela Domenica Alfieri – was an Italian Roman
Catholic professed religious and a member of the Sisters of
Charity of Saint Jeanne-Antide Thouret.[1][2]

Alfieri earned the monikers of the "Mother of San Vittore" and the
"Angel of San Vittore" due to her extensive work in the San Vittore
prison in Vercelli. She worked there during World War II when the
Nazis arrested her on the charge of espionage. The intervention of
the Cardinal Archbishop of Milan Alfredo Ildefonso Schuster
secured her release.[3]

Pope Benedict XVI approved her beatification and delegated
Cardinal Angelo Amato to preside over the beatification
celebration at the Milan Cathedral on 26 June 2011.[4]
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5 External links

Life [edit]

Maria Angela Domenica Alfieri was born in 1891 in Borgo Vercelli to Giovanni Alfieri and Rosa Compagnone.[2]

She was the eldest and her two sisters were Angela and Adele while her brother and final sibling was Carlo.[1]

Her parents educated her as a child before she attended school. She excelled in art and in needlework.[2] She
also tended to the fields at home and aided her mother with housework.

From her childhood it was clear to her that she was to enter the religious life and tried to do so in her
adolescence much to the chagrin of her parents who asked her to remain at home until she turned 20.[3] She
became a postulant of Saint Jeanne-Antide Thouret's congregation on 20 December 1911.[1] She received a
diploma in education on 12 July 1917.[2] Alfieri worked as a kindergarten teacher in Vercelli but was forced to
relinquish her position in 1917 after it was found that she had diagnosed Pott's disease.[1]

Alfieri was cured – in what was deemed a miracle – on 25 February 1923 after having gone on a pilgrimage to
Lourdes in France.[1] In April 1920 she had gone to Milan for tests and treatment – without results – and was
later found to have degenerating spondylitis.[2] Her condition deteriorated in Vercelli and she was often
immobilized with great pain. In May 1922 her superiors had sent her to Lourdes for a pilgrimage in the hopes
that a miracle would be performed; nothing happened and she instead took a bottle of water from Lourdes with
her.[3] She would sip from it when feeling great pain. In January 1923 doctors diagnosed her as being incurable
and she received the Anointing of the Sick on 5 February 1923. On 25 February 1923 at 8:00pm she sipped
the water and briefly fainted and heard a voice: "Get up". She rose from bed after feeling no pain and later
wrote of this moment: "the doors of Heaven are closed; those of life are opened up again."[2]

She recovered so well that on 24 May 1923 she was assigned to administer to prisoners in Milan at the prison
of San Vittore. She became well known amongst prisoners for her tender care and affection and was as such
given the two monikers of the "Mother of San Vittore" and the "Angel of San Vittore"; she was appointed as its
superior in 1939.[citation needed]

The prison later became an S.S. headquarters for the Nazis during World War II and the prison later housed
priests and nuns in addition to Jewish people and resistance fighters.[1] Alfieri and her fellow religious helped to
smuggle supplies and messages out to Jews and others fleeing persecution and she also worked with church
authorities to intervene for those that needed desperate aid; she also worked with the Cardinal Archbishop of
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Milan Alfredo Ildefonso Schuster. On 23 September 1944 the Nazis intercepted a message directed to her and
so she was arrested on the charge of espionage and was sentenced either to death or imprisonment in the
Third Reich at a concentration camp; she spent eleven days in detention.[1][2] Ecclesiastical figures – like
Cardinal Schuster – intervened and so she was released and moved to Brescia where she wrote a memoir of
her imprisonment; Schuster had also written to Benito Mussolini asking him for a pardon of Alfieri.[3] On 7 May
1945 she was reassigned to San Vittore prison and administered to prisoners of war and their former jailors.

Alfieri fractured her femur after a fall outside the Milan Cathedral in the piazza in September 1950 and she also
fell ill due to bad liver functioning and a tired heart; she once said of her impending death: "I didn't believe it was
so nice to die".[3] She died at 3:00pm on 23 November 1951. Inmates at San Vittore went to visit her remains
prior to her funeral as a mark of respect to the "Angel of San Vittore". She was exhumed on 1 March
2011.[citation needed]

Beatification [edit]

This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Enrichetta Alfieri" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(November 2018) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

The beatification process was opened under Pope John Paul II after she became titled as a Servant of God on
22 November 1994 when the Congregation for the Causes of Saints issued the official "nihil obstat" ('nothing
against') to the cause being opened. Cardinal Carlo Maria Martini inaugurated the diocesan process on 30
January 1995 and closed it on 20 April 1996; the C.C.S. validated the process on 6 December 1996.

The C.C.S. received the Positio in 2001 and passed it to a congress of theologians on 6 March 2009 for their
official approval. The latter's positive verdict allowed for the C.C.S. themselves to also vote in favor of the
dossier on 17 November 2009. Pope Benedict XVI proclaimed Alfieri to be Venerable on 19 December 2009
after he confirmed that the late religious had lived a model life of heroic virtue.

The process for investigating a miracle opened on 28 May 2002 in a diocesan process that Cardinal Martini
inaugurated in the Archdiocese of Milan and closed on 29 June 2002. The process received C.C.S. validation
on 12 March 2004 and received the approval of the medical board on 28 October 2010. Theologians also
approved the miracle on 14 January 2011 and the C.C.S. also voted to approve the miracle on 1 March 2011.
Pope Benedict XVI approved the healing to be a credible miracle on 2 April 2011. The miracle involved the
1990s cure of Stefania Copelli.

Benedict XVI delegated Cardinal Angelo Amato to preside over the beatification outside of the Milan Cathedral
on 26 June 2011.

The current postulator assigned to the cause is Sr. Anna Antida Casolino.
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Enrico Rebuschini

Blessed
Enrico Rebuschini

M.I.

Blessed Enrico Rebuschini

Priest
Born 25 April 1860

Gravedona, Como, Kingdom of
Italy

Died May 10, 1938 (aged 78)
Cremona, Kingdom of Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 4 May 1997, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 10 May

Patronage Against depression

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Enrico Rebuschini (25 April 1860 – 10 May 1938) was an Italian
Roman Catholic priest and professed member from the
Camillians.[1][2][3] Rebuschini was marked since his childhood as
one who had an innate desire to tend to the poor and marginalized
and felt the need to hand out his possessions to those less
fortunate than himself.[4] But his father opposed his vocation to the
priesthood and directed him to studies which he threw himself into
in obedience to him.[5][6][7] But he felt dissatisfied upon working
with his brother-in-law in the silk business and made a final plea to
his father to become a priest.[8][1] His father relented and he
commenced his ecclesial studies though in his life afterwards
experienced several profound episodes of nervous depression
that caused him to grow ill each time.[9]

Rebuschini died in the odor of holiness and had been renowned
after his death as a saint which had led to calls for the launch of a
beatification process. The cause did indeed open sometime later
and culminated in 1997 with his beatification.[7]

Contents [hide]
1 Early Life
2 Priesthood
3 Death
4 Beatification
5 References
6 External links

Early Life [edit]

Enrico Rebuschini was born on 25 April 1860 in Gravedona in
Como as the second of five children to Domenico Rebuschini and
Sophia Polti.[7] His father was a head tax inspector for the Como
province and did not favor religion.[5] He often accompanied his wife to the church but remained outside each
time.[1][4] His mother and maternal aunt were active in parish activities. Rebuschini was baptized on 1 May as
"Enrico Pietro Battista".

From his childhood he had the inclination to do whatever he could for the poor and vulnerable; his call to the
priesthood came in his childhood but was something that his father was opposed to.[6] He began his studies at
the college in Pavia in mathematics but left soon after due to the anti-clerical environment.[5][7] He enlisted in the
armed forces but later left it to complete his diploma in accounting. In Milan he studied for the armed forces and
his superiors held him in such high regard that he was encouraged to pursue a career in that field; he had
emerged from training as a reserve second lieutenant.[1] But he opted to pursue accounting and so graduated
as such in 1882 after having obtained his diploma with honors. Rebuschini worked at his brother-in-law's (his
sister Dorina's husband) silk warehouse for sometime (1882–84) though later left upon realizing that his path
was the ecclesial one.

Priesthood [edit]

In summer 1884 he had long discussions with his father with Luigi Guanella mediating in which his father at last
relented and allowed him to enter the priesthood.[5][6][4]

He then set himself on his ecclesial studies and was later sent to the Pontifical Gregorian in Rome to pursue
ecclesiastical studies in 1884. In late 1885 his parents and aunt Magdalena came to Rome for a visit and saw
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Depiction in Makati

him peace and calm. His aunt noted: "Enrico is content and at peace".
But in March 1886 he was so overcome with nervous depression and
became ill to the point that he had to return home in order to
recover.[6][9] But once he recovered in May 1887 (after spending a brief
stint in a clinic) he resumed his studies and set on embarking on a life of
rigorous asceticism after reexamining his call to the priesthood.[4][8]

Rebuschini later entered the Camillians on 27 September 1887 and
commenced his period of the novitiate in Verona prior to receiving his
ordination as a priest on 14 April 1889 from the Bishop of Mantua
Giuseppe Melchiorre Sarto – the future Pope Pius X.[1] He made his
perpetual profession on 8 December 1891. From 1889 to 1899 he ministered to the sick in Verona and worked
there as a hospital chaplain from 1891 to 1899 before serving in the same position though in Cremona from
1899 onwards. From 21 December 1903 until his death he ministered in a clinic and nursing home.[7][8] From
1890 to 1891 he suffered another bout of depression and again in 1895 after being appointed as a professor
and vice-novice master. From 1903 until 1937 he served as the administrator for the new San Camillo Clinic
and for a decade from 12 March 1912 to 1922 served as the superior of his house. He suffered his final
depression for a few months in 1922.[4]

Death [edit]

Rebuschini died at 5:30am 10 May 1938 due to pneumonia after having celebrated Mass for an ill person on 23
April. He had come home feeling unwell and was confined to bed with a severe cold on 25 April that became
pneumonia. On 8 May he asked for the Anointing of the Sick.[8] On 9 May the priest Vanti celebrated Mass in
his room and it was the last time that Rebuschini would receive the Eucharist.[1] His funeral and burial were held
on 12 May.

Beatification [edit]

The beatification process opened in the Cremona diocese on 3 October 1947 in an informative process of
investigation that concluded a decade later on 28 July 1958; theologians approved his spiritual writings on 23
January 1963 as having adhered to traditional doctrine rather than in contravention of it. The formal
introduction of the cause did not come until 15 March 1980 while an apostolic process of investigation was later
held from 1 January 1981 until its closure later on 28 July 1983. The Congregation for the Causes of Saints
validated these two processes on 12 June 1987 before receiving the Positio for evaluation in 1990. Theologians
approved the cause on 14 February 1995 as did the C.C.S. later that 4 July. Pope John Paul II declared
Rebuschini to be Venerable on 11 July 1995 after having confirmed that the late priest had lived a model life of
heroic virtue.[10]

The miracle needed for his beatification was investigated in the diocese it originated in before the C.C.S.
validated that diocesan process on 4 March 1994. Medical experts confirmed its miraculous nature on 6 July
1995 as did theologians on 19 January 1996 and the C.C.S. members later that 2 April. On 25 June the pope
also confirmed it and announced Rebuschini's beatification. The pope beatified Rebuschini in Saint Peter's
Square on 4 May 1997.

The current postulator for this cause is the Camillian priest Luigi Secchi.
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Camillians
Address of His Holiness Pope John Paul II to pilgrims in Rome for the Beatification of five Servants of God

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
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Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
Teresa of Calcutta · Narcisa de Jesús · Rose of Lima
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Enrique de Ossó i Cervelló

Saint
Enrique de Ossó i Cervelló

Statue in Montserrat.

Priest
Born 16 October 1840

Vinebre, Tarragona, Kingdom of
Spain

Died 27 January 1896 (aged 55)
Gilet, Valencia, Kingdom of
Spain

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 14 October 1979, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Canonized 16 June 1993, Madrid, Spain by
Pope John Paul II

Feast 27 January

Attributes Priest's attire

Patronage Society of Saint Teresa of Jesus
Catechists

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Enrique de Ossó i Cervelló (16 October 1840 - 27 January
1896) was a Spanish Catholic priest and the founder of the
Society of Saint Teresa of Jesus.[1][2] He served the role of a
parish priest as an educator and an able catechist and published
several works on catechesis to that effect while also expressing a
keen interest in the value of women and in Teresa of Ávila to
whom he dedicated his congregation.[3][4][5]

The beatification process for the late priest commenced in 1965 -
he was titled as a Servant of God from that point on - and he was
later named to be Venerable under Pope Paul VI in mid-1976.
Pope John Paul II beatified the late priest on 14 October 1979 and
later canonized him as a saint on 16 June 1993 while visiting
Madrid.[6]
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Life [edit]

Enrique de Ossó i Cervelló was born on 16 October 1840 as the
last of three children born to Jamie de Ossó and Micaela Cervelló.
His brother was Jamie. His brother Jamie's son was Lluís de Ossó
who helped found FC Barcelona and was one of its first players.

His father had been opposed to his being a priest (while his
mother favored it) and in 1852 therefore sent him to become an
apprentice in the textile business in Quinto; despite this setback he
learnt the trade from his uncle who took care of him. But it was
there that he became ill to the point where his First Communion
was received as the Viaticum though he managed to recover and
returned home while stopping off at a Marian shrine along the route to give thanks for his health's restoration.[2]

Some time after the death of his mother in 1854 during a cholera outbreak he fled to Montserrat in order to
realize his dream and attempted to seek refuge there though his brother Jamie took him home. It was when he
returned that his father understood his son's desire and so relented to his son's wishes and agreed to his
becoming a priest and so began his studies for the priesthood in 1854.[6][2] He studied in Barcelona where he
was made a sub-deacon and later studied at Tortosa before he was ordained to the priesthood on 21
September 1867; he had been a classmate of Emmanuel Domingo i Sol. The new priest celebrated his first
Mass in Montserrat on 6 October 1867 and began to teach mathematics to seminarians in Tortosa.

In 1873 he founded the Association of Young Catholic Daughters of Mary and Saint Teresa of Jesus (which
Pope Pius IX elevated as a confraternity in 1875) and in 1876 founded the Josephine Sisterhood. He became
active as a catechist and to that effect wrote various works including one for children. He was often seen as a
brilliant catechist and this seeped into his spiritual reflections; he founded and wrote for the publications known
as "The Man" and "The Friend of the People" in addition to "The Teresian Review" (1872; its director until his
death) while he made a point of aiming most of his writings towards women.[2][6] He had a particular interest in
the value of women and in Teresa of Ávila. He founded the Society of Saint Teresa of Jesus in Tarragona on 23
June 1876 in order to educate women as well as the mass-movement Hermanadad Teresiana Universal. It
received the decree of praise from Pope Leo XIII on 22 September 1888 and approval from the Spanish
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government on 1 May 1883.[6] He hailed the release of the latter pope's encyclical "Rerum Novarum" in mid-
1881 for its emphasis of Catholic social teachings.

The priest died of a sudden stroke while working with his friend, Emmanuel Domingo i Sol, to develop a
Josephine order for men on 27 January 1896 at the Franciscan convent of the Holy Spirit.[6][2] His remains were
later - in July 1908 - relocated into the chapel of his order at Tortona. His order now exists in places such as
France and Costa Rica and as of 2005 had 1620 religious in a total of 220 houses. Full papal approval of the
order came from Pope Pius X on 18 December 1903 while the pope's predecessor approved the order's
constitutions and Pope Paul VI reconfirmed a new one after it was amended due to the Second Vatican
Council.[2]

Sainthood [edit]

This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed. (November 2016) (Learn how and
when to remove this template message)

The beatification process opened in both Tortosa and in Barcelona in an informative process that opened in
1925 and later concluded in 1927 before an apostolic process was held from 1966 until its closure in 1968. The
formal introduction to the cause came on 15 July 1965 under Pope Paul VI in which the late priest was titled as
a Servant of God. The newly-formed Congregation for the Causes of Saints validated these processes in Rome
on 21 June 1969 while their consultants and officials met and approved the cause on 2 December 1975 before
the C.C.S. on its own approved it on 27 January 1976. Paul VI approved that the priest lived a life of heroic
virtue and titled him as Venerable on 15 May 1976.

The informative process for a miracle spanned from 1926 until 1927 while the apostolic process for that same
miracle spanned from 1966 until 1967 while later receiving formal validation from the C.C.S. on 21 June 1969. A
medical board approved it on 21 September 1977 as did the C.C.S. and their consultants on 17 October 1978
and then the C.C.S. themselves on 30 January 1979. The newly-elected Pope John Paul II approved it on 10
May 1979 and beatified him on 14 October 1979.

The second and final miracle required for full sainthood was investigated and then validated in Rome on 18 May
1990 in a move that allowed for a team of medical experts to approve it on 26 February 1992 and for a board of
theologians to do so as well on 30 June 1992; the C.C.S. also did this on 1 December 1992. John Paul II
approved it on 21 December 1992 and then canonized the priest on 16 June 1993 while visiting Madrid at the
time. John Paul II also proclaimed him as the patron saint of catechists on 6 November 1998 in a formal decree
that the Congregation for Divine Worship and the Discipline of the Sacraments issued.

The miracle that led to his beatification was that of Antonia Barrera Reig - of his order - who was healed of
severe tuberculosis that damaged her stomach and intestines on 15 July 1923.
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Eoban

Eoban
Bishop of Utrecht

Church Catholic Church

Diocese Archdiocese of Utrecht

In office 753–754

Personal details
Died 5 June 754

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eoban (died 5 June 754 at Dokkum) was a companion of St.
Boniface, and was martyred with him on his final mission. In
Germany, he is revered as a bishop and martyr.
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Biography [edit]

Little is known of Eoban apart from what the Vita Bonifatii says.[1] Apparently, he was an English priest who
came to Germany together with St. Boniface. In 753, Willibald's Vita lists him as a Chorbishop. The Fulda
martyrology mentions him as a bishop,[2] as does the Vita tertia Bonifatii.[3]

According to the Vita Bonifatii auctore Willibaldo, on the morning of 5 June 754, Boniface and 50 others,
presumably including Eoban (none of the companions are mentioned by name in the Vita), were killed at
Dokkum (The Netherlands) by pagan Frisians.[4] His cult was of some importance to English Catholics; he is
included in the paintings made by Niccolò Circignani of English saints and martyrs in the English College,
Rome.[4]

Veneration in Erfurt [edit]

After 756 the relics of the bishops of Utrecht Eoban and Adalar were transferred to Fulda, and buried next to St.
Boniface. Before 1100 they had been then transferred to Erfurt. Around this time the veneration of the
companions of St. Boniface began in Erfurt.

The Sarcophagus containing the relics of the saints Adalar and Eoban in the Erfurt Cathedral is dated from
about 1350.

His feast day as a saint is 7 July.

References [edit]

1. ^ Willibald (1905). "Vita Bonifatii Auctore Willibaldo". In Wilhelm Levison (ed.). Vitae Sancti Bonifati Archiepiscopi
Moguntini. Hahn. pp. 1–58., p. 31, translated in Talbot, C.H. (1954). The Anglo-Saxon Missionaries in Germany:
Being the Lives of S.S. Willibrord, Boniface, Sturm, Leoba and Lebuin, together with the Hodoeporicon of St.
Willibald and a Selection from the Correspondence of St. Boniface'. Sheed and Ward. pp. 45–46.

2. ^ Levison 60.
3. ^ Levison 87.
4.  ̂a b Farmer, David (1997). Oxford Dictionary of Saints. Oxford UP. p. 163. ISBN 978-0-19-280058-9.

Dehio Mitteldeutschland, 1943, S. 94
Schubert, Ernst, Der Dom zu Erfurt, Berlin 1992, Abb. 106
Wäß, Helga: Reliquiensarkophag für den heiligen Bischof Adolar und seinen heiligen Diakon Eoban, in:
Form und Wahrnehmung mitteldeutscher Gedächtnisskulptur im 14. Jahrhundert, hier Bd. 2, Katalog
ausgewählter Objekte vom Hohen Mittelalter bis zum Anfang des 15. Jahrhunderts, Bristol, Berlin 2006, S.
156 ff. mit Abbildungen. - ISBN 3-86504-159-0
Transkription des Prozessionsprotokolls für den Umgang mit den Reliquien der hll. Adolar und Eoban, in:
Helga Wäß: Prozessionsordnung von 1452, in: Form und Wahrnehmung mitteldeutscher Gedächtnisskulptur
im 14. Jahrhundert, Bd. 1, Bristol und Berlin 2006, S. 486 ff. - ISBN 3-86504-159-0

External links [edit]

"Eoban". Biographisch-Bibliographisches Kirchenlexikon (BBKL)  (in German).
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Eochod)

Eochaid or Eochaidh (earlier Eochu or Eocho, sometimes Anglicised as Eochy, Achaius or Haughey) is a
popular medieval Irish and Scottish Gaelic name deriving from Old Irish ech, horse, borne by a variety of
historical and legendary figures.

Variations [edit]

Old Irish Modern Irish Hiberno-English Scottish Gaelic Scottish English

Eochaidh Eochaí Eochy Eachann Hector

List [edit]

Eochaid mac Eirc, mythological king of the Fir Bolg in the 16th or 20th century BC
Eochaid Ollathair, also known as The Dagda, mythical king of the Tuatha Dé Danann, said to have ruled
Ireland in the 15th or 18th century BC
Eochaid Faebar Glas, legendary High King of Ireland of the 13th or 15th century BC
Eochaid Étgudach, legendary High King of Ireland of the 12th or 15th century BC
Eochaid Mumho, legendary High King of Ireland of the 12th or 15th century BC
Eochaid Apthach, legendary High King of Ireland of the 9th or 10th century BC
Eochaid Uaircheas, legendary High King of Ireland of the 8th or 9th century BC
Eochaid Fiadmuine, legendary High King of Ireland of the 8th or 9th century BC
Eochaid mac Ailella, legendary High King of Ireland of the 6th or 8th century BC
Eochaid Ailtleathan, legendary High King of Ireland of the 3rd or 5th century BC
Eochu Feidlech, legendary High King of Ireland of the 1st or 2nd century BC
Eochaid Airem, legendary High King of Ireland of the 1st or 2nd century BC
Eochaid Gonnat, legendary High King of Ireland of the 3rd century AD
Eochaid Mugmedon, semi-historical High King of Ireland of the 4th century AD
Eochaid Iarlaithe (died 666), king of the Cruthin or Dál nAraidi in Ireland
Eochaid Buide, historical king of Dál Riata in the 7th century AD
Eochaid mac Domangairt, historical king of Dál Riata in the 7th century AD
Eochaid mac Echdach, historical king of Dál Riata in the 8th century AD
Eochaid mac Áeda Find, spurious king of Dál Riata in the 8th century AD
Eochaid, son of Rhun, historical king of Strathclyde (or perhaps of the Picts) in the 9th century AD
Dallan Forgaill, Eochaid Dallan Forgall, Saint and Poet 530 - 598

Two legendary Irish High Kings were called Rothechtaid, which appears to mean "Eochaid's wheels"

Fiction [edit]

The name Eochaid was used by Rutland Boughton for the king in his opera The Immortal Hour in 1914

This page or section lists people that share the same given name. If an internal link led you here,
you may wish to change that link to point directly to the intended article.

Categories: Given names Irish-language masculine given names
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Eorpwald of East Anglia

Eorpwald
King of the East Angles

An imaginary depiction of Eorpwald's murder
from John Speed's 1611 Saxon Heptarchy.[1]

Reign from c. 624

Predecessor Raedwald of East Anglia

Successor possibly Ricberht

Died assassinated c. 627 or 632

Dynasty Wuffingas

Father Rædwald

Religion Syncretic pagan-christian

A map showing the general
locations of the Anglo-Saxon peoples
around the year 600

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eorpwald; also Erpenwald or Earpwald, (reigned from c. 624,
assassinated c. 627 or 632), succeeded his father Rædwald as
ruler of the independent Kingdom of the East Angles. Eorpwald
was a member of the East Anglian dynasty known as the
Wuffingas, named after the semi-historical king Wuffa.

Little is known of Eorpwald's life or of his short reign, as little
documentary evidence about the East Anglian kingdom has
survived. The primary source for Eorpwald is the Ecclesiastical
History of the English People, written by Bede in the 8th century.
Soon after becoming king, Eorpwald received Christian teaching
and was baptised in 627 or 632. Soon after his conversion he was
killed by Ricberht, a pagan noble, who may have succeeded him
and ruled for three years. The motive for Eorpwald's assassination
was probably political as well as religious. He was the first early
English king to suffer death as a consequence of his Christian
faith and was subsequently venerated by the Church as a saint
and martyr.

In 1939, a magnificent ship-burial was discovered under a large
mound at Sutton Hoo, in Suffolk. Although Rædwald is usually
considered to have been buried with the ship (or commemorated
by it), another possibility is Eorpwald. Alternatively, he might also have had his own ship-burial nearby.
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Background and family [edit]

By the beginning of the 7th century, southern England was almost
entirely under the control of the Anglo-Saxons.[2] These peoples, who
are known to have included Angles, Saxons, Jutes and Frisians, began
to arrive in Britain in the 5th century. By 600, a number of kingdoms had
begun to form in the conquered territories, including the Kingdom of the
East Angles, an Anglo-Saxon kingdom which today includes the English
counties of Norfolk and Suffolk.[3] Almost no documentary sources exist
about the history of the kingdom before the reign of Rædwald, who
reigned until about 624.[4] Sources of information include the names of
a few of the early Wuffing kings, mentioned in a short passage in Bede's
Ecclesiastical History of the English People, written in the 730s.[5]

In 616, Rædwald defeated and killed Æthelfrith of Northumbria in the
Battle of the River Idle and then installed Edwin as the new Deiran king.
Whilst Edwin had been an exile at Rædwald's court, he had had a
dream where he was told that if he converted to Christianity, he would
become greater than any that had ruled before him. Steven Plunkett
relates that, according to the version of events as told in the Whitby Life
of St Gregory, it was Paulinus who visited Edwin and obtained his promise to convert to Christianity in return for
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regal power.[6] After Edwin emerged as the ruler of Deira, with its centre at York, he became accepted as king of
the northern Northumbrian province of Bernicia.[7] Following his victory over the Northumbrians, Rædwald was
not only king of the East Angles, but also the most powerful king amongst the rulers of the various English
kingdoms, occupying the role which was later described by the term Bretwalda. He is thought by many to have
been buried in the sumptuous ship burial at Sutton Hoo.[8]

Eorpwald was the son of Rædwald by a wife whose name is not recorded. He had at least one brother,
Rægenhere, and another sibling, Sigeberht, may also have been his brother. Rædwald used the letters R and E
when naming two of his own sons (as did his own father when he and his younger brother Eni were named),
which suggests that Eorpwald was the younger sibling and would only have become Rædwald's heir after his
elder brother Rægenhere was slain in battle in 616.[9] It is unclear whether, as Bede understood, Sigebert and
Eorpwald were brothers, or whether they shared the same mother but not the same father, as was stated by the
12th-century chronicler William of Malmesbury. According to the historian Barbara Yorke, Sigebert may have
been a member of a different line of Wuffings who, as his rival, was forced into exile, in order to ensure that
Eorpwald became king.[10]

Accession and conversion to Christianity [edit]

Eorpwald was still a pagan when he became king of the East Angles, following the death of Rædwald in around
624.[11] D. P. Kirby maintains that Sigeberht fled from East Anglia to Gaul during the internal strife that followed
Eorpwald's accession and that the new king's paganism created tension between Christian and pagan factions
within the kingdom, which resulted in a reduction in his influence.[12] In 627, Edwin undertook the conversion of
the peoples of Northumbria, Lindsey and East Anglia[11] and at his prompting Eorpwald was, according to Bede,
"persuaded to accept the Christian faith and sacraments".[13] It can be calculated that this event occurred in
627, taking into account the years that Felix of Burgundy was known to have held the East Anglian
bishopric.[14][15] In contrast, the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle recorded that Eorpwald's baptism took place during 632:
"Her wæs Eorpwald gefullod", ("Here Eorpwald was baptized").[16][17][18]

It is not known whether Eorpwald was baptised in East Anglia, Northumbria or Kent, but it is very likely that
Edwin, now the senior ruler, was present as his sponsor.[14] Higham suggests that because of the lack of proper
facilities in East Anglia, it is likely that he was baptised by Paulinus at Edwin's centre of authority in
Northumbria.[19] The manner of Eorpwald's conversion indicated that he was a subordinate king and that Edwin
was his overlord.[11]

Following his baptism, Edwin's Northumbrian priests were in a position to be able to suppress pagan practices in
Eorpwald's kingdom and convert the East Anglians.[20] The conversion had the general political benefit of
bringing the entire eastern seaboard from Northumbria to Kent, with the exception of Essex, under the dominion
of Edwin and his Christian allies.[21]

Death and sainthood [edit]

The conversion of Eorpwald's kingdom did not result in the establishment of any ecclesiastical infrastructure,
such as the establishment of a see within the kingdom. Bede reported that soon after his conversion, Eorpwald
was slain (occisus) by a heathen (uiro gentili) named Ricberht and that after he was killed, the kingdom reverted
to heathen rule (in errore uersata est) for three years.[11][13]

Eorpwald was the first English king to be killed because of his Christian faith.[21] The circumstances are not
recorded, so that it is not known whether Ricberht represented an internal East Anglian opposition to Christian
rule, or if he was an emissary from abroad wishing to diminish Edwin of Northumbria's influence over the East
Angles. The return of East Anglia to pagan rule does not necessarily mean that there was an overt struggle
between the worship of the Anglo-Saxon gods and the worship of Christ, but could express a reaction against
Christianity amongst the East Angles, prompted by Edwin's rise to power and his subsequent dominance over
their king.[22] The ancestry of Ricberht is unknown and it is unclear as to whether he ever ruled after he killed
Eorpwald, but in 630 or 631, three years after Eorpwald's assassination, Sigeberht returned from exile in Gaul
and became king of the East Angles.[23]

At Sutton Hoo (near Woodbridge, in Suffolk) is the site of two 6th-7th century Anglo-Saxon cemeteries, where it
is believed that members of Eorpwald's dynasty were entombed under large earth mounds. Several East
Anglian kings, including Eorpwald, have been suggested as possible candidates for the occupant of the burial
site under Mound 1, discovered in 1939. Martin Carver has speculated that historians could use regal lists and
other sources of information to identify the occupants, whilst acknowledging that no material evidence exists to
support the theory that Eorpwald or other members of his family are buried there. He has used Eorpwald's
relationship as the son of Rædwald to place him in either Mound 1 or 2.[24]
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According to Fleming's Complete History of the British Martyrs, published in 1904, King Eorpwald was
venerated as a saint and a martyr by the English Church. His feast day is not known.[25]
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Eosterwine (or Easterwine) (650 – 7 March 686) was the second Anglo-Saxon Abbot of Wearmouth in
Northumbria (England).

Descended from the noblest stock of Northumbria, as a young man he led the life of a soldier in the army of
King Egfrid, the son of Oswy.[1]

When twenty-four years old he gave up the soldier's profession to become a monk in the monastery of
Wearmouth, then ruled over by his cousin, Benedict Biscop. He was ordained priest in the year 679, and in 682
St. Benedict appointed him abbot of Wearmouth as coadjutor to himself. As superior "when he was compelled to
reprove a fault, it was done with such tender sadness that the culprit felt himself incapable of any new offence
which should bring a cloud over the benign brightness of that beloved face". In the year 686 a deadly pestilence
overspread the country; it attacked the community at Wearmouth and the youthful abbot was one of its victims.
He bade farewell to all, the day before he died, and died on 7 March, when only thirty-six years old. He was
subsequently revered as a saint. Saint Benedict was absent in Rome at the time of his death and Sigfried was
chosen by the monks as his successor. Eosterwine is not known to have been the author of any works.

His feast day is 7 March.[2]
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Epaphroditus

Epaphroditus

Venerated in Orthodox Church[1]

Catholic Church

Feast 22 March;
30 March (Orthodox)[1]

Epaphroditus, Sosthenes, Apollos,
Chefa and Caesar.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other people named Epaphroditus, see Epaphroditus (disambiguation).

Epaphroditus (Greek: Ἐπαφρόδιτος) is a New Testament figure
appearing as an envoy of the Philippian church to assist the
Apostle Paul (Philippians 2:25-30). He is regarded as a saint of the
Orthodox Church and the Catholic Church, first Bishop of Philippi,
and of Andriaca (there are at least two ancient towns called
Andriaca, one in Thrace and one in Asia Minor), and first Bishop of
Terracina, Italy. There is little evidence that these were all the
same man.
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Name [edit]

Epaphroditus appears in the New Testament in the letters to the
Philippians (2:25-30, 4:18).[2] This is a “common personal name”,
being derived from Aphrodite meaning “lovely” or “charming”;[3][4]

moreover, the proper name is found in the papyri with alternative
spelling (81-2 B.C.) – Epaphrodeitos, Epaphrodeiton.[5] The name
corresponds to the Latin Venustus (= handsome), and was very common in the Roman period. "The name
occurs very frequently in inscriptions both Greek and Latin, whether at full length Epaphroditus, or in its
contracted form Epaphras."[6]

Its adjectival use is also evident in the papyrus from the late second century A.D., “during the delightful [te
epaphrodeito] praefecture of Larcius Memor”.[7]

Some link Epaphroditus with another proper name in the New Testament, Epaphras (Colossians 1:7, 4:12;
Philemon 23), with the suggestion that the latter is a “contracted” or “pet form” for the Philippian envoy.[8]

However, this is a coincidence with no indication that it is the same person.[9]

Biography [edit]

Epaphroditus was a fellow Christian missionary of St. Paul's and is
mentioned only in Philippians 2:25 and 4:18.

Epaphroditus was the delegate of the Christian community at Philippi,
sent with their gift to Paul during his first imprisonment at Rome or at
Ephesus.[10] Paul, in 2:25, calls him "my brother and fellow-worker and
fellow-soldier." "The three words are arranged in an ascending scale:
common sympathy, common work, common danger and toil and
suffering."[11] He is described as an authoritative delegate (messenger)
but the word apostle (ἀπόστολος) is used in Philippians 2:25. He was
sent also as minister (λειτουργός) to Paul's need (2:25), doing for Paul
what the Philippian community was unable to do (2:30). The designation
leitourgos derives from Greek civic use, indicating “public servant,”
often one with financial resources to fulfill his functions, so Epaphroditus may have been not only an official of
the Philippian church, but a person of means, able to supplement that community's gift to Paul (4:18).[12]

On his arrival, Epaphroditus devoted himself to "the work of Christ," both as Paul's attendant and as his
assistant in missionary work. So assiduously did he labor that he lost his health, and in the words of Paul, "he
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was ill, and almost died." He recovered, however, and Paul sent him back to Philippi with this letter to quiet the
alarm of his friends, who had heard of his serious illness. Paul besought for him that the church should receive
him with joy and 'honour men like him'(2:29).

The Biblical commentator William Barclay suggested that Epaphroditus might be the most likely person to be
identified with the unnamed arbitrator upon whom Paul called (in his epistle) to intervene in the scandalous
disagreement between church members Euodia and Syntyche.

Hippolytus' list of the Seventy Disciples includes "Epaphroditus, bishop of Andriace."
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Revelation Antipas · Four Horsemen · Apollyon · Two witnesses · Woman · Beast · Three Angels · Whore of Babylon
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Saint Epenetus
Died 64[1]

Venerated in Greek Orthodox Church &
Roman Catholic Church

Feast July 30

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Epenetus or Epaentus (Greek: Ἐπαινετός) was a saint in the
Greek Orthodox Church and Roman Catholic Church, considered
one of the seventy disciples and may have been the first Bishop of
Carthage or Cartagena. In the 16th chapter of St. Paul's letter to
the Romans, Epenetus is referred to by Saint Paul as "my
beloved" and given the great distinction of being named the "first
convert in the Province of Asia".[2]

Epaentus was a convert to Christianity in Ephesus. In the lists of the seventy disciples by the Pseudo-Dorotheus
and Pseudo-Hippolytus, Epaenetus figures as Bishop of Carthage or Cartagena.[3] The Greek Orthodox Church
remembers Epenetus on January 4[4] among the Seventy, and on July 30 with Apostles Silas and Silvanus,
Crescens, and Andronicus.[3]

References and notes [edit]
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Ephraim of Antioch

Saint Ephraim of Antioch
Patriarch of Antioch and All the East

Born Amida, Eastern Roman Empire

Died 545

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church,
Roman Catholic Church

Feast 8 June

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Ephraim of Antioch (Greek: Άγιος Εφραίμ ο Αντιοχείας), also known as Saint Ephraim of Amida (Greek: Άγιος Εφραίμ o Ἀμίδιος, Syriac: ܐ
was the Patriarch of Antioch, and head of the Greek Orthodox Church of Antioch, from 527 until his death in 545. He is venerated as a saint in [1],(ܐ

the Eastern Orthodox Church and Roman Catholic Church, and his feast day is 8 June.
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Biography [edit]

Early life [edit]

Ephraim was the son of a certain Appianus,[2] and was born in the city of Amida in the fifth century, where he became fluent in both Greek and Syriac.[3] Ephraim was later employed in the civil
government,[4] and served as a military general during the reigns of Emperor Anastasius and his successor Emperor Justin I.[5] In 522, Ephraim was appointed comes Orientis by Emperor Justin and
undertook stern measures against the Blues, a chariot racing faction,[6] who had rioted earlier that year.[7] Rioting within the city ceased as a result of Ephraim's actions,[7] and, in 524/525, he was
bestowed the honorary title of comes sacrarum largitionum, thus granting him admission to the senate.[6] Ephraim carried out building works in Antioch in November 524 or February, June or July
525.[6]

In late 525, Ephraim was replaced by Anatolius, but was re-appointed comes Orientis by 29 May 526, at which time an earthquake struck Antioch.[6] Ephraim began reconstruction of the city, during
which he saw a pillar of fire rise from a sleeping stone-cutter to the sky.[8] The saint awoke the stone-cutter who revealed he had formerly been a bishop and prophesied that Ephraim would become
Patriarch of Antioch.[8] Ephraim's efforts to rebuild the city earned him the affinity of the people of Antioch and many called for him to succeed Euphrasius as patriarch, as he had died in the
earthquake of 526.[6] At the request of the people of Antioch, Ephraim became a monk,[9] and was consecrated Patriarch of Antioch in April/May 527.[10]

Patriarch of Antioch [edit]

In 528, Antioch was struck by another earthquake, during which under 5000 people were killed,[11] and the saint helped to rebuild the city once more.[12] Antioch continued to suffer earthquakes and
many fled the city, however, Ephraim commanded the people to write "May Christ be with us" over the doors of their houses.[9] The earthquake subsequently stopped, and thus Antioch was called
Theopolis (city of God).[9] Al-Mundhir III, King of the Lakhmids, invaded Syria and enslaved a number of prisoners in 529, and in the following year the prisoners appealed to Ephraim who paid their
ransom.[13] Non-Chalcedonians rioted in Antioch in 531 and attacked the patriarchal palace, but were driven off by the comes Orientis.[14] Ephraim wrote to Anthimus, Archbishop of Trebizond, prior
to his consecration as patriarch of Constantinople on the natures of Christ and the heresy of Eutychianism, and reminded him of the importance of the Council of Chalcedon.[15] Later, Anthimus
became patriarch in 535 and adopted non-Chalcedonianism,[16] which led Ephraim to send Sergius of Reshaina with a letter to Rome to meet with Pope Agapetus I and warn him that non-
Chalcedonians had secured control of the Churches of Alexandria and Constantinople.[17] Agapetus consequently intervened and Anthimus was deposed in 536.[17]

After Emperor Justinian I issued an edict banning the writings of Severus of Antioch in August 536,[18] the saint undertook a tour of Syria and Mesopotamia alongside a contingent of soldiers to
enforce the Council of Chalcedon and persecute its opponents, and travelled to Chalcis, Beroea, Hierapolis, Batnae, Edessa, Sura, Callinicum, Theodosioupolis, Constantina, and Amida.[19]

Ephraim had non-Chalcedonian monks driven out from their monasteries in the middle of winter, imprisoned those who refused to accept the council, and erected pyres in some cases.[19] According
to his hagiography, Ephraim met with a non-Chalcedonian stylite near the city of Hierapolis or Heracleia and attempted to convert him,[4] however, the stylite was unconvinced.[20] The stylite built a
bonfire and argued he and the saint should both enter the bonfire to test who was right, to which Ephraim put his omophorion in the fire.[20] After three hours, the omophorion was removed from the
bonfire unharmed and the stylite renounced his heresy.[20] Ephraim sent his brother John, a satrap of an Armenian principality, to Amida to convince non-Chalcedonian monks to accept the Council
of Chalcedon, however, they refused and John was forced to expel them from the city.[21]

At this time, according to Michael the Syrian, Ephraim was sent as an ambassador to Al-Harith ibn Jabalah, King of the Ghassanids by Emperor Justinian I,[22] and unsuccessfully attempted to
persuade the king to accept the Council of Chalcedon.[17] In 537,[17] Ephraim conspired to imprison the non-Chalcedonian clergyman John of Tella, who had taken refuge in the Sassanian Empire,
and thus allegedly told the Sassanian government that John had committed simony and was a rebel.[23] The Sasanian government captured John and transferred him to Ephraim,[17] who
subsequently humiliated and imprisoned John at Antioch, where he died in 538.[24] In 537/538, Ephraim held a synod at Antioch, which was attended by 132 bishops, and declared his approval of
the synod held at Constantinople in 536 and condemned Severus of Antioch.[17] Syncleticus, Archbishop of Tarsus, and his syncellus Stephen, who were suspected of adherence to Eutychianism,
were considered by the synod, but were acquitted after a confession of faith.[17][4]

Eruption of war between the Sassanians and Romans led Antioch to come under siege by Sassanian forces in 540.[17] Ephraim unsuccessfully attempted to pay the Sassanians to relieve their siege
on several occasions, however, the Sassanians seized the city and Ephraim fled to Cilicia, where he remained until the Romans retook Antioch.[17] The cathedral of Antioch and its buildings were
spared destruction after Ephraim paid the Sassanian forces in precious objects.[17] In 542, Ephraim travelled to Jerusalem, where he met with six Sabaite monks who had been expelled from their
monasteries by Origenists.[17] The monks appealed to the saint to act against Origenism.[25] Ephraim then attended the Synod of Gaza alongside Hypatius, Archbishop of Ephesus, and Patriarch
Peter of Jerusalem and condemned and deposed Patriarch Paul of Alexandria.[4]

Ephraim held a synod at Antioch in 542 in which he condemned Origen and supporters of his doctrines.[25] In an attempt to heal the rift between supporters and opponents of the council of
Chalcedon, Emperor Justinian I issued an edict in late 543 or early 544 that condemned the so-called Three Chapters, thus beginning the Three-Chapter Controversy.[26] The saint initially refused
to agree to the edict, however, the emperor threatened Ephraim with deposition, after which he agreed to condemn the Three Chapters,[27] and wrote to Pope Vigilius to declare he had only agreed
under force.[26] Ephraim died in the following year.[17]
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Saint Ephraim, metropolitan of Kyiv and
All Rus', bishop of Pereyaslav (modern
Ukraine).

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Ephraim II of Pereyaslav, (Russian: Ефрем
Переяславский) also Saint Ephraim of the Caves (Russian:
Ефрем Печерский) or Saint Ephraim, Bishop of Pereslav -
Eastern Orthodox saint, bishop of Pereiaslav, Ukraine).

Before his tonsure into monasticism, was treasurer and steward of
household affairs (1054–1068) at the court of the Iziaslav
Yaroslavich the Grand Prince of Kiev. Weighed down by this noisy
and bustling life and wishing to become a monk, he was accepted
by Saint Anthony of Kiev and was tonsured (March 23) by Saint
Nikon the Chronicler, then the Hegumen of the Kiev Monastery of
the Caves.

The enraged Iziaslav demanded that Ephraim return, threatening to
lock him up in prison and to destroy the Kiev Monastery of the
Caves (the Pechersk Lavra). St Anthony and the brethren left the
monastery and decided to go to another place. Iziaslav, however,
feared the wrath of God. He took his wife's advice and withdrew his
forces from the monastery in disgrace.

Ephraim wished to go on pilgrimage to the holy places abroad. With
the blessing of St Anthony, he journeyed to Constantinople and
settled there in one of the monasteries. While in Constantinople, Ephraim made a copy of the Studite monastic
rule, and took it to Kiev at the request of Theodosius of Kiev. As soon as he received the Rule, Theodosius
implemented it in his monastery (the Pechersk Lavra).

After the year 1072 Ephraim was made bishop in Pereslav, with the title of Metropolitan. He adorned Pereslav
with many beautiful churches and public buildings, and he built stone walls around the city in the Greek manner.
He built free hospices for the poor and travelers, and constructed several public bath-houses.

In the year 1091, Ephraim participated in the opening and solemn transfer of the relics of St Theodosius. A Life
of St Ephraim existed in former times, but it has not survived. We find an account of him both in the Life of St
Theodosius, and in the Russian Chronicles. A tale and encomium for St Nicholas the Wonderworker is ascribed
to Ephraim.

Ephraim died in the year 1098. He was buried in the Church of the Presentation in the Near Caves of the Kiev
Monastery of the Caves.

His memory is also celebrated on January 28, September 28 and on the second Sunday of Great Lent.
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A 12th-century manuscript of
Ephrem Mtsire's translation of "the
Orthodox Faith" by John of Damascus.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Ephrem Mtsire or Ephraim the Lesser (Georgian:  ) (died
c. 1101/3) was a Georgian monk at Antioch, theologian and translator of
patristic literature from Greek.

Information as to Ephrem’s life is scarce. Early in life he received a
thorough Hellenic education presumably in Constantinople, where his
purported father Vache Karich'isdze, a Georgian nobleman from Tao,
had removed in 1027. Ephrem then became a monk at the Black
Mountain near Antioch, which was populated by a vibrant Georgian
monastic community of around 70 monks. Later in his life, c. 1091,
Ephrem became a hegumen of the Kastana monastery, probably at the
Castalia spring in Daphne, outside Antioch.

Ephrem’s hellenophile translational technique proved to be fundamental
for later Georgian literature. He was the first to introduce literal
rendering into Georgian, and made scholia and lexica familiar to
Georgian readers. Some of his notable translations are the works by
Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite, Basil of Caesarea, Ephrem the
Syrian, and John of Damascus.[1][2] Ephrem’s original work "Tale on the
Reason for the Conversion of the Georgians" (  

 ; uts’qebay mizezsa k’art’velt’a mok’tsevisasa) is yet another manifesto in defense of
autocephaly of the Georgian Orthodox Church which was subject of a dispute between the Georgian and
Antiochian churchmen in the 11th century.
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Ephrem the Syrian

Saint Ephrem the Syrian

Mosaic in Nea Moni of Chios (11th century)

Harp of the Spirit, Deacon, Confessor and
Doctor of the Church; Venerable Father

Born c. 306
Nisibis (modern-day Turkey)

Died 9 June 373
Edessa (modern-day Turkey)

Venerated in Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church
Church of the East
Oriental Orthodoxy
Anglican Communion

Feast 28 January (Byzantine
Christianity)

7th Saturday before Easter
(Syriac Orthodox Church)

 3 (Ethiopian Christianity)
(translocation of relics)
June 9 (Catholic Church, Church
of England)
June 18 (Maronite Church; pre-
1969 Roman Calendar)

 15 (Ethiopian Christianity)

Epip 15 (Coptic Christianity)

Attributes Vine and scroll, deacon's
vestments and thurible; with
Saint Basil the Great; composing
hymns with a lyre

Patronage Spiritual directors and spiritual
leaders

Part of a series on
Oriental Orthodoxy

Oriental Orthodox churches
Coptic · Ethiopian · Armenian · Syriac · Indian ·

Eritrean

Autonomous churches grouped by tradition:
Coptic: French

Armenian: Cilicia, Constantinople, Jerusalem
Syriac: Malankara Jacobite

Independent churches grouped by tradition:
Coptic: British

Syriac: Malabar Independent

Coptic history · Tewahedo history ·
Syriac history · Saint Thomas Christians

Ecumenical Councils:

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Ephrem" redirects here. For other persons with the name, see Ephrem (name).

Ephrem the Syrian (Classical Syriac: ܪ ܝ ܐ  , romanized: Mār ʾAp̄rêm Sūryāyā,
Classical Syriac pronunciation: [mɑr ʔafˈrem surˈjɑjɑ]; Koinē Greek: Ἐφραίμ ὁ Σῦρος,
romanized: Efrém o Sýros; Latin: Ephraem Syrus; c. 306 – 373), also known as Saint Ephraem,
Ephrem of Edessa, Ephrem Syrus, Ephrem, or Ephraim, was a Syriac Christian deacon
and a prolific Syriac-language hymnographer and theologian of the fourth century.

Ephrem is especially beloved in the Syriac Orthodox Church, and counted as a Venerable
Father (i.e., a sainted Monk) in the Eastern Orthodox Church. His feast day is celebrated on 28
January and on the Saturday of the Venerable Fathers. He was declared a Doctor of the
Church in the Roman Catholic Church in 1920.

Ephrem wrote a wide variety of hymns, poems, and sermons in verse, as well as prose
exegesis. These were works of practical theology for the edification of the Church in troubled
times. So popular were his works, that, for centuries after his death, Christian authors wrote
hundreds of pseudepigraphal works in his name. He has been called the most significant of all
of the fathers of the Syriac-speaking church tradition.[1]
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Life [edit]

Ephrem was born around the year 306 in the city of Nisibis, Mesopotamia (modern Nusaybin,
Turkey), then-recently acquired by Rome.[2][3][4][5]

Internal evidence from Ephrem's hymnody suggests that both his parents were part of the
growing Christian community in the city, although later hagiographers wrote that his father was
a pagan priest.[6] Numerous languages were spoken in the Nisibis of Ephrem's day, mostly
dialects of Aramaic. The Christian community used the Syriac dialect. The culture included
pagan religions, Judaism and early Christian sects.

Jacob, the second bishop of Nisibis,[7] was appointed in 308, and Ephrem grew up under his
leadership of the community. Jacob of Nisibis is recorded as a signatory at the First Council of
Nicea in 325. Ephrem was baptized as a youth and almost certainly became a son of the
covenant, an unusual form of syriac proto-monasticism. Jacob appointed Ephrem as a teacher
(Syriac malp̄ānâ, a title that still carries great respect for Syriac Christians). He was ordained
as a deacon either at his baptism or later.[8] He began to compose hymns and write biblical
commentaries as part of his educational office. In his hymns, he sometimes refers to himself as
a "herdsman" ( , ‘allānâ), to his bishop as the "shepherd" ( rā‘yâ), and to his ,ܪ
community as a 'fold' ( ܐܕ , dayrâ). Ephrem is popularly credited as the founder of the School
of Nisibis, which, in later centuries, was the centre of learning of the Syriac Orthodox Church.

In 337, Emperor Constantine I, who had legalised and promoted the practice of Christianity in
the Roman Empire, died. Seizing on this opportunity, Shapur II of Persia began a series of
attacks into Roman North Mesopotamia. Nisibis was besieged in 338, 346 and 350. During the
first siege, Ephrem credits Bishop Jacob as defending the city with his prayers. In the third
siege, of 350, Shapur rerouted the River Mygdonius to undermine the walls of Nisibis. The
Nisibenes quickly repaired the walls while the Persian elephant cavalry became bogged down
in the wet ground. Ephrem celebrated what he saw as the miraculous salvation of the city in a
hymn that portrayed Nisibis as being like Noah's Ark, floating to safety on the flood.

One important physical link to Ephrem's lifetime is the baptistery of Nisibis. The inscription tells
that it was constructed under Bishop Vologeses in 359. In that year, Shapur attacked again.
The cities around Nisibis were destroyed one by one, and their citizens killed or deported.
Constantius II was unable to respond; the campaign of Julian in 363 ended with his death in
battle. His army elected Jovian as the new emperor, and to rescue his army, he was forced to
surrender Nisibis to Persia[6] (also in 363) and to permit the expulsion of the entire Christian
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Ephrem, with the others, went first to Amida (Diyarbakır), eventually settling in Edessa[6]

(modern Şanlıurfa) in 363. Ephrem, in his late fifties, applied himself to ministry in his new
church and seems to have continued his work as a teacher, perhaps in the School of Edessa.
Edessa had always been at the heart of the Syriac-speaking world, and the city was full of rival
philosophies and religions. Ephrem comments that orthodox Nicene Christians were simply
called "Palutians" in Edessa, after a former bishop. Arians, Marcionites, Manichees,
Bardaisanites and various gnostic sects proclaimed themselves as the true church. In this
confusion, Ephrem wrote a great number of hymns defending Nicene orthodoxy. A later Syriac
writer, Jacob of Serugh, wrote that Ephrem rehearsed all-female choirs to sing his hymns set to
Syriac folk tunes in the forum of Edessa. After a ten-year residency in Edessa, in his sixties,
Ephrem succumbed to the plague as he ministered to its victims. The most reliable date for his
death is 9 June 373.

Writings [edit]

Over four hundred hymns composed by Ephrem still exist. Granted that some have been lost,
Ephrem's productivity is not in doubt. The church historian Sozomen credits Ephrem with
having written over three million lines. Ephrem combines in his writing a threefold heritage: he
draws on the models and methods of early Rabbinic Judaism, he engages skillfully with Greek
science and philosophy, and he delights in the Mesopotamian/Persian tradition of mystery
symbolism.

The most important of his works are his lyric, teaching hymns ( ̈ܖ , madrāšê). These hymns
are full of rich, poetic imagery drawn from biblical sources, folk tradition, and other religions
and philosophies. The madrāšê are written in stanzas of syllabic verse and employ over fifty
different metrical schemes. Each madrāšâ had its qālâ ( ), a traditional tune identified by its
opening line. All of these qālê are now lost. It seems that Bardaisan and Mani composed
madrāšê, and Ephrem felt that the medium was a suitable tool to use against their claims.[9]

The madrāšê are gathered into various hymn cycles. Each group has a title — Carmina
Nisibena, On Faith, On Paradise, On Virginity, Against Heresies — but some of these titles do
not do justice to the entirety of the collection (for instance, only the first half of the Carmina
Nisibena is about Nisibis). Each madrāšâ usually had a refrain (ܐ , ‘ûnîṯâ), which was
repeated after each stanza. Later writers have suggested that the madrāšê were sung by all-
women choirs with an accompanying lyre.

Particularly influential were his Hymns Against Heresies.[10] Ephrem used these to warn his
flock of the heresies that threatened to divide the early church. He lamented that the faithful
were "tossed to and fro and carried around with every wind of doctrine, by the cunning of men,
by their craftiness and deceitful wiles."[11] He devised hymns laden with doctrinal details to
inoculate right-thinking Christians against heresies such as docetism. The Hymns Against
Heresies employ colourful metaphors to describe the Incarnation of Christ as fully human and
divine. Ephrem asserts that Christ's unity of humanity and divinity represents peace, perfection
and salvation; in contrast, docetism and other heresies sought to divide or reduce Christ's
nature and, in doing so, rend and devalue Christ's followers with their false teachings.

Ephrem also wrote verse homilies ( ܐ̈ , mêmrê). These sermons in poetry are far fewer in
number than the madrāšê. The mêmrê were written in a heptosyllabic couplets (pairs of lines of
seven syllables each).

The third category of Ephrem's writings is his prose work. He wrote a biblical commentary on
the Diatessaron (the single gospel harmony of the early Syriac church), the Syriac original of
which was found in 1957. His Commentary on Genesis and Exodus is an exegesis of Genesis
and Exodus. Some fragments exist in Armenian of his commentaries on the Acts of the
Apostles and Pauline Epistles.

He also wrote refutations against Bardaisan, Mani, Marcion and others.

Ephrem is attributed with writing hagiographies such as The Life of Saint Mary the Harlot,
though this credit is called into question.[12]

Ephrem wrote exclusively in the Syriac language, which is a dialect of middle Aramaic, but
translations of his writings exist in Classical Armenian, Coptic, Old Georgian, Koine Greek and
other languages. Some of his works are only extant in translation (particularly in Armenian).
Syriac churches still use many of Ephrem's hymns as part of the annual cycle of worship.
However, most of these liturgical hymns are edited and conflated versions of the originals.

The most complete, critical text of authentic Ephrem was compiled between 1955 and 1979 by
Dom Edmund Beck, OSB, as part of the Corpus Scriptorum Christianorum Orientalium.

As Chronologist, St. Ephrem the Syrian has composed the history of the Patriarchs and Kings
from the Creation to the Crucifixion of Christ, The Book of the Cave of Treasure , translated
by W. Budge from the Syriac text of the British Museum Mss Add. 25875, published by The
Religious Tract Society, 1927.

Symbols and metaphors [edit]

Ephrem's writings contain a rich variety of symbols and metaphors. Christopher Buck gives a
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summary of analysis of a selection of six key scenarios (the way, robe of glory, sons and
daughters of the Covenant, wedding feast, harrowing of hell, Noah’s Ark/Mariner) and six root
metaphors (physician, medicine of life, mirror, pearl, Tree of life, paradise).[13]

Greek Ephrem [edit]

Ephrem's meditations on the symbols of Christian faith and his stand against heresy made him
a popular source of inspiration throughout the church. There is a huge corpus of Ephrem
pseudepigraphy and legendary hagiography in many languages. Some of these compositions
are in verse, often mimicking Ephrem's heptasyllabic couplets.

There is a very large number of works by "Ephrem" extant in Greek. In the literature this
material is often referred to as "Greek Ephrem", or Ephraem Graecus (as opposed to the real
Ephrem the Syrian), as if it was by a single author. This is not the case, but the term is used for
convenience. Some texts are in fact Greek translations of genuine works by Ephrem. Most are
not. The best known of these writings is the Prayer of Saint Ephrem, which is recited at every
service during Great Lent and other fasting periods in Eastern Christianity.

There are also works by "Ephrem" in Latin, Slavonic and Arabic. "Ephrem Latinus" is the term
given to Latin translations of "Ephrem Graecus". None are by Ephrem the Syrian. "Pseudo
Ephrem Latinus" is the name given to Latin works under the name of Ephrem which are
imitations of the style of Ephrem Latinus.

There has been very little critical examination of any of these works. They were edited
uncritically by Assemani, and there is also a modern Greek edition by Phrantzolas.[14]

Veneration as a saint [edit]

Soon after Ephrem's death, legendary accounts of his life began to circulate. One of the earlier
"modifications" is the statement that Ephrem's father was a pagan priest of Abnil or Abizal.
However, internal evidence from his authentic writings suggest that he was raised by Christian
parents.[15]

The second legend attached to Ephrem is that he was a monk. In Ephrem's day, monasticism
was in its infancy in Egypt. He seems to have been a part of the members of the covenant, a
close-knit, urban community of Christians that had "covenanted" themselves to service and
had refrained from sexual activity.[citation needed] Some of the Syriac terms that Ephrem used to
describe his community were later used to describe monastic communities, but the assertion
that he was a monk is anachronistic.[citation needed] Later hagiographers often painted a picture
of Ephrem as an extreme ascetic, but the internal evidence of his authentic writings show him
to have had a very active role, both within his church community and through witness to those
outside of it.[citation needed]

Ephrem is venerated as an example of monastic discipline in Eastern Christianity. In the
Eastern Orthodox scheme of hagiography, Ephrem is counted as a Venerable Father (i.e., a
sainted Monk). His feast day is celebrated on 28 January and on the Saturday of the
Venerable Fathers (Cheesefare Saturday), which is the Saturday before the beginning of
Great Lent.

Ephrem is popularly believed to have taken legendary journeys.[citation needed] In one of these
he visits Basil of Caesarea. This links the Syrian Ephrem with the Cappadocian Fathers and is
an important theological bridge between the spiritual view of the two, who held much in
common. Ephrem is also supposed to have visited Saint Pishoy in the monasteries of Scetes in
Egypt.[citation needed] As with the legendary visit with Basil, this visit is a theological bridge
between the origins of monasticism and its spread throughout the church.[citation needed]

On 5 October 1920, Pope Benedict XV proclaimed Ephrem a Doctor of the Church ("Doctor of
the Syrians").[16] This proclamation was made before critical editions of Ephrem's authentic
writings were available.[citation needed]

The most popular title for Ephrem is Harp of the Spirit (Syriac: ܘܪܕ ܐ  , Kenārâ d-Rûḥâ). He
is also referred to as the Deacon of Edessa, the Sun of the Syrians and a Pillar of the
Church.[17]

His Roman Catholic feast day of 9 June conforms to his date of death. For 48 years (1920–
1969), it was on 18 June, and this date is still observed in the Extraordinary Form.

Ephrem is honored with a feast day on the liturgical calendar of the Episcopal Church (USA) on
June 10.

Translations [edit]

San Efrén de Nísibis Himnos de Navidad y Epifanía, by Efrem Yildiz Sadak Madrid, 2016 (in
Spanish). ISBN 978-84-285-5235-6
Sancti Patris Nostri Ephraem Syri opera omnia quae exstant (3 vol), by Peter Ambarach Roma,
1737-1743.
St. Ephrem Hymns on Paradise, translated by Sebastian Brock (Crestwood, NY: St. Vladimir's
Seminary Press, 1990). ISBN 0-88141-076-4
St. Ephrem the Syrian Commentary on Genesis, Commentary on Exodus, Homily on our Lord,
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Ephrem the Syrian in a 16th-century
Russian illustration

The interior of the Church of Saint
Jacob in Nisibis

Saints Ephrem (right) George (top)
and John Damascene on a 14th-
century triptych

Contemporary Romanian icon
(2005)
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Saint Ephrem's Commentary on Tatian's Diatessaron: An English Translation of Chester Beatty
Syriac MS 709 with Introduction and Notes, translated by Carmel McCarthy (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1993).
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Hugoye: Influence of Saint Ephraim the Syrian, part 1
Hugoye: Influence of Saint Ephraim the Syrian, part 2
Encyclopædia Britannica 1911: "Ephraem Syrus"
"St. Ephraem 'Faith Adoring the Mystery' " . Archived from the original  on 2008-06-13.
Benedict XVI on St. Ephrem and his role in history
Lewis E 235b Grammatical treatise (Ad correctionem eorum qui virtuose vivunt) at OPenn

Syriac Christianity
Eastern Christian traditions that employ Syriac language in their liturgical rites (with year of foundation in brackets)

West Syriac, legacy of 
the Patriarchate of Antioch

Eastern Catholic Maronite Church (410/685) · Syriac Catholic Church (1662)

Oriental Orthodox Syriac Orthodox Church (518)
Syriac Christianity

Saint Thomas Christians

East Syriac, legacy of
the Church of the East

(the "Nestorian Church")
(410–1552)

Eastern Catholic Chaldean Catholic Church (1552)

Nestorian Assyrian Church of the East (1692) ·
Ancient Church of the East (1968)

Protestant (Eastern Reformed Christian) Assyrian Evangelical Church (1870) ·
Assyrian Pentecostal Church (1940)

Saint Thomas Christians,
legacy of

the Malankara Church
(active 1st century–1601)

in Kerala, India

Eastern Catholic
Syro-Malabar Catholic Church (East Syriac)
(1665) · Syro-Malankara Catholic Church
(West Syriac) (1932)

Oriental Orthodox

Malankara Jacobite Syriac Orthodox Church
(1665) · Malankara Orthodox Syrian Church
(1912) ·
Malabar Independent Syrian Church (1772)

Nestorian (Assyrian Church of the East) Chaldean Syrian Church (1701)

Protestant (Reform Eastern Christian)
Mar Thoma Syrian Church (1852) ·
St. Thomas Evangelical Church of India
(1961)

Key figures
Jacob of Serugh · Maron · Nestorius · Philoxenus of Mabbug · Aphrahat · Bar Hebraeus ·
Jacob Bar-Salibi · Ephrem the Syrian · Isaac of Nineveh · Jacob Baradaeus

Languages
Assyrian Neo-Aramaic · Bohtan Neo-Aramaic · Chaldean Neo-Aramaic · Garshuni ·
Hértevin · Koy Sanjaq Surat · Mlahsô · Senaya · Syriac Malayalam · Turoyo · Syriac
(Liturgical)

See also

Assyrian people/Syriac (Assyrian genocide) · Assyrian nationalism · Assyrian homeland
(Assyrian independence movement · Proposals for Assyrian autonomy in Iraq ·
Assyrian–Chaldean–Syriac diaspora) · Terms for Syriac Christians (Arameans ·
Phoenicianism) · Malankara–Persia relations · Syriac sacral music

* Defunct with schism of 1552 ·  Christianity portal

Oriental Orthodoxy
Eastern Christian communion of autocephalous churches from Armenia, Egypt, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Sudan and parts of the Middle East, and India

Autocephalous
churches

Coptic Orthodox Church of Alexandria · Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church · Armenian Apostolic Church ·
Eritrean Orthodox Tewahedo Church · Syriac Orthodox Church · Malankara Orthodox Syrian Church

Autonomous
churches

Coptic Orthodox: · French Coptic Orthodox Church
Armenian Apostolic: · Holy See of Cilicia · Armenian Patriarchate of Constantinople · Armenian Patriarchate of Jerusalem
Syriac Orthodox: · Malankara Jacobite
Malankara Orthodox Syrian Church: · Brahmavar (Goan) Orthodox Church

Independent
churches

British Isles · Malabar Independent Syrian Church · Syncretic Oriential Catholic Churches: (Western Orthodoxy (Celts · France ·
Gaul))

Liturgy Alexandrian Rite · Anaphora of Saint Gregory · Armenian Rite · West Syriac Rite · Liturgy of Saint James · Liturgy of Saint Basil ·
Liturgy of Saint Cyril · Malankara Rite

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition · Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias · Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon ·
Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors
Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor · Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia ·
Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada · Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver ·
Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov · Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea · Gregory of Nazianzus ·
Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian ·
Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure · Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius · John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine ·
Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi · Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila ·
Hildegard of Bingen · Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria · Augustine of Hippo ·
Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria · Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria ·
Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I · Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus · Gregory of Nyssa ·
Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons · Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom ·
John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor · Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus ·
Polycarp of Smyrna · Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Ephysius of Sardinia (250?–303?) is a Christian martyr. Nothing is
known of his life, except his martyrdom. He is the patron of Pisa and
Cagliari. He is especially revered in the city of Cagliari, Sardinia, while
his relics lie in Pisa.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about the Christian martyr. For other uses, see Epicharis (disambiguation).

Epicharis is the name of two Christian martyrs.

250 [edit]

Her feast day is 9 January (the day of her martyrdom) in the Roman Catholic Church.[1]

Born in Africa, and becoming a bishop, she was martyred in 250 with Felix, Jucundus, Secundus, Vitalis, and
seven other companions. An Epictetus, a bishop, was recorded by St. Cyprian.

300 [edit]

Said to be the wife of a Roman senator, she was martyred in Byzantium or Asia Minor in 300. Her feast day is
September 27 in the Eastern Orthodox and Roman Catholic churches.[2]

Some sources give her as a lady of a senatorial family, who was scourged and then smitten with the sword in
Rome in the persecution of Diocletian.[3]
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Epimachus of Pelusium
Martyr

Born unknown
Pelusium (Farma), Egypt

Died unknown
El-Bakroug (near Demera),
Egypt

Venerated in Coptic Orthodox Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast 14 Pashons (Coptic Orthodox
Church)
14 October (Eastern Orthodox
Church)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article includes a list of references, related reading or external links,
but its sources remain unclear because it lacks inline citations.
Please help to improve this article by introducing more precise citations.
(March 2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Saint Epimachus of Pelusium was an Egyptian martyr.

Epimachus was born in Pelusium, and worked as a weaver along
with his two companions: Theodore and Callinicos. At age 27, he
heard that Youlamis the governor of Egypt was torturing the
Christians. He subsequently went to El-Bakroug, (near Demera)
and came before the governor, confessing his Christianity.
Youlamis the governor tortured him severely, then ordered him to
be squeezed on the wheel. A drop of his blood splashed on the
eyes of a blind maiden, and she was able to see instantaneously.
The maiden and her family converted to Christianity and were
martyred by Youlamis. Furious, the governor ordered Epimachus
to be crucified and his head to be cut off. The executioner drew his
sword but his strength failed. The same thing happened with
another executioner, and so with fourteen others. When they failed to cut off his head, they tied a rope around
his neck and dragged him until he died.

A deaf and mute soldier touched the body, and he instantly heard and spoke. Some of the Christians from the
city of Edku took the body and several signs and wonders took place from it. His kinsfolk from Demera carried
the body to Paramoni (Coptic: ��������) with great honor. The governor of Paramoni shrouded the body
with expensive shrouds and built a church after Saint Epimachus, where the body was placed.

The feast of Saint Epimachus of Pelusium falls on 14 Pashons in the Coptic Orthodox Church, and on 14
October in the Eastern Orthodox Church.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Epiphania, Epifania or Pyphania (died 800) is recorded in the late medieval traditions of Pavia as daughter of
Ratchis (744/749 – 756/757), King of the Lombards and of Italy.

She was buried in the monastery of S. Maria Foris Portam, which was founded in Pavia, the Lombard capital, by
her father.
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Epiphanius of Pavia

Epiphanius of Pavia

Tympanon depicting Christ, Saint Godehard
and Epiphanius, on the St. Godehard Basilica

in Hildesheim, Germany.

Born 438
Pavia

Died January 21, 496 (aged 57–58)

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Feast 21 January

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Epiphanius of Pavia (438–496), later venerated as Saint
Epiphanius of Pavia, was Bishop of Pavia from 466 until his
death in 496. Epiphanius additionally held the offices of lector,
subdeacon and deacon.[1]

During his lifetime, Epiphanius undertook several church-related
missions and exploits. Two of the most significant of these were his
journey, as an emissary for the emperor Julius Nepos, to the
Visigothic king Euric; and his journey to Ravenna, where he
confronted Theodoric the Great shortly after his defeat of
Odoacer, and pleaded for the restoration of the civic rights of
Roman aristocrats who had supported Odoacer.[2]

Biography [edit]

Our primary source for Epiphanius' life is the Vita Epifanius written
by Magnus Felix Ennodius, who knew him personally, travelling
with the bishop on his mission to king Gundobad of the Burgundians in 494-6. According to Ennodius,
Epiphanius' father was Maurus and his mother Focaria, who was related to Mirocles bishop of Milan (304-
326).[3] He joined the household of bishop Crispinus at the age of eight and became a lector, learning to read
and write, as well as stenography. At the age of 18 he was consecrated subdeacon,[4] and deacon at 20.[5]

Then Bishop Crispinus, as he lay dying, appointed Epiphanius as his successor in the presence of the
ex-consul Flavius Rusticus. Although he resisted the ordination, Epiphanius was made bishop in Milan in his
28th year.[6]

Shortly after becoming bishop, Epiphanius was asked to intervene between Anthemius and the barbarian leader
Ricimer, appealing to both parties for peace.[7] However, history shows that Epiphanius' efforts were in vain, for
violence broke out between Ricimer and Anthemius; Anthemius was besieged in the part of Rome he controlled
until his supporters deserted him, and he was caught attempting to flee the city disguised as a supplicant at the
church of Santa Maria in Trastevere, where he was beheaded.[8]

Most of these confrontations and speakings to high-ranking figures proved to be successful endeavors;
religious dignitaries such as Epiphanius had wide-ranging influence on the rulers and aristocrats during this
period.[9] In the eighth year of his episcopate (spring 475),[10] the emperor Julius Nepos sent him on a
diplomatic mission to Euric about Visigothic incursions. A peace was concluded, although Nepos was deposed
by Orestes shortly after.[11]

Cook notes that of "the thirteen years of Odoacer's matery in Italy, from the defeat of Orestes in A.D. 476 to the
coming of Thodoric, A.D. 489 -- a period which embraced nearly half of the episcopate of Epiphanius --
Ennodius devotes but eight sections of the vita (101 - 107), five of which are taken up with the account of the
restoration of churches."[12] The only other incident Ennodius recorded during these 13 years was his
successful petition to Odoacer to alleviate the rapacious demands of the praetorian prefect Pelagius.[13]

Another success was Epiphanius' successful negotiations over the ransom of his sister Honorata,[14] who had
been abducted from the monastery of St. Vincent in Pavia, during the war between Theodoric the Great and
Odoacer.[9] After Theodoric had prevailed, one of his acts was to punish the Romans who had supported
Odoacer by depriving them of their civic rights; Epiphanius went to the Ostragothic king and pleaded for their
restoration. Theodoric granted the bishop's petition, on condition that Epiphanius act on his behalf and
negotiate with the Burgundians to ransom the captives they took when they raided Liguria during the war
between Theodoric and Odoacer in 489.[15]

Epiphanius died following the rigors of his winter journey to Burgundy, on 21 January 496, in his fifty-eighth
year.[16] That particular year marked thirty years of his service to the church.[1]

Veneration [edit]
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Following Epiphanius' death, Ennodius, his successor as bishop of Pavia, wrote a Vita or "Life" of Epiphanius;
based on internal evidence dates its composition between 501 and 504.[17] Epiphanius' relics were translated to
Hildesheim in 963,[18] where they are conserved in a grand reliquary chasse in the Dom.[19] Despite the
extensive evidence for the removal of his remains, there was in Pavia a persistent belief in possessing
Epiphanius' remains. So strong was this belief that in the 18th century they reinterred what they considered the
bishop's corpse in the church of San Francesco da Paola; later these relics were translated to the church of
San Francesco Grande. In 1834, Bishop Tosi of Pavia formally recognized the authenticity of these remains.[20]
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Epiphanius of Salamis

Saint Epiphanius

St. Epiphanius in a fresco painting (Gračanica
Monastery)

Bishop of Salamis (Cyprus), Oracle of
Palestine

Born c. 310–320
Judea

Died 403 (aged 82–93)
at sea

Venerated in Catholicism
Eastern Orthodoxy
Oriental Orthodoxy

Feast 12 May[1]

17 Pashons (Coptic Orthodoxy)

Attributes Vested as a bishop in
omophorion, sometimes holding
a scroll

Controversy Iconoclasm

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Epiphanius of Salamis (Greek: Ἐπιφάνιος; c. 310–320 – 403)
was the bishop of Salamis, Cyprus at the end of the 4th century.
He is considered a saint and a Church Father by both the
Orthodox and Roman Catholic Churches. He gained a reputation
as a strong defender of orthodoxy. He is best known for
composing the Panarion, a very large compendium of the heresies
up to his own time, full of quotations that are often the only
surviving fragments of suppressed texts. According to Ernst
Kitzinger, he "seems to have been the first cleric to have taken up
the matter of Christian religious images as a major issue", and
there has been much controversy over how many of the
quotations attributed to him by the Byzantine Iconoclasts were
actually by him. Regardless of this he was clearly strongly against
some contemporary uses of images in the church.[2]
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Life [edit]

Epiphanius was either born into a Romaniote Christian family or
became a Christian in his youth. Either way, he was a Romaniote
Jew who was born in the small settlement of Besanduk, near Eleutheropolis (modern-day Beit Guvrin, Israel),[3]

and lived as a monk in Egypt, where he was educated and came into contact with Valentinian groups. He
returned to Palestine around 333, when he was still a young man, and he founded a monastery at Ad nearby,[4]

which is often mentioned in the polemics of Jerome with Rufinus and John, Bishop of Jerusalem. He was
ordained a priest, and lived and studied as superior of the monastery in Ad that he founded for thirty years and
gained much skill and knowledge in that position. In that position he gained the ability to speak in several
tongues, including Hebrew, Syriac, Egyptian, Greek, and Latin, and was called by Jerome on that account
Pentaglossos ("Five tongued").[5]

His reputation for learning prompted his nomination and consecration as Bishop of Salamis, Cyprus,[6] in 365 or
367, a post which he held until his death. He was also the Metropolitan of the Church of Cyprus. He served as
bishop for nearly forty years, as well as travelled widely to combat unorthodox beliefs. He was present at a
synod in Antioch (376) where the Trinitarian questions were debated against the heresy of Apollinarianism. He
upheld the position of Bishop Paulinus, who had the support of Rome, over that of Meletius of Antioch, who was
supported by the Eastern Churches. In 382 he was present at the Council of Rome, again upholding the cause
of Paulinus.

Origenist controversy and death [edit]

Main article: Origenist Crises

During a visit to Palestine in 394 or 395, while preaching in Jerusalem, he attacked Origen's followers and
urged the Bishop of Jerusalem, John II, to condemn his writings. He urged John to be careful of the "offence" of
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images in the churches. He noted that when travelling in Palestine he went into a church to pray and saw a
curtain with an image of Christ or a saint which he tore down. He told Bishop John that such images were
"opposed . . . to our religion" (see below).[7] This event sowed the seeds of conflict which erupted in the dispute
between Rufinus and John against Jerome and Epiphanius. Epiphanius fuelled this conflict by ordaining a priest
for Jerome's monastery at Bethlehem, thus trespassing on John's jurisdiction. This dispute continued during the
390s, in particular in the literary works by Rufinus and Jerome attacking one another.

In 399, the dispute took on another dimension, when the Bishop of Alexandria, Theophilus, who had initially
supported John, changed his views and started persecuting Origenist monks in Egypt. As a result of this
persecution, four of these monks, the so-called Tall Brothers, fled to Palestine, and then travelled to
Constantinople, seeking support and spreading the controversy. John Chrysostom, Bishop of Constantinople,
gave the monks shelter. Bishop Theophilus of Alexandria saw his chance to use this event to bring down his
enemy Chrysostom: in 402 he summoned a council in Constantinople, and invited those supportive of his anti-
Origenist views. Epiphanius, by this time nearly 80, was one of those summoned, and began the journey to
Constantinople. However, when he realised he was being used as a tool by Theophilus against Chrysostom,
who had given refuge to the monks persecuted by Theophilus and who were appealing to the emperor,
Epiphanius started back to Salamis, only to die on the way home in 403.[8]

The curtain incident [edit]

Letter LI in Jerome's letters gives Jerome's Latin translation, made at Epiphanius' request, of his letter, originally
in Greek from c. 394, "From Epiphanius, Bishop of Salamis, in Cyprus, to John, Bishop of Jerusalem" (see
previous section for wider context). The final section covers the often quoted incident of the curtain, which
unlike other passages attributed to Epiphanius and quoted by the Iconoclasts, is accepted as authentic by
modern scholars:[9]

9. Moreover, I have heard that certain persons have this grievance against me: When I
accompanied you to the holy place called Bethel, there to join you in celebrating the Collect, after
the use of the Church, I came to a villa called Anablatha and, as I was passing, saw a lamp burning
there. Asking what place it was, and learning it to be a church, I went in to pray, and found there a
curtain hanging on the doors of the said church, dyed and embroidered. It bore an image either of
Christ or of one of the saints; I do not rightly remember whose the image was. Seeing this, and
being loth that an image of a man should be hung up in Christ’s church contrary to the teaching of
the Scriptures, I tore it asunder and advised the custodians of the place to use it as a winding
sheet for some poor person. They, however, murmured, and said that if I made up my mind to tear
it, it was only fair that I should give them another curtain in its place. As soon as I heard this, I
promised that I would give one, and said that I would send it at once. Since then there has been
some little delay, due to the fact that I have been seeking a curtain of the best quality to give to
them instead of the former one, and thought it right to send to Cyprus for one. I have now sent the
best that I could find, and I beg that you will order the presbyter of the place to take the curtain
which I have sent from the hands of the Reader, and that you will afterwards give directions that
curtains of the other sort—opposed as they are to our religion—shall not be hung up in any church
of Christ. A man of your uprightness should be careful to remove an occasion of offence unworthy
alike of the Church of Christ and of those Christians who are committed to your charge. Beware of
Palladius of Galatia—a man once dear to me, but who now sorely needs God's pity—for he
preaches and teaches the heresy of Origen; and see to it that he does not seduce any of those
who are intrusted to your keeping into the perverse ways of his erroneous doctrine. I pray that you
may fare well in the Lord.[10]

Writings [edit]

Panarion [edit]

His best-known book is the Panarion which means "medicine-chest" (also known as Adversus Haereses,
"Against Heresies"), presented as a book of antidotes for those bitten by the serpent of heresy. Written
between 374 and 377, it forms a handbook for dealing with the arguments of heretics.

It lists, and refutes, 80 heresies, some of which are not described in any other surviving documents from the
time. Epiphanius begins with the 'four mothers' of pre-Christian heresy – 'barbarism', 'Scythism', 'Hellenism' and
'Judaism' – and then addresses the sixteen pre-Christian heresies that have flowed from them: four
philosophical schools (Stoics, Platonists, Pythagoreans and Epicureans), and twelve Jewish sects. There then
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follows an interlude, telling of the Incarnation of the Word. After this, Epiphanius embarks on his account of the
sixty Christian heresies, from assorted gnostics to the various trinitarian heresies of the fourth century, closing
with the Collyridians and Messalians.[11]

While Epiphanius often let his zeal come before facts – he admits on one occasion that he writes against the
Origenists based only on hearsay (Panarion, Epiphanius 71) – the Panarion is a valuable source of information
on the Christian Church of the fourth century. It is also an important source regarding the early Jewish gospels
such as the Gospel according to the Hebrews circulating among the Ebionites and the Nazarenes, as well as the
followers of Cerinthus and Merinthus.[12]

One unique feature of the Panarion is in the way that Epiphanius compares the various heretics to different
poisonous beasts, going so far as to describe in detail the animal's characteristics, how it produces its poison,
and how to protect oneself from the animal's bite or poison. For example, he describes his enemy Origen as "a
toad noisy from too much moisture which keeps croaking louder and louder." He compares the Gnostics to a
particularly dreaded snake "with no fangs." The Ebionites, a Christian sect that followed Jewish law, were
described by Epiphanius as "a monstrosity with many shapes, who practically formed the snake-like shape of
the mythical many-headed Hydra in himself." In all, Epiphanius describes fifty animals, usually one per sect.[13]

Another feature of the Panarion is the access its earlier sections provide to lost works, notably Justin Martyr's
work on heresies, the Greek of Irenaeus' Against Heresies, and Hippolytus' Syntagma.[14] The Panarion was
first translated into English in 1987 and 1990.

Other works [edit]

His earliest known work is the Ancoratus (the well anchored man), which includes arguments against Arianism
and the teachings of Origen. Aside from the polemics by which he is known, Epiphanius wrote a work of biblical
antiquarianism, called, for one of its sections, On Weights and Measures (περὶ μέτρων καὶ στάθμων). It was
composed in Constantinople for a Persian priest, in 392,[15] and survives in Syriac, Armenian, and Georgian
translations (this last is found in Shatberd ms 1141 along with Physiologus and De Gemmis).[16] The first section
discusses the canon of the Old Testament and its versions, the second of measures and weights, and the third,
the geography of Palestine. The texts appear not to have been given a polish but consist of rough notes and
sketches, as Allen A. Shaw, a modern commentator, concluded; nevertheless Epiphanius' work on metrology
was important in the history of measurement.

Another work, On the Twelve Gems (De Gemmis), survives in a number of fragments, the most complete of
which is the Georgian.[17] The letter written by Epiphanius to John, Bishop of Jerusalem, in 394 and preserved
in Jerome's translation, is discussed above.[18] The collection of homilies traditionally ascribed to a "Saint
Epiphanius, bishop" are dated in the late fifth or sixth century and are not connected with Epiphanius of Salamis
by modern scholars.[19]

Such was Epiphanius's reputation for learning that the Physiologus, the principal source of medieval bestiaries,
came to be widely falsely attributed to him.[20]
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1. ^ (in Greek) Ὁ Ἅγιος Ἐπιφάνιος Ἐπίσκοπος Κωνσταντίας καὶ Ἀρχιεπίσκοπος Κύπρου . 12 Μαΐου. ΜΕΓΑΣ
ΣΥΝΑΞΑΡΙΣΤΗΣ.

2. ^ Kitzinger, 92–93, 92 quoted
3. ^ The Panarion of Epiphanius of Salamis: Book I (Sects 1–46), By Epiphanius, Epiphanius of Salamis, Translated

by Frank Williams, 1987 ISBN 90-04-07926-2 p xi
4. ^ The more famous Monastery of Epiphanius near Thebes, Egypt was founded by an anchorite named Epiphanius

towards the end of the sixth century; it was explored by an expedition from the Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1912–
14.

5. ^ Ruf 3.6
6. ^ Salamis was also known as Constantia after Constantine II.
7. ^ Part 9, Letter LI. From Epiphanius, Bishop of Salamis, in Cyprus, to John, Bishop of Jerusalem (c. 394),

http://www.newadvent.org/fathers/3001051.htm .
8. ^ Frances Young with Andrew Teal, From Nicaea to Chalcedon: A Guide to the Literature and its Background,

(2nd edn, 2004), pp202-3
9. ^ Kitzinger, 92–93 and long note

10. ^ NPNF2-06. Jerome: The Principal Works of St. Jerome, CCEL
11. ^ Andrew Louth, 'Palestine', in Frances Young, Lewis Ayres and Andrew Young, eds, The Cambridge History of

Early Christian Literature, (2010), p286
12. ^ Epiphanius, Panarion, 30 iii 7
13. ^ Verheyden, Joseph (2008). "Epiphanius of Salamis on Beasts and Heretics" . Journal of Eastern Christian

Studies. 60 (1–4): 143–173. doi:10.2143/jecs.60.1.2035279 .
14. ^ Andrew Louth, 'Palestine', in Frances Young, Lewis Ayres and Andrew Young, eds, The Cambridge History of

Early Christian Literature, (2010), 286
15. ^ Allen A. Shaw, "On Measures and Weights by Epiphanius" National Mathematics Magazine 11.1 (October 1936:

3–7).
16. ^ English translation is Dean (1935)
17. ^ Frances Young with Andrew Teal, From Nicaea to Chalcedon: A Guide to the Literature and its Background,

(2nd edn, 2004), p201
18. ^ Ep 51, available at http://www.ccel.org/ccel/schaff/npnf206.v.LI.html
19. ^ Alvar Erikson, Sancti Epiphani Episcopi Interpretatio Evangelorum (Lund) 1938, following Dom Morin.
20. ^ Frances Young with Andrew Teal, From Nicaea to Chalcedon: A Guide to the Literature and its Background,

(2nd edn, 2004), p202
21. ^ Saint Augustine (of Hippo), Arianism and Other Heresies, p.22 (note 10) , the University of Michigan Libraries:

Quote: For a discussion on the question of the authorship of the Anacephalaiosis, see L.G. Müller, The De
Haeresibus of Saint Augustine: A Translation with an Introduction and Commentary (Washington, D.C.: The
Catholic University of America Press, 1956), 23–25. Contemporary scholars are generally in agreement that the
Anacephalaiosis is not the work of Epiphanius, [although attributed unto him]. See K. Holl, "Die Unechtheit der
Anakephalaiosis," Texte und Untersuchungen 36.2 (Leipzig, 1910), 95–98
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Epiphanius the Wise

St. Epiphanius at work

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Epiphanius the Wise (Russian: Епифаний Премудрый) (died 1420)
was a monk from Rostov, hagiographer and disciple of Saint Sergius of
Radonezh.[1] Historian Serge A. Zenkovsky wrote that Epiphanius, along
with Stephen of Perm, along with St. Sergius of Radonezh, and the
painter Andrei Rublev signified "the Russian spiritual and cultural revival
of the late fourteenth and early fifteenth century."[2]
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Life [edit]

Epiphanius was born in Rostov in the first half of the fourteenth century. As a young man, he joined the
monastery of Gregory the Theologian in Rostov. There he learned to copy manuscripts and paint icons. He
would also have learned Greek and the Greek hagiographic traditions. Later he went to Trinity Monastery, a
house founded by Sergius of Radonezh in 1337.[3]

Epiphanius travelled extensively, and is known to have visited Moscow, Constantinople and Mount Athos.[3]

Writing [edit]

Stephen of Perm had been a monk at Rostov; Sergii had founded Trinity monastery. Epiphanius wrote
hagiographies of both St. Stephen of Perm and St. Sergius. The latter, Life of Our Holy and Godbearing Father
Sergii Thaumaturgus, he started to write a year after the death of Saint Sergius according to his own memories,
and his recollection of the accounts of other contemporaries. He finished the writings 26 years after the death of
Sergius, i.e., around 1417-1418. There was a rewriting of the work by Pachomius the Serb (Пахомий Серб),
which is usually more readily available.[4]

The Life of Sergii Radonezhsky follows well established hagiographical conventions, and contains a number of
parallels to scriptural passages. His focus is on the saint's spiritual qualities and therefore does not dwell on his
close ties to Prince Dmitry Donskoy. Epiphanius was interested in portraying an idealized account of sanctity,
and did so through lengthy panegyrics. His literary style was given the name pletenie sloves, or "the
weaving/braiding of words", and is marked by an abundance of neologisms, in which Epiphanius liked to form a
large number of noun or adjective-noun combinations. The ordinary words of a common man "...are incapable
of expressing the greatness of the deeds done by holy men to the glory of Christ."[5]

Serge Zenkovsky hails Epiphanius' writings as "a new page in Russian literary history".[6] It is often thought that
Epiphanius' new style was influenced by the contemporary surge in Russian painting,[7] and it has been noted
that Epiphanius was a great admirer of Theophanes the Greek.[8] A 1413 letter of Epiphanius, who knew
Theophanes, to St. Cyril of Beloozero provides the principal source of information about the great icon
painter.[9]

Works [edit]

The Life of Sergii Radonezhsky, Житие преподобного Сергия
Oration on the Life and Teaching of Our Holy Father Stephen, Former Bishop of Perm,
Слово похвально преподобному отцу нашему Сергию
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Epipodius and Alexander

Saints Epipodius and Alexander
Martyrs

Born Epipodius, Lyon
Alexander, Phrygia

Died 178

Venerated in Roman Catholicism Eastern
Orthodoxy

Major shrine Lyon Cathedral

Feast 22 April

Patronage Epipodius is the patron saint of
bachelors, victims of betrayal,
and victims of torture.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Epipodius (French: Épipode) and his companion Alexander
(died 178) are venerated as Christian saints. Their feast day is 22
April, and Alexander is additionally commemorated on April 24 in
the Eastern Orthodox Church.[1] Epipodius was a native of Lyon;
Alexander was said to be a native of Phrygia, and a physician by
profession.[2] They were both martyred during the reign of Marcus
Aurelius.
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Life [edit]

The earliest mention of Epipodius and Alexander is in a homily of St. Eucherius, about 440. Epipodius was born
in Lyon and Alexander was a Greek, originally from Phrygia. Of distinguished birth, they were close friends
since their childhood schooldays. Epipodius is said to have been a confirmed celibate bachelor, who devoted
his time to Christian works.

In the aftermath of the Persecution in Lyon in the summer of 177, Epipodius and Alexander, having been
denounced as Christians, left the city and retired to a nearby village. There they found refuge in the house of a
poor Christian widow situated north-west of the hill of Fourvière. They were betrayed to imperial authorities by a
servant. Both men were subsequently imprisoned, tortured, and condemned. According to Alban Butler, after
enduring torture on the rack, Epipodius, the younger of the two, was beheaded. Alban Butler says that
Alexander, after suffering an extended and brutal beating, was crucified and died almost immediately.[3] another
account says that he died of the beatings and ill treatment in gaol.[4]

Veneration [edit]

The Christians privately carried off their bodies, and buried them on a hill near the city; which place became
famous afterwards for the great number of miracles, which were wrought there.[5] The tomb was originally
outside the walls of the city, but later enclosed within them. St. Gregory of Tours says, that in the sixth century,
their bodies, lay deposited with that of St. Irenæus, in the Church of St. John, now called St. Irenæus, under the
altar, where the relics of these two holy martyrs were found 1410.[3]

Epipodius is venerated as the patron saint of bachelors, victims of betrayal, and victims of torture.

See also [edit]

Persecution in Lyon
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Saint Equitius
Born ~490 AD

Abruzzi region, Italy

Died ~570 AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine Santa Margherita all'Aquila,
L'Aquila.

Feast August 11

Attributes holds the model of a monastery

Patronage L'Aquila

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Equitius (Italian: Sant'Equizio) was an abbot of the 6th
century. He was born between 480 and 490 in the region of
Valeria Suburbicaria (present-day L'Aquila-Rieti-Tivoli).[1] Gregory
the Great refers to Equitius in his Dialogues (I,4 in PL, LXXVII, coll.
165-77), and states that Equitius was a follower of Saint Benedict
of Nursia.[1] Equitius worked to spread monasticism in Italy and the
West but was never ordained as a priest.[1] However, Gregory
writes that Equitius’ reputation for sanctity was such that the saint
was able to recruit many new monks in the region of Valeria, many
of whom later acquired high office within the Church.[1] The pope
initiated an investigation into Equitius when complaints were made
regarding the saint’s standing.[2] The pope sent a priest named Julian to investigate Equitius, but the pope
ended the investigation after receiving a vision concerning Equitius.[2]

Equitius died at his monastery of San Lorenzo di Pizzoli. His monks were absorbed into the Benedictine Order.[1]
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Erasmus of Formia

Saint
Elmo of Formia

Born 3rd century

Died c. 303
Illyricum (modern day Croatia)

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Feast June 2[1]

Attributes represented with his entrails
wound on a windlass or as a
vested bishop holding a winch or
windlass[2][3]

Patronage sailors, Gaeta, Formia, colic in
children, intestinal ailments and
diseases, cramps and the pain
of women in labor, cattle pest,
Fort St. Elmo, (Malta)

A 15th-century fresco painting held to be the
torturing of Erasmus, in the Maria Church in Båstad,
Sweden

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Erasmus of Formiae)

See also: Saint Elmo (disambiguation), San Telmo (disambiguation), Elmo (disambiguation), and Erasmus
(disambiguation)

Erasmus of Formia, also known as Saint Elmo, was a Christian
saint and martyr, who died c. 303. He is venerated as the patron
saint of sailors and abdominal pain. Erasmus or Elmo is also one
of the Fourteen Holy Helpers, saintly figures of Christian tradition
who are venerated especially as intercessors.
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Documentation of his life [edit]

The Acts of Saint Elmo were partly compiled from legends that
confuse him with a Syrian bishop Erasmus of Antioch.
Jacobus de Voragine in the Golden Legend credited him as
a bishop at Formia over all the Italian Campania, as a
hermit on Mount Lebanon, and a martyr in the persecutions
under Eastern Roman Emperor Diocletian. There appears
to be no historical basis for his passio.[4]

Account of life and martyrdom [edit]

Erasmus was Bishop of Formia, Italy. During the
persecution against Christians under the emperors
Diocletian (284-305) and Maximian Hercules (284-305), he
left his diocese and went to Mount Libanus, where he hid
for seven years. However, an angel is said to have appeared to him, and counseled him to return to his city.[5]

On the way, he encountered some soldiers who questioned him. Erasmus admitted that he was a Christian and
they brought him to trial at Antioch before the emperor Diocletian. After suffering terrible tortures, he was bound
with chains and thrown into prison, but an angel appeared and helped him escape.[5]

He passed through Lycia, where he raised up the son of an illustrious citizen. This resulted in a number of
baptisms, which drew the attention of the Western Roman Emperor Maximian who, according to Voragine, was
"much worse than was Diocletian." Maximian ordered his arrest and Erasmus continued to confess his faith.
They forced him to go to a temple of the idol, but along Erasmus’s route all the idols fell and were destroyed,
and from the temple there came fire which fell upon many of the pagans.[5]

That made the emperor so angry he had Erasmus enclosed in a barrel full of protruding spikes, and the barrel
was rolled down a hill. But an angel healed him. Further tortures ensued.

When he was recaptured, he was brought before the emperor and beaten and whipped, then coated with pitch
and set alight (as Christians had been in Nero's games), and still he survived. Thrown into prison with the
intention of letting him die of starvation, Erasmus managed to escape.

He was recaptured and tortured some more in the Roman province of Illyricum, after boldly preaching and
converting numerous pagans to Christianity. Finally, according to this version of his death, his abdomen was slit
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Martyrdom of St Erasmus, Poussin

open and his intestines wound around a windlass. This version may have developed from interpreting an icon
that showed him with a windlass, signifying his patronage of sailors.[6]

Veneration and patronage [edit]

Erasmus may have become the patron of sailors because he is said to
have continued preaching even after a thunderbolt struck the ground
beside him. This prompted sailors, who were in danger from sudden
storms and lightning, to claim his prayers. The electrical discharges at
the mastheads of ships were read as a sign of his protection and came
to be called "Saint Elmo's Fire".[7][8]

Pope Gregory the Great recorded in the 6th century that the relics of
Erasmus were preserved in the cathedral of Formia. When the old
Formiae was razed by the Saracens in 842, the cult of Erasmus was
moved to Gaeta. He is currently the patron of Gaeta, Santeramo in
Colle and Formia.

There is an altar to Erasmus in the north transept of St. Peter's
Basilica.[9] A copy of Nicolas Poussin's Martyrdom of St Erasmus serves
as the altarpiece.[6]

Besides his patronage of mariners, Erasmus is invoked against colic in
children, abdominal pain, intestinal ailments and diseases, cramps and
the pain of women in labour, as well as cattle pests.

Gallery [edit]
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Maurice" by Matthias
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Alte Pinakothek.
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See also [edit]

St. Elmo Hall, a name for some chapter houses of Delta Phi fraternity
St. Elmo's fire, a meteorological phenomenon named after the saint
List of early Christian saints
Saint Erasmus of Formia, patron saint archive
Blessed Peter González, patron of Spanish and Portuguese mariners is also invoked as "San Telmo" or
"San Elmo."
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Erastus of Corinth

Erastus, Olympas, Rhodion,
Sosipater, Quartus and Tertius
(Menologion of Basil II)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Erastus of Paneas)

Erastus (Greek: Ἔραστος, Erastos), also known as Erastus of
Paneas, is a person in the New Testament. According to the Epistle to
the Romans 16:23, Erastus was a steward (Greek: οἰκονόμος,
oikonomos) in Corinth, a political office of high civic status. The word is
defined as "the manager of household or of household affairs" or, in this
context, "treasurer";[1] The King James Version uses the translation
"chamberlain", while the New International Version uses "director of
public works". A person named Erastus is also mentioned in the 2
Timothy and Acts, and these mentions are usually taken to refer to the
same person.

According to the tradition of the Orthodox Church, Erastus is numbered
among the Seventy Disciples. He served as a deacon and steward of the Church at Jerusalem and later of
Paneas in Palestine. The Church remembers St. Erastus on January 4 among the Seventy, and on November
10.
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Relevant verses [edit]

And having sent into Macedonia two of his helpers, Timothy and Erastus, he himself stayed in Asia
for a while.

— Acts 19:22

Gaius, who is host to me and to the whole church, greets you. Erastus, the city treasurer, and our
brother Quartus, greet you.

— Romans 16:23

Erastus remained at Corinth, and I left Trophimus, who was ill, at Miletus.

— 2 Timothy 4:20 ESV

Erastus inscription [edit]

In 1929, an inscription mentioning an Erastus was found near a paved area northeast of the theater of Corinth.
It has been dated to the mid-first century and reads "Erastus in return for his aedileship paved it at his own
expense." (Latin: ERASTVS. PRO. AED. S. P. STRAVIT[2] abbreviated for ERASTUS PRO AEDILITATE SUA
PECUNIA STRAVIT.) Nobody is exactly sure about what the Erastus Inscription means, but some different
translations have been made. Some New Testament scholars have identified this aedile Erastus with the
Erastus mentioned in the Epistle to the Romans but this is disputed by others. This debate has implications
relating to the social status of the members of the Pauline churches.[3][4]

Hymns [edit]

Troparion (Tone 3)[5]

Holy Apostles, Erastus, Olympas, Herodion, Sosipater, Quartus and Tertius,
entreat the merciful God,
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to grant our souls forgiveness of transgressions.

Kontakion (Tone 2)

Illumined by divine light, O holy apostles,
you wisely destroyed the works of idolatry.
When you caught all the pagans you brought them to the Master
and taught them to glorify the Trinity.

Source: St. Nikolai Velimirovic, The Prologue of Ohrid
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Erbin of Dumnonia
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article is about the Welsh saint and Dumnonian king. For the similarly named Cornish saint, see Erme.

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Erbin of Dumnonia" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR
(April 2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Erbin of Dumnonia (Latin: Urbanus; c. 427 – c. 480) was a 5th-century King of Dumnonia (now Cornwall and
Devon) and saint of Wales.[1]

Contents [hide]
1 Monarch
2 Sainthood
3 References
4 External links

Monarch [edit]

Traditionally, Erbin was a King of Dumnonia, the son of Constantine Corneu and the father of Geraint. He
chiefly appears in Geraint and Enid, one of the Three Welsh Romances of the Mabinogion. In the romance of
Culhwch and Olwen he or another Erbin is made the father of Dywel, Gereint and Ermid.

In the Mabinogion he appears as an old king whose realm is subject to attacks from his enemies. He recalls his
son from the court of King Artu to aid him in the war and restores the Dumnonian power, then abdicates in his
son's favour. About 480 Erbin dies.

Sainthood [edit]

Erbin appears as a saint in the Bonedd y Saint and is traditionally associated with Erbistock in Denbighshire. His
feast day is 13 January. Gilbert Hunter Doble suggested he might be the same as Saint Ervan/Erme of
Cornwall.[2]

Erbyn or Ervan is said to have been the father of Selevan. Erbyn is the original patron saint of St Ervan but in
more modern times he has become confused with the Greek saint Hermes who is now regarded as such.[3]

He was probably the founder of the church of Saint Ervan in Cornwall. In ancient Welsh calendars he is
commemorated as a saint on 13 January or 29 May.

References [edit]
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Erc of Slane

Erc of Slane
Died 514

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church[1]

Feast Ireland: 2 November; Cornwall:
31 October; Orthodox Church
Calendar: 2 November

Hill of Slane

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Erc mac Dega (Latin: Ercus; Cornish: Erth), also known
(incorrectly) as Herygh, was an Irish saint. He was active in
Cornwall. Tradition ascribes the foundation of the original
monastery on the Hill of Slane to him.

Early life [edit]

Erc, son of Dago, is believed to have been a pagan druid and the
only member of King Laoghaire's retinue to pay homage to Saint
Patrick during the latter's confrontation with the druids at the Hill of Slane[2] in 433. Dubhthach maccu Lugar was
also a druid who paid tribute to St. Patrick and converted. Erc mac Dega was converted to Christianity by St.
Patrick and appointed the first Bishop of Slane. St. Erc’s foundation at Slane stayed active for at least six
hundred years.[3]

Erc may have arrived in Kerry soon after the mission of St. Benignus,
who was sent by St. Patrick to preach to the tribes of West Munster in
450. Benignus's visit was comparatively short since he was called away
to North Clare and Connaught. St. Patrick sent Erc to complete the
conversion of Kerry. Erc had spiritual charge over Kerry and a wide
range of southwest Limerick (in the heart of which lay the convent of Ita
at Killeedy).[4]

Before Saint Patrick died in 461, he sent Bishop Erc south to Munster.

Around the year 484, Brigit of Kildare was his travelling companion to
his native province.[5]

Erc was the friend and tutor of St. Brendan the Navigator, the patron of Kerry. Erc is said to have trained the
young Brendan at his church in Ardfert in 512. Erc established the school at Slane where King Dagobert II is
said to have received his early education.[6]

In the nineteenth century, historian Dean Cogan (a native of Slane) called Erc a man of great sanctity and
usefulness. St. Patrick is reputed to have said: "Bishop Erc – Everything he judged was just; Everyone that
passes a just judgement – Shall receive the blessing of Bishop Erc".[6]

In the 16th century, the hilltop monastery became a Franciscan friary supported by the Flemings.[7] In the
grounds of Slane Castle are the ruins of St. Erc's Hermitage. This consists of a late fifteenth or early sixteenth
century chapel and an earlier dwelling.[8] The 12th century martyrology of Gorman called him: "Erc of Slane,
bishop of Lilcach and from Ferta Fer Feic beside Sid Truim from the West" (Ferta Fear Fiac means "the Graves
of the Men of Fiac").[7]

The Cornish Saint Erc is generally believed to be the same man. He was the brother of Saints Uny and Ia. He
crossed from Ireland to Cornwall, where a church and the village of St Erth were dedicated to him. His feast in
Cornwall is held on 31 October and his feast in Ireland is held on 2 November.

Little is recorded of him apart from what William of Worcester wrote in 1478: "Saint Herygh, the brother of Saint
Uny, a bishop, lies in a certain church situated under the cross of the church of Saint Paul in London; his day is
kept on the vigil of All Saints, that is, the last day of October ... Saint Hya ... the sister of Saint Herygh ..."
(quoted in Doble, G. H. (1960)). The statement about St. Paul's may be due to a mistaken identification with St
Erconwald.

A chapel of St Ercus was built at Trevessa in the parish of St Erth in 1403.[9]

Erc finally returned to Slane and lived out the rest of his life in prayer and solitude at a quiet hermitage beside
the Boyne.[10] Erc died on 2 November 514, at age 93.

References [edit]

1. ^ "The Missionary Saints of Ireland" . St. Gregory the Great Orthodox Church. 30
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Earconwald

Earconwald
Bishop of London

Earconwald teaching monks in a historiated
initial from the Chertsey Breviary (c.1300)

Province Canterbury

Installed 675

Term ended 693

Predecessor Wine

Successor Waldhere

Other posts Abbot of Chertsey

Orders
Consecration c. 675

Personal details
Born circa 630

Kingdom of Lindsey

Died 693
Barking Abbey

Buried Old St Paul's Cathedral,
London

Denomination Christianity

Sainthood
Feast day 13 May

24 April
30 April
14 November in England

Attributes bishop in a small chariot, which
he used for travelling his
diocese; with Saint Ethelburga
of Barking

Patronage against gout, London

Shrines St. Paul's, London

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Erconwald)

Earconwald or Erkenwald[a] (died 693) was Bishop of London
between 675 and 693.

Life [edit]

Earconwald was born at Lindsey in Lincolnshire,[1] and was
supposedly of royal ancestry.[2] Earconwald gave up his share of
family money[citation needed] to help establish two Benedictine
abbeys, Chertsey Abbey in Surrey[3] in 666 for men, and Barking
Abbey for women.[1][4] His sister, Æthelburg, was Abbess of
Barking,[1][5] while he served as Abbot of Chertsey.[6]

In 675, Earconwald became the Bishop of London, after Wine.[7]

He was the choice of Archbishop Theodore of Canterbury.[6] While
bishop, he contributed to King Ine of Wessex's law code, and is
mentioned specifically in the code as a contributor.[8] He is also
reputed to have converted Sebba, King of the East Saxons to
Christianity in 677.[citation needed] Current historical scholarship
credits Earconwald with a large role in the evolution of Anglo-
Saxon charters, and it is possible that he drafted the charter of
Caedwalla to Farnham.[5] King Ine of Wessex named Earconwald
as an advisor on his laws.[9]

Earconwald died in 693[7] and his remains were buried at Old St
Paul's Cathedral. His grave was a popular place of pilgrimage in
the Middle Ages, and was destroyed together with a number of
other tombs in the cathedral during the Reformation.[10]

Earconwald's feast day is 30 April, with translations being
celebrated on 1 February and 13 May.[2] He is a patron saint of
London.[11]

See also [edit]

St. Erkenwald (poem)

Notes [edit]

a. ^ Also Ercenwald, Eorcenwald or Erconwald

Citations [edit]

1.  ̂a b c Walsh A New Dictionary of Saints p. 182
2.  ̂a b Farmer Oxford Dictionary of Saints p. 175
3. ^ Kirby Earliest English Kings p. 83
4. ^ Yorke "Adaptation of the Anglo-Saxon Royal Courts" Cross

Goes North pp. 250–251
5.  ̂a b Kirby Earliest English Kings p. 102
6.  ̂a b Kirby Earliest English Kings pp. 95–96
7.  ̂a b Fryde, et al. Handbook of British Chronology p. 219
8. ^ Yorke Conversion of Britain p. 235
9. ^ Kirby Earliest English Kings p. 103

10. ^ Thornbury Old and New London: Volume 1 p. 248
11. ^ Farmer Oxford Dictionary of Saints p. 494
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Eorcenwald 1  at Prosopography of Anglo-Saxon England

Christian titles
Preceded by

Wine
Bishop of London

675–693
Succeeded by

Waldhere

Bishops of London

Post-Augustine

Mellitus · Cedd · Wine · Earconwald · Waldhere · Ingwald · Ecgwulf · Wigheah · Eadberht ·
Eadgar · Coenwalh · Eadbald · Heathoberht · Osmund · Æthelnoth · Ceolberht · Deorwulf ·
Swithwulf · Heahstan · Wulfsige · Æthelweard · Leofstan · Theodred · Brihthelm · Dunstan ·
Ælfstan · Wulfstan · Ælfhun · Ælfwig · Ælfweard · Robert of Jumièges · Spearhafoc

Post-Conquest

William the Norman · Hugh d'Orevalle · Maurice · Richard de Belmeis I · Gilbert Universalis ·
Anselm (quashed) · Robert de Sigello · Richard de Belmeis II · Gilbert Foliot · Richard FitzNeal ·
William of Sainte-Mère-Église · Eustace of Fauconberg · Roger Niger · Fulk Basset ·
Henry Wingham · Richard Talbot · Henry of Sandwich · John Chishull · Fulke Lovell ·
Richard Gravesend · Ralph Baldock · Gilbert Segrave · Richard Newport · Stephen Gravesend ·
Richard de Wentworth · Ralph Stratford · Michael Northburgh · Simon Sudbury ·
William Courtenay · Robert Braybrooke · Roger Walden · Nicholas Bubwith · Richard Clifford ·
John Kemp · William Grey · Robert FitzHugh · Robert Gilbert · Thomas Kempe · Richard Hill ·
Thomas Savage · William Warham · William Barons · Richard FitzJames · Cuthbert Tunstall

During the Reformation John Stokesley · Edmund Bonner (1st) · Nicholas Ridley · Edmund Bonner (2nd)

Post-Reformation

Edmund Grindal · Edwin Sandys · John Aylmer · Richard Fletcher · Richard Bancroft ·
Richard Vaughan · Thomas Ravis · George Abbot · John King · George Montaigne · William Laud
· William Juxon · Gilbert Sheldon · Humphrey Henchman · Henry Compton · John Robinson ·
Edmund Gibson · Thomas Sherlock · Thomas Hayter · Richard Osbaldeston · Richard Terrick ·
Robert Lowth · Beilby Porteus · John Randolph · William Howley · Charles James Blomfield ·
Archibald Campbell Tait · John Jackson · Frederick Temple · Mandell Creighton ·
Arthur Winnington-Ingram · Geoffrey Fisher · William Wand · Henry Montgomery Campbell ·
Robert Stopford · Gerald Ellison · Graham Leonard · David Hope · Richard Chartres ·
Pete Broadbent (Acting) · Sarah Mullally

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton
Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
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East Anglian
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham
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Saint Érembert (610-670), son of a Merovingian nobleman, was Bishop of Toulouse. Érembert was born in the
valley of Feuillancourt, near current town of Saint-Germain-en-Laye, where there is a priory dedicated to Saint
Saturnin, the first Bishop of Toulouse.

He became a monk at the Abbey of Fontenelle where he received the habit of St. Benedict from Saint Wandrille.
He was a disciple of Saint Lambertus, then abbot and later Bishop of Lyon. In 656, Chlothar III appointed him
bishop of Toulouse, a position he held for ten years before returning to his original monastery.

According to his hagiography, Érembert’s miracle was the extinguishing of a raging fire, trapping a crowd in the
basilica, by just his staff.
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Statue of Saint Erentrude at Nonnberg Abbey

Died 30 June 710

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast 30 June

The Nonnberg Abbey
commemorative coin

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Erentrude)

Saint Erentrude (or Erentraud; Latin: Erendruda; ? - 710 AD) is
a virgin saint of the Eastern Orthodox and Roman Catholic
Churches and was the niece of Saint Rupert of Salzburg. She was
installed as the first abbess of Nonnberg Abbey at Salzburg,
Austria.
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History [edit]

Her date and place of birth are unknown, but it may be presumed
that she was born in present-day Germany or Austria, in the latter
part of the 7th century. She followed her uncle from Worms to
Salzburg, where she was installed by him as the first abbess of
Nonnberg Abbey. She died on 30 June 710, the same year as
Saint Rupert.[1]

Veneration [edit]

Her relics are in the crypt of St Mary's church, not far from her convent. Her feast
is kept on June 30, and September 4 commemorates the translation of her
relics.[1]

Saint Erentrude was selected as the main motif for the Austrian Nonnberg Abbey
commemorative coin minted on April 5, 2006. This was the first coin of the series
"Great Abbeys of Austria". The reverse side shows the crypt dedicated to
Erentrude in Nonnberg Abbey, with a statue of the saint.[1]

See also [edit]

Catholic Church in Austria
List of saints
Saint Erentrude, patron saint archive

References [edit]
1.  ̂a b c "St. Erentrude, Virgin, of Austria", Antiochian Orthodox Christian Archdiocese of North America

Holweck, F.G. (1924). A Biographical Dictionary of the Saints. London: S. Louis. OCLC 187161769 .
"Das Kloster Nonnberg" . Kirchen und Klöster (in German). Vivid-Planet Software. Retrieved 2008-03-27.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Erfyl (also known as Eurfyl, among other names) was a female Welsh virgin. A church in Llanerfyl,
Powys, where her grave is thought to be located, has been dedicated to her. A holy well in her name was
formerly located nearby.

History [edit]

Records of the feast day of the virgin Saint Erfyl first appear in Wales during the 15th century, recorded as 6
July. Her name may have changed over time, as when listed in the 16th century Llanstephan MS 47B
manuscript,[1] her name appears as Gwerfyl. In a manuscript written in 1508, Additional MS 12.913, a "Urvul a
Gwenvul" is listed on the same day. Further similar names have been attributed to her over the years, including
Eurfyl, Eurful, Erful, Urful, Urfyl and Yrfyl.[2]

A church in Llanerfyl, Powys is dedicated to St. Erfyl, and is supposed to be her place of burial. She has been
attributed as a daughter of Saint Padarn and a cousin of Saint Cadfan, though this is a misreading of an
inscribed stone, referred to as her gravestone, in the churchyard.[2] The church holds a reliquary of Erfyl and
the within the grounds there are the remains of a wooden shrine.[3] A yew tree stands in the churchyard, which
has had the trunk divided into four. Tradition states that it grew from St. Erfyl's staff.[4]

A holy well devoted to the saint formerly stood 400 feet (120 m) away from the church. The water was well
known for its curing ability, and was previously used as baptismal water in the church. It became a tradition for
the children of the surrounding area to drink the water with sugar added on Easter Mondays.[2]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Baring-Gould & Fisher 1907, p. 463.
2.  ̂a b c Baring-Gould & Fisher 1907, p. 464.
3. ^ Higitt, Forsyth & Parsons 2001, p. 11.
4. ^ Hooke 2010, p. 208.
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Erhard of Regensburg

Saint Erhard of Regensburg

Saint Erhard reads Mass

Died 7th century?

Venerated in Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized 8 October 1052 by Pope Leo IX

Feast 8 January

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Erhard of Regensburg was bishop of Regensburg in the
7th century. He is identified with an Abbot Erhard of
Ebersheimmunster mentioned in a Merovingian diploma of 684.
Ancient documents call him also Erard and Herhard.
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Life [edit]

According to the Catholic Encyclopedia, "the legendary account of
his life offers little that is historically certain".[1] He was born in
Ireland. Like many of his countrymen he went to the European
continent as missionary bishop or chorepiscopus, and in the
Vosges met St. Hildulf, said to have been Archbishop of Trier, who
lived there as a hermit from 666 to 671. He is called Erhard's
brother, but very likely spiritual relationship was meant.

It is said that each of them founded seven monasteries. From
there, Erhard went to Regensburg and founded the nunnery of
Niedermünster. By Divine inspiration he was recalled to the Rhineland to baptize St. Odilia, who was blind from
birth, but gained eyesight at her baptism. He sent a messenger to her father, Duke Attich, and reconciled him
with his disowned daughter. According to another account, St. Odilia was baptized by Hildulf, Erhard acting as
her sponsor. Theodo of Bavaria acted as Erhard's patron.

Death and burial [edit]

The year of his death is not known. He was interred in the still-extant Erhard-crypt at Niedermünster, and
miracles were wrought at his grave, that was guarded in the Middle Ages by Erhardinonnen, a religious
community of women who observed there a perpetual round of prayer.

Otto II, in 974, made donations of properties in the Danube valley to the convent "where the holy confessor
Erhard rests". On 7 Oct 1052 the remains of the holy bishops Erhard and Saint Wolfgang were raised by Pope
Leo IX in presence of Emperor Henry III and many bishops, a ceremony which was at that time equivalent to
canonization. Regensburg documents, however, mention only the raising of Wolfgang, not that of Erhard.

At the close of the eleventh century, Paul von Bernried, a monk of Fulda, at the suggestion of Abbess Heilika of
Niedermünster, wrote a life of Erhard and added a second book containing a number of miracles. The learned
canon of Regensburg, Conrad of Megenberg (d. 1374), furnished a new edition of this work. The church in
Niedermünster, now a parish church, still preserves the crosier of the saint, made of black buffalo-horn. A bone
of his skull was enclosed in a precious receptacle in 1866 and is placed upon the heads of the faithful on his
feast day, 8 January.

Three ancient Latin lives of the saint are found in the Acta Sanctorum (8 Jan). The beautiful reliquary is
reproduced in Jakob, "Die Kunst im Dienste der Kirche" (illust. 16).

Trivia [edit]

A beer brand from Bamberg, Germany is called St. ERHARD.
Since Erhard of Regensburg was considered a patron saint for livestock, images of him were used as
Schluckbildchen and given to sick animals in the German folk medicine during the eighteenth, nineteenth
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Eric IX of Sweden

Eric IX

King of Sweden
Reign c. 1156 – 18 May 1160

Predecessor Sverker I

Successor Magnus II

Born c. 1120-25

Died 18 May 1160
Uppsala, Sweden

Burial Church of Old Uppsala, later
moved to Uppsala Cathedral

Spouse Christina of Denmark

Issue
more...

Canute I, King of Sweden
Catherine Eriksdotter 
Margaret, Queen of Norway

House Eric

Father Jedvard

Religion Roman Catholicism

Saint Eric
Venerated in Catholic Church

Lutheranism[1]

Feast 18 May

Patronage Sweden

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eric IX,[a] (Swedish: Erik Jedvardsson; Erik den helige; Sankt Erik;
d. 18 May 1160), also called Eric the Holy, Saint Eric, and Eric
the Lawgiver, [according to whom?] was a Swedish king in the 12th
century, c. 1156–1160. The Roman Martyrology of the Catholic
Church names him as a saint memorialized on 18 May.[2] He was
the founder of the House of Eric, which ruled Sweden with
interruptions from c. 1156 to 1250.
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Background [edit]

As later kings from the House of Eric were consistently buried at
Varnhem Abbey near Skara in Västergötland, Eric's family is
considered to have Geatish roots like other medieval ruling
houses in Sweden. Osteological investigations of Eric's remains
suggest that he may have lived the last 10–15 years of his life in
Västergötland rather than in Uppland where he died. On the other
hand, the only manor he is known to have possessed is situated in
Västmanland in Svealand.[3] Eriksberg in central Västergötland
has been suggested as the original family manor.

Eric had a brother whose name began with a "J"; this brother has been identified with a Joar Jedvardsson. This
in turn fits with King Sverre's Saga, which refers to "Eirik the Saint, son of Jatvard".[4] Late medieval Swedish
tradition likewise knows the king by the name Eric Jedvardsson.[5] The name of the father, Jedvard (Edward), is
not Scandinavian and may point to English missionary influence. According to 14th-century tradition, Eric's
mother was Cecilia, a daughter of King Blot-Sweyn.[6] This information is disputed, however.

Legend [edit]

The only full account of Eric's life is a hagiographic legend dating from the late 13th century. The historicity of
the legend has been much-discussed by Swedish historians. It tells that Eric was of royal blood and was
unanimously chosen king of Sweden when there was a vacancy of the kingship. It also states that Eric reigned
for ten years, which would put the beginning of his reign in c. 1150. If this is correct he would have been a rival
king to Sverker I, who had ascended the throne in c. 1132 and was murdered in 1156. At any rate it is assumed
that Eric was recognized in most provinces after 1156. While his paternity is obscure, there is good evidence
that he strengthened his claims to the throne by marriage to the Danish princess Christina Björnsdotter, a
granddaughter of King Inge the Elder. His realm did not include Östergötland, where Sverker's son Charles VII
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One of the many images of Saint
Eric in Stockholm as the city's symbolic
patron.

of Sweden ruled in the late 1150s.[7]

According to the legend, Eric did much to consolidate Christianity in his
realm.[8] However, the only reliable source mentioning his reign is a
Cistercian chronicle from c. 1200. Quite contrary to the impression of
pro-clerical policy of the Eric Legend, it says that King Eric and Queen
Christina harassed the monks of Varnhem Abbey in Västergötland.
Some monks left for Denmark where Vitskøl Abbey was founded in
1158. After this, however, Eric and Christina changed their stance and
allowed Varnhem to be reorganized under Abbot Gerhard of Alvastra
Abbey.[9] An early 13th-century source adds that he made donations to
Nydala Abbey in Småland.[10]

Crusade to Finland [edit]

Legend also attributes Eric with the initial spread of the Christian faith
into Finland, "which at this time was pagan and did Sweden great
harm".[11] In an effort to conquer and convert the Finns, he allegedly led
the First Swedish Crusade east of the Baltic Sea. "Then Eric the Saint
asked the people of Finland to accept Christianity and make peace with him. But when they refused to accept it,
he fought against them and conquered them by the sword, avenging the blood of the Christian men which they
had spilled often and for a long time. And when he had scored such an honourable victory he prayed to God,
falling on his knees with tears in his eyes. Then one of his good men asked why he cried, since he should
rejoice over the honourable victory which he had won over the enemies of Jesus Christ and the holy faith. He
then replied: I am happy and praise God since he gave us victory. But I greatly regret that so many souls were
lost today, who could have gained eternal life if they had accepted Christianity."[12] Eric persuaded an English
Bishop Henry of Uppsala to remain in Finland to evangelize the Finns, later becoming a martyr.[13]

There is no direct confirmation from other sources of this "crusade". However, a papal bull from the early 1170s
does mention complaints that "the Finns always, when they are threatened by hostile armies, promise to keep
the Christian creed and eagerly ask for preachers and teachers in the Christian law; but when the army returns,
they deny the faith and despise and persecute the preachers badly".[14] The bull implies that the Swedes
already stood in a certain relation to the Finns and conducted expeditions against them. Moreover, a papal
letter from 1216 reserved for Eric's grandson Eric X the right to pagan lands conquered by his ancestors.[15] If
interpreted literally this might allude to conquests in Finland conducted by Eric IX and Canute I (his grandfather
and father). If the "crusade" took place, it was however probably no more than a sea-borne raid.[16]

Achievements [edit]

Eric is portrayed in the legend as the ideal of a just ruler, who supported those who were oppressed by the
mighty, and expelled the rude and unfair from his kingdom.[17] He was supposedly responsible for codifying the
laws of his kingdom,[13] which became known as King Eric's Law (or the Code of Uppland).[18] Additionally, a
hypothesis argues that he established a monastic chapter in Old Uppsala, begun by Benedictines which had
come from the Danish abbey of Odense or from Vreta Abbey.[19] If so, he would have established an unpopular
system of tithes to support the Church similar to elsewhere in Europe. The legend strongly accentuates Eric's
personal piety: "This saintly king of ours conducted many godly prayers and sessions, as well as fasting. He
showed empathy with people in distress, was generous in giving alms to poor people, and forced himself to
wear a shirt of horsehair, which he used when he was mortifying the flesh ... How he dealt with his secret enemy
which is in the sexual parts, that is seen from the circumstance, that when he observed celibacy at fasting or
religious celebrations, he often took a secret bath in a cold tub of water - even in wintertime - thus expelling
non-permissible body heat with the cold."[12] While much of this should be regarded as hagiographical
stereotypes, the scientific investigation of his remains shows that he consumed much freshwater fish, indicating
observance of fasts.[20]

Assassination [edit]

While the legend asserts that Eric was unanimously accepted as king, the circumstances reveal that this was
not the case. Apart from Karl Sverkersson in Östergötland, the Danish prince Magnus Henriksson had a claim
to the throne, being the great-grandson of Inge I and the great-great-grandson of King Sweyn Estridson of
Denmark.

According to the legend, the Devil inspired Magnus in his machinations. He used gifts and grand promises to
attract Swedish nobles, including "a mighty man in the kingdom". If this is based on sound tradition it may mean
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Silver-gilt reliquary of Eric the Saint,
Uppsala Cathedral

that Magnus allied with Karl of the rival House of Sverker.[21] This assumption is supported by a statement in a
late medieval chronicle.[22]

Unbeknownst to the king, the allies gathered a considerable army and accosted Eric near Uppsala at Östra
Aros when he attended Mass on the Feast of the Ascension in May 1160. The king, being informed of the
approach of the enemy, heard mass to the end, then armed himself and the few men at hand, and went out to
meet Magnus' troops. He was pulled off his horse onto the ground by the swarming rebels, who taunted and
stabbed him, then beheaded him.[23]

Some of the details of Eric's violent end seem to be corroborated by a scientific investigation of his bones (see
below). Otherwise, a papal bull to his son Canute I confirms that he was killed by unspecified enemies.[24] The
short chronicle in the Västgötalagen from c. 1240 says: "The twelfth [king] was Eric. He was rashly killed in an
unhappy moment. He always gave a good example while he lived, and God rewarded him well. Now his soul is at
rest with God and his angels, and his bones rest in Uppsala. And he has, with God's help, made and manifested
many precious miracles."[25] In a letter from 1172, Pope Alexander III complains that some people in Sweden
had begun worshiping "a man who had been killed in debauchery and feasting". Some scholars have assumed
that this alludes to King Eric, and that the celebration of the Ascension Day was accompanied by feasting which
enabled the surprise rebel attack. The identification is uncertain, however.[26]

Succession [edit]

After killing Eric, Magnus II was able to take power. (Magnus I, son of Niels, King of Denmark [c. 1064–1134] has
been confused with Magnus II, but he did not outlive his father.) However, Magnus' reign proved short and he
never fully consolidated the kingdom before likewise dying at rivals' hands in the following year. Likewise his
slayer (and possible co-conspirator in Eric's death) Charles VII, was assassinated in 1167 after Eric's son
Canute I returned from exile.[27] Canute defeated his Sverker rivals by 1173 and unified the kingdom in the
decades before his death in 1195 or 1196. While Eric had been a short-lived and ultimately unsuccessful ruler,
Canute established the House of Eric as the ruling dynasty and used the memory of his father to anchor his
regime. He was indirectly succeeded by his son Eric X and grandson Eric XI.[28]

Family [edit]

Eric was married to Kristina Björnsdotter of the Danish House of Estridsen.

Children

1. Canute I of Sweden, King of Sweden 1167–1196.
2. Filip Eriksson; some historians give Filip as the father of Holmger, the father of Canute II of Sweden.
3. Catherine; married to Nils Blake.
4. Margaret; married in 1185 Sverre I of Norway, died in 1202.

Veneration [edit]

The assassinated king Eric was buried in the Old Uppsala church, which
he had rebuilt around the burial mounds of his pagan predecessors. In
about 1167, as his son began to take power after the death of the latest
Sverker king, Eric's body was enshrined, although there is no direct
evidence for this until c. 1220. Eric's son Canute or Knut encouraged
veneration of his father as a martyr, as seen from the so-called
Vallentuna Calendar from 1198.[29] Facts and fiction about his life were
inseparably mixed together, including the alleged miracle of a fountain
springing from the earth where the king's head fell after being cut off. In
1273, a century after Canute consolidated Sweden, Eric's relics and
regalia were transferred to the present cathedral of Uppsala, built on
the martyrdom site. The translation both displayed and extended the
depth of his religious following.

Eric is commemorated by the Catholic Church on 18 May.[citation needed]

Swedish traditions included processions on his feast day from the
cathedral to Old Uppsala to petition for a good harvest. The Catholic St.
Eric's Cathedral, Stockholm, is named for King Eric.

Reliquary [edit]
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Coat of arms of Stockholm,
depicting Eric the Saint and based on
the medieval seal.

Uppsala Cathedral (Uppsala domkyrka) continues to display the relic casket. During the Middle Ages, each new
Swedish king took his oath of office with his hands on the reliquary.[30] The original medieval casket was melted
down by Johan III, partly in order to pay off the Älvsborg ransom required by the Treaty of Stettin (1570) and to
finance war against Russia. The present Renaissance style casket was commissioned in the 1570s to contain
his relics by Johan's Polish Catholic queen, Catherine Jagiellon.[31]

In April, 2014, Swedish researchers opened the current reliquary to examine its contents, and the cathedral
displayed the funerary crown during the forensic examination period.[32][33] On March 19, 2016, researchers
announced preliminary results that Eric's relics contained injuries consistent with legends of his demise, and
that they would soon publish a detailed account. Twenty-three of the twenty-four bones in the reliquary came
from the same 35 to 40-year-old male (the other bone, a shinbone, is from a male from the same time
period).[34] The dead person was a strongly built man of about 171 centimeters, adequately fed and well-
trained.[35] Not only did the bones display healed wounds consistent with the Finnish crusade and a lifetime of
battles, the decapitated body contained multiple stab wounds in the back from around the time of death.[34]

Further injuries to the vertebrae in the neck could only have happened outside of battle, since during battle a
hauberk would have protected those neck vertebrae.[34]

Patronage [edit]

Eric is the patron saint of Sweden and of its capital Stockholm and his
crowned head is depicted in the city's coat of arms.

Saint Eric is portrayed in art as a young king being murdered during
Mass with the bishop Henry of Uppsala. In Uppsala Cathedral there is a
series of late medieval paintings depicting Eric and Henry of Uppsala.

Archaeological evidence of Trinity Church [edit]

According to the legend, King Erik the Saint was slain while he attended
the mass at the ecclesia Sancte trinitatis 'Trinity church' at Mons Domini.
The current Trinity church in Uppsala was founded in the late 13th
century and cannot be the church where Eric was slain. Scholars have
discussed different locations of the older Trinity church, but the
presence of pre-cathedral graves in the vicinity of the cathedral might
suggest that the original Trinity church was located at the same spot as
the cathedral. In an effort to elucidate this early history of the cathedral
and Mons Domini, archaeologist Magnus Alkarp and geophysicist Jaana
Gustafsson examined a large part of the cathedral with ground-penetrating radar (GPR). The results from this
investigation confirmed the existence of an older building beneath the cathedral, in all the details corresponding
with the outline of a 12th-century Romanesque church, which implies that the cathedral is the site of the earlier
Trinity church.

Notes [edit]

a. ^ Referring to Eric Jedvardsson as King Eric IX is a later invention, counting backwards from Eric XIV (1560–1568).
He and his brother Charles IX (1604–1611) adopted numerals according to a fictitious history of Sweden. The
number of Swedish monarchs named Eric before Eric XIV (at least seven) is unknown and none of them used
numerals. It would be speculative to try to affix a mathematically accurate one to this king.
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Kalmar Union
Italics indicate

regents
1389–1523

Charles (VIII) · Christopher of Bavaria4 (House of Wittelsbach) ·
Bengt Jönsson (Oxenstierna) / Nils Jönsson (Oxenstierna) ·
Charles VIII3 (House of Bonde) · Jöns Bengtsson Oxenstierna /
Erik Axelsson Tott · Christian I4 (House of Oldenburg) ·
Kettil Karlsson (Vasa) · Charles VIII (House of Bonde) ·
Kettil Karlsson (Vasa) · Jöns Bengtsson Oxenstierna ·
Erik Axelsson Tott · Charles VIII (House of Bonde) ·
Sten Sture the Elder · John II4 (House of Oldenburg) ·
Sten Sture the Elder · Svante Nilsson · Eric Trolle ·
Sten Sture the Younger · Christian II4 (House of Oldenburg) ·
Gustav (I)

Vasa 1523–1654 Gustav I · Eric XIV · John III · Sigismund5 · Charles IX ·
Gustav II Adolf · Christina

Palatinate-
Zweibrücken (Wittelsbach)

Hesse-Kassel
1654–1751 Charles X Gustav · Charles XI · Charles XII · Ulrika Eleonora ·

Frederick I

Holstein-Gottorp (Oldenburg) 1751–1818 Adolf Frederick · Gustav III · Gustav IV Adolf · Charles XIII3

Bernadotte since 1818 Charles XIV John3 · Oscar I3 · Charles XV3 · Oscar II3 · Gustaf V ·
Gustaf VI Adolf · Carl XVI Gustaf

 Lineage uncertain ·  Regent ·  Also Norwegian monarch ·  Also Norwegian and Danish monarch ·  Also king of Poland

Authority control BIBSYS: 13040539  · GND: 123232201  · ISNI: 0000 0000 8592 3859  · LCCN: n96058693  ·
SELIBR: 184360  · SUDOC: 196687934  · VIAF: 2438235  · WorldCat Identities: viaf-2438235

Categories: 12th-century Swedish monarchs 12th-century murdered monarchs
Pre-Reformation saints of the Lutheran liturgical calendar Rulers of Finland 1160 deaths
Medieval Swedish saints Swedish Roman Catholics Burials at Uppsala Cathedral
12th-century Christian saints Roman Catholic royal saints Medieval legends Swedish folklore
Finnish folklore House of Eric Assassinations in Sweden
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A bust of Erlembaldus Cotta in the
Basilica of San Calimero in Milan

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Erlembald (or Erlembaldo Cotta) (Sanctus Herlembaldus in
Latin) (died 15 April 1075) was the political and military leader of the
movement known as the pataria in Milan, a movement to reform the
clergy and the church in the Ambrosian diocese.

Biography [edit]

He was the brother of Landulf, subdeacon of Milan. They were of the
Cotta, a family of valvassores and vassals of the archdiocese. In his
early career, Erlembald was referred to as a "captain." In 1063, he returned from a pilgrimage to the Holy Land
and intended to become a monk when the deacon Ariald convinced him to take his brother's place at the head
of the pataria. Erlembald, however, was not a cleric, but a soldier.

In 1064, he travelled to Rome to confer with Pope Alexander II and confirm his support. On his return to Milan,
he revealed the change in the character of the pataria by living in a palace near the church of Saint Victor and
the Forty Martyrs. With papal permission he began imposing his will by force on the clergy, by deposing abbots
and proceeding against the bishop, Guido da Velate. Guido was first accused of taking false oaths for not
acting against simony in his province. Guido, however, organised a resistance to the patarini. Because of this,
Ariald imposed the interdict on the city during the feast of the Ascension. The populace turned against him and
he fled to Pavia. After being captured en route to Rome, Ariald was executed and his body thrown in Lake
Maggiore. On 3 May 1067, Erlembald recovered his body and reburied it in S. Celso in Milan on 17 May.
Ariald's popularity was also recovered after the lifting of the interdict. A papal legation lent Erlembald much
needed moral support at a congregation at Vallambrosa.

In 1069, Guido renounced the see to Gotofredo da Castiglione with the support of the Emperor Henry IV.
Gotofredo was immediately besieged in his castle. On 7 March 1070, violence broke out again in Milan and
Gotofredo was arrested. That year, Guido request his archbishopric back from Erlembald. He was refused, but
the patarino leader put him in S. Celso and then in the see of Bergoglio. On 6 January 1072, Erlembald
appointed Atto archbishop in opposition to the arrested Gotofredo. Strong opposition from the German court
evaporated suddenly in 1073 when Henry was troubled by revolts in Saxony and had to ceded his rights in
Milan to Pope Gregory VII. Gregory confirmed Atto and lent his support to Erlembald.

At this, the height of his power, an unfortunate fire broke out in the city and was interpreted as divine
punishment for supporting the controversial pataria. The opposition factions in Milan signed a pact against
Erlembald. He put down the revolt, but was killed in the battle and buried in S. Celso. From 6 to 26 May in 1095,
Pope Urban II was present at Milan for the transferral of the relics of the canonised Erlembald to S. Dionigi. He
was already a propaganda tool at the time of the preaching of the First Crusade. He was translated once more
in 1528 to the Duomo. His feast day is 27 July.
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Caravale, Mario (ed). Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani LXIII. Rome.
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Saint Ermelinde (born 510 in Lovenjoel, died 590 in Meldert, Hoegaarden), is a Brabant Saint of the 6th
century.[1]

Her parents, rich chatelains, wanted her to marry, but once she refused. Ermelinde "...cut off her hair in order to
dissuade her prents from pushing her into an unwanted marriage contract".[2] They permitted her to follow her
vocation and gave her a little land. She spread her charity to the poor and lived as a hermit in a forested area,
probably around Beauvechain. Later, she set up a hermitage in Meldert and spent the rest of her life in prayer
and mortification of the flesh.

Veneration [edit]

The parish church of Meldert, in Belgium, (dedicated to Saint Ermelinde) possesses a reliquary containing
the relics of the hermit saint.[1] Every fifty years, the relics are presented in devotion to the parishioners. On
the Tuesday of Pentecost, in Meldert, a procession is organised in the honour of Saint Ermelinde.
Saint Ermelinde is also venerated in Moergestel, in North Brabant (in the Netherlands). In 2008, in
Moergestel, a Saint Ermelinde park was inaugurated.
In the Liturgy, Saint Ermelinde is commemorated on 29 October.
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Ermenilda of Ely
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Eormenhild (or Ermenilda, Ermenildis, Ermengild, all meaning "battle-great", from eormen- "great", hild-
"battle") (d. about 700/703) is a 7th-century Anglo-Saxon saint venerated in the Eastern Orthodox and Roman
Catholic churches.
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Life [edit]

She features in the genealogies of various 11th and 12th century versions of the Kentish Royal Legend. These
describe her as the daughter of King Eorcenberht of Kent and St. Seaxburh of Ely, and wife to Wulfhere of
Mercia,[1] with whom she had a daughter, St. Wærburh, and a son, Coenred. Eormenhild became a nun after
her husband died in 675, and eventually became abbess of Minster-in-Sheppey and Ely consecutively.

There are almost no contemporary records for her life. When discussing Wulfhere, Bede mentions neither she
nor her daughter Wærburh. However, her name is mentioned as an abbess in a (copy of a) charter of King
Wihtred of Kent, dated 699, along with three other abbesses present at the occasion when the charter was
issued: "Irminburga, Aeaba et Nerienda".[2]

Her feast day is 13 February.
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Saint Erminold

The tomb of St. Erminold

Born Germany

Died 7 January 1121
Prüfening Abbey near
Regensburg, Germany

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine St. George Church Prüfening
Abbey, Regensburg, Germany

Feast 6 January

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Erminold was a Benedictine abbot. He was given to Hirschau
Monastery, in Würzburg, Germany, as a small child. In 1110, he
became the abbot of Lorsch, resigning and returning to Hirschau
when his election was disputed. In 1117, Erminold became abbot
of Prüfening.[1] There he was assaulted by a lay brother and slain
on 7 January 1121. The means of the murder was the use of a
piece of timber, and the motive was the Abbot's excessive
strictness.[2]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ St. Erminold  Catholic Online
2. ^ Saint Erminold of Prüfening  Patron Saint Index
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Ernan
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For places in Iran, see Ernan, Iran.

Ernan (variants include Ernain, Ernin, Ethernanus) is the name of four Irish saints.
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St. Ernan, Son of Eogan [edit]

Ernan, Son of Eogan, died around 640. Mentioned in the Martyrology of Tallaght on 1 January, he was a
nephew of St. Columba. He is thus confused with Ernan of Hinba, an uncle of St. Columba.[1] His monastery in
Ireland was at Druim-Tomma in the district of Drumhome, County Donegal. He is venerated as the patron saint
of Killernan, though he may not have visited Scotland and also as patron of the parish of Drumhome, where a
school has been dedicated to him. Kilviceuen ("church of the son of Eogan") in Mull,[2] and of Kilearnadale in
Jura, may have been dedicated in his honor. In the Scottish Kalendars, his commemoration is assigned to 21
and 22 December.

St. Ernan, Abbot of Hinba (Ernan of Hinba) [edit]

Ernan, Abbot of Hinba lived in the sixth century. An uncle of St. Columba, Ernan was one of the twelve who
accompanied Columba from Ireland to Iona. He was appointed head of the community which Columba had
established on the island of "Hinba" -which may have been Canna, about four miles northwest of Rùm, but it
may also have been Jura or Eileach an Naoimh, one of the Garvellachs, between Scarba and Mull. St Ernan's
Kirk, Aridhglas, Isle of Mull, is dedicated to him.[3]

According to Columba's biographer, Ernán was only abbot for a few days. In the story recorded, he was told by
his nephew before leaving to Hinba that he did not expect to see him again in this life, and several days later,
Ernán became sick and went back to Iona to see his nephew, according to his own wish. When Columba was
told his uncle had returned, Columba happily went out to meet him in the harbour, but when they were only 50
yards distant, Ernán fell down dead.[4]

St. Ernan of Cluvain-Deoghra [edit]

St. Ernan of Cluvain-Deoghra lived in the sixth or seventh century. Cluvain-Deoghra may have been in Meath or
in County Longford. His feast day falls on 11 January in the Martyrology of Tallagh.

St. Ernan of Torach [edit]

Ernan of Torach died on August 17, ~650. He is considered by some scholars one of the disciples of St.
Columba. Columba had founded a church and monastery on island of Torach or Tory, off the northwest coast
of Donegal. He may have accompanied Columba initially to Torach. He was chosen to be its abbot. He has been
identified with Ernan of Cluvain-Deoghra, perhaps erroneously. Of him, the Catholic Encyclopedia states: "It
has been conjectured that this Ernan is identical with the Ernan whose name appears in the epistle of John, the
pope-elect, to the prelates of northern Ireland in 640. If this be so, he must have been a person of some
importance."[5]
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Ernan  at the Catholic Encyclopedia
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eros of Antioch was Bishop and Patriarch of Antioch from about 154 AD until c.169AD.[1] Eusebius puts his
reign from the fifth year of Antoninus Pius[2] and his successor Theophilus of Antioch as dating from the ninth
year of Marcus Aurelius. Jerome says his rule began in 142AD[3] though this is doubted.[4]

We know nothing of his bishopric,[5] though his was a time of great persecution of the church generally.[6]
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Not to be confused with Saint Eskil.

Eskil was a 12th-century Archbishop of Lund, in Skåne, Denmark (now in Sweden).

He was one of the most capable and prominent princes of the Church in Scandinavia. A man of profound piety,
he was always zealous for the welfare of the church, and was a courageous and unselfish defender of the rights
of the hierarchy in its struggle against the civil power and clerical usurpers.

Biography [edit]

Eskil was born about 1100. His father Christian was descended from an illustrious dynastic family of Jutland and
was related to several royal families. When twelve years of age the young Eskil was received into the renowned
cathedral school at Hildesheim. Here, during a dangerous illness, he was allegedly honoured by a vision of the
Mother of God, who, chiding him with his frivolous conduct, saved him from imminent perdition and restored his
health, demanding five measures of different varieties of corn as a thank-offering. This vision was interpreted to
mean that Eskil would attain high ecclesiastical dignity and establish five confraternities.

In 1131, his uncle, Asser (Asger), the first Archbishop of Lund, nominated him provost of the cathedral. In 1134
he was consecrated Bishop of Roskilde, and after Asser's death (1137) succeeded him as archbishop. He
successfully defended the metropolitan rights of his see in spite of the protestations of the archbishop of
Bremen. He received the pallium (archiepiscopal insignia) from Innocent II through the papal legate, Cardinal
Theodignus, who, with many Scandinavian bishops, was present at the provincial Synod of Lund (1139). Eskil
completed the new cathedral in Romanesque style, which he consecrated in 1145. On this occasion he
increased the membership and the endowments of the cathedral chapter and improved the condition of the
cathedral school.

On various occasions Eskil was involved in the internal political disputes of rival kings, even to the extent of
being temporarily held captive in his own cathedral, for which he was later indemnified by various land-grants.
During the Crusades, Eskil, animated by the example of St. Bernard, also preached a crusade against the
pagan Wends, which, unfortunately, proved unsuccessful. He, nevertheless, continued his campaign with
youthful ardour, even in his old age, till, after the conquest of Rügen, the Wends accepted Christianity.

In 1152 Cardinal Nicholas Breakspear was sent as papal legate to Scandinavia to settle ecclesiastical affairs.
Norway was constituted a separate ecclesiastical province, with its metropolitan see of Trondhjem (Nidaros).
Eskil remained Archbishop of Lund. He was also nominated Primate of Sweden and papal legate for the North.

By a proper selection of persons for the higher ecclesiastical offices he effected an immense improvement in
the standard of religious life. In 1161 he drew up a code of canon law for Skåne, which, ten years later, was
introduced into Seeland (Denmark).

The monastic orders are especially indebted to Eskil. As Bishop of Roskilde he called the Benedictines to
Næstved; and the monastery of the Regular Augustinians at Eskilsø near Roskilde most probably traces its
origin to him. Later he established the Premonstratensian monastery in Tommerup, Skåne; the Knights of St.
John also settled in Lund during his time. There was also, in Seeland, an establishment of Carthusian monks,
but only for a short time. The Cistercian monks were especial favourites of Eskil, who founded their first
monastery in 1144 at Herrevad (Herivadum) near Helsingborg, which was soon followed by one at Esrom in
Sjælland (1154). From both of these various branches were established. Eskil corresponded with St. Bernard,
whom he admired and revered. With a view to being admitted to the Cistercian Order he visited St. Bernard at
Clairvaux in 1152. Bernard refused him admission, pointing out that his services as bishop would be more
beneficial to the Church at large.

Hearing of Bernard's death (1153), Eskil made a pilgrimage to the saint's grave and thence to Rome, where all
his archiepiscopal privileges were ratified by Pope Adrian IV (Breakspear). Returning he was imprisoned at
Thionville (at the instigation of the Archbishop of Bremen?). In a dignified letter to the kings and the bishops of
Denmark, Eskil expressed his willingness rather to suffer innocently in defence of the Church's prerogatives
than to be ransomed.

Having obtained his liberty in 1158, Eskil returned home, where he found King Waldemar sole sovereign. When
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the latter took the part of the antipope Victor, Eskil, faithful to Alexander III, took refuge in foreign parts.
Excepting a pilgrimage to Jerusalem, he lived in France (Clairvaux), in close proximity to the pope. In 1164 he
consecrated Stephen of Alvastra, a Cistercian monk, first Archbishop of Uppsala. Year later, Benedictine Fulco
was appointed by Eskil as the Bishop of Estonia.

After Waldemar's reconciliation with Alexander III, Eskil returned home (1168). Subsequent to the solemn
translation of the relics of the canonized (1169) martyr-duke, Knud Lavard (d. 1131), Waldemar's father, Eskil
crowned the king's seven-year-old son at Ringsted, 1170.

After another sojourn at Clairvaux (1174–76), the venerable archbishop received permission from the pope to
resign and to nominate a successor. In the spring of 1177, in the presence of the king, numerous prelates and
a great concourse of people assembled in the cathedral of Lund, Eskil, having read the papal decree, declared
to resign on his own initiative, laid the official insignia on the altar, and all consenting, designated Bishop
Absalon of Roskilde as his successor. He then retired to Clairvaux, spending his last days as a simple monk.
The Cistercians honour him as venerable.

The question whether Eskil was married and had a daughter is a subject of controversy. Although the celibacy
of the clergy did not generally obtain during his time, we may infer from his strictly religious principles that Eskil
did not ignore the provisions of canon law by marrying after his admission to Sacred orders. The claim that Eskil
had a child rests principally on the authority of Saxo Grammaticus's Gesta Danorum. Saxo, however, was
largely hostile to Eskil as a prelate who put the interests of the international church before those of the Danish
monarchy.

Sources [edit]

 This article incorporates text from a publication now in the public domain: Herbermann, Charles, ed.
(1913). "Eskil". Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton Company.
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Æthelburg
Abbess of Barking

Died late 7th century

Feast 11 October

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Ethelburga of Barking)

Saint Æthelburh (died after 686) or Ethelburga, founder and
first Abbess of the double monastery of Barking, was the sister of
Earconwald, Bishop of London.

Life [edit]

The main source for Æthelburh is Bede's Historia ecclesiastica gentis Anglorum which recounts the foundation
of Barking, early miracles there, and Æthelburh's death (Book IV, Chapters 6 to 10). Bede describes Æthelburg
as "upright in life and constantly planning for the needs of her community".

Some time before he became bishop of London in 675, Earconwold founded a double monastery at Barking for
his sister, and a monastery at Chertsey for himself. Barking appears to have already been established by the
time of the plague in 664.[1]

A charter (Sawyer 1171), believed genuine and drafted by Bishop Eorcenwald in the reign of King Sebbi of
Essex (reigned c. 664–c. 694), records a grant of lands in Essex by a certain Æthelred to Æthelburh and
Barking. This is dated to between 686 and 688.

The 9th century Old English Martyrology records a vision, recounted by a nun of Barking, who saw Æthelburh
being drawn up into heaven by golden chains. She was buried at Barking. The Old English Martyrology records
her feast day as 11 October. She is commemorated by Orthodox Church on 11 October.[2] Her successor as
abbess was Hildelith.

Ethelburga founded the church of All Hallows Berkyngechirche (now known as All Hallows Barking or All Hallows
by the Tower in the City of London on land given to her by her brother Eorconwald c. 675.

The church of St Ethelburga the Virgin in the City of London is dedicated to her. It survived the Great Fire and
the Blitz but was extensively damaged in an IRA attack in 1993; however, it has been restored and is now a
centre for international reconciliation.[3]

Other churches dedicated to Æthelburh include the Grade II listed St Ethelburga's at Great Givendale, near
Pocklington in the East Riding of Yorkshire.[4]
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Æthelthryth

Saint Etheldreda

Saint Æthelthryth
from Benedictional of St. Æthelwold, 10 C British Library

Born c. 636
Exning, Suffolk

Died 23 June 679
Ely, Cambridgeshire

Venerated in Western Orthodox Church
Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church
Anglican Communion

Major shrine St Etheldreda's Church, Ely Place,
Holborn, London; Originally Ely
Cathedral (now destroyed)

Feast 23 June

Attributes Abbess holding a model of Ely
Cathedral

Patronage Throat complaints

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Etheldreda)

"Ethelreda" redirects here. For other people, see Ethelreda (given name).

Æthelthryth (or Æðelþryð or Æþelðryþe; c. 636 – 23 June
679 AD) was an East Anglian princess, a Fenland and
Northumbrian queen and Abbess of Ely. She is an Anglo-Saxon
saint,[citation needed] and is also known as Etheldreda or
Audrey, especially in religious contexts. Her father was King
Anna of East Anglia, and siblings Wendreda and Seaxburh of
Ely, both of whom eventually retired from secular life and
founded abbeys.
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Life [edit]

Æthelthryth was probably born in Exning, near Newmarket in
Suffolk. She was one of the four saintly daughters of Anna of
East Anglia, including Wendreda and Seaxburh of Ely, all of
whom eventually retired from secular life and founded abbeys.

Æthelthryth made an early first marriage in around 652 to
Tondberct, chief or prince of the South Gyrwe. She managed to
persuade her husband to respect her vow of perpetual virginity
that she had made prior to their marriage. Upon his death in
655, she retired to the Isle of Ely, which she had received from
Tondberct as a morning gift.[1]

Æthelthryth was subsequently remarried for political reasons in
660, this time to Ecgfrith of Northumbria, who was fourteen or
fifteen at the time. Shortly after his accession to the throne in
670, Æthelthryth wished to become a nun. This step possibly
led to Ecgfrith's long quarrel with Wilfrid, bishop of York, who was her spiritual counsellor. One account relates
that while Ecgfrith initially agreed Æthelthryth should continue to remain a virgin, about 672 he appealed to
Wilfrid for the enforcement of his marital rights as against Etheldreda's religious vocation. The bishop
succeeded at first in persuading the king to consent that Etheldreda should live for some time in peace as a
sister of the Coldingham nunnery, founded by his aunt, Æbbe of Coldingham. Eventually, in light of the danger
of being forcibly carried off by the king, Æthelthryth then fled back to the Isle of Ely[1] with two nuns as
companions. They managed to evade capture, thanks in part to the rising of the tide.

Another version of the legend related that she halted on the journey at 'Stow' and sheltered under a
miraculously growing ash tree which came from her staff planted in the ground. Stow came to be known as 'St
Etheldred's Stow', when a church was built to commemorate this event. It is more likely that this 'Stow' actually
refers to another fair,[2][3] near Threekingham.[4][5] Ecgfrith later married Eormenburg and expelled Wilfrid from
his kingdom in 678. According to the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, Æthelthryth founded a double monastery at Ely in
673, which was later destroyed in the Danish invasion of 870.
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The kingdom of East Anglia (Early
Saxon period)

Site of shrine in Ely
Cathedral

Legacy [edit]

Bede told how after her death, Æthelthryth's bones were disinterred by
her sister and successor, Seaxburh and that her uncorrupted body was
later buried in a white, marble coffin. In 695, Seaxburh translated the
remains of her sister Æthelthryth, who had been dead for sixteen
years,[6] from a common grave to the new church at Ely. The Liber
Eliensis describes these events in detail.[7] When her grave was
opened, Æthelthryth's body was discovered to be uncorrupted and her
coffin and clothes proved to possess miraculous powers. A
sarcophagus made of white marble was taken from the Roman ruins at
Grantchester, which was found to be the right fit for Æthelthryth.
Seaxburh supervised the preparation of her sister's body, which was
washed and wrapped in new robes before being reburied.[8] She
apparently oversaw the translation of her sister's remains without the
supervision of her bishop, using her knowledge of procedures gained
from her family's links with the Faremoutiers Abbey as a basis for the ceremony.[9]

After Seaxburh, Æthelthryth's niece and her great-niece, both of whom were royal princesses, succeeded her
as abbess of Ely.

St Etheldreda's Church in Ely Place in Holborn is dedicated to the saint. It was originally part of the palace of the
bishops of Ely. After the English Reformation, the palace was used by the Spanish ambassadors, enabling
Roman Catholic worship to continue in the church.

St Etheldreda's Church, Hatfield is 13th century and was originally Saxon. It was named for Saint Etheldreda
because it was adjacent to the Palace of the Bishops of Ely who held her as their patron saint.

St Etheldreda's is a Roman Catholic parish church in Ely, Cambridgeshire. It is part of the Diocese of East
Anglia within the Province of Westminster. The church contains the shrine and relics of Æthelthryth, including
her hand.

St. Etheldreda's Church in White Notley, Essex, is a Church of England parish
church, of Saxon construction, built on the site of a Roman temple, with a large
quantity of Roman brick in its fabric. The church has a small Mediaeval English
stained glass window, depicting St. Etheldreda, which is set in a stone frame made
from a very early Insular Christian Roman Chi Rho grave marker.

The common version of Æthelthryth's name was St. Audrey, which is the origin of
the word tawdry, which derived from the fact that her admirers bought modestly
concealing lace goods at an annual fair held in her name in Ely. By the 17th
century, this lacework had become seen as old-fashioned, vain, or cheap and of
poor quality, at a time when the Puritans of eastern England disdained ornamental
dress.[10]

Hagiography [edit]

There are a number of accounts of Æthelthryth's life in Latin, Old English, Old
French, and Middle English. According to Jocelyn Wogan-Browne, "more medieval

vernacular lives [about Æthelthryth] were composed in England than any other native female saint".[11]

Æthelthryth appears in Bede's Ecclesiastical History of the English People, Ælfric's Lives of Saints, Goscelin of
Saint-Bertin's Lives of Female Saints, the Liber Eliensis, Marie de France's La vie seinte Audree, the South
English Legendary, and a Middle English life in BL Cotton Faustina B.iii, among others. A modern fictional
account has been written by Moyra Caldecott.

See also [edit]

List of Anglo-Saxon saints
Saint Æthelthryth, patron saint archive
Wuffingas
The hymn 'Aethelthryth' by the Venerable Bede[12]
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Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet

Mercian

Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
Eadweard of Maugersbury · Ealdgyth of Stortford · Earconwald of London · Egwin of Evesham ·
Freomund of Mercia · Frithuric of Breedon · Frithuswith of Oxford · Frithuwold of Chertsey ·
Hæmma of Leominster · Merefin · Mildburh of Wenlock · Mildgyth · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Milred of Worcester · Oda of Canterbury · Oswald of Worcester · Osburh of Coventry ·
Rumwold of Buckingham · Tibba of Ryhall · Werburgh of Chester · Wærstan · Wigstan of Repton ·
Wulfhild of Barking

Northumbrian

Acca of Hexham · Æbbe "the Elder" of Coldingham · Æbbe "the Younger" of Coldingham ·
Ælfflæd of Whitby · Ælfwald of Northumbria · Æthelburh of Hackness · Æthelgyth of Coldingham ·
Æthelsige of Ripon · Æthelwold of Farne · Æthelwold of Lindisfarne · Alchhild of Middleham ·
Alchmund of Hexham · Alkmund of Derby · Balthere of Tyningham · Beda of Jarrow · Bega of Copeland ·
Benedict Biscop · Bercthun of Beverley · Billfrith of Lindisfarne · Bosa of York · Botwine of Ripon ·
Ceadda of Lichfield · Cedd of Lichfield · Ceolfrith of Monkwearmouth · Ceolwulf of Northumbria ·
Cuthbert of Durham · Dryhthelm of Melrose · Eadberht of Lindisfarne · Eadfrith of Leominster ·
Eadfrith of Lindisfarne · Eadwine of Northumbria · Ealdberht of Ripon · Eanmund ·
Eardwulf of Northumbria · Eata of Hexham · Ecgberht of Ripon · Eoda · Eosterwine of Monkwearmouth ·
Hilda of Whitby · Hyglac · Iwig of Wilton · John of Beverley · Osana of Howden · Osthryth of Bardney ·
Oswald of Northumbria · Oswine of Northumbria · Sicgred of Ripon · Sigfrith of Monkwearmouth ·
Tatberht of Ripon · Wihtberht of Ripon · Wilfrith of Hexham · Wilfrith II · Wilgils of Ripon

Roman
Augustine of Canterbury · Firmin of North Crawley · Birinus of Dorchester · Blaise ·
Florentius of Peterborough · Hadrian of Canterbury · Honorius of Canterbury · Justus of Canterbury ·
Laurence of Canterbury · Mellitus of Canterbury · Paulinus of York · Theodore of Canterbury

South Saxon Cuthflæd of Lyminster · Cuthmann of Steyning · Leofwynn of Bishopstone

Æbbe of Abingdon · Ælfgar of Selwood · Ælfgifu of Exeter · Ælfgifu of Shaftesbury ·
Ælfheah of Canterbury · Ælfheah of Winchester · Æthelflæd of Romsey · Æthelgar of Canterbury ·
Æthelnoth of Canterbury · Æthelwine of Athelney · Æthelwold of Winchester · Aldhelm of Sherborne ·
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West Saxon

Benignus of Glastonbury · Beocca of Chertsey · Beorhthelm of Shaftesbury · Beornstan of Winchester ·
Beornwald of Bampton · Centwine of Wessex · Cuthburh of Wimborn · Cwenburh of Wimborne ·
Dunstan of Canterbury · Eadburh of Winchester · Eadgar of England · Eadgyth of Polesworth ·
Eadgyth of Wilton · Eadweard the Confessor · Eadweard the Martyr · Eadwold of Cerne ·
Earmund of Stoke Fleming · Edor of Chertsey · Evorhilda · Frithestan of Winchester ·
Hædde of Winchester · Humbert of Stokenham · Hwita of Whitchurch Canonicorum ·
Mærwynn of Romsey · Margaret of Dunfermline · Swithhun of Winchester · Wulfsige of Sherborne ·
Wulfthryth of Wilton

Unclear origin Rumbold of Mechelen

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
Three Martyrs of Chimbote · Uganda Martyrs · Vietnamese Martyrs · Valentine of Rome · Victor and Corona

Missionaries Augustine of Canterbury · Boniface · Damien of Molokai · Francis Xavier · François de Laval ·
Gregory the Illuminator · Junípero Serra · Nico of Georgia · Patrick of Ireland · Remigius

Patriarchs Adam · Abel · Abraham · Isaac · Jacob · Joseph · Joseph (father of Jesus) · David · Noah · Solomon ·
Matriarchs

Popes

Adeodatus I · Adeodatus II · Adrian III · Agapetus I · Agatho · Alexander I · Anacletus · Anastasius I · Anicetus
· Anterus · Benedict II · Boniface I · Boniface IV · Caius · Callixtus I · Celestine I · Celestine V · Clement I ·
Cornelius · Damasus I · Dionysius · Eleuterus · Eugene I · Eusebius · Eutychian · Evaristus · Fabian · Felix I
· Felix III · Felix IV · Gelasius I · Gregory I · Gregory II · Gregory III · Gregory VII · Hilarius · Hormisdas ·
Hyginus · Innocent I · John I · John XXIII · John Paul II · Julius I · Leo I · Leo II · Leo III · Leo IV · Leo IX · Linus
· Lucius I · Marcellinus · Marcellus I · Mark · Martin I · Miltiades · Nicholas I · Paschal I · Paul I · Paul VI · Peter
· Pius I · Pius V · Pius X · Pontian · Sergius I · Silverius · Simplicius · Siricius · Sixtus I · Sixtus II · Sixtus III ·
Soter · Stephen I · Stephen IV · Sylvester I · Symmachus · Telesphorus · Urban I · Victor I · Vitalian · Zachary ·
Zephyrinus · Zosimus

Prophets

Agabus · Amos · Anna · Baruch ben Neriah · David · Dalua · Elijah · Ezekiel · Habakkuk · Haggai · Hosea ·
Isaiah · Jeremiah · Job · Joel · John the Baptist · Jonah · Judas Barsabbas · Malachi · Melchizedek · Micah ·
Moses · Nahum · Obadiah · Samuel · Seven Maccabees and their mother · Simeon · Zechariah (prophet) ·
Zechariah (NT) · Zephaniah

Virgins

Agatha of Sicily · Agnes of Rome · Angela of the Cross · Æthelthryth · Bernadette Soubirous ·
Brigid of Kildare · Catherine Labouré · Catherine of Siena · Cecilia · Clare of Assisi · Eulalia of Mérida ·
Euphemia · Faustina Kowalska · Genevieve · Kateri Tekakwitha · Lucy of Syracuse · Maria Goretti ·
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Ælfthryth of Crowland

v · t · e

Saint Ælfthryth of Crowland
Born unknown

England

Died c.835
Crowland, England

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Antiochian Orthodox Church

Canonized Pre-congregation

Major shrine Crowland

Feast 2 August

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Etheldritha)

For other people with the same name, see Ælfthryth.

Ælfthryth, also known as Alfreda, Alfritha, Aelfnryth, or
Etheldritha,[1] is a saint, virgin, and recluse, venerated in both the
Roman Catholic Church and Antiochian Orthodox Church. She
was a daughter of King Offa of Mercia and his consort,
Cynethryth.[1][2]

Ælfthryth was "either betrothed to or loved by"[1] St. Ethelbert, the
king of the East Angles. In 793, after visiting Ælfthyth, he was
taken captive and murdered by her mother so that Cynethryth's
brother could ascend to the throne instead; Ælfthryth's was
horrified by the murder, so she departed the court and retired to
the Crowland Abbey in the marshes of Crowland, where she lived
as a recluse for 40 years, until her death of natural causes in 835.[1][2][3] Ælfthryth's sister Aelfreda also lost a
husband due to their parents' political intrigue.[1]

According to the Oxford Dictionary of Saints, Ælfthryth was "famous for her prophecies".[4] Her tomb was
arranged around St. Guthlac's. A Crowland tradition states that Ælfthryth's relics were destroyed in 870 when
Danes destroyed the abbey, but there is little evidence for it.[4] Her feast day is 2 August.[2]
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Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
Tova of Thorney · Walstan of Bawburgh · Wendreda · Wihtburh of Ely · Wulfric of Holme

East Saxon Æthelburh of Barking · Hildelith of Barking · Osgyth · Sæbbi of London

Frisian, 
Frankish

and Old Saxon

Balthild of Romsey · Bertha of Kent · Felix of Dommoc · Grimbald of St Bertin · Monegunda of Watton ·
Odwulf of Evesham · Wulfram of Grantham

Irish and Scottish Aidan of Lindisfarne · Boisil of Melrose · Echa of Crayke · Ultan the Scribe · Indract of Glastonbury ·
Maildub of Malmesbury

Kentish

Æbbe of Thanet (Domne Eafe) · Æthelberht of Kent · Æthelburh of Kent · Æthelred of Kent ·
Albinus of Canterbury · Berhtwald of Canterbury · Deusdedit of Canterbury ·
Edburga of Minster-in-Thanet · Eanswith of Folkestone · Eormengyth of Thanet · Mildrith of Thanet ·
Nothhelm of Canterbury · Sigeburh of Thanet
Ælfnoth of Stowe · Ælfthryth of Crowland · Æthelberht of Bedford · Æthelmod of Leominster ·
Æthelred of Mercia · Æthelwynn of Sodbury · Aldwyn of Coln · Beonna of Breedon ·
Beorhthelm of Stafford · Coenwulf of Mercia · Cotta of Breedon · Credan of Evesham ·
Cyneburh of Castor · Cyneburh of Gloucester · Cynehelm of Winchcombe · Cyneswith of Peterborough ·
Eadburh of Bicester · Eadburh of Pershore · Eadburh of Southwell · Eadgyth of Aylesbury ·
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Mercian Eadweard of Maugersbury · Ealdgyth of Stortford · Earconwald of London · Egwin of Evesham ·
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Northumbrian

Acca of Hexham · Æbbe "the Elder" of Coldingham · Æbbe "the Younger" of Coldingham ·
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Roman
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Ethernan (or Ithernan, Etharnan, Itarnan) was a 7th century Scottish martyr and saint.
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Life and death [edit]

Almost nothing is known about Ethernan's life. It has been speculated that he may have been a monk of Iona
due to his death being mentioned in the Annals of Ulster. In 669 the Annals of Ulster record the following entry:
Itarnan et Corindu apud Pictores defuncti sunt. This has traditionally been translated as "Ethernan and Corindu
died among the Picts".[1] However, Thomas Clancy has analysed the use of the word "apud" in Hiberno-Latin
chronicles and concluded that the correct translation is "Ethernan and Corindu were killed by the Picts", making
Ethernan and Corindu both martyrs.[2] Clancy also writes that Ethernan and Corindu may have been "Gaels
who died in foreign lands, but neither name is well known in Ireland, and both may rather be Pictish".[2] He may
have been a monk at the Isle of May monastery rather than Iona, since he is thought to be buried in the
monastic cemetery there.[3] Simon Taylor and Gilbert Márkus speculate in Place-Names of Fife that the name
recorded in the annal is a Gaelic translation of an original P-Celtic name.[4]

Veneration [edit]

Ethernan [edit]

Ethernan is traditionally believed to have been buried on the Isle of May, which became the centre of his cult
after his death.[4] He was culted in several places in Scotland, such as Kilrenny, Madderty and Aberdeenshire,
and a saint of the same name was also culted in Wales.[5][4] Archaeological evidence suggests that pilgrims
came to the Isle of May to pray at his shrine and that a healing cult developed around his shrine.[3]

According to the analysis of Katherine Forsyth, the saint's name is inscribed in ogham on the Scoonie Stone in
Fife, the Rodney Stone in Morayshire, and possibly the Fordoun Stone in Kincardineshire.[6][7][8] In Kilrenny, he
was nicknamed Saint Irnie and sometimes erroneously identified with Saint Irenaeus of Lyons. Fishermen used
the steeple of "Saint Irnie's" church as a landmark when at sea, and in Anstruther some people would pray to
him when the steeple came into sight.[9]

Conflation with Adrian [edit]

At some point during the Middle Ages, Ethernan got conflated with another figure from the Isle of May called
Adrian. Adrian was said to have been killed by Viking raiders in 875, and his shrine attracted pilgrims for the
next several centuries. While it is possible that a monk called Adrian was killed by Vikings on the island, this cult
is most likely a misremembering of Ethernan from a time when the Picts had ceased to function as an ethnic
group within Scotland and ancient martyrdoms in Britain and Ireland were commonly attributed to Vikings.[3]

In later medieval legends, such as those recorded in the Aberdeen Breviary, Ethernan and Adrian were treated
as two entirely separate saints.[citation needed] After the churches of Anstruther Easter and Anstruther Wester
merged in the 20th century, the former became known as St Adrian's Parish Church, and the latter became
known as St Adrian's Church Hall.[10][11]

See also [edit]

Adrian of May
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Eucharius

Saint Eucharius

Tombs of Saints Eucharius and Valerius, St.
Matthias' Abbey, Trier.

Died ~250 AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast December 8

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the physician, see Eucharius Rösslin.
Not to be confused with Eucherius (disambiguation).

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Eucharius" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (April
2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Saint Eucharius is venerated as the first bishop of Trier. He lived
in the second half of the 3rd century.
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Narrative [edit]

According to an ancient legend, he was one of the seventy-two
disciples of Christ, and was sent to Gaul by Saint Peter as bishop,
together with the deacon Valerius and the subdeacon Maternus, to
preach the Gospel.[1]

They came to the Rhine and to Ellelum in Alsace, where Maternus died. His two companions hastened back to
St. Peter and begged him to restore the dead man to life. St. Peter gave his pastoral staff to Eucharius, and,
upon being touched with it, Maternus, who had been in his grave for forty days, returned to life. For this reason
the staff has become the distinctive mark of an envoy, especially a missionary.[2]

The Gentiles were then converted in large numbers. After founding many churches the three companions went
to Trier where the work of evangelization progressed so rapidly that Eucharius chose that city for his episcopal
residence. Among other miracles related in the legend he raised a dead person to life. An angel announced to
him his approaching death and pointed out Valerius as his successor. Eucharius died on December 8, having
been bishop for twenty-five years, and was interred in the church of St. John outside the city.[1]

Valerius was bishop for fifteen years and was succeeded by Maternus, who had in the meantime founded the
dioceses of Cologne and Tongeren, being bishop altogether for forty years. The staff of St. Peter, with which he
had been raised to life, was preserved at Cologne until the end of the 10th century when the upper half was
presented to Trier, and was afterwards taken to Prague by Emperor Charles IV.[1]

Veneration and traditions [edit]

In medieval times the foundation of a diocese was often referred to as early a date as possible, in order thereby
to increase its reputation, perhaps also its rights. In time, especially through the ravages of the Normans, the
more reliable earlier accounts were lost. When at a later period the lives of primitive holy founders, e. g. the
saints of ancient Trier, came to be written anew, the gaps in tradition were filled out with various combinations
and fanciful legends. In this way there originated in the monastery of St. Matthias near Trier the famous
chronicle of Trier, the Gesta Treverorum, in which there is a curious mixture of truth and error. It contains the
account of the life of St. Eucharius given above. An amplification thereof, containing the lives of the three saints
in question, is said to have been written by the monk Goldscher or Golscher, who lived in that monastery about
the year 1130. From the "Gesta" the narrative passed unchallenged into numerous medieval works. Later
criticism has detected many contradictions and inaccuracies in these ancient records, and it is almost
universally believed at present that, with few exceptions, the first Christian missionaries came to Gaul, to which
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Trier then belonged, not earlier than about 250.[2] Following Hontheim, Calmet and others, the Bollandists, with
Marx, Aloys Lütolf, and other historians refer these bishops of Trier to a period following 250, though not all of
them consider this as fully established. The feast of St. Eucharius is celebrated on 8 December.

St. Matthias' Abbey was originally named after Saint Eucharius, whose tomb is in the crypt, but was renamed
when the abbey acquired relics of the apostle.
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Saint Eucharius, patron saint archive
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Great Church Ante-Nicene Period · Constantine · First seven ecumenical councils (Nicaea I ·
Chalcedon) · Late antiquity · Biblical canon · Monasticism

Middle Ages
Islamic conquests · Pope Gregory I · Papal States · Schism (1054) · Investiture
Controversy · Crusades · Schism (1378) · Inquisition · Universities · Scholasticism
· Age of Discovery

Modern era
Protestantism (Protestant Reformation · Catholic Reformation (Trent)) · Thirty
Years' War · Enlightenment · French Revolution · Nazism · Vatican II ·
Communism · Sexual abuse scandal · Islam

Theology
(Bible
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Catechism)

General

God (Trinity · Kingdom) · Body and soul · Divine grace · Dogma · Nicene Creed ·
Original sin · Saints · Salvation · Sermon on the Mount · Ten Commandments ·
Vulgate · Official Bible (Sixtine Vulgate · Sixto-Clementine Vulgate · Nova Vulgata) ·
Worship

Ecclesiology
Communitas perfecta · Councils · Ecumenism · Four marks (Catholic) · Infallibility ·
Corporis Christi · One true church · People of God · Three states · Subsistit in · In
canon law

Sacraments Baptism · Confirmation · Eucharist · Penance · Anointing of the Sick (Last rites) ·
Holy orders · Matrimony

Mariology
Assumption · History · Immaculate Conception · Mariology of the popes · Mariology
of the saints · Mother of God · Perpetual virginity · Veneration · See also: ·
Josephology

Philosophy Natural law · Moral theology · Personalism · Social teaching · Philosophers · Philosophy of canon
law · See also: · Science (Evolution) · Separation of church and state (Relations · Politics)

Saints Holy Family (Mary · Joseph) · Patriarchs · Prophets · Archangels · Martyrs · Doctors of the Church ·
Evangelists · Confessors · Disciples · Virgins

Organisation
(Hierarchy
Canon law

Laity
Precedence
By country)

Holy See
(List of popes)

Pope Francis · Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI · Ecumenical councils · College
of Cardinals (List · Advisers) · Roman Curia (Dicasteries) · Synod of
Bishops · Properties

Vatican City Index · Outline · Apostolic Palace · Lateran Treaty · Roman Rota · St. Peter's
Basilica · Swiss Guard · Vatican Museums

Polity (Holy orders)
Diocese (Episcopal conference · Eparchy) · Bishop (Patriarch · Major ·
Primate · Metropolitan · Archbishop · Diocesan · Coadjutor · Auxiliary ·
Titular · Emeritus) · Parish · Priest · Deacon

Consecrated life
Religious: · Superior (Abbot, Abbess · General · Provincial · Prior, Prioress)
· Grand Master · Brother (Friar · Monk) · Sister (Nun) · Hermit · Novice
(Master · Oblate · Postulant)

Particular churches
sui iuris

Latin Church · Eastern Catholic Churches (Albanian · Armenian ·
Belarusian · Bulgarian · Chaldean · Coptic · Croatian and Serbian · Eritrean
· Ethiopian · Georgian · Greek · Hungarian · Italo-Albanian · Macedonian ·
Maronite · Melkite · Romanian · Russian · Ruthenian · Slovak · Syriac ·
Syro-Malabar · Syro-Malankara · Ukrainian)

Liturgical rites
Alexandrian · Antiochian · Armenian · Byzantine · East Syriac · Latin
(Ambrosian · Braga · Mozarabic · Roman (Paul VI · Tridentine · Anglican ·
Zaire)) · West Syriac (Malankara)

Culture Art (Marian) · Artists · Authors · Church buildings (Altarpieces) · Library · Museums · Music ·
Distinctions · Role in civilisation · See also: · Criticism of the Catholic Church · Anti-Catholicism

Media Holy See Press Office · Vatican Media (Vatican News · Vatican Television Center · Vatican Radio) ·
Vatican Polyglot Press · L'Osservatore Romano · Acta Apostolicae Sedis · Annuario Pontificio

Religious orders,
institutes, societies

Assumptionists · Annonciades · Augustinians · Basilians · Benedictines · Bethlehemites · Blue nuns
· Camaldoleses · Camillians · Carmelites · Carthusians · Cistercians · Clarisses · Conceptionists ·
Crosiers · Dominicans · Franciscans · Good Shepherd Sisters · Hieronymites · Jesuits ·
Mercedarians · Minims · Olivetans · Oratorians · Piarists · Premonstratensians · Redemptorists ·
Servites · Theatines · Trappists · Trinitarians · Visitandines

Associations
of the faithful

Confraternities (Lay · Marian · Youth · Workers) · Third orders (Saint Dominic · Lay Carmelites
(Discalced) · Saint Francis (Secular)) · Military orders · Fimcap · Catholic Action · Charismatic
Renewal · Communion and Liberation · Sant'Egidio · Focolare · International Alliance of Catholic
Knights · Scouting · Legion of Mary · Neocatechumenal Way · Opus Dei · Schoenstatt

Charities
Aid to the Church in Need · Caritas · Home Missions · Relief Services · CIDSE · Pax Christi · Society
of Saint Vincent de Paul
· See also: · Health care · Schools · Universities
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Eucherius of Lyon

Saint Eucherius of Lyon

Statue de Saint Eucher à Beaumont-de-Pertuis

Bishop of Lyon
Born c. 380

Died c. 449

Venerated in Roman Catholicism
Eastern Orthodoxy
Anglican Communion

Feast 16 November

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Eucherius, bishop of Lyon, (c. 380 – c. 449) was a high-
born and high-ranking ecclesiastic in the Christian Church of Gaul.
He is remembered for his letters advocating extreme self-
abnegation. Henry Wace ranked him "except perhaps St. Irenaeus
the most distinguished occupant of that see".[1]

As was a common 5th century practice, on the death of his wife
Galla (born c. 390), he withdrew for a time to the monastery of
Lérins, founded by Saint Honoratus on the smaller of the two
islands off Antibes, with his sons, Veranius and Salonius, to live a
severely simple life of study and devote himself to the education of
his sons. Soon afterward he withdrew further, to the neighbouring
island of Lerona (now Sainte-Marguerite), where he devoted his
time to study and mortification of the flesh. With the thought that
he might join the anchorites in the deserts of the East, he
consulted John Cassian, the famed hermit who had arrived from
the East to Marseille; Cassian dedicated the second set of his
Collationes (Numbers 11–17) to Eucherius and Honoratus. These
Conferences describe the daily lives of the hermits of the Egyptian
Thebaid and discuss the important themes of grace, free will, and
Scripture. It was at this time (c. 428) that Eucherius wrote his
epistolary essay De laude Eremi ("In praise of the desert")
addressed to Bishop Hilary of Arles.[2]

Though imitating the ascetic lifestyle of the Egyptian hermits,
Eucherius kept in touch with men renowned for learning and piety: John Cassian, Hilary of Arles, Saint
Honoratus, later bishop of Arles, Claudianus Mamertus, Agroecius (who dedicated a book to him), Sidonius
Apollinaris and his kinsman Valerian, to whom he wrote his Epistola paraenetica ad Valerianum cognatum, de
contemptu mundi ("Epistle of exhortation to his kinsman Valerian, On the contempt of the world") an expression
of the despair for the present and future of the world in its last throes shared by many educated men of Late
Antiquity, with hope for a world to come: Erasmus thought so highly of its Latin style that he edited and
published it at Basel (1520).

His Liber formularum spiritalis intelligentiae addressed to his son Veranius is a defence of the lawfulness of
reading an allegorical sense in Scripture, bringing to bear the metaphors in Psalms and such phrases as "the
hand of God." The term anagoge (ἀναγωγὴ) is employed for the application of Scripture to the heavenly
Jerusalem to come, and there are other examples of what would become classic Medieval hermeneutics.

The fame of Eucherius was soon so widespread in southeastern Gaul that he was chosen bishop of Lyon. This
was probably in 434; it is certain, at least that he attended the first Council of Orange (441) as Metropolitan of
Lyon, and that he retained this dignity until his death.[2] He was succeeded in the bishopric by his son Veranius,
while his other son, Salonius, became Bishop of Geneva.

Among Eucherius' other letters are his Institutiones ad Salonium addressed to his other son. Many homilies and
other writings have been attributed to Eucherius.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Dictionary of Christian Biography and Literature to the End of the Sixth Century A.D., with an Account of the
Principal Sects and Heresies . Christian Classics Ethereal Library Archived  2005-02-19 at the Wayback
Machine

2.  ̂a b Clugnet, Léon. "St. Eucherius." The Catholic Encyclopedia  Vol. 5. New York: Robert Appleton Company,
1909. 20 October 2017

 This article incorporates text from a publication now in the public domain: Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913).
"St. Eucherius". Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton Company.
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Eucherius of Orléans

Saint Eucherius of Orléans

Death of Saint Eucherius, stained glass
window in the treasury of Our Lady Church,

Sint-Truiden

Born c. 687 AD
Orléans, France

Died 743 AD
Sint-Truiden, Belgium

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast February 20

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Eucherius of Orléans (c. 687 in Orléans – February 20,
743 AD), nephew of Suavaric, bishop of Auxerre, was Bishop of
Orléans.

Reading the letters of Paul the Apostle led Eucherius to seek the
monastic life in 714, when he retired to the Abbey of Jumièges in
the Diocese of Rouen. After seven years his uncle, Suavaric,
Bishop of Orléans, died. The reputation of his virtue must have
been very great, for a deputation was sent to Charles Martel, then
mayor of the palace, who practically governed the Frankish
Kingdom, to beg that Eucherius might be elected to the vacant
see. Despite his dislike of the idea he consented to their request
and became bishop in 721.

Having opposed the elevation of Charles Martel and the latter's
confiscation of church property to fund his war efforts against the
Moorish invasions from Al-Andalus, Eucherius found himself out of
favor with the new Carolingian dynasty. When Charles Martel
returned from his victory at the Battle of Tours, he stopped in
Orléans and exiled Eucherius to Cologne. Eucherius retired to the
abbey of Sint-Truiden, where he spent the remainder of his life in
prayer and contemplation until his death in 743.
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Vision of St. Eucherius [edit]

Hincmar of Reims reported to a Council of Quierzy in 858, a vision that Bishop Eucherius of Orléans had seen
during the reign of King Pepin III over a century before. While at prayer, Eucherius had been taken up and
shown, among other things, the sufferings of those in hell, among whom he saw Charles Martel. When the
vision ended, he called Boniface and Fulrad, abbot of Saint-Denis, and sent to them to see whether Charles
was in his tomb. When the two opened the tomb a dragon rushed out, and they found the tomb's interior
blackened as though burned. These two signs were taken as evidence that the vision had been accurate and
that Charles had been condemned to hell for his despoliation of Church property.[1]

Painting on woodpanel,
Church of Our Lady, Sint-
Truiden

 

Reliquairy chest, Church
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Brustem

 

Eglise St-Euchère, Metz
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Eudokia of Heliopolis

Saint Eudokia (see Other Spellings)

Martyr
Died 107

Venerated in Eastern Orthodoxy, Roman
Catholic Church

Feast 1 March

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Eudocia (martyr))

Eudokia (Greek Ευδοkία) was a Samarian woman who lived in
Heliopolis of Phoenicia (present day Baalbek, Lebanon).
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Vita [edit]

Eudokia was very beautiful, and garnered her wealth by attracting
wealthy lovers. She learned about Christianity from a monk by the
name of Germanus. According to legend, Eudokia asked him if
she, too, could be saved from Judgment. Germanos instructed her
to remain alone in her chamber for one week, fasting and praying. Eudokia followed his instructions, and at the
end of the week, Germanus told her to give away her wealth and to put her previous life behind her. She was
later baptized by Bishop Theodotus of Heliopolis.[1]

At age 30, Eudokia entered a monastery near Heliopolis, and dispensed much of her wealth in various
charitable projects. She rejected all of her suitors, and when one persistent suitor named Philostratos was
struck down because of his persistence, Eudokia prayed for him until he recovered. Philostratos then converted
to Christianity.[1]

Roman officials were angered by her actions, and had her beheaded on 1 March 107 AD.[1]

Names [edit]

She is venerated by the Eastern Orthodox as Holy Monastic Martyress Eudocia, "Venerable Martyr
Eudocia",[2] Martyr Eudokia of Heliopolis,[3] Righteous Martyr Mudocia the Samaritan,[4] Our Holy
Mother, the Martyr Eudocia,[5] or combinations between them. The Roman Catholic commonly refer to her as
Saint Eudokia of Heliopolis.[6]

Other Spellings [edit]

Greek Ευδοκία (Evdokia)
Latin Eudocia
Russian/East Slavic Евдокия / Євдокія (Yevdokiya)

Romanian folklore [edit]

In Romanian folklore, the figure of Baba Dochia is thought to have taken her name from Eudokia.[7]
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Eudokia of Heliopolis

Saint Eudokia (see Other Spellings)

Martyr
Died 107

Venerated in Eastern Orthodoxy, Roman
Catholic Church

Feast 1 March

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eudokia (Greek Ευδοkία) was a Samarian woman who lived in
Heliopolis of Phoenicia (present day Baalbek, Lebanon).
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Vita [edit]

Eudokia was very beautiful, and garnered her wealth by attracting
wealthy lovers. She learned about Christianity from a monk by the
name of Germanus. According to legend, Eudokia asked him if
she, too, could be saved from Judgment. Germanos instructed her
to remain alone in her chamber for one week, fasting and praying. Eudokia followed his instructions, and at the
end of the week, Germanus told her to give away her wealth and to put her previous life behind her. She was
later baptized by Bishop Theodotus of Heliopolis.[1]

At age 30, Eudokia entered a monastery near Heliopolis, and dispensed much of her wealth in various
charitable projects. She rejected all of her suitors, and when one persistent suitor named Philostratos was
struck down because of his persistence, Eudokia prayed for him until he recovered. Philostratos then converted
to Christianity.[1]

Roman officials were angered by her actions, and had her beheaded on 1 March 107 AD.[1]

Names [edit]

She is venerated by the Eastern Orthodox as Holy Monastic Martyress Eudocia, "Venerable Martyr
Eudocia",[2] Martyr Eudokia of Heliopolis,[3] Righteous Martyr Mudocia the Samaritan,[4] Our Holy
Mother, the Martyr Eudocia,[5] or combinations between them. The Roman Catholic commonly refer to her as
Saint Eudokia of Heliopolis.[6]

Other Spellings [edit]

Greek Ευδοκία (Evdokia)
Latin Eudocia
Russian/East Slavic Евдокия / Євдокія (Yevdokiya)

Romanian folklore [edit]

In Romanian folklore, the figure of Baba Dochia is thought to have taken her name from Eudokia.[7]

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b c "Martyr Eudokia of Heliopolis", Orthodox Church in America
2. ^ "Venerable Martyr Eudocia", St. Nicholas Russian Orthodox Church
3. ^ A Reader's Guide to Orthodox Icons
4. ^ Greek Orthodox Metropolis of Toronto (Canada)
5. ^ SerbianOrthodoxChurch.net
6. ^ Catholic.net, St. Eudokia of Heliopolis
7. ^ Andreas Johns, Baba Yaga: the ambiguous mother and witch of the Russian folktale (Peter Lang, 2004), 76.
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Eudoxia of Moscow

Forensic facial reconstruction

Shrine (Raka) of Eudoxia of
Moscow

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eudoxia of Moscow (Russian: Евдокия Дмитриевна, Yevdokia
Dmitriyevna), with monastic name Euphrosyne (1353 – 1407), was a
Grand Princess of Moscow and wife of Dmitry Donskoy.
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Biography [edit]

Eudoxia was a daughter of Dmitry Konstantinovich, Grand Prince of
Suzdal[1] and Nizhny Novgorod and Vasilisa of Rostov.

Her maternal grandparents were Konstantin Vasilievich, Prince of Rostov and Maria of Moscow. Maria was a
daughter of Ivan I of Moscow and his first wife Yelena.

On 18 January 1366, Eudoxia married Grand Prince Dmitry Donskoy. In 1382, she stayed in Moscow in the
absence of her husband, while the army of khan Tokhtamysh was approaching the capital. After the birth of her
son Andrey Dmitriyevich, she attempted to leave Moscow, but was detained by the Muscovites, who agreed to
let her go only after long negotiations.

Religious works [edit]

She was greatly influenced by Alexius, Metropolitan of Kiev. After her
husband's death, Eudoxia became known for her piety; legend has it that
she possessed the gift of healing. To commemorate her husband's victory
at the Battle of Kulikovo, Eudoxia commissioned an icon of the Archangel
Michael, which later became the patronal icon of the Kremlin’s Archangel
Cathedral.[1]

In 1387, Eudoxia established the Ascension Monastery next to the
Frolovskaya (Spasskaya) Tower of the Moscow Kremlin. Later in her life,
Eudoxia Dmitriyevna took the veil at the Ascension Monastery under the
name of Yefrosiniya (Euphrosyne) and remained there until her death in

1407.[1]

In 1393, she founded the Church of the Nativity of the Theotokos (Церковь Рождества Богородицы), the
oldest surviving building in Moscow. The church was dedicated to the Virgin's Nativity, because on this feast her
husband defeated the Tatars in the Battle of Kulikovo. According to tradition, in 1395, during Tamerlane’s
invasion into southern Russia, she had the Vladimir Icon of the Mother of God transferred to Moscow.[2]

Euphrosyne died on July 7, 1407, was buried in the Ascension Convent. In 1929 the authorities ordered the
destruction of the church and her relics were lost, but were uncovered in 2002, and then transferred to the
Cathedral of the Archangel located inside the Kremlin).

She was canonized by the Russian Orthodox Church.

Children [edit]

Eudoxia and Dmitri Donskoi had at least 12 children:

Daniil Dmitrievich (c. 1370 – 15 September 1379).
Vasily I of Moscow (30 September 1371 – 27 February 1425).
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Sofia Dmitrievna. Married Fyodor Olegovich, Prince of Ryazan (reigned 1402–1427).
Yury Dmitrievich, Duke of Zvenigorod and Galich (26 November 1374 – 5 June 1434). Claimed the throne of
Moscow against his nephew Vasily II of Moscow.
Maria Dmitrievna (d. 15 May 1399). Married Lengvenis.
Anastasia Dmitrievna. Married Ivan Vsevolodich, Prince of Kholm.
Simeon Dmitrievich (d. 11 September 1379).
Ivan Dmitrievich (d. 1393).
Andrei Dmitrievich, Prince of Mozhaysk (14 August 1382 – 9 July 1432).
Piotr Dmitrievich, Prince of Dmitrov (29 July 1385 – 10 August 1428).
Anna Dmitrievna (born 8 January 1387). Married Yuri Patrikievich. Her husband was a son of Patrikei, Prince
of Starodub and his wife Yelena. His paternal grandfather was Narimantas. The marriage solidified his role
as a Boyar attached to Moscow.
Konstantin Dmitrievich, Prince of Pskov (14 May/15 May 1389 – 1433).

Legacy [edit]

On 15 August 2007, the Holy Synod of the Russian Orthodox Church instituted the Order of St. Euphrosyne,
named after Eudoxia, who was the first noblewoman of Moscow to enter monasticism. The award was
established to commemorate the 600th anniversary of Euphrosyne's death. According to the synod's ukase
(decree), the new decoration will be given to women for special contributions towards the strengthening of
spiritual and moral traditions in society, development of the church's social activities, maintaining relations
between church and state or church and society, and other fields of work for the betterment of the Orthodox
faith. The Order of St. Euphrosyne will be the second women's decoration of the Russian Orthodox Church after
the Order of Saint Olga.[3]
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Eufronius or Euphronius was the eighth Bishop of Tours; he served from 555 to 573, and was a near relative
of Gregory of Tours.

Life [edit]

When upon the death of Bishop Gunthar, King Chlothar's nominee declined appointment to the See, it
remained vacant for ten months until the people and clergy elected Eufronius. He was a priest at Tours, from a
family of senatorial rank.[1] a grandson of Gregory of Langres, and a friend of Venantius Fortunatus. When
Clothar learned of the election, he confirmed their choice.[2]

In 552, the Abbaye de Sainte-Marie was founded near Poitiers by Frankish Queen, Radegund. It was the first
monastery for women in the Frankish Empire.[3] Radegund subsequently retired to the monastery, where she
helped to care for the infirm. Upon her request, Byzantine Emperor Justin II sent the abbey a relic of the True
Cross. When Bishop of Poitiers Maroveus refused to preside over its installation in the abbey, at Radegund's
request, king Sigebert sent Eufronius to Poitiers to perform the ceremony.[4] Sigebert also returned church
lands that had been seized by King Charibert

In 561 much of Tours burned down during the warfare that raged at that time. Eufronius rebuilt two of the
churches at his own expense. According to Gregory, Eufronius predicted the death of Charibert.

Eufronius took part in the Council of Paris in 557, and presided over the Council of Tours in 567. The bishops
of Brittany declined to attend, as Eufronius claimed authority over the Breton church.[5] The council dealt mostly
with church discipline. The bishops noted that some Gallo-Roman customs of ancestor worship were still being
observed. Canon XXII decreed that anyone known to be participating in these practices was barred from
receiving communion and not allowed to enter a church.[6] The bishops of the Kingdom of Paris were
particularly concerned about the Merovingian practice of seizing ecclesiastical properties in outlying areas in
order to fund their internecine wars.[7]

Eufronius was Bishop of Tours for eighteen years, and died at the age of seventy. He was succeeded by St.
Gregory of Tours. Eufronius was either a cousin of Gregory's mother's or her brother.[8] He is mentioned in the
Roman Martyrology on August 4.[2]
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Saint
Charles-Joseph-Eugene de

Mazenod
O.M.I.

St. Eugène de Mazenod

Bishop of Marseille
Born 1 August 1782

Aix-en-Provence

Died 21 May 1861

Venerated in Catholicism

Beatified October 19, 1975 by Pope Paul
VI

Canonized December 3, 1995 by Pope John
Paul II

Feast May 21[1]

Eugène de Mazenod
Diocese Marseille

See Marseille

Appointed 2 October 1837

Term ended 21 May 1861

Predecessor Fortuné-Charles de Mazenod

Successor Patrice-François-Marie Cruice

Orders
Ordination 21 December 1811

Consecration 14 October 1832
by Carlo Odescalchi, S.J.

Ordination history of
Eugène de Mazenod

History
Priestly ordination

Date 21 December 1811

Episcopal consecration
Principal
consecrator

Carlo Odescalchi, S.J.

Co-consecrators Chiarissimo Falconieri

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eugène de Mazenod (born Charles-Joseph-Eugène de
Mazenod; 1 August 1782 – 21 May 1861), more commonly known
as Eugène de Mazenod, was a French Catholic priest. At the
age of eight, the Mazenod family was forced to flee the French
revolution, leaving their considerable wealth behind. As refugees
in Italy, they were very poor, and moved from place to place. At the
age of twenty, he returned to France and became a priest.
Mazenod founded the congregation of the Missionary Oblates of
Mary Immaculate. Initially focused on rebuilding the Church in
France after the Revolution, their work soon spread, particularly to
Canada. Mazenod was appointed Bishop of Marseille in 1837, and
Archbishop in 1851. He was beatified on 19 October 1975 by Pope
Paul VI, and canonized on 3 December 1995 by Pope John Paul II.
His feast day is 21 May.
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Biography [edit]

Refugee [edit]

Eugene de Mazenod was born on 1 August 1782 and baptized the
following day in the Église de la Madeleine in Aix-en-Provence. His
father, Charles Antoine de Mazenod, was one of the Presidents of
the Court of Finances, and his mother was Marie Rose Joannis.
Eugene began his schooling at the College Bourbon, but this was
interrupted by the events of the French Revolution. With the
approach of the French revolutionary forces, the family was forced
to flee to Italy.[2]

Eugene became a boarder at the College of Nobles in Turin
(Piedmont), but a move to Venice meant the end to formal
schooling.[2] With their money running out, Eugene's father was
forced to seek various employments, none of which were
successful. His mother and sister returned to France - eventually
seeking a divorce so as to be able to regain their property that
had been seized. Eugene was fortunate to be welcomed by the
Zinelli family in Venice. One of their sons, the priest Bartolo Zinelli,
took special care of Eugene and saw to his education in the well-
provided family library where the young adolescent spent many
hours each day. Don Bartolo was a major influence in the human,
academic and spiritual development of Eugene.
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Mellini,
Luigi Frezza

Date 14 October 1832

Episcopal succession
Bishops consecrated by Eugène de Mazenod

as principal consecrator
Joseph Hippolyte Guibert,
O.M.I.

11 March 1842

Marie-Jean-François Allard,
O.M.I.

13 July 1851

Alexander-Antonine Taché,
O.M.I.

23 November
1851

Jean-Etienne Sémeria, O.M.I.17 August 1856
Jacques Jeancard, O.M.I. 28 October 1858
Vital-Justin Grandin, O.M.I. 30 November

1859

Once again the French army chased the émigrés from Venice,
forcing Eugene and his father and two uncles to seek refuge in
Naples for less than a year, and finally to flee to Palermo in Sicily.
Here Eugene was invited to become part of the household of the
Duke and Duchess of Cannizaro as a companion to their two sons.
Being part of the high society of Sicily became the opportunity for
Eugene to rediscover his noble origins and to live a lavish style of
life. He took to himself the title of 'Comte' ("Count") de Mazenod,
did all the courtly things, and dreamed of a bright future.[2]

Conversion [edit]

At the age of twenty, Eugene returned to France and lived with his
mother in Aix en Provence. Initially he enjoyed all the pleasures of
Aix as a rich young nobleman, intent on the pursuit of pleasure
and money - and a rich girl who would bring a good dowry.
Gradually he became aware of how empty his life was,[3] and began to search for meaning in more regular
church involvement, reading and personal study, and charitable work among prisoners. His journey came to a
climax on Good Friday, 1807 when he was 25 years old. Looking at the sight of the Cross, he had a religious
experience. He recounted the spiritual experience in his retreat journal:

Can I forget the bitter tears that the sight of the cross brought streaming from my eyes one Good
Friday? Indeed they welled up from the heart, there was no checking them, they were too abundant
for me to be able to hide them from those who like myself were assisting at that moving ceremony. I
was in a state of mortal sin and it was precisely this that made me grieve…Blessed, a thousand
times blessed, that he, this good Father, notwithstanding my unworthiness, lavished on me all the
richness of his mercy.[4]

Priest [edit]

In 1808, he began his studies for the priesthood at the Saint-Sulpice Seminary in Paris and was ordained a
priest at Amiens (Picardy), on 21 December 1811.[5] Since Napoleon had expelled the Sulpician priests from the
seminary, Eugene stayed on as a formator for a semester. As a member of the Seminary, notwithstanding
personal risk, Eugene committed himself to serve and assist Pope Pius VII, who at this time was a prisoner of
emperor Napoleon I at Fontainebleau. In this way he experienced at firsthand the suffering of the post-
Revolutionary Church.

On his return to Aix, Father de Mazenod asked not to be assigned to a parish but to dedicate himself fully to
evangelizing those who were not being reached by the structures of the local church: the poor who spoke only
the Provençal language, prisoners, youth, the inhabitants of poor villages who were ignorant of their faith.[3]

The goal of his priestly preaching and ministry was always to lead others to develop themselves fully as
humans, then as Christians and finally to become saints.

Founder [edit]

Oblates of Mary Immaculate [edit]

On 25 January 1816, "impelled by a strong impulse from outside of himself" he invited other priests to join him in
his life of total oblation to God and to the most abandoned of Provence. Initially called "Missionaries of
Provence," they dedicated themselves to evangelization through preaching parish missions in the poor villages,
youth and prison ministry. In 1818 a second community was established at the Marian shrine of Notre Dame du
Laus. This became the occasion for the missionaries to become a religious congregation, united through vows
and the evangelical counsels. Changing their name to Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate, the group
received papal approbation on 17 February 1826.[6]

Foreign Missions [edit]

In 1841, Bishop Bourget of Montreal invited the Oblates to Canada. At the same time, there was an outreach to
the British Isles. This was the beginning of a history of missionary outreach to the most abandoned peoples in
Canada, United States, Mexico, England and Ireland, Algeria, Southern Africa and Ceylon during the founder's
lifetime. In 200 years this zeal spread and took root in the establishment of the Oblates in nearly 70 countries.
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Bishop [edit]

After having aided for some time his uncle, the aged Bishop of
Marseilles, in the administration of his diocese, Father De Mazenod was
called to Rome and, on 14 October 1832, consecrated titular Bishop of
Icosium, which title in 1837 he exchanged for that of Bishop of
Marseilles, a position he held until his death in 1861. During his
episcopacy, he commissioned Notre-Dame de la Garde, an ornate Neo-
Byzantine basilica on the south side of the old port of Marseille. He
favoured the moral teachings of Alphonsus Liguori, whose theological
system he was the first to introduce in France, and whose first
biography in French he caused to be written by one of the Oblates.[6]

He inspired local priest Joseph-Marie Timon-David to found the
Congregation of the Sacred Heart of Jesus in Marseille in 1852.

In spite of his well-known outspokenness, he was made a Peer of the
French Empire, and in 1851 Pope Pius IX gave him the pallium.[6]
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Eugendus

Saint Eugendus
Born c. 449

Izernore, France

Died January 1, 510

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast 4 January (formerly January 2)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Eugendus (also Augendus; French: Oyand, Oyan; c. 449
– January 1, 510) was the fourth abbot of Condat Abbey, at Saint-
Claude, Jura. He was born at Izernore.
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Life [edit]

He was instructed in reading and writing by his father, who had become a priest, and at the age of seven was
given to Saint Romanus and Saint Lupicinus to be educated at Condat Abbey. Thenceforth he never left the
monastery. Eugendus acquired much learning, read the Greek and Latin authors, and was well versed in the
Scriptures. He led a life of great austerity, including being said to have never laughed, supposedly in respect to
a passage in the Rule of St Benedict not to take pleasure in unrestrained or raucous laughter (despite the fact
that St. Benedict was born thirty years after him and would scarcely have been known at the time of Eugendus'
death). He also refused ever to be ordained a priest.

Abbot Minausius made him his coadjutor, and after the former's death (about 496) Eugendus became his
successor. After the monastery, which Saint Romanus had built of wood, was destroyed by fire, Eugendus
erected another of stone, and improved the community life; thus far the brethren had lived in separate cells
after the fashion of the Eastern ascetics. He built an abbey church in honour of the holy Apostles Peter, Paul,
and Andrew, and enriched it with precious relics; the church was the predecessor of the rebuilt abbey church
that is now Saint-Claude Cathedral

The order, which had been founded on the rules of the Oriental monasteries, now took on more of the active
character of the Western brethren; the rule of Tarnate is thought to have served as a model. Condat began to
flourish as a place of refuge for all those who suffered from the misfortunes and afflictions of those eventful
times, a school of virtue and knowledge amid the surrounding darkness, an oasis in the desert. When
Eugendus felt his end approaching he had his breast anointed by a priest, took leave of his brethren, and died
quietly after five days, at the age of sixty-one.

Veneration [edit]

A few years after his death, his successor, Saint Viventiolus, erected a shrine over his tomb in the abbey
church, to which numerous pilgrims travelled. The village that grew round Condat Abbey came to be called,
after the saint, Saint-Oyand de Joux, a name it retained as late as the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries,
while the abbey's former name of Condat passed into oblivion; the abbey was secularised in 1742.[1]

The feast of Saint Eugendus was at first transferred to 2 January; in the dioceses of Besançon and Saint-
Claude it is now celebrated on 4 January.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ However, Saint Claudius of Besançon, who had resigned in 687 as Bishop of Besançon to become twelfth abbot,
died at the abbey in 696. His grave became such a popular centre of pilgrimage that by the thirteenth century, the
use of the name "Saint-Claude" had become general, and eventually superseded that of Saint-Oyand, so that the
place is now known as Saint-Claude and gave its name to the Diocese of Saint-Claude
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Eugene Bossilkov

Blessed Eugene Bossilkov

Bishop, Martyr
Born November 16, 1900

Died November 11, 1952 (aged 51)

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 1998, Rome, Italy by Pope John
Paul II

Feast November 13

Part of a series on
Persecutions

of the Catholic Church

Historical persecution of Christians ·
Vatican and Eastern Europe 1846–1958 ·

Catholic Church persecutions 1939–1958 ·
Eradication of the Church under Stalinism ·

Eastern Catholic persecutions ·
Persecution of Christians in the modern era

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Blessed Eugene Bossilkov, born Vincent Bossilkov (b. 16
Nov 1900-11 Nov 1952), was a member of the Passionist
Congregation, Roman Catholic bishop of Nicopolis and martyr in
the Communist campaign in Bulgaria against religion. He had
studied in Rome for his doctorate at the Pontifical Oriental Institute
and became a parish priest in the Danube Valley. After becoming
bishop, in 1952 he was arrested, together with many other
religious, and executed for ostensible crimes against the state. He
was beatified by Pope John Paul II in 1998.
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Life [edit]

Vincent Bossilkov was born to a family of Bulgarian Latin Rite
Catholics on November 16, 1900 in Belene, Bulgaria. After studies,
he entered the Passionist Congregation at the age of 14. The
Passionists are an Italian religious institute founded by Saint Paul
of the Cross in the eighteenth century. They have practiced in
Bulgaria since 1781.[1] Bossilkov studied in Passionist houses in
the Netherlands and Belgium and took the religious name Eugene.
He professed his vows in 1920 and was ordained to the priesthood in 1926.

He had returned to Bulgaria in 1924 and had pursued theological studies. In 1927 he went to Rome to take his
doctorate at the Pontifical Oriental Institute, where he wrote a thesis on the Union of Bulgarians with the Holy
See during the early 13th century. On his return to Bulgaria, Father Eugene served in various Diocesan offices,
but he preferred working with the laity. He took up a post as parish priest in the Danube River valley. Here his
reputation for scholarship grew, and he was noted for his work with the youth of the parish.[2]

In the wake of World War II, the Soviet Union invaded the Kingdom of Bulgaria and installed a Communist
government answering to Joseph Stalin. The new regime began to enact laws to destroy religious institutions
and beliefs. At this time, Eugene was appointed Bishop of Nicopolis in 1947.[3] From 1949 the attitude of the
State to religious institutes worsened. In the same year the government deported the Apostolic Delegate, seized
Church property, and suppressed the religious congregations. In 1952 the government began to make mass
arrests of Church officials. On July 16, police seized Bishop Eugene in Sophia.[3]

Martyrdom [edit]

Bishop Eugene suffered both physical and mental
torture in prison, where he was told to confess to being
the leader of a Catholic conspiracy to subvert
Communism.[4] At a political "show trial", two guns
supposedly seized from the Catholic college in Sophia
were presented as evidence. The pistols were part of a
museum exhibit.[4] Bishop Eugene was found guilty and
the official sentence against him read;

By virtue of articles 70 and 83 of the penal
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code, the Court condemns the accused,
Eugene Bossilkov, to be sentenced to
death by firing squad, and all his goods
confiscated... Dr.Eugene Bossilkov,
Catholic bishop; completed his religious
studies in Italy and was trained by the
Vatican for counter-revolutionary activities
and espionage. He is one of the directors
of a clandestine Catholic organization. He
was in touch with diplomats from the
imperialist countries and gave them
information of a confidential nature. The
accused convoked a diocesan council in
which it was decided to combat
Communism through religious
conferences, held in Bulgaria, activities
called ' a mission.' No appeal of his
sentence is possible.[5]

Bishop Eugene was executed by firing squad in the
grounds of the prison on the night of November 11 at
11:30 pm. Thrown into a mass grave, his body was
never recovered.[6] Pope Pius XII had mentioned Bishop
Bossilkov's being condemned to death in his encyclical
letter "Orientales Ecclesias" to the Oriental Churches in
1952.[6] It was not until 1975 that the bishop's death
was confirmed, however; when a Bulgarian minister
visited the Vatican and was asked directly by Pope Paul
VI what happened to the bishop, he answered that
Bossilkov had died in prison 23 years before.[6]

Beatification [edit]

During the 1980s, supporters gathered evidence
regarding the Bishop's life and death, and put before
the Congregation for the Causes of Saints in Rome. At
meetings in 1993 and 1994 the Congregation declared
it was favourable to the cause of Bishop Bossilkov as a
Catholic martyr from a theological and juridical
perspective. On March 15, 1998 Pope John Paul II
declared Bishop Eugene "Blessed".[6]

External links [edit]

"Homily of John Paul II at the beatification of Blessed
Eugene" , Vatican Official Website
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Eugene Botkin

Dr. Eugene Botkin

Dr. Eugene Botkin

Born Yevgeny Sergeyevich Botkin
27 March 1865
Tsarskoye Selo, Russian
Empire

Died 17 July 1918 (aged 53)
Ekaterinburg, Russian SFSR

Cause of
death

Execution by firing squad

Occupation Physician

Spouse(s) Olga Botkina (divorced 1910)

Children Gleb Botkin
Tatiana Botkina
Dimitri Botkin
Yuri Botkin

Parent(s) Sergey Botkin
Anastasia Kryloff

Relatives Aleksandra Khokhlova (niece)
Mikhail Botkin (uncle)
Vasily Botkin (uncle)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Yevgeny Sergeyevich Botkin (Russian: Евге́ний Серге́евич
Бо́ткин; 27 March 1865 – 17 July 1918), commonly known as
Eugene Botkin, was the court physician for Tsar Nicholas II and
Tsarina Alexandra. While in exile with the family after the February
Revolution in 1917, he sometimes treated the Tsarevich Alexei
Nikolaevich of Russia for haemophilia-related complications.

Following the Russian Revolution of 1917, Botkin went into exile
with the Romanov family, accompanying them to Tobolsk, Siberia
and Ekaterinburg. He was murdered with the family by guards at
Ekaterinburg on 17 July 1918.

Dr. Botkin’s family contributed to the nation: his two elder sons,
Dimitri and Yuri, died in World War I.

Like the Romanov Imperial Family, Botkin was canonised in 1981
as a New Martyr by the Russian Orthodox Church Outside of
Russia.

In 2000, the Russian Orthodox Church canonised the Romanov
family as passion bearers. On 3 February 2016, the Bishop's
Council of the Russian Orthodox Church canonised Botkin as
Righteous Passion-Bearer Yevgeny the Physician.[1]
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Early life and career [edit]

Botkin was born in Tsarskoye Selo, Russian Empire, the son of Anastasia Alexandrovna (Krylova) and Sergey
Botkin, who had been a court physician under Tsars Alexander II and Alexander III. Botkin followed his father in
studying medicine, getting his degree at the University of St. Petersburg and doing additional studies at the
universities of Berlin and Heidelberg.[2] He was later appointed as chief physician at St. Georgievsky Hospital in
St. Petersburg. He served with distinction aboard the St. Georgievsky Hospital Train during the Russo-
Japanese War.[2]

Botkin was appointed as court physician in 1908. Botkin married and had four children, Dimitri, Yuri, Gleb and
Tatiana. His marriage broke up under the strain caused by Botkin's dedication to the Romanovs and his long
hours at court. His wife, Olga, started an affair with the children's German tutor. She asked for, and was
granted, a divorce.[2]

Botkin was later devastated when his oldest sons, Dimitri and Yuri, were killed in action during the First World
War.[2] Botkin became increasingly religious and "developed an increasing abhorrence for the flesh," according
to his son Gleb.[2]

"From a very tender age, his beautiful and noble nature was complete," his brother Peter recalled
later. "He was never like other children. Always sensitive, of a delicate, inner sweetness of
extraordinary soul, he had a horror of any kind of struggle or fight. We other boys would fight with a
fury. He would not take part in our combats, but when our pugilism took on a dangerous character
he would stop the combatants at risk of injuring himself. He was very studious and conscientious in
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his studies. For a profession he chose medicine: to help, to succour, to soothe, to heal without
end."[2]

Exile and death [edit]

Botkin felt it was his duty to accompany the Romanovs into exile, not only because of his responsibility to his
patients, the Romanov family, but also to his country.[2] Botkin was considered a friend by Tsar Nicholas II. The
doctor also often spoke with Tsarina Alexandra in her native German and acted as a translator for her when
she received a Russian delegation.[3]

After Botkin and the family were executed, White Russian Army investigators found this unfinished letter by him
in 1919. It was written in his quarters on the night of 16 July 1918:

I am making a last attempt at writing a real letter -- at least from here -- although that qualification, I
believe, is utterly superfluous. I do not think that I was fated at any time to write to anyone from
anywhere. My voluntary confinement here is restricted less by time than by my earthly existence. In
essence I am dead -- dead for my children -- dead for my work ... I am dead but not yet buried, or
buried alive -- whichever, the consequences are nearly identical ... The day before yesterday, as I
was calmly reading ... I saw a reduced vision of my son Yuri's face, but dead, in a horizontal
position, his eyes closed. Yesterday, at the same reading, I suddenly heard a word that sounded
like Papulya. I nearly burst into sobs. Again -- this is not a hallucination because the word was
pronounced, the voice was similar, and I did not doubt for an instant that my daughter, who was
supposed to be in Tobolsk, was talking to me ... I will probably never hear that voice so dear or feel
that touch so dear with which my little children so spoiled me ... If faith without works is dead, then
deeds can live without faith; and if some of us have deeds and faith together, that is only by the
special grace of God. I became one of these lucky ones through a heavy burden-the loss of my
first born, six-month old Serzhi... This vindicates my last decision ... when I unhesitatingly orphaned
my own children in order to carry out my physician's duty to the end, as Abraham did not hesitate
at God's demand to sacrifice his only son.[4]

The letter was interrupted when Commander Yakov Yurovsky, the head of the command at the Ipatiev House,
knocked on Botkin's door. He ordered the entire Romanov party to dress and come downstairs, on the premise
that there was gunfire in the town, and they were to be evacuated. But the entire family and their servants
(including Botkin) were murdered a short time later.[4]

In the early 1990s, after the unmarked gravesite had been discovered and Botkin's remains were examined, he
was found to have had bullet wounds on his pelvis, vertebrae, and forehead.

Honours and awards [edit]

Order of St. Vladimir, 3rd and 2nd classes with swords,
Order of St. Anna, 2nd class
Order of St. Stanislaus, 3rd class
Order of St. Sava, 2nd class[5]

Bulgarian "For Citizenship Award"
1981, canonised by Russian Church Outside of Russia as New Martyr.
2016, canonised by the Russian Orthodox Church as passion bearer.

Representation in other media [edit]

Dr. Botkin features as a character in D. Logan's play, Ekaterinburg (2013). It explores the time in captivity of the
Romanovs and their retainers in the Ipatiev House in Ekaterinburg.

Dr. Botkin was featured in Rasputin: Dark Servant of Destiny and was portrayed by David Warner. [6]

See also [edit]

Romanov sainthood
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Eugène de Mazenod

Saint
Charles-Joseph-Eugene de

Mazenod
O.M.I.

St. Eugène de Mazenod

Bishop of Marseille
Born 1 August 1782

Aix-en-Provence

Died 21 May 1861

Venerated in Catholicism

Beatified October 19, 1975 by Pope Paul
VI

Canonized December 3, 1995 by Pope John
Paul II

Feast May 21[1]

Eugène de Mazenod
Diocese Marseille

See Marseille

Appointed 2 October 1837

Term ended 21 May 1861

Predecessor Fortuné-Charles de Mazenod

Successor Patrice-François-Marie Cruice

Orders
Ordination 21 December 1811

Consecration 14 October 1832
by Carlo Odescalchi, S.J.

Ordination history of
Eugène de Mazenod

History
Priestly ordination

Date 21 December 1811

Episcopal consecration
Principal
consecrator

Carlo Odescalchi, S.J.

Co-consecrators Chiarissimo Falconieri

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Eugene de Mazenod)

Eugène de Mazenod (born Charles-Joseph-Eugène de
Mazenod; 1 August 1782 – 21 May 1861), more commonly known
as Eugène de Mazenod, was a French Catholic priest. At the
age of eight, the Mazenod family was forced to flee the French
revolution, leaving their considerable wealth behind. As refugees
in Italy, they were very poor, and moved from place to place. At the
age of twenty, he returned to France and became a priest.
Mazenod founded the congregation of the Missionary Oblates of
Mary Immaculate. Initially focused on rebuilding the Church in
France after the Revolution, their work soon spread, particularly to
Canada. Mazenod was appointed Bishop of Marseille in 1837, and
Archbishop in 1851. He was beatified on 19 October 1975 by Pope
Paul VI, and canonized on 3 December 1995 by Pope John Paul II.
His feast day is 21 May.
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Biography [edit]

Refugee [edit]

Eugene de Mazenod was born on 1 August 1782 and baptized the
following day in the Église de la Madeleine in Aix-en-Provence. His
father, Charles Antoine de Mazenod, was one of the Presidents of
the Court of Finances, and his mother was Marie Rose Joannis.
Eugene began his schooling at the College Bourbon, but this was
interrupted by the events of the French Revolution. With the
approach of the French revolutionary forces, the family was forced
to flee to Italy.[2]

Eugene became a boarder at the College of Nobles in Turin
(Piedmont), but a move to Venice meant the end to formal
schooling.[2] With their money running out, Eugene's father was
forced to seek various employments, none of which were
successful. His mother and sister returned to France - eventually
seeking a divorce so as to be able to regain their property that
had been seized. Eugene was fortunate to be welcomed by the
Zinelli family in Venice. One of their sons, the priest Bartolo Zinelli,
took special care of Eugene and saw to his education in the well-
provided family library where the young adolescent spent many
hours each day. Don Bartolo was a major influence in the human,
academic and spiritual development of Eugene.
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Mellini,
Luigi Frezza

Date 14 October 1832

Episcopal succession
Bishops consecrated by Eugène de Mazenod

as principal consecrator
Joseph Hippolyte Guibert,
O.M.I.

11 March 1842

Marie-Jean-François Allard,
O.M.I.

13 July 1851

Alexander-Antonine Taché,
O.M.I.

23 November
1851

Jean-Etienne Sémeria, O.M.I.17 August 1856
Jacques Jeancard, O.M.I. 28 October 1858
Vital-Justin Grandin, O.M.I. 30 November

1859

Once again the French army chased the émigrés from Venice,
forcing Eugene and his father and two uncles to seek refuge in
Naples for less than a year, and finally to flee to Palermo in Sicily.
Here Eugene was invited to become part of the household of the
Duke and Duchess of Cannizaro as a companion to their two sons.
Being part of the high society of Sicily became the opportunity for
Eugene to rediscover his noble origins and to live a lavish style of
life. He took to himself the title of 'Comte' ("Count") de Mazenod,
did all the courtly things, and dreamed of a bright future.[2]

Conversion [edit]

At the age of twenty, Eugene returned to France and lived with his
mother in Aix en Provence. Initially he enjoyed all the pleasures of
Aix as a rich young nobleman, intent on the pursuit of pleasure
and money - and a rich girl who would bring a good dowry.
Gradually he became aware of how empty his life was,[3] and began to search for meaning in more regular
church involvement, reading and personal study, and charitable work among prisoners. His journey came to a
climax on Good Friday, 1807 when he was 25 years old. Looking at the sight of the Cross, he had a religious
experience. He recounted the spiritual experience in his retreat journal:

Can I forget the bitter tears that the sight of the cross brought streaming from my eyes one Good
Friday? Indeed they welled up from the heart, there was no checking them, they were too abundant
for me to be able to hide them from those who like myself were assisting at that moving ceremony. I
was in a state of mortal sin and it was precisely this that made me grieve…Blessed, a thousand
times blessed, that he, this good Father, notwithstanding my unworthiness, lavished on me all the
richness of his mercy.[4]

Priest [edit]

In 1808, he began his studies for the priesthood at the Saint-Sulpice Seminary in Paris and was ordained a
priest at Amiens (Picardy), on 21 December 1811.[5] Since Napoleon had expelled the Sulpician priests from the
seminary, Eugene stayed on as a formator for a semester. As a member of the Seminary, notwithstanding
personal risk, Eugene committed himself to serve and assist Pope Pius VII, who at this time was a prisoner of
emperor Napoleon I at Fontainebleau. In this way he experienced at firsthand the suffering of the post-
Revolutionary Church.

On his return to Aix, Father de Mazenod asked not to be assigned to a parish but to dedicate himself fully to
evangelizing those who were not being reached by the structures of the local church: the poor who spoke only
the Provençal language, prisoners, youth, the inhabitants of poor villages who were ignorant of their faith.[3]

The goal of his priestly preaching and ministry was always to lead others to develop themselves fully as
humans, then as Christians and finally to become saints.

Founder [edit]

Oblates of Mary Immaculate [edit]

On 25 January 1816, "impelled by a strong impulse from outside of himself" he invited other priests to join him in
his life of total oblation to God and to the most abandoned of Provence. Initially called "Missionaries of
Provence," they dedicated themselves to evangelization through preaching parish missions in the poor villages,
youth and prison ministry. In 1818 a second community was established at the Marian shrine of Notre Dame du
Laus. This became the occasion for the missionaries to become a religious congregation, united through vows
and the evangelical counsels. Changing their name to Missionary Oblates of Mary Immaculate, the group
received papal approbation on 17 February 1826.[6]

Foreign Missions [edit]

In 1841, Bishop Bourget of Montreal invited the Oblates to Canada. At the same time, there was an outreach to
the British Isles. This was the beginning of a history of missionary outreach to the most abandoned peoples in
Canada, United States, Mexico, England and Ireland, Algeria, Southern Africa and Ceylon during the founder's
lifetime. In 200 years this zeal spread and took root in the establishment of the Oblates in nearly 70 countries.
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Bishop [edit]

After having aided for some time his uncle, the aged Bishop of
Marseilles, in the administration of his diocese, Father De Mazenod was
called to Rome and, on 14 October 1832, consecrated titular Bishop of
Icosium, which title in 1837 he exchanged for that of Bishop of
Marseilles, a position he held until his death in 1861. During his
episcopacy, he commissioned Notre-Dame de la Garde, an ornate Neo-
Byzantine basilica on the south side of the old port of Marseille. He
favoured the moral teachings of Alphonsus Liguori, whose theological
system he was the first to introduce in France, and whose first
biography in French he caused to be written by one of the Oblates.[6]

He inspired local priest Joseph-Marie Timon-David to found the
Congregation of the Sacred Heart of Jesus in Marseille in 1852.

In spite of his well-known outspokenness, he was made a Peer of the
French Empire, and in 1851 Pope Pius IX gave him the pallium.[6]
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Eugenia of Rome

Saint Eugenia of Rome

Martyr
Feast December 25 (Roman Catholic Church);

December 24 (Eastern Orthodox
Church); December 27 (medieval
Hispanic liturgy, as attested by
calendars of the time, such as that in the
Antiphonary of Leon, for example);
January 23 (Armenian Apostolic Church)

Martyrdom of Eugenia of Rome and others

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Eugenia (died c AD 258) was an early Christian Roman
martyr whose feast day is celebrated on December 25 in the
Roman Catholic Church, on December 24 (January 6, New Style)
in the Eastern Orthodox Church, and on January 23 in the
Armenian Apostolic Church.[1] She is included in the Golden
Legend.

Contents [hide]
1 Legend

1.1 Legacy
2 Notes
3 External links

Legend [edit]

Her legend states that she was converted by and martyred with
Protus and Hyacinth, her Chamberlains, during the persecution of
Valerian. She was said to have been the daughter of Philip, "duke"
of Alexandria and governor of Egypt. She had fled her father's
house dressed in men's clothing and was baptized by Helenus, bishop of Heliopolis. She later became an abbot,
still pretending to be a man. As the story goes, while she was an abbot and still dressing like a man, she cured
a woman of an illness, and when the woman made sexual advances, which she rebuffed, the woman accused
her publicly of adultery. She was taken to court, where, still disguised, she faced her father as the judge. At the
trial, her real female identity was revealed and she was exonerated. Her father converted to the faith and
became Bishop of Alexandria but the emperor had him executed for this. St. Eugenia and her remaining
household moved to Rome where she converted many, especially maidens, but this did not prevent their
martyrdom. Protus and Hyacinth were beheaded on September 11, 258, and Eugenia followed suit after Christ
appeared to her in a dream and told her that she would die on the Feast of the Nativity. She was beheaded on
December 25, 258.

Legacy [edit]

There is a small village in the north of Portugal with the
name of Santa Eugenia that contains a church with a
painting of Saint Eugenia dressed as a boy in Roman-era
attire. A local legend states that Saint Eugenia passed
through this area on a nearby Roman road and through
Moure, which lies at a major intersection of ancient Roman
roads. There is also a tomb dating from about 1000 AD in
the city of Barcelos, high on a hill that reads "tomb of Saint
Eugenia." It is possible that this tomb is the tomb of Saint
Eugenia. During the Middle Ages, some saints were moved
from Rome to the outer parts of Europe by monks. Patrick
J. Geary, in his work Furta Sacra, states that "on April 5,

838, a monk named Felix appeared at Fulda with the remains of Saints Cornelius, Callistus, Agapitus, Georgius,
Vincentius, Maximus, Cecilia, Eugenia, Digna, Emerita, and Columbana."[2]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ "Commemoration of the Virgin Eugine, her father - Philippus, her mother Klothia and her two servants" .
Araratian Patriarchal Diocese of the Armenian Apostolic Church. Retrieved 4 January 2014.

2. ^ Patrick J. Geary, Furta Sacra: Thefts of Relics in the Central Middle Ages (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1990), 48.
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Saint Eugenios or Eugene was martyred under Diocletian and a cult devoted to him developed in Trebizond.
His feast day is 21 January. Eugenios along with the martyrs Candidus, Valerian and Aquila was persecuted
during the reign of Diocletian (284-305) and Maximian (305-311). The four hid in the mountains above
Trebizond, but were eventually found and brought before the regimental commander Lycius. They were
flogged, tortured with fire and eventually beheaded.[1] Eugenios is credited with the destruction of the image on
the "gray hill" overlooking the city, later known as the Mithratis.[2]

Legacy [edit]

The Komnenian rulers of the Empire of Trebizond adopted the saint as the patron of their country. His alleged
miracles include assisting Trebizond to repel a siege of the city by the Seljuk Turks in 1224.[3] His image
appears frequently on Trapezuntine coins. The cult and pilgrimage around this saint never really developed
beyond Trebizond's borders, although John Lazaropoulos, Metropolitan of Trebizond in the name Joseph,
collected the miracles of St. Eugenios into one book in the 14th century.[4]

A monastery dedicated to him existed in Trebizond: Rosenqvist identifies it consisted of a structure on Mount
Minthrion with an associated church, and a metochion inside the city walls. There is evidence that the
monastery was in existence at least as early as the ninth century; a typikon composed in 1346 provides details
of the monastic community's life.[5]

According to the Orthodox Church in America, his prayer is thus:

Your holy martyr Eugene, O Lord, Through his sufferings has received an incorruptible crown from
You, our God.
For having Your strength, he laid low his adversaries, And shattered the powerless boldness of
demons.
Through his intercessions, save our souls! [6]
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eugenius, Eugander, and Abilandius are saints of the Coptic Church. Their feast day is held on March 10.
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Eugenius of Carthage

Saint Eugenius of Carthage

A statue portraying Saint Eugenius, in the
church museum in Sant'Eustorgio (Milan, Italy).

Bishop
Died July 13, 505

Vienne

Feast July 13

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Eugenius of Carthage was a Christian saint, unanimously
elected Bishop of Carthage in 480 to succeed St. Deogratias of
Carthage (died 456). He was caught up in the disputes of his day
between Arianism and mainstream Christianity. [See Article page:
Carthage (episcopal see)...]
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Biography [edit]

His episcopal election was deferred owing to the opposition of the
Arian Vandal kings and was only permitted by King Huneric at the
instance of Zeno and Placidia, into whose family the Vandals had
married. The bishop's governance, charity, austere lifestyle and
courage are said to have won him the admiration of the Arians. In
his uncompromising defence of the Divinity of the word of the Bible
he was imitated by his flock, many of whom were exiled with him.
This occurred after he had admitted Vandals into the Catholic
Church, contrary to royal edict, and had engaged in argument
against Arian theologians, whom the king pitted against the Catholics. Both sides claimed the name "Catholic",
the Arians calling their opponents "Homoousians".

The conference, held some time between 481 and February 484, ended by the withdrawal of the chief Arian
bishop on the plea that he could not speak Latin. The Arians being enraged, Huneric exiled forty-six bishops to
Corsica and three hundred and two to the African deserts. Among the latter was Eugenius, who under the
custody of a man named Antonius dwelt in the desert of Tripoli. On setting out he wrote a letter of consolation
and exhortation to the faithful of Carthage which is still extant in the works of St. Gregory of Tours (P.L., LVII,
769-71).

Gunthamund, who succeeded Huneric as Vandal king, allowed Eugenius to return to Carthage and permitted
him to reopen the churches. After eight years of peace Thrasamund succeeded to the throne, arrested
Eugenius and condemned him to death, but commuted the sentence into exile at Vienne, near Albi
(Languedoc), where the Arian Alaric was king. Eugenius built there a monastery over the tomb of St.
Amaranthus the martyr, and led a penitential life till his death on 13 July, 505.

Legacy [edit]

He wrote an Expositio Fidei Catholicae, demanded of him by Huneric, probably the one submitted by the
Catholic bishops at the conference. It argues the Consubstantiality of the Bible and the divinity of the Holy Spirit.
He wrote also an Apologeticus pro Fide; Altercatio cum Arianis, fragments of which are quoted by Victor de Vita;
also pleas for the Catholics, addressed to Huneric or his successors.

Both Gennadius of Massilia and Pope Gelasius I had heard of the subject by 494 and two pastoral letters
survive.[1]

Legend [edit]

The legend associated with him is that sometime before February 1, Felix a blind man of Carthage had a dream
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that Bishop Eugenius would pray for him and he would be healed. Twice the man ignored the dream, but he had
it again. On the third time he roused himself and sought out the Bishop. The legend continues that Felix went to
the Bishop and told his story. The Bishop protested his ability to heal but eventually acquiesced with the words
"I have already told you I am a sinful man; but may he who has deigned to visit you act in accordance with your
faith and open you eyes". The tale continues that when he prayed for Felix his sight was restored.[2][3] When
news of the miracle reached the Vandal king, Huneric is said to have unsuccessfully tried to kill Felix.[4]

See also [edit]

Athanasius of Alexandria

Sources [edit]

 Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913). "Eugenius of Carthage" . Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert
Appleton Company.
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Euhel was a 5th-century Irish saint.

Biography [edit]

Euhel was an Irish Christian saint who lived about 460 AD. His father was Dubhthach moccu Lughair, the Chief
Ollam of Ireland. Gabhran's brothers were all saints and founders of churches, mainly in Leinster. They
included Fachtna of Kiltoom, Trian, Saint Gabhran, Moninne, Lonan and Molaisi.

Euhel was a student of Finbarr of Cork at Loch-Erce.[1]

The Martyrology of Donegal gives Euhel's feast-day as 14 November as follows- “The three sons of Dubhthach,
i.e., Fachtna of Cill-Toma, Gabhran and Euhel, the other two.”

The Martyrology of Gorman (Félire Uí Gormáin), for the same day gives- “Dear are the pure-formed, three
godly sons of Dubthach”.
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Eulalia of Barcelona

Saint Eulalia of Barcelona

Tomb of Saint Eulalia in the crypt of Barcelona
Cathedral

Born c. 290
Barcelona, Hispania (Spain)

Died February 12, 303 (aged 13)
Barcelona, Hispania

Venerated in Roman Catholicism and Eastern
Orthodoxy

Canonized 633

Major shrine Cathedral of Santa Eulàlia,
Barcelona

Feast February 12 (August 22 in the
Orthodox Church)

Attributes X-shaped cross, stake, and dove

Patronage Barcelona, Spain; sailors;
against drought [1]

Painting in Barcelona Cathedral of
St. Eulalia with the X-shaped "cross
saltire"

Relief of Eulalia in the Cathedral of Santa Eulàlia.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Eulalia (Aulaire, Aulazia, Olalla, Eulària) (c. 290–
February 12, 303), co-patron saint of Barcelona, was a 13-year-
old Roman Christian virgin who suffered martyrdom in Barcelona
during the persecution of Christians in the reign of emperor
Diocletian (although the Sequence of Saint Eulalia mentions the
"pagan king" Maximian), near the end of the ban on Christianity.
There is some dispute as to whether she is the same person as
Saint Eulalia of Mérida, whose story is similar.[1]
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History [edit]

The daughter of a noble
family, Eulalia lived near
the city of Barcelona.
During the persecutions
under Diocletian, governor
Dacian arrived in the city
intent on enforcing the
decrees.
Eulalia went to
the city and
confronted the
governor,
denouncing him
for his
persecution of
Christians.
Unable to
dismiss her
eloquent
appeals,
Dacian had her

stripped and flagellated. Afterwards, she was tortured
with various implements until she would deny her beliefs or die. Her wounds were burned with torches, but the
flames blew back against her tormentors. She prayed that God would take her to Heaven, then died.[2]

A dove is supposed to have flown forth from her mouth following her death, then a sudden snowstorm covered
her nude body like a garment.[2]

It is traditionally believed that her tortures culminated in her crucifixion on an X-shaped cross, and she is
depicted with this cross as the instrument of her martyrdom. However, it has been posited that she was instead
publicly tortured on an X frame and left there after she died, artistic depictions of which leading to the later
belief that she was crucified.[3]

Veneration [edit]
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Stylized X-shaped Cross of Santa
Eulàlia in L'Hospitalet

Wikimedia Commons has
media related to Saint Eulalia
of Barcelona.

There are a number of similarities with the description of the martyrdom
of Eulalia of Mérida.

Her body was originally interred in the church of Santa Maria de les
Arenes (St. Mary of the Sands; now Santa Maria del Mar, St. Mary of the
Sea). It was hidden in 713 during the Moorish invasion, and only
recovered in 878. In 1339, it was relocated to an alabaster sarcophagus
in the crypt of the newly built Cathedral of Santa Eulalia.[4] The festival
of Saint Eulalia is held in Barcelona for a week around her feast day on
February 12.[5]

Eulalia is commemorated with statues and street names throughout
Barcelona.[6] Baixada de Santa Eulàlia "Saint Eulalia's descent") reflects a tradition that Eulalia was placed in a
barrel with shards of glass and rolled down a street.[6]

See also [edit]

Sequence of Saint Eulalia – French hagiography from AD 880
Saint Eulalia of Barcelona, patron saint archive
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Eulalia of Mérida

Saint Eulalia of Mérida

Image of Santa Eulalia in Merida Cathedral

Martyr
Born c. AD 290

Mérida, Spain

Died c. AD 304
Mérida

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Orthodox Catholic Church

Canonized 304

Major shrine Cathedral of San Salvador

Feast 10 December

Attributes cross, stake, and dove

Patronage Mérida, Spain; Oviedo, Spain;
runaways; torture victims;
widows; inclement weather[1]

Saint Eulalia, by John William
Waterhouse, 1885, Tate collection.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eulalia of Mérida (Augusta Emerita in 292 - Augusta Emerita 10
December, 304) was a young Roman Christian martyred in
Augusta Emerita, the capital of Lusitania (modern Mérida, Spain),
during the Persecution of Christians under Diocletian. Other views
place her death at the time of Trajan Decius (AD 249-51).[2] There
is debate whether Saint Eulalia of Barcelona, whose story is
similar, is the same person.[3] Up till the proclamation of James,
son of Zebedee, Eulalia was invoked as the protector of Christian
troops in the Reconquista and was patron of the territories of
Spain during their formation.[4]
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Biography [edit]

Eulalia was a devout Christian virgin, aged 12–14, whose mother
sequestered her in the countryside in AD 304 because all citizens
were required to avow faith in the Roman gods. Eulalia ran away to
the law court of the governor Dacian at Emerita, professed herself
a Christian, insulted the pagan gods and emperor Maximian, and
challenged the authorities to martyr her. The judge's attempts at
flattery and bribery failed. According to the Spanish-Roman poet
Prudentius of the fifth century, who devoted book 3 of his
Peristephanon ("About martyrs") to Eulalia, she said:

Isis Apollo Venus nihil est,
Maximianus et ipse nihil:
illa nihil, quia facta manu;
hic, manuum quia facta colit

(Isis, Apollo and Venus are naught,
Nor is Maximian anything more;
Nothing are they, for by hand they were wrought,
He, for of hands he the work doth adore)

Eulalia was then stripped by the soldiers, tortured with hooks and
torches, and burnt at the stake, suffocating from smoke inhalation. She
taunted her torturers all the while,[5] and as she expired a dove flew out
of her mouth. This frightened away the soldiers and allowed a
miraculous snow to cover her nakedness, its whiteness indicating her
sainthood.

A shrine over Eulalia's tomb was soon erected. Veneration of Eulalia
was already popular with Christians by 350;[2] Prudentius' poem
increased her fame[6] and relics from her were distributed through
Iberia. Bishop Fidelis of Mérida rebuilt a basilica in her honor around
560.[2][7] Her shrine was the most popular in Visigothic Spain.[6] Around
780 her body was transferred to Oviedo by King Silo. It lies in a coffin of
Arab silver donated by Alfonso VI in 1075. In 1639, she was made patron saint of Oviedo.[8] She appears in
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Thieleman J. van Braght, Martyrs Mirror: An account of Those who Suffered in the Fourth Century (1660).[9]

Julia of Mérida [edit]

Often linked with Eulalia is Saint Julia of Mérida, as in the double dedication to Saints Eulalia and Julia. Julia is
also said to have been a young girl martyred at Mérida in 304, in the same persecution by Diocletian, and her
feast day is also celebrated on 10 December.[10]

See also [edit]

Saint Eulalia of Mérida, patron saint archive
Sequence of Saint Eulalia – French hagiography from 880
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Eulalia of Mérida

Saint Eulalia of Mérida

Image of Santa Eulalia in Merida Cathedral

Martyr
Born c. AD 290

Mérida, Spain

Died c. AD 304
Mérida

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Orthodox Catholic Church

Canonized 304

Major shrine Cathedral of San Salvador

Feast 10 December

Attributes cross, stake, and dove

Patronage Mérida, Spain; Oviedo, Spain;
runaways; torture victims;
widows; inclement weather[1]

Saint Eulalia, by John William
Waterhouse, 1885, Tate collection.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Eulalia of Merida)

Eulalia of Mérida (Augusta Emerita in 292 - Augusta Emerita 10
December, 304) was a young Roman Christian martyred in
Augusta Emerita, the capital of Lusitania (modern Mérida, Spain),
during the Persecution of Christians under Diocletian. Other views
place her death at the time of Trajan Decius (AD 249-51).[2] There
is debate whether Saint Eulalia of Barcelona, whose story is
similar, is the same person.[3] Up till the proclamation of James,
son of Zebedee, Eulalia was invoked as the protector of Christian
troops in the Reconquista and was patron of the territories of
Spain during their formation.[4]
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Biography [edit]

Eulalia was a devout Christian virgin, aged 12–14, whose mother
sequestered her in the countryside in AD 304 because all citizens
were required to avow faith in the Roman gods. Eulalia ran away to
the law court of the governor Dacian at Emerita, professed herself
a Christian, insulted the pagan gods and emperor Maximian, and
challenged the authorities to martyr her. The judge's attempts at
flattery and bribery failed. According to the Spanish-Roman poet
Prudentius of the fifth century, who devoted book 3 of his
Peristephanon ("About martyrs") to Eulalia, she said:

Isis Apollo Venus nihil est,
Maximianus et ipse nihil:
illa nihil, quia facta manu;
hic, manuum quia facta colit

(Isis, Apollo and Venus are naught,
Nor is Maximian anything more;
Nothing are they, for by hand they were wrought,
He, for of hands he the work doth adore)

Eulalia was then stripped by the soldiers, tortured with hooks and
torches, and burnt at the stake, suffocating from smoke inhalation. She
taunted her torturers all the while,[5] and as she expired a dove flew out
of her mouth. This frightened away the soldiers and allowed a
miraculous snow to cover her nakedness, its whiteness indicating her
sainthood.

A shrine over Eulalia's tomb was soon erected. Veneration of Eulalia
was already popular with Christians by 350;[2] Prudentius' poem
increased her fame[6] and relics from her were distributed through
Iberia. Bishop Fidelis of Mérida rebuilt a basilica in her honor around
560.[2][7] Her shrine was the most popular in Visigothic Spain.[6] Around
780 her body was transferred to Oviedo by King Silo. It lies in a coffin of
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Arab silver donated by Alfonso VI in 1075. In 1639, she was made patron saint of Oviedo.[8] She appears in
Thieleman J. van Braght, Martyrs Mirror: An account of Those who Suffered in the Fourth Century (1660).[9]

Julia of Mérida [edit]

Often linked with Eulalia is Saint Julia of Mérida, as in the double dedication to Saints Eulalia and Julia. Julia is
also said to have been a young girl martyred at Mérida in 304, in the same persecution by Diocletian, and her
feast day is also celebrated on 10 December.[10]

See also [edit]

Saint Eulalia of Mérida, patron saint archive
Sequence of Saint Eulalia – French hagiography from 880
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Marie Rose Durocher

Blessed
Marie-Rose Durocher

S.N.J.M.

Foundress of the Sisters of the
Holy Names of Jesus and Mary

Born 6 October 1811
Saint-Antoine-sur-Richelieu,
Lower Canada, British Empire

Died 6 October 1849 (aged 38)
Longueuil, Province of Canada,
British Empire

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
(Canada and the United States)

Beatified 23 May 1982, Rome, Italy by
Pope John Paul II

Major shrine Chapelle Marie-Rose
Co-cathedral of St. Anthony of
Padua in Longueuil, Quebec,
Canada

Feast October 6

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Eulalie Durocher)

For the Brazilian doctor, see Marie Durocher.

Marie-Rose Durocher (6 October 1811 – 6 October 1849) was a
Canadian Roman Catholic religious sister, who founded the Sisters
of the Holy Names of Jesus and Mary. She was beatified by the
Roman Catholic Church in 1982.
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Early life [edit]

She was born Eulalie Mélanie Durocher in the village of Saint-
Antoine-sur-Richelieu, Quebec, on 6 October 1811. She was the
tenth of eleven children born to Olivier and Geneviève Durocher, a
prosperous farming family. Three of her siblings died in infancy.
Her brothers Flavien, Théophile, and Eusèbe entered the Roman
Catholic priesthood, and her sister Séraphine joined the
Congregation of Notre Dame.[1]

Durocher was home-schooled by her paternal grandfather Olivier
Durocher until the age of 10. Upon his death in 1821, she became
a boarding pupil at a convent run by the Congregation of Notre
Dame in Saint-Denis-sur-Richelieu until 1823, where she made her
First Communion aged 12. After leaving the convent she returned
home to be privately tutored by Jean-Marie-Ignace Archambault, a
teacher at the Collège de Saint-Hyacinthe.[1] During this time she
owned a horse named Caesar and became a competent
equestrian.[2]

In 1827, aged 16, Durocher entered the boarding school of the
Congregation of Notre Dame in Montreal in 1827, where she
intended to enter the novitiate as her sister Séraphine had earlier done. However, her health proved too poor to
allow her to complete her education there and after two years she returned home.[1] A contemporary of
Durocher's from her time at boarding school later wrote:

"[Durocher] was wonderful; she alone was unaware of her own worth, attributing all to God that was found
favourable in her, and asserting that of herself she was only weakness and misery. She possessed charming
modesty, was gentle and amiable; attentive always to the voice of her teachers, she was still more so to the
voice of God, who spoke to her heart."[3]

In 1830, Durocher's mother Geneviève died, and Durocher assumed her mother's role as homemaker. In 1831,
Durocher's brother Theophile, who at that time was curate of Saint-Mathieu Parish in Belœil, persuaded his
father and Durocher to move from the family farm to the presbytery of his parish.[1] At the presbytery, Durocher
worked as housekeeper and secretary to Theophile between 1831 and 1843.[1] During the course of this work
she was made aware of the severe shortage of schools and teachers in the surrounding countryside (in 1835
Quebec was home to only 15 schools)[3] and discussed with her family and acquaintances the need for a
religious community specifically dedicated to the education of children both rich and poor.[1]

Foundress [edit]
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Main article: Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus and Mary

In 1841, Louis-Moïse Brassard, parish priest of Longueuil, entered discussions with Charles-Joseph-Eugène de
Mazenod, Bishop of Marseilles, France, for the establishment of a mission to Quebec by a French religious
congregation known as the Sœurs des Saints-Noms de Jésus et de Marie. Durocher learned of the proposed
mission through Brassard. Along with her friend Mélodie Dufresne, Durocher applied in advance to join the
novitiate of the new congregation upon its arrival in Canada.[3] However, the mission ultimately did not go
ahead, and Mazenod instead advised Ignace Bourget, Bishop of Montreal, whom Mazenod had met during
Bourget's European visit of that year, to establish a similar congregation in Canada, based upon the two women
who had been eager to be part of the French group.[1]

On 2 December 1841, a mission of the Oblate Fathers arrived in Montreal,[4] and in August 1842 opened a
church at Longueuil.[3] Among the Oblates was a Father Pierre-Adrien Telmon, who travelled to Belœil to
conduct popular missions, where he met Durocher and became her spiritual director.[1] On 6 October 1843,
Durocher traveled to Longueuil to witness her brother Eusèbe profess his religious vows, and there she met
Bishop Bourget.[3] Together, Bourget and Telmon petitioned Durocher to take a leading role in the foundation
of a new religious congregation dedicated to the Christian education of youth. Durocher agreed to this request,
and on 28 October 1843, Durocher began her postulancy at Saint-Antoine Church in Longueuil under the
direction of Father Jean-Marie François Allard, a member of the Oblates.[1] Two companions entered training
alongside her: Durocher's friend Mélodie Dufresne, and Henriette Céré, a schoolteacher of Longueuil at whose
school building Durocher and Dufresne roomed during their postulancy.[3]

On 28 February 1844, in a ceremony conducted by Bishop Bourget, the three postulants began their novitiate,
assumed the religious habit and received their religious names. Durocher took the name Sister Marie-Rose,
Dufresne became Sister Marie-Agnes and Céré became known as Sister Marie-Madeleine. Bishop Bourget
gave the newly founded community diocesan approval[5] and named it the Sisters of the Holy Names of Jesus
and Mary, after the French community Durocher had hoped to join.[1] The sisters adopted the rule and
constitutions of their French namesakes, as well as a modified version of their habit. On 8 December 1844,
Durocher, Dufresne, and Céré professed religious vows in the church at Longueuil. Bourget named Durocher
as mother superior, mistress of novices, and depositary of the new congregation.[1]

The new congregation began teaching out of Henriette Céré's schoolhouse, but demand for their services was
extraordinary and on 4 August 1844 they were forced to move to larger premises.[3] The number of prospective
pupils continued to rise over the following years, with the result that between February 1844 and October 1849
the sisters established four convents (in Longueuil, Belœil, Saint-Lin and Saint Timothée) employing 30
teachers and enrolling (as of 6 October 1849) 448 pupils.[1] The sisters developed a course of study that
provided equally for English and French pupils. Originally the sisters had planned to teach only girls but their
missionary requirements eventually forced them to teach boys in some provinces.[5]

On 17 March 1845, the sisters were incorporated by an act of the Canadian Parliament.[5] During 1846,
Durocher clashed with Charles Chiniquy, an outspoken priest who would eventually leave the Roman Catholic
Church and become a Protestant. Chiniquy wished to take control of teaching in the sisters' schools, and when
he was blocked in this aim by Durocher, he publicly disparaged the sisters.[1]

Death and beatification [edit]

Durocher, troubled throughout her life by ill health, died of a "wasting illness"[6] on 6 October 1849, aged 38.
Her funeral was held the same day in the church of Longueuil, with Bishop Ignace Bourget presiding. Since 1
May 2004, Durocher's remains have been interred in the Chapelle Marie-Rose in the right transept of the Co-
cathedral of St. Anthony of Padua in Longueuil.[1]

In a statement made in 1880, Bishop Ignace Bourget called for Durocher's canonization, saying: "I invoke her
aid as a saint for myself, and I hope that the Lord will glorify her before men by having the church award her the
honours of the altar."[1] On 9 November 1927, Alphonse-Emmanuel Deschamps, Auxiliary Bishop of Montreal,
appointed an ecclesiastical tribunal to enquire into the possible canonisation of Durocher.[6] The tribunal was
empowered by ecclesiastical mandate to collect anything written by Durocher, and called upon Roman Catholics
of Montreal to produce any privately held documents in accordance with that mandate.[6] The evidence
gathered by the tribunal was collected in a positio, which was then taken to Rome for presentation to the
Congregation for the Causes of Saints.

On 2 October 1972 the cause for her beatification was officially introduced by Pope Paul VI, bestowing upon
Durocher the title of "Servant of God". On 13 July 1979 a declaration was made with respect to Durocher's
heroic virtues, resulting in Durocher receiving the title "Venerable". On 23 May 1982 she was beatified by
decree of Pope John Paul II.[7][8] The decree was made before a crowd in St Peter’s Square in Rome.[1]
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Beatification is the third of four steps on the path to Roman Catholic sainthood, and bestows the title of
"Blessed" upon Durocher. Durocher's feast day is celebrated on 6 October.

Several alleged miracles have been posthumously connected with Durocher. In 1946, a Detroit man, Benjamin
Modzell, was crushed against a wall by a truck and pronounced dead. He was reported to recover after prayers
were made invoking Durocher. This incident was the primary miracle upon which Durocher's beatification was
based.[9]

In 1973, sisters at their Spokane, Washington, convent claimed to have a stopped a fire at a chapel in Fort
Wright College by invoking Durocher through prayer. The fire, which started in Spokane River gorge, was
approaching the campus when the sisters tacked Durocher's picture to trees and prayed to her for help.[9]

Flames were reportedly within 15 feet of the chapel, with smoke filling the interior, when the fire changed
direction.[10] Similarly, in 1979, Frank Carr, the owner of a lake resort in Tonasket, Washington, observed an
uncontrolled wildfire change direction after he tossed a picture of Durocher into the flames. Said Carr, "All I
know is that we threw in the picture and the wind changed. There's no question the fire would have taken the
orchard, some farm houses and the resort if it hadn't turned."[10]

Durocher is commemorated in a stained glass window in Mary, Queen of the World Cathedral in Montreal,
where she is depicted alongside Frances Xavier Cabrini and Andre Bessette. The College Durocher St
Lambert, Quebec, is named after Durocher,[11] as is the Eulalie Durocher High School in Montreal. Durocher
Hall at Holy Names University Oakland, California, is one building named in her honor, as is Durocher Pavilion
on the grounds of St. Cecilia Parish in San Francisco.
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Saints Eulampius and Eulampia

Martyrs
Born Nicomedia, Asia Minor

Died 310 AD
Nicomedia, Asia Minor

Feast October 10

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saints Eulampius and Eulampia (died 310 AD) are venerated
as 3rd century Christian martyrs. According to tradition, they
were brother and sister and natives of Nicomedia and were
executed during the reign of Emperor Maximinus II Daia.[1]

According to tradition, Eulampius was arrested by the Roman
authorities during an attempt to buy supplies for Christians who
were hiding in caves on the outskirts of Nicomedia.[1] After
Eulampius was whipped, his sister Eulampia was arrested after
she identified herself by emerging from a crowd to embrace and
comfort him.[1]

Eulampius and Eulampia were executed the next day.[1]

According to Christian tradition, two hundred soldiers, moved by
the courage of the two siblings, converted to Christianity and
were themselves martyred.[2]
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Saint Eulogius of Alexandria

Miniature from the Menologion of Basil II

Bishop and Confessor
Born Syria

Died September 13, 608

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast September 13

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the 12th-century patriarch, see Eulogius II of Alexandria.

Eulogius of Alexandria (Greek: Εὐλόγιος) was
Greek Patriarch of that see (Eulogius I) from 580 to
608. He is regarded as a saint, with a feast day of
September 13.

He was a successful combatant of various phases
of Monophysitism. He was a warm friend of Pope
Gregory the Great, who corresponded with him, and
received from that pope many flattering expressions
of esteem and admiration.[1][2]

Eulogius refuted the Novatians, some communities
of which ancient sect still existed in his diocese, and
vindicated the hypostatic union of the two natures in
Christ, against both Nestorius and Eutyches.
Cardinal Baronius[3] says that Gregory wished
Eulogius to survive him, recognizing in him the voice
of truth.

It has been said that he restored for a brief period
to the Church of Alexandria life and youthful
vigour.[1]

Besides the above works and a commentary against various sects of Monophysites (Severans, Theodosians,
Cainites and Acephali) he left eleven discourses in defence of Pope Leo I and the Council of Chalcedon, also a
work against the Agnoetae, submitted by him before publication to Pope Gregory I, who after some
observations authorized it unchanged. With exception of one sermon and a few fragments, all the writings of
Eulogius have perished.[1]
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Minuscule 715
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Coptic Orthodox
Popes and Patriarchs

(451–present)

· John III · Isaac · Simeon I · Alexander II · Cosmas I · Theodore I · Michael I ·
Mina I · John IV · Mark II · James · Simeon II · Joseph I · Michael II · Cosmas II ·
Shenouda I · Michael III · Gabriel I · Cosmas III · Macarius I ·
Theophilus II (AKA Theophanes) · Mina II · Abraham · Philotheos · Zacharias ·
Shenouda II · Christodoulos · Cyril II · Michael IV · Macarius II · Gabriel II ·
Michael V · John V · Mark III · John VI · Cyril III · Athanasius III · John VII · Gabriel III
· John VII · Theodosius III · John VIII · John IX · Benjamin II · Peter V · Mark IV ·
John X · Gabriel IV · Matthew I · Gabriel V · John XI · Matthew II · Gabriel VI ·
Michael VI · John XII · John XIII · Gabriel VII · John XIV · Gabriel VIII · Mark V ·
John XV · Matthew III · Mark VI · Matthew IV · John XVI · Peter VI · John XVII ·
Mark VII · John XVIII · Mark VIII · Peter VII · Cyril IV · Demetrius II · Cyril V · John XIX ·
Macarius III · Joseph II · Cyril VI · Shenouda III · Tawadros II (current)

Greek Orthodox Popes and Patriarchs
(451–present)

Proterius · Timothy II · Timothy III · John I · Peter III · Athanasius II · John II · John III
· Dioscorus II · Timothy IV · Theodosius I · Gainas · Paul · Zoilus · Apollinarius ·
John IV · Eulogius · Theodore I · John V · George I · Cyrus · Peter IV · Peter V ·
Peter VI · Cosmas I · Politianus · Eustatius · Christopher I · Sophronius I ·
Michael I · Michael II · Christodoulos · Eutychius · Sophronius II · Isaac · Job ·
Elias I · Arsenius · Theophilus II · George II · Leontius · Alexander II · John VI ·
Cyril II · Sabbas · Sophronius III · Elias II · Eleutherius · Mark III* · Nicholas I ·
Gregory I · Nicholas II · Athanasius III · Gregory II · Gregory III · Niphon · Mark IV ·
Nicholas III · Gregory IV · Nicholas IV · Athanasius IV · Mark V · Philotheus ·
Mark VI · Gregory V · Joachim I · Silvester · Meletius I Pegas · Cyril III · Gerasimus I
· Metrophanes · Nicephorus · Joannicius · Paisius · Parthenius I · Gerasimus II ·
Samuel · Cosmas II · Cosmas III · Matthew · Cyprian · Gerasimus III ·
Parthenius II · Theophilus III · Hierotheus I · Artemius · Hierotheus II · Callinicus ·
Jacob · Nicanor · Sophronius IV · Photius · Meletius II · Nicholas V · Christopher II
· Nicholas VI · Parthenius III · Peter VII · Theodore II (current)

Latin Catholic Patriarchs
(1276 –1954)

Atanasio (Athanasius) · Egidio da Ferrara (Giles) · ?Humbert II, Dauphin of Vienne
· Juan (John) · Guillaume de Chanac · Arnaud Bernard du Pouget
(Arnaldo Bernardi) · uncanonical Jean de Cardaillac · Pietro Amely di Brunac · ?
Johannes Walteri von Sinten · uncanonical Simon of Cramaud · Pietro Amely di
Brunac · Leonardo Dolfin · Ugo Roberti · Pietro Amaury di Lordat · Lancelotus de
Navarra · Giovanni Contarini · Pietro · Vitalis di Mauléon · Giovanni Vitelleschi ·
Marco Condulmer · Jean d’Harcourt · Arnaldo Rogerii de Palas · Pedro de Urrea ·
Pedro González de Mendoza · Diego Hurtado de Mendoza ·
Alonso de Fonseca y Acevedo · Bernardino Carafa · Cesare Riario ·
Guido Ascanio Sforza di Santa Fiora · Ottaviano Maria Sforza · Julius Gonzaga ·
Cristoforo Guidalotti Ciocchi del Monte · Jacques Cortès · Tommaso ·
Alessandro Riario · Enrico Caetani · Giovanni Battista Albani · Camillo Caetani ·
Séraphin Olivier-Razali · Alessandro di Sangro · Honoratus Caetani ·
Federico Borromeo · Allesandro Crescenzi · Aloysius Bevilacqua ·
Petrus Draghi Bartoli · Gregorio Giuseppe Gaetani de Aragonia · Carlo Ambrosio
Mezzabarba · Filippo Carlo Spada · Girolamo Crispi · Giuseppe Antonio Davanzati
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Luca Ermenegildo Pasetto

Melkite Catholic Titular Patriarchs
(1724–present)

Cyril VI Tanas · Athanasius IV Jawhar · Maximos II Hakim · Theodosius V Dahan ·
Athanasius IV Jawhar · Cyril VII Siaj · Agapius II Matar · Ignatius IV Sarrouf ·
Athanasius V Matar · Macarius IV Tawil · Ignatius V Qattan · Maximos III Mazloum ·
Clement Bahouth · Gregory II Youssef-Sayur · Peter IV Geraigiry · Cyril VIII Geha ·
Demetrius I Qadi · Cyril IX Moghabghab · Maximos IV Sayegh · Maximos V Hakim ·
Gregory III Laham · Youssef I Absi

Coptic Catholic Patriarchs
(1824–present)

Maximos Jouwed · Kyrillos Makarios · Stéphanos I Sidarouss ·
Stéphanos II Ghattas · Antonios I Naguib · Ibrahim Isaac Sidrak
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Eulogius of Córdoba

Saint Eulogius of Córdoba

The Martyrdom of Saint Eulogius of cordoba, at
Cordoba Cathedral, by an unknown artist of the

17th century.

Priest and Martyr
Born prior to 819

Córdoba, Caliphate of Cordoba
(modern day Spain)

Died March 11, 857
Córdoba

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Major shrine Cathedral of Oviedo

Feast March 11

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Eulogius of Córdoba (Spanish: San Eulogio de Córdoba
(died March 11, 857) was one of the Martyrs of Córdoba.[1] He
flourished during the reigns of the Cordovan emirs Abd-er-
Rahman II and Muhammad I (mid-9th century).
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Background [edit]

In the ninth century, the Muslim conquerors of Spain made
Cordoba their capital. Christians were accorded a subaltern
status, and subject to a monthly tax. Though restricted, they were
permitted to worship. Some, like Eulogius’s younger brother, rose
to high positions in the government.[2] In the large cities like
Toledo and Córdoba, Christians in some cases observed the civil
laws that applied during the time of Visigothic rule. The
government was exercised by the comes (count), president of the
council of senators.

During this time, the faithful could, it is true, worship freely, and retained their churches and property on
condition of paying a tribute for every parish, cathedral, and monastery; frequently such tribute was increased
at the will of the conqueror, and often the living had to pay for the dead. Many of the faithful then fled to
Northern Spain; others took refuge in the monasteries of Sierras, and thus the number of Christians shrank
eventually to small proportions.[3]

Under Abd-er Rahman II there came a change in the attitude of the Arab rulers, and a fierce persecution
ensued, during which many Christians were accused of abusing the memory of Mohammed, of entering
mosques, and of conspiracy against the Government.[3]

Early life [edit]

It is not certain on what date or in what year of the 9th century he was born; it must have been before 819,
because in 848 he was a highly esteemed priest among the Christians of Catalonia and Navarre, and
priesthood was conferred only on men thirty years of age.[4]

The family of the saint was of the senatorial class and held land in Córdoba from Roman times. The saint, like
his five brothers, received an excellent education in accord with his good birth and under the guardianship of
his mother Isabel. The youngest of the brothers, Joseph, held a high office in the palace of Abd-er-Rahman II;
two other brothers, Alvarus and Isidore, were merchants and traded on a large scale as far as Central Europe.
Of his sisters, Niola and Anulona, the first remained with her mother; the second was educated from infancy in a
monastery where she later became a nun.[4]

Career [edit]

After completing his studies in the monastery of St. Zoilus,[5] St. Eulogius continued to live with his family the
better to care for his mother; also, perhaps, to study with famous masters, one of whom was Abbot Speraindeo,
an illustrious writer of that time.He distinguished himself, by his virtue and learning, and, being made priest, was
placed at the head of the chief ecclesiastical school at Cordova.[6]
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In the meantime he found a friend in the celebrated Alvarus Paulus, a fellow-student, and they cultivated
together all branches of science, sacred and profane, within their reach. Their correspondence in prose and
verse filled volumes; later they agreed to destroy it as too exuberant and lacking in polish. Alvarus married, but
St. Eulogius preferred the ecclesiastical career, and was finally ordained a priest by Bishop Reccafred of
Cordova.

During 848, Eulogius visited monasteries in northern Iberia, among them San Zacharias, where he received
texts of St. Augustine, Horace, Juvenal and Virgil and brought them back to Cordoba.[7][8]

Character [edit]

St. Eulogius’s friend and biographer Paulus Alvarus affectionately
described him as gentle, reverent, well-educated, steeped in Scripture,
and so humble that he freely submitted to opinions of others less
informed than he. He said that Eulogius had a pleasant demeanor and
conducted his relationships with such kindness that everyone regarded
him as a friend. A gifted leader, the most prominent among his charisma
was the ability to give encouragement. As a priest serving in an
occupied country, he used this gift to strengthen his friends in the face
of danger.[2]

This humility shone particularly on two occasions. In his youth he had
decided to make a foot pilgrimage to Rome; notwithstanding his great fervour and his devotion to the sepulchre
of the Prince of the Apostles (a notable proof of the union of the Mozarabic rite Church with Rome), he gave up
his project, yielding to the advice of prudent friends. Again, during the Muslim persecution, in 850, after reading
a passage of the works of St. Epiphanius he decided to refrain for a time from saying Mass that he might better
defend the cause of the martyrs; however, at the request of his bishop, Saul of Córdoba, he put aside his
scruples. His extant writings are proof that Alvarus did not exaggerate.

They give an account of what is most important from 848 to 859 in Iberian Christianity, both without and within
the Muslim dominions, especially of the lives of the martyrs who suffered during the Muslim persecution, quorum
para ipse magna fuit.

However, in 850 the Muslims began to persecute Christians because some had spoken against Mohammed and
converted Muslims to Christianity. They imprisoned the bishop and priests of Cordoba, including Eulogius. In
jail, the saint read the Bible to his companions, exhorting them to faithfulness.[2]

The earliest account of the Quran in a language other than Arabic is credited to Eulogius, who translated Sura
al-Ahzab verse 37, around the year 857.

In 857, a virgin named Leocritia of a noble family of the Moors was converted and sought his protection against
her irate parents. St. Eulogius hid her among friends for a time, but eventually they were all discovered and
condemned to death. St. Eulogius was beheaded on March 11, 857, and St. Leocritia four days later on March
15, 857.[6] Paul Alvarus' 'Life of Eulogius' records that a dove was seen flying above his martyred body,
portraying his peacefulness and innocence, which could not be killed despite the attempts of the angered
Muslims.[9]

St. Eulogius was chosen to fill the vacant Archepiscopal See of Toledo, but could not be consecrated as
Archbishop of Toledo, owing to his imprisonment shortly before his execution by beheading.[10] St. Eulogius left
a perfect account of the orthodox doctrine which he defended, the intellectual culture which he propagated, the
imprisonment and sufferings which he endured; in a word, his writings show that he followed to the letter the
exhortation of St. Paul: Imitatores mei estote sicut et ego Christi.

St. Eulogius is buried in the Cathedral of Oviedo. His feast day is March 11.
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Eulogius of Córdoba

Saint Eulogius of Córdoba

The Martyrdom of Saint Eulogius of cordoba, at
Cordoba Cathedral, by an unknown artist of the

17th century.

Priest and Martyr
Born prior to 819

Córdoba, Caliphate of Cordoba
(modern day Spain)

Died March 11, 857
Córdoba

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Major shrine Cathedral of Oviedo

Feast March 11

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Eulogius of Cordova)

Saint Eulogius of Córdoba (Spanish: San Eulogio de Córdoba
(died March 11, 857) was one of the Martyrs of Córdoba.[1] He
flourished during the reigns of the Cordovan emirs Abd-er-
Rahman II and Muhammad I (mid-9th century).
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Background [edit]

In the ninth century, the Muslim conquerors of Spain made
Cordoba their capital. Christians were accorded a subaltern
status, and subject to a monthly tax. Though restricted, they were
permitted to worship. Some, like Eulogius’s younger brother, rose
to high positions in the government.[2] In the large cities like
Toledo and Córdoba, Christians in some cases observed the civil
laws that applied during the time of Visigothic rule. The
government was exercised by the comes (count), president of the
council of senators.

During this time, the faithful could, it is true, worship freely, and retained their churches and property on
condition of paying a tribute for every parish, cathedral, and monastery; frequently such tribute was increased
at the will of the conqueror, and often the living had to pay for the dead. Many of the faithful then fled to
Northern Spain; others took refuge in the monasteries of Sierras, and thus the number of Christians shrank
eventually to small proportions.[3]

Under Abd-er Rahman II there came a change in the attitude of the Arab rulers, and a fierce persecution
ensued, during which many Christians were accused of abusing the memory of Mohammed, of entering
mosques, and of conspiracy against the Government.[3]

Early life [edit]

It is not certain on what date or in what year of the 9th century he was born; it must have been before 819,
because in 848 he was a highly esteemed priest among the Christians of Catalonia and Navarre, and
priesthood was conferred only on men thirty years of age.[4]

The family of the saint was of the senatorial class and held land in Córdoba from Roman times. The saint, like
his five brothers, received an excellent education in accord with his good birth and under the guardianship of
his mother Isabel. The youngest of the brothers, Joseph, held a high office in the palace of Abd-er-Rahman II;
two other brothers, Alvarus and Isidore, were merchants and traded on a large scale as far as Central Europe.
Of his sisters, Niola and Anulona, the first remained with her mother; the second was educated from infancy in a
monastery where she later became a nun.[4]

Career [edit]

After completing his studies in the monastery of St. Zoilus,[5] St. Eulogius continued to live with his family the
better to care for his mother; also, perhaps, to study with famous masters, one of whom was Abbot Speraindeo,
an illustrious writer of that time.He distinguished himself, by his virtue and learning, and, being made priest, was
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placed at the head of the chief ecclesiastical school at Cordova.[6]

In the meantime he found a friend in the celebrated Alvarus Paulus, a fellow-student, and they cultivated
together all branches of science, sacred and profane, within their reach. Their correspondence in prose and
verse filled volumes; later they agreed to destroy it as too exuberant and lacking in polish. Alvarus married, but
St. Eulogius preferred the ecclesiastical career, and was finally ordained a priest by Bishop Reccafred of
Cordova.

During 848, Eulogius visited monasteries in northern Iberia, among them San Zacharias, where he received
texts of St. Augustine, Horace, Juvenal and Virgil and brought them back to Cordoba.[7][8]

Character [edit]

St. Eulogius’s friend and biographer Paulus Alvarus affectionately
described him as gentle, reverent, well-educated, steeped in Scripture,
and so humble that he freely submitted to opinions of others less
informed than he. He said that Eulogius had a pleasant demeanor and
conducted his relationships with such kindness that everyone regarded
him as a friend. A gifted leader, the most prominent among his charisma
was the ability to give encouragement. As a priest serving in an
occupied country, he used this gift to strengthen his friends in the face
of danger.[2]

This humility shone particularly on two occasions. In his youth he had
decided to make a foot pilgrimage to Rome; notwithstanding his great fervour and his devotion to the sepulchre
of the Prince of the Apostles (a notable proof of the union of the Mozarabic rite Church with Rome), he gave up
his project, yielding to the advice of prudent friends. Again, during the Muslim persecution, in 850, after reading
a passage of the works of St. Epiphanius he decided to refrain for a time from saying Mass that he might better
defend the cause of the martyrs; however, at the request of his bishop, Saul of Córdoba, he put aside his
scruples. His extant writings are proof that Alvarus did not exaggerate.

They give an account of what is most important from 848 to 859 in Iberian Christianity, both without and within
the Muslim dominions, especially of the lives of the martyrs who suffered during the Muslim persecution, quorum
para ipse magna fuit.

However, in 850 the Muslims began to persecute Christians because some had spoken against Mohammed and
converted Muslims to Christianity. They imprisoned the bishop and priests of Cordoba, including Eulogius. In
jail, the saint read the Bible to his companions, exhorting them to faithfulness.[2]

The earliest account of the Quran in a language other than Arabic is credited to Eulogius, who translated Sura
al-Ahzab verse 37, around the year 857.

In 857, a virgin named Leocritia of a noble family of the Moors was converted and sought his protection against
her irate parents. St. Eulogius hid her among friends for a time, but eventually they were all discovered and
condemned to death. St. Eulogius was beheaded on March 11, 857, and St. Leocritia four days later on March
15, 857.[6] Paul Alvarus' 'Life of Eulogius' records that a dove was seen flying above his martyred body,
portraying his peacefulness and innocence, which could not be killed despite the attempts of the angered
Muslims.[9]

St. Eulogius was chosen to fill the vacant Archepiscopal See of Toledo, but could not be consecrated as
Archbishop of Toledo, owing to his imprisonment shortly before his execution by beheading.[10] St. Eulogius left
a perfect account of the orthodox doctrine which he defended, the intellectual culture which he propagated, the
imprisonment and sufferings which he endured; in a word, his writings show that he followed to the letter the
exhortation of St. Paul: Imitatores mei estote sicut et ego Christi.

St. Eulogius is buried in the Cathedral of Oviedo. His feast day is March 11.
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Saint Euny or Uny (6th century) is the patron saint of the churches of Lelant and Redruth in west Cornwall,
England, UK.[1]

Life [edit]

William Worcester in his account of travels in Cornwall in 1478 records that St Uny, the brother of St Herygh,
was buried at the parish church of St Uny near the town of Lelant, and that his feast day was 1 February.
According to him Uny and Herygh (patron of St Erth) were the brothers of St Ia, patron of St Ives (St Ia was an
Irish princess who evangelised part of Cornwall). This account is the first record of the spelling "Uny", no doubt
because it was recorded as spoken rather than written. The correct spelling is "Euny" though the spelling "Uny"
is used after the mid 16th century.

As well as being the patron of Lelant and Redruth Euny is the joint patron of Crowan. In all three churches the
feast day is the Sunday nearest to 1 February, the day mentioned by William Worcester. In some 18th-century
documents there is evidence that the parish of Crowan was called Uni-Crowan and this may be connected to
the fact that the parish was in two parts, one in Penwith and one in Kerrier Hundred. The Kerrier portion was
once a separate chapelry and may have had St Euny as its patron saint.[2]

Lelant was the centre of Euny's missionary work and the focus of the cult after his death; it was until the Middle
Ages an important port at the north end of the short land crossing to St Michael's Mount. Redruth church stands
below Carn Brea where there are remains of a prehistoric town. The town must have been the capital of the
district 2000 years ago. This collocation suggests that St Euny was able to convert the chieftain of this land and
was given a site for the church.

In the parish of Wendron is a farm called Marooney. (It was recorded as Mertharuny in 1751 and Metheruny in
1756.) In a circular garden still known as "the churchyard" in which human bones have been dug up are the
remains of a small chapel. Nearby is "a magnificent Celtic cross of an enriched and most original design". This
chapel is on the site of a very ancient church in honour of St Euny. After the Reformation it was allowed to
decay. In the parish of Sancreed there is a famous holy well called Chapel Euny. In Brittany are two parishes,
Plevin and Plouyé; their names have been interpreted by Joseph Loth as containing the names of St Euny and
St Ia.[3]

See also [edit]

Carn Euny
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Luca Giordano, The Patron Saints of Naples (Baculus,
Euphebius, Francis Borgia, Aspren (kneeling), and

Candida the Elder) adoring the Crucifix, 17th century.
Palazzo Reale, Naples.

Bishop
Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Patronage Naples

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Euphebius (Ephebus, Euphemus, Efrimus) is
venerated as a patron saint and bishop of Naples.[1]

Ferdinando Ughelli writes[2] that the date of Euphebius'
episcopate cannot be determined with certainty.[1] There is
no biography of Euphebius’ life.[1] Paulus Regius and
Baronius theorized that Euphebius died in 713 AD, but
Joannes Diaconus considers Euphebius the eighth bishop
of Naples, succeeding St. Eustasius (Eustathius), which
would have his episcopate occur sometime in the 2nd
century.[1] He is commemorated in the Roman Martyrology
on May 23.[3]
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Euphemia

Saint Euphemia

Mural depicting the martyrdom of St. Euphemia
(Church of St. Euphemia, Rovinj, Croatia)

Virgin, Martyr
Died 303 A.D.

Chalcedon, Bithynia

Venerated in Catholic Church, Orthodox
Church, Church of England

Major shrine Orthodox Patriarchal Cathedral
of St. George, Istanbul, Church of
St. Euphemia, Rovinj, Croatia

Feast September 16 (martyrdom)
July 11 (miracle)

Attributes Clothed as a pious woman with
her head covered, surrounded by
one or a few lions, often holding
a wheel or a cross

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Euphemia (disambiguation).

Saint Euphemia (Greek: Ευφημία Late Koine Greek [efiˈmia]),
"well-spoken [of]", known as the All-praised in the Orthodox
Church, is a Christian saint, who was martyred for her faith in 303
AD. According to Christian tradition, this occurred at Chalcedon.

According to tradition, Euphemia was arrested for refusing to offer
sacrifices to Ares. After suffering various tortures, she died in the
arena at Chalcedon from wounds sustained from a lion. Her tomb
became a site of pilgrimages. She is commemorated on
September 16.
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Historical background [edit]

Euphemia's name and year of death are recorded in the 5th
century Martyrologium Hieronymianum, the earliest extant list of
Christian martyrs. The year, 303, was the first year of the Great
Persecution under Roman emperor Diocletian. The Fasti
vindobonenses, a collection of liturgical documents from the 4th to
6th centuries, says she died on the 16th of October. Other than
this, there is no verifiable historical information about Euphemia.[1] Egeria, who made a pilgrimage to the Holy
Land about 381-384 and wrote an account of her travels, relates being shown the site of Euphemia's
martyrdom in Chalcedon.[1] Euphemia became a famous saint and stories about her accumulated; the Golden
Legend, a collection of hagiographies from about 1260, includes an account of her martyrdom.[1]

Hagiography [edit]

St. Euphemia lived on the cusp of the 3rd and 4th centuries AD. According to tradition, she was the daughter of
a senator named Philophronos and his wife Theodosia in Chalcedon, located across the Bosporus from the city
of Byzantium (modern-day Istanbul).[2] From her youth she was consecrated to virginity.

The governor of Chalcedon, Priscus, had made a decree that all of the inhabitants of the city take part in
sacrifices to the deity Ares. Euphemia was discovered with forty-nine other Christians hiding in a house and
worshipping God, in defiance of the governor's orders.[2] Because of their refusal to sacrifice, they were
tortured for a number of days, and then, all but Euphemia, sent to the Emperor for trial.[3] Euphemia, the
youngest among them, was separated from her companions and subjected to particularly harsh torments,
including the wheel, in hopes of breaking her spirit. She was placed in the arena, where lions were sent out to
kill her, but they instead licked her wounds. It is believed that she died of wounds from a wild bear in the
arena.[2]

Miracle during the Council of Chalcedon [edit]

The Council of Chalcedon, the Fourth Ecumenical Council of the Christian Church, took place in the city of
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George in Istanbul.
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Chalcedon in the year 451. It repudiated the Eutychian doctrine of
monophysitism, and set forth the Chalcedonian Definition, which describes the
"full humanity and full divinity" of Jesus Christ, the Second Person of the Holy
Trinity.

Present at the council were 630 representatives from all the local Christian
Churches. The meetings were quite contentious, and no decisive consensus
could be reached.

According to the Synaxarion of Constantinople, a collection of hagiographies,
both parties wrote a confession of their faith and placed them on the breast of
Saint Euphemia within her tomb. After three days the tomb was opened and the
scroll with the Orthodox confession was seen in the right hand of St Euphemia
while the scroll of the Monophysites lay at her feet.[1]

Relics [edit]

When the persecution of Diocletian ended, the Christians
laid Saint Euphemia’s reputed relics in a golden
sarcophagus, placed within a church that was dedicated to
her. Her relics attracted crowds of pilgrims for centuries.

Around the year 620, in the wake of the conquest of
Chalcedon by the Persians under Khosrau I in the year
617, the relics of Saint Euphemia were transferred to a
new church in Constantinople. There, during the
persecutions of the Iconoclasts, her reliquary was said
to have been thrown into the sea, from which it was
recovered by the ship-owning brothers Sergios and
Sergonos, who belonged to the Orthodox party, and

who gave it over to the local bishop who hid them in a secret crypt. The
relics were afterwards taken to the Island of Lemnos, and in 796 they were
returned to Constantinople.[3] The majority of her relics are still in the
Patriarchal Church of St. George, in Istanbul.

Feast days [edit]

The primary feast day of Saint Euphemia, celebrated by both Eastern and Western Christians is September 16
in commemoration of her martyrdom. Additionally, Eastern Orthodox Christians commemorate her miracle at the
Council of Chalcedon on July 11.

Popular culture [edit]

St. Euphemia is a widely venerated saint among all Eastern Orthodox Christians, not only for her virginity and
martyrdom, but also for her strengthening of the Orthodox Faith, and her feast days are celebrated with special
solemnity. Churches in her honor have been erected at many places in the Christian world.

See also [edit]

Church of St. Euphemia, Rovinj
630 Euphemia - an asteroid named after St. Euphemia
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Miracle of the Greatmartyr Euphemia the All-praised at Chalcedon
(July 11 feast)
Saint Euphemia  at the Christian Iconography  web site
Here Followeth the Life of S. Eufemia  in Caxton's translation of the Golden Legend

Saints of the Catholic Church
Stages of canonization: Servant of God   →   Venerable   →   Blessed   →   Saint

Virgin Mary Mother of God (Theotokos) · Immaculate Conception · Perpetual virginity · Assumption · Marian apparition ·
Titles of Mary · Joseph (husband)

Apostles Andrew · Barnabas · Bartholomew · James of Alphaeus · James the Great · John · Jude · Matthew · Matthias
· Paul · Peter · Philip · Simon · Thomas

Archangels Gabriel · Michael · Raphael

Confessors

Anatolius · Athanasius the Confessor · Chariton the Confessor · Dominic · Edward the Confessor ·
Francis of Assisi · Francis Borgia · Louis Bertrand · Maximus the Confessor · Michael of Synnada ·
Paphnutius the Confessor · Paul I of Constantinople · Peter Claver · Salonius · Seraphim of Sarov ·
Theophanes the Confessor

Disciples Apollos · Mary Magdalene · Priscilla and Aquila · Silvanus · Stephen · Timothy · Titus · Seventy disciples

Doctors

Gregory the Great · Ambrose · Augustine of Hippo · Jerome · John Chrysostom · Basil of Caesarea ·
Gregory of Nazianzus · Athanasius of Alexandria · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem ·
John of Damascus · Bede the Venerable · Ephrem the Syrian · Thomas Aquinas · Bonaventure ·
Anselm of Canterbury · Isidore of Seville · Peter Chrysologus · Leo the Great · Peter Damian ·
Bernard of Clairvaux · Hilary of Poitiers · Alphonsus Liguori · Francis de Sales · Peter Canisius ·
John of the Cross · Robert Bellarmine · Albertus Magnus · Anthony of Padua · Lawrence of Brindisi ·
Teresa of Ávila · Catherine of Siena · Thérèse of Lisieux · John of Ávila · Hildegard of Bingen ·
Gregory of Narek

Evangelists Matthew · Mark · Luke · John

Church
Fathers

Alexander of Alexandria · Alexander of Jerusalem · Ambrose of Milan · Anatolius · Athanasius of Alexandria ·
Augustine of Hippo · Caesarius of Arles · Caius · Cappadocian Fathers · Clement of Alexandria ·
Clement of Rome · Cyprian of Carthage · Cyril of Alexandria · Cyril of Jerusalem · Damasus I ·
Desert Fathers · Desert Mothers · Dionysius of Alexandria · Dionysius of Corinth · Dionysius ·
Ephrem the Syrian · Epiphanius of Salamis · Fulgentius of Ruspe · Gregory the Great · Gregory of Nazianzus
· Gregory of Nyssa · Hilary of Poitiers · Hippolytus of Rome · Ignatius of Antioch · Irenaeus of Lyons ·
Isidore of Seville · Jerome of Stridonium · John Chrysostom · John of Damascus · Maximus the Confessor ·
Melito of Sardis · Quadratus of Athens · Papias of Hierapolis · Peter Chrysologus · Polycarp of Smyrna ·
Theophilus of Antioch · Victorinus of Pettau · Vincent of Lérins · Zephyrinus

Martyrs

Canadian Martyrs · Carthusian Martyrs · Child Martyrs of Tlaxcala · Dismas the Good Thief ·
Forty Martyrs of England and Wales · Four Crowned Martyrs · Gerard of Csanád · Great Martyr ·
The Holy Innocents · Irish Martyrs · Joan of Arc · John Fisher · Korean Martyrs · Lorenzo Ruiz ·
Lübeck martyrs · Luigi Versiglia · Martyrology · Martyrs of Albania · Martyrs of China · Martyrs of Japan ·
Martyrs of Laos · Martyrs of Natal · Martyrs of Otranto · Martyrs of the Spanish Civil War · Maximilian Kolbe ·
Óscar Romero · Pedro Calungsod · Perpetua and Felicity · Peter Chanel · Pietro Parenzo · Philomena ·
Saints of the Cristero War · Stephen · Teresa Benedicta of the Cross · Thomas Becket · Thomas More ·
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Euphrasia of Constantinople

Saint Euphrasia

Euphrasia carried heavy rocks as a penitential
labor.

From an 1878 book, Little Pictorial Lives of the Saints

Virgin
Born 380

Constantinople, Eastern Roman
Empire

Died March 13, 410 (aged 30)
The Thebaid, Egypt

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast July 24 (Roman Catholic)
July 25 (Eastern Orthodox)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Euphrasia (Eupraxia) of Constantinople)

Saint Euphrasia (also, Eupraxia) (380 – March 13, 410) was a
Constantinopolitan nun who was venerated after her death as a
saint for her piety and example of charity.
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Life [edit]

Euphrasia was the only daughter of Antigonus—a nobleman of
the court of Emperor Theodosius I, to whom he was related—
and of Euphrasia, his wife. When Antigonus died, his widow and
young daughter withdrew together to Egypt, near a monastery
of one hundred and thirty nuns.[1] This was less than a century
since St. Anthony had established his first monastery, but
monasticism in that time had spread with incredible speed.

At the age of seven, Euphrasia begged to take vows and
become a nun at the monastery. When her mother presented
the child to the abbess, Euphrasia took up an image of Christ
and kissed it, saying, "By vow I consecrate myself to Christ."[1]

Her mother replied, "Lord Jesus Christ, receive this child under
your special protection. You alone doth she love and seek: to
you doth she recommend herself."[1] Soon after, Euphrasia's
mother became ill and died.

Hearing of her mother's death, the Emperor Theodosius I sent
for Euphrasia, whom he had promised in marriage to a young
senator.[1] She responded with a letter to the Emperor declining
the offer to marry; instead, she requested that her estate be
sold and divided among the poor, and that her slaves be
manumitted. The emperor did as she requested shortly before
his death in 395.[1]

Another version of her biography states that Euphrasia was raised in the court of Theodosius, and that her
mother joined the monastery; Euphrasia joined her as a child. The same version says that it was Theodosius'
successor, Arcadius, that commanded her to marry the senator, but she was likewise permitted to remain a nun
and give away her property.[2]

Euphrasia was known for her humility, meekness, and charity; her abbess often advised her to perform manual
labor when she was burdened with temptations. As a part of these labors, she often carried heavy stones from
one place to another—once she did so for thirty days at one time.[1] Euphrasia died in the year 410 at the age
of thirty.[1]

Veneration [edit]

In Thebáide deposítio sanctæ Euphrásiæ Vírginis.
In Thebais, the death of St. Euphrasia, virgin.

— From the Roman Martyrology[3]
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Euphrasia was said to perform miracles before and after her death. For example, she is said to have healed a
deaf, dumb and crippled child, and she delivered a woman from possession by the devil. Moreover, before she
died, the abbess of Euphrasia's monastery reported having had a vision of Euphrasia transported to God's
throne, surrounded by angels.[4] After her death, she was venerated as a saint. In Western Christianity, her
feast day is July 24, according to the Roman Martyrology reformed after the Second Vatican Council; in the
Eastern churches, her veneration is celebrated on July 25.[5]
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Euphrasia Eluvathingal

Saint
Euphrasia Eluvathingal

C.M.C.
Born Rosa Eluvathingal

17 October 1877
Kattoor, Irinjalakuda, Thrissur,
Kerala, India

Died 29 August 1952 (aged 74)
St. Mary's Convent, Ollur

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Syro-Malabar Catholic Church

Beatified 3 December 2006 by Varkey
Vithayathil

Canonized 23 November 2014, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
Francis

Feast 30 August

Attributes Religious habit

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Euphrasia Eluvathingal" – news · newspapers · books · scholar ·
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Saint Euphrasia Eluvathingal, (born Rosa Eluvathingal; 17
October 1877 – 29 August 1952), was an Indian Carmelite nun of
the Syro-Malabar Church, which is an Eastern Catholic Church in
Kerala. Euphrasia is said to have had a vision of the Holy Family,
at which point the illness she had long felt ceased. She was
canonised as a saint by Pope Francis on 23 November 2014 in
Vatican City. Since the beheading of St. John the Baptist is
celebrated on August 29, the feast of St. Euphrasia is postponed
to August 30.
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Early life [edit]

She was born Rosa Eluvathingal on 17 October 1877 in a Syro-Malabar Catholic Nasrani family in Kattoor,
Irinjalakuda, Thrissur district, in Kerala.[1] Rosa was the eldest child of wealthy landowner Cherpukaran Antony
and his wife Kunjethy. She was baptised on 25 October 1877 in Our Lady of Carmel, Forane Church,
Edathiruthy for pray the Rosary and to participate in the Qurbana. At the age of nine, Rosa is said to have
experienced an apparition of the Blessed Virgin Mary, which led her to make a commitment never to marry, and
to commit her entire life to God. When she was ten, she entered the boarding school attached to the first
indigenous Carmelite community in the Syro-Malabar Church, founded by Saints Kuriakose Elias Chavara and
Leopold Beccaro in 1866 at Koonammavu in Ernakulam District.

As she grew older, Rosa wanted to enter the Sisters of the Mother of Carmel, who follow the Rule of the Third
Order of the Discalced Carmelites. Her father opposed this, as he wanted to arrange a marriage for her with the
son of another prosperous family in the region. Seeing her resolve, her father eventually relented and
accompanied her to the convent.

Religious life [edit]

In 1897, Mar John Menachery, the first native Bishop of the Syro-Malabar Catholic Archeparchy of Thrissur,
established a Carmelite Convent in Ambazakad (now belonging to the Syro-Malabar Catholic Eparchy of
Irinjalakuda). On 9 May, he brought all five inmates from Koonammavu who belonged to his diocese. The next
day Rosa was received as a postulant, taking the name Sister Euphrasia of the Sacred Heart of Jesus, and was
admitted to the novitiate of the congregation on 10 January 1898. Her constant poor health, however,
threatened her stay in the convent, as the superiors considered dismissing her.
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The bed where Euphrasia died in St
Mary's convent, Ollur, Thrissur, shown
in the museum.

Euphrasia is said to have had a vision of the Holy Family, at which point
the illness she had long felt ceased. Euphrasia made her solemn
profession on 24 May 1900, during the blessing of the newly founded
St. Mary's Convent, Ollur or Chinna Roma. After she took her perpetual
vows, she was appointed assistant to the Novice Mistress. Though frail
in health, in 1904 Euphrasia was appointed Novice Mistress of the
congregation. She held this position for nine years until 1913, when she
was made Mother Superior of the convent, where she was to live the
rest of her life, serving as Mother Superior until 1916.

She endeavoured to lead a life of constant prayer and of devotion to
the Sacred Heart of Jesus, becoming known to many people as the

Praying Mother.[2] Euphrasia spent much of her day in the convent chapel before the Blessed Sacrament, to
which she had a strong devotion. She also nourished a great love and devotion for the Virgin Mary. Euphrasia
died on 29 August 1952 at St. Mary's Convent. Her tomb has become a pilgrimage site as miracles have been
reported by some of the faithful.

Miracles [edit]

The first reported miracle was curing a carpenter from bone cancer.[3] Thomas Tharakan from Anchery in Ollur,
a furniture polishing worker, was diagnosed with cancer by the Jubilee Mission Medical College and Research
Institute in Thrissur. Thomas was admitted to the hospital for one week. Later before the surgery, a scan by the
doctor showed no sign of tumour, despite an earlier scan report showing clear evidence of a tumour. Thomas's
sister, Rosy, later claimed that cure was the result of her prayer to Euphrasia.[4][5][6][7]

The second reported miracle happened to a seven-year old child named Jewel from Aloor in Thrissur District.
The child had a tumour in his neck which made it difficult for him to swallow any food. Doctors at Dhanya
Hospital in Potta, Thrissur District, had said that this disease was incurable. As Jewel's family came from a poor
background, their only option was to pray for divine intercession. After his grandmother prayed to Euphrasia,
doctors noticed that his tumour began to shrink.[8] Dr Sasikumar of Dhanya Hospital examined him once again
and found the tumour to have disappeared. Many other doctors examined the boy and stated that there was no
medical basis for this event.[9][10][11][12]

Stages of canonisation [edit]

Servant of God [edit]

On 27 September 1986 the process of canonisation began in Ollur. On 13 August 1987 Father Lucas
Vithuvatikal was appointed as Postulator. He made the oath as Postulator in the presence of Mar Joseph
Kundukulam, the Metropolitan Archbishop of Thrissur on 29 August 1987 and Euphrasia was declared a
"Servant of God" on the same day.[13][14]

Venerable [edit]

Sister Perigrin was appointed as Vice-Postulator on 9 September 1987 and in 1988, a Diocesan Tribunal for the
Cause of Euphrasia was established by Kundukulam. The Diocesan Tribunal for the apostolic miracle was
established on 8 January 1989, which was officially closed by Kundukulam on 19 June 1991. On 30 January
1990 the tomb of Euphrasia was opened and her remains were transferred to a newly built tomb inside the
chapel of St. Mary's Convent. Her case was submitted to the Congregation for the Causes of Saints, Rome on
20 April 1994, and on 5 July 2002 Pope John Paul II declared her "Venerable".[15][16][17][18]

Blessed [edit]

She was beatified on 3 December 2006 in St. Anthony's Forane Church, Ollur, with the declaration of the Major
Archbishop, Varkey Vithayathil, on behalf of Pope Benedict XVI. Apostolic Nuncio to India Archbishop Pedro
López Quintana and Archbishop Jacob Thoomkuzhy of the Syro-Malabar Catholic Archeparchy of Thrissur
joined 30 prelates and 500 priests for the beatification events.

Saint [edit]

On 3 April 2014, Pope Francis authorised the Congregation for the Causes of Saints to promulgate the decrees
concerning the miracle attributed to Euphrasia's intercession. This confirmed the Pope's approval of
Euphrasia's canonisation. At a special mass held at St Peter's Square at Vatican City on 23 November 2014,
Pope Francis canonised Euphrasia as a saint. Mother Sancta, Mother General of Congregation of the Mother of
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Carmel (CMC), carried the relics of Euphrasia to the altar.[19][20]

See also [edit]

Saint Euphrasia Eluvathingal, patron saint archive
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Fr. J. Ephrem, C.R., The Praying Mother. Trans. C.A. Regina (Kolazhy, Thrissur: 1999)
Dr. Sr. Cleopatra, CMC: The twin roses of Trichur: The servants of god Mariam Thresia and Euphrasia
"THE TWIN ROSES OF TRICHUR: THE SERVANTS OF GOD MARIAM THRESIA AND EUPHRASIA – Dr. Sr.
Cleopatra, Cmc" . Mariamthresia. Archived from the original  on 29 November 2014. Retrieved
24 November 2014.
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Euphrasia of Constantinople

Saint Euphrasia

Euphrasia carried heavy rocks as a penitential
labor.

From an 1878 book, Little Pictorial Lives of the Saints

Virgin
Born 380

Constantinople, Eastern Roman
Empire

Died March 13, 410 (aged 30)
The Thebaid, Egypt

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast July 24 (Roman Catholic)
July 25 (Eastern Orthodox)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Euphrasia (also, Eupraxia) (380 – March 13, 410) was a
Constantinopolitan nun who was venerated after her death as a
saint for her piety and example of charity.

Contents [hide]
1 Life
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3 References
4 External links

Life [edit]

Euphrasia was the only daughter of Antigonus—a nobleman of
the court of Emperor Theodosius I, to whom he was related—
and of Euphrasia, his wife. When Antigonus died, his widow and
young daughter withdrew together to Egypt, near a monastery
of one hundred and thirty nuns.[1] This was less than a century
since St. Anthony had established his first monastery, but
monasticism in that time had spread with incredible speed.

At the age of seven, Euphrasia begged to take vows and
become a nun at the monastery. When her mother presented
the child to the abbess, Euphrasia took up an image of Christ
and kissed it, saying, "By vow I consecrate myself to Christ."[1]

Her mother replied, "Lord Jesus Christ, receive this child under
your special protection. You alone doth she love and seek: to
you doth she recommend herself."[1] Soon after, Euphrasia's
mother became ill and died.

Hearing of her mother's death, the Emperor Theodosius I sent
for Euphrasia, whom he had promised in marriage to a young
senator.[1] She responded with a letter to the Emperor declining
the offer to marry; instead, she requested that her estate be
sold and divided among the poor, and that her slaves be
manumitted. The emperor did as she requested shortly before
his death in 395.[1]

Another version of her biography states that Euphrasia was raised in the court of Theodosius, and that her
mother joined the monastery; Euphrasia joined her as a child. The same version says that it was Theodosius'
successor, Arcadius, that commanded her to marry the senator, but she was likewise permitted to remain a nun
and give away her property.[2]

Euphrasia was known for her humility, meekness, and charity; her abbess often advised her to perform manual
labor when she was burdened with temptations. As a part of these labors, she often carried heavy stones from
one place to another—once she did so for thirty days at one time.[1] Euphrasia died in the year 410 at the age
of thirty.[1]

Veneration [edit]

In Thebáide deposítio sanctæ Euphrásiæ Vírginis.
In Thebais, the death of St. Euphrasia, virgin.

— From the Roman Martyrology[3]

Euphrasia was said to perform miracles before and after her death. For example, she is said to have healed a
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deaf, dumb and crippled child, and she delivered a woman from possession by the devil. Moreover, before she
died, the abbess of Euphrasia's monastery reported having had a vision of Euphrasia transported to God's
throne, surrounded by angels.[4] After her death, she was venerated as a saint. In Western Christianity, her
feast day is July 24, according to the Roman Martyrology reformed after the Second Vatican Council; in the
Eastern churches, her veneration is celebrated on July 25.[5]
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Saint Euphronius of Autun (died after 472) was a bishop of Autun[1]

between 450 and 490.

He became bishop in 451 at the latest. Gregory of Tours[2] reports that
he had built a church dedicated to Saint Symphorian in Autun. The
letters of Sidonius Apollinaris[3] note that around the year 470 he
accompanied the bishop of Lyon and other prelates to Chalon-sur-
Saône to dedicate a new bishop. Also in 472, Sidonius wrote to him to
attend the consecration of the new bishop of Bourges.

In 453 Euphronius composed a letter, now lost, to the bishop of Angers,
Talasius. It is reproduced in the Concilia Antiquae Galliae.[4]

Euphronius was buried in the graveyard of the Abbey of St. Symphorian, Autun; his name is in the Roman
Martyrology for August 3.

References [edit]

1. ^ I.-F. Grégoire et F.-L. Collombet, Œuvres de C. Sollius Apollinaris Sidonius, vol. II, Lyon, Impr.-libr. Rusand, 1836
2. ^ Histoire des Francs, II, 15
3. ^ Letters, vol. IV, n°25 ; vol. VII, n°8 ; vol. IX, n°2.
4. ^ Sirmond P. (1629), Christian Gaul. Literary History of France, Volume II, p. 465.
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Euphrosyne of Alexandria

Saint Euphrosyne of Alexandria

Fresco of Saint Euphrosyne in a Greek
Orthodox Church

Virgin
Born Alexandria, Egypt

Died c. 5th century CE

Venerated in Catholic Church
Orthodox Church

Feast 25 September

A dying Euphrosyne reveals herself
to her father, miniature from the
Menologion of Basil II

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Euphrosyne of Alexandria (Greek: Ἁγια Ευφροσύνη; fl. 5th
century CE) was a female saint who adopted male attire and lived
at a local monastery as an ascetic. Her feast day is celebrated
both in the Catholic and Eastern Orthodox Churches on 25
September.

Life [edit]

Euphrosyne was the
beloved only daughter of a
rich man of Alexandria,
miraculously born in her
parents' old age in answer
to a monk's prayer. Her
loving father, Paphnutius,
desired to marry her to a
wealthy youth.

But having already
consecrated her life to

God and under pressure to break her vow, she dressed as a man
and assumed the identity of "Smaragdus" ("emerald"). She then
escaped to a nearby men's monastery, where she made rapid
strides toward a perfected ascetic life. She was under the
guidance of the abbot, who also happened to be the same monk
who had prayed for her birth.

Years later, when Paphnutius appealed to the abbot for comfort in
his bereavement, the abbot committed him to the care of Euphrosyne, still under the guise of Smaragdus.
Paphnutius received from his own daughter, whom he had failed to recognize, helpful advice and comforting
exhortation. Not until she was dying did Euphrosyne reveal herself to him as his lost daughter. After burying her,
Paphnutius gave up all his worldly goods, and became a monk in the same monastery. There, he used his
daughter's old cell until his own death ten years after.

Some would argue that her Vita, narrated in the Vitæ Patrum, has hallmarks of the sentimental Hellenistic novel
woven in to the narrative. [1][2]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Online, Catholic. "St. Euphrosyne of Alexandria - Saints & Angels - Catholic Online" . Catholic Online.
Retrieved 2018-03-17.

2. ^ "Venerable Euphrosyne of Alexandria" . ocafs.oca.org. Retrieved 2018-03-17.
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Euphrosyne of Polotsk

Saint Euphrosyne of Polotsk

Euphrosyne of Polatsk

Born 1104
Polotsk, Belarus

Died 1167
Mar Saba near Jerusalem

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church;
Roman Catholic Church

Feast 23 May

Patronage Belarus

Website Page on Belarusian Heroes

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Euphrosyne of Polatsk)

Saint Euphrosyne of Polotsk (or Polatsk, Połack) (Belarusian:
Еўфрасіння Полацкая; 1104–1167) was the granddaughter of a
prince of Polotsk, Vseslav, and daughter of Prince Svyatoslav of
Polotsk. She has long been a popular saint among Orthodox
devotees, particularly those in Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus, with a
traditional feast day of May 23. In addition, since 1984, she has
been one of the 15 patron saints of Belarus, whose lives are
celebrated in the Belarusian Orthodox Church, on the first Sunday
after Pentecost.[1]

Contents [hide]
1 Life
2 Veneration
3 Cross of Saint Euphrosyne
4 See also
5 References

Life [edit]

Predslava was born between 1101 and 1104, into the Rurik noble
family, members of which were the dukes of the principality of
Polotsk, in what is modern day Belarus. Her father was Prince
Svyatoslav-Georgy Vseslavich, second son of Vseslav the
Sorcerer.[2]

She refused all proposals of marriage and, without her parents'
knowledge, ran away to the convent where her aunt was the
abbess. She became a nun and took the name Euphrosyne. With
the blessing of the Bishop of Polotsk, she began to live near the
Sophia cathedral, where she spent her time copying books.[3] The
money she thus earned she distributed amongst the poor.

Around 1128 Bishop Elias of Polotsk entrusted Euphrosyne the
task of organizing a women's monastery. At the newly constructed
Savior-Transfiguration monastery at Seltse she taught the young women to copy books, singing, sewing and
other handicrafts. Through her efforts, in 1161, a cathedral was built which survives to the present day.[3] She
also founded a men's monastery dedicated to the Mother of God, as well as two churches. The church of The
Holy Saviour still stands today and is considered to be the most precious monument of early Belarusian
architecture.

Towards the end of her life, she undertook a pilgrimage to Constantinople and the Holy Land.[3] Patriarch
Michael II of Constantinople gave her an icon of the Theotokos, which is now called the Virgin of Korsun. The
Crusader king, Amalric I of Jerusalem, also received her in the Holy Land.[4] There she died about 1173. Her
body, after the conquest of Jerusalem by Saladin in 1187, was carried by the monks to Kiev and deposited
there in the Monastery of the Caves. It was only in 1910 that the relics of the saint were brought back to her
native town of Polatsk.

Veneration [edit]

Her feast day is celebrated on May 23.[5][6] Euphrosyne is the only virgin saint of East Slav origin.

Euphrosyne (or Efrosinia) of Polotsk is a patron saint of Belarus.[2] In Belarus there is a Convent of Saint
Euphrosyne in Polotsk and a Saint Euphrosyne Orthodox Church in Minsk.[7] In addition there are churches
dedicated to Euphrosyne of Polotsk in London,[8] Toronto,[9] Vilnius[10] and South River, New Jersey (see: St.
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Monument to Euphrosyne of Polotsk
in Polotsk

Saints portal

Euphrosynia Belarusian Orthodox Church).

Cross of Saint Euphrosyne [edit]

The cross of Saint Euphrosyne was a splendid gem-studded cross
created at her behest by a local master, Lazar Bohsa (Belarusian:
Лазар Богша). The famous six-armed golden cross was decorated with
enamels and precious stones and presented by her to the church of the
Holy Saviour in 1161. Of exquisite beauty, the relic survived centuries of
turbulence until World War II, when it mysteriously disappeared during
the evacuation of the museum in 1941. For the last time, the cross was
seen in Mogilev. Despite some efforts of the Belarusian government to trace in the early 1990s the
whereabouts of this treasure, which included even searching in private collections in the United States, nothing
has been found.
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Euphrosyne of Polotsk

Saint Euphrosyne of Polotsk

Euphrosyne of Polatsk

Born 1104
Polotsk, Belarus

Died 1167
Mar Saba near Jerusalem

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church;
Roman Catholic Church

Feast 23 May

Patronage Belarus

Website Page on Belarusian Heroes

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Euphrosyne of Polotsk (or Polatsk, Połack) (Belarusian:
Еўфрасіння Полацкая; 1104–1167) was the granddaughter of a
prince of Polotsk, Vseslav, and daughter of Prince Svyatoslav of
Polotsk. She has long been a popular saint among Orthodox
devotees, particularly those in Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus, with a
traditional feast day of May 23. In addition, since 1984, she has
been one of the 15 patron saints of Belarus, whose lives are
celebrated in the Belarusian Orthodox Church, on the first Sunday
after Pentecost.[1]
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Life [edit]

Predslava was born between 1101 and 1104, into the Rurik noble
family, members of which were the dukes of the principality of
Polotsk, in what is modern day Belarus. Her father was Prince
Svyatoslav-Georgy Vseslavich, second son of Vseslav the
Sorcerer.[2]

She refused all proposals of marriage and, without her parents'
knowledge, ran away to the convent where her aunt was the
abbess. She became a nun and took the name Euphrosyne. With
the blessing of the Bishop of Polotsk, she began to live near the
Sophia cathedral, where she spent her time copying books.[3] The
money she thus earned she distributed amongst the poor.

Around 1128 Bishop Elias of Polotsk entrusted Euphrosyne the
task of organizing a women's monastery. At the newly constructed
Savior-Transfiguration monastery at Seltse she taught the young women to copy books, singing, sewing and
other handicrafts. Through her efforts, in 1161, a cathedral was built which survives to the present day.[3] She
also founded a men's monastery dedicated to the Mother of God, as well as two churches. The church of The
Holy Saviour still stands today and is considered to be the most precious monument of early Belarusian
architecture.

Towards the end of her life, she undertook a pilgrimage to Constantinople and the Holy Land.[3] Patriarch
Michael II of Constantinople gave her an icon of the Theotokos, which is now called the Virgin of Korsun. The
Crusader king, Amalric I of Jerusalem, also received her in the Holy Land.[4] There she died about 1173. Her
body, after the conquest of Jerusalem by Saladin in 1187, was carried by the monks to Kiev and deposited
there in the Monastery of the Caves. It was only in 1910 that the relics of the saint were brought back to her
native town of Polatsk.

Veneration [edit]

Her feast day is celebrated on May 23.[5][6] Euphrosyne is the only virgin saint of East Slav origin.

Euphrosyne (or Efrosinia) of Polotsk is a patron saint of Belarus.[2] In Belarus there is a Convent of Saint
Euphrosyne in Polotsk and a Saint Euphrosyne Orthodox Church in Minsk.[7] In addition there are churches
dedicated to Euphrosyne of Polotsk in London,[8] Toronto,[9] Vilnius[10] and South River, New Jersey (see: St.
Euphrosynia Belarusian Orthodox Church).
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Cross of Saint Euphrosyne [edit]

The cross of Saint Euphrosyne was a splendid gem-studded cross
created at her behest by a local master, Lazar Bohsa (Belarusian:
Лазар Богша). The famous six-armed golden cross was decorated with
enamels and precious stones and presented by her to the church of the
Holy Saviour in 1161. Of exquisite beauty, the relic survived centuries of
turbulence until World War II, when it mysteriously disappeared during
the evacuation of the museum in 1941. For the last time, the cross was
seen in Mogilev. Despite some efforts of the Belarusian government to
trace in the early 1990s the whereabouts of this treasure, which
included even searching in private collections in the United States, nothing has been found.
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Euphrosynus of Pskov

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Euphrosynus of Pskov (c. 1386 – May 15, 1481) was a Russian
monk and founder of a monastic community.

Euphrosynus was born as Eleazar in Videlebe, a village near Pskov. He
entered the Snetogorsky monastery in Pskov, where he took the
monastic name Euphrosynus. Around 1425 he began living in a
hermitage, where he reported religious visions, and began attracting
followers. Gradually, novices began to gather around him, the monastic
community of the future began to take shape Yelizarov Convent. In
1477, he built a church and instituted a monastic rule for the community,
setting up his follower Ignatius as hegumenos. He died a few years later,
in 1481.
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Saint Euplius

Saint Euplius Fresco from Saint Nicholas
Church in Melnik, Bulgaria, 12th - 13th Century

Died ~AD 304
Catania

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine Trevico

Feast August 12

Patronage Catania; Trevico; Francavilla di
Sicilia

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Euplius)

Euplius (Euplus) (Italian: Euplo, Euplio, Greek: Εὖπλος) (d. ca.
AD 304) is venerated as a martyr and saint by the Eastern
Orthodox Church and the Catholic Church. With Saint Agatha, he
is a co-patron of Catania in Sicily.

Biography [edit]

His name in Greek means "good sailing" which is played upon in
the text of the Orthodox Christian Vespers service in his honor.

The Passion of Saint Euplius states that he was a deacon and that
he was arrested for owning and reading from a copy of the Bible
during the Diocletian persecution. He was brought before the
governor of the city, Calvinianus (Calvinian), who asked the saint
to read him extracts from the book. He was then tortured and
beheaded.

Veneration [edit]

He is also the patron saint of Francavilla di Sicilia and Trevico.
Ruins of the old church of Saint Euplius are located in Catania
near Piazza Stesicoro. This urban site coincides with the place of
his martyrdom. His feast day is August 12.

External links [edit]

Catholic Online: St. Euplius
OCA.org: Life of St. Euplus OCA.org: Life of St. Euplus
http://files.oca.org/service-texts/2013-0811-texts.doc  Service honoring St. Euplus
(in Italian) Sant' Euplo (Euplio) di Catania
(in Italian) Trevico –Le reliquie di Sant’Euplio al centro del turismo religioso

This article about an Italian saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.
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Saint Euplius

Saint Euplius Fresco from Saint Nicholas
Church in Melnik, Bulgaria, 12th - 13th Century

Died ~AD 304
Catania

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church
Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine Trevico

Feast August 12

Patronage Catania; Trevico; Francavilla di
Sicilia

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Euplus)

Euplius (Euplus) (Italian: Euplo, Euplio, Greek: Εὖπλος) (d. ca.
AD 304) is venerated as a martyr and saint by the Eastern
Orthodox Church and the Catholic Church. With Saint Agatha, he
is a co-patron of Catania in Sicily.

Biography [edit]

His name in Greek means "good sailing" which is played upon in
the text of the Orthodox Christian Vespers service in his honor.

The Passion of Saint Euplius states that he was a deacon and that
he was arrested for owning and reading from a copy of the Bible
during the Diocletian persecution. He was brought before the
governor of the city, Calvinianus (Calvinian), who asked the saint
to read him extracts from the book. He was then tortured and
beheaded.

Veneration [edit]

He is also the patron saint of Francavilla di Sicilia and Trevico.
Ruins of the old church of Saint Euplius are located in Catania
near Piazza Stesicoro. This urban site coincides with the place of
his martyrdom. His feast day is August 12.

External links [edit]

Catholic Online: St. Euplius
OCA.org: Life of St. Euplus OCA.org: Life of St. Euplus
http://files.oca.org/service-texts/2013-0811-texts.doc  Service honoring St. Euplus
(in Italian) Sant' Euplo (Euplio) di Catania
(in Italian) Trevico –Le reliquie di Sant’Euplio al centro del turismo religioso

This article about an Italian saint is a stub. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.

Categories: Sicilian saints Catania 304 deaths 4th-century Christian martyrs 4th-century Romans
Italian saint stubs
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Eurosia

Saint Eurosia

Image of Saint Eurosia, whose hands have
been cut off, Colle Umberto, Italy, 17th century.

Martyr
Died 714 AD; or 880 AD

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Orthodox Catholic Church

Canonized Cultus confirmed in 1902 by
Pope Leo XIII

Major shrine Jaca

Feast 25 June

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For the Blessed Eurosia Fabris, see Eurosia Fabris. For the moth genus, see Eurosia (moth). For the
Romanian village of Orosia, see Cuci, Mureş.

Eurosia (or Orosia) is the patron saint of Jaca, a city in the
province of Huesca of northeastern Spain, in the Pyrenees, the
center of her cult. In Spain, the "Fiesta de Santa Orosia" is
celebrated on 25 June. Tradition states that she was born in
Bayonne (or perhaps Bohemia) and died in 714, martyred by the
Moors at Jaca.

Her legend states that she was of noble birth and promised to a
Moor in an arranged marriage. Eurosia escaped and hid in a cave.
Unfortunately, the smoke from her fire led to her capture. She was
dragged from the cave by her hair and martyred.

Contents [hide]
1 Eurosia as Bohemian princess
2 Veneration
3 References
4 External links

Eurosia as Bohemian princess [edit]

According to an alternate tradition, she was born Dobroslava into
the ducal family of Bohemia in 864. When orphaned, Dobroslava
was adopted by the succeeding duke, Borivoj I. Borivoj's wife was
Saint Ludmila, who converted her adoptive daughter to the
Christian faith. Dobroslava became Eurosia ("eloquent") – the
Greek translation of her Slavic name.[citation needed]

Borivoj was deposed by pagans, but restored thanks to the efforts
of Saint Methodius. In 880, Methodius was ordered by Pope John VIII to find a worthy spouse for the son of the
king of Pamplona, Prince Fortún; this son was heir to the throne of Aragon and Navarre, and would be a critical
player in the fight against the Moors in Spain.

Eurosia, now sixteen years old, was considered a good candidate, and was brought to Spain in 880. As she
crossed the Pyrenees, she planned to meet her future spouse at Jaca. However, this area had become a war
zone. A Moorish captain named Aben Lupo planned to wed Eurosia for himself and attacked the Bohemian
party. However, thanks to the bravery of Eurosia's escort, the young bride-to-be managed to escape through
the mountains. She was pursued and eventually caught. Eurosia invoked the heavens and a lightning bolt hit
the ground near her captors. Nevertheless, her limbs were amputated and she was beheaded. After she was
beheaded, a storm came, terrorizing her tormentors.[1]

Veneration [edit]

A shepherd of Yebra de Basa is said to have discovered her relics in the 11th century thanks to an apparition
of the Virgin Mary that identified their resting place. Her head remained at the original simple shrine, while
Sancho Ramírez, recognizing the importance of Eurosia's relics, brought her body to Jaca, which he had
designated his capital of his kingdom of Aragon. Drawing pilgrims to his city, he shifted the traditional route of
the Way of St. James, which had followed the Roman military route of the Puerto del Palo by the Monastery of
San Pedro de Siresa to Berdún. He established a route through Somport and Jaca, to bring traffic through his
city, reinforced by publicized miracles at the urban shrine that was now on the direct route of the Camino de
Santiago.[2]

There is a chapel dedicated to her in La Seo Cathedral, Zaragoza.
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Her cult spread throughout Béarn and northern Italy thanks to the subsequent campaigns of the Spanish realm
in those regions.

It is unclear when Eurosia became patroness of the demonically possessed. Until 1947, when the Bishop of
Jaca prohibited the practice, those who were afflicted with possession were brought together in a procession
and followed an urn carrying her relics.[3]
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Eurosia Fabris

Blessed
Eurosia Fabris

Laywoman
Born 27 September 1866

Quinto Vicentino, near Vicenza,
Italy

Died 8 January 1932 (aged 65)
Marola, Italy

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 6 November 2005, Vicenza, Italy
by Pope Benedict XVI

Feast 8 January[1]

Patronage Catechists
Families

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eurosia Fabris (September 27, 1866 – January 8, 1932), also
known as Mamma Rosa, was best known to Catholics as a model
of holiness in the daily life of a Catholic family. She gained some
attention outside of the Catholic community in 2005 when the
Vatican started her on the process of canonization. Some people
have quipped that she might even become the "patron saint of
large families" because she had eleven children (two were
adopted).[2]
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Biography [edit]

Early life [edit]

What is known about the life of Eurosia Fabris comes from the testimonies given by people she knew, as
compiled by the investigation committee for her process of beatification.

Eurosia Fabris was born to farmers Luigi and Maria Fabris on September 27, 1866, in Quinto Vicentino, a small,
agricultural area near the Italian town of Vicenza.

In 1870, at the age of four, she and her family moved to the nearby village of Marola, also in the Province of
Vicenza, where she lived for the rest of her life. She was able to attend school for only two years, between 1872
and 1874, because she needed to help her parents with farm work and domestic chores. However, she was still
able to learn enough to read several religious texts in her youth, most notably the Bible, the Catechism, Roman
Catholic Church history, the Philothea of Francis de Sales, and the Eternal Maxims of Alphonsus Liguori.

When Fabris was twelve years old she made her first Holy Communion, and received the Eucharist from then on
as often as permitted, which was only on religious feast days, since daily communion was only permitted to most
Catholics following a decree of Pope Pius X in 1905.

Fabris joined the Association of the Daughters of Mary in the parish church of Marola and was a devoted
member. She faithfully observed the practices of the group and, as time went on, she grew to express great
love of Mary, the mother of Jesus. Her favorite devotions were to the Holy Spirit, the infant Jesus, the Cross of
Christ, the Eucharist, and the Virgin Mary, and praying for the souls in the Purgatory. She was known as an
agent of good will in her family, among her friends, and in her parish, where she taught catechism to the
children and sewing to the girls who came to her home.

Family life [edit]

Eighteen-year-old Fabris, commonly known as "Rosina," received several marriage proposals, as she was
observed to be a dedicated, pious, and hardworking woman. Fabris declined, however, as she did not at that
time consider herself called to marriage. In 1885, a tragic event occurred that would forever change her life. A
young married woman near her home died leaving three young daughters. One of them died shortly after her
mother. The other two, Chiara Angela and Italia, were only 20 months old and 2 months old, respectively. The
children's father, Carlo Barban, was away caring for sick relatives. Fabris traveled to the home of these children
every morning for six months, to care for them and maintain their home.
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After this act of charity, Fabris contemplated the events through prayer and, following the advice of her relatives
and that of the parish priest, she decided to marry their father.[3] Eurosia Fabris and Carlo Barban were married
on May 5, 1886. She considered the marriage in terms of the sacrifices she would make and accepted this as
the will of God, whom she now felt was calling her, through her experience of caring for the two babies, to
embrace a new mission. Fabris was known for the love and respect she apparently displayed towards her new
husband, who thence considered her a confidante and adviser.

Fabris adopted the two orphaned girls and had nine more children of her own. She kept her home open to
other children as well, who knew her as "Mamma Rosa." She dedicated her life to her family, teaching her
children to pray, to obey, to respect the "will of God," and to practice Christian virtues, reputedly sacrificing her
own needs to do so. Her success in this regards is attested by the ordination of three of her sons as Catholic
priests, including Franciscan friar Bernardino, who would become her first biographer.

Devotional life and charity [edit]

Fabris reputedly lived an intense life of prayer. She emulated the strong women of the Bible and aimed to
become a treasure to her family. It is reported in her biographies that, even in times of crisis, she managed to
balance the family budget, while exercising great charity towards the poor, especially towards orphans of World
War I. She cared for the sick and gave them continuous assistance, especially during the final illness and death
of her husband Carlo, in 1930.

Fabris became a Secular Franciscan (Third Order founded by St. Francis of Assisi), faithfully attending all their
meetings, but above all tried to live the Franciscan rules of "poverty and self-denying labor in the cause of
Christ." This she did by attempting to maintain a spirit of poverty and joy in her home, in the midst of her daily
work and prayer. She was known for her gentle manner with everyone, and praised God as the "Creator and
source of all good and the giver of all hope." Fabris died on January 8, 1932, and was buried in the church of
Marola.

Beatification [edit]

Pope Pius XII wished that Fabris's life were better known among all Christian families, and she was proclaimed
Venerable on July 7, 2003, by Pope John Paul II. In 2004, a miracle was officially recognized by the Catholic
Church as having come through her intervention; she is said to have healed a sick woman thought by doctors
to be beyond recovery. On February 7, 2005, the process of canonization was initiated at the Diocesan curia of
Padova, after some initial difficulties promoting the cause. She was promoted in November 2005 to the status of
Blessed, the next step on the path to Sainthood.[4]

Catholic role model [edit]

Bishop Cesare Nosiglia of Vicenza, who co-presided with Cardinal Saraiva Martins at her beatification, said in
his homily that "Mother Rosa represents a model of sanctity accessible to everyone...."[4] Some outside sources
say that the Catholic Church wishes to use Eurosia Fabris as a role model in order to encourage them and all
people in the world to have more children. The Associated Press reported: "The average number of children
per woman in the European Union is 1.5, according to EU statistics, but in some countries, including heavily
Roman Catholic Italy and Spain, the average is 1.3. Pope Benedict XVI has described large families as useful
witnesses to 'faith, courage and optimism' in society."[3]
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Eusebia Palomino Yenes

Blessed
Eusebia Palomino Yenes

F.M.A.

Eusebia Palomino Yenes, c. 1930.

Religious
Born 15 December 1899

Cantalpino, Salamanca,
Kingdom of Spain

Died 10 February 1935 (aged 35)
Valverde del Camino, Huelva,
Second Spanish Republic

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Beatified 25 April 2004, Saint Peter's
Square, Vatican City by Pope
John Paul II

Feast 9 February (Salesians)
10 February

Attributes Religious habit

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Blessed Eusebia Palomino Yenes (15 December 1899 – 10
February 1935) was a Spanish Roman Catholic professed
religious and a professed member from the Salesian Sisters of
Don Bosco.[1][2] Palomino worked as a domestic in her
adolescence having withdrawn from her education in order to
support her parents though she later worked with the Salesian
Sisters before she began the process of becoming a religious of
that order in the 1920s; she afterwards continued most of the
same duties and became known for her devotion to the five
wounds of Jesus Christ and to the Via Crucis.[3][4]

Palomino's beatification cause commenced on 15 December 1981
and the late religious became titled as a Servant of God while the
ratification of a decree recognizing her life of heroic virtue allowed
for Pope John Paul II to name her as Venerable on 17 December
1996; that same pope confirmed a miracle attributed to her
intercession and beatified Palomino on 25 April 2004 in Saint
Peter's Square.
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Life [edit]

Eusebia Palomino Yenes was born in Cantalpino on 15 December
1899 as the third of four children to Agustin Palomino and Juana
Yenes de Villaflores; an older sister was Dolores.[2] Her father
worked as a seasonal farmhand and during winter - when there
was no work - he would go to towns close to home to beg for food;
she would go with him on these trips around 1909 and he would
often teach her catechism.[3] Palomino made her First Communion
aged eight and dubbed this her first "encounter" with Jesus Christ.
In 1906 she entered a girls school but withdrew to support her parents.

Palomino first worked as a domestic servant in a rich household before serving in an orphanage in 1911
alongside her older sister Dolores.[1][4] Once a week she would go to the Sancti Spiritus school chapel that the
Salesian Sisters of Don Bosco managed and she came to know them; the sisters asked if she would work for
them and so she served as a maid and a cook the religious. School cleaning and collecting firewood also
formed part of this job in addition to getting to know the students who came to admire her and seek her out for
her sage advice.[3]

But she fostered a secret desire: to join the religious but she did not ask for she feared she would be refused
on the grounds of being a poor woman with a limited education; a visiting superior discussed this with her and
told her she would be accepted soon.[3] Her acceptance came when she was admitted as a postulant on 31
January 1921 and she would receive the order's religious habit on 5 May 1922.[2] Palomino began her novitiate
on 5 August 1922 in Barcelona and made her initial profession in August 1924 before being transferred to the
Salesian house at Valverde del Camino. Her arrival saw the students mock her for her appearance and she
remained indifferent to this as she tended to her domestic duties. The students came to see her spiritual
learning and her piousness and were captivated with stories of the saints she would tell them as well as stories
from the life of Saint Giovanni Bosco. She made her solemn profession in 1930. Priests and religious came to
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her for advice on numerous occasions.[1] The nun liked the so-called 'Marian servitude' of Saint Louis Grignion
de Montfort and spread devotion to the wounds of Jesus Christ as well as the Via Crucis.[4]

In the thirties there was an air of anti-religious sentiment in the nation and she offered herself as a victim to God
for the salvation of the state. In August 1932 she contracted an unknown illness that doctors were unable to
diagnose; her limbs often would wind up and her mild asthma worsened and made her sufferings more.[3][4] On
4 October 1934 she had a pale complexion and told her sisters to beg God to save Catalonia and to keep it
safe.

Palomino died in 1935 and had predicted not long prior that the anti-religious sentiment would transcend to
conflict - this happened not long after as the Spanish Civil War.[4]

Beatification [edit]

The beatification process commenced on 15 December 1981 after the Congregation for the Causes of Saints
issued the official "nihil obstat" and titled her as a Servant of God; the diocesan process opened in the Diocese
of Huelva and Bishop Rafael González Moralejo oversaw the diocesan process from 12 April 1982 until 15
September 1984. The C.C.S. validated this process in Rome on 20 December 1985 and received the Positio
from postulation officials in 1990. Theologians approved the cause on 14 May 1996 as did the C.C.S. on 5
November 1996 which later allowed for Pope John Paul II to confirm her heroic virtue and name her as
Venerable on 17 December 1996.

The miracle for beatification was investigated prior to C.C.S. validation on 5 February 1999; a medical board
approved it on 22 November 2001 as did theologians on 30 May 2003 and the C.C.S. on 16 December 2003.
John Paul II approved this miracle on 20 December 2003 and later beatified Palomino on 25 April 2004 in Saint
Peter's Square.

The current postulator for this cause is the Salesian priest Pierluigi Cameroni.
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Eusebius

Eusebius of Caesarea

Eusebius in a modern imagining
Born Eusebius

260/265
Died 339/340 (aged 74–79)
Occupation Bishop, historian, theologian
Period Constantinian dynasty
Notable
works

Ecclesiastical History, On the Life
of Pamphilus, Chronicle, On the
Martyrs

The Holy
Saint Eusebius of Caesarea[1]

"Abba Garima III Saint (Eusebius) in a laurel
frame (AG II, fol. 259v)"[2][3]

Father of Church History, Bishop of Caesarea
Venerated in Coptic Orthodox Church[4][5]

Ethiopian Orthodox Church[6]

Influences Origen, St. Pamphilis the Martyr

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Eusebius (disambiguation).

Eusebius of Caesarea (/juːˈsiːbiəs/; Greek: Εὐσέβιος τῆς
Καισαρείας, Eusébios tés Kaisareías; ad 260/265 – 339/340), also
known as Eusebius Pamphili (from the Greek: Εὐσέβιος τοῦ
Παμϕίλου), was a historian of Christianity, exegete, and Christian
polemicist. He became the bishop of Caesarea Maritima about 314
AD. Together with Pamphilus, he was a scholar of the Biblical
canon and is regarded as one of the most learned Christians of
his time.[7] He wrote Demonstrations of the Gospel, Preparations
for the Gospel, and On Discrepancies between the Gospels,
studies of the Biblical text. As "Father of Church History" (not to be
confused with the title of Church Father), he produced the
Ecclesiastical History, On the Life of Pamphilus, the Chronicle and
On the Martyrs. He also produced a biographical work on
Constantine the Great, the first Christian Emperor, who was
augustus between 306 and 337 AD.

Although Eusebius' works are regarded as giving insight into the
history of the early church, he was not without prejudice, especially
in regard to the Jews, for while "Eusebius indeed blames the Jews
for the crucifixion of Jesus, but he nevertheless also states that
forgiveness can be granted even for this sin and that the Jews can
receive salvation."[8] Nor can his works be trusted to be free from
subjectivism, for some scholars believe that "Eusebius is a
notoriously unreliable historian, and so anything he reports should
be critically scrutinized."[9] This is especially true of his Life of
Constantine, which he wrote as a eulogy shortly after the
emperor's death in 337 A.D, and which is "Often maligned for
perceived factual errors, deemed by some so hopelessly flawed
that it cannot be the work of Eusebius at all."[10] Yet others see him
as a "Constantinian flunky,"[11] for as a trusted adviser to
Constantine, it was politically expedient for him to present
Constantine in the best light as possible. He is recognized as a
saint in the Egyptian Coptic Church and the Ethiopian Church.
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Sources [edit]

Little is known about the life of Eusebius. His successor at the See of
Caesarea, Acacius, wrote a Life of Eusebius, a work that has since
been lost. Eusebius' own surviving works probably only represent a
small portion of his total output. Beyond notices in his extant writings,
the major sources are the 5th-century ecclesiastical historians Socrates,
Sozomen, and Theodoret, and the 4th-century Christian author Jerome.
There are assorted notices of his activities in the writings of his
contemporaries Athanasius, Arius, Eusebius of Nicomedia, and
Alexander of Alexandria. Eusebius' pupil, Eusebius of Emesa, provides
some incidental information.[12]

Early life [edit]

Most scholars date the birth of Eusebius to some point between 260 and 265 AD.[7][13] He was most likely born
in or around Caesarea Maritima.[7][14] Nothing is known about his parents.[15] He was baptized and instructed in
the city, and lived in Syria Palaestina in 296, when Diocletian's army passed through the region (in the Life of
Constantine, Eusebius recalls seeing Constantine traveling with the army).[16][17]

Eusebius was made presbyter by Agapius of Caesarea.[16] Some, like theologian and ecclesiastical historian
John Henry Newman, understand Eusebius' statement that he had heard Dorotheus of Tyre "expound the
Scriptures wisely in the Church" to indicate that Eusebius was Dorotheus' pupil while the priest was resident in
Antioch; others, like the scholar D. S. Wallace-Hadrill, deem the phrase too ambiguous to support the
contention.[18]

Through the activities of the theologian Origen (185/6–254) and the school of his follower Pamphilus (later 3rd
century – 309), Caesarea became a center of Christian learning. Origen was largely responsible for the
collection of usage information, or which churches were using which gospels, regarding the texts which became
the New Testament. The information used to create the late-fourth-century Easter Letter, which declared
accepted Christian writings, was probably based on the Ecclesiastical History [HE] of Eusebius of Caesarea,
wherein he uses the information passed on to him by Origen to create both his list at HE 3:25 and Origen's list
at HE 6:25. Eusebius got his information about what texts were accepted by the third-century churches
throughout the known world, a great deal of which Origen knew of firsthand from his extensive travels, from the
library and writings of Origen.[19]

On his deathbed, Origen had made a bequest of his private library to the Christian community in the city.[20]

Together with the books of his patron Ambrosius, Origen's library (including the original manuscripts of his
works[21][note 1]) formed the core of the collection that Pamphilus established.[23] Pamphilus also managed a
school that was similar to (or perhaps a re-establishment of[24]) that of Origen.[25] Pamphilus was compared to
Demetrius of Phalerum and Pisistratus, for he had gathered Bibles "from all parts of the world".[26] Like his
model Origen, Pamphilus maintained close contact with his students. Eusebius, in his history of the
persecutions, alludes to the fact that many of the Caesarean martyrs lived together, presumably under
Pamphilus.[27]

Soon after Pamphilus settled in Caesarea (ca. 280s), he began teaching Eusebius, who was then somewhere
between twenty and twenty-five.[28] Because of his close relationship with his schoolmaster, Eusebius was
sometimes called Eusebius Pamphili: "Eusebius, son of Pamphilus".[note 2] The name may also indicate that
Eusebius was made Pamphilus' heir.[31] Pamphilus gave Eusebius a strong admiration for the thought of
Origen.[32] Neither Pamphilus nor Eusebius knew Origen personally;[33] Pamphilus probably picked up Origenist
ideas during his studies under Pierius (nicknamed "Origen Junior"[34]) in Alexandria.[35]

Eusebius' Preparation for the Gospel bears witness to the literary tastes of Origen: Eusebius quotes no
comedy, tragedy, or lyric poetry, but makes reference to all the works of Plato and to an extensive range of later
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philosophic works, largely from Middle Platonists from Philo to the late 2nd century.[36] Whatever its secular
contents, the primary aim of Origen and Pamphilus' school was to promote sacred learning. The library's biblical
and theological contents were more impressive: Origen's Hexapla and Tetrapla; a copy of the original Aramaic
version of the Gospel of Matthew; and many of Origen's own writings.[28] Marginal comments in extant
manuscripts note that Pamphilus and his friends and pupils, including Eusebius, corrected and revised much of
the biblical text in their library.[28] Their efforts made the hexaplaric Septuagint text increasingly popular in Syria
and Palestine.[37] Soon after joining Pamphilus' school, Eusebius started helping his master expand the library's
collections and broaden access to its resources. At about this time Eusebius compiled a Collection of Ancient
Martyrdoms, presumably for use as a general reference tool.[28]

In the 290s, Eusebius began work on his most important work, the
Ecclesiastical History, a narrative history of the Church and Christian
community from the Apostolic Age to Eusebius' own time. At about the
same time, he worked on his Chronicle, a universal calendar of events
from the Creation to, again, Eusebius' own time. He completed the first
editions of the Ecclesiastical History and Chronicle before 300.[38]

Bishop of Caesarea [edit]

Eusebius succeeded Agapius as Bishop of Caesarea soon after 313
and was called on by Arius who had been excommunicated by his
bishop Alexander of Alexandria. An episcopal council in Caesarea
pronounced Arius blameless.[39] Eusebius, enjoyed the favor of the
Emperor Constantine. Because of this he was called upon to present
the creed of his own church to the 318 attendees of the Council of
Nicaea in 325."[40] However, the anti-Arian creed from Palestine
prevailed becoming the basis for the Nicene Creed.[41]

The theological views of Arius, that taught the subordination of the Son
to the Father, continued to be controversial. Eustathius of Antioch
strongly opposed the growing influence of Origen's theology as the root
of Arianism. Eusebius, an admirer of Origen, was reproached by Eustathius for deviating from the Nicene faith.
Eusebius prevailed and Eustathius was deposed at a synod in Antioch.

However, Athanasius of Alexandria became a more powerful opponent and in 334, he was summoned before a
synod in Caesarea (which he refused to attend). In the following year, he was again summoned before a synod
in Tyre at which Eusebius of Caesarea presided. Athanasius, foreseeing the result, went to Constantinople to
bring his cause before the Emperor. Constantine called the bishops to his court, among them Eusebius.
Athanasius was condemned and exiled at the end of 335. Eusebius remained in the Emperor's favour
throughout this time and more than once was exonerated with the explicit approval of the Emperor Constantine.
After the Emperor's death (c.337), Eusebius wrote the Life of Constantine, an important historical work because
of eye witness accounts and the use of primary sources.[42]

Death [edit]

Much like his birth, the exact date of Eusebius' death is unknown. However, there is primary text evidence from
a council held in Antioch that by the year 341, his successor Acacius had already filled the seat as Bishop.
Socrates and Sozomen write about Eusebius' death, and place it just before Constantine's son Constantine II
died, which was in early 340. They also say that it was after the second banishment of Athanasius, which began
in mid 339. This means that his death occurred some time between the second half of 339 and early 340.[43][44]

Works [edit]

Of the extensive literary activity of Eusebius, a relatively large portion has been preserved. Although posterity
suspected him of Arianism, Eusebius had made himself indispensable by his method of authorship; his
comprehensive and careful excerpts from original sources saved his successors the painstaking labor of
original research. Hence, much has been preserved, quoted by Eusebius, which otherwise would have been
lost.

The literary productions of Eusebius reflect on the whole the course of his life. At first, he occupied himself with
works on Biblical criticism under the influence of Pamphilus and probably of Dorotheus of Tyre of the School of
Antioch. Afterward, the persecutions under Diocletian and Galerius directed his attention to the martyrs of his
own time and the past, and this led him to the history of the whole Church and finally to the history of the world,
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which, to him, was only a preparation for ecclesiastical history.

Then followed the time of the Arian controversies, and dogmatic
questions came into the foreground. Christianity at last found
recognition by the State; and this brought new problems—apologies of
a different sort had to be prepared. Lastly, Eusebius wrote eulogies in
praise of Constantine. To all this activity must be added numerous
writings of a miscellaneous nature, addresses, letters, and the like, and
exegetical works that extended over the whole of his life and that include
both commentaries and an important treatise on the location of biblical
place names and the distances between these cities.

Onomasticon [edit]
Main article: Onomasticon (Eusebius)

Biblical text criticism [edit]

Pamphilus and Eusebius occupied themselves with the textual criticism
of the Septuagint text of the Old Testament and especially of the New
Testament. An edition of the Septuagint seems to have been already
prepared by Origen, which, according to Jerome, was revised and
circulated by Eusebius and Pamphilus. For an easier survey of the
material of the four Evangelists, Eusebius divided his edition of the New
Testament into paragraphs and provided it with a synoptical table so
that it might be easier to find the pericopes that belong together. These
canon tables or "Eusebian canons" remained in use throughout the
Middle Ages, and illuminated manuscript versions are important for the
study of early medieval art, as they are the most elaborately decorated
pages of many Gospel books. Eusebius detailed in Epistula ad
Carpianum how to use his canons.

Chronicle [edit]
Main article: Chronicon (Eusebius)

The Chronicle (Παντοδαπὴ Ἱστορία (Pantodape historia)) is divided into two parts. The first part, the
Chronography (Χρονογραφία (Chronographia)), gives an epitome of universal history from the sources,
arranged according to nations. The second part, the Canons (Χρονικοὶ Κανόνες (Chronikoi kanones)),
furnishes a synchronism of the historical material in parallel columns, the equivalent of a parallel timeline.[45]

The work as a whole has been lost in the original Greek, but it may be reconstructed from later chronographists
of the Byzantine school who made excerpts from the work, especially George Syncellus. The tables of the
second part have been completely preserved in a Latin translation by Jerome, and both parts are still extant in
an Armenian translation. The loss of the Greek originals has given the Armenian translation a special
importance; thus, the first part of Eusebius' Chronicle, of which only a few fragments exist in the Greek, has
been preserved entirely in Armenian, though with lacunae. The Chronicle as preserved extends to the year
325.[46]

Church History [edit]
Main article: Church History (Eusebius)

In his Church History or Ecclesiastical History, Eusebius wrote the first surviving history of the Christian Church
as a chronologically-ordered account, based on earlier sources, complete from the period of the Apostles to his
own epoch.[47] The time scheme correlated the history with the reigns of the Roman Emperors, and the scope
was broad. Included were the bishops and other teachers of the Church, Christian relations with the Jews and
those deemed heretical, and the Christian martyrs through 324.[48] Although its accuracy and biases have been
questioned,[49] it remains an important source on the early church due to Eusebius's access to materials now
lost.[50]

Life of Constantine [edit]

Eusebius' Life of Constantine (Vita Constantini) is a eulogy or panegyric, and therefore its style and selection of
facts are affected by its purpose, rendering it inadequate as a continuation of the Church History. As the
historian Socrates Scholasticus said, at the opening of his history which was designed as a continuation of
Eusebius, "Also in writing the life of Constantine, this same author has but slightly treated of matters regarding
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Arius, being more intent on the rhetorical finish of his composition and the praises of the emperor, than on an
accurate statement of facts." The work was unfinished at Eusebius' death. Some scholars have questioned the
Eusebian authorship of this work.

Conversion of Constantine according to Eusebius [edit]
Main article: Constantine the Great and Christianity

Writing decades after Constantine had died, Eusebius claimed that the emperor himself had recounted to him
that some time between the death of his father – the augustus Constantius – and his final battle against his rival
Maxentius as augustus in the West, Constantine experienced a vision in which he and his soldiers beheld a
Christian symbol, "a cross-shaped trophy formed from light", above the sun at midday.[51][52] Attached to the
symbol was the phrase "by this conquer" (ἐν τούτῳ νίκα, en toútōi níka), a phrase often rendered into Latin as
"in hoc signo vinces".[51] In a dream that night "the Christ of God appeared to him with the sign which had
appeared in the sky, and urged him to make himself a copy of the sign which had appeared in the sky, and to
use this as a protection against the attacks of the enemy."[52] Eusebius relates that this happened "on a
campaign he [Constantine] was conducting somewhere".[52][51] It is unclear from Eusebius's description whether
the shields were marked with a Christian cross or with a chi-rho, a staurogram, or another similar symbol.[51]

The Latin text De mortibus persecutorum contains an early account of the 28 October 312 Battle of the Milvian
Bridge written by Lactantius, probably in 313, the year following the battle. Lactantius does not mention a vision
in the sky but describes a revelatory dream on the eve of battle.[53] Eusebius's work of that time, his Church
History, also makes no mention of the vision.[51] The Arch of Constantine, constructed in AD 315, neither
depicts a vision nor any Christian insignia in its depiction of the battle. In his posthumous biography of
Constantine, Eusebius agrees with Lactantius that Constantine received instructions in a dream to apply a
Christian symbol as a device to his soldiers' shields, but unlike Lactantius and subsequent Christian tradition,
Eusebius does not date the events to October 312 and does not connect Constantine's vision and dream-vision
with the Battle of the Milvian Bridge.[51]

Minor historical works [edit]

Before he compiled his church history, Eusebius edited a collection of martyrdoms of the earlier period and a
biography of Pamphilus. The martyrology has not survived as a whole, but it has been preserved almost
completely in parts. It contained:

an epistle of the congregation of Smyrna concerning the martyrdom of Polycarp;
the martyrdom of Pionius;
the martyrdoms of Carpus, Papylus, and Agathonike;
the martyrdoms in the congregations of Vienne and Lyon;
the martyrdom of Apollonius.

Of the life of Pamphilus, only a fragment survives. A work on the martyrs of Palestine in the time of Diocletian
was composed after 311; numerous fragments are scattered in legendaries which have yet to be collected. The
life of Constantine was compiled after the death of the emperor and the election of his sons as Augusti (337). It
is more a rhetorical eulogy on the emperor than a history but is of great value on account of numerous
documents incorporated in it.

Apologetic and dogmatic works [edit]

To the class of apologetic and dogmatic works belong:

The Apology for Origen, the first five books of which, according to the definite statement of Photius, were
written by Pamphilus in prison, with the assistance of Eusebius. Eusebius added the sixth book after the
death of Pamphilus. We possess only a Latin translation of the first book, made by Rufinus;
A treatise against Hierocles (a Roman governor), in which Eusebius combated the former's glorification of
Apollonius of Tyana in a work entitled A Truth-loving Discourse (Greek: Philalethes logos); in spite of
manuscript attribution to Eusebius, however, it has been argued (by Thomas Hagg[54] and more recently,
Aaron Johnson[55] that this treatise "Against Hierocles" was written by someone other than Eusebius of
Caesarea.
Praeparatio evangelica (Preparation for the Gospel), commonly known by its Latin title, which attempts to
prove the excellence of Christianity over every pagan religion and philosophy. The Praeparatio consists of
fifteen books which have been completely preserved. Eusebius considered it an introduction to Christianity
for pagans. But its value for many later readers is more because Eusebius studded this work with so many
lively fragments from historians and philosophers which are nowhere else preserved. Here alone is
preserved Pyrrho's translation of the Buddhist Three marks of existence upon which Pyrrho based
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Pyrrhonism. Here alone is a summary of the writings of the Phoenician priest Sanchuniathon of which the
accuracy has been shown by the mythological accounts found on the Ugaritic tables. Here alone is the
account from Diodorus Siculus's sixth book of Euhemerus' wondrous voyage to the island of Panchaea
where Euhemerus purports to have found his true history of the gods. And here almost alone is preserved
writings of the neo-Platonist philosopher Atticus along with so much else.
Demonstratio evangelica (Proof of the Gospel) is closely connected to the Praeparatio and comprised
originally twenty books of which ten have been completely preserved as well as a fragment of the fifteenth.
Here Eusebius treats of the person of Jesus Christ. The work was probably finished before 311;
Another work which originated in the time of the persecution, entitled Prophetic Extracts (Eclogae
propheticae). It discusses in four books the Messianic texts of Scripture. The work is merely the surviving
portion (books 6–9) of the General elementary introduction to the Christian faith, now lost. The fragments
given as the Commentary on Luke in the PG have been claimed to derive from the missing tenth book of the
General Elementary Introduction see D. S. Wallace-Hadrill); however, Aaron Johnson has argued that they
cannot be associated with this work.[56]

The treatise On Divine Manifestation or On the Theophania (Peri theophaneias), of unknown date. It treats
of the incarnation of the Divine Logos, and its contents are in many cases identical with the Demonstratio
evangelica. Only fragments are preserved in Greek, but a complete Syriac translation of the Theophania
survives in an early 5th-century manuscript. Samuel Lee, the editor (1842) and translator (1843) of the
Syriac Theophania thought that the work must have been written "after the general peace restored to the
Church by Constantine, and before either the 'Praeparatio,' or the 'Demonstratio Evangelica,' was written . .
. it appears probable . . . therefore, that this was one of the first productions of Eusebius, if not the first after
the persecutions ceased."[57] Hugo Gressmann, noting in 1904 that the Demonstratio seems to be
mentioned at IV. 37 and V. 1, and that II. 14 seems to mention the extant practice of temple prostitution at
Hieropolis in Phoenica, concluded that the Theophania was probably written shortly after 324. Others have
suggested a date as late as 337.[58]

A polemical treatise against Marcellus of Ancyra, the Against Marcellus, dating from about 337;
A supplement to the last-named work, also against Marcellus, entitled Ecclesiastical Theology, in which he
defended the Nicene doctrine of the Logos against the party of Athanasius.

A number of writings, belonging in this category, have been entirely lost.

Exegetical and miscellaneous works [edit]

All of the exegetical works of Eusebius have suffered damage in transmission. The majority of them are known
to us only from long portions quoted in Byzantine catena-commentaries. However these portions are very
extensive. Extant are:

An enormous Commentary on the Psalms.
A commentary on Isaiah, discovered more or less complete in a manuscript in Florence early in the 20th
century and published 50 years later.
Small fragments of commentaries on Romans and 1 Corinthians.

Eusebius also wrote a work Quaestiones ad Stephanum et Marinum, "On the Differences of the Gospels"
(including solutions). This was written for the purpose of harmonizing the contradictions in the reports of the
different Evangelists. This work was recently (2011) translated into the English language by David J. Miller and
Adam C. McCollum and was published under the name "Eusebius of Caesarea: Gospel Problems and
Solutions."[59] The original work was also translated into Syriac, and lengthy quotations exist in a catena in that
language, and also in Coptic and Arabic catenas.[60]

Eusebius also wrote treatises on the Biblical past; these three treatises have been lost. They were:

A work on the Greek equivalents of Hebrew Gentilic nouns;
A description of old Judea with an account of the loss of the ten tribes;
A plan of Jerusalem and the Temple of Solomon.

The addresses and sermons of Eusebius are mostly lost, but some have been preserved, e.g., a sermon on the
consecration of the church in Tyre and an address on the thirtieth anniversary of the reign of Constantine
(336).

Most of Eusebius' letters are lost. His letters to Carpianus and Flacillus exist complete. Fragments of a letter to
the empress Constantia also exists.

Doctrine [edit]
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Eusebius is fairly unusual in his preterist, or fulfilled eschatological view. Saying "The Holy Scriptures foretell
that there will be unmistakable signs of the Coming of Christ. Now there were among the Hebrews three
outstanding offices of dignity, which made the nation famous, firstly the kingship, secondly that of prophet, and
lastly the high priesthood. The prophecies said that the abolition and complete destruction of all these three
together would be the sign of the presence of the Christ. And that the proofs that the times had come, would lie
in the ceasing of the Mosaic worship, the desolation of Jerusalem and its Temple, and the subjection of the
whole Jewish race to its enemies...The holy oracles foretold that all these changes, which had not been made in
the days of the prophets of old, would take place at the coming of the Christ, which I will presently shew to have
been fulfilled as never before in accordance with the predictions." (Demonstratio Evangelica VIII)

From a dogmatic point of view, Eusebius stands entirely upon the shoulders of Origen. Like Origen, he started
from the fundamental thought of the absolute sovereignty (monarchia) of God. God is the cause of all beings.
But he is not merely a cause; in him everything good is included, from him all life originates, and he is the
source of all virtue. God sent Christ into the world that it may partake of the blessings included in the essence
of God. Eusebius expressly distinguishes the Son as distinct from Father as a ray is also distinct from its source
the sun.[citation needed]

Eusebius held that men were sinners by their own free choice and not by the necessity of their natures.
Eusebius said, "The Creator of all things has impressed a natural law upon the soul of every man, as an
assistant and ally in his conduct, pointing out to him the right way by this law; but, by the free liberty with which
he is endowed, making the choice of what is best worthy of praise and acceptance, because he has acted
rightly, not by force, but from his own free-will, when he had it in his power to act otherwise, As, again, making
him who chooses what is worst, deserving of blame and punishment, as having by his own motion neglected the
natural law, and becoming the origin and fountain of wickedness, and misusing himself, not from any extraneous
necessity, but from free will and judgment. The fault is in him who chooses, not in God. For God has not made
nature or the substance of the soul bad; for he who is good can make nothing but what is good. Everything is
good which is according to nature. Every rational soul has naturally a good free-will, formed for the choice of
what is good. But when a man acts wrongly, nature is not to be blamed; for what is wrong, takes place not
according to nature, but contrary to nature, it being the work of choice, and not of nature".[61]

A letter Eusebius is supposed to have written to Constantine's daughter Constantina, refusing to fulfill her
request for images of Christ, was quoted in the decrees (now lost) of the Iconoclast Council of Hieria in 754, and
later quoted in part in the rebuttal of the Hieria decrees in the Second Council of Nicaea of 787, now the only
source from which some of the text is known. The authenticity, or authorship of the letter remain uncertain.[62]

Nicene Creed [edit]

In the June 2002 issue of the Church History journal, Pier Beatrice reports that Eusebius testified that the word
homoousios (consubstantial) "... was inserted in the Nicene Creed solely by the personal order of
Constantine."[63]

According to Eusebius of Caesarea, the word homoousios was inserted in the Nicene Creed solely
by the personal order of Constantine. But this statement is highly problematic. It is very difficult to
explain the seeming paradoxical fact that this word, along with the explanation given by
Constantine, was accepted by the 'Arian' Eusebius, whereas it has left no traces at all in the works
of his opponents, the leaders of the anti-Arian party such as Alexander of Alexandria, Ossius of
Cordova, Marcellus of Ancyra, and Eustathius of Antioch, who are usually considered
Constantine's theological advisers and the strongest supporters of the council. Neither before nor
during Constantine's time is there any evidence of a normal, well-established Christian use of the
term homoousios in its strictly Trinitarian meaning. Having once excluded any relationship of the
Nicene homoousios with the Christian tradition, it becomes legitimate to propose a new explanation,
based on an analysis of two pagan documents which have so far never been taken into account.
The main thesis of this paper is that homoousios came straight from Constantine's Hermetic
background. As can be clearly seen in the Poimandres, and even more clearly in an inscription
mentioned exclusively in the Theosophia, in the theological language of Egyptian paganism the
word homoousios meant that the Nous-Father and the Logos-Son, who are two distinct beings,
share the same perfection of the divine nature
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— Pier Franco Beatrice, "The Word "Homoousios" from Hellenism to Christianity", Church
History, Volume 71, № 2, June 2002, p. 243

Assessment [edit]

Edward Gibbon openly distrusted the writings of Eusebius concerning the number of martyrs, by noting a
passage in the shorter text of the Martyrs of Palestine attached to the Ecclesiastical History (Book 8,
Chapter 2) in which Eusebius introduces his description of the martyrs of the Great Persecution under
Diocletian with: "Wherefore we have decided to relate nothing concerning them except the things in which
we can vindicate the Divine judgment. [...] We shall introduce into this history in general only those events
which may be useful first to ourselves and afterwards to posterity."[64] In the longer text of the same work,
chapter 12, Eusebius states: "I think it best to pass by all the other events which occurred in the meantime:
such as [...] the lust of power on the part of many, the disorderly and unlawful ordinations, and the schisms
among the confessors themselves; also the novelties which were zealously devised against the remnants of
the Church by the new and factious members, who added innovation after innovation and forced them in
unsparingly among the calamities of the persecution, heaping misfortune upon misfortune. I judge it more
suitable to shun and avoid the account of these things, as I said at the beginning."
When his own honesty was challenged by his contemporaries,[65] Gibbon appealed to a chapter heading in
Eusebius' Praeparatio evangelica (Book XII, Chapter 31)[66] in which Eusebius discussed "That it will be
necessary sometimes to use falsehood as a remedy for the benefit of those who require such a mode of
treatment."[67]

Although Gibbon refers to Eusebius as the 'gravest' of the ecclesiastical historians,[68] he also suggests that
Eusebius was more concerned with the passing political concerns of his time than his duty as a reliable
historian.[69]

Jacob Burckhardt (19th century cultural historian) dismissed Eusebius as "the first thoroughly dishonest
historian of antiquity".
Other critics of Eusebius' work cite the panegyrical tone of the Vita, plus the omission of internal Christian
conflicts in the Canones, as reasons to interpret his writing with caution.[70]

Alternate views have suggested that Gibbon's dismissal of Eusebius is inappropriate:

With reference to Gibbon's comments, Joseph Barber Lightfoot (late 19th century theologian and former
Bishop of Durham) pointed out[71] that Eusebius' statements indicate his honesty in stating what he was not
going to discuss, and also his limitations as a historian in not including such material. He also discusses the
question of accuracy. "The manner in which Eusebius deals with his very numerous quotations elsewhere,
where we can test his honesty, is a sufficient vindication against this unjust charge." Lightfoot also notes that
Eusebius cannot always be relied on: "A far more serious drawback to his value as a historian is the loose
and uncritical spirit in which he sometimes deals with his materials. This shows itself in diverse ways. He is
not always to be trusted in his discrimination of genuine and spurious documents."
Averil Cameron (professor at King's College London and Oxford) and Stuart Hall (historian and theologian),
in their recent translation of the Life of Constantine, point out that writers such as Burckhardt found it
necessary to attack Eusebius in order to undermine the ideological legitimacy of the Habsburg empire, which
based itself on the idea of Christian empire derived from Constantine, and that the most controversial letter
in the Life has since been found among the papyri of Egypt.[72]

In Church History (Vol. 59, 1990), Michael J. Hollerich (assistant professor at the Jesuit Santa Clara
University, California) replies to Burckhardt's criticism of Eusebius, that "Eusebius has been an inviting
target for students of the Constantinian era. At one time or another they have characterized him as a
political propagandist, a good courtier, the shrewd and worldly adviser of the Emperor Constantine, the
great publicist of the first Christian emperor, the first in a long succession of ecclesiastical politicians, the
herald of Byzantinism, a political theologian, a political metaphysician, and a caesaropapist. It is obvious that
these are not, in the main, neutral descriptions. Much traditional scholarship, sometimes with barely
suppressed disdain, has regarded Eusebius as one who risked his orthodoxy and perhaps his character
because of his zeal for the Constantinian establishment." Hollerich concludes that "... the standard
assessment has exaggerated the importance of political themes and political motives in Eusebius's life and
writings and has failed to do justice to him as a churchman and a scholar".

While many have shared Burckhardt's assessment, particularly with reference to the Life of Constantine, others,
while not pretending to extol his merits, have acknowledged the irreplaceable value of his works which may
principally reside in the copious quotations that they contain from other sources, often lost.
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Notes [edit]

1. ^ Pamphilus might not have obtained all of Origen's writings, however: the library's text of Origen's commentary on
Isaiah broke off at 30:6, while the original commentary was said to have taken up thirty volumes.[22]

2. ^ There are three interpretations of this term: (1) that Eusebius was the "spiritual son", or favored pupil, of
Pamphilus;[29] (2) that Eusebius was literally adopted by Pamphilus;[28] and (3) that Eusebius was Pamphilus'
biological son. The third explanation is the least popular among scholars. The scholion on the Preparation for the
Gospels 1.3 in the Codex Paris. 451 is usually adduced in support of the thesis. Most reject the scholion as too
late or misinformed, but E. H. Gifford, an editor and translator of the Preparation, believes it to have been written by
Arethas, the tenth-century archbishop of Caesarea, who was in a position to know the truth of the matter.[30]
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High Middle Ages

Joachim of Fiore · Peter Abelard · Decretum Gratiani · Bernard of Clairvaux · Peter Lombard ·
Anselm of Laon · Hildegard of Bingen · Hugh of Saint Victor · Dominic de Guzmán ·
Robert Grosseteste · Francis of Assisi · Anthony of Padua · Beatrice of Nazareth · Bonaventure ·
Albertus Magnus · Boetius of Dacia · Henry of Ghent · Thomas Aquinas · Siger of Brabant ·
Thomism · Roger Bacon

Mysticism and reforms

Ramon Llull · Duns Scotus · Dante Alighieri · William of Ockham · Richard Rolle ·
John of Ruusbroec · Catherine of Siena · Bridget of Sweden · Meister Eckhart · Johannes Tauler ·
Walter Hilton · The Cloud of Unknowing · Heinrich Seuse · Geert Groote · Devotio Moderna ·
Julian of Norwich · Thomas à Kempis · Nicholas of Cusa · Marsilio Ficino · Girolamo Savonarola
· Giovanni Pico della Mirandola

Reformation
Counter-Reformation

Erasmus · Thomas Cajetan · Thomas More · John Fisher · Johann Eck · Francisco de Vitoria ·
Thomas of Villanova · Ignatius of Loyola · Francisco de Osuna · John of Ávila · Francis Xavier ·
Teresa of Ávila · Luis de León · John of the Cross · Peter Canisius · Luis de Molina (Molinism) ·
Robert Bellarmine · Francisco Suárez · Lawrence of Brindisi · Francis de Sales

Baroque period to
French Revolution

Tommaso Campanella · Pierre de Bérulle · Pierre Gassendi · René Descartes ·
Mary of Jesus of Ágreda · António Vieira · Jean-Jacques Olier · Louis Thomassin ·
Jacques-Bénigne Bossuet · François Fénelon · Cornelius Jansen (Jansenism) · Blaise Pascal ·
Nicolas Malebranche · Giambattista Vico · Alphonsus Liguori · Louis de Montfort ·
Maria Gaetana Agnesi · Alfonso Muzzarelli · Johann Michael Sailer · Clement Mary Hofbauer ·
Bruno Lanteri

19th century

Joseph Görres · Felicité de Lamennais · Luigi Taparelli · Antonio Rosmini · Ignaz von Döllinger ·
John Henry Newman · Henri Lacordaire · Jaime Balmes · Gaetano Sanseverino ·
Giovanni Maria Cornoldi · Wilhelm Emmanuel Freiherr von Ketteler · Giuseppe Pecci ·
Joseph Hergenröther · Tommaso Maria Zigliara · Matthias Joseph Scheeben · Émile Boutroux ·
Modernism · Neo-Scholasticism · Léon Bloy · Désiré-Joseph Mercier · Friedrich von Hügel ·
Vladimir Solovyov · Marie-Joseph Lagrange · George Tyrrell · Maurice Blondel · Thérèse of Lisieux

20th century

G. K. Chesterton · Reginald Garrigou-Lagrange · Joseph Maréchal · Pierre Teilhard de Chardin ·
Jacques Maritain · Étienne Gilson · Ronald Knox · Dietrich von Hildebrand · Gabriel Marcel ·
Marie-Dominique Chenu · Romano Guardini · Edith Stein · Fulton Sheen · Henri de Lubac ·
Daniel-Rops · Jean Guitton · Josemaría Escrivá · Nouvelle théologie · Karl Rahner · Yves Congar
· Bernard Lonergan · Emmanuel Mounier · Jean Daniélou · Hans Urs von Balthasar · Alfred Delp
· Thomas Merton · René Girard · Johann Baptist Metz · Jean Vanier · Henri Nouwen

21st century Carlo Maria Martini · Pope Benedict XVI · Walter Kasper · Raniero Cantalamessa · Michał Heller ·
Peter Kreeft · Jean-Luc Marion · Tomáš Halík · Scott Hahn
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Centuries 1st • 2nd • 3rd • 4th • 5th • 6th • 7th • 8th • 9th • 10th • 11th • 12th • 13th • 14th • 15th • 16th • 17th • 18th • 19th
• 20th • 21st

Origins and
Apostolic Age

Background · Jesus (Baptism · Ministry · Crucifixion · Resurrection · Great Commission) · Holy Spirit ·
Apostles · Paul the Apostle · Council of Jerusalem · Split with Judaism · New Testament (Gospels · Acts ·
Pauline epistles · General epistles · Revelation)

Ante-Nicene
period

Diversity (Arianism · Donatism · Marcionism · Montanism) · Canon development · Persecution · Church /
Apostolic Fathers (Pope Clement I · Polycarp · Ignatius · Irenaeus · Justin Martyr · Tertullian · Origen)

Late antiquity
(Great Church)

Constantine (Constantinian shift) · Monasticism · Councils · Nicaea I (Nicene Creed) · Athanasius ·
Jerome · Augustine · Constantinople I · Ephesus I · Chalcedon · Biblical canon

Eastern
Christianity

Eastern Orthodoxy · Church of the East · Oriental Orthodoxy · Chrysostom · Nestorianism · Icons
(Iconoclasm) · Great Schism · Fall of Constantinople · Armenia · Georgia · Greece · Egypt · Syria · Ethiopia
· Bulgaria · Ottoman Empire · Russia · America

Catholicism

Papacy (Development of primacy · Eastern Orthodox opposition) · Lateran IV · Art patronage of Julius II ·
Leo X · Counter-Reformation (Trent · Art · Catholic Reformation · Jesuits (Xavier)) · Thomas More ·
Monastery dissolution · Wars · Mass rocks and priest holes · Guadalupe · Jansenists · Molinists ·
Neo-Scholasticism · Teresa · Modernism · Independent Catholics · Vatican I and Vatican II
(Ecclesial community) · Timeline

Middle Ages

Pelagianism · Gregory I · Celtic · Germanic · Scandinavian · Kievan Rus' · Investiture · Anselm · Abelard ·
Bernard · Bogomils · Bosnian · Cathars · Apostolic Brethren · Dulcinian · Crusades · Waldensians ·
Inquisition · Early Scholasticism · Christian mysticism · Dominic · Francis · Bonaventure · Aquinas
(Five Ways) · Wycliffe · Avignon · Papal Schism · Bohemian Reformation · Hus · Conciliarism (Synods)

Reformation
and

Protestantism

Erasmus · Eucharist · Calvinist–Arminian debate · Arminianism · Wars (Resistance theories) ·
Separation of church and state · Nicodemites · Hymnody of continental Europe ·
Formal and material principles · Literature · Protestant work ethic

Lutheranism Luther (95 Theses · Diet of Worms · Theology · Bible) · Melanchthon · Book of Concord ·
Orthodoxy · Scholasticism · Eucharist · Art

Calvinism
Zwingli · Calvin · Huguenots · Presbyterianism · Scotland · Knox · TULIP · Baptism ·
Law and Gospel · Dort · Three Forms of Unity · Westminster · Scholasticism ·
Metrical psalters

Anglicanism Timeline · Henry VIII · Cranmer · Elizabethan · 39 Articles · Puritans · Civil War ·
Church music · Book of Common Prayer · King James Version
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Eusebius (bishop of Milan)

Eusebius
Archbishop of Milan

18th-century painting of Saint Eusebius

Appointed 449 AD

Term ended 462

Predecessor Lazarus

Successor Gerontius

Personal details
Died 8 August 462

Sainthood
Feast day 12 August

Venerated in Catholic Church

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eusebius (Italian: Eusebio) was Archbishop of Milan from 449 to
462. He is honoured as a saint and his feast day is 12 August.[1]

Life [edit]

According to the writings of Ennodius, bishop of Pavia in early 6th-
century, Eusebius was Greek. He probably participated, as bishop
of Milan, to a synod held in Rome in 449 which condemned the
doctrines of Eutyches, deemed to be heretic.[2] Surely Eusebius
was the addressee of a letter written by Pope Leo the Great and
carried to Milan in 451 by Abundius bishop of Como and Senator,
who were returning to North Italy from Constantinople. In 451
Eusebius convened a Provincial Council in Milan, attended by
eighteen bishops,[1] where the Tome of Leo was read and
approved, and consequently the doctrines of Eutyches were
condemned.[2]

The main political event in Eusebius' episcopate was the 452
invasion of Italy by the Huns led by Attila. The Huns razed Aquileia
and then moved East and sacked numerous cities such as Padua.
They entered also in Milan where Attila occupied the imperial
palace and set fire to a large part of the town, destroying also the
cathedral of Saint Tecla.[3] Eusebius, along with many citizens, fled
from the Huns and left the town. They returned in Milan only when
Attila was convinced by Pope Leo to retire. Eusebius led the
reconstruction of the town, including the cathedral which was re-
consecrated in 453 by Maximus II bishop of Turin (not to be
confused with Saint Maximus of Turin)[2] who for the occasion
spoke the homely De reparatione ecclesiae mediolanensis.[4]

Eusebius died on 8 August, probably in 462, and his remains were interred in the city’s basilica of St. Lorenzo
Maggiore. His feast is celebrated on 12 August.[3] A late tradition, with no historical basis, associates Eusebius
with the Milan's family of the Pagani.

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b Ruggeri, Fausto (1991). I Vescovi di Milano. Milano: NED. p. 14–15. ISBN 88-7023-154-2.(in Italian)
2.  ̂a b c Pasini, Cesare (1988). "Eusebio di Milano, santo". Dizionario della Chiesa Ambrosiana. 2. Milano: NED.

p. 1151–1154. ISBN 88-7023-102-X.(in Italian)
3.  ̂a b Cazzani, Eugenio (1996). Vescovi e arcivescovi di Milano. Milano: Massimo. pp. 28–29. ISBN 88-7030-891-

X.(in Italian)
4. ^ Tolfo, Maria Grazia. "Cronologia di Milano dal 451 al 500" . Santi e Beati. Retrieved 27 Sep 2011.(in Italian)
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v · t · e Bishops and Archbishops of Milan

Ancient age

St Barnabas (50-55) · St Anathalon (53-63) · St Caius (63 - 85) · sede vacante · St Castricianus (97 - 138) ·
St Calimerius (138–191) · sede vacante · St Monas (283–313?) · St Mirocles (313–316?) · St Maternus
(316–328?) · St Protasius (328–343?) · St Eustorgius I (343–349?) · St Dionysius (349–355) · Auxentius$
(355–374) · St Ambrose (374–397) · St Simplician (397–400) · St Venerius (400–408) · St Marolus (408–
423) · St Martinianus (423–435) · St Glycerius (436–438) · St Lazarus (438–449) · St Eusebius (449–462) ·
St Gerontius (462–465) · St Benignus (465–472) · St Senator (472–475) · St Theodorus I (475–490) · St
Lawrence I (490–512) · St Eustorgius II (512–518) · St Magnus (518–530?) · St Dacius (530–552) · Vitale
(552–556) · St Ausanus (556–559?)

Genoa period St Honoratus (560–571?) · Frontone (571–573?) · Lawrence II (573–592) · Constantius (593–600) ·
Deodatus (601–628) · Asterius (629–639) · Forte (639–641)

Middle Ages

St John the Good (641–669) · St Antonino (669–671) · St Maurilio (671) · St Ampelius (671–676) · St
Mansuetus (676–685) · St Benedict (685–732) · Theodorus II (732–746) · St Natalis (746–747) · Arifred
(747–748) · Stabile (748–750) · Leto (751–755) · Thomas (755–783) · Peter (784–803) · Odelpert (803–
813) · St Anselm I (813–818) · St Buono (818–822) · Angilbert I (822–823) · Angilbert II Pusterla (824–859) ·
Tadone (860–868) · Anspert (868–881) · Anselmo II Capra (882–896) · Landulf I (896–899) · Andrea of
Canciano (899–906) · Aicone (906–918) · Gariberto of Besana (918–921) · Lambert (921–931) · Elduin
(931–936) · Arderico (936–948) · Adelman (948–953) · Walpert (953–970) · Arnulf I (970–974) · Gotofredo I
(974–979) · Landulf II of Carcano (980–998) · Arnolfo II da Arsago (998–1018) · Ariberto da Intimiano (1018–
1045) · Guido da Velate (1045–1069) · Attone (1070–1075) · Gotofredo II da Castiglione (1070–1075,
antibishop) · Tebald da Castiglione (1075–1080) · Anselmo III da Rho (1086–1093) · Arnolfo III (1093–
1097) · Anselmo IV da Bovisio (1097–1101) · Grosolanus (1102–1112) · Giordano da Clivio (1112–1120) ·
Ulrich da Corte (1120–1126) · Anselmo della Pusterla (1126–1135) · Robaldo (1135–1145) · Umberto I da
Pirovano (1146–1166) · St Galdino della Sala (1166–1176) · Algisio da Pirovano (1176–1185) ·
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Umberto II Crivelli (1185–1187, elected Pope Urban III) · Milone da Cardano (1187–1195) · Umberto III da
Terzago (1195–1196) · Filippo I da Lampugnano (1196–1206) · Umberto IV da Pirovano (1206–1211) ·
Gerardo da Sessa (1211–1212) · Enrico I da Settala (1213–1230) · Guglielmo I da Rizolio (1230–1241) ·
Leon da Perego (1241–1257) · Ottone Visconti (1262–1295) · Ruffino da Frisseto (1295–1296) · Francesco
I da Parma (1296–1308) · Cassone della Torre (1308–1317) · Aicardo da Intimiano (1317–1339) ·
Giovanni II Visconti (1342–1354) · Roberto Visconti (1354–1361) · Guglielmo II della Pusterla (1361–1370) ·
Simon da Borsano (1370–1380) · Antonio de' Saluzzi (1380–1401) · Pietro II di Candia (1402–1410) ·
Francesco II Crippa (1409–1414) · Bartolommeo Capra (1414–1433) · Francesco III Piccolpasso (1433–
1443) · Enrico II Rampini (1443–1450) · Giovanni III Visconti (1450–1453) · Nicolò Amidano (1453–1454) ·
Timoteo Maffei (1454) · Gabriele Sforza (1454–1457) · Carlo I da Forlì (1457–1461) · Stefano Nardini (1461–
1484) · Giovanni Arcimboldi (1484–1488) · Guido Antonio Arcimboldi (1488–1497) · Ottaviano Arcimboldi
(1497) · Ippolito d'Este (1497–1520) · Ippolito II d'Este (1520–1550) · Giovan Angelo Arcimboldi (1550–
1555) · Filippo II Archinto (1556–1558) · sede vacante

Modern age

St. Carlo Borromeo (1564–1584) · Gaspare Visconti (1584–1595) · Federico I Borromeo (1595–1631) ·
Cesare Monti (1632–1650) · Alfonso Litta (1652–1679) · Federico II Visconti (1681–1693) ·
Federico III Caccia (1693–1699) · Giuseppe Archinto (1699–1712) · Benedetto II Erba Odescalchi (1712–
1737) · Carlo Gaetano Stampa (1737–1742) · Giuseppe II Pozzobonelli (1743–1783) · Filippo Maria Visconti
(1784–1801) · Giovanni Battista Caprara (1802–1810) · sede vacante · Carlo Gaetano Gaisruck (1818–
1846) · Bartolomeo Carlo Romilli (1847–1859) · Paolo Angelo Ballerini (1859–1867) ·
Luigi Nazari di Calabiana (1867–1893) · Bl. Andrea Ferrari (1894–1921) · Ambrogio Damiano Achille Ratti
(1921–1922, elected Pope Pius XI) · Eugenio Tosi (1922–1929) · Bl. Ildefonso Schuster (1929–1954) · St.
Giovanni Battista Montini (1954–1963, elected Pope Paul VI) · Giovanni Colombo (1963–1979) ·
Carlo Maria Martini, SJ (1979–2002) · Dionigi Tettamanzi (2002–2011) · Angelo Scola (2011–2017) ·
Mario Delpini (2017-present)
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Eusebius of Cremona

Raphael - Eusebius of Cremona
raising Three Men from the Dead with
Saint Jerome's Cloak.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eusebius of Cremona was a 5th century monk, pre-congregational
saint,[1] and disciple of Jerome.
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Life [edit]

He was born in Cremona, Italy. As a young man he travelled to Rome where he became an associate of Jerome,
who was a secretary for Pope Damascus. Like Jerome he was a student of ardent and ascetic religion. He also
formed at this time an informal ascetic fraternity in Rome with Marcella, Oceanus and Pammachius.[2]

Jerome wrote a commentary on the Book of Jeremiah for him.[3]

He travelled with Jerome to the Holy Land, where he met Saint Paula and Saint Eustochium. They travelled to
Jerusalem, after which Eusebius founded a monastery in Bethlehem and acted as its abbot for a time, until
returning to Cremona in 400. From Jerusalem, he may have travelled to Egypt with Jerome at about this time.

In AD 400 Eusebius returned to Italy via Dalmatia to raise funds for a pilgrim hostel.[4] It was then that he
represented Jerome to the Pope, and convinced the Pope of the error of Origen.[5]

He succeeded Jerome as the head of his monastery,[6] in Italy.

A tradition credits him with founding Guadalupe Abbey in Spain in latter life. Another late traditions credits him
with raising three men from the dead,[7] an event painted twice by Raphael Sanzio.[8]

He lived until 423AD and is remembered with a feast day on May 5th. It is unknown where he died. One tradition
holds he is buried next to Jerome in Bethlehem, and the crypt there is dedicated to him, however a second
tradition holds he is buried in Italy.

Theology [edit]

During the Origen Disputes he was a vigorous[3] and active supporter of Jerome,[9] and is believed to have
persuaded Pope Anastasius to condemn Origen's writings.[2]

During the controversy, a letter form John, Bishop of Jerusalem to Eusebius, was stolen,[10] and Jerome
accused the thief of being in the service of Rufinus,[11] who had until this time been on fairly good relations with
Eusebius. Jerome made this claim because Rufinius sent the document to the Pope, accusing Jerome of having
falsified the original. The pope eventually sides with Jerome. Rufinius accused Eusebius of being "evil in this
matter"[12] and of conspiring with Marcella.[13][14]

There is a pseudepigraphical letter from Eusebius to Pope Damascus.[15][16]

Eusebius also sided with Jerome in the disputes with Pelagius.[2][12]
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Eusebius of Mâcon was a 6th-century bishop of Mâcon in France.[1][2]

He is known to have attended the Second Council of Mâcon in 581 and Third Council of Mâcon in 581 and
585.[1]

He is considered a saint of the Roman Catholic Church.
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Eusebius of Rome

Eusebius
Confessor

Born 4th century

Died 357
Rome

Venerated in Catholic Church

Major shrine Sant'Eusebio church, Rome

Feast 14 August

Glory of Sant'Eusebio,
(1757) Anton Raphael Mengs

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eusebius of Rome (died c. 357), the founder of the church on
the Esquiline Hill in Rome that bears his name, is listed in the
Roman Martyrology as one of the saints venerated on 14 August.

The Martyrology of Usuard styles him confessor at Rome under
the Arian emperor Constantius II and adds that he was buried in
the cemetery of Callistus. Some later martyrologies call him a
martyr. He is said to have been a Roman patrician and priest, and
is mentioned with distinction in Latin martyrologies.

The "Acta Eusebii", discovered in 1479 by Mombritius and
reproduced by Baluze in his "Miscellanea" (1678–1715), tell the following story:
When Pope Liberius was permitted by Constantius II to return to Rome,
supposedly at the price of his orthodoxy, by subscribing to the Arian formula of
Sirmium, Eusebius, a priest, an ardent defender of the Nicene Creed, publicly
preached against both pope and emperor, branding them as heretics. When the
orthodox party who supported the antipope Felix were excluded from all the
churches, Eusebius continued to say Mass in his own house. He was arrested
and brought before Liberius and Constantius, and boldly reproved Liberius for
deserting the Catholic faith. In consequence he was placed in a dungeon four
feet wide (or was imprisoned in his own house), where he spent his time in
prayer and died after seven months. His body was buried in the cemetery of
Callistus with the simple inscription: "Eusebio homini Dei". This act of kindness
was performed by two priests, Gregory and Orosius, friends of Eusebius.
Gregory was put into the same prison and also died there. He was buried by
Orosius, who professes to be the writer of the Acts.

It is generally admitted that these Acts were a forgery either entirely or at least
in part, and written in the same spirit if not by the same hand as the notice on
Liberius in the "Liber Pontificalis". The Bollandists and Tillemont point out some historical difficulties in the
narrative, especially the fact that Liberius, Constantius, and Eusebius were never in Rome at the same time.
Constantius visited Rome but once, and remained there for about a month, and Liberius was then still in exile.
Some, taking for granted the alleged fall of Liberius, would overcome this difficulty by stating that, at the request
of Liberius, who resented the zeal of the priest, the secular power interfered and imprisoned Eusebius. It is not
at all certain whether Eusebius died after the return of Liberius, during his exile, or even much before that
period.

Sant'Eusebio, the basilica-style church on the Esquiline in Rome dedicated to him, is said to have been built on
the site of his house. It is mentioned in the acts of a council held in Rome under Pope Symmachus in 498, and
was rebuilt by Pope Zacharias. It is a titular church of the cardinal-priest and the station church for the Friday
after the fourth Sunday in Lent. It once belonged to the Celestines (an order now extinct); Pope Leo XII gave it
to the Jesuits.

The Tridentine Calendar had a commemoration of Eusebius, after that of the commemoration of the vigil of the
feast of the Assumption of Mary on 14 August, on which day the main liturgy was that of the feast of Lawrence
of Rome, within whose octave it fell. The 1920 typical edition of the Roman Missal omitted the celebration on
that date of the day within the Octave of Saint Lawrence. The Vigil of the Assumption became the principal
liturgy, with a commemoration of Eusebius alone. The 1969 revision of the calendar removed the
commemoration of Eusebius, while sanctioning the celebration of his feast in the Roman basilica that bears his
name.[1]
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1. ^ Calendarium Romanum (Libreria Editrice Vaticana 1969), p. 134
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Eusebius of Samosata

Saint Eusebius

Bishop of Samosata and Martyr
Died Dolikha, Syria

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church Eastern
Orthodox Church

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Feast 22 June

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Eusebius, Bishop of Samosata (died c. 379, Dolikha) was
a Christian martyr and opponent of Arianism.

His feast day is June 22.[1]

Life [edit]

All that is definitely known of Eusebius is gathered from the letters
of Basil the Great and of Gregory Nazianzen, and from some
incidents in the "Ecclesiastical History" of Theodoret.[2]

In 361 he became bishop of the ancient Syrian city of Samosata.
Eusebius had been entrusted with the official record of the election
(360) of Bishop St. Meletius of Antioch, who was supported by the
Arian bishops, who were under the mistaken notion that he would
prove sympathetic to their cause.[3] When Meletius expounded his
orthodoxy, the bishops persuaded the Roman emperor
Constantius II, a staunch Arian, to extort the record from Eusebius
and destroy it. Constantius threatened Eusebius with the loss of
his right hand because he refused to surrender the record, but the
threat was withdrawn when Eusebius offered both hands.[4]

It was chiefly due to the concerted efforts of Eusebius and St.
Gregory Nazianzen that, in 370, St. Basil was elected Archbishop
of Cæsarea in Cappadocia.[3]

During the persecution of orthodox Christians under Julian the
Apostate, Eusebius travelled incognito through Syria, Palestine
and Phoenicia disguised as a military officer, ordaining presbyters
and deacons.[2]

Orthodox Christians experienced a short respite during the brief
reign of Jovian, but in 374 the emperor Valens, an Arian, banished
Eusebius to Thrace, in the Balkan Peninsula.[5] Bishop Eusebius
asked the messenger to keep the imperial order confidential
saying: “If the people should be apprized, such is their zeal for the
faith, that they would rise in arms against you, and your death
might be laid to my charge.”[4] Although advanced in years,
Eusebius left that evening.[6]

After the Emperor's death in 378, Eusebius was restored to his
see of Samosata. While in Dolikha to consecrate a bishop, he was
killed after being struck on the head with a roof tile thrown by an
Arian woman.[3]
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Eusebius of Vercelli

Saint Eusebius of Vercelli

The Virgin Mary in Glory with Archangel
Gabriel, and Saints Eusebius of Vercelli

(seated), Saint Sebastian, and Saint Roch,
Sebastiano Ricci.

Bishop and Confessor
Born c. March 2, 283[1]

Sardinia

Died August 1, 371 (aged 88)
Vercelli, Piemonte

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Feast August 2; December 15 (General
Roman Calendar 1602–1728);
December 16 (General Roman
Calendar 1729–1969)

Patronage Vercelli

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eusebius of Vercelli (c. March 2, 283 – August 1, 371) was a
bishop from Sardinia and is counted a saint. Along with
Athanasius, he affirmed the divinity of Jesus against Arianism.
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Biography [edit]

Eusebius was born in Sardinia, in 283. After his father's
martyrdom, he was taken to Rome by his mother, where he later
became a lector. He became the first bishop in Vercelli (in northern
Italy), probably sometime in the early- to mid-340s. According to a
letter of Ambrose to the congregation in Vercelli two decades after
Eusebius' death, the local leaders recognized his piety and thus
elected him rather than local candidates (Epistola lxiii, Ad
Vercellenses). Inspired by St Athanasius's Life of St Anthony, he
founded a priestly community in Vercelli that resembled a monastic
community. This coenobium, in turn, inspired others such as
Gaudentius of Novara, Eustasius of Aosta, and Maximus of
Turin.[2] He was the first bishop to live in common with the clergy,
devoting his best energies to form them in piety and zeal.[3] For
this reason the Canons Regular of St. Augustine honor him along
with Augustine as their founder.[4]

In 354, Pope Liberius asked Eusebius to join Bishop Lucifer of
Cagliari in carrying a request to the Emperor Constantius II at
Milan, pleading for the emperor to convoke a council to end the
dissentions over the status of Athanasius of Alexandria and the
matter of Arianism. The synod was held in Milan in 355. Eusebius
attended part of the council, but refused to condemn Athanasius
and so was exiled, first to Scythopolis in Syria, under the watchful
eye of the Arian bishop Patrophilus, whom Eusebius calls his jailer,
then to Cappadocia, and lastly to the Thebaid, in Upper Egypt.[4]

Several letters surrounding the council written to or by Eusebius still survive, as do two letters written by him
during his exile.

In the latter place Eusebius was dragged through the streets and persecuted in many ways, but never gave up
the Catholic faith.[3] Upon the accession of Julian, the exiled bishops were free to return to their sees. Eusebius
passed through Alexandria and there attended Athanasius' synod of 362 which confirmed the divinity of the
Holy Ghost and the orthodox doctrine concerning the Incarnation. The synod also agreed both to deal mildly
with the repentant bishops who had signed Arianizing creeds under pressure and to impose severe penalties
upon the leaders of several of the Arianizing factions.[4]

While still on his way home, Eusebius took the synod's decisions to Antioch and hoped to reconcile the schism
there. The church was divided between adherents of Eustathius of Antioch, who had been deposed and exiled
by the Arians in 331, and those of the Meletians. Since Meletius' election in 361 was brought about chiefly by
the Arians, the Eustathians would not recognize him, although he solemnly proclaimed his orthodox faith after
his episcopal consecration. The Alexandrian synod had desired that Eusebius should reconcile the Eustathians
with Bishop Meletius, by purging his election of whatever might have been irregular in it, but Eusebius found
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A part of the Codex Vercellensis,
believed to have been written by
Eusebius in the year 370.
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that Lucifer of Cagliari had also passed that way, and had unilaterally consecrated Paulinus, the leader of the
Eustathians, as Bishop of Antioch.

Unable to reconcile the factions, he continued towards home, visiting other churches along the way in the
interest of promulgating and enforcing the orthodox faith. Once back in Vercelli in 363, he continued to be a
leader with Hilary of Poitiers in defeating Arianism in the Western Church, and was one of the chief opponents
of the Arian bishop Auxentius of Milan. He died in 370 or 371.

Although in the middle ages he was sometimes referred to as a martyr, this was more to honor the sufferings he
endured in standing up for his faith. Later legends of his martyrdom have no historical basis. The Roman
Catholic Church celebrates his feast on August 2.[5] His former feast day of December 16 roughly coincided with
his elevation as bishop. His current feast day roughly coincides with the anniversary of his death. Vercelli
Cathedral is dedicated to him.

In a General Audience in October 2007, Pope Benedict XVI observed,

Therefore, Pastors, Eusebius said, must urge the faithful not to consider the cities of the world as
their permanent dwelling place but to seek the future city, the definitive heavenly Jerusalem. This
"eschatological reserve" enables Pastors and faithful to preserve the proper scale of values
without ever submitting to the fashions of the moment and the unjust claims of the current political
power. The authentic scale of values – Eusebius' whole life seems to say – does not come from
emperors of the past or of today but from Jesus Christ,...[2]

Works [edit]

Three short letters of Eusebius are printed in Migne, Pat.Lat., XII, 947-
54 and X, 713-14.[2]

Jerome (Of Famous Men, c. lvi, and Epstle li, n. 2) ascribes to him a
Latin translation of a commentary on the Psalms, written originally in
Greek by Eusebius of Caesarea; but this work has been lost.
In the cathedral at Vercelli is preserved the Codex Vercellensis, the
earliest manuscript of the old Latin Gospels ("Codex a"), which was
believed to have been written by Eusebius, thought now scholars tend
to doubt it.[6]

Krüger (Lucifer, Bischof von Calaris, Leipzig, 1886, 118–30) ascribes to
Eusebius a baptismal oration by Caspari (Quellen sur Geschichte des
Taufsymbols, Christiania, 1869, II, 132-40).
The confession of faith "Des. Trinitate confessio", P.L., XII, 959–968,
sometimes ascribed to Eusebius, is spurious.[4]
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Saint Eusebius the Hermit was a fourth-century Syrian monk.[1][2]

Eusebius undertook a rigorously ascetic lifestyle without shelter near a mountain village named Asicha.

According to Eastern Christian sources:

Though he was elderly and infirm, he ate only fifteen figs during the Great Forty day Fast. When
many people began to flock to St. Eusebius, he went to a nearby monastery, built a small
enclosure at the monastery walls and lived in it until his death.[3]

Saint Eusebius the Hermit of Syria is commemorated 15 February by the Eastern Orthodox and Byzantine
Catholic Churches.

See also [edit]
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Eusebonas (or Eusebonus) (fl. 5th century) was one of the founders of Bet-Coryph monastery in Byzantine
Syria, together with Abibion. He received his instruction from Eusebius.
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Saint Eusignius
Martyr

Born 0252

Died 362 (aged 109–110)
Antioch

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Feast 5 August

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Eusignius)

Eusignius was a martyred Roman soldier. He began his military
career under the emperor Maximian.[1] Under the reign of
Constantine he served as general and was witness to emperor's
vision of a cross in the sky symbolizing victory.[1] Eusignius retired
from the military after 60 years of service.[2]

Eusignius was present at the martyrdom of St. Basiliscus and is
said to have seen angels and Jesus Christ who took Basiliscus up
to heaven.[3]

He was beheaded by Julian the Apostate in 362 for denouncing
paganism.[1]

Eusiginius is one of the 140 Colonnade saints which adorn St. Peter's Square.[3]
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Eustace White
Born 1559

Louth, England

Died 1591
Tyburn

Venerated in Catholic Church

Canonized 25 October 1970 by Pope Paul VI

Feast 25 October

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

St Eustace White, one of the Catholic Forty Martyrs of England
and Wales. Born in Louth, Lincolnshire in 1559, he converted to
Catholicism and was disowned by his father.[1] He travelled to
Europe to study for the priesthood and was ordained, probably at
the Venerable English College, Rome in 1588. He returned to
England for his ministry later that year - the year of the Spanish
Armada. He thus began his ministry just as anti-Catholic feeling
was reaching fever pitch.

A conversation with a fellow traveller led to his arrest in Dorset
three years later in 1591. Eustace put up a very articulate defence in the West Country but had no chance to
defend himself in the London court where he was tortured. He was hanged, drawn and quartered at Tyburn
later that year.[1]

Quote [edit]

"The morrow after Simon and Jude's day I was hanged at the wall from the ground, my manacles fast locked
into a staple as high as I could reach upon a stool: the stool taken away where I hanged from a little after 8
o'clock in the morning until after 4 in the afternoon, without any ease or comfort at all, saving that Topcliffe
came in and told me that the Spaniards were come into Southwark by our means: 'For lo, do you not hear
the drums' (for then the drums played in honour of the Lord Mayor). The next day after also I was hanged
up an hour or two: such is the malicious minds of our adversaries."—In a letter written to Father Henry
Garnet from prison, 23 November 1591.
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Aosta Cathedral.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Eustasius of Aosta (c. 388-c. 454) was the first bishop of the
ancient see of Augusta Pretoria, today Aosta. His name is attached to a
letter sent to Pope Leo I by the delegates of the second Synod of Milan
(451).[1][2]

Eustasius is traditionally regarded as the first bishop of the ancient
Augusta Pretoria, today Aosta. His name indicates he came from the
east, possibly following Eusebius to Vercelli.[3] Pope Benedict XVI
thought he was of Sardinian origin.[4] According to St Ambrose, the
people of Aosta asked Eusebius to have their own bishop some time
after 400 AD, and Eustasius was sent to Aosta as the first bishop.
Unfortunately, no details of his ministry have survived.

In 451 he was perhaps prevented from traveling to the synod in Milan because of advanced age,[5] so he sent
as his representative Gratus to the Council of Milan. This Gratus succeeded him as bishop of Aosta and honor
a saint and his cult overshadowed the first bishop. Indeed, for a long time the first bishop of Aosta was not
celebrated in the diocese at all, and even today his cult is purely local.[6] His memorial day is 25 February.
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Eustathius of Antioch

Saint
Eustathius of Antioch

Bishop of Antioch

In office Circa 320 A.D.

Predecessor Philogonius

Successor Paulinus I

Personal details
Born Sid, Roman Empire

Died Circa 360 A.D.
Traianopolis, Roman Empire

Sainthood
Feast day July 16 in the Roman Catholic

Church
February 21 in Eastern
Catholicism and Eastern
Orthodoxy

Venerated in Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church

Attributes Bishop

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Saint Eustathius" redirects here. It is not to be confused with Saint Eustace.

Eustathius of Antioch, sometimes surnamed the Great, was a
Christian bishop and archbishop of Antioch in the 4th century. His
feast day in the Orthodox Church is February 21.

Life [edit]

He was a native of Side in Pamphylia. About 320 he was bishop of
Beroea, and he became patriarch of Antioch shortly before the
Council of Nicaea in 325. In that assembly he distinguished himself
zealously against the Arians, though the Allocutio ad Imperatorem
with which he has been credited is probably not by him.[1]

His anti-Arian polemic against Eusebius of Nicomedia made him
unpopular among his fellow bishops in the East, and a synod
convened at Antioch in 330 deposed him for adultery,[2] which was
confirmed by the emperor.[1]

In the dispute with Eustathius of Antioch, who opposed the growing
influence of Origen and his practice of an allegorical exegesis of
scripture, seeing in his theology the roots of Arianism, Eusebius,
an admirer of Origen, was reproached by Eustathius for deviating
from the Nicene faith, who was charged in turn with Sabellianism.
Eustathius was accused, condemned, and deposed at a synod in
Antioch. The people of Antioch rebelled against this action,[3] while
the anti-Eustathians proposed Eusebius as the new bishop, but he
declined. He was banished to Trajanopolis in Thrace, where he
died, probably about 337, though possibly not until 370.[4]

The people of Antioch, who loved and revered their patriarch,
became indignant at the injustice done to him and were ready to
take up arms in his defence. But Eustathius kept them in check,
exhorted them to remain true to the orthodox faith and humbly left
for his place of exile, accompanied by a large body of his clergy.
His adherents in Antioch formed a separate community by the
name of "Eustathians" and refused to acknowledge the bishops
set over them by the Arians. When, after the death of Eustathius,
St. Meletius became Bishop of Antioch in 360 by the united vote of the Arians and the orthodox, the Eustathians
would not recognize him, even after his election was approved by the Synod of Alexandria in 362. Their
intransigent attitude gave rise to two factions among the orthodox, the so-called Meletian Schism, which lasted
till the second decade of the fifth century.[5]

The only complete work by Eustathius is the De Engastrimytho contra Origenem.[6]

The Commentary on the Hexameron attributed to him in the manuscripts is too late to be authentic.
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1.  ̂a b  One or more of the preceding sentences incorporates text from a publication now in the public
domain: Chisholm, Hugh, ed. (1911). "Eustathius, of Antioch". Encyclopædia Britannica. 9 (11th ed.). Cambridge
University Press. p. 957.
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Eustochia Smeralda Calafato

Eustochia Smeraldo Calafato

Portrait of Eustochia

Hermitess of the Franciscan Order
Born 25 March 1434

Messina

Died 20 January 1485
Messina

Venerated in Roman Catholicism

Beatified 14 September 1782 by Pope
Pius VI

Canonized 11 June 1988, Messina by Pope
John Paul II

Major shrine Monastero di Montevergine

Feast 20 January (13 February among
Traditional Roman Catholics;
minor commemoration 22
August)

Attributes Poor Clare nun holding a cross

Patronage co-patron of Messina

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eustochia Smeralda Calafato (March 25, 1434 in Messina –
January 20, 1485 also in Messina) is a Franciscan Italian Saint
belonging to the Order of the Poor Clares. She is co-patroness of
Messina, which is also the centre of her cultus.
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Biography [edit]

She was born in the village of Santissima Annunziata, near
Messina, Italy (for which reason she is often known as St.
Eustochia of Messina). Most of what is known about her comes
from the biography written two years after her death by one of her
fellow nuns, Suor Jacopa Pollicino, daughter of the Baron of
Tortorici.[1] This biography, however, was only discovered in the
1940s.

St. Eustochia, born Smeralda Calafato, was the daughter of
Bernardo Calafato, a rich merchant of Messina, and Mascalda
Romano. While her mother was pregnant with her, Messina was
stricken with the plague, and her parents fled the city for the small
town of Santissima Annunziata, near Messina, where the child was
born on 25 March 1434, the feast of the Annunciation, and in that
year also Holy Thursday.

From an early age she was noted for her beauty but at the age of
15 against her parents' wishes she determined to take religious
vows. She chose to enter the convent of Basicò, a house of Poor
Clares.[2] It seems that her brothers threatened to burn down the
convent if she persisted in her plan, but this did not deter her. She took the name Eustochia, and remained at
Basicò for over 10 years. She became known among the sisters for her conspicuous devotion and austerities.
She frequently kept vigils, fasted often, and employed corporal mortification.[3]

St. Eustochia was a great lover of the poverty that marked the Poor Clares and felt that Basicò did not adhere
strictly enough to the rule in this regard. After discussions with the sisters and the abbess, and with the
approval of Pope Callixtus III, in 1464 she decided to found a new convent which became known as
Montevergine ("Mountain of the Virgin").[4] The building project was apparently completed through the funding
of a wealthy relative. St. Eustochia was chosen abbess, and at the time of her death the convent was home to
50 sisters. She died on 20 January 1485, at the age of 50.

Veneration [edit]

St. Eustochia was beatified in 1782 by Pope Pius VI and was canonized on 11 June 1988 by Pope John Paul
II.[5][6]

Her incorrupt body rests in the monastery of Sanctuary of Montevergine in Messina that was founded by her
around in 1459. In recent centuries, because she is the co-patron of Messina, every August 22 her body has
been exposed to the veneration of the people and, with a solemn celebration, the Municipality of Messina offers
a gift to her. This long-standing tradition has survived to the present day; her body can be visited twice a week.
Her feast was traditionally kept by Franciscans on 13 February, though it was removed from the general
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Virgin of the Annunciation, Palazzo
Abatellis, Palermo.

Franciscan calendar in the post-conciliar reforms. Her feast is kept in Messina on the date of her death, 20
January.

Art [edit]

It is thought that St. Eustochia was the model for Antonello da Messina's depiction of the Virgin of the
Annunciation.
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Eustochium

Saint Eustochium

Saint Jerome, Saint Paula, and Saint
Eustochium, at National Gallery of Art in

Washington.

Born c. 368
Rome

Died c. 419 or 420
Bethlehem

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church
Eastern Catholic Churches

Feast 28 September

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Eustochium (c. 368 – September 28, 419 or 420). Born
Eustochium Julia at Rome, she was the daughter of Paula and is
also venerated as a saint and was an early Desert Mother. She
was the third of four daughters of the Roman Senator Toxotius, for
whom Jerome made a lot of fanciful claims of ancestry.[1] After the
death of her husband around 380 Paula and her daughter
Eustochium lived in Rome as austere a life as the fathers of the
desert. Eustochium had three sisters, Blaesilla, Paulina, and
Rufina, and a brother, Toxotius.[2]

When Jerome came to Rome from Palestine in 382, they put
themselves under his spiritual guidance. Hymettius, an uncle of
Eustochium, and his wife Praetextata tried to persuade the
youthful Eustochium to give up her austere life and enjoy the
pleasures of the world, but all their attempts were futile. About the
year 384 she made a vow of perpetual virginity, on which occasion
Jerome addressed to her his celebrated letter De custodia
virginitatis (Ep. xxii in P.L., XXII, 394–425). A year later Jerome
returned to Palestine and soon after was followed to the Orient by
Paula and Eustochium.[2]

In 386 they accompanied Jerome on his journey to Egypt, where
they visited the hermits of the Nitrian Desert in order to study and
afterward imitate their mode of life. In the fall of the same year they
returned to Palestine and settled permanently at Bethlehem. Paula
and Eustochium at once began to erect four monasteries and a
hospice near the spot where Christ was born. While the erection of
the monasteries was in process (386–9) they lived in a small building in the neighbourhood. One of the
monasteries was occupied by monks and put under the direction of Jerome. The three other monasteries were
taken by Paula and Eustochium and the numerous virgins that flocked around them. The three convents, which
were under the supervision of Paula, had only one oratory, where all the virgins met several times daily for
prayer and the liturgy of the hours. Jerome testifies (Ep. 308) that Eustochium and Paula performed the most
menial services. Much of their time they spent in the study of Holy Scripture under the direction of Jerome.

Eustochium spoke Latin and Classical Greek with equal ease and was able to read the scriptures in the Hebrew
text. Many of Jerome's Biblical commentaries owe their existence to her influence and to her he dedicated his
commentaries on the prophets Isaias and Ezekiel.

The letters which Jerome wrote for her instruction and spiritual advancement are, according to his own
testimony,[3] very numerous. After the death of Paula in 404, Eustochium assumed the direction of the
nunneries.[2] Her task was a difficult one on account of the impoverished condition of the temporal affairs which
was brought about by the lavish almsgiving of Paula. Jerome was of great assistance to her by his
encouragement and prudent advice.

In 417, a crowd of ruffians attacked and pillaged the monasteries of Bethlehem, destroyed one of them by fire,
besides killing and maltreating some of the residents. It is alleged[4] that this was instigated by John II, the
Patriarch of Jerusalem and the Pelagians against whom Jerome had written what were considered sharp
polemics. Both Jerome and Eustochium informed Pope Innocent I by letter of the occurrence, who severely
reproved the patriarch for having permitted the outrage. Eustochium died shortly after and was succeeded in
the supervision of the convents by her niece, the younger Paula. Eustochius of Tour might have been her
nephew, and further lateral descendants may include Perpetuus and Volusianus.[5] The Church celebrates her
feast on 28 September.
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1. ^ According to Jerome, Toxotius was believed to belong to the noble Julian race, while St. Paula traced her
ancestry through the Scipios and the Gracchi (Jerome, Epistle cxviii). Modern genealogists don't buy into these
claims.

2.  ̂a b c "Saints Paula and Eustochium", Christian Iconography
3. ^ De Viris Illustribus, cap. cxxxv.
4. ^  Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913). "St. Eustochium Julia" . Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert

Appleton Company.
5. ^ T. S. M. Mommaerts & D. H. Kelley, The Anicii of Gaul and Rome, in Fifth-century Gaul: a Crisis of Identity?,

ed. by John Drinkwater and Hugh Elton, (Cambridge University Press, Cambridge & New York, 1992) 120–121.

 This article incorporates text from a publication now in the public domain: Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913).
"St. Eustochium Julia". Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton Company.
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help
improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced
material may be challenged and removed.
Find sources: "Eustochius" – news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (April
2020) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Eustochius (also Eustachius) was the fifth bishop of Tours from 443 to 461. He was succeeded by his close
relative, Saint Perpetuus. His extremely rare name suggests a possible connection to Saint Eustochium. T. S. M.
Mommaerts and D. H. Kelley make the point that his father was Eustochium's brother, Julius Toxotius the
Younger, and that his maternal grandfather was Publius Ceionius Caecina Albinus, of the Ceionii Volusiani.

Eustochius was descended from an illustrious family of Auvergne, and, according to Gregory of Tours, was a
man of eminent virtue. In 444 he succeeded Brice as Bishop of Tours. He participated in the Council of Angers
and had a principal share in drawing up the regulations made in that council concerning discipline. He died in
461, and was buried in the church built by Saint Brice over the tomb of Saint Martin.[1]
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1. ^ Alban Butler, Alban. "Saint Eustochius, Bishop of Tours". Lives of the Fathers, Martyrs, and Principal Saints,
1866. CatholicSaints.Info. 20 September 2013  This article incorporates text from this source, which is in the
public domain.
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Eustorgius I

Saint Eustorgius I

Fresco of Saint Eustorgius, in Basilica of
Sant'Eustorgio, Milan

See Mediolanum

Appointed 343 AD

Term ended c. 349

Predecessor Protasius

Successor Dionysius

Personal details
Died c. 349

Sainthood
Feast day September 18

Venerated in Catholic Church 
Orthodox Church

Shrines Basilica of Sant'Eustorgio, Milan

The right side of the Basilica of Sant'Eustorgio.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eustorgius I (Italian: Eustorgio) was bishop of Milan from 343 to
about 349. He is honoured as a Saint in both the Catholic Church
and the Orthodox Church. His feast day is on the September 18.[1]
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Life [edit]

According to the tradition, Eustorgius was a noble Greek. He was
the legate of Milan and he was elected as bishop at the death of
Protasius in 343. Eustorgius traveled to Constantinople to have his
election as bishop confirmed by the Emperor, and in that occasion
Emperor donated to him the relics of the Three Magi which he
translated from Constantinople to Milan.[2]

From 345 to 346 and from 347 to 348, he held two synods. He
also began construction of churches and basilicas in Milan. Saint
Athanasius called him a "defender of the faith" and mentions him
as an opponent of Arianism. Saint Ambrose called him by the
honorable title of "confessor", and just in such a way some verses
concerning Milan in ca. 700.[3] His name was included in the
Ambrosian Rite [4] and his cult in Milan is testified by the presence
of five churches dedicated to him (as testified in a 14th-century
document, Liber notitiae sanctorum Mediolani [1] ), the best
known of which is the Basilica of Sant'Eustorgio. A 5th or 6th
century song indicates that he was a famous holy man and that he
had built a great sarcophagus.[5] And two little cows had
transported the large shrine. Eustorgius was perhaps buried in the
cemetery on the grounds of Sant'Eustorgio, which was located outside the Roman walls along the road to
Pavia.[2] , and then in his church which was dedicated by him. His relics are in the main altar. For September
18, the Roman Martyrology states: "At Milan, St. Eustorgius I, Bishop of that city, rendered by the testimony of
blessed Ambrose."[3]

Legend [edit]

His legendary Vita dates from the 12th century and
exists in 20 different documents.[6] His legend states
that in 344, he brought the relics of the Three Magi from
Constantinople to Milan, with two small cows which
transported a large sarcophagus of marble. (Photo:
Empty shrine in St. Eustorgio, ca. 300 AD )

The relics[7] of the Magi - Stefan Lochner paints a
picture  in 1445[8] - were taken from Milan by Holy
Roman Emperor Fredrick Barbarossa and given to the
Archbishop of Cologne, Rainald of Dassel, in 1164.[9] A
Shrine of the Three Kings at Cologne Cathedral still
exists (a part of these relics were returned to the
Basilica of Sant'Eustorgio of Milan in 1904)[10]
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"In the days of Philipp of Heinsberg, who followed Reinaldus, the shrine of the three magi was built. This was
told to me by some eyewitnesses who were present when the three magi were put into the shrine." (Vita
Eustorgii))[11]

The Vita Beati Eustorgii Confessoris reports around the year 1200:

"... The holy Helena, mother of the emperor Constantine, was one with all virtues affected and a very much
pious woman regarding the Christian religion. Therefore, she proved uncommon eagerness in collecting relics
of the holy ones. She traveled in own person through those widen countries of the Roman realm to the Orient
and to the Western World. There she built over the bodies of the martyrs, who were killed by cruelty of tyrants
because their Christian names, substantial memorials. Apart from the many fameful proofs of her piety to God
she also accumulated the bodies of the Three Magi together, who were buried in different places, and Helena
brought the bodies towards Constantinople. In this city they remained in large honours until the times of the
emperor Manuel. At that time Eustorgius lived, Greek birth, a very informed man, nobly and piously, of pleasing
exterior, eloquently, for the service to God quite been suitable and in this service turned, a guard of the faith,
and also chaste, and a native from Constantinople, before the times of bishop Saint Ambrose of Milan. He came
as an ambassador of the emperor Manuel to Milan, and the people of Milan selected him to bishop. Therefore,
Eustorgius returned to Constantinople, said thanks to the emperor and spoke: My father and emperor Manuel, I
thanks you that you have appreciated the honour towards me up to now and that you have sent me into the
holy city Milan, your metropolis. You should know that I have achieved everything, faithfully and after your will,
the deliveries are always secured for you, but I am however the chosen one of the city, because you, in honour
of God and to praise his charitableness. I unworthy one was urgent asked to return and to announce, what in
the view on our God and on you your you faithfully resulted people have done at me and like the people
delegated these envoys with me to you. Intend mine and instruct, what I am to do. The emperor answered:
Become bishop, worthy man. Eustorgius answers: I thank God and you; but allow, dearest gentleman, that I can
carry forward and can take away to the holy city of Milan anything of the sanctuaries, which me liked, if God's
benignity permits it, in order to honour the church with holy relics, and as a gratification for your tributary
people. The emperor answers: Select, receive, carry forward, which you would like. Be as if you are, or, is it
possible, become still better. Greet my people and announce that from now on the whole delivery is issued.
Thus Eustorgius went pleased, and he manufactured a marmorean coffin with large effort, and put into it the
bodies of the Three Kings, who had brought Christus their gifts - gold, frankincense and myrrh. With trouble
under many nights in which he was awake, and through God's assistance and amicability he transported it
towards Milan into the city. The sarcophagus became buried outside of the city-wall closely beside the city in a
church, which later was sanctified to honor holy Eustorgius. Also there is a famous and very holy source, where
the neophytes had received the holy baptism, all Christians pious veneration with dignity. ..."

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Ruggeri, Fausto (1991). I Vescovi di Milano. Milano: NED. p. 10. ISBN 88-7023-154-2.(in Italian)
2. ^ Cazzani, Eugenio (1996). Vescovi e arcivescovi di Milano. Milano: Massimo. pp. 15–16. ISBN 88-7030-891-X.(in

Italian)
3. ^ Muratori, Ludovico Antonio, Rerum Italicarum scriptores 2, 2, Versus de Mediolano, Bologna 1975, page 689
4. ^ "The Missale Ambrosianum originating with St. Ambrose, 18 September: S. Eustorgii Episc. et Conf" .

Archived from the original  on 2013-02-21. Retrieved 2007-02-04.
5. ^ Latin original:

"Sunt in antiqua membrana cet. versus S. Eustorgii: Virtutum signis pollens Eustorgius almus / digna laude piis
en celebrandus adest / Cuius plura quidem clara inter facta beati / insigne hoc unum fama refert populi /
Constructam reboans ingentem Caesaris urnam / iussu qua trabeis occuleret proprios / Per comptos artus per
sedam denique multis / haud valuisse iugis applicitis vehere / Pontifici demum hanc condonasse benigne /
quam parvis vaccis omnipotentis ope / Iunctis quo volvit duxisse proximus in qua / hactenus et summo fultus
honore iacet" (Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum 5,2: vol. V, Inscriptiones Galliae Cisalpinae Latinae, edit by Th.
Mommsen, pars II, Inscriptiones regionum Italiae undecimae et nonae, 1877 (impr. iter. 1959), page 621,
ISBN 3-11-003192-2; Hofmann, Hans, Die Heiligen Drei Könige, 1975, page 91, ISBN 3-7928-0376-3; and in:
Epigraphik-Datenbank Clauss/Slaby EDCS  Archived  2011-06-22 at the Wayback Machine Requires some
navigation: go to "Suchtext 1" (search 1), type "Eustorgius" in "Suchtext 1" field, and click "Absenden"

6. ^ Hofmann, Hans, Die Heiligen Drei Könige, 1975, pages 80 - 89, ISBN 3-7928-0376-3
7. ^ William of Newburgh, book 2, chapter 8: Of the destruction of Milan; and of the relics of the magi ; Latin

original: "Willelmi Neuburgensis Historia Anglicana", MGH 27, p.230
8. ^ 1. Roberti de Monte Chronica in 1164, MGH 6, page 513, 49 ; 2. Annales Isingrimmi maiores in 1168, MGH,

Scriptores, 17, p.314,37  ; 3. William of Newburgh book 2, chapter 8 ; 4. Gilles of Orval, Gesta episcoporum
Leodiensium, in 1250, MGH 25, p.108,14 ; 5. Ottonis Frisingensis chronica, MGH, Scriptores, 20, p. 310, 51 ;
6. Gelenius, Aegidius, De admiranda sacra et civili magnitudine Coloniae Claudiae Agripinensis Augustae Ubiorum
urbis, Köln 1645, page 233, written in 1645: "& ferme integris corporibus, nervis, & cute arida ac impurribili
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conspicui sunt, ope, ut putatur, Balsami aliorumque Arabiae liquorum, quibus corpora curari olim mos fuit"
9. ^ Rainald von Dassel announces the Cologners his return and the delivery of the bodies of the Holy Three Kings.

The original letter - Vercelli, 12 June 1164
10. ^ Hofmann, Hans, Die Rückführung von Teilen der Dreikönigsreliquien von Köln nach Mailand 1903 - 1904, in:

Jahrbuch des Kölnischen Geschichtsvereins, no. 46, year 1975, pages 51 - 72 (with many documents); here page
67, list of the fragments, in Latin original: Ex reliquiis desumptae sunt una tibia cum fibula illius sanctorum trium
corporum, quod provectioris erat aetatis, una fibula, quae erat corporis aetatis mediae, et una vertebra colli, quae
erat corporis aetatis iunioris. Quae reliquiae traditae sunt e.mo domino Antonio cardinali Fischer, archiepiscopo
Coloniensi, pro basilica Eustorgiana Mediolanensi. ... Pro vera copia. Coloniae, die 28. mensis Augusti 1903.
Antonius cardinalis Fischer, archiepiscopus; original-copy-document is located in Milan: Archivio Arcivescovile,
Sacri Riti, Sez. VII, cart. 24. .

11. ^ Latin original:
"Temporibus domini Philippi episcopi, qui successit Reinoldo, fabricata est eis capsa ... sicut nobis narraverunt
qui presentes erant eorum translationi ... " (Floss, Dreikoenigenbuch , 1864, pages 116-122  (Latin), original
document in: The Hague, Dutch Royal Library, Cod.70 H.41; a copy in: MGH 25, Gesta episcoporum
Leodiensium, pages 107-108 , by Gilles of Orval, ca. 1250)
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External links [edit]

(in German) Ekkart Sauser (2000). Bautz, Traugott. ed. Eustorgios
I.: heiliger Bischof von Mailand . Biographisch-Bibliographisches
Kirchenlexikon (BBKL). 17. Herzberg. col. 356. ISBN 3-88309-080-8
(in Italian) Santi e beati: Sant' Eustorgio I di Milano
Very old stone-relief in St. Eustorgio: Bishop Eustorgius I brings relics of the Three Magi. He is behind the
shrine and not to be seen in this photo.
(in German) Eustorgius I, informations concerning the relics of the three kings

Bishops and Archbishops of Milan

Ancient age

St Barnabas (50-55) · St Anathalon (53-63) · St Caius (63 - 85) · sede vacante · St Castricianus (97 - 138) ·
St Calimerius (138–191) · sede vacante · St Monas (283–313?) · St Mirocles (313–316?) · St Maternus
(316–328?) · St Protasius (328–343?) · St Eustorgius I (343–349?) · St Dionysius (349–355) · Auxentius$
(355–374) · St Ambrose (374–397) · St Simplician (397–400) · St Venerius (400–408) · St Marolus (408–
423) · St Martinianus (423–435) · St Glycerius (436–438) · St Lazarus (438–449) · St Eusebius (449–462) ·
St Gerontius (462–465) · St Benignus (465–472) · St Senator (472–475) · St Theodorus I (475–490) · St
Lawrence I (490–512) · St Eustorgius II (512–518) · St Magnus (518–530?) · St Dacius (530–552) · Vitale
(552–556) · St Ausanus (556–559?)

Genoa period St Honoratus (560–571?) · Frontone (571–573?) · Lawrence II (573–592) · Constantius (593–600) ·
Deodatus (601–628) · Asterius (629–639) · Forte (639–641)

Middle Ages

St John the Good (641–669) · St Antonino (669–671) · St Maurilio (671) · St Ampelius (671–676) · St
Mansuetus (676–685) · St Benedict (685–732) · Theodorus II (732–746) · St Natalis (746–747) · Arifred
(747–748) · Stabile (748–750) · Leto (751–755) · Thomas (755–783) · Peter (784–803) · Odelpert (803–
813) · St Anselm I (813–818) · St Buono (818–822) · Angilbert I (822–823) · Angilbert II Pusterla (824–859) ·
Tadone (860–868) · Anspert (868–881) · Anselmo II Capra (882–896) · Landulf I (896–899) · Andrea of
Canciano (899–906) · Aicone (906–918) · Gariberto of Besana (918–921) · Lambert (921–931) · Elduin
(931–936) · Arderico (936–948) · Adelman (948–953) · Walpert (953–970) · Arnulf I (970–974) · Gotofredo I
(974–979) · Landulf II of Carcano (980–998) · Arnolfo II da Arsago (998–1018) · Ariberto da Intimiano (1018–
1045) · Guido da Velate (1045–1069) · Attone (1070–1075) · Gotofredo II da Castiglione (1070–1075,
antibishop) · Tebald da Castiglione (1075–1080) · Anselmo III da Rho (1086–1093) · Arnolfo III (1093–
1097) · Anselmo IV da Bovisio (1097–1101) · Grosolanus (1102–1112) · Giordano da Clivio (1112–1120) ·
Ulrich da Corte (1120–1126) · Anselmo della Pusterla (1126–1135) · Robaldo (1135–1145) · Umberto I da
Pirovano (1146–1166) · St Galdino della Sala (1166–1176) · Algisio da Pirovano (1176–1185) ·
Umberto II Crivelli (1185–1187, elected Pope Urban III) · Milone da Cardano (1187–1195) · Umberto III da
Terzago (1195–1196) · Filippo I da Lampugnano (1196–1206) · Umberto IV da Pirovano (1206–1211) ·
Gerardo da Sessa (1211–1212) · Enrico I da Settala (1213–1230) · Guglielmo I da Rizolio (1230–1241) ·
Leon da Perego (1241–1257) · Ottone Visconti (1262–1295) · Ruffino da Frisseto (1295–1296) · Francesco
I da Parma (1296–1308) · Cassone della Torre (1308–1317) · Aicardo da Intimiano (1317–1339) ·
Giovanni II Visconti (1342–1354) · Roberto Visconti (1354–1361) · Guglielmo II della Pusterla (1361–1370) ·
Simon da Borsano (1370–1380) · Antonio de' Saluzzi (1380–1401) · Pietro II di Candia (1402–1410) ·
Francesco II Crippa (1409–1414) · Bartolommeo Capra (1414–1433) · Francesco III Piccolpasso (1433–
1443) · Enrico II Rampini (1443–1450) · Giovanni III Visconti (1450–1453) · Nicolò Amidano (1453–1454) ·
Timoteo Maffei (1454) · Gabriele Sforza (1454–1457) · Carlo I da Forlì (1457–1461) · Stefano Nardini (1461–
1484) · Giovanni Arcimboldi (1484–1488) · Guido Antonio Arcimboldi (1488–1497) · Ottaviano Arcimboldi
(1497) · Ippolito d'Este (1497–1520) · Ippolito II d'Este (1520–1550) · Giovan Angelo Arcimboldi (1550–
1555) · Filippo II Archinto (1556–1558) · sede vacante

Modern age

St. Carlo Borromeo (1564–1584) · Gaspare Visconti (1584–1595) · Federico I Borromeo (1595–1631) ·
Cesare Monti (1632–1650) · Alfonso Litta (1652–1679) · Federico II Visconti (1681–1693) ·
Federico III Caccia (1693–1699) · Giuseppe Archinto (1699–1712) · Benedetto II Erba Odescalchi (1712–
1737) · Carlo Gaetano Stampa (1737–1742) · Giuseppe II Pozzobonelli (1743–1783) · Filippo Maria Visconti
(1784–1801) · Giovanni Battista Caprara (1802–1810) · sede vacante · Carlo Gaetano Gaisruck (1818–
1846) · Bartolomeo Carlo Romilli (1847–1859) · Paolo Angelo Ballerini (1859–1867) ·
Luigi Nazari di Calabiana (1867–1893) · Bl. Andrea Ferrari (1894–1921) · Ambrogio Damiano Achille Ratti
(1921–1922, elected Pope Pius XI) · Eugenio Tosi (1922–1929) · Bl. Ildefonso Schuster (1929–1954) · St.
Giovanni Battista Montini (1954–1963, elected Pope Paul VI) · Giovanni Colombo (1963–1979) ·
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Eustorgius II

Eustorgius II
Archbishop of Milan

Church Catholic Church

Appointed c. 511 AD

Term ended 518

Predecessor Lawrence I

Successor Magnus

Personal details
Died 6 June 518

Sainthood
Feast day June 6

Venerated in Catholic Church

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eustorgius II (Italian: Eustorgio) was Archbishop of Milan from c.
511 to 518. He is honoured as a saint in the Catholic Church and
his feast day is June 6.[1]

Life [edit]

We have two letters of king Theodoric the Great concerning
Eustorgius: the first, addressed to the count and senator Adilas,
urges Eustorgius to take under his protection the estates owned
by the Church of Milan in Sicily, and the second, directly
addressed to Eustorgius, asks the bishop to restore the bishop of
Aosta who had been unjustly accused by some clergy of treason.
Eustorgius was also asked to judge the slanderers.[2]

In an own letter, Avitus of Vienne (died 518) thanks Eustorgius for
the financial support given in order to free some Italian prisoners
who were captured by the Arian Burgundians.[3]

According to the bishop of Pavia Ennodius (died 521), Eustorgius
restored the water ducts of the Baptistery of Santo Stefano,[3]

which ruins are still visible under the Cathedral of Milan.

Eustorgius died on 6 June 518. His remains were interred in the
chapel of Saint Sixtus aside the city’s basilica of St. Lorenzo
Maggiore.[3] His feast is celebrated on June 6 in such basilica and
together with all the saint bishops of Milan on 25 September.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Ruggeri, Fausto (1991). I Vescovi di Milano. Milano: NED.
pp. 17–18. ISBN 88-7023-154-2.(in Italian)

2. ^ Pasini, Cesare (1988). "Eustorgio II, santo (+518)". Dizionario
della Chiesa Ambrosiana. 2. Milano: NED. p. 1169–1170.
ISBN 88-7023-102-X.(in Italian)

3.  ̂a b c Cazzani, Eugenio (1996). Vescovi e arcivescovi di Milano.
Milano: Massimo. pp. 34–35. ISBN 88-7030-891-X.(in Italian)
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v · t · e Bishops and Archbishops of Milan

Ancient age

St Barnabas (50-55) · St Anathalon (53-63) · St Caius (63 - 85) · sede vacante · St Castricianus (97 - 138) ·
St Calimerius (138–191) · sede vacante · St Monas (283–313?) · St Mirocles (313–316?) · St Maternus
(316–328?) · St Protasius (328–343?) · St Eustorgius I (343–349?) · St Dionysius (349–355) · Auxentius$
(355–374) · St Ambrose (374–397) · St Simplician (397–400) · St Venerius (400–408) · St Marolus (408–
423) · St Martinianus (423–435) · St Glycerius (436–438) · St Lazarus (438–449) · St Eusebius (449–462) ·
St Gerontius (462–465) · St Benignus (465–472) · St Senator (472–475) · St Theodorus I (475–490) · St
Lawrence I (490–512) · St Eustorgius II (512–518) · St Magnus (518–530?) · St Dacius (530–552) · Vitale
(552–556) · St Ausanus (556–559?)

Genoa period St Honoratus (560–571?) · Frontone (571–573?) · Lawrence II (573–592) · Constantius (593–600) ·
Deodatus (601–628) · Asterius (629–639) · Forte (639–641)

Middle Ages

St John the Good (641–669) · St Antonino (669–671) · St Maurilio (671) · St Ampelius (671–676) · St
Mansuetus (676–685) · St Benedict (685–732) · Theodorus II (732–746) · St Natalis (746–747) · Arifred
(747–748) · Stabile (748–750) · Leto (751–755) · Thomas (755–783) · Peter (784–803) · Odelpert (803–
813) · St Anselm I (813–818) · St Buono (818–822) · Angilbert I (822–823) · Angilbert II Pusterla (824–859) ·
Tadone (860–868) · Anspert (868–881) · Anselmo II Capra (882–896) · Landulf I (896–899) · Andrea of
Canciano (899–906) · Aicone (906–918) · Gariberto of Besana (918–921) · Lambert (921–931) · Elduin
(931–936) · Arderico (936–948) · Adelman (948–953) · Walpert (953–970) · Arnulf I (970–974) · Gotofredo I
(974–979) · Landulf II of Carcano (980–998) · Arnolfo II da Arsago (998–1018) · Ariberto da Intimiano (1018–
1045) · Guido da Velate (1045–1069) · Attone (1070–1075) · Gotofredo II da Castiglione (1070–1075,
antibishop) · Tebald da Castiglione (1075–1080) · Anselmo III da Rho (1086–1093) · Arnolfo III (1093–
1097) · Anselmo IV da Bovisio (1097–1101) · Grosolanus (1102–1112) · Giordano da Clivio (1112–1120) ·
Ulrich da Corte (1120–1126) · Anselmo della Pusterla (1126–1135) · Robaldo (1135–1145) · Umberto I da
Pirovano (1146–1166) · St Galdino della Sala (1166–1176) · Algisio da Pirovano (1176–1185) ·
Umberto II Crivelli (1185–1187, elected Pope Urban III) · Milone da Cardano (1187–1195) · Umberto III da
Terzago (1195–1196) · Filippo I da Lampugnano (1196–1206) · Umberto IV da Pirovano (1206–1211) ·
Gerardo da Sessa (1211–1212) · Enrico I da Settala (1213–1230) · Guglielmo I da Rizolio (1230–1241) ·
Leon da Perego (1241–1257) · Ottone Visconti (1262–1295) · Ruffino da Frisseto (1295–1296) · Francesco
I da Parma (1296–1308) · Cassone della Torre (1308–1317) · Aicardo da Intimiano (1317–1339) ·
Giovanni II Visconti (1342–1354) · Roberto Visconti (1354–1361) · Guglielmo II della Pusterla (1361–1370) ·
Simon da Borsano (1370–1380) · Antonio de' Saluzzi (1380–1401) · Pietro II di Candia (1402–1410) ·
Francesco II Crippa (1409–1414) · Bartolommeo Capra (1414–1433) · Francesco III Piccolpasso (1433–
1443) · Enrico II Rampini (1443–1450) · Giovanni III Visconti (1450–1453) · Nicolò Amidano (1453–1454) ·
Timoteo Maffei (1454) · Gabriele Sforza (1454–1457) · Carlo I da Forlì (1457–1461) · Stefano Nardini (1461–
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1484) · Giovanni Arcimboldi (1484–1488) · Guido Antonio Arcimboldi (1488–1497) · Ottaviano Arcimboldi
(1497) · Ippolito d'Este (1497–1520) · Ippolito II d'Este (1520–1550) · Giovan Angelo Arcimboldi (1550–
1555) · Filippo II Archinto (1556–1558) · sede vacante

Modern age

St. Carlo Borromeo (1564–1584) · Gaspare Visconti (1584–1595) · Federico I Borromeo (1595–1631) ·
Cesare Monti (1632–1650) · Alfonso Litta (1652–1679) · Federico II Visconti (1681–1693) ·
Federico III Caccia (1693–1699) · Giuseppe Archinto (1699–1712) · Benedetto II Erba Odescalchi (1712–
1737) · Carlo Gaetano Stampa (1737–1742) · Giuseppe II Pozzobonelli (1743–1783) · Filippo Maria Visconti
(1784–1801) · Giovanni Battista Caprara (1802–1810) · sede vacante · Carlo Gaetano Gaisruck (1818–
1846) · Bartolomeo Carlo Romilli (1847–1859) · Paolo Angelo Ballerini (1859–1867) ·
Luigi Nazari di Calabiana (1867–1893) · Bl. Andrea Ferrari (1894–1921) · Ambrogio Damiano Achille Ratti
(1921–1922, elected Pope Pius XI) · Eugenio Tosi (1922–1929) · Bl. Ildefonso Schuster (1929–1954) · St.
Giovanni Battista Montini (1954–1963, elected Pope Paul VI) · Giovanni Colombo (1963–1979) ·
Carlo Maria Martini, SJ (1979–2002) · Dionigi Tettamanzi (2002–2011) · Angelo Scola (2011–2017) ·
Mario Delpini (2017-present)
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Saints portal

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Euthalia was a third-century virgin and martyr from Leontini, Sicily. She is commemorated in the Eastern
Orthodox and Byzantine Catholic Churches on 2 March[1] and in the Roman Catholic Church on 27 August.[2]

Euthalia became a Christian after her mother, Saint Eutropia's miraculous healing and conversion.[2] Although
their conversion was an occasion of great joy for them, one son of the family considered this a great affront. He
insisted on their renunciation of faith in Jesus, which they both refused. While her mother fled the family home,
Euthalia herself chose to stay, all the while being threatened with physical harm. She remained fearless in the
face of torment and suffering, and was beheaded by her brother.[2]

References [edit]

1. ^ "St. Euthalia of Syria" . Self-Ruled Antiochian Orthodox Christian Archdiocese of North
America. Retrieved 2009-02-17.

2.  ̂a b c Dunbar, Agnes (1904). A Dictionary of Saintly Women . London: George Bell &
Sons. p. 300 .
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Euthymios (Agritellis)

Saint Euthymios of Zela
Ἅγιος Εὐθύμιος Ζήλων

Bishop of Zela
New Ethno-Hieromartyr

Born July 6, 1876
Parakila, Lesbos.

Died May 29, 1921
Amasya, Ottoman Empire.

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized November 4, 1992, by Church of
Greece.[note 1]

Major shrine Leimonos Monastery, Lesbos.

Feast May 29
Sunday before the Exaltation
of the Holy Cross
(September 7–13)

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Euthymios of Zela the Ethno-Hieromartyr,[2] (Greek: Ὁ
Ἅγιος Εὐθύμιος ὁ Ἱερομάρτυρας Ἐπίσκοπος Ζήλων), born
Eustratios Agritellis, 1876–1921, was the last resident Bishop of
the Diocese of Zela in Amasya, Western Pontus, which he served
from June 12, 1912 until his death on May 29, 1921, during the
period of the Greek genocide.[note 2]

His memory is celebrated on May 29,[3] as well as on the Sunday
before the Exaltation of the Holy Cross.[3]
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Early life [edit]

Saint Euthymios was born on July 6, 1876 in the village of Parakila
on Lesbos island, where he started his education. At the age of
nine he entered the 'Leimonias school', located within the
Leimonos Monastery, from where he graduated in 1892.[2][note 3]

In the meantime, he was tonsured a monk by the Hegumen of the
monastery, Archmandrite Anthimos (Georgiellis), who gave him the
name Euthymios. For the next eight years he practiced asceticism
in the Leimonos Monastery.[2]

In 1900 he was sent by the monastery to the Theological School of
Halki, where he studied from 1900 to 1907. In 1906 he was ordained a deacon by Metropolitan Agathangelos of
Grevena,[3] and in 1907 he completed his thesis entitled: "The purpose of monastic life in the East until the 9th
century AD."[2]

After his graduation, he returned to Lesbos, where Metropolitan Stephen (Soulidis) of Methymna appointed him
the head of the Leimonos School, as well as the itinerant preacher (hierokeryx) of the Metropolis of Methymna.
He performed this role between 1909-1910, during which time he was known for his prowess as an orator and
the rich content of his sermons.[3] In the 1909-10 school year, he served as headmaster in the municipality of
Gera, in the region of Mytilene.[2]

In 1910 he was ordained a priest by Metropolitan Stephen (Soulidis) of Methymna, and served as the
protosynkellos of the Metropolis of Methymna until 1912.[3]

In 1912 the Metropolitan of Amasya Germanos Karavangelis (based in Samsun), who was himself a native of
Lesbos, received Euthymios as his general commissioner. It is said that the Ecumenical Patriarch himself
Joachim III first introduced Euthymios to Metropolitan Germanos, having been informed of the talents of the
young clergyman. Thus the Great Church of Christ promoted Euthymios as assistant bishop to the Metropolitan
of Amasya, bestowing upon him the illustrious high title of old, of Western Pontus, that of Bishop of Zela
(modern Zile). His ordination to the highest order of the Church took place on June 12, 1912, in
Constantinople.[2]

Bishop of Zela [edit]
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Over the next ten years, in the midst of adverse and tragic circumstances, Bishop Euthymios served the vast
Metropolis of Amasya, which was the most extensive in Asia Minor, comprising 340 Orthodox communities and a
population of over 130,000 Orthodox, who were mostly Turkish in appearance, but Greek in identity. He largely
governed the Metropolis of Amasya alone, due to the frequent trips of Metropolitan Germanos to
Constantinople and Athens. During his tenure the Metropolis of Amasya started to show signs of unusual
progress and revival, including the formation of youth and community organizations.[2] In 1913 in the district of
Pafra and in several villages of Western Pontus, he founded many churches, schools for boys, schools for girls,
and took care to ensure the proper placement of priests and teachers.[3]

However a short time thereafter, the great persecution of the Anatolian Greeks erupted, especially in the
regions of Samsun and Pafra.[note 4] From then on the activities of the Bishop of Zela changed from efforts for
progress and revival, into struggles for relief and retrenchment. He transitioned untiringly from place to place,
oftentimes in danger and tried by deprivations and malaise, in order to provide his assistance to those he found
in despair or in exile, and to the distressed Orthodox Christians.[2]

Adversity and War [edit]

Throughout the First World War he urged all of the schools and the people of Pontus to remain united in
remembrance of an annual ethnic ceremony which commemorated the female mass suicide of 30-40 young girls
from the village of Hazar in 1680, who preferred to fall from a fortress (known as the 'fortress of Ali') into a 150-
meter precipice, rather than to fall into the hands of the Turks. This ceremony was observed on the anniversary
of March 25th each year in remembrance of the self-sacrifice of the young girls.[3][note 5]

In April 1917 a large force of the Turkish army sent by Refet Bele Pasha and commanded by Mehmet Ali
encircled the monastery of the Theotokos near the village of Otkaya (Otkayada), on the west side of Mount
Neltes (Nebyan), where the cave called Maara (or the Virgin or Magara) was located, encircling 650 women and
children and 60 armed rebels.[3][7][8] After six days of resistance most of the besieged were killed or committed
suicide.[3] Of those that were captured many of the young girls and women were dishonored, the children shot,
and the men beheaded.[7][8]

In 1919, in response to this act, on the forefeast of the Dormition of the Theotokos, Euthymios gathered 12,000
insurgents outside of the small town of Çağşur (Esençay), under the command of Kyriakos Papadopoulos,[note 6]

resulting in the complete destruction of the Turkish armed forces and the town. From that day onwards
Euthymios was considered a wanted man by the Kemalist Turks who viewed him as a leader of the insurgents of
Western Pontus.[3] He and other notables were restricted in their activities and suffered due to the
interrogations they underwent. The jails were filled with Christians of every age and social status. Everywhere
there was exile, the gallows, disgrace, and the sword and fire.[2]

In 1921, by a decision of the Kemalist government, all the Metropolitans, Bishops, and Archimandrites of the
Pontus region were obliged to abandon Pontus and leave their seats. The only hierarchs who did not obey this
order were Metropolitan Chrysanthos (Philippidis) of Trebizond, Bishop Euthymios of Zela, and Protosyngellos
Archimandrite Platon (Aivazidis) of Amasya.[3]

Imprisonment and Martyrdom [edit]

On January 21, 1921, the Kemalists captured Bishop Euthymios and Archimandrite Platon (Aivazidis), along with
many other notables of the city of Amasya. They were condemned to death, and were imprisoned in the Souyia
prison in Amasya.[3]

Aware of the ill-treatments and tortures of those arrested with him, and desiring to relieve their suffering, he
appealed to the Kemalist government of Ankara to be regarded as the only culprit, and to be the only one
punished, in order to allow his fellow prisoners to be released. However he received no response.[2]

His imprisonment continued relatively mildly until April 18, 1921, the day of Pascha. On that day, without being
noticed by the jailer, he entered a hall where many expatriates were being detained in isolation, in order to
console and encourage them. As a result of this action he became even more suspect, and was isolated in the
damp basements of the jails from then onwards. It was through the testimony of other prisoners that were
released, that his tortures were made publicly known afterwards, affirming his isolation and sufferings in prison.
Sometimes his voice would be heard chanting the memorial service for the repose of departed, which he was
chanting on his own behalf.[2]

On the forty-first day of his isolation, on May 29, 1921, completely exhausted from the hardships, deprivations
and tortures, he died in custody.[9] It was the irony of fate that his conviction from the high court in Ankara
arrived after his death, with the sentence being the 'Independence of death'. Nevertheless, his dead body was
hanged in the central square of the town together with the others who had been sentenced to death including
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politicians, businessmen, journalists and religious figures of the local Greek community.[10][note 7] Afterwards his
guardians buried him quietly in the courtyard of the adjacent church.

Thus the Bishop of Zela sealed the good course of his life, by preferring faith and country over death, and
becoming a forerunner of other ethnomartyr hierarchs, which were to be martyred in the following catastrophic
year for Hellenism (that is, the Asia Minor Catastrophe) in 1922.[2]

On May 30, 1936 on the fifteenth anniversary of his martyrdom, the Leimonos Monastery in Lesbos celebrated
the unveiling of his bust. Since then the white likeness of his image reminds pilgrims of the sacrifice of a
shepherd who laid down his life for the sheep and remained faithful unto death.[2]

Glorification [edit]

In 1992 Euthymios was numbered among the chorus of the Saints by the Holy Synod of the Church of
Greece.[3]

In 1998 a chapel was built in honour of the Saint at Leimonos Monastery, in the Holy Metropolis of Methymna.[3]

Among the manuscripts at Leimonos Monastery, there are fifty items written in his hand, most of which are
notebooks from the time of his studies in Halki.[11]

Eastern Orthodox Church titles
Preceded by
unknown

Bishop of Zela (Amasya)
June 12, 1912 – May 29, 1921

Succeeded by
(Titular see)[note 2]

See also [edit]

Amasya trials
Greek genocide
Euthymius (disambiguation)

Notes [edit]

1. ^ On 4 November 1992, the Holy Synod of the Church of Greece unanimously declared Bp. Chrysostomos of
Smyrna (†1922) an ethnomartyr and a Saint of the Orthodox Church, to be jointly commemorated on the Sunday
before the Feast of the Elevation of the Holy Cross, together with four other Holy Hierarchs of Asia Minor including:

Bp. Ambrosios of Moschonisia (†1922);
Bp. Euthymios (Agritellis) of Zela (†1921);
Bp. Gregorios of Kydonies (†1922); and
Bp. Procopius of Iconium.

Their ranking to the chorus of the Saints, was formally announced in:
Encyclical 2556, of 5 July 1993, of the Holy Synod of the Church of Greece
(in Greek) Εγκύκλιος 2556 της 5ης Ιουλίου 1993 της Ιεράς Συνόδου της Εκκλησίας της Ελλάδος).[1]

2.  ̂a b Thereafter the Diocese of Zela became a Titular see. Some of the Titular bishops of Zela have been:
Alexander (Semenoff-Tian-Chansky) of Zela (1971-1979)
Kallistos (Samaras) of Zela (1980-1991)
Sotirios (Trambas) of Zela (1993-2004)
Ambrose (Zographos) of Zela (2006-2008)
Sevastianos (Skordallos) of Zela (2011-Present)

3. ^ Founded in 1526 by Ignatios Agallianos, who is celebrated today as a saint by the Greek Orthodox Church, the
Monastery of Leimon (Leimonos Monastery) has played a very significant role in the church history of Lesbos
island, at the centre of which it is located. The 'Leimonias school' was the first school to be established on
Lesbos after the occupation of the island by the Ottoman Turks (1462-1912), and for quite a long period it was the
only one that existed.[4]

4. ^ "Pontian and Anatolian Greeks were victims of a broader Turkish genocidal project aimed at all Christian
minorities in the Ottoman Empire. A total of more than 3.5 million Greeks, Armenians, and Assyrians were killed
under the successive regimes of the Young Turks and of Mustafa Kemal from roughly 1914 to 1923. Of this, as
many as 1.5 million Greeks may have died."[5]

5. ^ Due to a campaign by the forces of Hassan Ali Bey to capture young girls in order to send them to the slave
markets of Anatolia, in 1680 a large number of women and young girls entered into the fortress of Ali (later called
"Kızkalesi" - "Maiden's castle"), in order to escape being taken and enslaved. After being besieged for 48 days,
some of them lost their senses, others died of hunger and thirst, and others escaped secretly and surrendered to
the forces of the derebey, since they could no longer withstand the hardships. However one group of 30-40 young
girls, unwilling to be captured, climbed to the highest summit of the fortress, from where they fell and committed
suicide. After these events took place in the region of Pafra, an uprising of a number of courageous Greeks took
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place who climbed the surrounding mountains and armed themselves, making reprisals on the forces of the
derebey, undertaking an unequal but virtuous struggle against the Turkish oppressors.
A Greek dance that was danced in Pafra in order to commemorate the 30-40 young girls from the village of
Hazar who preferred to fall into the 150 meter precipice – is variously known as the:

'Thanati Laggeman' (Θανατί Λάγγεμαν) – "Death Jump"; or
'Kizlar Choplamasi' (Κιζλάρ Χοπλαμασί) – which in Turkish means "The Girls' Jump"; or
'Kizlar Kaïtesi' (Κιζλάρ Καϊτεσί) - "the musical purpose of the girls";

The dance portrays the movements of the girls as they jumped into the void to meet death on the steep and sharp
rocks. The musical instruments that were used were the flute (ζουρνάς) with the Davul (νταούλι), and the Lyre
(λύρα) to a lesser extent.[6] A similar mass female suicide took place in Eprius in 1803, known as the Dance of
Zalongo.

6. ^ For a discussion of Kyriakos Papadopoulos, see:
(in Greek) Αντώνης Ι. Ζαρκανέλας (Πρ. Γενικός Διεθυντής Ανάπτυξης, Νομαρχίας Θεσσαλονίκης). Ο
Κισάμπατζακ (Κυριάκος Παπαδόπουλος) ο αρχηγός . Katerini News. Retrieved: 13 August 2014.

7. ^ "...sentenced to death 177 Greeks who were executed. Included among them was Zelon Euthemios, assistant
bishop of Amassea, who died in prison from typhus, ...he ordered even the dead to be hanged with the others. Also
sentenced to death in absentia were 44 Greeks..."[10]
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Evfimy II, Archbishop of Novgorod the Great and Pskov from 1429 to
1458, was one of the most prolific patrons of the arts and architecture of
all the Novgorodian archbishops.
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His Background [edit]

According to his saint's lives, Evfimy's baptismal name was Ioann or Ivan
and he was the son of a priest Fedor, and his wife, Anna,[1] although
some saint's lives give his father's name as Mikheia, and say he was the
priest of the Church of St. Fedor the Great Martyr on the Market side of
the city (today it is just east of the Aleksandr Nevsky Bridge on the main road running east out of the city.

His Monastic and Archiepiscopal Life [edit]

He was shorn a monk at the Listitsa Hill Monastery (Listitsky) and later transferred to the Vyazhishchsky
Monastery 12 miles (7 km) northwest of Novgorod (he is known as Evfimy Viazhishchskii for this reason). He was
elected archbishop by the veche after the death of his predecessor Evfimy I (Bradatii) in 1429 but was not
consecrated until 1434, and not in Moscow by the Metropolitan of Kiev and All Rus' but in Smolensk, by
Geronty, the Metropolitan of Lithuania,[2] an act which angered the Muscovite authorities (although there was
no metropolitan in Moscow at the time: Fotii had died in 1431 and Isidor would not arrive until 1437).

Cultural Patronage [edit]

Evfimy was one of the greatest cultural patrons builders in Novgorod's
history. Much of his cultural patronage looked back on Novgorodian
history and his building projects were often reconstructions of old
churches on their old foundations and in the old architectural styles. He
built or rebuilt more than a dozen churches according to the chronicles,
several of which still stand in Novgorod today, including the Church of
the Twelve Apostles, The Church of John the Forerunner at Opoky
(originally built by Prince Vsevolod Mstislavich in 1127), the Church of
the Assumption (also originally built by Vsevolod Mstislavich, the Church
of St. George at the Market (again, also originally built by Vsevolod
Mstislavich) (the three are right next to one another in the northern part
of the Market). He also built a number of secular buildings. The Palace
of Facets, built in 1433, still stands northwest of the Cathedral of Holy
Wisdom. He also built the belfry to the east of the cathedral and a
clocktower west of it. The clocktower collapsed and was rebuilt in 1673.

Evfimy also canonized a number of his predecessors and promoted the veneration of other Novgorodian saints.
He discovered the relics of Archbishop Ilya (Ioann) in 1439 and commemorated him as well as 8 other bishops
and archbishops who appeared in a vision earlier that year. Legends pertaining to the city in general and the
archbishops specifically were compiled under his auspices such as the legends surrounding Archbishop Ilya
and others. He brought in Pachomius the Serb to write a number of hagiographic pieces surrounding several
Novgorodian saints, many of them Evfimy's predecessors in the archiepiscopal office. Pachomius arrived in
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Novgorod at the end of the 1430s or beginning of the 1440s, and, under Evfimii's aegis, he composed the Life
of Varlaam of Khutyn, the founder of the Khutyn Monastery, as well as the "Tale of the Journey of Ioann (Il'ia,
Archbishop of Novgorod 1165-1186) on a Devil to Jerusalem."[3] Pachomius returned to Novgorod and, under
the patronage of Archbishop Iona, wrote the Life of Evfimy as well. Thus Evfimy, who did so much to patronize
culture, became himself a cultural icon.

The Decline of the Republic [edit]

Evfimy's archiepiscopate was in some ways one of the high points of the archiepiscopal office in Novgorod.[4]

But in spite of this, and in spite of a flourishing of culture, Novgorod suffered a humiliating defeat at the hands
of Grand Prince Vasily II in 1456 and signed a severe peace at Iazhelbitsy which limited Novgorod's ability to
conduct foreign policy (it required the Grand Prince's approval and could not ally with his enemies).

Evfimy ceased to be active about 1456 (he is not mentioned as part of the peace treaty and did not build
churches after 1456 either). It may be that the humiliating defeat affected him personally and he withdrew. He
died on March 11, 1458 and was buried in the Viazhishchskii Monastery where he had been a monk.

Sainthood [edit]

Evfimy's Life appeared in a menion (monthly books of saint's lives and services) as early as 1494 and he was
formally canonized by the Russian Orthodox Church's Moscow Council of 1549. His feast day is March 11
OS/March 24 in the Gregorian Calendar. Upon disinterring his remains, they were said to have been incorrupt.
His body now lies in a glass-covered sarcophagus in the Church of St. Evfimy in the Viazhishchskii Monastery
after the church was dedicated to him by Metropolitan Aleksei of Leningrad and Novgorod (now Patriarch of
Moscow) on March 31, 1990. A new church dedicated to Evfimy and Archbishop Gennady also stands in the
cemetery at Kovoleva just east of St. Petersburg.
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Euthymius of Sardis

Euthymius of Sardis

The martyrdom of Euthymius of Sardis,
miniature from the Madrid Skylitzes

Born 751 or 754
Ouzara

Died 26 December 831
St. Andrew Island

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church

Feast Orthodox: December 26

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Euthymius of Sardis (Greek: Εὐθύμιος Σάρδεων, 751 or 754 –
26 December 831) was metropolitan bishop of Sardis between ca.
785 and ca. 804, and a leading iconophile during the period of
Byzantine Iconoclasm. Martyred in 831, he is a saint in the Eastern
Orthodox Church, celebrated on 26 December.
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Life [edit]

Euthymius was born in 751 or 754 in Ouzara, probably in Lycaonia in central Asia Minor.[1][2] At an early age he
entered a monastery, and sometime between 784 and 787, he was ordained as metropolitan bishop of Sardis
by Patriarch Tarasios of Constantinople. In this capacity he took part in the Second Council of Nicaea in 787,
where he played a leading role in the council's decision to condemn Byzantine Iconoclasm.[1][2] Euthymius spoke
in several of the council's sessions, advocating the reinstatement of the exiled bishops Theodore of Amorium
and Basil of Ancyra, the reinstatement of traditional veneration of icons as proposed by Tarasios and Pope
Hadrian I, and the anathematizing of Iconoclasm and its supporters.[2] According to his hagiography, sometime
between 787 and 790 he participated in an embassy to the Abbasid court at Baghdad, where he distinguished
himself by his ability and succeeded in securing a peace settlement with the Caliphate, but such a mission, let
alone a peace treaty, is nowhere else attested for this period.[3]

Under Emperor Nikephoros I (r. 802–811) he fell into disfavour and was deposed and exiled to the island of
Pantelleria off Sicily (ca. 804). According to his hagiography, Nikephoros' animosity was due to Euthymius
persuading a woman, whom the future emperor had desired, to become a nun, but the real motive was probably
Euthymius' support for the rebellion of the general Bardanes Tourkos in 803.[1][2] Thanks to the intervention of
Patriarch Tarasios, he was recalled from exile soon after, but was not reinstated in his old see.[2] When
Iconoclasm was once more adopted as the official doctrine under emperors Leo V the Armenian (r. 813–820)
and Michael II the Amorian (r. 820–829), Euthymius again defended the veneration of icons, for which he was
arrested, whipped and exiled, then released only to be again arrested and exiled. He was particularly
vehemently persecuted by the future patriarch John Grammatikos.[1][4] The traditional chronology of his death,
found both in Byzantine chroniclers (Genesios, John Skylitzes and Theophanes Continuatus) and older
historiography and martyrology (cf. the entries in the Catholic Encyclopedia[5][6]), is 26 December 824, when he
was whipped to death at the orders of Michael II. Modern research, however, places it on 26 December 831 on
the island of St. Andrew to the north of Cape Akritas on the Bithynian coast south of Constantinople, during the
reign of Michael II's successor Theophilos (r. 829–842).[1][7]

Euthymius' hagiography was written by Patriarch Methodios I of Constantinople. In addition, several letters by
Theodore of Stoudios to Euthymius survive, as well as a panegyric poem in his honour, written by a certain
Metrophanes.[1]
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Saint
Euthymius of Athos

A fresco of Euthymius from the Protaton
Church at Karyes, Mount Athos

Athonite Father
Born c. 955

Meskheti, Kingdom of the
Iberians

Died c. 1024

Venerated in Eastern Orthodox Church 
Georgian Orthodox Church

Feast May 13
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Euthymius the Athonite (Georgian:   Ekvtime
Atoneli; c. 955–1024) was a Georgian monk, philosopher and
scholar, who is venerated as a saint. His feast day in the Orthodox
Church is May 13.[1]

Euthymius was a Georgian, the ethnonym used by the Byzantines
as Iberian, that came from the Kingdom of the Iberians.[2] The son
of John the Iberian and nephew of the Tornike Eristavi, Euthymius
was taken as a political hostage to Constantinople but was later
released and became a monk joining the Great Lavra of
Athanasios on Mount Athos. He subsequently became the leader
of the Georgian Iviron monastery, which had been founded by his
father,[3] and emerged as one of the finest Eastern Christian
theologians and scholars of his age. Euthymius labored as abbot
of the Iveron Monastery on Mt. Athos for fourteen years before
stepping aside to concentrate on his translations.[4]

Fluent in Georgian, Greek and other languages, he translated
many religious treatises and philosophical works. Among his major
works was the translation of sibrdzne balavarisa (Wisdom of
Balahvari), a Christianized version of episodes from the life of
Gautama Buddha that became very popular in Medieval Europe as
the story of Barlaam and Josaphat. Of equal importance was
Euthymius’ work to prepare Georgian translations of various Greek
philosophical, ecclesiastical and legal discourses.

He died near Byzantium, when a mule on which he was riding,
startled by the approach of a beggar made to bolt and Euthymius
fell. His relics are buried in the Church of Saint John the Baptist at
the Iveron Monastery on Mt. Athos.[4]
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Euthymius the Great

Saint Euthymius the Great

Born 377
Melitene, Lesser Armenia

Died 20 January 473 (≈ aged 95)

Venerated in Eastern Orthodoxy
Roman Catholicism

Feast January 20

St. Euthimius monastery

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

"Euthymius" redirects here. For other uses, see Euthymius (disambiguation).

Saint Euthymius the Great (377 – 20 January 473) was an
abbot in Palestine. He is venerated in both Roman Catholic and
Eastern Orthodox Churches.
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Life [edit]

Euthymius was born in Melitene in Lesser Armenia, in a pious
family of noble birth. According to Christian tradition, his parents,
Paul and Dionysia, had prayed for a son at the church of Saint
Polyeuctus in Melitene.[1] when the child was born, they named him
"Euthymius", meaning "good cheer".[2]

Euthymius was educated by Bishop Otreius of Melitene, who
afterwards ordained him and placed him in charge of all the
monasteries in the Diocese of Melitene. At about thirty years of
age he secretly set out on a pilgrimage to Jerusalem and remained
for some time in a cave near a settlement of monks at a laura
called Pharan, about six miles east of Jerusalem,[3][4] at Ein Fara in
Wadi Kelt.[5]

In 411, Euthymius withdrew into the wilderness with a fellow-hermit, Saint
Theoctistus (see below), living in a rough cavern on the banks of a
torrent. When many disciples gathered around them, they turned the
cavern into a church and built a monastery which was placed in the
charge of St. Theoctistus.[4] Euthymius, despite retaining his solitary
lifestyle, gave direction for the others.[3]

A miraculous cure which Euthymius was believed to have effected for
Terebon, the son of the Saracen chief Aspebetus, spread the fame of the holy hermit far beyond the confines
of Palestine. Aspebetus was afterwards ordained priest and became bishop over his tribe, in which capacity he
attended the Council of Ephesus in 431.

When the report of this miracle had made the name of Euthymius famous throughout Palestine, and large
crowds came to visit him in his solitude, he retreated with his disciple Domitian to the wilderness of Ruba, near
the Dead Sea, living for some time on a remote mountain called Marda by the Byzantines - no other than the
ancient Masada of Roman-era fame.[6] When large crowds followed him to this place also, he decided to return
to the neighbourhood of the monastery of Theoctistus, where he took up his abode in a cavern. Every Sunday
he came to the monastery to take part in the divine services. At length, because numerous disciples desired
him as their spiritual guide, he founded in 420, on the right side of the road from Jerusalem to Jericho, a laura
similar to that of Pharan, the Laura of Euthymius, later known as Khan al-Ahmar. The church connected with
this laura was dedicated in 428 by Juvenal, the first Patriarch of Jerusalem.[7]

When the Fourth Œcumenical Synod (451) condemned the errors of Eutyches and Dioscorus, it was greatly
due to the authority of Euthymius that most of the Eastern recluses accepted its decrees. The Empress Eudoxia
was converted to Orthodoxy through his efforts.

The Church celebrates his feast on 20 January (2 February for those Orthodox Christians who still go by the
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Remains of Faran/Pharan
monastery

Julian calendar[8]), the day of his death.

Theoctistus [edit]

Theoctistus, also spelled Theoktistos, aka the Venerable Theoctistus of
Palestine, was an associate of Euthymius. He was an ascetic who lived
in a nearby cell at the Pharan lavra.[9] About five years after Euthymius
arrived, they went into the desert for Great Lent, and found in a wadi a
large cave where they remained praying in solitude for some time.
Eventually shepherds from Bethany discovered them, and people from
the area began to visit seeking spiritual guidance and bringing food.
The monks then built a church. When other monks came seeking
instruction, Euthymius and Theoctistus built a lavra over the cave
church. Theoctistus became hegumen of the monastery.[10]

Theoctistus died at an advanced age in 451 and is commemorated on 3
September.[11]

See also [edit]

Anthony the Great (c. 251 – 356), monk who established Christian monasticism in the Egyptian desert
Chariton the Confessor (end of 3rd century - ca. 350), founder of lavra-type monasticism in the Judaean
desert
Monastery of Martyrius
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Saint Eutropius of Orange

Saint Eutrope dans la cathédrale Notre Dame
de Nazareth à Orange

Bishop
Died May 27, 475

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church,
Eastern Orthodox Church

Canonized Pre-Congregation

Major shrine St Mary Magdalene's Chapel,
London Oratory

Feast May 27

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eutropius of Orange (French: Saint Eutrope; died 475) was
bishop of Orange, France, during the 5th century and probably
since 463,[1] in succession to Justus.

Life [edit]

Eutropius was born to the nobility, in Marseille, where he spent a
wild and wasted youth. According to tradition, he was converted by
his wife and after her death was ordained a deacon by
Eustochius.[2] He became Bishop of Orange, succeeding Justin. At
first, he was overwhelmed by the magnitude of the work he would
have to do and fled. A man of God named Aper convinced him to
return and devote himself to tending his flock. He became famous,
among other things, for his extreme devotion.

During his episcopate, which lasted about twelve years, he did not
hesitate to devote himself to many manual tasks, sometimes in a
field where he himself worked with a plough, sometimes at a
building site where he carried stones even when the other workers
were having their meals.

Eutropius corresponded with Pope Hilarius and was a friend of
Saint Faustus of Riez. Letters from contemporaries speak highly of his learning and piety. Sidonius Apollinaris
speaks of him in the highest and most reverential terms.[1] He took part in the Council of Arles in 463 and 475.[3]

His diocese was destroyed by the Visigoths and he died on May 27, 475.[3]

He was buried in the Basilica of St Julien d'Antioch, which he himself had built. Around the year 500, his
successor Verus wrote his Life,[4] which describes various miracles: the deliverance of a possessed person, the
healing of someone struck by lightning; stopping a fire through prayer...

Veneration [edit]

His relics are now interred in the altar of St Mary Magdalene's Chapel in the London Oratory.[5] His feast day is
May 27.

The 19th century stained glass window in the apse of Notre-Dame Cathedral in Orange depicts him.

Notes [edit]

1.  ̂a b Monks of Ramsgate. “Eutropius”. Book of Saints, 1921. CatholicSaints.Info. 27 January 2013  This article
incorporates text from this source, which is in the public domain.

2. ^ Butler, Alban. Lives of the Saints, 1830
3.  ̂a b Ekkart Sauser (2004). "Eutropius of Orange". In Bautz, Traugott (ed.). Biographisch-Bibliographisches

Kirchenlexikon (BBKL)  (in German). 23. Nordhausen: Bautz. col. 344. ISBN 3-88309-155-3.
4. ^ Texte latin édité par Ph. Varin, dans Bulletin du Comité Historique des monuments écrits de l'histoire de France.

Histoire-Sciences-Lettres, tome I. Paris, 1849, p. 53-64. Traduction française : voir bibliographie
5. ^ "London Oratory" . Archived from the original  on 2016-04-29. Retrieved 2016-06-08.
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Saint Eutropius of Saintes

Église Saint-Eutrope, Clermont-Ferrand.
Statue of Eutropius.

Martyr
Born Rome or Persia

Died 1st century or 3rd century
Saintes, France

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine Basilica of St. Eutropius (Saint-
Eutrope), Saintes.

Feast April 30

The tomb of St Eutropius in
the Basilica of St Eutropius in
Saintes

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Eutropius of Saintes (French: Saint Eutrope) is venerated
as the first bishop of Saintes, France.[1] According to tradition, he
was a Roman[1] or a Persian of royal descent[2] who was sent to
evangelize Gaul either by Saint Clement in the 1st century or by
Pope Fabian in the 250s as a companion of Saint Denis.

He lived as a hermit near Saintes and converted to Christianity the
governor's daughter, Saint Eustella or Eustelle. According to
tradition, the governor was so enraged by his daughter’s
conversion that he had both her and Eutropius killed. Eutropius
was killed by having his head split open with an axe.[1][2]

Gregory of Tours mentions the
tradition of Eutropius’ martyrdom in
his work, but also notes that before
Bishop Palladius of Saintes
translated Eutropius’ relics around
590 to the Romanesque church of
St. Eutropius in Saintes, no one
really knew the legend of
Eutropius.[2] In the 6th century, the
poet Venantius Fortunatus refers

to Eutropius in connection with Saintes.[2]

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b c "Saint Eutropius" . Catholic Online. 2009. Retrieved
April 7, 2009.

2.  ̂a b c d "La Rochelle" . The Catholic Encyclopedia. 1910.
Retrieved April 7, 2009.; further information will be found in R
Couffon, "Notes sur les cultes de saint Jacques et de saint
Eutrope en Bretagne." Memoires de la Société historique de
Bretagne, 1968.
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Eutychius of Constantinople

Eutychius of Constantinople
Ecumenical Patriarch of Constantinople

Icon of Eutychius, 16th century

Installed 552

Term ended 565
577–582

Personal details
Denomination Chalcedonian Christianity

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eutychius (c. 512 – 5 April 582), considered a saint in the
Catholic and Orthodox Christian traditions, was the patriarch of
Constantinople from 552 to 565, and from 577 to 582. His feast is
kept by the Orthodox Church on 6 April, and he is mentioned in
the Catholic Church's "Corpus Juris".[1] His terms of office,
occurring during the reign of Emperor Justinian the Great, were
marked by controversies with both imperial and papal authority.[2]
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Early life [edit]

Eutychius' career is well documented: a full biography, composed
by his chaplain Eustathius of Constantinople, was preserved
intact.[3] Eutychius was born at Theium in Phrygia.[4] His father,
Alexander, was a general under the famous Byzantine commander
Belisarius. Eutychius became a monk at Amasea at the age of 30.
As an archimandrite at Constantinople, Eutychius was well
respected by Menas, the Patriarch of Constantinople. Eventually, on the day Menas died, Eutychius was
nominated by Justinian the Great as Patriarch.[3]

First patriarchate [edit]

Pope Vigilius was in Constantinople when Eutychius became patriarch.[5] Eutychius sent him the usual
announcement of his own appointment and a completely orthodox profession of the then-united Church. At the
same time, the Pope urged him to summon and preside over the Church Council summoned to deal with the
Three-Chapter Controversy.[3] Vigilius first gave, and then withdrew, his consent to the Council.[5] In spite of the
Pope's refusal, the council met on 5 May 553 at Constantinople, and Eutychius shared the first place in the
assembly with Apollinarius of Alexandria and Domninus of Antioch (called "Domnus III", see List of Greek
Orthodox Patriarchs of Antioch). At the second session, the pope excused himself again on the grounds of ill
health. The subscription of Eutychius to the Acts of this synod, which was later recognized as the Fifth General
Council and which concluded on 2 June 553, is a summary of the decrees against the Three Chapters.[3]

Eutychius had, so far, stood by the Emperor throughout. He composed the decree of the Council against The
Chapters. In 562, he consecrated the new church of Hagia Sophia.[5] However, Eutychius came into violent
collision with Justinian in 564, when the Emperor adopted the tenets of the Aphthartodocetae, a sect of Non-
Chalcedonians who believed that Christ's body on earth was incorruptible (’aphthorá) and subject to no pain.[3]

Eutychius, in a long address, argued the incompatibility of the Aphthartodocetic beliefs with Scripture. Emperor
Justinian insisted that he subscribe to it anyway. When Eutychius refused to compromise, Justinian ordered his
arrest. On 22 January 565, Eutychius was celebrating the feast day of Saint Timothy in the church adjoining the
Hormisdas Palace when soldiers broke into the patriarchal residence, entered the church, and carried him
away.[6]

Arrest and exile [edit]

Eutychius was first removed to a monastery called Choracudis, and the next day to the monastery of St. Osias
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near Chalcedon.[5] Eight days later Justinian called an assembly of princes and prelates, to which he summoned
Eutychius. The charges against him were trivial: that he used ointments, ate "delicate meats", and prayed for
long periods.[7] After being summoned three times, Eutychius replied that he would only come if he were to be
judged canonically, in his own dignity, and in command of his clergy. Condemned by default, he was sent to an
island in the Propontis named Principus ("Prince's Island"), and later to his old monastery at Amasea, where he
spent 12 years and 5 months.[3]

Return and second patriarchate [edit]

Upon the death of John Scholasticus, whom Justinian had put in the patriarchal chair, the people of
Constantinople demanded the return of Eutychius. Justin II had succeeded Justinian in 565 and had associated
with himself the young Tiberius, who was made Caesar in 574. In October 577 the two emperors sent a
delegation to Amasea to bring Eutychius back to Constantinople.[3] Contemporary reports claim that as he
entered the city, a large group of people met him, shouting aloud, "Blessed is he that cometh in the name of the
Lord," and "Glory to God in the highest, on earth peace".[3] In imitation of the entrance of Jesus into Jerusalem
(recorded in Matthew 21:1–11 and John 12:12–18), he entered the city on an ass's colt, over garments spread
on the ground, the crowd carrying palms, dancing, and singing. The whole city was illuminated, public banquets
were held, and new buildings were inaugurated.[3]

The next day he met with the two emperors and was given "conspicuous honor" at the Church of the Virgin in
Blachernae. He then proceeded to Hagia Sophia, mounted the pulpit, and blessed the many people. It took him
six hours to distribute the communion because all of the people wished to receive it from his own hands.[3]

Late beliefs and death [edit]

Toward the end of his life, Eutychius maintained an opinion that after the resurrection the body will be "more
subtle than air" and no longer a tangible thing.[3] This was considered heretical, because it was taken as a
denial of the doctrine of physical, corporeal resurrection. The future Pope Gregory the Great, then residing at
Constantinople as Apocrisiarius, opposed this opinion, citing Luke 24:39. Emperor Tiberius talked to the
disputants separately, and tried to reconcile them, but the breach was persistent.[3]

Eutychius died quietly on the Sunday after Easter, at the age of 70. Some of his friends later told Pope Gregory
that a few minutes before his death he touched the skin of his hand and said, "I confess that in this flesh we
shall rise again",[8] (a rough quote of Job 19:26).

Among his pupils was Eustratios of Constantinople who wrote a tract against soul sleep.[citation needed]

Extant works by Eutychius [edit]

His literary remains are:[3]

Letter to Pope Vigilius (Migne, P. L., LXIX, 63, P.G. LXXXVI, 2401)
"Discourse on Easter" (fragment) (Mai: Class. Auct. X, 488, and Script. Vet. Nov Coll. IX, 623); and other
fragments found in P.G., LXXXVI.
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Evasius

Saint Evasius

Giovanni Martino Spanzotti, The saints Evasio
(probably) and Peter Martyr. Oil on wood, c.

1595–1600. National Gallery, London.

Born 3rd, 4th, or 8th century AD
in the area of Benevento, Italy

Died 3rd, 4th, or 8th century AD
near Casale Monferrato, Italy.

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church[1]

Major shrine Duomo of Casale Monferrato

Feast December 1, 12 November

Attributes Crozier and Mitre

Patronage Bizzarone (CO),
Casale Monferrato (AL),
Pedrengo (BG),
Rocchetta Palafea (AT)

Evasius as Bishop of
Asti from a 1677 ex voto in
the Confraternita della
Trinità

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Evasius (Italian: Sant'Evasio; probably third century AD) is
believed to have been a missionary and bishop of Asti, in north-
west Italy. He was forced to flee to the great Padan forest known
as the Selva Cornea, where he and numerous followers were
beheaded by pagan, or alternatively by Arian, enemies in the area
of what is now Casale Monferrato. He is venerated as a saint of
the Roman Catholic Church and is the patron of a number of
towns in Piedmont and Lombardy. His cult is liveliest at Casale,
where his remains are conserved in the cathedral dedicated to
him.
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Life [edit]

No account of Evasius's life is
regarded by scholars of hagiography
as reliable. According to the Historia
e vita di Sant'Evasio Vescovo e
Martire by the Augustinian Fulgenzio
Emiglio, published in 1708, he was
born in Benevento, moved to Rome
in 260 and was sent as a bishop to
Asti in 265. There he suffered
persecution at the hands of pagan
opponents of Christianity and was
forced to leave the town. The earliest
account of the story, the anonymous Passio Sancti Evasii, which has been
variously dated at early eleventh-century, tenth-century and ninth-century, sets it
in the times of the Lombard king Luitprand, who reigned during the years 712–
744. In the versions deriving from the latter, Evasius's opponents were Lombard
adherents of Arian Christianity, rather than pagans. Still other accounts place his

life during the fourth century and have him consecrated as Asti's first bishop around 330. Carbon dating of his
relics (assuming that they are genuine) favours the third-century hypothesis.

It is said that following his flight from Asti, Evasius took refuge in the forest known as Selva Cornea along with
two companions Proietto and Maliano and probably a third, Natale. At the site of today's Pozzo Sant’Evasio,
near Casale, a miracle occurred. The bishop, tired from his journey, pushed his crozier into the ground and lay
down to sleep. The pastoral staff set root and blossomed and a spring appeared at its foot.

Evasius continued his work of conversion in Casale (then perhaps known as Sedula, or Sedulia), founded a
small church dedicated to Lawrence the Deacon and attracted numerous followers. (The remains of such a
church exist beneath the current cathedral.) In some accounts he is identified as the first bishop of Casale.

Again, however, the saint attracted fierce opposition, and he was beheaded along with Proietto, Maliano and
143 companions, on the orders of the prefect (or duke or sculdascio) Atubolo. Skeletal analysis of his remains
suggests that Evasius died at about the age of 60.
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In the version of his life which sets it in the third century, the date of Evasius's martyrdom is given as 1
December 292, during the reign of Diocletian, whose later persecution of Christians is well known. For the
version of the story which places it in the first part of the eighth century, the context is that of the struggle
between those Lombards who remained attached to their Arian beliefs and the soon-to-be-victorious Trinitarian
new guard, associated particularly with the Catholic Theodolinda who had been Lombard queen from 588 to
628, and to which King Luitprand belonged.

Legacy [edit]

Saint Natale is held to have escaped the massacre and to have become priest of the church which was newly
dedicated to Evasius and in which his remains were sepulchred. At the same time the church was perhaps
rebuilt on a larger scale with the support of Luitprand.

Casale, now itself named after the saint as "Casale di Sant’Evasio", grew up around the church during the
middle ages. A new and much larger church was consecrated by Pope Paschal II in 1107.

In 1215 Ghibelline Casale was sacked by the anti-Imperial forces of Alessandria and Vercelli together with the
support of Milan. The saint's remains were removed to Alessandria along with other booty. In 1403 Casalese
condottiere Facino Cane brought the relics back from Alessandria, following a military victory over that town.

The church of Sant’Evasio became a cathedral with the establishment of the Diocese of Casale in 1474.

At Pozzo Sant’Evasio (literally "Saint Evasius’s Well") in 1670 a church was erected over the miraculous spring,
which had been turned into a well whose waters were reputed to cure diseases.

Feast days [edit]

Evasius's feast day was entered into the Roman Martyrology as 1 December, and it is on that day that he is
celebrated in Asti. He is also the patron saint of Rocchetta Palafea in the Langhe, of Pedrengo in the Province
of Bergamo (who were given some relics—part of a leg, and a bone from the foot—in 1609[2]), and of Bizzarone
in the Province of Como.

In Casale Monferrato in the Province of Alessandria he is the patron saint both of the Diocese and of the
Commune. Here his feast is kept on 12 November in memory of the day on which Facino Cane returned the
relics to the town.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ December 1 . Latin Saints of the Orthodox Patriarchate of Rome.
2. ^ Giuseppe Cappelletti, Le chiese d'Italia della loro origine sino ai nostri giorni , 21 vols (Venice: 1844–70), XIV:

Stati Sardi: Torino e le sue chiese suffraganee (1858), p. 586.
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Pieve di S. Giovanni di Mediliano  (in Italian). See the section “Evasio e Valerio: due «martiri» di età
longobarda?”
Fabio Arduino. "Sant'Evasio"  (in Italian). Santi, beati e ricordi.
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Further reading [edit]

"Patron Saints Index: Saint Evasius of Asti" . Website of The Catholic Community Forum. Archived from the
original  on 2007-04-27. A short article which favours a fourth-century life and Arian opponents.
The article "Diocese of Asti" . in Volume 2 of The Catholic Encyclopedia (1907) places him in the eighth
century.
"Giovanni Martino Spanzotti, Saint Peter Martyr and a Bishop Saint (probably Saint Evasio)" . National
Gallery, London. Archived from the original  on 2007-09-29. Retrieved 2007-05-21. Part of an altarpiece
from the church of S. Francesco in Casale Monferrato by an artist himself probably born in that town.
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Feodosia Morozova

Boyaryna Morozova by Vasily Surikov is depicting Feodosia's
arrest by the Nikonians in 1671. As an Old Believer she holds two
fingers, rather than three, raised in the old way of making the Sign of
the cross.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Evdokia Urusova)

Feodosia Prokopiyevna Morozova
(Russian: Феодо́сия Проко́пьевна
Моро́зова) (21 May 1632 – 1 December
1675) was one of the best-known partisans
of the Old Believer movement[E 1][R 1]. She
was perceived as a martyr after she was
arrested and died in prison.
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Life [edit]

She was born on May 21, 1632 into a family of the okolnichy Prokopy Feodorovich Sokovnin. At the age of 17,
she was married to the boyar Gleb Morozov, brother to the tsar's tutor Boris Morozov, one of the wealthiest men
in Russia and brother-in-law of Tsar Alexis. Feodosia bore one child to Gleb, a son, Ivan. After her husband's
early death in 1662, she retained a prominent position at the Russian court as a lady-in-waiting to Tsarina
Maria. She also inherited vast wealth, which she administered on behalf of her son Ivan.

During the Raskol, because Archpriest Avvakum was her confessor, Feodosia joined the Old Believers'
movement and secretly took monastic vows with the name Theodora[E 2]. She played an important role in
convincing her sister, Princess Evdokia Urusova, to join the Old Believers. They were also joined by fellow
noblewoman Maria Danilova.[E 3] Following Avvakum, she rejected the reforms of Patriarch Nikon insisting he
had no authority in the church to alter established practices, identifying such innovations with the corruption of
the faith by the antichrist[E 4].

After many misfortunes the two sisters and Danilova were arrested by order of Tsar Alexis of Russia in 1671.
They were interrogated and tortured over a long period, but refused to recant. Attempts to reach a compromise
led by Patriarch Pitirim were also rejected. While she was under arrest, her son Ivan died.

Alexis contemplated having Morozova burned at the stake, but was dissuaded. Instead she and the others were
incarcerated in an underground cellar of the St. Paphnutius Monastery at Borovsk, where they endured
considerable deprivations[R 2]. After the appointment of a new Patriarch, Ioakim, they were deprived of all
support and were slowly starved. All three succumbed to starvation, in 1675, with Morozova dying on November
2[E 3].

Reputation [edit]

Avvakum wrote a "Lament for the three martyrs". A hagiography, Tale of Boiarynia Morozov[R 3], by an unknown
author, gave an account of her life as a martyr. The story circulated widely and miracles were attributed to
Morozova by Old Believers. Many Old Believer communities continue to venerate her as a martyr.[E 3]

Nevertheless, her reputation was limited until Morozova's role as a representative of Russian identity and
tradition became important to nationalist writers in the 19th century. She became a household name after being
discussed by important Russian writers and depicted by Vasily Surikov. She was also taken as a heroine by
some radical groups, who saw her as a symbol of resistance to state power. The People's Will revolutionary
movement promoted her, and her virtues were praised by writers of the Soviet era such as Anna Akhmatova,
Varlam Shalamov and Fazil Iskander, who "symbolically enlisted her in their own causes of resistance".[E 3]

A chapel was constructed in 2002 on the site of the prison where Morozova died.
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Saints portal Biography portal Christianity portal
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Saint Evellius
Martyr

Died 66
Pisa, Roman Empire

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church[1]

Feast 11 May

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Evellius (died 66 AD) was an early Christian martyr. He was a
counselor to Nero, but was eventually martyred at Pisa after he
converted to Christianity.[2]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ (in Greek) Ὁ Ἅγιος Ἐβέλλιος ὁ Μάρτυρας . 11 Μαΐου. ΜΕΓΑΣ
ΣΥΝΑΞΑΡΙΣΤΗΣ.

2. ^ Catholic Online
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Evelyn Underhill

Evelyn Underhill

Born 6 December 1875
Wolverhampton, England

Died 15 June 1941 (aged 65)
London, England

Occupation Novelist, writer, mystic
Genre Christian mysticism,

spirituality
Notable
works

Mysticism

Blue plaque, 50 Campden Hill
Square, London

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

This article possibly contains original research. Please improve it by verifying the claims made and adding inline citations. Statements
consisting only of original research should be removed. (March 2019) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Evelyn Underhill (6 December 1875 – 15 June 1941) was an English Anglo-Catholic writer and pacifist known for her numerous works on religion and
spiritual practice, in particular Christian mysticism.

In the English-speaking world, she was one of the most widely read writers on such matters in the first half of the 20th century. No other book of its type
matched that of her best-known work, Mysticism, published in 1911.[1]
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Life [edit]

Underhill was born in Wolverhampton. She was a poet and novelist as well as a pacifist and mystic. An only child, she described her early mystical insights as "abrupt experiences of the peaceful,
undifferentiated plane of reality—like the 'still desert' of the mystic—in which there was no multiplicity nor need of explanation".[2] The meaning of these experiences became a lifelong quest and a
source of private angst, provoking her to research and write.

Both her father and her husband were writers (on the law), London barristers, and yachtsmen. She and her husband, Hubert Stuart Moore, grew up together and were married on 3 July 1907. The
couple had no children. She travelled regularly within Europe, primarily Switzerland, France and Italy, where she pursued her interests in art and Catholicism, visiting numerous churches and
monasteries. Neither her husband (a Protestant) nor her parents shared her interest in spiritual matters.

Underhill was called simply "Mrs Moore" by many of her friends, but was not without her detractors.[citation needed] She was a prolific author and published over 30 books either under her maiden
name, Underhill, or under the pseudonym "John Cordelier", as was the case for the 1912 book The Spiral Way. Initially an agnostic, she gradually began to acquire an interest in Neoplatonism and
from there was increasingly drawn to Catholicism against the objections of her husband, eventually becoming a prominent Anglo-Catholic. Her spiritual mentor from 1921 to 1924 was Baron Friedrich
von Hügel, who was appreciative of her writing yet concerned with her focus on mysticism and who encouraged her to adopt a much more Christocentric view as opposed to the theistic and
intellectual one she had previously held. She described him as "the most wonderful personality. ... so saintly, truthful, sane and tolerant" (Cropper, p. 44) and was influenced by him toward more
charitable and down-to-earth activities. After his death in 1925, her writings became more focused on the Holy Spirit and she became prominent in the Anglican Church as a lay leader of spiritual
retreats, a spiritual director for hundreds of individuals, guest speaker, radio lecturer and proponent of contemplative prayer.

Underhill came of age in the Edwardian era, at the turn of the 20th century and, like most of her contemporaries, had a decided romantic bent. The enormous excitement in those days was
mysteriously compounded of the psychic, the psychological, the occult, the mystical, the medieval, the advance of science, the apotheosis of art, the rediscovery of the feminine, the unashamedly
sensuous, and the most ethereally "spiritual" (Armstrong, p. xiii–xiv). Anglicanism seemed to her out-of-key with this, her world. She sought the centre of life as she and many of her generation
conceived it, not in the state religion, but in experience and the heart. This age of "the soul" was one of those periods when a sudden easing of social taboos brings on a great sense of personal
emancipation and desire for an El Dorado despised by an older, more morose and insensitive generation.[1]

As an only child, she was devoted to her parents and, later, to her husband. She was fully engaged in the life of a barrister's daughter and wife, including the entertainment and charitable work that
entailed, and pursued a daily regimen that included writing, research, worship, prayer and meditation. It was a fundamental axiom of hers that all of life was sacred, as that was what "incarnation" was
about.

She was a cousin of Francis Underhill, Bishop of Bath and Wells.

Education [edit]

Underhill was educated at home, except for three years at a private school in Folkestone, and subsequently read history and botany at King's College London. She was conferred with an honorary
Doctorate of Divinity from Aberdeen University and made a fellow of King's College. She was the first woman to lecture to the clergy in the Church of England as well as the first woman officially to
conduct spiritual retreats for the Church. She was also the first woman to establish ecumenical links between churches and one of the first woman theologians to lecture in English colleges and
universities, which she did frequently. Underhill was an award-winning bookbinder, studying with the most renowned masters of the time. She was schooled in the classics, well read in Western
spirituality, well informed (in addition to theology) in the philosophy, psychology, and physics of her day, and was a writer and reviewer for The Spectator.

Early work [edit]

Before undertaking many of her better known expository works on mysticism, she first published a small book of satirical poems on legal dilemmas, The Bar-
Lamb's Ballad Book, which received a favorable welcome. Underhill then wrote three highly unconventional though profoundly spiritual novels. Like Charles
Williams and later, Susan Howatch, Underhill uses her narratives to explore the sacramental intersection of the physical with the spiritual. She then uses that
sacramental framework very effectively to illustrate the unfolding of a human drama. Her novels are entitled The Grey World (1904), The Lost Word (1907),
and The Column of Dust (1909). In her first novel, The Grey World, described by one reviewer as an extremely interesting psychological study, the hero's
mystical journey begins with death, and then moves through reincarnation, beyond the grey world, and into the choice of a simple life devoted to beauty,
reflecting Underhill's own serious perspective as a young woman.

It seems so much easier in these days to live morally than to live beautifully. Lots of us manage to exist for years without ever sinning against
society, but we sin against loveliness every hour of the day.[3]

The Lost Word and The Column of Dust are also concerned with the problem of living in two worlds and reflect the writer's own spiritual challenges. In the
1909 novel, her heroine encounters a rift in the solid stuff of her universe:

She had seen, abruptly, the insecurity of those defences which protect our illusions and ward off the horrors of truth. She had found a little hole in the wall of appearances; and peeping
through, had caught a glimpse of that seething pot of spiritual forces whence, now and then, a bubble rises to the surface of things.[4]

Underhill's novels suggest that perhaps for the mystic, two worlds may be better than one. For her, mystical experience seems inseparable from some kind of enhancement of consciousness or
expansion of perceptual and aesthetic horizons—to see things as they are, in their meanness and insignificance when viewed in opposition to the divine reality, but in their luminosity and grandeur
when seen bathed in divine radiance. But at this stage the mystic's mind is subject to fear and insecurity, its powers undeveloped. The first novel takes us only to this point. Further stages demand
suffering, because mysticism is more than merely vision or cultivating a latent potentiality of the soul in cosy isolation. According to Underhill's view, the subsequent pain and tension, and final loss of
the private painful ego-centered life for the sake of regaining one's true self, has little to do with the first beatific vision. Her two later novels are built on the ideal of total self-surrender even to the
apparent sacrifice of the vision itself, as necessary for the fullest possible integration of human life. This was for her the equivalent of working out within, the metaphorical intent of the life story of
Jesus. One is reunited with the original vision—no longer as mere spectator but as part of it. This dimension of self-loss and resurrection is worked out in The Lost Word, but there is some doubt as
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to its general inevitability. In The Column of Dust, the heroine's physical death reinforces dramatically the mystical death to which she has already surrendered. Two lives are better than one but only
on the condition that a process of painful re-integration intervenes to re-establish unity between Self and Reality.[1]

All her characters derive their interest from the theological meaning and value which they represent, and it is her ingenious handling of so much difficult symbolic material that makes her work
psychologically interesting as a forerunner of such 20th-century writers as Susan Howatch, whose successful novels also embody the psychological value of religious metaphor and the traditions of
Christian mysticism. Her first novel received critical acclaim, but her last was generally derided. However, her novels give remarkable insight into what we may assume was her decision to avoid what
St. Augustine described as the temptation of fuga in solitudinem ("the flight into solitude"), but instead acquiescing to a loving, positive acceptance of this world. Not looking back, by this time she
was already working on her magnum opus.

Writings on religion [edit]

Mysticism (1911) [edit]

Underhill's greatest book, Mysticism: A Study of the Nature and Development of Man's Spiritual Consciousness, was published in 1911, and is distinguished by the very qualities which make it ill-
suited as a straightforward textbook. The spirit of the book is romantic, engaged, and theoretical rather than historical or scientific. Underhill has little use for theoretical explanations and the
traditional religious experience, formal classifications or analysis. She dismisses William James' pioneering study, The Varieties of Religious Experience (1902), and his "four marks of the mystic
state" (ineffability, noetic quality, transience, and passivity). James had admitted that his own constitution shut him off almost entirely from the enjoyment of mystical states, thus his treatment was
purely objective. Underhill substituted (1) mysticism is practical, not theoretical, (2) mysticism is an entirely spiritual activity, (3) the business and method of mysticism is love, and (4) mysticism entails
a definite psychological experience. Her insistence on the psychological approach was that it was the glamorous science of the pre-war period, offering the potential key to the secrets of human
advances in intelligence, creativity, and genius, and already psychological findings were being applied in theology (i.e., William Sanday's Christologies Ancient and Modern).[1]

She divided her subject into two parts: the first, an introduction, and the second, a detailed study of the nature and development of human consciousness. In the first section, in order to free the
subject of mysticism from confusion and misapprehension, she approached it from the point of view of the psychologist, the symbolist and the theologian. To separate mysticism from its most
dubious connection, she included a chapter on mysticism and magic. At the time, and still today, mysticism is associated with the occult, magic, secret rites, and fanaticism, while she knew the
mystics throughout history to be the world's spiritual pioneers.

She divided her map of "the way" into five stages: the first was the "Awakening of Self". She quotes Henry Suso (disciple of Meister Eckhart):

That which the Servitor saw had no form neither any manner of being; yet he had of it a joy such as he might have known in the seeing of shapes and substances of all joyful things. His
heart was hungry, yet satisfied, his soul was full of contentment and joy: his prayers and his hopes were fulfilled. (Cropper p. 46)

Underhill tells how Suso's description of how the abstract truth (related to each soul's true nature and purpose), once remembered, contains the power of fulfilment became the starting point of her
own path. The second stage she presents as psychological "Purgation of Self", quoting the Theologia Germanica (14th century, anonymous) regarding the transcendence of ego (Underhill's "little
self"):

We must cast all things from us and strip ourselves of them and refrain from claiming anything for our own.

The third stage she titles "Illumination" and quotes William Law:

Everything in ...nature, is descended out that which is eternal, and stands as a. ..visible outbirth of it, so when we know how to separate out the grossness, death, and darkness. ..from
it, we find. ..it in its eternal state.

The fourth stage she describes as the "Dark Night of the Soul" (which her correspondence leads us to believe she struggled with throughout her life) wherein one is deprived of all that has been
valuable to the lower self, and quoting Mechthild of Magdeburg:

...since Thou hast taken from me all that I had of Thee, yet of Thy grace leave me the gift which every dog has by nature: that of being true to Thee in my distress, when I am deprived
of all consolation. This I desire more fervently than Thy heavenly Kingdom.

And last she devotes a chapter to the unitive life, the sum of the mystic way:

When love has carried us above all things into the Divine Dark, there we are transformed by the Eternal Word Who is the image of the Father; and as the air is penetrated by the sun,
thus we receive in peace the Incomprehensible Light, enfolding us, and penetrating us. (Ruysbroech)

Where Underhill struck new ground was in her insistence that this state of union produced a glorious and fruitful creativeness, so that the mystic who attains this final perfectness is the most active
doer – not the reclusive dreaming lover of God.

We are all the kindred of the mystics. ..Strange and far away from us though they seem, they are not cut off from us by some impassable abyss. They belong to us; the giants, the
heroes of our race. As the achievement of genius belongs not to itself only but also to the society that brought it forth;...the supernal accomplishment of the mystics is ours also. ..our
guarantee of the end to which immanent love, the hidden steersman. ..is moving. ..us on the path toward the Real. They come back to us from an encounter with life's most august
secret. ..filled with amazing tidings which they can hardly tell. We, longing for some assurance. ..urge them to pass on their revelation. ..the old demand of the dim-sighted and
incredulous. ..But they cannot. ..only fragments of the Symbolic Vision. According to their strength and passion, these lovers of the Absolute. ..have not shrunk from the suffering.
..Beauty and agony have called. ..have awakened a heroic response. For them the winter is over. ..Life new, unquenchable and lovely comes to meet them with the dawn. (Cropper,
p. 47)

The book ends with an extremely valuable appendix, a kind of who's who of mysticism, which shows its persistence and interconnection from century to century.

Ruysbroeck (1914) [edit]

A work by Evelyn Underhill, on the 14th-century Flemish mystic Jan van Ruusbroec (1293–1381), entitled Ruysbroeck was published in London in 1914.[5] She had discussed him from several
different perspectives during the course of her 1911 book on Mysticism.

I. Life. She starts with a biography, drawn mainly from two near-contemporary works on his life, each written by a fellow monastic: Pomerius,[6] and Gerard Naghel.[7]

His childhood was spent in the village of Ruysbroeck. [page 7] At eleven he ran away to Brussels, where he began to live with his uncle, John Hinckaert, a Canon at the Cathedral of St. Gudule, and
a younger Canon, Francis van Coudenberg. [10] At twenty-four he was ordained a priest and became a prebend at St. Gudule. [12] At his first mass he envisioned his mother's spirit released from
Purgatory and entering Heaven. [15] From age 26 to 50 Ruysbroeck was a cathedral chaplain at St. Gudule. [15] Although he "seemed a nobody to those who did not know him", he was developing
a strong spiritual life, "a penetrating intellect, a fearless heart, deep knowledge of human nature, remarkable powers of expression". [17] At one point he wrote strong pamphlets and led a campaign
against a heretical group, the Brethren of the Free Spirit led by Bloemardinne, who practiced a self-indulgent "mysticality". [18–20] Later, with the two now elderly Canons, he moved into the
countryside at Groenendael ("Green Valley"). [21–22] Pomerius writes that he retired not to hide his light "but that he might tend it better" [22]. Five years later their community became a Priory
under the Augustinian Canons. [23]

Many of his works were written during this period, often drawing lessons from nature. [24] He had a favorite tree under which he would sit and write what the 'Spirit' gave to him. [25] He solemnly
affirmed that his works were composed under the "domination of an inspiring power", writes Underhill. [26] Pomerius says that Ruysbroeck could enter a state of contemplation in which he appeared
surrounded by radiant light. [26–27] Alongside his spiritual ascent, Naghel says, he cultivated the friendship of those around him, enriching their lives. [27–28] He worked in the garden fields of the
priory, and sought to help out creatures of the forest. [29–30] He moved from the senses to the transcendent without frontiers or cleavage, Underhill writes, these being for him "but two moods within
the mind of God". [30] He counseled many who came to him, including Gerard Groot of the Brothers of the Common Life. [31] His advice would plumb the "purity and direction" of the seeker's will,
and the seeker's love. [32] There, at Groenendael, he finally made a "leap to a more abundant life". [34] In The Sparkling Stone Ruysbroeck wrote about coming to know the love "which giveth more
than one can take, and asketh more than one can pay". [34]

II. Works. Next, Underhill gives a bibliography of Ruysbroeck's eleven admittedly authentic works, providing details concerning each work's origin, nature, and contents, as well as their place in his
writings. 1. The Spiritual Tabernacle; 2. The Twelve Points of True Faith; 3. The Book of the Four Temptations; 4. The Book of the Kingdom of God's Lovers; 5. The Adornment of the Spiritual
Marriage;[8] 6. The Mirror of Eternal Salvation or Book of the Blessed Sacraments; 7. The Seven Cloisters; 8. The Seven Degrees of the Ladder of Love; 9. The Book of the Sparkling Stone; 10. The
Book of the Supreme Truth; 11. The Twelve Béguines. [36–51]

III. Doctrine of God. Several types of mystics are described. The first (e.g., St. Teresa) deals with personal psychological experiences and emotional reactions, leaving the nature of God to existing
theology. [page 52] The second (e.g., Plotinus) has passion sprung from the vision of a philosopher; the intellect often is more active than the heart, yet like a poet such a mystic strives to sketch his
vision of the Ultimate. [53] The greatest mystics (e.g., St. Augustine) embrace at once "the infinite and the intimate" so that "God is both near and far, and the paradox of transcendent-immanent
Reality is a self-evident if an inexpressible truth." Such mystics "give us by turns a subjective and psychological, an objective and metaphysical, reading of spiritual experience." Here is Ruysbroeck.
[53–54]

An apostolic mystic [55] represents humanity in its quest to discern the Divine Reality, she writes, being like "the artist extending our universe, the pioneer cutting our path, the hunter winning food
for our souls." [56] Yet, although his experience is personal, his language is often drawn from tradition. [57] His words about an ineffable Nature of God, "a dim silence, and a wild desert," may be
suggestive, musical, she writes, "which enchant rather than inform the soul". [58] Ruysbroeck goes venturing "to hover over that Abyss which is 'beyond Reason,' stammering and breaking into wild
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poetry in the desperate attempt to seize the unseizable truth." [55] "[T]he One is 'neither This nor That'." [61]

"God as known by man" is the Absolute One who combines and resolves the contradictory natures of time and eternity, becoming and being; who is both transcendent and immanent, abstract and
personal, work and rest, the unmoved mover and movement itself. God is above the storm, yet inspires the flux. [59–60] The "omnipotent and ever-active Creator" who is "perpetually breathing forth
His energetic Life in new births of being and new floods of grace." [60] Yet the soul may persist, go beyond this fruitful nature,[9] into the simple essence of God. There we humans would find that
"absolute and abiding Reality, which seems to man Eternal Rest, the 'Deep Quiet of the Godhead,' the 'Abyss,' the 'Dim Silence'; and which we can taste indeed but never know. There, 'all lovers
lose themselves'." [60]

The Trinity, according to Ruysbroeck, works in living distinctions, "the fruitful nature of the Persons." [61] The Trinity in itself is a Unity, yet a manifestation of the active and creative Divine, a Union
of Three Persons, which is the Godhead. [60–61][10] Beyond and within the Trinity, or the Godhead, then, is the "fathomless Abyss" [60] that is the "Simple Being of God" that is "an Eternal Rest of
God and of all created things." [61][11]

The Father is the unconditioned Origin, Strength and Power, of all things. [62] The Son is the Eternal Word and Wisdom that shines forth in the world of conditions. [62] The Holy Spirit is Love and
Generosity emanating from the mutual contemplation of Father and Son. [62][12] The Three Persons "exist in an eternal distinction [emphasis added] for that world of conditions wherein the human
soul is immersed". [63] By the acts of the Three Persons all created things are born; by the incarnation and crucifixion we human souls are adorned with love, and so to be drawn back to our Source.
"This is the circling course of the Divine life-process." [63]

But beyond and above this eternal distinction lies "the superessential world, transcending all conditions, inaccessible to thought-- 'the measureless solitude of the Godhead, where God possesses
Himself in joy.' This is the ultimate world of the mystic." [63–64] There, she continues, quoting Ruysbroeck:

"[W]e can speak no more of Father, Son and Holy Spirit nor of any creature; but only of one Being, which is the very substance of the Divine Persons. There were we all one before our
creation; for this is our superessence... . There the Godhead is, in simple essence, without activity; Eternal Rest, Unconditioned Dark, the Nameless Being, the Superessence of all
created things, and the simple and infinite Bliss of God and of all the Saints." [64][13]

"The simple light of this Being... includes and embraces the unity of the Divine Persons and the soul... ." It envelopes and irradiates the ground (movement) of human souls and the fruition of their
adherence to God, finding union in the Divine life-process, the Rose. "And this is the union of God and the souls that love Him." [64–65][14]

IV. Doctrine of Humankind. For Ruysbroeck, "God is the 'Living Pattern of Creation' who has impressed His image on each soul, and in every adult spirit the character of that image must be brought
from the hiddenness and realized." [66][15] The pattern is trinitarian; there are three properties of the human soul. First, resembling the Father, "the bare, still place to which consciousness retreats
in introversion... ." [67] Second, following the Son, "the power of knowing Divine things by intuitive comprehension: man's fragmentary share in the character of the Logos, or Wisdom of God." [67–
68] "The third property we call the spark of the soul. It is the inward and natural tendency of the soul towards its Source; and here do we receive the Holy Spirit, the Charity of God." [68].[16] So will
God work within the human being; in later spiritual development we may form with God a Union, and eventually a Unity. [70–71][17]

The mighty force of Love is the 'very self-hood of God' in this mysterious communion. [72, 73] "As we lay hold upon the Divine Life, devour and assimilate it, so in that very act the Divine Life
devours us, and knits us up into the mystical Body," she writes. "It is the nature of love," says Ruysbroeck, "ever to give and to take, to love and be loved, and these two things meet in whomsoever
loves. Thus the love of Christ is both avid and generous... as He devours us, so He would feed us. If He absorbs us utterly into Himself, in return He gives us His very self again." [75–76][18] "Hungry
love," "generous love," "stormy love" touches the human soul with its Divine creative energy and, once we become conscious of it, evokes in us an answering storm of love. "The whole of our human
growth within the spiritual order is conditioned by the quality of this response; by the will, the industry, the courage, with which [we accept our] part in the Divine give-and-take." [74] As Ruysbroeck
puts it:

That measureless Love which is God Himself, dwells in the pure deeps of our spirit, like a burning brazier of coal. And it throws forth brilliant and fiery sparks which stir and enkindle
heart and senses, will and desire, and all the powers of the soul, with a fire of love; a storm, a rage, a measureless fury of love. These be the weapons with which we fight against the
terrible and immense Love of God, who would consume all loving spirits and swallow them in Himself. Love arms us with its own gifts, and clarifies our reason, and commands, counsels
and advises us to oppose Him, to fight against Him, and to maintain against Him our right to love, so long as we may. [74–75][19]

The drama of this giving and receiving Love constitutes a single act, for God is as an "ocean which ebbs and flows" or as an "inbreathing and outbreathing". [75, 76] "Love is a unifying power,
manifested in motion itself, 'an outgoing attraction, which drags us out of ourselves and calls us to be melted and naughted in the Unity'; and all his deepest thoughts of it are expressed in terms of
movement." [76][20]

Next, the spiritual development of the soul is addressed. [76–88] Ruysbroeck adumbrates how one may progress from the Active life, to the Interior life, to the Superessential life; these correspond
to the three natural orders of Becoming, Being, and God, or to the three rôles of the Servant, the Friend, and the "hidden child" of God. [77, 85] The Active life focuses on ethics, on conforming the
self's daily life to the Will of God, and takes place in the world of the senses, "by means". [78] The Interior life embraces a vision of spiritual reality, where the self's contacts with the Divine take place
"without means". [78] The Superessential life transcends the intellectual plane, whereby the self does not merely behold, but rather has fruition of the Godhead in life and in love, at work and at rest,
in union and in bliss. [78, 86, 87][21] The analogy with the traditional threefold way of Purgation, Illumination, and Union, is not exact. The Interior life of Ruysbroeck contains aspects of the traditional
Union also, while the Superessential life "takes the soul to heights of fruition which few amongst even the greatest unitive mystics have attained or described." [78–79]

At the end of her chapter IV, she discusses "certain key-words frequent in Ruysbroeck's works," e.g., 'Fruition' [89], 'Simple' [89–90], 'Bareness' or 'Nudity' [90], and "the great pair of opposites,
fundamental to his thought, called in the Flemish vernacular Wise and Onwise." [91–93][22] The Wise can be understood by the "normal man [living] within the temporal order" by use of "his ordinary
mental furniture". [91] Yet regarding the Onwise he has "escaped alike from the tyrannies and comforts of the world" and made the "ascent into the Nought". [92][23] She comments, "This is the
direct, unmediated world of spiritual intuition; where the self touches a Reality that has not been passed through the filters of sense and thought." [92] After a short quote from Jalālu'ddīn, she
completes her chapter by presenting eighteen lines from Ruysbroeck's The Twelve Bêguines (cap. viii) which concern Contemplation:

Contemplation is a knowing that is in no wise ...
Never can it sink down into the Reason,
And above it can the Reason never climb. ...
It is not God,
But it is the Light by which we see Him.
Those who walk in the Divine Light of it
Discover in themselves the Unwalled.
That which is in no wise, is above Reason, not without it ...
The contemplative life is without amazement.
That which is in no wise sees, it knows not what;
For it is above all, and is neither This nor That. [93]

V, VI, VII, VIII. In her last four chapters, Underhill continues her discussion of Ruysbroeck, describing the Active Life [94–114], the Interior Life (Illumination and Destitution [115–135], Union and
Contemplation [136–163]), and the Superessential Life [164–185].[24]

"The Mysticism of Plotinus" (1919) [edit]

An essay originally published in The Quarterly Review (1919),[25] and later collected in The Essentials of Mysticism and other essays (London: J. M. Dent 1920) at pp. 116–140.[26] Underhill here
addresses Plotinus (204–270) of Alexandria and later of Rome.

A Neoplatonist as well as a spiritual guide, Plotinus writes regarding both formal philosophy and hands-on, personal, inner experience. Underhill makes the distinction between the geographer who
draws maps of the mind, and the seeker who actually travels in the realms of spirit. [page 118] She observes that usually mystics do not follow the mere maps of metaphysicians. [page 117]

In the Enneads Plotinus presents the Divine as an unequal triune, in descending order: (a) the One, perfection, having nothing, seeking nothing, needing nothing, yet it overflows creatively, the
source of being; [121] (b) the emitted Nous or Spirit, with intelligence, wisdom, poetic intuition, the "Father and Companion" of the soul; [121–122] and, (c) the emitted Soul or Life, the vital essence
of the world, which aspires to communion with the Spirit above, while also directly engaged with the physical world beneath. [123]

People "come forth from God" and will find happiness once re-united, first with the Nous, later with the One. [125] Such might be the merely logical outcome for the metaphysician, yet Plotinus the
seeker also presents this return to the Divine as a series of moral purgations and a shedding of irrational delusions, leading eventually to entry into the intuitively beautiful. [126] This intellectual and
moral path toward a life aesthetic will progressively disclose an invisible source, the Nous, the forms of Beauty. [127] Love is the prevailing inspiration, although the One is impersonal. [128] The
mystic will pass through stages of purification, and of enlightenment, resulting in a shift in the center of our being "from sense to soul, from soul to spirit," in preparation for an ultimate transformation
of consciousness. [125, 127] Upon our arrival, we shall know ecstasy and "no longer sing out of tune, but form a divine chorus round the One." [129]

St. Augustine (354–430) criticizes such Neoplatonism as neglecting the needs of struggling and imperfect human beings. The One of Plotinus may act as a magnet for the human soul, but it cannot
be said to show mercy, nor to help, or love, or redeem the individual on earth. [130] Other western mystics writing on the Neoplatonists mention this lack of "mutual attraction" between humanity and
the unconscious, unknowable One. [130–131] In this regard Julian of Norwich (1342–1416) would write, "Our natural will is to have God, and the good-will of God is to have us." [130]

Plotinus leaves the problem of evil unresolved, but having no place in the blissful life; here, the social, ethical side of religion seems to be shorted. His philosophy does not include qualities
comparable to the Gospel's divine "transfiguration of pain" through Jesus. [131] Plotinus "the self-sufficient sage" does not teach us charity, writes St. Augustine. [132]

Nonetheless, Underhill notes, Plotinus and Neoplatonism were very influential among the mystics of Christianity (and Islam). St. Augustine the Church Father was himself deeply affected by Plotinus,
and through him the western Church. [133–135, 137] So, too, was Dionysius (5th century, Syria), whose writings would also prove very influential. [133, 135] As well were others, e.g., Erigena [135],
Dante [136], Ruysbroeck [136, 138], Eckhart [138], and Boehme [139].
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Worship (1936) [edit]

In her preface,[27] the author disclaims being "a liturgical expert". Neither is it her purpose to offer criticism of the different approaches to worship as practiced by the various religious bodies. Rather
she endeavors to show "the love that has gone to their adornment [and] the shelter they can offer to many different kinds of adoring souls." She begins chapter one by declaring that "Worship, in all
its grades and kinds, is the response of the creature to the Eternal: nor need we limit this definition to the human sphere. ...we may think of the whole of the Universe, seen and unseen, conscious
and unconscious, as an act of worship."

The chapter headings give an indication of its contents.

Part I: 1. The Nature of Worship, 2. Ritual and Symbol, 3. Sacrament and Sacrifice, 4. The Character of Christian Worship, 5. Principles of Corporate Worship, 6. Liturgical Elements in Worship, 7.
The Holy Eucharist: Its Nature, 8. The Holy Eucharist: Its Significance, 9. The Principles of Personal Worship.

Part II: 10. Jewish Worship, 11. The Beginnings of Christian Worship, 12. Catholic Worship: Western and Eastern, 13. Worship in the Reformed Churches, 14. Free Church Worship, 15. The
Anglican Tradition. Conclusion.

Influences [edit]

Underhill's life was greatly affected by her husband's resistance to her joining the Catholic Church to which she was powerfully drawn. At first she believed it to be only a delay in her decision, but it
proved to be lifelong. He was, however, a writer himself and was supportive of her writing both before and after their marriage in 1907, though he did not share her spiritual affinities. Her fiction was
written in the six years between 1903–1909 and represents her four major interests of that general period: philosophy (neoplatonism), theism/mysticism, the Roman Catholic liturgy, and human
love/compassion.[28] In her earlier writings Underhill often wrote using the terms "mysticism" and "mystics" but later began to adopt the terms "spirituality" and "saints" because she felt they were less
threatening. She was often criticized for believing that the mystical life should be accessible to the average person.

Her fiction was also influenced by the literary creed expounded by her close friend Arthur Machen, mainly his Hieroglyphics of 1902, summarised by his biographer:

There are certain truths about the universe and its constitution – as distinct from the particular things in it that come before our observation – which cannot be grasped by human
reason or expressed in precise words: but they can be apprehended by some people at least, in a semi-mystical experience, called ecstasy, and a work of art is great insofar as this
experience is caught and expressed in it. Because, however, the truths concerned transcend a language attuned to the description of material objects, the expression can only be
through hieroglyphics, and it is of such hieroglyphics that literature consists.

In Underhill's case the quest for psychological realism is subordinate to larger metaphysical considerations which she shared with Arthur Machen. Incorporating the Holy Grail into their fiction
(stimulated perhaps by their association with Arthur Waite and his affiliation with the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn), for Machen the Holy Grail was perhaps "the" hieroglyph, "the" crystallisation
in one sacred emblem of all man's transcendental yearning, "the" gateway to vision and lasting appeasement of his discontents, while for her it was the center of atonement-linked meanings as she
pointed out to Margaret Robinson in a letter responding to Robinson's criticism of Underhill's last novel:

Don't marvel at your own temerity in criticising. Why should you? Of course, this thing wasn't written for you – I never write for anyone at all, except in letters of direction! But, I take leave
to think the doctrine contained in it is one you'll have to assimilate sooner or later and which won't do you any harm. It's not "mine" you know. You will find it all in Eckhart. ... They all
know, as Richard of St Victor said, that the Fire of Love "burns." We have not fulfilled our destiny when we have sat down at a safe distance from it, purring like overfed cats, 'suffering is
the ancient law of love' – and its highest pleasure into the bargain, oddly enough. ... A sponge cake and milk religion is neither true to this world nor to the next. As for the Christ being
too august a word for our little hardships – I think it is truer that it is "so" august as to give our little hardships a tincture of Royalty once we try them up into it. I don't think a Pattern which
was 'meek & lowly' is likely to fail of application to very humble and ordinary things. For most of us don't get a chance "but" the humble and ordinary: and He came that we might all have
life more abundantly, according to our measure. There that's all! [29]

Two contemporary philosophical writers dominated Underhill's thinking at the time she wrote "Mysticism": Rudolf Eucken and Henri Bergson. While neither displayed an interest in mysticism, both
seemed to their disciples to advance a spiritual explanation of the universe. Also, she describes the fashionable creed of the time as "vitalism" and the term adequately sums up the prevailing
worship of life in all its exuberance, variety and limitless possibility which pervaded pre-war culture and society. For her, Eucken and Bergson confirmed the deepest intuitions of the mystics.
(Armstrong, Evelyn Underhill)

Among the mystics, Ruysbroeck was to her the most influential and satisfying of all the medieval mystics, and she found herself very much at one with him in the years when he was working as an
unknown priest in Brussels, for she herself had also a hidden side.

His career which covers the greater part of the fourteenth century, that golden age of Christian Mysticism, seems to exhibit within the circle of a single personality, and carry up to a
higher term than ever before, all the best attainments of the Middle Ages in the realm of Eternal life. The central doctrine of the Divine Fatherhood, and of the soul's power to become
the Son of God, it is this raised to the nth degree of intensity...and demonstrated with the exactitude of the mathematician, and the passion of a poet, which Ruysbroeck gives us...the
ninth and tenth chapters of The Sparkling Stone the high water mark of mystical literature. Nowhere else do we find such a combination of soaring vision with the most delicate and
intimate psychological analysis. The old Mystic sitting under his tree, seems here to be gazing at and reporting to us the final secrets of that Eternal World... (Cropper, p. 57)

One of her most significant influences and important collaborations was with the Nobel Laureate, Rabindranath Tagore, the Indian mystic, author, and world traveler. They published a major
translation of the work of Kabir (100 Poems of Kabir, calling Songs of Kabir) together in 1915, to which she wrote the introduction. He introduced her to the spiritual genius of India which she
expressed enthusiastically in a letter:

This is the first time I have had the privilege of being with one who is a Master in the things I care so much about but know so little of as yet: & I understand now something of what your
writers mean when they insist on the necessity and value of the personal teacher and the fact that he gives something which the learner cannot get in any other way. It has been like
hearing the language of which I barely know the alphabet, spoken perfectly.(Letters)

They did not keep up their correspondence in later years. Both suffered debilitating illnesses in the last year of life and died in the summer of 1941, greatly distressed by the outbreak of World War
II.

Evelyn in 1921 was to all outward appearances, in an assured and enviable position. She had been asked by the University of Oxford to give the first of a new series of lectures on religion, and she
was the first woman to have such an honour. She was an authority on her own subject of mysticism and respected for her research and scholarship. Her writing was in demand, and she had an
interesting and notable set of friends, devoted readers, a happy marriage and affectionate and loyal parents. At the same time she felt that her foundations were insecure and that her zeal for
Reality was resting on a basis that was too fragile.

By 1939, she was a member of the Anglican Pacifist Fellowship, writing a number of important tracts expressing her anti-war sentiment.

After returning to the Anglican Church, and perhaps overwhelmed by her knowledge of the achievements of the mystics and their perilous heights, her ten-year friendship with Catholic philosopher
and writer Baron Friedrich von Hügel turned into one of spiritual direction. Charles Williams wrote in his introduction to her Letters: 'The equal swaying level of devotion and scepticism (related to the
church) which is, for some souls, as much the Way as continuous simple faith is to others, was a distress to her...She wanted to be "sure." Writing to Von Hügel of the darkness she struggled with:

What ought I to do?...being naturally self-indulgent and at present unfortunately professionally very prosperous and petted, nothing will get done unless I make a Rule. Neither
intellectual work nor religion give me any real discipline because I have a strong attachment to both. ..it is useless advising anything people could notice or that would look pious. That is
beyond me. In my lucid moments I see only too clearly that the only possible end of this road is complete, unconditional self-consecration, and for this I have not the nerve, the character
or the depth. There has been some sort of mistake. My soul is too small for it and yet it is at bottom the only thing that I really want. It feels sometimes as if, whilst still a jumble of
conflicting impulses and violent faults I were being pushed from behind towards an edge I dare not jump over."[30]

In a later letter of 12 July the Baron's practical concerns for signs of strain in Evelyn's spiritual state are expressed. His comments give insight into her struggles:

I do not at all like this craving for absolute certainty that this or that experience of yours, is what it seems to yourself. And I am assuredly not going to declare that I am absolutely certain
of the final and evidential worth of any of those experiences. They are not articles of faith. .. You are at times tempted to scepticism and so you long to have some, if only one direct
personal experience which shall be beyond the reach of all reasonable doubt. But such an escape. ..would ...possibly be a most dangerous one, and would only weaken you, or shrivel
you, or puff you up. By all means...believe them, if and when they humble and yet brace you, to be probably from God. But do not build your faith upon them; do not make them an end
when they exist only to be a means...I am not sure that God does want a marked preponderance of this or that work or virtue in our life – that would feed still further your natural
temperament, already too vehement. (Cropper biography)

Although Underhill continued to struggle to the end, craving certainty that her beatific visions were purposeful, suffering as only a pacifist can from the devastating onslaught of World War II and the
Church's powerlessness to affect events, she may well have played a powerful part in the survival of her country through the influence of her words and the impact of her teachings on thousands
regarding the power of prayer. Surviving the London Blitz of 1940, her health disintegrated further and she died in the following year. She is buried with her husband in the churchyard extension at
St John-at-Hampstead in London.

More than any other person, she was responsible for introducing the forgotten authors of medieval and Catholic spirituality to a largely Protestant audience and the lives of eastern mystics to the
English-speaking world. As a frequent guest on radio, her 1936 work The Spiritual Life was especially influential as transcribed from a series of broadcasts given as a sequel to those by Dom
Bernard Clements on the subject of prayer. Fellow theologian Charles Williams wrote the introduction to her published Letters in 1943, which reveal much about this prodigious woman. Upon her
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death, The Times reported that on the subject of theology, she was "unmatched by any of the professional teachers of her day."

Veneration [edit]

Since 2000, the Church of England commemorates Underhill liturgically on 15 June. She is also honoured with a feast day in the liturgical calendar of the Episcopal Church (USA) on 15 June.

Publications [edit]

Poetry [edit]

The Bar-Lamb's Ballad Book (1902). Online
Immanence (1916). Online
Theophanies (1916). Online

Novels [edit]

The Grey World (1904). Reprint Kessinger Publishing, 1942: ISBN 0-7661-0158-4. Online
The Lost Word (1907).
The Column of Dust (1909). Online

Religion (non-fiction) [edit]

The Miracles of Our Lady Saint Mary: Brought Out of Divers Tongues and Newly Set Forth in English (1906) Online
Mysticism: A Study of the Nature and Development of Man's Spiritual Consciousness (1911). Twelfth edition published by E. P. Dutton in 1930. Republished by Dover Publications in 2002
(ISBN 978-0-486-42238-1). See also online editions at Christian Classics Ethereal Library  and at Wikisource.
The Path of Eternal Wisdom. A mystical commentary on the Way of the Cross (1912).
"Introduction" to her edition of the anonymous The Cloud of Unknowing (c. 1370) from the British Library manuscript [here entitled A Book of Contemplation the which is called the Cloud of
Unknowing, in the which a Soul is oned with God] (London: John M. Walkins 1912); reprinted as Cloud of Unknowing (1998) [her "Introduction" at 5–37]; 2007: ISBN 1-60506-228-6; see her text
at Google books .
The Spiral Way. Being a meditation on the fifteen mysteries of the soul's ascent (1912).
The Mystic Way. A psychological study of Christian origins (1914). Online
Practical Mysticism. A Little Book for Normal People (1914); reprint 1942 (ISBN 0-7661-0141-X); reprinted by Vintage Books, New York 2003 [with Abba (1940)]: ISBN 0-375-72570-9; see text at
Wikisource.
Ruysbroeck (London: Bell 1915). Online
"Introduction" to Songs of Kabir (1915) transl. by Rabindranath Tagore; reprint 1977 Samuel Weiser (ISBN 0-87728-271-4), text at 5–43.
The Essentials of Mysticism and other essays (1920); reprint 1999 (ISBN 1-85168-195-7).[31]

The Life of the Spirit and the Life of Today (1920). Online
The Mystics of the Church (1925).
Concerning the Inner Life (1927); reprint 1999 (ISBN 1-85168-194-9). Online
Man and the Supernatural. A study in theism (1927).
The House of the Soul (1929).
The Light of Christ (1932).
The Golden Sequence. A fourfold study of the spiritual life (1933).
The School of Charity. Meditations on the Christian Creed (1934); reprinted by Longmans, London 1954 [with M.of S. (1938)].
Worship (1936).
The Spiritual Life (1936); reprint 1999 (ISBN 1-85168-197-3); see also online edition .
The Mystery of Sacrifice. A study on the liturgy (1938); reprinted by Longmans, London 1954 [with S.of C. (1934)].
Abba. A meditation on the Lord's Prayer (1940); reprint 2003 [with Practical Mysticism (1914)].
The Letters of Evelyn Underhill (1943), as edited by Charles Williams; reprint Christian Classics 1989: ISBN 0-87061-172-0.
Shrines and Cities of France and Italy (1949), as edited by Lucy Menzies.
Fragments from an inner life. Notebooks of Evelyn Underhill (1993), as edited by Dana Greene.
The Mysticism of Plotinus (2005) Kessinger offprint, 48 pages. Taken from The Essentials of Mysticism (1920).

Anthologies [edit]

Fruits of the Spirit (1942) edited by R. L. Roberts; reprint 1982, ISBN 0-8192-1314-4
The letters of Evelyn Underhill (1943) edited with an intro. by Charles Williams.
Collected Papers of Evelyn Underhill (1946) edited by L. Menzies and introduced by L. Barkway.
Lent with Evelyn Underhill (1964) edited by G. P. Mellick Belshaw.
An Anthology of the Love of God. From the writings of Evelyn Underhill (1976) edited by L. Barkway and L. Menzies.
The Ways of the Spirit (1990) edited by G. A. Brame; reprint 1993, ISBN 0-8245-1232-4
Evelyn Underhill. Modern guide to the ancient quest for the Holy (1988) edited and introduced by D. Greene.
Evelyn Underhill. Essential writings (2003) edited by E. Griffin.
Radiance: A Spiritual Memoir (2004) edited by Bernard Bangley, ISBN 1-55725-355-2

See also [edit]
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John of the Cross
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From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Blessed Everald Hanse (died 31 July 1581) was an English Roman Catholic martyr.
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Hagiography [edit]

Everald Hanse was born in Northamptonshire and educated at Cambridge. He was soon presented to a good
living. His brother William, who had become a priest in April 1579 tried to convert him, but in vain until a sharp
attack of illness made him enter into himself. He then resigned his rich preferments, and went over to Reims in
northern France (1580–1581). He was ordained 25 March 1581 and returned, but his ministry was very short.
[1]

In July he was visiting in disguise some Catholic prisoners in the Marshalsea, when the keeper noticed that his
shoes were of a foreign make. He was closely examined, and his priesthood was discovered. As yet there was
no law against priests, and to satisfy the hypocritical professions of the persecutors, it was necessary to find
some treason of which he was guilty. He was asked in court at the Newgate Sessions, what he thought of the
pope's authority, and on his admitting that he believed him "to have the same authority now as he had a
hundred years before", he was further asked whether the pope had not erred (i.e. sinned) in declaring queen
Elizabeth I excommunicated, to which he answered, "I hope not." His words were at once written down as his
indictment, and when he was further asked whether he wished others to believe as he did, he said "I would have
all to believe the Catholic faith as I do." A second count was then added that he desired to make others also
traitors like himself. He was at once found guilty of "persuasion" which was high treason by Elizabeth. He was
therefore in due course sentenced and executed at Tyburn on 31 July 1581.[2][3]

The trial is noteworthy as one of the most extreme cases of verbal treason on record, and it was so badly
received that the Government had afterwards to change their methods of obtaining sentences. The martyr's last
words were "O happy day!" and his constancy throughout "was a matter of great edification to the good". The
Spanish ambassador wrote: "Two nights after his death, there was not a particle of earth on which his blood had
been shed, which had not been carried off as a relic."[2]

See also [edit]

Catholic Church in the United Kingdom
Douai Martyrs

References [edit]

1. ^ Monks of Ramsgate. “Everard Hanse”. Book of Saints, 1921. CatholicSaints.Info. 27 January 2013
2.  ̂a b Pollen, John Hungerford. "Blessed Everald Hanse." The Catholic Encyclopedia  Vol. 7. New York: Robert

Appleton Company, 1910. 27 March 2020  This article incorporates text from this source, which is in the public
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St Everilda's Church (Church of
England) at Everingham

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Saint Everild of Everingham (Old English: Eoforhild)[1] was an Anglo-
Saxon saint of the 7th century who founded a convent at Everingham, in
the English county of the East Riding of Yorkshire. All we know of her
comes from the York Breviary.[2]

There are two churches dedicated to St Everilda - Nether Poppleton
and Everingham.

She was converted to Christianity by Saint Birinus, along with King
Cynegils of Wessex, in 635. Her legend in the York Breviary states that
she was of the Wessex nobility. She fled from home to become a nun,
and was joined by Saints Bega and Wuldreda. Saint Wilfrid of York
made them all nuns at a place called the Bishop's Dwelling, later known
as Everildisham. This place has been identified with present-day Everingham. She gathered a large community
of some eighty women.
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Veneration [edit]

Her name appears in the Martyrology of Usuard as well as in the church calendars of York and Northumbria.

Her feast day is 9 July.

See also [edit]

Ss Mary & Everilda, Everingham
Nether Poppleton

Notes [edit]

1. ^ "Everilda" in Frances Egerton Arnold-Forster, Studies in church dedications: or, England's patron saints,
1899:403f, based on Acta Sanctorum, "setting forth three lessons on the saint". Also Everildis.

2. ^ David Hugh Farmer, ed. The Oxford Dictionary Of Saints, s.v. "Everild (Everildis, Averil)".
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"St. Everildis, Virgin, in England" , Butler's Lives of the Saints
Saints of July 9: Everild of Everingham
St. Everild of Everingham
Catholic Online entry

Saints of Anglo-Saxon England

British / Welsh

Aldatus of Oxford · Arilda of Oldbury · Barloc of Norbury · Brannoc of Braunton · Branwalator of Milton ·
Credan of Bodmin · Congar of Congresbury · Dachuna of Bodmin · Decuman of Watchet ·
Elfin of Warrington · Ivo of Ramsey · Judoc of Winchester · Juthwara of Sherbourne ·
Melorius of Amesbury · Nectan of Hartland · Neot of St Neots · Patrick of Glastonbury ·
Rumon of Tavistock · Samson of Dol · Sativola of Exeter · Urith of Chittlehampton

East Anglian

Æthelberht of East Anglia · Æthelburh of Faremoutiers · Æthelflæd of Ramsey · Æthelthryth of Ely ·
Æthelwine of Lindsey · Athwulf of Thorney · Blitha of Martham · Botwulf of Thorney · Cissa of Crowland ·
Cuthbald of Peterborough · Eadmund of East Anglia · Eadnoth of Ramsey · Guthlac of Crowland ·
Herefrith of Thorney · Hiurmine of Blythburgh · Huna of Thorney · Pega of Peakirk ·
Regenhere of Northampton · Seaxburh of Ely · Tancred of Thorney · Torthred of Thorney ·
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Saint
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Bishop of Antioch

Diocese Antioch

See Antioch

In office Circa 53-66 A.D.

Predecessor Saint Peter

Successor Ignatius of Antioch

Personal details
Died Circa 66 A.D.

Antioch

Sainthood
Feast day 6 May (Catholic Church)

7 September (Eastern Orthodox
Church)

Venerated in Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church
Oriental Orthodoxy
Assyrian Church of the East
Ancient Church of the East

Attributes Bishop

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Not to be confused with Evodius, the correspondent of St Augustine of Hippo

Saint Evodius or Euodias (died circa 69) was an Early Christian
bishop of Antioch, succeeding Saint Peter. He is regarded as one
of the first identifiable Christians, and venerated as a saint.

Biography [edit]

Little is known of the life of Evodius.

At the time, Antioch was an opulent and cosmopolitan city where
both Hellenized Jews and pagans were influenced by monotheism.
According to the Book of Acts, one of the first evangelised
communities were these Jews and pagans of Antioch. It was there
that the term "Christian" was coined for these Gentiles, mainly
Syrian and Greek converts.[citation needed]

Saint Peter became the bishop of Antioch and led the church
there. Evodius is said to have been one of the pagans converted
to Christianity due to the apostolic work of Saint Peter.

Evodius eventually succeeded Peter as bishop of Antioch when
Peter left for Rome.[1]

Saint Evodius was bishop of Antioch until 66 AD, and was
succeeded by Saint Ignatius of Antioch. Catholic tradition says it is
likely that Saint Evodius died of natural causes, however, the
Eastern Orthodox tradition holds that he was martyred under
Emperor Nero in 66 AD.[2] As one of the first pagans to come to
the new church, he is venerated as a saint in the Catholic Church
as well as in the Eastern Orthodox Church and in Oriental
Orthodoxy including the Assyrian Church of the East. His feast day
is 6 May in the Catholic Church and 7 September in the Eastern
Orthodox Church.

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Chapman, John. "Evodius." The Catholic Encyclopedia. Vol. 5.
New York: Robert Appleton Company, 1909. 28 Dec. 2014

2. ^ "Apostle Evodius (Euodias) of the Seventy", Orthodox Church in
America
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Ewostatewos

Saint Eustathius of Ethiopia
Born 21 Ḥamle, 1265 (Ethiopian

calendar)
15 July 1273 (Julian calendar)
22 July 1273 (Gregorian
calendar)
Tsira', Enderta Province

Died 18 Meskerem, 1345 (Ethiopian
calendar)
15 September 1352 (Julian
calendar)
23 September 1352 (Gregorian
calendar)
Armenia

Venerated in Oriental Orthodoxy
Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo
Church
Eritrean Orthodox Tewahedo
Church

Patronage House of Ewostatewos
Controversy Sabbath observance

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Ewosṭatewos (Ge'ez:  ʾĒwōsṭātēwōs, also Ge'ez:
 Yōsṭātēwōs, a version of Ancient Greek: Εὐστάθιος

Eustathios; July 15, 1273 – September 15, 1352 according to the
Julian calendar) was an important religious leader of the Orthodox
Tewahedo during the early period of the Solomonic dynasty of
Ethiopia. He was a forceful advocate for the observation of the
Sabbath in Christianity. His followers, known as the House of
Ewostatewos (individuals are known as Ewostathians), have
been a historic force in Tewahedo Orthodoxy.
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Early life [edit]

Ewostatewos was born on 21 Ḥamle as Māʿiqāba ʾIgzi (  )
to Śina Ḥiywat (  ) and his father, Kristōs Moʾā (  ).
According to the 16th-century gadl (hagiography) of his pupil Ananya, Ewostatewos was born in the Tsiraʿ
northeast of Mekelle, part of Enderta Province (now in Enderta woreda) near where he would later found the
monastery of Debre Tserabi.

Around 1280, while still young, he was sent to live with his uncle, Abba Daniel (monastically known as
Zekaryas), the abbot of the mountain abbey of Debre Maryam Qorqor in Gar'alta, a district of Enderta Province.
Daniel provided him with his earliest education and introducing him to monastic life. Māʿiqāba ʾIgzi announced
his intention to become a monk at 15 and with his decision was renamed to Ewostatewos.[1]

Career as a religious figure [edit]

After being ordained a monk by his uncle, Ewostatewos left the community and founded his own monastery in
Serae. There he attracted a large number of students, and explained his views until the arrival of Abuna Yaqob
III (c. 1337), who was opposed to his views. Ewostatewos, accompanied by most of his disciples, including
Bakamos Marqorewos and Gabra Iyasus, left Ethiopia. He first reached Cairo, where he met Pope Benjamin II of
Alexandria and defended his views before the church leader. He then visited Jerusalem and eventually travelled
to Armenia, where he died.[2]

Ewostatewos view of the Sabbath was that it should be observed on both Saturday (the Lesser Sabbath) and
Sunday (the Great Sabbath): Saturday for the original Sabbath of the Old Testament and Sunday in honour of
the resurrection of Christ in the New. He found support for his views in the Ten Commandments and the Canons
of the Apostles. This has been the historical practice of the Tewahedo Churches. Taddesse Tamrat cites
evidence that suggests that the interpretation of Ewostatewos regarding the Sabbath was not his own
innovation, but had been practiced in the Coptic Orthodox Church of Alexandria before his time and only
declared heretical in Egypt a few centuries before.[3]

Influence on the Orthodox Tewahedo [edit]

After his death, his students and disciples continued to advocate Ewostatewos' religious views. When
Ewostatewos left Ethiopia (modern day Eritrea), he had entrusted his community to his senior disciple, Absadi,
who had a difficult time keeping the community together until the other disciples returned to Ethiopia (modern
day Eritrea) after a 14-year absence. Together they helped him establish a community at Debre Mariam. His
followers later spread across northern Ethiopia, founding new monasteries that not only promoted Ewostatewos'
interpretation of the Sabbath but created a religious hierarchy that was independent of the Abuna. Their
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persistence eventually led to their success in 1450 at the Council of Debre Mitmaq in Tegulet, where Emperor
Zara Yaqob was able to convince the Egyptian leadership to acquiesce to this local observance.

James Bruce notes that the leader of this order, at the time of his visit to Ethiopia, was the abbot of Mahebar
Selassie, in the northwestern corner of that country.[4]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ Gianfranco Ficcadori, "Ewosṭatewos" in Siegbert Uhlig, Encyclopaedia Aethiopica: D-Ha (Wiesbaden:
Harrassowitz Verlag, 2005), p. 469.

2. ^ Taddesse Tamrat, Church and State in Ethiopia (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1972), pp. 206f.
3. ^ Taddesse Tamrat, p. 209
4. ^ James Bruce, Travels to Discover the Source of the Nile (1805 edition), vol. 5 p. 6
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Exarchate of Ravenna

Exarchate of Ravenna
Exarchatus Ravennatis

Exarchate of the Byzantine Empire

584–751

Map of the Exarchate of Ravenna within the
Byzantine Empire in 600 AD.

Capital Ravenna
Historical era Early Middle

Ages
• Lombard invasion of

Italy
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• Foundation of
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  Vatican City

The Byzantines (orange) and the
Lombards (cyan) in 590.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

The Exarchate of Ravenna or of Italy (Latin: Exarchatus Ravennatis) was a lordship of the Eastern Roman Empire (today referred to by some as the
Byzantine Empire) in Italy, from 584 to 751, when the last exarch was put to death by the Lombards.[1] It was one of two exarchates established following
the western reconquests under Emperor Justinian to more effectively administer the territories, along with the Exarchate of Africa.
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Introduction [edit]

Ravenna became the capital of the Western Roman Empire in 402 under Honorius due to its fine harbour with access to the Adriatic and its ideal
defensive location amidst impassable marshes. The city remained the capital of the Empire until 476, when it became the capital of Odoacer, and then
of the Ostrogoths under Theodoric the Great.

It remained the capital of the Ostrogothic Kingdom but, in 540 during the Gothic War (535–554), Ravenna was occupied by the Byzantine general
Belisarius. After this reconquest it became the seat of the provincial governor. At that time, the administrative structure of Italy followed, with some
modifications, the old system established by Emperor Diocletian, and retained by Odoacer and the Goths.

Lombard invasion and Byzantine reaction [edit]

In 568, the Lombards under King Alboin, together with other Germanic allies, invaded Northern Italy. The area
had only a few years ago been completely pacified, and had suffered greatly during the long Gothic War. The
local Byzantine forces were weak and, after taking several towns, in 569 the Lombards conquered
Milan.[citation needed] They took Pavia after a three-year siege in 572 and made it their capital.[2] In subsequent
years, they took Tuscany. Others, under Faroald and Zotto, penetrated into Central and Southern Italy, where
they established the duchies of Spoleto and Benevento.[3] However, after Alboin's murder in 573, the Lombards
fragmented into several autonomous duchies (the "Rule of the Dukes").

Emperor Justin II tried to take advantage of this: in 576 he sent his son-in-law, Baduarius, to Italy. However, he
was defeated and killed in battle,[4] and the continuing crises in the Balkans and the East meant that another
imperial effort at reconquest was not possible. Because of the Lombard incursions, the Roman possessions had
fragmented into several isolated territories. In 580, Emperor Tiberius II reorganized them into five province
eparchies: the Annonaria in northern Italy around Ravenna, Calabria, Campania, Emilia and Liguria, and the Urbicaria around the city of Rome (Urbs). Thus
by the end of the 6th century the new order of powers had settled into a stable pattern. Ravenna, governed by its exarch, who held civil and military authority
in addition to his ecclesiastical office, was confined to the city, its port and environs as far north as the Po, beyond which lay territory of the duke of Venice,
nominally in imperial service, and south to the Marecchia River, beyond which lay the Duchy of the Pentapolis on the Adriatic, also under a duke nominally
representing the Emperor of the East.[5]

Exarchate [edit]

The exarchate was organised into a group of duchies (Rome, Venetia, Calabria, Naples, Perugia, Pentapolis, Lucania, etc.) that were mainly the coastal cities in the Italian peninsula since the
Lombards held the advantage in the hinterland.

The civil and military head of these imperial possessions, the exarch himself, was the representative at Ravenna of the emperor in Constantinople. The surrounding territory reached from the River
Po, which served as the boundary with Venice in the north, to the Pentapolis at Rimini in the south, the border of the "five cities" in the Marches along the Adriatic coast, and reached even cities not
on the coast, such as Forlì. All this territory, which lay on the eastern flank of the Apennines, was under the exarch's direct administration and formed the Exarchate in the strictest sense.
Surrounding territories were governed by dukes and magistri militium more or less subject to his authority. From the perspective of Constantinople, the Exarchate consisted of the province of Italy.

The Exarchate of Ravenna was not the sole Byzantine province in Italy. Byzantine Sicily formed a separate government, and Corsica and Sardinia, while they remained Byzantine, belonged to the
Exarchate of Africa.

The Lombards had their capital at Pavia and controlled the great valley of the Po. The Lombard wedge in Italy spread to the south, and established duchies at Spoleto and Beneventum; they
controlled the interior, while Byzantine governors more or less controlled the coasts.

Piedmont, Lombardy, the interior mainland of Venetia, Tuscany and the interior of Campania belonged to the Lombards, and bit by bit the Imperial representative in Italy lost all genuine power,
though in name he controlled areas like Liguria (completely lost in 640 to the Lombards), or Naples and Calabria (being overrun by the Lombard duchy of Benevento). In Rome, the pope was the
real master.

At the end, 740, the Exarchate consisted of Istria, Venetia, Ferrara, Ravenna (the exarchate in the limited sense), with the Pentapolis, and Perugia.

These fragments of the province of Italy, as it was when reconquered for Justinian, were almost all lost, either to the Lombards, who finally conquered Ravenna itself in 751, or by the revolt of the
pope, who finally separated from the Empire on the issue of the iconoclastic reforms.

The relationship between the Pope in Rome and the Exarch in Ravenna was a dynamic that could hurt or help the empire. The Papacy could be a vehicle for local discontent. The old Roman
senatorial aristocracy resented being governed by an Exarch who was considered by many a meddlesome foreigner. Thus the exarch faced threats from outside as well as from within, hampering
much real progress and development.

In its internal history, the exarchate was subject to the splintering influences that were leading to the subdivision of sovereignty and the establishment of feudalism throughout Europe. Step by step,
and in spite of the efforts of the emperors at Constantinople, the great imperial officials became local landowners, the lesser owners of land were increasingly kinsmen or at least associates of these
officials, and new allegiances intruded on the sphere of imperial administration. Meanwhile, the necessity for providing for the defence of the imperial territories against the Lombards led to the
formation of local militias, who at first were attached to the imperial regiments, but gradually became independent, as they were recruited entirely locally. These armed men formed the exercitus
romanae militiae, who were the forerunners of the free armed burghers of the Italian cities of the Middle Ages. Other cities of the exarchate were organized on the same model.

End of the Exarchate [edit]

During the 6th and 7th centuries, the growing menace of the Lombards and the Franks, as well as the split between Eastern and Western Christendom inspired both by iconoclastic emperors and
medieval developments in Latin theology and culminating in the acrimonious rivalry between the Pope of Rome and the Patriarch of Constantinople, made the position of the exarch more and more
untenable.

Ravenna remained the seat of the exarch until the revolt of 727 over iconoclasm. Eutychius, the last exarch of Ravenna, was killed by the Lombards in 751. The exarchate was reorganized as the
Catepanate of Italy headquartered in Bari, which was lost to the Saracen Berbers in 847 and only recovered in 871.

When in 756 the Franks drove the Lombards out, Pope Stephen II claimed the exarchate. His ally Pepin the Younger, King of the Franks, donated the conquered lands of the former exarchate to the
Papacy in 756; this donation, which was confirmed by his son Charlemagne in 774, marked the beginning of the temporal power of the popes as the Patrimony of Saint Peter. The archbishoprics
within the former exarchate, however, had developed traditions of local secular power and independence, which contributed to the fragmenting localization of powers. Three centuries later, that
independence would fuel the rise of the independent communes.

So the Exarchate disappeared, and the small remnants of the imperial possessions on the mainland, Naples and Calabria, passed under the authority of the Catapan of Italy, and when Sicily was
conquered by Arabs in the 9th century the remnants were erected into the themes of Calabria and Langobardia. Istria at the head of the Adriatic was attached to Dalmatia.

Exarchs of Ravenna [edit]

Note: For some exarchs there exists some uncertainty over their exact tenure dates.
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List of historic states of Italy
Etruscan civilization Lega dei popoli (Etruscan dodecapolis)

Ancient Rome Roman Kingdom (753 BC–509 BC) · Roman Republic (509 BC–27 BC) (Italy (4th/3rd century BC–476 AD) · Sicilia (241 BC–476 AD) · Corsica and Sardinia (238 BC–455 AD)) · Roman Empire (27
BC–395 AD) (Western Roman Empire (285 AD–476 AD) · Praetorian prefecture of Italy (337 AD–584 AD))

Medieval
and

Early Modern
states

Early Italian Kingdom
(476–774)

Odoacer's rule (476–493) · Ostrogothic rule (493–553) · Vandal rule (435–534) · Lombard rule (568–774) (Duchy of Benevento · Duchy of Friuli · Duchy of Ivrea ·
Duchy of Spoleto · Duchy of Tridentum)

Byzantine Empire (584–751) Exarchate of Ravenna (584–751) (Duchy of Rome (533–751) · Duchy of Perugia (554–752) · Duchy of the Pentapolis (554–752)) · Exarchate of Africa (585–698)

Holy Roman Empire
and other

independent
states

Bishopric of Bressanone · City of Fiume and its District · Commune of Rome · County of Gorizia · Princely County of Gorizia and Gradisca · County of Guastalla ·
Duchy of Guastalla · Kingdom of Italy (Ancona · Ceva · Finale · March of Friuli · Patria del Friuli (Patriarchate of Aquileia) · Ivrea · Istria · Mantua · Milan ·
March of Montferrat · Duchy of Montferrat · Tyrol · Trieste · Turin · Tuscany · Verona) · Duchy of Ivrea · Duchy of Mantua · Duchy of Massa and Carrara ·
Duchy of Merania · Duchy of Mirandola · Duchy of Modena and Reggio · Principality of Piombino · Duchy of Reggio · Marquisate of Saluzzo · Duchy of Spoleto ·
Terra Sancti Benedicti · Bishopric of Trento · Grand Duchy of Tuscany

Papal States
(754–1870) Duchy of Castro · Duchy of Ferrara · Holy See · Duchy of Parma · Duchy of Urbino
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Late Roman provinces (4th–7th centuries AD)

History
As found in the Notitia Dignitatum. Provincial administration reformed and dioceses established by Diocletian, c. 293. Permanent praetorian prefectures established after the death of Constantine I. Empire permanently
partitioned after 395. Exarchates of Ravenna and Africa established after 584. After massive territorial losses in the 7th century, the remaining provinces were superseded by the theme system in c. 640–660, although in

Asia Minor and parts of Greece they survived under the themes until the early 9th century.

Western Empire (395–476)

Praetorian Prefecture
of Gaul

Diocese of Gaul Alpes Poeninae et Graiae · Belgica I · Belgica II · Germania I · Germania II · Lugdunensis I · Lugdunensis II · Lugdunensis III · Lugdunensis IV · Maxima Sequanorum

Diocese of Vienne1 Alpes Maritimae · Aquitanica I · Aquitanica II · Narbonensis I · Narbonensis II · Novempopulania · Viennensis

Diocese of Spain Baetica · Balearica · Carthaginensis · Gallaecia · Lusitania · Mauretania Tingitana · Tarraconensis

Diocese of the Britains Britannia I · Britannia II · Flavia Caesariensis · Maxima Caesariensis · Valentia (?)

Praetorian Prefecture
of Italy

Diocese of Suburbicarian Italy Apulia et Calabria · Campania · Corsica · Lucania et Bruttii · Picenum Suburbicarium · Samnium · Sardinia · Sicilia · Tuscia et Umbria · Valeria

Diocese of Annonarian Italy Alpes Cottiae · Flaminia et Picenum Annonarium · Liguria et Aemilia · Raetia I · Raetia II · Venetia et Histria

Diocese of Africa2 Africa proconsularis (Zeugitana) · Byzacena · Mauretania Caesariensis · Mauretania Sitifensis · Numidia Cirtensis · Numidia Militiana · Tripolitania

Eastern Empire (395–c. 640)

Praetorian prefecture
of Illyricum

Diocese of Pannonia3 Dalmatia · Noricum mediterraneum · Noricum ripense · Pannonia I · Pannonia II · Savia · Valeria ripensis

Diocese of Dacia Dacia Mediterranea · Dacia Ripensis · Dardania · Moesia I · Praevalitana

Diocese of Macedonia Achaea · Creta · Epirus Nova · Epirus Vetus · Macedonia Prima · Macedonia II Salutaris · Thessalia

Praetorian Prefecture
of the East

Diocese of Thrace5 Europa · Haemimontus · Moesia II4 · Rhodope · Scythia4 · Thracia

Diocese of Asia5 Asia · Caria4 · Hellespontus · Islands4 · Lycaonia (370) · Lycia · Lydia · Pamphylia · Pisidia · Phrygia Pacatiana · Phrygia Salutaris

Diocese of Pontus5 Armenia I5 · Armenia II5 · Armenia Maior5 · Armenian Satrapies5 · Armenia III (536) · Armenia IV (536) · Bithynia · Cappadocia I5 · Cappadocia II5 · Galatia I5 ·
Galatia II Salutaris5 · Helenopontus5 · Honorias5 · Paphlagonia5 · Pontus Polemoniacus5

Diocese of the East5 Arabia · Cilicia I · Cilicia II · Cyprus4 · Euphratensis · Isauria · Mesopotamia · Osroene · Palaestina I · Palaestina II · Palaestina III Salutaris · Phoenice I ·
Phoenice II Libanensis · Syria I · Syria II Salutaris · Theodorias (528)

Diocese of Egypt5 Aegyptus I · Aegyptus II · Arcadia · Augustamnica I · Augustamnica II · Libya Superior · Libya Inferior · Thebais Superior · Thebais Inferior

Other territories
Taurica · Quaestura exercitus (536) · Spania (552)

1 Later the Septem Provinciae · 2 Re-established after reconquest by the Eastern Empire in 534 as the separate Prefecture of Africa · 3 Later the Diocese of Illyricum · 4 Placed under the Quaestura exercitus in 536 · 5 Affected
(i.e. boundaries modified, abolished or renamed) by Justinian I's administrative reorganization in 534–536

Categories: States and territories established in the 580s States and territories disestablished in the 8th century Exarchate of Ravenna 6th-century establishments in the Byzantine Empire
8th-century disestablishments in the Byzantine Empire Ravenna Former countries on the Italian Peninsula 6th century in the Byzantine Empire 7th century in the Byzantine Empire
8th century in the Byzantine Empire 584 establishments 751 disestablishments History of Istria
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Expeditus

Saint Expeditus

Expeditus with his typical iconographical
attributes.

Martyr
Died 303

Melitene, Armenia Minor, Roman
Empire

Venerated in Catholic Church

Feast 19 April

Attributes Depicted as a Roman centurion,
holding a palm leaf in his left
hand, and raising a cross with
the word hodie (today) on it in his
right hand. His left foot is
stepping on a crow, which is
speaking the word "cras"
(tomorrow).

Patronage emergencies; expeditious
solutions; against
procrastination; merchants;
navigators,

Roadside altars dedicated to
Expédit are common in Réunion and
always painted red.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Expeditus (died 303) also known as Expedite, was said to have been a Roman centurion in Armenia who was martyred around April 303 in what is
now Turkey, for converting to Christianity. Considered the patron saint of speedy cases, he is commemorated by the Catholic Church on 19 April.
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Hagiography [edit]

Expeditus was probably born in Armenia. He was a Christian martyr, but not much else is known about him.[1] Information concerning Expeditus is found
in the Hieronymian Martyrology,[2] where he appears as one of six Roman soldiers said to have been executed at Melitene during the Diocletian
persecution. If he was stationed at Melitene at the beginning of the fourth century, he would likely have been a member of the Legio XII Fulminata[3]

The earliest indication of devotion to St. Expeditus comes only from the second half of the eighteenth century.[2] He was mentioned briefly in 1675 in the
Acta sanctorum volume for April. However, according to Delehaye, the word "Expeditus" is a misreading of "Elpidius". The name "Expeditus" has
provoked puns, so he has become the saint of rapidity. At first, he was invoked for urgent causes; he has since become the patron of dealers, sailors,
students, and examinees; he is also implored for success in lawsuits.

Given that "Expeditus" is Latin for a soldier without marching pack, i.e. a soldier with light equipment, this saint may be an anonymous individual known
by his profession. His cult was already developed in Turin, Italy, in the Middle Ages.

Roman Catholic veneration [edit]

Legends [edit]

According to tradition, Expeditus was a Roman centurion in Armenia who became a Christian and was beheaded during the Diocletian Persecution in
AD 303. The day he decided to become a Christian, the Devil took the form of a crow (a snake in some versions of the legend) and told him to defer his
conversion until the next day. Expeditus stamped on the bird and killed it, declaring, "I'll be a Christian today!"

Expeditus was included in martyrologies in Italy before 1781. There was a tradition that Expeditus could be called upon to help settle overly long legal
cases. His feast of April 19 is widely celebrated. Expedite is venerated in Europe and strongly in Latin America. Brazil has ceremonies in São Paulo and
crowds attending ceremonies to mark his April 19 feast day can reach in the hundreds of thousands.

Many stories circulated about the origin of the cultus of Expeditus. One states that it began when a package marked expedite (meaning 'be ready' or
alternately 'loosen') arrived with unidentified relics or statues. The recipients assumed that the statuary or relics belonged to an Expeditus, and so veneration began. Such an account is set in
France in 1781. A case containing the relics of a saint, who was formerly buried in the Denfert-Rochereau catacombs of Paris, was delivered at a convent in the city. The senders had written expédit
on the case, to ensure fast delivery of the remains. The nuns assumed that "Expédit" was the name of a martyr, and prayed for his intercession. When their prayers were answered, veneration
spread rapidly through France and on to other Roman Catholic countries.[4]

Another version of the story takes place in New Orleans, Louisiana, which was strongly influenced by French Catholic culture through the colonial period. This account says that Our Lady of
Guadalupe Chapel (New Orleans) received a large shipment of statues of various saints, and that one case lacked an identifying label. It was labeled "Expedite" (Expédit in French), so the residents
assumed that must be the saint's name. Expédit still figures prominently in Louisiana Creole folklore and is revered through amulets, flowers, candles, and intercessory prayers.[5]

Iconographical depiction [edit]

Expeditus' typical depiction in artwork is as a young Roman centurion. The soldier is squashing a crow beneath his right foot and bearing a clock in early images. Later depictions have Expeditus
holding a cross, inscribed with the Latin word hodie ("today"). A banderole with the word cras ("tomorrow" in Latin) emerges from the crow's mouth.

Although in the English language a crow's cry is rendered as "caw caw," in Italian the sound is "cra cra.",[6] and Latin version was "cras cras".

Réunion Island [edit]

Expédit has a significant folk following on the French island of Réunion off the east coast of Africa in the Indian Ocean. Stories about the origin of his
veneration follow the typical formula: a mysterious parcel marked with expedit arrived as an aid to instill pious virtues in the people.[7] Another version says
that Expédit acquired his name through his help in placing vengeful curses. Decapitated statues of the saint are often found, the defacement inflicted in anger
for a request not carried out, or in order to break an existing curse.[7]

Road-side altars dedicated to Expédit can be as small as a box containing a small statue of the saint, or as large as a hut, containing multiple statues,
candles, and flowers. In all cases, these altars are painted a bright red.[4] Also common are ex-votos thanking Expédit for wishes granted and favors received.

In Réunion, the cult of Saint Expédit has been syncretic, with Roman Catholicism absorbing other beliefs from Madagascar or India. Expédit is a popular saint,
revered by Reunionnais regardless of age or religion. As the worship of Expédit is officially considered taboo, people do not generally visit the altars in the
open. But, the altars are widespread on the island and obviously well-tended, showing that the cult is active.

Churches in the world [edit]

There are churches dedicated to Expeditus all over the world:

Argentina[8]

Austria
Brazil
Bolivia
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador
France
Germany
Mexico
Nicaragua
Peru
Philippines
Réunion Island
Russia
Spain
Turkey
United States
Uruguay
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Chile [edit]

Himnos mil al glorioso Expedito,
que su sangre en la Armenia vertió,
cuyo nombre en el cielo fue escrito,
y de mártir el laurel alcanzó.
—Himno a San Expedito[9]

A thousand hymns to glorious Expeditus,
Who shed his blood in Armenia,
Whose name was written in heaven,
And gained the laurel of martyrdom.
—Hymn to Saint Expeditus

Veneration in Chile is said to have begun when a devotee of Expeditus (or locally in Spanish, San Expedito) brought an image of him to Viña del Mar, one of the most popular beach cities of Chile.
She petitioned some local priests for help to have a small church built for him. It is said that local authorities initially rejected the idea, but the priests and the devout lady prayed to Expeditus, and in
less than nine days they had the approval. Since then, the cult of San Expedito has become increasingly popular in Chile; from rich to poor, people pray novenas to him. The shrine in the Reñaca
sector of Viña is a rather popular pilgrimage site, especially during summer.
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A booklet that contains a prayer and novena litany to the saint: Nelson, Thomas A. (2006). Catholic Prayers. TAN Books and Publishers. ISBN 0-89555-595-6.
Republic of Molossia claims St. Expeditus as its patron Saint
A book devoted to working with St Expedite in the New Orleans conjure tradition: Alvarado, Denise (2014). The Conjurer's Guide to St. Expedite. Creole Moon Publications. ISBN 978-
1494301521.
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Exuperius

Saint Exuperius

13th century reliquary holding Exuperius' relics.
Musée Paul Dupuy, Toulouse.

Bishop
Born unknown

Died c. 410

Major shrine Toulouse

Feast 28 September

Sculpture of Saint Exuperius in the
Basilica of St. Sernin, Toulouse.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Exsuperius)

For other uses, see Exuperius (disambiguation).

Saint Exuperius (also Exsuperius) (French: Saint Exupéry,
Saint Soupire[1]) (died c. 410) was Bishop of Toulouse at the
beginning of the 5th century.

His place and date of birth are unknown. Upon succeeding Saint
Sylvius as bishop of Toulouse, he ordered the completion of the
basilica of St. Saturnin, a part of which was incorporated into the
Basilica of St. Sernin. Saint Jerome praised Exuperius "for his
munificence to the monks of Palestine, Egypt, and Libya, and for
his charity to the people of his own diocese, who were then
suffering from the attacks of the Vandals, Alans, and Suevi."[2] On
behalf of the poor in his diocese he sold the basilica's altar vessels
and was therefore compelled to carry the Sacred Offering in an
osier basket and the Precious Blood in a vessel of glass. In
respect of his virtues and in gratitude for his gifts, Saint Jerome
dedicated his Commentary on Zacharias to him.

Exuperius is best known in connection with the Canon of the
Sacred Scriptures. He had written to Pope Innocent I for
instructions concerning the canon and several points of
ecclesiastical behaviour. In reply, the pope honoured him with the letter
Consulenti Tibi, dated February 405, which contained a list of the
canonical scriptures.[3]

The opinion of Baronius, that bishop Exuperius was the same person as
the rector with the same name, is usually rejected, as the rector was a
teacher of Hannibalianus and Dalmatius, nephews of Constantine the
Great, and therefore from an earlier period than the bishop. From
Jerome's letter to Furia in 394, and from the epistle of Saint Paulinus to
Amandus of Bordeaux in 397, it seems probable that Exuperius was a
priest at Rome, and later at Bordeaux before he was raised to the
episcopate—though it is possible that in both of these letters reference
is made to a different person.

The precise date of his promotion to the bishop is unknown. Evidence
suggests that he occupied the See of Toulouse in February 405 (as is
evident from the letter of Innocent I mentioned above). It is sometimes
said that Jerome reproached him in a letter to Riparius, a priest of
Spain, for tolerating the heretic Vigilantius; but as Vigilantius did not
belong to the diocese of Toulouse, Jerome was probably speaking of
another bishop.

Exuperius was venerated as a saint from early times. In the time of Gregory of Tours he was held in equal
veneration with Saint Saturninus. His feast occurs on 28 September. The first martyrologist to assign it to this
date was Usuard, who wrote towards the end of the 9th century.

Sources [edit]

 This article incorporates text from a publication now in the public domain: Herbermann, Charles, ed. (1913).
"article name needed". Catholic Encyclopedia. New York: Robert Appleton Company.
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Saint Exuperantia (French: Esperance, Exuperance) is a virgin saint venerated in the diocese of Troyes.[1]

She was associated with the Isle of Aumont.
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Exuperius

Saint Exuperius

13th century reliquary holding Exuperius' relics.
Musée Paul Dupuy, Toulouse.

Bishop
Born unknown

Died c. 410

Major shrine Toulouse

Feast 28 September

Sculpture of Saint Exuperius in the
Basilica of St. Sernin, Toulouse.

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

For other uses, see Exuperius (disambiguation).

Saint Exuperius (also Exsuperius) (French: Saint Exupéry,
Saint Soupire[1]) (died c. 410) was Bishop of Toulouse at the
beginning of the 5th century.

His place and date of birth are unknown. Upon succeeding Saint
Sylvius as bishop of Toulouse, he ordered the completion of the
basilica of St. Saturnin, a part of which was incorporated into the
Basilica of St. Sernin. Saint Jerome praised Exuperius "for his
munificence to the monks of Palestine, Egypt, and Libya, and for
his charity to the people of his own diocese, who were then
suffering from the attacks of the Vandals, Alans, and Suevi."[2] On
behalf of the poor in his diocese he sold the basilica's altar vessels
and was therefore compelled to carry the Sacred Offering in an
osier basket and the Precious Blood in a vessel of glass. In
respect of his virtues and in gratitude for his gifts, Saint Jerome
dedicated his Commentary on Zacharias to him.

Exuperius is best known in connection with the Canon of the
Sacred Scriptures. He had written to Pope Innocent I for
instructions concerning the canon and several points of
ecclesiastical behaviour. In reply, the pope honoured him with the letter
Consulenti Tibi, dated February 405, which contained a list of the
canonical scriptures.[3]

The opinion of Baronius, that bishop Exuperius was the same person as
the rector with the same name, is usually rejected, as the rector was a
teacher of Hannibalianus and Dalmatius, nephews of Constantine the
Great, and therefore from an earlier period than the bishop. From
Jerome's letter to Furia in 394, and from the epistle of Saint Paulinus to
Amandus of Bordeaux in 397, it seems probable that Exuperius was a
priest at Rome, and later at Bordeaux before he was raised to the
episcopate—though it is possible that in both of these letters reference
is made to a different person.

The precise date of his promotion to the bishop is unknown. Evidence
suggests that he occupied the See of Toulouse in February 405 (as is
evident from the letter of Innocent I mentioned above). It is sometimes
said that Jerome reproached him in a letter to Riparius, a priest of
Spain, for tolerating the heretic Vigilantius; but as Vigilantius did not
belong to the diocese of Toulouse, Jerome was probably speaking of
another bishop.

Exuperius was venerated as a saint from early times. In the time of Gregory of Tours he was held in equal
veneration with Saint Saturninus. His feast occurs on 28 September. The first martyrologist to assign it to this
date was Usuard, who wrote towards the end of the 9th century.
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Saint Exuperius

El Greco, The Martyrdom of St Maurice.

Martyr
Born Africa?

Died 286 AD
Agaunum

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Major shrine formerly Gembloux Abbey

Feast September 22

Attributes Military attire

Patronage Gembloux Abbey

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Exuperius or Exupernis is venerated as a saint and martyr by
the Catholic Church; according to tradition, he was the standard-
bearer of the Theban Legion[1] and thus a companion to Saint
Maurice.

Veneration [edit]

Exuperius’ relics were translated in the 10th century to Gembloux
Abbey. This translation was performed by the monastery’s
founder, Saint Guibert (Guibertus), who dedicated the monastery
in honor of Saint Peter and Saint Exuperius.[1] The saint thus
enjoyed special veneration at Gembloux; Sigebert of Gembloux
wrote a long poem on the martyrdom of the Theban Legion.[2] The
buildings of the abbey, which largely survived, are used for the
Agronomical University of Gembloux.

References [edit]

1.  ̂a b Henry Wace, A Dictionary of Christian Biography, Literature,
Sects and Doctrines (1880), 439.

2. ^ CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA: Sigebert of Gembloux
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Saints Exuperius and Zoe
Martyrs

Died 127

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church
Eastern Orthodox Church[1]

Canonized Pre-congregation

Feast 2 May

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Exuperius and Zoe (died 127 AD) are 2nd century Christian
martyrs. They were a married couple who were slaves of a pagan
in Pamphylia. They were killed along with their sons, Cyriacus and
Theodolus, for refusing to participate in pagan rites when their son
was born.[2]

Notes [edit]

1. ^ (in Greek) Οἱ Ἅγιοι Ἕσπερος καὶ Ζωὴ οἱ Μάρτυρες καὶ τὰ τέκνα
αὐτῶν Κυριάκος καὶ Θεόδουλος . 2 Μαΐου. ΜΕΓΑΣ ΣΥΝΑΞΑΡΙΣΤΗΣ.

2. ^ "St. Exuperius - Saints & Angels" . Catholic Online.
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Eysteinn Erlendsson

Saint Eysteinn Erlendsson

St. Øystein, Archbishop of Nidaros

Archbishop of Nidaros
Died 26 January 1188

Venerated in Roman Catholic Church

Canonized 1229 proclaimed a saint by a
Norwegian synod (various papal
inquiries unfinished)

Feast 26 January

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

Eysteinn Erlendsson (Modern Norwegian Øystein Erlendsson,
Latin Augustinus Nidrosiensis) (died 26 January 1188) was
Archbishop of Nidaros from 1161 to his death in 1188.[1]

Contents [hide]
1 Background
2 Ties with Rome
3 Involvement in Civil War
4 References
5 Other sources
6 External links

Background [edit]

His family came from Trøndelag, and he was related to most of the
local nobility. His birth date and place of birth is not recorded.
Øystein was probably born sometime between 1120 and 1130 on
the farm or Råsvoll north of Trondheim in Verdal, Nord-Trøndelag.
His father was known as Erlend Himalde. He was the grandson of
Tørberg Arnesson (d. ca. 1050), who served as an advisor to
several Norwegian kings and the great-grandson of Ulv Uspaksson
(died 1066), who was a councilman under King Harald
Hardrada.[2][3]

He was educated at Saint-Victor, in Paris. As a priest he served as
steward to King Inge Krokrygg of Norway. When Archbishop Jon
Birgersson died 24 February 1157, King Inge appointed Eysteinn
as the new archbishop.[4]

Ties with Rome [edit]

Eysteinn then travelled to Rome, where his appointment was
confirmed by Pope Alexander III in 1161. He returned to Norway in
1161 and attempted to strengthen the ties between Rome and the
Norwegian Church. He established the communities of Augustinian
canons regular and consecrated Saint Thorlak.[5]

Involvement in Civil War [edit]

King Inge’s reign fell within the start of the period known as the civil war era in Norway. Before Eysteinn could
return to his seat, King Inge was killed by his nephew, Håkon Herdebrei. King Inge's supporters had rallied
under the leadership of Erling Skakke with his son Magnus as candidate for king. Erling Skakke was married to
Kristin, daughter of King Sigurd Jorsalfar. This was the first time the throne had passed to someone who was
not a king's son.

Håkon Herdebrei was defeated and slain in 1162; however, the possibility remained that another claimant would
appear. In this situation, Bishop Eysteinn and Erling became natural allies. The Church had long wished to
reform the Norwegian kingdom on a more European model. Especially it wanted an end to the tradition of
having several co-kings, which in the past had often led to war and unrest. In addition Bishop Eysteinn wanted
only legitimate sons to be eligible. By sponsoring Magnus Erlingsson, both these goals would be achieved. In
1163 the new law of succession (agnatisk suksesjon), was introduced. In return, Bishop Eysteinn crowned
Magnus King of Norway. This was the first time such a ceremony had taken place in Norway.

Eysteinn is thought to have written Passio Olavi, a hagiographical work written in the Latin language. This is
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about the history and work of St. Olaf II of Norway, with particular emphasis on his missionary work. The title is
an abbreviation for Passio Et Miracula Beati Olaui, meaning Holy Olav's sufferings and miracles. [6]
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‘Ezana the great of Axum (Ge'ez:  ‘Ezana, unvocalized 
‘zn; also spelled Aezana or Aizan) was ruler of the Kingdom of
Aksum an ancient kingdom centered in what is now Eritrea and the
Tigray Region of northern Ethiopia. (320s – c. 360 AD). He himself
employed the style (official title) "king of Saba and Salhen, Himyar
and Dhu-Raydan".[1] Tradition states that ‘Ezana succeeded his
father Ella Amida (Ousanas) while still a child and his mother,
Sofya served as regent. He conquered the Kingdom of Kush
around the year 350 AD.
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Further information: History of Ethiopia and Ethiopian
historiography

‘Ezana was the first monarch of the Kingdom of Aksum to embrace
Christianity,[2] and the first after Za Haqala (possibly Zoskales) to
be mentioned by contemporary historians, a situation that lead S.
C. Munro-Hay to comment that he was "the most famous of the
Aksumite kings before Kaleb."[3] His childhood tutor, the Syrian
Christian Frumentius, became head of the Ethiopian Church. A
surviving letter from the Arian Roman emperor Constantius II is
addressed to ‘Ezana and his brother Saizana and requests that
Frumentius be sent to Alexandria to be examined for doctrinal
errors and be replaced by Theophilos the Indian; Munro-Hay
assumes that ‘Ezana either refused or ignored this request.[4]

‘Ezana also launched several military campaigns, which he
recorded in his inscriptions. A pair of inscriptions on a stela in
Ge'ez found at Meroë is thought of as evidence of a campaign in
the fourth century, either during ‘Ezana's reign, or by a
predecessor like Ousanas. While some authorities interpret these
inscriptions as proof that the Aksumites destroyed the kingdom of
Meroë, others note that archeological evidence points to an
economic and political decline in Meroë around 300.[5] Moreover,
some view the stela as military aid from Aksum to Meroë to quell
the revolt and rebellion by the Nuba. However, conclusive
evidence and proof to which view is correct is not currently
available.

On some of the Aksumite coins minted during ‘Ezana's reign
appears the motto in Greek TOYTOAPECHTHXWPA – "May this
please the people". Munro-Hay comments that this motto is "a
rather attractive peculiarity of Aksumite coinage, giving a feeling of
royal concern and responsibility towards the people's wishes and
contentment".[6] A number of coins minted bearing his name were
found in the late 1990s at archeological sites in India, indicating
trade contacts in that country.[7] A remarkable feature of the coins
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is a shift from a pagan motif with disc and crescent to a design with
a cross. ‘Ezana is also credited for erecting several stelae and
obelisks.

Ezana is unknown in the King Lists even though the coins bear this
name. According to tradition, Emperors Abreha and Asbeha ruled
Ethiopia when Christianity was introduced. It may be that these
names were later applied to ‘Ezana and his brother or that these
were their baptismal names.[8]

Along with his brother, Saizana, ‘Ezana is regarded as a saint by
the Ethiopian Orthodox Tewahedo Church, with a feast day of
October 1.[9]
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Ezequiél Moreno y Díaz

Saint
Ezequiél Moreno y Díaz

O.A.R.

Bishop of Pinara, and Pasto, Colombia
Born 9 April 1848

Alfaro, La Rioja, 
Spain

Died 19 August 1906 (aged 58)
Montegudo, Navarra, 
Spain

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 1 November 1975 by Pope Paul
VI

Canonized 11 October 1992[1], Santo
Domingo, Dominican Republic
by Pope John Paul II

Feast 19 August

Patronage Cancer, Sto. Niño De Molino
Parish Church - Bacoor City,
Recoletos Community

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
  (Redirected from Ezekiel Moreno y Diaz)

There do not appear to be enough references currently present in this
article to demonstrate notability. However, an editor has performed a
search and claims that there are sufficient sources to indicate that this is a
notable topic. 
You can help to improve the article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Ideas for references may also be found on the Talk page. (March 2020)
(Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Saint Ezequiél Moreno y Díaz, OAR was a member of the Order
of Augustinian Recollects and now venerated as a Saint in the
Catholic Church. He was born on April 9, 1848 in Alfaro, La Rioja,
Spain and later served as a missionary to the Philippines. He also
became the Bishop of Pinara and later of Pasto, in Colombia.

His nephew Julián Moreno, OAR, is also venerated as a Blessed
because of his martyrdom in Motril. Saint Ezequiel is popularly
invoked as the patron of cancer patients.
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Early life and entry to the Order of
Augustinian Recollects [edit]

Born in the city of Alfaro, La Rioja, Spain to Félix Moreno and
María Josefa Díaz, he was the third of six children along with
Eustaquio, Juana, Valentina and Benigna. His fourth sister, named
María de las Candelas, died.

Ezequiel first wore the habit of the Recoletos in Monteagudo,
Navarra, Spain on September 21, 1864. Later, he made his
solemn vow in Marcialla (also in Navarra) on September 22, 1868.

Philippine missions [edit]

Arrival and ordination in Manila [edit]

The monastery in Monteagudo was known for dispatching missionaries to both the Americas and the
Philippines. As expected, the saint sailed for Manila, the capital of the Captaincy General of the Philippines,
arriving there on February 10, 1870.

In the middle that year, St. Ezequiel sailed on to the Visayan town of Jaro, Iloilo where he received and finished
his minor orders. A year later, he returned to Manila to receive his sacerdotal orders from the Archbishop of
Manila, Gregorio Melitón Martínez. Today, the letter of the Archbishop informing him of his sacerdotal ordination
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Devotional statue of St. Ezequiel
Moreno at the Basilica Minore de San
Sebastian, Manila.

is one of the best-preserved manuscripts from the period. After ordination, he was immediately sent to his first
mission in Calapan, Oriental Mindoro. There, he became proficient in Tagalog that at his canonisation, Filipino
Catholics remarked that the language is now "a language of the saints."

Provincial assignments [edit]

Two years after his arrival in the colony, he undertook the arduous task of being Military Chaplain to a penal
colony, now Iwahig Prison and Penal Farm, in Puerto Princesa City. He was among the founders of the town of
Aborlan, Palawan and Barangay Inagawan in Puerto Princesa. St. Ezequiel was struck by malaria, which forced
him to leave the island.

When he was able to recover from the disease, he was again made in charge of a mission in Calapan. Though
only 28 years old, both the Archbishop of Manila and his Recollect Prior assigned him as Vicar Forane of
Mindoro.

Return to Manila and surrounding areas [edit]

In 1876, he was transferred to what is now Las Piñas and worked zealously for the development of the lives of
the people in the area. The town suffered many major calamities during his pastorship, yet the people did not
lose hope because of his example. This saintly way of life that he exemplified caused the people of Las Piñas to
oppose his transfer to Santo Tomás, Batangas.

The appeal, as strong as it was, was not successful and St. Ezequiel was transferred to Santo Tomás. However,
he was recalled to Manila because he was appointed General Preacher of the Order of Augustinian Recollects.
The people of Santo Tomas also made an appeal to suspend the order but like what happened in Las Piñas,
their request was not granted. He assumed the post in October 1880 and as Preacher General, was assigned
parish priest of Santa Cruz Church, assuming the post in February 1881.

A year later, he was assigned to take charge of the Recollect hacienda in the towns of Imus and Bacoor in
Cavite. During his stay, the towns were struck by cholera and the priest worked hard to administer the Last
Rites to as many of the faithful as possible that of the 3,200 victims, only three died without receiving the Last
Rites.

Election as superior of Monteagudo [edit]

His saintly life made him elected as Superior to the Seminary in Monteagudo in 1885. Through this post, St.
Ezequiel imparted his missionary zeal to many missionaries to the Americas and the Philippines.

Colombian missions [edit]

It was in 1888 that he once more crossed the Atlantic Ocean and became the head of the Recollect mission in
Colombia. He served as Vicar apostolic of Casanare and was named bishop of Pinara, Colombia on October
23, 1893. He became Bishop of Pasto, Colombia on December 2, 1893. He was noted for his generous charity
to the faithful of his diocese and his ardent attacks against the liberal party from the pulpit.

Involvement in Colombian politics [edit]

As most of the Colombian Church hierarchy, Ezequiel Moreno aligned
himself with the Colombian Conservative Party. During the Thousand
Days War, he used his writings and preaching sermons to attack the
Colombian Liberal Party and to urge Catholics to fight the liberals and to
"defend their religion with Remingtons and machetes", promising
automatic Absolution.[2]
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Ezequiél Moreno y Díaz

Saint
Ezequiél Moreno y Díaz

O.A.R.

Bishop of Pinara, and Pasto, Colombia
Born 9 April 1848

Alfaro, La Rioja, 
Spain

Died 19 August 1906 (aged 58)
Montegudo, Navarra, 
Spain

Venerated in Catholic Church

Beatified 1 November 1975 by Pope Paul
VI

Canonized 11 October 1992[1], Santo
Domingo, Dominican Republic
by Pope John Paul II

Feast 19 August

Patronage Cancer, Sto. Niño De Molino
Parish Church - Bacoor City,
Recoletos Community

From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

There do not appear to be enough references currently present in this
article to demonstrate notability. However, an editor has performed a
search and claims that there are sufficient sources to indicate that this is a
notable topic. 
You can help to improve the article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Ideas for references may also be found on the Talk page. (March 2020)
(Learn how and when to remove this template message)

Saint Ezequiél Moreno y Díaz, OAR was a member of the Order
of Augustinian Recollects and now venerated as a Saint in the
Catholic Church. He was born on April 9, 1848 in Alfaro, La Rioja,
Spain and later served as a missionary to the Philippines. He also
became the Bishop of Pinara and later of Pasto, in Colombia.

His nephew Julián Moreno, OAR, is also venerated as a Blessed
because of his martyrdom in Motril. Saint Ezequiel is popularly
invoked as the patron of cancer patients.
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Early life and entry to the Order of
Augustinian Recollects [edit]

Born in the city of Alfaro, La Rioja, Spain to Félix Moreno and
María Josefa Díaz, he was the third of six children along with
Eustaquio, Juana, Valentina and Benigna. His fourth sister, named
María de las Candelas, died.

Ezequiel first wore the habit of the Recoletos in Monteagudo,
Navarra, Spain on September 21, 1864. Later, he made his
solemn vow in Marcialla (also in Navarra) on September 22, 1868.

Philippine missions [edit]

Arrival and ordination in Manila [edit]

The monastery in Monteagudo was known for dispatching missionaries to both the Americas and the
Philippines. As expected, the saint sailed for Manila, the capital of the Captaincy General of the Philippines,
arriving there on February 10, 1870.

In the middle that year, St. Ezequiel sailed on to the Visayan town of Jaro, Iloilo where he received and finished
his minor orders. A year later, he returned to Manila to receive his sacerdotal orders from the Archbishop of
Manila, Gregorio Melitón Martínez. Today, the letter of the Archbishop informing him of his sacerdotal ordination
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Devotional statue of St. Ezequiel
Moreno at the Basilica Minore de San
Sebastian, Manila.

is one of the best-preserved manuscripts from the period. After ordination, he was immediately sent to his first
mission in Calapan, Oriental Mindoro. There, he became proficient in Tagalog that at his canonisation, Filipino
Catholics remarked that the language is now "a language of the saints."

Provincial assignments [edit]

Two years after his arrival in the colony, he undertook the arduous task of being Military Chaplain to a penal
colony, now Iwahig Prison and Penal Farm, in Puerto Princesa City. He was among the founders of the town of
Aborlan, Palawan and Barangay Inagawan in Puerto Princesa. St. Ezequiel was struck by malaria, which forced
him to leave the island.

When he was able to recover from the disease, he was again made in charge of a mission in Calapan. Though
only 28 years old, both the Archbishop of Manila and his Recollect Prior assigned him as Vicar Forane of
Mindoro.

Return to Manila and surrounding areas [edit]

In 1876, he was transferred to what is now Las Piñas and worked zealously for the development of the lives of
the people in the area. The town suffered many major calamities during his pastorship, yet the people did not
lose hope because of his example. This saintly way of life that he exemplified caused the people of Las Piñas to
oppose his transfer to Santo Tomás, Batangas.

The appeal, as strong as it was, was not successful and St. Ezequiel was transferred to Santo Tomás. However,
he was recalled to Manila because he was appointed General Preacher of the Order of Augustinian Recollects.
The people of Santo Tomas also made an appeal to suspend the order but like what happened in Las Piñas,
their request was not granted. He assumed the post in October 1880 and as Preacher General, was assigned
parish priest of Santa Cruz Church, assuming the post in February 1881.

A year later, he was assigned to take charge of the Recollect hacienda in the towns of Imus and Bacoor in
Cavite. During his stay, the towns were struck by cholera and the priest worked hard to administer the Last
Rites to as many of the faithful as possible that of the 3,200 victims, only three died without receiving the Last
Rites.

Election as superior of Monteagudo [edit]

His saintly life made him elected as Superior to the Seminary in Monteagudo in 1885. Through this post, St.
Ezequiel imparted his missionary zeal to many missionaries to the Americas and the Philippines.

Colombian missions [edit]

It was in 1888 that he once more crossed the Atlantic Ocean and became the head of the Recollect mission in
Colombia. He served as Vicar apostolic of Casanare and was named bishop of Pinara, Colombia on October
23, 1893. He became Bishop of Pasto, Colombia on December 2, 1893. He was noted for his generous charity
to the faithful of his diocese and his ardent attacks against the liberal party from the pulpit.

Involvement in Colombian politics [edit]

As most of the Colombian Church hierarchy, Ezequiel Moreno aligned
himself with the Colombian Conservative Party. During the Thousand
Days War, he used his writings and preaching sermons to attack the
Colombian Liberal Party and to urge Catholics to fight the liberals and to
"defend their religion with Remingtons and machetes", promising
automatic Absolution.[2]
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